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A healthy science is one in which there is continuous re-evaluation

of problems in the light of present evidence ... As humans we think

in terms of labels we pat on things. But if the labelling system does
not keep up with thought it is demonstrably a short time before thought
ceases. . . . Putting the label on is only half the game; taking it off again
is the other half.

Hallam L. Movius, Junior.

SUMMARY.
This paper summarises work in Adelaide since 1928 to establish the

archaeological culture succession. It gives newly available time data
for the Kartan culture of Late Pleistocene, traces changes through
Tartangan, Pirrian and Mudukian industries to the latest or Murundian
Culture phase.
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Geological evidence and Carbon 14 data are compared and co-

ordinated with the succession, the whole sequence being summarised in

a table (fig. 1).

The survival of pirri implements as stone spear tips on the karu
spear in Western Australia is reported, as is also the use of a Tartangan
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type of knife called jimari among living people in the North of Western
Australia, and of a hafted chipped-back knife called juan, from Queens-
land

.

There is a brief discussion on the types of human beings who may
have devised, developed, transported and used these implements in

Australia and Tasmania.

The earliest date based on geological data is indicated to be Late
Glacial, prior to 10000 B tP. (Before the Present), for the Kartan Culture
of Hailctt Cove and Fulliam, South Australia. This culture is indicated as a
widespread onc^ extending out from Indonesia and South Eastern Asia to

Australia. The succeeding Tartangan culture, at a minimum, embraced the
period between 8700 B.P., based on a CR date at Cape Martin and 6020
B.P. at the type site at Tartanga. A C 1 * date of 4250 B.P. is available

for a specific horizon (Layer IX) at the type site of the Pirrian Culture,

in Devon Downs Rock Shelter, South Australia.

There is some discussion on climates and the conclusion is reached
that there is no foundation for the existence of a major arid cycle in

the Mid-Holocene Period but that the Mediterranean climate of Southern
Australia in modern times represents the virtual maximum of an arid

cycle which has been developing over the past two thousand years or more,

CULTURE SUCCESSION IN SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA.

INTRODUCTION.
The idea of a succession behind the array of archaeological imple-

ments discovered in Australia is probably old but little tangible evidence

was available until a relatively short time ago.

Definite cultural stratification in Australia perhaps was first demon-
strated in 1929, with the spade, by Hale and Tindale (1930) at Tartanga,
and at Devon Downs Rock Shelter, on the River Murray, in South
Australia. This work began as the result of a chance find by a local

collector of fossils, W, P. Roy, who showed a mineralised human part

cranium to Edgar R. Waite, Director of the South Australian Museum,
in January 1928, a few days before his death at the Australian Association

for the Advancement of Science Congress of that month in Hobart
Three culture horizons were found to be present in the 8 metre (21 ft.)

depth of deposit in the rock shelter at Devon Downs and a still earlier

culture horizon was in a river bank site on Tartanga Island a few
miles away. The strata, in descending order, were named as Murundian
(the present day culture), Mudukian. Pirrian and Tartangan.

Shortly afterwards Tindale and Macgraith (1931) identified another,

and separate industry, on Kangaroo Island. This island was uninhabited

when visited by European explorers in 1802. Some archaeological
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implements had been reported previous to 1931 by W. Howchin but no
details had been given. This Kangaroo Island culture (later to be
named the Kartan) was recognised by Tindale (1937) also to be present

on the mainland of Australia and in Tasmania, where it was an earlier

stratum in a Tasmanian culture sequence. It was then demonstrated,

on stratigraphic evidence, that implements at Fulham near Adelaide were
older than the Pirrian and, by inference were older than the Tartangan;

they occurred on an ancient land surface, now below sea level, which
subsequently had been covered by marine deposits, and then by lacustrine

beds above which were the Pirrian camps.

Tindale (1941) called this very old suite of implements the Kartan
Culture, typically from Kangaroo Island, but present also on the mainland

of Australia and in Tasmania. The industries specifically at .Fulham

and at Hallett Cove, South Australia, were thought at the time to be

sufficiently different from the true Kartan Culture to be called the Fulham
Industry simply because they supposedly lacked one specific implement

type, the sumatralith. However it is now clear, at least at Hallett Cove,

that this was due to insufficient collecting, for typical sumatraliths are

known from the site, and the supposed differences can be considered less

important

The only other culture phase terms proposed for implement suites

in South Eastern Australia are ones by McCarthy (1939) who has referred

to the "Gambierian" in the South East of South Australia and the

"Bondaian" and "Eloueran" on the coast of New South Wales. The
status of the "Bondaian" was discussed by Tindale (1955) and all three

are referred to in a later section of the paper.

The significance of the detailed sections and cultural sequences
revealed by excavation at Devon Downs and Tartanga did not immediately
attract attention in Australia. Thus Shellshear (1937) spoke of the "lack

of accurate and detailed excavation work in Australia", A useful summary
of work and opinions on man in Australia up to 1942 was given by
Mahony (1943).

The next phase of study was geological exploration. Keble (1947,

published 1948) had a paper which appeared just after one by Tindale

(1947). These papers independently covered much the same ground in

exploring the geological background of man's sojourn in Australia. The
approach to the problem of dating Pleistocene and Recent time in Australia

by establishing links with the world-wide phenomena of eustatic shore
lines, foreshadowed by Tindale (1933) was amplified in 1947. The 1933
paper was not noticed by Keble, so that some of his conclusions had been

long anticipated.
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KARTAN CULTURE.
The Kartan Culture is characterised on Kangaroo Island by the

presence of sumatraliths, hammer stones, horse-hoof implements, some
discoidai implements of a type winch have come to be known as kttrta,

and some poorly worked flakes. Most of the implements are relatively

large and coarsely made. Tindale and Maegraith (1931), Tindale (1937)
and Cooper (1943) have described and figured many examples, and Tindale

(1950, 1951) has reported the discovery of Aor/a-like implements surviving

in use as the cutting blades of the palaeolithic kodj axe of the people of

South Western Australia.

At the archaeological site of Hallett Cove (Section 562, Hundred of

Noarlunga) further field work has been done by Mr. H. M. Cooper. This

site was originally found by him and recorded by Tindale (1937).
Ploughing of the land for agricultural purposes has lately brought to the
surface many more implements, including some very typical sumatraliths.

Cooper has observed that the Kartan implements of Hallett Cove
are all made from pebbles derived from the fluvio-glacial deposits and
associated chocolate shales of the Marinoan Series, which occur in

nearby gullies, whence they have been carried up on to the plateau

campsite. There are no implements made from stones derived from
the present pebble beach, which lies at the base of the cliffs some
two hundred feet below the site, although these pebbles were, at Moana
and at other adjoining sites, very much used in a different fashion as raw
material for implements by men of the Piman and later cultures..

From this fact an inference is made by the present author that at

the time of occupation of the Kartan site on the crest of the hills, sea leveJ

was lower than at present and hence did not lap the cliffs. The present
pebble beach at Hallett Cove would then have been buried under a talus

slope, and a foreshore plain, such as occurs further to the north as the

Adelaide Plains would have extended out beyond the hills at Hallett Cove.
It is evident that during the low sea levels of the Last Glaciation the
shoreline was many miles away.

This is consistent with the presence of similar implements on the
land surface below present sea level, at Fulham, a few miles further
north (Tindale 1937, fig. 11).

The occurrence of a relatively large number of sumatraliths, at

Hallett Cove on the mainland, narrows down the supposed differences

between the Fulham Industry of the South Australian mainland and the
Kartan Industry from Kangaroo Island. The ratios of sumatraliths. to

horsehoof implements approached 90 per cent on Kangaroo Island whereas
at Hallett Cove sumatraliths are present only to the extent of about 40
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per cent. On Kangaroo Island sites no fewer than 1,221 surnatralith

implements have been recovered; the Hallett Cove site has to date yielded

3soine 40 examples. Two possible explanations are offered to account for

the different proportions of suniatraliths met with on mainland sites.

If Kartan men were present in Australia at the end of the Pleistocene

Period they witnessed the rise of sea level from the low eustatic terrace

condition which it held during the rigours of the last phase of the Last-

Ice Age, At first Kangaroo Island would have been connected with the

mainland, hence from the point of view of any people then living in

Australia this "island" was merely one of a number of cold, south-facing

coastal areas. With the coming of early Recent Time, about 10000 B.P.

Kangaroo Land began to be cut off from the mainland, as it is today.

Any people living there would have become isolated, and protected from
mainland contacts. It might be safe then to assume that, in their sheltered

territory it would be possible to have a far lesser call to make combat
weapons, hence horsehoof implements, perhaps chiefly used as unhafted
adzes or choppers in working wood for weapon making, might become
fewer in proportion to the Sumatra implements used evidently in food

gathering
1

. It will be recalled that among some living aborigines cf coastal

South Queensland, sumatralith-like implements were used in digging out

bracken fern rhizomes for food.

Another possible explanation of the differences should be considered.

Aborigines of ail periods were prone to retrieve the materials left on old

campsites by earlier men, converting them to new uses according to their

own ideals of implement making. On the mainland sumalras being large

and of selected stone were doubtless good sources of quartzite for micro-

tiths and flakes throughout Recent Time. On the island where the Kartan
Culture persisted unchanged till it became extinct, little such scavenging

of surface sites would occur, hence the proportions of discarded imple-

ments present might not have been altered in this manner on the island.

Mr. H. M. Cooper is at present studying a few implements of later cultures

which hint at sporadic later casual visits to the island.

New sites for the Kartan Culture are constantly being discovered.

At Moana, South Australia, HL Burrows and the writer found a typical

tumalra on the surface of eroded kunkar limestone at the southern end
of the sand plain. It was coated with lime (specimen A.4S749) Mr. J. E.

Johnson found several excellent sumatrahths at Terrapinna Rockholc on
Mooiawatanna Station in the Flinders Ranges, South Australia (specimens

A.4S785).

In August, 1955, on the official excursion to Keilor, Victoria, during

the Science Congress. Mr. EL R. Hammet picked up and kindly presented
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to the author a large, coarse, flaked implement which he found on the

surface of a ridge in the valley above the left bank of the "Dry Cneelr\

at Keilor, within 100 yards of the fossil skull site. This implement seems

undoubtedly to belong with ones of the Kartan Culture. Whatever the

age of Keilor man himself, Kartan implement users were probably once

in this area. The specimen is now A.48061- in the South Australian

Museum.

Dr. A, Gallus more recently has submitted for identification other

large implement flakes found at several places in the Maribyrnong Valley,

Victoria. Four of them prove also to be artefacts of types characteristic

of the Kartan Culture phase. A typical quartzite flaked hand chopper was
of a weight (22 oz.) and general form which might be expected to occur

where tubular pieces of stone replace waterworn oval pebbles as raw
material in the making of sumatraliths. Others of his specimens were

found to be directly comparable with some implements described by Tin dale

(1937, p. 50) from the older or Kartan-like Culture phase at St. Helens,

Tasmania. Tindalc (1941) reported similar examples from Flinders and

Cape Barren Islands in Bass Strait, where the Newer Tasmanian Industry

is unknown.

Kartan types of implements are now known from many places on the

Australian mainland, notably at Calligillup, six miles east of Mt Barker

ZH South Western Australia, at Roebourne in the north of Western Aus-

tralia; and fit Yarrie Station on the De Grey River, North Western

Australia, where they were found by J. B. Eirdsell and the present author,

the first named locality in 1939, and the others in 1953.

Messrs. B. Main and G. W. A. Bartholomew found a single large flake

which may belong to this culture on a sandhill between Roebourne and

Cossack, in Western Australia. Dr. J. B. Birdsell and the writer found a

horsehoof implement, similar to those of this culture, made from heavy

ironstone, at a place 16 miles East of Flora Valley, in North Western

Australia (Specimen A.45415 in S.A. Museum).

Mr. Lindsay Black has in his collection a typical sumatralith (his

no. 1729) from Bootra, about 100 miles north of Yancannia near the

border between New South Wales and Queensland; it is made on a

rather rough-textured pebble of red-stained quartzite.

Mr. Brian Daily, now Palaeontologist in this Museum, several years

ago found a rolled sumatralith (specimen A.46986 in the S.A. Museum)
with the working edge extending along one side and the end of a rather

elongate ovate pebble; it is not quite typical of Kangaroo Island sumatra-

liths. It was on a ledge of mottled red, white and yellow argillaceous sand

of uncertain age between Late Tertiary and Sub-Recent time, about two
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miles west of Lubra Point on the south coast of Bathurst Island in the
Northern Territory. This ledge protruded from a sand dune about 70 feet

above high tide mark* He noted that no other implement of this type,

and no further sample of the rock of which it is manufactured was to
be found either on thia island or on the adjoining Melville Island, where
he also worked. The specimen is figured by Tindale (1956 (2) p. 119).
Daily found similar types of pebbles in Cretaceous Beds further east

on Bathurst Island.

The occurrence is useful in indicating the possible; extension of the
Kartan Culture to what was part of the mainland of Australia in Pleisto-

cene time.

It h of interest in another way. The present day inhabitants of
Melville and Bathurst Island are of negritic type only slightly modified
by some possible hybridisation with Australoid stock. This may help to

confirm indications from other quarters that some former link may have
existed between the negritos of Australia and Kartan Culture.

Implements of the same forms as those of the Kartan Culture are
characteristic of many sites in South East Asia and Indonesia. They
are reported as far to the north as in the Bac-son Mountains of Tongking,
being found there and in Malaya, often in the lowest stratified occupational
layers present in caves and rock shelters. Heine-Geldern (1932 pi. 1,

fig. 4-5) figures examples from Bac-son.

Examples from caves called Gua Kerbau in Perak, and Gua Badak
in Lenggong, collected by the late P. D. R. Williams-Hunt are in the
South Australian Museum (specimens A.43256-43286).

Saurin (1953) suggests that Hoabinhien Culture sites in Indo-China
are mostly, if not wholly Post-Pleistocene in date. One of the charac-
teristic implements is the sumatralith.

The late date suggested for the Hoabinhien of Indo-China contrasts
with the increasing evidence that in the Australian corridor and in Aus-
tralia the Kartan Culture, which has similar implements, was at latest of
bale PTeistocene times in its main period of dominance. By about 9000
B.P. it had already been supplanted by the Tartangan in South Eastern
Australia, there being local survivals until more recent times only in

peripheral areas, and on islands such as Kangaroo Island. However, if

the Kartan Culture was, in the main, that brought to Australia by people
of negritic stock, then it is probable that it persisted for a long time in

the rain-forested areas along the eastern coast of Australia where negritos
survived. In areas near Brisbane, for example Sumatra lith-like implements
remained locally in use until modern times as digging stones in the
gathering of bracken fern roots, for food (Jackson, 1939). McCarthy
(1947) has reported sumatra-like implements from sites he identifies as
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modern on Ihe North Coast of New South Wales; the one figured is not

very typical of the Kartan Culture ones of Kangaroo Island.

The late date suggested for this type of culture in a< part of Asia

may also reflect the similar fact that negritic populations proved able to

maintain themselves until modern times in many areas of jungle. At
some places their primitive implements probably remained in use for a

long time, until they established sufficiently cordial contacts with more
advanced peoples to enter into barter with them. It is. noteworthy that

in Malaya sumatraliths and archaeological pottery have been reported

together, and that the Semang negritos today trade forest products with

Malays for their requirements of metal tools, etc.

TARTANGAN CULTURE
This culture was originally reported from Tartanga Island in tiw

Murray River, where there is a series of beds identified as of Pre-10 foot

Terrace Age, with Unio protovittatus as the principal food shelL, and a
suite of piscine, reptilian and mammalian fossils, only one of which, a
Macropus, may have been of an extinct species. Layer C, an upper horizon

in the Tartangan series, is now dated by Carbon 14 to 6020
"n 150 B.P.

Areas of Tartangan campsite are known also to be on the plateau near

Swan Reach, a few miles away. At Lake Menindee, Tindale (1955)

reported a Tartangan Culture as contemporary with beds containing a

large assemblage of fossil mammals (Tedford 1955). A hearth in this

Tartangan horizon has now been dated to 6570 ±- 100 B.P.

At Cape Martin in the South East of South Australia Tindale (1956

(4) and paper in press) reports a still earlier Tartangan horizon, dated to

S700 =fe 120 B.P. This is a terra rosso soil on a land surface demonstrably

of Early Recent date. Tartangan sites* found at Cape Northumberland,
Kongorong, Symon, and inland from Blackfellow Cave in the South East
of South Australia, as also at Cape Bridgewater, in Western Victoria

are also being discussed in the same paper.

The known distribution of the Tartangan Culture is constantly being
extended, Latest reports of possible sites is by two correspondents,

Messrs. J. E. Johnson and S. B. Wame who, writing from the Western
Desert near the Western border of South Australia state:

—

MAt Giles Tank
in Western Australia we have found what seems to be a Tartangan Culture

and an undoubted culture of the Tartangan or pre-Tartangan has turned

up M a small site 6 miles South of Mt. Harriet, South Australia, where
large, coarsely but sharply percussion-trimmed, deeply patinated tools of

micro-dioiite are found. They are made on blocka and large insolation

flakes and prepared cores, and comprise horsehoofs, block choppers and
laree flakes/'
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The area of distribution of the Tartarean as an archaeological culture

thus possibly extends at least from the eastern borders of Western
Australia to Cape Bridgewater in Victoria and from Lake Menindee in

the Western part of New South Wales to the South Coast of Australia.

The Tartangan as revealed at these places resembles so closely the

implement cultui*e of the Tasmanian aborigines of modern times that there

is every reason to suspect a link.

The Tasmanian implement types figured and described by Tyior

(1895) for example can all be matched among the general run of imple-

ments of Tartangan facies to be taken in the coastal regions of the South

East of South Australia. The work of the Tartangan peoples plus the

nature of the flint there has yielded flakes identical in style, though

naturally widely differing in manner of patination, etc,

Campbell and Noone (1943 T p. 384), during their studies of the

implements of the Woakwine Range in the South East of South Australia,

sensed the resemblances between their Tartangan finds and those from
Tasmania, even though they were puzzled by the absence cf any imple-

ments of the types now known to belong to the Kartan Culture, It

would seem they had not appreciated that two culture periods were

involved. They did not use the culture names proposed by Hale and
Tindale (1930).

The newly gained knowledge, that Tartangan foLk were at Cape Martin

no more than about one thousand years after the probable time of the

severing of Tasmania from the Australian mainland at the end of the

Last Glaeiation, clearly supports the conclusion that there was a direct

relationship and the fact that the Tartangan and Kartan people were not

everywhere contemporaneous explains the seeming inconsistency of the

absence of the Kartan types. One would expect that many of the Kartan

campsites along the coast were obliterated by the rise of sea level which
was une of the primary markers of the end of the Pleistocene.

The Kartan Culture, being earlier than the Tartangan had already

spread to both the Tasmanian and Kangaroo Island areas before the

Tartangans arrived.

We arc led to see that most probably the Tartangan Culture also was
moving into and had already taken over the occupation of parts cf the

Murray Valley and vicinity and of much of the area of Victoria near

the entrance to Tasmania, by the end of the Pleistocene. Both cultures

were shut off in Tasmania by the rise of sea level and we can postulate

perhaps a period of culture clash in Tasmania about the end of

Pleistocene time, leaving the Tasmanian Culture in command until modern
times.
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Although the Tartangan Culture seemingly thus occupied a good part

of South-Eastern Australia by the end of the Pleistocene it probably had
not yet had time to penetrate as far westward as the Mt. Lofty Ranges.

Hence when the Kangaroo Island area was severed from the mainland

by the same rise of sea level as cut off Tasmania, the older Kartan Culture

was the only one represented in the area. It was cut off and persisted

unchanged on this large island until it became extinct, perhaps by the time

of the Mid-Recent High sea level. Despite active search no Kartan imple-

ments have been found on any Post-Mid-Recent coastal area on the island.

In Tasmania, on the contrary, the newer Tartangan implement culture

flourished, either replacing the older Kartan one or absorbing it (we cannot

yet tell which) to become the Newer Tasmanian Culture of yester year.

Certain it is that the Kartan on Kangaroo Island did not show any signs

of change before it became extinct, whereas over much of the mainland

of South Eastern Australia, in the archaeological succession, Kartan was

superseded by Tartangan, and then by the Pirrian and the still later

cultures which followed.

Sufficient indications now exist to enable lis to visualise probable

Early, Middle, and Late phases of the Tartangan Culture, the whole

ranging in time from about the last cold phase of the Pleistocene down to

about 5000 B.P.

Early Tartangan was a large blade culture which possibly spread

to Australia from Asia, but it is not clearty recognised there; isolated

blades have been found in New Guinea which shew resemblances, but

not much is known about them ; they will be described when more infor-

mation is to hand.

The Tartangan of Cape Martin, at 8700 B.P., can be regarded tenta-

tively as the beginning of Middle Tartangan times. There is a wealth of

cultural material, in flint from Hoods Drift, Symon and elsewhere on the

Woakwine Range which in part belongs here although much of it may,

when C14 tests are made, prove to belong to the earlier phase and bo

be better placed with Early Tartangan.

Late Tartangan times, on the mainland, may have commenced before

6500 B.P. on the Darling River. It typically is the Tartangan of the type

site at Tartanga, on the River Murray. The last named series comprise

a late suite of implements, in an area short of good stone for their

manufacture.

The solitary large crescontic implement of dull grey chert, figured

by Hale and Tindale (1930 fig, 229) from Layer IX in Devon Downs Rock
Shelter is like a Tartangan implement, and is either a very late survival

Or is an archaeological specimen picked up and carried there by a Pirrian

man.
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In its time of development the Tartangan of South Eastern Australia

may haw covered that critical period which saw the decline and ultimate

disappearance of most of the population of large mammals and giant birds

of the Australian Pleistocene.

Gill (1955) has discussed various theories to account for the crash

of the giant mammal assemblages of the Australian Pleistocene but does

not produce any clear cut evidence indicating man as a primary factor

in their extinction.

Although climatic changes are generally blamed for their extinction,

men doubtless had much to do with the final disappearance of these

creatures,

Mr. H. M. Cooper in April 1955 found a hearth on the crest of red
sand dunes at Pert Augusta West, at the head of Spencer Gulf, South
Australia, with burnt bones and teeth of Diprolodon and large flake

toots. These perhaps belonged to an early phase of the Tartangan Culture

or late Kartan period, He proposes to publish an account of this site.

From the data in the Lake Menindee area (Tindale 1955), the above
mentioned observation made by Cooper, and also a hint given by the

carvings of tracks of a giant bird (perhaps Genyornus) described by
Hall, MeGowan, and Guleksen (1951), at Pimba, South Australia it seems
likely that man hunted and ate the principal Pleistocene species, and that

in the Murray Basin, during the period between about 6500 B.P. and
60CO B.P.. he succeeded in virtually eliminating all but a large kangaroo,

Macropiis, like the modern species, Promptodon, and the Devil (Sarco-

philus). which managed to survive in some numbers until Pirrian times,

(Hale and Tindale, 1930, pp. 211 and 215).

It is not yet certain when Tartangan folk disappeared from the

Murray Valley scene. They were definitely absent by 4250 B.P. when
Pirrian folk already were living there. No Tartangan implements have
been found on top of the blanket of ash spread by the eruption of Mt.
Gambicr. which has been dated to 4710 =t 70 B.P., although ones attri-

butable to the Pirrian and Mudukian cultures are present.

Wc are indebted to Mr. T. A. Rafter for this CM date, furnished

in a letter addressed to Dr. C, Stephens of the C.S.I.R.O., Adelaide, on
29 June 1955.

There are some links between the Tartangan Culture and some people

of the present time. During a visit of the Board for Anthropological
Research Expedition to Yuendumu, Central Australia, in August
1951 (made possible by a grant from the Wenner-Gren Fund) there was
an opportunity for this author to see and film a number of Ngalia men
making stone knives at a factory site near the Government Station. The
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members of this tribe have continued to use the mine because of a demand
for knives to sell to European visitors to the Station. The Ngalia men
whose techniques were studied on this occasion, were the same as those

met by the author on a previous expedition to Cockatoo Creek in August
1932, when they were still nomadic savages, just being brought under
control, after the murder near Coniston Station of a white man, during

the initial phases of contact.

N.B.T

Fig. 2, a-c. Gnm-hnfted general purpose knife, of type used by Mangala tribe, in desert east of
T.a Grange Bay, Western Australia, native name [jfrnuri-l ; specimen was No. 1964 in collection of Lindsay
Black, width 5,!Sm., specimen now A.49903 in S.A. Jtfuseuni; d f knife of finmri type made by Pintnbi
tribesman at a factory site near Yuendumu while demonstrating stone knapping methods (specimen
A.42899 in South Australian Museum).
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The Ngalia type of knife has not changed in the intervening; years.

Details of their technique of making knives, of rather typical Central

Australian type, are reserved for a separate paper.

A man of the Pintubi tribe was present. He was a lately arrived

visitor from the still nomadic Pintubi folk of the country along the

Western Australian border, south cast of Lake Macdonald. His knives

were entirely different from those of the other workers. Pintubi ones

were made from large flakes struck off from a core, sometimes as a long

oval blade, and at others to make a wide squat one. All his trimming
was done with the aid of a moderate-sized stone, used as a hammer, and
the finished result showed primary, secondary and tertiary trimming.

Whichever flake was obtained initially the secondary work fashioned it into

an oval knife, trimmed on one long margin of the stone. In cross section

the finished knife had the same rounded silhouette as is familiar in the

large knife blade of the Tartangan Culture of Southern Australia. Fig. 2,

d-f give two views and a diagrammatic section of one made by this Pintubi

man. It was on a rather brittle flake of sugary-textured quartzite con-

taining numerous flaws. The man indicated that the stone was poor, and
claimed that in his own country much better material was available for

use. Despite the apparent disability imposed by the poor stone his finished

knife flakes were symmetrically and neatly fashioned. In use they were
hafted in Triodia grim but at times could be used without No attempt
was made to trim that part of the butt which in normal use would be

concealed beneath the guni of the handle.

Just afterwards a similar knife from North Western Australia was seen

in the collection of Mr, Lindsay Black of Leeton, New South Wales, and
a period of six months of field work in North Western Australia in 1953

enabled the data it provided to be followed up among the peopJe from
whom it had come.

Pig. 2, a-c shows two views and a diagrammatic section of this general

purpose knife, made from a grey opaline silica, on a flake showing white
cortex on the outer face. It is hafted with gum from one of the porcupine

grasses (Triodia). In this specimen the nature of the striking platform

is concealed by the gum haft but other known Mangala tribe examples
show the remains of a striking platform set at about 110° angle from the

inner face of the flake. The example came from east of La Grange Bay,

in the dry sandy desert area behind the Eighty Mile Beach, in North
Western Australia. The coastal region here is occupied by the KaradjerU

inland is the tribal territory of the Mangala people among whom this form
of knife is used and known as \jimari]. The figured specimen is the one

collected by Mr, Lindsay Black and it is listed jn his collection under the
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number 1964; through his courtesy it has now come to the Museum
collection (A.49903). Similar knives, now restricted to special uses, nre

known and treasured at least as far south as the Fortescue River, among
the Njangamarda, Njamal Bailgu,. Wanman, and Indjibandi folk. The
people of these tribes have for some years been in contact with civilisation

and have dropped the general use of stone implements; however they still

need a form of this knife for their initiatory rite of circumcision. Hence
every man who has the prospect, at some time or another, of being able

to circumcise a future son-in-law, has in his possession one or more
specimens, of several sizes, cached away in some safe place against that

day. During the 1953 visit to North Western Australia it was possible to

H
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N.B.T

Tiir. n. BVtfl -vi€w> d! archfifoloL'K'n! jiuiari Irtilfe ffOTD tjtm Tjiriijt'igutf horizon at. Hoods Drift
Section 543, Hundred of Bongrprcmft (spaini'.-n A. 305P0 in H.A Miisfnm)

see numbers of them which were produced for inspection, sometimes from
hiding places in cliff faces; to have a demonstration of the mode of

manufacture, and to receive several as gifts. One of the noted mining
places for the stone is at Pilbara Hill and specimens A.45156 and A.45157
in the S,A. Museum are ones from this factory area. Their specialised

use as instruments during initiation has preserved knowledge of them for
at least two generations more than otherwise might have been expected.
For the same reason they are not now seen openly in camps where
women folk might discover them. They were often depicted however when
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native drawings were being made by men. They seem, only a short time

ago, to have been the normal form of everyday knife in the Pilbara area

of Australia, as they still are among the less sophisticated Mangala. The

last named people, like the Wanman, who live east of Lake Waukarly-

karly, are a folk so specialised for life in the dry sandy deserts south

of the Pitzroy River that they seldom carry any other implement or

weapons than a knife and a throwing club, and for much of the year

live on lizards, on the heaps of grass grains gathered by ants about their

nests, on small rat kangaroos, and occasionally on other small animals

such as the blind marsupial mole.

The particular significance of this type of general purpose knife, for

the present paper, is the close similarity, amounting to identity, of its

form, mode and degree of trimming, and perhaps also the nature of its

handle, with the archaeological Tartangan ones in South Eastern Aus-

tralia. Fig. 3 gives several views of an example from the Tartangan

layer at Hoods Drift for comparison with the modern examples.

The contrast between the untrimmed and unrnarred back of the

Mansrala knife, which in use is concealed beneath the ?um of the handle,

and the superlatively well worked knife edge, with its rounded profile and

curved cutting edge, is very characteristic.

Tartangan implements very generally show this same contrast, sug-

gesting that they probably also were hafted in a similar manner, perhaps

using one or other of the generally available gums and resins known to

later aborigines. These include native pine (Callitris) gum, resin of the

grasB tree (Xantliorrliora), gum from phyllodes of Acacia aneurtu the

exudate from the roots of LeschenmiWa divaricata, sandalwood (Santa-

turn) gum, and porcupine grass gum (Triodiu). as well as beeswax from

stingless native bees.

The Mangala name [jirnari] for this knife is proposed as a general

term for the type. It may be convenient in future to refer to Tartangan

examples as archaeological jirnari, defining the typical form as based on

the Mangala version in current use, just in case it is later on proved

that the resemblances between them are somewhat less real than seems

apparent at present. The term tronata in Tasmania, while usually used in

a more general sense, embraces specimens which are similar.

Tindale and Noone (1941) have described flakes from a hoard of 74

newly prepared blades near Eucla on the borders of South and Western
Australia in present day sand dunes. This hoard includes some pieces

closel$r similar in size and form to jirnari and may hint that Tartangan-
ltke culture survivals extended also to the Eucla district
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PIRRIAN CULTURE
A specific horizon in the Pirrian Culture, Layer DC in the type section

at Devon Downs Rock Shelter, has been dated to 4250 ^180 B.P. by a
C!4 test of Unio shells picked from a mass sample of the debris of the
layer.

The same horizon possibly represents the high point in this culture.
At least it chanced to produce a pirri implement (Hale and Tindale, 1930,
fig. 177, and 179) technically so outstanding that it has scarcely been
matched by -any from hundreds of other sites and probably is the equal
of any among thousands of pirri implements that have been collected
This culture was widespread and its users were prolific in the production
of implements, from a great variety of stones. A collector in the Woomera
area of South Australia possesses over two thousand examples picked up
on surface sites in one area alone.

The Pirrian culture probably appeared in the Murray Valley about
or just after the period of the Mid-Recent High Terrace. The earliest
implements discarded on the top of the blanket of ash from the Mt
Gambler eruption of 4710 & 80 B.P. are identified as most probably
Pirrian and no earlier Tartangan ones have been found there.

The Pirrian Culture has now been reported from almost all parts
of Australia excepting only Cape York Peninsula, coastal Queensland
and parts of Eastern New South Wales; in these three places insufficient
collecting has been done to regard their entire absence as established
beyond doubt.

The most characteristic implement, the pirri implement itself, as
Indicated in a later paragraph in this paper, was a spear point It survived
until modern times in a part of Western Australia. There is. evidence, to
be elaborated in a later paper, which shows that the pressure-flaked biface
blade culture of North Western Australia is likely to have been a direct
development from the Pirrian. Study of the techniques of pressure-
flaking ha3 shown that in one tribe at least a rather large-sized, pirri-like,
uniface hammer-dressed blade is made during a preliminary stage of
preparation of the stone for pressure flaked blades.

Indications of the modern survival of the pirri are of particular
interest. In the South Australian Museum is a spear (A.21356) from the
collection of the late A. Zietz labelled "? Interior of Western Australia".
It was probably collected during the last century. It lias a well formed
pirri trimmed on both lateral margins and set in gum, as the spear tip.

The shaft is of the so-called composite type, the foreFhaft being of hard-
wood, 118 cm. in length, with the junction of gum and hardwood shaft
bound with kangaroo sinew. The length of the pirri and gum support is
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!Fig. 4. Stone-headed composite spear from Western Australia and archaeological pirri projectile points

from various places, a. Spear of type known as Icaru by Wanman people, example A.2135G in Houth
Australian Museum from collection of A. Ziet*, labelled

!i

? Interior of W.A." ; totul length 252 cm., of

hardwood shaft 118 cm., of reed butt 127 cm. be Four views uf head; d, is somewhat enlarg-cd. f. 3 views

of pirri from Coorong (Section 2. Hundred of Santo, South Australia. A.43356): g, Eucla, Western Aus-

tralia, A.41870; h-i Claypau site south of Mfc. Davenport. South Australia, A.21590; j-k Boolka Lake, New
South Wales, A.21378 (scale, in centimetres, applies to all figures except a and c).
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7 cm. The lower end of the hardwood shaft is inserted into a reed shaft

127 cm. long, and of a diameter of 1.5 cm. the union between them being

lashed with sinews; the butt end of the spear shaft has received no

particular preparation but is severed immediately below a knot in the

cane, hence it appears as if prepared for use with a spearthrower. The
spear shows the polish of much use. It is an important piece of evidence

demonstrating one of the primary functions of the pirri. Fig. 4 (a-e)

illustrates the specimen from several .aspects. A secondary function for

archaeological pivri was noticed by Hale and Tindale (1930 p. 205).

In the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Honolulu, is a similar example

of hafted spear (their B702) from Western Australia (fig. 5). It origi-

nated with the Helms Collection. The specimen was examined at Honolulu

by the writer in 1936. Richard Helms was the anthropologist of the Elder

N.B.T

Fig. 5, Two views of head a! composite shafted &pe-ar of modified kant type, Western Australia,
R, lieliiiH (specimen U702 id B. P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu).

Exploring Expedition in 1891-1892, but in his published account, although

he described several spears, he made no mention of this specimen as

having been obtained on the journey. He could of course have got it from
elsewhere than in the area traversed by this Expedition. The stone shows
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evidence of possible pressure flaking on both face3, thus resembling* the

pseudo-biface pirri implements which have been found archaeologically on

the lower parts of the Eyre Peninsula in South Australia with traces of

flaking on both faces. The general style of spear making is that of the

Pilbara natives.

During my 1953 visit to the Pilbara area it was noticed that the

aborigines of the Wanman Tribe, who live in the Desert east of Lake
Waukarlykarly, when depicting spears, made drawings of a stone-headed

type which they called karu. Njangamarda drawings showed a similar

spear, called karo. Both of these were differentiated from the tjinal or

tjinali a pressure-flaked spearhead of the Kimberleys, which occasionally

comes as faT south as the Mangala territory in trade in this area and

by a more eastern route reaches to the Warburton Ranges as a rare

traded object, there to be used as a circumcision knife. It is unfortunate

for anthropologists that the making of spears has been suppressed in the

Pilbara area and no actual specimens of karu could bo obtained.

The existence of drawings of karu spears, the descriptions of the

spears given by informants, plus the knowledge that spears with pirri

paints have been collected somewhere in this general area all tend to

confirm the conclusion that in parts of the Pilbara and Upper Ashburton

areas pirri tipped spears survived until modern times. It is proposed

that the spear type be known by the Wanman tribe name kuru\ the Zietz

specimen may be regarded as typical.

It is an interesting point to consider whether the survival of the

pirri-pointed-spear among the people of this part of Western Australia

is an indication that some of the peoples of this area are actual modem
descendants of the peoples of the Pirrian Culture or whether we have

here merely the local survival of one element of a Pirrian tradition which

elsewhere has been swamped under a flood of later cultural elements.

Noone (1943) records a few examples of microtiths of probable

Mudukian facies from Millstream Station on the Fortescue River in

territory now occupied by the blond-haired Indjibandi.

The real test may come when it is possible to ascertain whether or

not a Mudukian industry dominated all this portion of Western Australia.

No microlith implements were found by us in several months of search

during the spare time between our anthropometric study sessions in the

Marble Bar and Pilgangoora areas. In this connection it is of interest

to note that, implement-wise, a culture reasonably similar to the Mudukian

seems to have existed until modern times among the people of South

Western Australia and extended at least as far north as the Lower
Murchison.
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Dr. H, Petri (in a letter) recently mentioned his finding of an
archaeological campsite with pirvi implements near Perth. From his

discovery, which confirms a find made near Newman Rocks, we can
perhaps infer that in South Western Australia a Pirrian culture phase
once existed and may have been superseded by the present day Mudukian-
like Culture.

The present day aborigines at Moolabulia, in North Western Australia,

of the Djaru and Kitja tribes, say pirri points are kanbira or the "claws"

of the "Eagle people", who existed before they themselves came into

the country from the east. Pirri are commonly found in the sand around

the originally palm-tree-girt spring at the Head Station, a few miles west
of Hall Creek. Their own spear points are pressure-flaked biface blades

with serrated edges which pass through a stage during manufacture when
they are almost indistinguishable from, large pirri.

Pirrian implements were found at several other sites m the valley

of the Fitzroy River during the visit to North Western Australia; par-

ticular mention may be made of a site 19 miles west-south west of Louisa
Downs, and another 9 miles south west of that Homestead.

At Wave Hill Police Station on the Upper Victoria River in the west
of the Northern Territory, pirri implements occur on an eroded site near
the Station itself whereas on the present camp of the aborigines attached

to the Station, a few hundred yards further away, the dominant blade

implements are all bifaced pressure-flaked ones as they are among the

living Wandjira people of Inverway Station, who still make them. In

Central Australia, at Tieyon Station Homestead and at Macdonald Downs
Homestead near Lilatara, pirri are found. Other localities worthy of
mention are Lincoln Gap, west of Port Augusta, and Pimba, Louth Bay
and Sleaford Mere on the West Coast of South Australia ; some from the

two last-named areas show incipient bifacc trimming. At Tower Hill, near
South Gap, Nuriootpa, Fulham, Ooldea, and Miller Creek, all in South
Australia, many arc found. There is an extensive site 25 miles north of the
Cooper Creek Crossing on the track between Marree and Birdsville.

Specimens referable to the Pirrian Culture were found on sites examined
by the present writer in 1955 around the southern shores of Lake Eyre,
others are known from the Durham Downs, Queensland.

Worms (1950) reported pirri implements found archaeologically m
the territory of the still active Bard tribe at Cape Leveque, North Western
Australia, associated with worn adze stones.

Two rather aberrant examples of p/m-like implements have come
from Victoria, one from Lake Lonsdale and the other from Altona, A
rather short squat example which may really be an atypical engraver,
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only resembling a pirri by chance, has come from Port Kcmbla> New
South Wales.

It should perhaps be mentioned here in passing that the present

author interprets the term pirri in its originally proposed sense as includ-

ing both the developed pirri with secondary trimming and the so-called

butted blades, which however they may be separated by the implement

classifier still represent together with the pirri the whole range of form

of a single type of spear head. Graphed they would yield a curve of

the type characteristic of a continuous random series. They range from

forms with margins entirely free of secondary working, to the most

perfectly bilaterally trimmed examples. This is not to say that as more

detailed time sequence studies can be made there will not be found higher

and lower degrees of striving for perfect symmetry, by trimming, in the

work of different periods and among the Pirrian peoples of different areas.

There have been many discussions on the status of the Keilor fossil

skull in the Maribymong Valley, Victoria and much work has been done

on the physiographic data of the area in attempting a solution of the

problem of its position in time. Little attention has been paid to the

quartzite implement flake found near the skull. This specimen, labelled

as No, 45769 in the National Museum, Melbourne, was shown to the

present author in February, 1949. This flake was labelled "Keilor" and

"Dry Creek skull layer, few inches from skull, found by Dr. E. S, Hills".

With the Director's permission freehand sketches were made of it. These

are shown here as retraced in India ink (fig. 6, a-d)

,

The specimen is a thin blade some 3.9 cm, in length, 2.0 cm. wide

and 0.7 cm. in general thickness. There is a small triangular striking

platform with a diffused bulb showing an angle below 100 with respect

to the main axis of the flake. Four flakes had been removed from the

core in preparation for the striking off of this blade.

N.B.T

Fig. G. Ketrfteif>£8 of fro*hnnd skeleton* of the small fiSlljIe found by Dr. T3. S> Hills in the- "Dry

Cibek ekull layer, a few incher? frum the Kt-ilur KkulL a. showing four fluke scars on outer face; b. view'

of innp.r fare: a, view in plain* normal to striking ylutfi-rm: d. cross flection at murkud pot-ilum (.siJeeiiutn

4>769 in National Mu9<ruft), fltolbourOfl ; PAVBrfil tUf)i
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By itself this specimen is insufficient to mark positively the culture

period to which it may have belonged but there are strong indications

that the flake was made during one or the other of the two culture periods

with small blade industries, Pirrian or the Mudukian, rather than in a

Tartangan culture phase, in which it would seem very much out of place.

The small, prepared, relatively acute angled striking platform, checked

flake scars at butt, and long thin blade, appear first in the Pirrian Culture.

By Mudukian times there is a high degx-ee of skill displayed in preparing

the final implement, on the core, before detaching it by a blow struck on

this small face.

It can only be said that a man, probably at earliest of the Pirrian

Culture, lived on the soil of the Dry Creek at Kelior on a horizon "a few

inches from 1
' the place where Keilor skull came to rest and he was

possibly attempting to make a pirri when he struck off this flake.

MUDUKIAN CULTURE
The studies of Campbell and Noone (1943 J and of Mitchell 0&49)

have made the principal microlith industry of Southern Australia well

known since it was first observed in the section in Devon Downs Rock

Shelter between the limits of 10 feet and 15 feet down, and named the

Mudukian Culture (Hale and Tindale 1930).

This Mudukian horizon yielded examples of most of the microliths

now known to be typical, but at the time the shelter was being studied

relatively little was known about microlith industries in Australia, smd

it probably was only by chance that these tiny implements were picked

out in sufficient numbers to make it clear that this was the period of

dominance of microliths. More emphasis was laid by the WTiters on the

presence of mudak bones in defining the culture. It is now known that

these bones were fishing toggles similar to those still used in Western

Europe when ' 'sniggling' ' for eels. In the later Murundian Culture of the

Murray River they have been replaced by a similar toggle, cut in wood
and known to living informants, a type abandoned as soon as the superior

qualities of European metal hooks were known.

Relics of the Mudukian microlith culture are to be found over vast

areas of Australia, in many places forming an upper stratum on long

occupied sites, and at other places occurring as "pure" series without

association with relics of any other period of occupation.

On 5 January 1934 a microlith crescent and five other small flint-s

were found on the Mudukian site ,at Wirapinmerit, 100 yards west of the

homestead (Specimens A.21157 in S.A. Museum), A month later Dr.

H. K, Fry and the writer escorted Milerum, last old man of the Tangane-
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kald, over the country from Lake Alexandria to Kingston and were
shown the sites and given the native names of many of the present day
Murundian camps, and found other microlith sites in places which Milerum
considered useless as camps.

Some further work was done in the area during February 1939, with
J. B. Birdsell, and signs of stratification were observed in several places.
After an intermission during the War the area was visited in 1947,
and again in 1948, the superimposition of the Mudukian and Murundian
Cultures being observed, as well as Mudukian above Tartangan, in company
with E. C. Black, T, D. Campbell, U Casey, J. B. Cleland, P. S. Hossfeld,
S. Mitchell and G. Walsh. For the present paper it is convenient to draw
particular attention only to the site at Section 541 Hundred of Kongorong,
known to Mitchell (1949, p. 173) as Hoods Drift.

Study of a section (fig. 7) at this place shows that there is a thin
sterile surface layer of wind-blown sand, a fixed dune surface until after
Post-European times, containing roots of sedges. Beneath it there is

a layer of pale red sand, without laterite nodules. Usually it forms a sheet
less than a metre (2-3 ft.) in thickness containing some charcoal, very
sparse signs of hearths, no preserved bone, but has a rich Mudukian
microlith culture of fresh-looking flints including bondi points, woakwine

Fig. 7. Section o* Hoods Drift, Section 541. Hundred of Kontrorong, South Australia.
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points, microlith discoidal adze stones, segments, triangular microliths

and other characteristic Mudukian implements. Where erosion has not
proceeded down below this layer only a Mudukian suite appears.

The red sand without nodules lies disconformably above a red sandy
soil containing laterite nodules.

The A layer of this lower red soil contains abundantly a Tartangan
industry in red-stained flint with large and characteristic blade implements.
The B horizon of this soil, at a general depth of 0.3 metre has numerous
lime pillars and further down is a variable thickness of sheet limestone
forming a duricrust. The C layer below is of the rather compact dune
of lime-sand of the Woakwine Range. Where erosion has proceeded to
the level of the duricrust sheet both Tartangan and Mudukian implements
are found, dropped together in profusion on to the surface; in places
where the red sandy soil is still intact Tartangan knives and other flakes

are in situ from the top of the red soil down to levels well below the
summits of the limestone pillars. Mitchell (1949 p. 179) to whom this

section was demonstrated commented on the differences in patination
between the two suites then pointed out, accepted the proposition that
two separate industries existed and were of different ages, but did not
link them with the two industries named by Hale and Tindale (1930). He
correctly deduced that the microlith suite was "Post-Mid-Recent Optimum"
(i.e. after the Mid-Recent High or 10 ft Terrace of this author), and
that the earlier ones came before the Mid-Recent, as had been already
deduced for Tartanga, and as is in this paper clearly confirmed by Cu
dates at several places.

During a visit to the Coorong, South Australia, with Messrs. Anthony
Sturt and H. A. Lindsay in March 1951 a site near Policeman Point, on
Section 2, Hundred of Santo, was found to have microliths of the Mudukian
type, with numerous crescents, small blades and microlith cores. The
flints were fresh and were being eroded from a layer of light red soil

overlaid by a sterile layer of about a foot of newer sand. The site

itself was on and in the A horizon of a red earthy dune with a calcareous
B horizon. The underlying shell lime dune sands form the seaward face
of the same dune range as is called the Woakwine Range in the South
East of South Australia.

The site has been visited since on several occasions and has yielded
a rich microlith suite of implements including a fine stone drill-point,

and the smallest perfectly formed crescent implement yet found; it

measured only 6 mm. along the cutting edge. The food shells of this site

are Plebidonax deltoides and one specimen of the shell was found which
had been used as a spoke-shave scraper by having a circular hole punched
through the centre of the valve, as used in recent years by Mileruro,
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the last survivor of the Tanganekald tribe. The site seems to have been

concentrated on a point overlooking a little former embayment of the

Coorong waters. Today this is silted up and dry land, situated over one

hundred yards from the Coorong waters. It seems likely that when it

was occupied the waters of the Coorong may have stood a few feet

(perhaps no more than 3-4) higher than they do at present.

The particular significance of this site is that an occupational hearth

may have a purely microlithic Mudukian Culture, including hut circles

and workshops, without signs of any other implement suites, and if small

changes in local physiography cause later inhabitants to prefer some

other dwelling area the place will remain undisturbed. The implications

are important for the historical study of implements since it reiterates what

has been indicated before that the people of at least one interval in

late Recent time used only the microlithic suite of implements we call

Mudukian.

The following table compiled after a visit to the site on 17 November

1955 is useful as indicating the stone materials used at the site.

Material Flint Quartz Red jasper
j

Other

On surface

in situ

268

36

4

1

1 i

1

The flint is that from the South East of South Australia, the quartz

was of the clear type with glassy fracture from the direction of the Mt.

Lofty Range, while the jasper is of the same type as occurs in the

Mudukian of Devon Downs Rock Shelter. It probably came down river

from the general direction of Broken Hill. It is clear that the trade

connections of the Mudukian people of Policeman Point were with the

Mt Gambler district and that they had considerably less to do with

people from the north than did those who were living at Devon Downs

Rock Shelter at the same general time.

The red sandy soil is without enlarged laterite nodules, has a cal-

careous B horizon, and shows evidence of the presence of limey pillars,

all overlying calcareous dune sands. The Policeman Point site seems to

suggest, by its profile, that it was a soil being derived from the dune

sands by leaching and was still forming during the period of occupation

of the site by these Mudukian people, no more than say 3000 years ago.

Tindale (1955 p. 292) reported bondi points of the Mudukian Culture

as occurring on sites in the interior of Western Australia, and used the
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evidence to throw doubt on an idea put forward by McCarthy (1938)

that these implements were confined to coastal areas and that they

were in some manner connected with marine food-getting. The presence

of such along the coast line of New South Wales had been thought by

him to warrant the separation of the undoubtedly well developed Mudukian

Industry of that area, under a different name, as the Bondaian Culture.

Bondaian would appear to be synonymous with the Mudukian Culture.

Messrs. J. E. Johnson and S. B. Warne now report similar Mudukian

implements from two further places in the Interior. They write under

dateline of 24 May 1956 "We have found Muduk|ian] culture sites* with

bondi points at Mount Crombie [in the North West interior of South

AustratiaJ . . and in the Cavanagh Range, Western AuatraJia-

Woakwinc points are found on both sites, oblique trimmed blades,

crescents, trapezes and triangles". Receipt of these specimens, as tbis

paper goes to press, confirms their observations. Several implements

were made from meteorite glass, extending the areas in which this

material was used for implements.

This new report should help to remove all doubts that the Mudukian
Culture horizon is very generally distributed over Australia. McCarthy

(1952) perhaps did not appreciate the effects of the local absence of

suitable mines of implement stone, on the somewhat impoverished

Mudukian at the Devon Downs type site. From the study of the many
dozens of other known Mudukian sites around it, including the several

discussed in this paper, it is clear that this was a local and Casual

deficiency no more significant than differences of wealth, in our modem
culture, as between one community and another.

The suggestion was made by Tindale (1955) that bondi point3

could have been triangular needle points used in piercing skins, when
sewing them together with sinews to make rug? and skin cloaks. Since

then it has been noticed that Basedow (1925 p. 365) refers to stone points

as being used for this very purpose, using the following words;—"In

former days the River Murray and south-eastern tribes used pointed

splinters of stone for making holes through the skins of animals they

made up into rugs.'

'

This apt description of the bondi point may give added weight to a

conclusion reached before, that modern Mudukian Culture survivals were

still present at the time of European occupation, particularly hi peripheral

places in South Australia where the people had not been driven out by

the late-coming Murundian adze culture folk of the Centre, who, foj recent

centuries seem to have been pressing southward and eastward out of the

Desert areas into South Eastern Australia.
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From Esperance on the south coast of South Western Australia at
least to Geraldton along the west coast, including the country of all the
people of the -up areas, (those characterised by place names such aa
Wonnerap, Tambelup, Nampup etc.) and some of the territory of the -ing
people further inland (whose place names have the form Tambeling,
Nyabing etc) aborigines were still using stone implements of Mudukiao
fades when first encountered by men of the Western world.

Not all the implements of the Mudukian Culture are small. Larger
implements similar to the type described as elouera, which first appear
in the Pirrian Culture lately have been found on more than one Mudukian
site. Also in Queensland a knife, made on the same principle as the eloavra
but with a knife point is. still in use. This type of knife, hafted with

Fig. ft. Present day skirt hafr-cd knives ol yuan l.vpe, from c.inst.al Queensland, a. F.xuutplu from
Ho-woii, Qupenalami, eoilpctwl try fuuleflroy, spK-imen Au2Cln in Gr»s«4 Museum, Lejp/.iif. tatted with
mammal slcizi and human hair string, b, Simitar knife from Quecne-hmd, specimen El 4 in Museum f

Virikerkunde. Hombarp, (Scales indicated centimetres.)

animal skin bound on while green with the fur side outward, survives

along the eastern coast of Australia, and was known further inland in

Queensland with a gum haft. It possibly also occurred in parts of New
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South Wales. Fig. 8 gives views of two typical examples. It is proposed
to report full details of available specimens in a separate paper. Contrary
to the belief of Towle (1930) the "chipped" back is not the cutting edge.

Most of the known examples are to be met with in overseas Museums;
they were collected before the days when anthropological collections

were being preserved in Australia, and when it was still possible to
acquire examples of the material culture of the living aborigines of South
Eastern Australia. Among the Ngaun and kindred tribes west of Charters
Towers this knife is known as

|

juau] and [joaji]. It is proposed to call

the type by name of juan,\ised by the Ngaun tribe.

Microlith sites are found in Victoria and many have been described.
If we are right in assuming that the assemblage of implements at Koroit,
Victoria, for example, represents a developed Mudukian Culture, then the
C14 date of 538 ± 200 BJP, reported by Gill (1955) may help to confirm
a conclusion reached, before this date was available, that the living culture
of the coastal Victorian natives at the time of first contact with Europeans
may have been still transitional from the late Mudukian one, a Mudukian
culture modified principally by the incoming of the edge-groimd-stone-axe-
making trait but not materially affected by the spearthrower-with-adze-
stone-using Murundian people who had 30 much earlier appeared at Devon
Downs and whose campsites became widely spread in parts of New South
Wales, in the Murray Basin and over much of Northern South Australia,
Central Australia and eastern parts of the Western Desert in Western
Australia.

It is unfortunate that so far no assessment of the culture phase
represented by the Goose Lagoon Midden date of 1177 ± 175 B.P, has
been possible.

MURUNDIAN CULTURE
The. change from the Mudukian to the Murundian Culture in the

deposits of the type section in Devon Downs Rock Shelter is abrupt.
Microliths and special bone implements disappear, and only adzestones,
of several modes of manufacture, and usually very worn, persisted. From
the very tentative time scale suggested elsewhere in this paper the change
over might have taken place there as early as 2000 or 2500 years ago,

but the only available time scale is based on an uncertain premise, namely
that the rate of accumulation of ash, etc., in Devon Downs Rock Shelter
was regular (fig. 9)- No allowance could be made for possible compac-
tion of the deposits by water seepage, and the compression of lower layers
by weight of overlying beds so that a much later date might be indicated.

Further it is unlikely that this date was the same everywhere in South
Eastern Australia, for as pointed out earlier there is some evidenoe to
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support the idea that Mudukian microlith people in some areas continued

to live relatively unchanged until modern times.

The change over to the Murundian Culture may have been an expres-

sion of an increasing tempo of nomadic life, forced progressively on people

of less favoured parts of Southern Australia by gradually increasing

aridity such as is seemingly suggested by the diagram given elsewhere

in this paper (fig. 9).

Assuming this late phase of desiccation was a Southern Australia-

wide phenomenon, leading to the Mediterranean type of climate enjoyed

here today, the Mudukian aborigines perhaps were under increasing pres-

ure to give up a rather sedentary life of only seasonal migration from
summer to winter camps in favour of moving more continuously about

their territories, as do today the people of the sixty or more tribes of the

Western Desert and its environs.

Only in a few more favoured areas such as along the Coorong
and around Lake Alexandrina in South Australia, and in parts of coastal

Victoria and New South Wales, etc.. could the semi-sedentary way of life

persist in a modified form, until modern times. There must have been

population pressure also from people forced out of the Desert, leading

to displacements even in favoured spots far from the Desert.

Study of the life of the Desert tribes shows that with enforced

nomadism would come problems of transport. One of the solutions was

the abandonment of unessential non-portable properties. From the

mythology of the Ngalea, of the southern part of the Western Desert,

who live today in a belt of maximum aridity we learn for example that

their ancestors used skin rugs, as did the people of more favoured climes

in South and South Western Australia until modern times. The Ngalea

could no longer use them in everyday life, although they have preserved

memory of them in their traditions.

In the archaeological record the change from Mudukian to Murundian

was reflected inter alia by the trend towards the disappearance of skin-

piercing stone points, a possible decline in fishing toggles (or in some
areas, if data from living Murray River natives is confirmed, the replace-

ment of bone ones by wooden ones) and by the increasing use of the

readily portable adze-stone, set hi gum on the end of the spearthrower.

as a well nigh universal tool., a combination meat cutter, scraper, adze,

chisel, gouge, borer and spear burnisher.

Superimposed on this was the progressive development, in the eastern

half of Australia of edge-ground stone axes. These were most advanced in

type in the north (hammer-dressed-edge-ground ones) and less advanced

in the South (flake-trimmed and edge-ground types). The State of South
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Australia being on the western periphery of the areas of axe distribution,

the few edge-ground axes found, as far west as Yurke Peninsula, and in

the vicinity of Adelaide, are ones traded, some from axe factory sites

on Eerrimah Station near Chatsworth on the Hopkins River (these are

usually of a mottled gray igneous rock) and from Mt. William in Central

Victoria (a dark, almost black, fine textured diabase). Other axes which

have penetrated as far south west as the Southern Flinders Ranges
by trade are all from the axe factory site near Cloncurry, Queensland.

An earlier phase of this trade carried flaked, edge-ground axes, now
only found archaeologically in the aouth, while late traded examples,

including the hafted ones of the present day, are of the hammer-dressed

type, Mr. J. E. Johnson has just found the battered remnant of a chipped

and edge-ground fine-grained green diabase axe head at Mt. Moore, in

the eastern part of Western Australia.

McCarthy (1947) described an important excavation at a rock shelter

on Lapstone Creek, in Eastern New South Wales which shows the junction

between an earlier Mudukian Industry (for which he uses the term

Eondaian) and the later Mumndian Culture, with an industry directly

comparable with that in the type shelter at Devon Downs, as amplified

by later studies in Southern Australia.

It is unfortunate that he has seen fit to propose a term "Eloueran"

for this* upper industry, which seems merely to add another synonym to

the terminology of the subject and to mask identity with the Mumndian
of other places.

The Mumndian of northern South Australia is characterised by well

trimmed adze blades made at factory sites and traded over large areas.

In the South East of South Australia it is characterised also by occupation

mounds of the type called mijrniong [mamiong], which show high con-

centrations of shell food remains, ash, and stones of cooking hearths,

with freshly worked flints. Similar sites arc Diet with in parts of Victoria.

A mound of this type at Cape Northumberland is being described in a

separate paper, Tindale (in press). Concentration of camp debris in such

mounds seems to imply the local persistence of the semi-sedentary mode
of living.

In November 1955 several Murundian rock shelters at Section 562

Hundred of Caroline were studied. The sites are on the northern

tim of a circular sink hole or collapsed cave, in Tertiary limestone, 75 ft.

deep and 185 ft. in diameter. The sheltered areas, of which there are

several, are small and possess only 0.5-0.9 m. of ash and camp debris

yielding only bones of animals of living species of the district, and fresh

Murundian flints. A track passing through the main rock shelter leads
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down to a pool of water covering the southern half of the floor of the

collapsed cavern. Implements recovered confirm the general picture of

the Murundian developed in Devon Downs Rock Shelter and elsewhere

in Southern Australia.

GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE ANTIQUITY OF THE
AUSTRALIAN CULTURE SEQUENCE.

The geological evidence used in the following summary is that

presented before the Melbourne meeting of the A.N.Z.A.A.S. in August
1955. before the Cu dates were available. The two types of evidence thus

were independently derived. The reasonably close degree of correlation

between them may serve as an encouragement to those using either system
of dating.

The earliest geological evidence available implied a late Pleistocene

date, prior to the reinvasion by the sea of the coastal lands of Australia

which was caused by the eustatic rising of sea level at the termination

of the Last cold phase of the Last Glaciation (Tindale, 1933, and 1947). It

has been estimated by several authors that at the cold maximum, a

minimum of 250 feet, and at most 300 feet of water had been abstracted

from the sea as ice and perched on land masses around the North and
South Poles.

The original access to Kangaroo Island by the Kartan people probably

was prior to this rise of sea level. The Fulham occurrence of Kartan
implements on a land surface below present sea level also had suggested

a late Glacial time and the indications and deductions at Hallett Cove
described earlier in this paper had supported a similar date.

The latest relics of the Kartan Culture occurred on Kangaroo Island

in silts at Rainy Creek, These were laid down when the 10 ft. Terrace
was the shoreline (Tindale 1937, p. 42). No Kartan implements had been
found seaward from this terrace on areas vacated by the seas of 10 ft.

Terrace times, nor were they present on sand dunes whtch had been
buiit up after the 10 ft. Terrace was vacated, A few isolated finds had
hinted at sporadic later visits to the island but no continuing occupation

after 10 ft. Terrace times.

Tartangan deposits along the Murray River were deposited on a
series of silts forming successively higher layers on a bend of the river at

Tartanga. The deposits afterwards were "drowned", consolidated, and
the bones in them mineralised under water, then re-exposed. The river

is at present base-levelled, hence the ten or more feet of rise necessary
completely to drown the deposits could only have taken place during the

10 ft. Terrace times of the Mid-Recent, Their deposition thus was a pre-
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Mid-Recent event and the successively higher layering of the successive

Tartangan Beds, A-E, probably indicated a period immediately prior to

that episode, when sea level was rising;. In terms of the Cu dates
available overseas for the Mid-Recent High this was prior to about 5000
B.P. Tartangan implements had not been found at any sites on the coast
between the 10 ft Terrace level and the present shore. They occurred
on places which were close to the sea but always above the 10 ft. mark
in relation to present sea level. An inference was that any ones nearer
sea level had been either "rolled" in the sea or destroyed by the erosional

effects of 10 ft. Terrace seas. Some evidence at Cape Martin in the South
East of South Australia had indicated however that Tartangan implements
might occur at places now below the 10 ft. level but only where the.

beds were inland and at the relevant time had been sufficiently buried
under later sands as to be protected from erosion during the Mid-Recent
High.

At Cape Martin the food shell fauna of a terra rossa soil horizon
identified as Tartangan (Tindale. in press) indicated that both sandy beach
—and lacustrine—shell faunas were being used as food, whereas a much
later occupational horizon, with a distinct stratigraphic disconformity,

identified as Murundian, showed rock shells, such as Turbo, indicating

that when the second site was in occupation, consolidated sand dune cliffs,

like those being eroded away at present faced the nearby sea. Here again
the evidence indicated a pre-10 ft Terrace period, before the present rocky
shoreline was being attacked by the sea, for the Tartangan, and a Post-
Mid-Recent date for the Murundian.

Pirrian occupational deposits at the Devon Downs type site had
been laid down without violent disturbance by flood waters, at a nodal
point of the Murray River where it was turning from a sweep against

the left bank to one against the right bank. The rock shelter evidently

had been formed or scoured clear of any earlier debris dining 10 ft.

Terrace Time. No signs of scouring were present after the bottom layer

was put down 1.5 metres above present normal water level, although in

the partial mineralisation of the bones in the lowest levels there was
evidence of intermittent drowning, probably hy percolation through the
water table at times of high flood in the river itself. Indications were
that the first PirrLan occupation had come after the retreat of river level

(and sea level) from the 10 ft Terrace. This on overseas data, signified

a date after about 5000 B.P. At Fulharn the Pirrian camp studied was on
a small bank of sand within the area of swamp land which lay behind
the present dunes, in a situation indicating a date after 10 ft. Terrace
times. It was only a few feet above present sea level, but probably was
formed before the large bulk of the present coastal dune system, of white
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sand, was fully built up along the foreshore of today. Pirrian sites in

general did not occur anywhere in these coastal dunes of the present

shoreline, indicating that they were not being occupied during the latest

period of shoreline development. They occurred at Moana near the sea

but on an older suite of foreshore dunes behind the present ones. Evidence

did not exist to prove the earliest appearance of the Pirrian people and

it was not then possible to say from purely geological evidence whether

they were present or not at any time prior to Mid-Recent times.

The Mudukian Culture phase, when the mierolith industries flourished

had followed directly on the Pirrian Period without more than a minor

break indicated by a hard line of separation in Devon Downs shelter. The

implement suites were highly characteristic. At some places where

Mudukian implements had been identified they had included ones made
from australite glass. No meteorite glass implements were known from

Pirrian or other horizon earlier, but it was, and still is not clear, whether

this was because the australite shower had not yet fallen or whether the

small sizes of these widely spread glassy meteorites did not suit the

implement making habits of earlier men.

Some climatic data was available for the interval between the

beginning of the Pirrian Period and the present. The indications were

furnished by small Moliuscan forms present in the shelter deposits at

Devon Downs, They suggested that the climate had undergone a rather

steady deterioration from a wetter climate towards a Mediterranean one.

The signs were a diminution in the numbers of a fresh water species of

Buiinns and a correspondingly slow and lately accelerated increase in a

brackish-water shell (Melania). This had been inferred to indicate local

climatic deterioration over the whole interval represented by the three

successive periods. Pirrian, Mudukian and Murundian (Hale and TindaJe

1930, fig. 249).

Sites of Murundian Culture had been found with freshly made imple-

ments and fresh bone in the present day dunes, as at Somcrton, South

Australia and in such places as on the tops of cliff paths leading up from
present day beaches, as at Cape Northumberland, (Tindale in press)

which had suggested their late development.

CARBON 14 EVIDENCE
To substantiate this general picture of culture succession some useful

C 14 dates are now available for the time since the end of the Pleistocene.

In round figures 10000 B.P. may be taken as the time of the ending of

the Last phase of the Last Glaciation.

Rise of sea level and flooding of the Pleistocene glacial shorelines may
be presumed to have happened, according to C14 data, after 9861 ± 500
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B.P. (Late Glacial of Cornwall} and before 94S3 - 350 B.P, the date
indicated for a Post-GLacmi site at Lake Pickering, Yorkshire (Libby

1954; Clark 1954).

Applying this information to South Australia in the light of the
geological evidence set out earlier it can be inferred that the Pulham
site on the land surface below marine deposits is to be referred to a time
before 10000 B.P. The Hallett Cove Kartan site, which yields the sugges-
tion that it was occupied when sea level was not at the present cliff line

would also belong to a time prior to the year 10000 B.P. when part,

and possibly the whole of the Gulf of St. Vincent was an alluvial plain

with a river system threading its way across it towards the Southern
Ocean.

The C14 tests for the Tartangan of Tartanga were made by Dr. W.
Broecker of the Lament Geological Observatory at Columbia University,
using shells of the subfossil freshwater shell Unio protavittatu% which
is a very thick-shelled form of the thin-shelled Unio evansi. like & evansi
of the present day it once lived in the shallow waters of Tartanga Lagoon.
Among the shells included in the sample were also a few broken pieces of
Unio ambir/um, a species found principally in the deeper and faster
flowing waters of the main river. U. amhigaus shells of Tartangan times
do not show much difference in shell thickness or form when compared
with modern shells of the same species.

The Tartangan subfossil shell sample was broken out by Dr. J. B.
Birdsell and the writer from the eroding top surface Iajrer of the con-
siderable pavement of consolidated shell in Layer C of the Tartangan beds
at the type site on Tartanga Island (Hale and Tindale 1930, fig. 10).
Specifically it may be considered to date that surface. It was from this

horizon that the body of the youthful individual knownl as Tartanga in

was buried.

When the sample was being gathered the Murray River was in
partial flood so that lower beds, A and B, which have occupational debris
to a depth of at least 1.75 metres below the top layer E, were inaccessible.
The occupation of the site must have commenced some considerable time
before the date 6020 * 150 B.P. marking the virtual top of Layer C.

As control several pounds weight of Unio evami shells were collected.

These shells died on the margins of a lagoon, about two miles upstream
from Tartanga, as the flood waters of 1953 subsided. One-half of this
control sample was sent to Columbia University and one-half of the
balance went later on to the Dominion Laboratory in New Zealand for
parallel tests. Concerning this modern control sample (their no. 271F)
Dr. Broecker reported that It was "found to be 1% greater than our
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modern wood standard". Dr. G. J. Fergusson's comment on his portion

of the test sample was:—"Enrichment of Cu w.r.t. our modern wood

standard = + 1.70 ± 0.4% n
.

It would appear a fortunate circumstance for archaeological work

in Australia that freshwater Vnio shells are likely to provide data so

closely comparable with that derived from wood samples.

The test sample from Layer IX of Pirrian times in Devon Downs

Rock Shelter was made up of shell fragments from a mass of the layer

taken when the rock shelter was being excavated in 1930. When further

opportunities for C14 tests occur, similar samples from the original exca-

vation can be made available for each of the twelve layers in this shelter.

No record is available to indicate at what horizon within the 30 cm,

thickness of Layer DC this sample was collected. It has to be assumed

that the date of 4250 =*= 180 B.P. is indicative of an indefinite point within

this bed in the Pirrian Culture.

The data sent to Dr. H. L. Movius for the Lamont Laboratory gave

the following prior assessment of possible dates. For the Tartangan

Layer C horizon "the evidence we have at present suggests that the

Tartangan occupational horizons were probably laid down prior to the

10 foot Terrace and hence could be as early as Mid-Recent; a suggestion

to that effect has been published.",

For the Pirrian horizon IX the assessment given in this letter was

"this material should date the mid-point of the Pirrian Culture. ... We
have no means of dating this layer but have concluded that it was laid

down after 10 foot Terrace times. It is thq oldest of the three culture

horizons which we recognised in the shelter and seems to have been laid

down at a time when the climate was moister than at present \ at a guess

it might be two to three thousand years old".

The expected dates were very satisfactorily confirmed-

The three tested Lake Menindee samples were the shells of a fresh-

water Unio kindly collected for us by Mr. L. ,F. Marcus, of the University

of California. They were identified for us by Mr. B. C. Cotton, Curator

of Shells at the South Australian Museum, as Alathyria profuga Gould

1851.

Two of the samples (L.F.M. no. 186 and 189) were from surface

hearths lying on and above the Mudukian horizon. Both proved to be

modern. The third (L.F.M. 188) t
which was a food hearth in the top part

of Horizon B gave the C14 date of 6570 £ 100 B.P. This date indicates

a horizon very close to the end of the period of deposition of the bod

from on and within which both, fossil mammals and implements of the

Tartangan Culture were recovered-
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The data sent to the Dominion Laboratory with the Lake Menindee
specimens was as follows:

—

LFM No. 188. Blowout I horizon B. Unio shells from Layer B in

area I at Lake Menindee. The field notes of L. F. Marcus statei "There

were one or two shells in place in the B horizon and collected matrix

labelled LFM 188—IB with this; and V2 lb. (approx.) of shells separately

in pieces—all that we could get. They were along about 10 yards in

an E-W direction. There was not sufficient concentration to warrant
digging, though we did a little without luck." Our statement about this

was:— "The faunal association with Layer B comprises a long list of

extinct genera of late Pleistocene or Early Recent mammals. Aboriginal

implements of this horizon appear to be of the Tartangan Culture which
has been dated as Early Recent (prior ta the Mid-Recent Thermal
Maximum) . At Tartanga a middle horizon of the culture bears a Carbon
14 date of 6020 3= 150 B.P. A few implements found on the site suggest

the Kartan Culture which is probably late Pleistocene, at least at its

beginning."

LFM No. 186. Blowout n horizon B. Unio shells from Layer B in

area II at Lake Menindee. L. Marcus 1

field notes state "Again on the

surface at [the marked spot in Blowout II] in an area E-W 15 yds.

and 5 yds. N.S. One or two in place as collected These later broke up
and were separated from the matrix. Four rat kangaroo mandibles and
a maxillary fragment were found on the surface amongst the Unio
fragments of Sample II-B".

LFM No. 189. Blowout IV horizon O. Unio shells from Layer O in

area IV. L. F. Marcus' field notes read "Collected a 2 lb. (approx.) sample

of these shells and the matrix below".

Our statement about the lastnamed sample was:

—

"The fauna of Layer O at Lake Menindee comprised only living

species of mammals. The aboriginal implements were all from the Mndu-
kian Culture. This microlith culture has been shown to be Post-Thermal

Maximum and later than the Pirrian Culture. For Layer IX at Devon
Downa which represents a mid point in the Pirrian Culture we have a

Carbon 14 date of 4250 £ 180 B.P. The date of this sample might well

fall between 3000 and 1500 B.F\
Dr. Fcrgusson's reply was:—"Sample No. LFM 189, Unio shells Lake

Menindee, Blowout IV, Horizon O t Age—Modem—w.r.t. modern Unio
shells.

Sample No. LFM 186, Unto shells, Lake Menindee, Blowout II, Horizon
B, Age—modern—w.r.t. modern Unio shells.

Sample No. LFM 18S, Unio shells, Lake Menindee, Blowout I, Horizon
B, age w.r.t. modern unio shells r= 6,570 — 100 years.'

'
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The dates were very acceptable, although the late date for the surface

sites was unexpected. From the notes by L. F. Marcus it seems clear

that the two samples which gave a modern date came from the loose

sand layer forming the modern surface of the dune; rat kangaroo

mandibles are quite common on these late surfaces.

CLIMATIC CHANGES
Fig. 9 is a redrawing of a diagram, first given by Hale and Tindale

(1930) . As now set out it uses a tentative time scale based on the supposed

rate of deposition of ash, etc., in Devon Downs Rock Shelter. It emphasises

again an interesting point, first drawn attention to in that paper, that

since the time of the first appearance of the aborigines in this rock

shelter the relative abundance of some microscopic shells of the fauna

of Devon Downs has been changing. Expressed as a percentage Balinm,

PIRRIAN MUDUKIAN MURUNDIAN

5000 B.P. 4000 TIME

Pji:. tj. Ratios of thre«i small shells in T)ev»m "Kiu-k Shelter. in.&icifUi>i£ i-hanaro from livlin-as

u freshwater species) to dominance 'A Mfilania, a brackish-water form ; Gorbicvln, a tolerant species.

a fresh water form has been gradually yielding place to Melaniat a
brackish-water-loving form, while Covbicula a more tolerant species, has
remained relatively constant.

On the basis of the occurrence of this change Hale and Tindale had
indicated a probable slow trend of change towards the Mediterranean

semi-»rid climate enjoyed in the Murray Valley at present. The diagram
seemed to suggest that conditions at no time were appreciably drier

than those being experienced at the present day.
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The diagram in its original form, without positive indications of

time scale, was ignored by Crocker and Wood (1947) when they postulated

their "Great Arid" Hypothesis and linked it with the supposed climatic

condition of Mid-Recent Time. With the C14 date of 4250 =380 B.P. to

control the general scale it can now be read, in combination with data

furnished by the 8700 B.P. terminal date for the terra rossa soils of Cape
Martin in the South East of South Australia, as removing two of the

main arguments for a supposedly great arid period in Mid-Recent times

as postulated by these authors.

SUCCESSION OF INDUSTRIES
Drawing all the facts of the previous sections of the paper together

and taking into consideration the time data available from Tartanga,

Devon Downs, Lake Menindee and Cape Martin we are in a position to

suggest the outline of culture sequence in South Eastern Australia, since

Late Pleistocene times, as shown in fig. 1, which speaks for itself.

On this diagram we are not yet in a position to define in detail

the times of transition from Pirrian to Mudukian and from Mudukian

to Murundian in the area under consideration. Since probably we are

dealing with culture shifts in terms of tribal displacement as well as

in part changing implement fashions and cultural acquisitions it will

perhaps be correct to assume that the times will prove to vary from
place to place. As mentioned above we can secure some general indications

of the times from data at Devon Downs Rock Shelter, if we use the

convenient, but possibly specious assumption outlined in an earlier para-

graph, that the rate of accumulation of ashy deposit and debris in the

shelter was relatively constant. For the purposes of the diagram, using

these indications, the Pirrian to Mudukian transition had been drawn as

if it had occurred shortly after 3800 B.P. and the Mudukian to Murundian

culture shift is shown as at about 2700 B.P. in Devon Downs Rock
Shelter; both could be much later and the Mudukian to Murundian shift,

in particular, may have been long delayed in some areas.

ROCK CARVINGS AND CULTURE SEQUENCE
The CH dates described in the present paper enable some preliminary

indications to be given of the possible cultural associations of the styles

of rock carvings met with in Southern Australia.

The late Murundian style is found on the walls at Devon Downs
and examples were figured by Sheard (1927) and by Hale and Tindale

(1930 fig. 212). Thin linear marks predominate. The same style of

drawing occurs on present day weapons from the Murray River, and
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others like them were traced on the ground with a stick by an old

aboriginal of the Maraura Tribe, when telling a story to Tindale (1939

fig. 256).

The Mudukian style, which may have extended up into the Early

Murundian, shows designs with much heavier lines, wide curves, and
forms representing animals and objects (Hale and Tindale 1930, fig. 246).

The heavily scored rock carvings of Sydney district possibly belong to

this same Mudukian culture phase.

Tugby (1953) indicates some Victorian rock shelter painting sites

have associated occupational debris indicating a microlith culture. This

perhaps is Mudukian.
Either the Mudukian or the Pirrian people made many ''tally" marks

as if keeping count, or "utilitarian" marks, comprising groups of "shar-

pening" marks as if bone points were being fashioned by rubbing on rocks.

Such marks are reported from more than one place in Southern Australia

and may be indicative of this period as in Devon Downs Shelter (Tindale

and Mountford 1926; Hale and Tindale 1930).

A style of rock carvings, with probable tracks of giant birds,

described by Hall and his colleagues (1951) are possibly ones from the

Tartangan period. Egg shells of these birds have been found, believed

to be food remains, in the horizon identified at Lake Menindee as of

Tartangan times. It must be remembered however that there is some
suggestion of the survival of knowledge of these birds in present-day

traditions of the aborigines so the rock carvings may be later in time

than Tartangan.

However, if these indications are valid the rock carvings found in

South Eastern Australia range at least over the greater part of the

past 6,500 years, and se\Teral changes of style are manifest.

PHYSICAL TYPES
The brief discussion of Australian physical types of man in this

material culture paper is not to be considered an admission that there

is any necessary link between the physical forms of men and the cultures

they enjoy.

Both physical form and culture seem to have had similar broad
histories of translation from Asia out towards the Australian continent,

with modifications on the one hand due to possible local genetic changes

and hybridisation, and on the other hand due to possible local inventions

tacked on to what was a considerable legacy from older and widespread

cultural influences from the mother of continents.

So far no evidence has come to light directly linking the Kartan
Culture with any physical relics of man. Potential candidates would
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probably have had to resist decay since late Pleistocene times. The

Aitape frontal bone (Fenner 1941; Hossfelcl 1949) might qualify in

point of time but no implements were found with the fossil.

Indirect evidence has linked the Kartan Culture with the Barrinean

negrito on the grounds that both are probably the oldest respective

types in Australia. However Fenner (1941) has considered the Aitape

skull fragment might be equated with his "Southern" Australoid type,

the same as that named by Birdsell (1949) from study of the living, as

tbe Murrayian type. The widespread practice reported among present

day negritic peoples of cremations rather than burials, if it is an old

custom, may have removed the greater part of any evidence for the

existence of the negrito. Certain it is that on such places as Kangaroo

Island where over 200 sites of occupation are now known and many
thousands of stone implements have been recovered, no osseous relics

of man ever have turned up- The best series of crania of Australian

negritic aborigines is in the Australian Museum, Sydney. They are

from the bodies of Barrinean natives killed by Native Police in the

Cairns area, Queensland, in the 1890
1

s..

Our specific knowledge of the physical form of Tartangan people

is at present confined to the cranial pieces and part skeleton, including

one tolerably complete, though once fragmented cranium from Tartanga,

described by Hale and Tindale (1930). Tindale (1941) considered that

the cranium of the best preserved youthful individual possessed some

Tasmanoid characteristics, notably in the shape of the cranial vault

and ill the presence of small third molars, unusual in Southern Australoids,

and usual in Tasmanoids. It is possible that the Tartangan youth shows

closest relationship with the rather large Tasmanian crania found in

Western Tasmania, which Wunderly (1938) has considered to be separate

from the more truly negritic Tasmanians of the rest of Tasmania. Further

work should be done before too much reliance is placed on these

preliminary views. Since the Tartangan youth was buried from a horizon

in bed C, the layer which provided the C 14 date of 6020 B.P. this may
be considered to give a reasonable indication of the date when he lived.

Mahony (1943) in writing of the Keilor find dismissed tho Tartangan

remains in one line. "There is no evidence of the age of the Tartanga

bones*', an explanation for Ins omission to compare them with his own find.

The C14 date now available cannot be so readily ignored since it applies

to a site from which several burials and many implement specimens have

been recovered.

GUI (1955) has suggested a C14 date of 8500 B.P, for the Keilor

cranium. Unfortunately the date is not based on material specifically
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associated with the fossil and the implement associated with it gives

only an inconclusive lead. He has attempted to show by a wide
physiographic survey that the Keilor skull horizon may be linked with
a diastem in terrace deposits dated to 8500 ± 250 B.P. This may well

be so since man was probably an inhabitant of Victoria at all times from
the Late Pleistocene on, but the presence of an implement has to be
accounted for. Could this date refer to the horizon into which the skull

was put by those who buried it. rather than the date of the living man?
Aboriginals today in places as far apart as Arnhem Land and the coastal

areas of North Queensland use skulls separately from the rest of the body
in ceremonies connected with mourning for the dead. The skull as found
showed no signs of "rolling" and it is not weathered as if having laid

on or near the surface after natural burial during some freshet. If it

were not buried by such a flow of water, the odds are high that this

or any other given skull would be one that had been given burial, and
the chance that one with so perfectly preserved a molar dentition could

have been "rolled" into position is possibly rather improbable. Absence
of the front teeth could be accounted for by a period of use as a ritual

object- The painted skulls of Eastern Arnhem Land, for example, in

use, shed the same loose teeth as are missing in the Keilor skull.

If the general indications of a possible Pirrian date afforded by the

implement flake are valid then Keilor man might have belonged to a
period just after Mid-Recent High Terrace time. If the implement flake

must be ignored, the place of Keilor man in the culture succession will

have to be ascertained by indirect means, which can only come after

further coUecting is done in the area. However Gill (1953) has shown by
fluorine tests that the Keilor skull belongs to the campsite from which
the implement came so that it seems that a Post-Mid-Recent High date
must be accepted. His first C14 date of 3000 B.P. is possibly nearer the

mark than the revised one of 8500 B.P. (Gill, 1955 p. 52).

Keble (1946) has substantiated that the skull was related to the
campsite, evidence for which was found in the terrace in the form of

a layer of burnt bone, ash and red ochre.

Gill (1955) has reported other C14 dates for aboriginal hearths
but as no human remains or identifiable implement cultures have been
described in association, his reports lack significance for the purpose of

the present paper, indicating as they do only that man lived in Victoria

at the specific dates named.

Best preserved of adult crania which seem to be referable to the

Pirrian period is probably the very robust "Southern" or Murrayian skull

and jaw numbered as A.15555 in the South Australian Museum which
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was excavated at. FuJham in January 1931 from a grave 3 feet deep

in red sand covered by three feet of gray sand

This skull awaits detailed study. The body was lying in a flexed

position in a pit dug from the surface of the red sand. It lay on ita

right side with the head to the west. With it were Pirrian implements
including two pirrL

A probable Pirrian child bundle burial in the flexed position is the

one found by H, L. Sheard and others (1927) in a rock fissure at Fromm
Landing (specimen A.20616 in S.A Museum). The preservation is such
that some details of the skin and hands have been recovered also much
of the fish network and wallaby skin wrappings in which the child was
parceUed up. Its Pirrian date is presumed on the evidence of the presence

in the wrappings of a single pirri spear point (A.20517), which unfor-

tunately was only found after the first publication of the find, when the

specimen was being prepared for display in the Museum galleries. This

child seems to be of the present day Murrayian type and much like the

infants from the Murundian Layers II and in in Devon Downs Rock
Shelter.

There is thus some evidence to support the view that by Pirrian times

the people were probably not other than of the Murrayian type of the

present dajr
,

There were two flexed burials at Lake Menindee from horizons

within the Mudukian microlith culture layer. At present these are being

studied at the University of California. They seem to furnish the

suggestion that Mudukian folk were predominently also of the same
Murrayian type as the Pirrians who had preceded them by about a
thousand years. Most of the flexed burials so common in Southern
Australia are of this general type.

The Murrayian is represented by some 500 crania and part skeletons

in the South Australian Museum collection. These are found wherever
Murundian and Mudukian campsites have become exposed by erosion and
all appear to represent people of the same general type. It was from
measurements of living people of the South that Tindale and Birdsell

(1941 ) recognised and Birdsell (1949) came to define as the Murrayian
type the people of South Eastern Australia, while Fenner (1941) working
entirely independently, on crania, recognised the existence of the same
"Southern'* type of aboriginal from his cranial remains.

The present day Carpentarian aborigines of North Australia may have
been the original possessors of the Murundian Culture. In any case they

seem to be responsible for the diffusion of the latest elements which it

contains. The spread of the material culture elements evidently has been
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far more rapid and widespread than has been the southward flow of

Carpentarian genes.

Apropos of this difference between gene flow and culture drift,

McCarthy (1939) expressed the opinion that "the hammer dressing

technique which was employed on artefacts throughout north-central and
eastern Australia is an early Neolithic trait in Malaya, and is therefore

a comparatively late introduction to Australia".

GENERAL DISCUSSION
In addition to the points made in previous sections of this paper brief

reference should be made to several other matters.

For many years various biface trimmed implements and cores have
been turning up in various places in Australia.

McCarthy (1938) grouped them together under the term Gambierian,
based on the many examples found in the South East of South Australia,

and presumed them to represent a discrete culture. Tindale (1949)

reported the occurrence of a coup-de-poing like example near Scaddan,
Western Australia and described the use of crude examples like it on
Mornington Island, in the living culture isolated there, as oyster picks.

The evidence for these being all relics of a specific culture phase
has always been unsatisfactory and it still seems desirable to suspend

judgment. It is likely that those found in the Mt. Gambier area belong

to several different culture strata. Some are true flaked axes without

edge grinding, similar in form to ones still made in entirely different

material on Melville Island at the opposite end of the continent and
elsewhere between, others are merely tabular pieces from which explora-

tory flakes have been removed to test the flint inside. The aborigines

of the Kitja and Djaru tribes today explore white cherty rock in this

manner and carry away from their mines, for later working into biface

spear blades> blocks indistinguishable in general form from some Gam-
bierian bifaces. Stapleton (1945) gives a good account with figures of

some of these biface implements from the South East of South Australia.

The present writer has no pretensions to knowledge of soils, but

some queries may be raised for soil men to answer. Is the formation of

reddish sandy soil on dunes of predominantly limeshell sand, evidence for

arid conditions, as has been stated, or is it an effect of relatively pluvial

times, possibly with an alternation between winter wet and summer dry
season ? If the former idea is correct it must have been arid before and
during the period around 8,700 years ago, at Cape Martin, and again

during and after Mudukian times probably less than 3,000 years ago.

for at both sites limestone pillars have grown up into the A horizon of
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red earths, to levels higher than the occupation levels in which implement
have come to rest.

Would it not be better to assume that immediately new shell-iimesand
is brought ashore from the sea, whether by wind or by exposures of new
areas by retreat of the sea. leaching by percolation of rain water com-
mences, the lime is carried downward, where it helps to consolidate

deeper layers? What is left, the non-calcareous elements in the sand seem
to become the red soil; it id composed for the most part of quartz sand
grains and red earth. If there is a summer dry period this process seems
to be interrupted, moisture moves upwards for this part of the year, to

the extent that limestone pillars are formed. Presence of such pillars,

projecting upwards into the reddish residual soils might be, not a mark
of arid periods, but on the contrary a happening wherever rainfall is

intermittent and heavy. The longer the process has continued the thicker

will be the mantle of residual reddish soil with included quartz sand
and the larger will be any lateritic ironstone pebble-like inclusions in this

soil. The Mukudian horizon at Policeman Point is not old and the red

residual soil contains no conspicuous laterite pebbles; the Tartangan
horizon at Hoods Drift is older and it has many lateritic concretions in it.

The implements of the Tasmanian culture were never observed in

use. So far as is known most of those in collections are ones found on
abandoned campsites. Some of the types found, for example the high-

backed scrapers, could well have, once, been hafted, as are the present

day Australian adzes. The tronata (tronatta) blades of the Tasmanian
(Noetling 1909) some of which seem Lo he the parallel of the jimuri
of the Mangala folk in Australia, might well have had a gum haft, since

the back of these, like jimari knives, seldom are worked, and often show
no signs of being battered. A chance discovery may some day solve this

problem.

It is worthy of comment, in passing, that the Mousterians and
Aurignacians of Europe may well also have used such hafts of gum or

beeswax. It is known that much later in time some of the Epi-palaeolithic

sites of the Swiss lakes show gum, used, with wood, as part of the handles
of hafted knives. For example there is in the Peabody Museum at

Harvard, £ flint knife, about four inches long, from Bienne Lake Village

in Switzerland, with its blade set into a grooved wooden handle and
still held in place with traces of a resinous substance.

In Australia there are marked and fundamental differences in modo
of treatment of the butts of knives depending on whether gum hafting

or raw hide hafting is employed. A study of these might be of considerable

interest to the European archaeologist in the interpretation of functions of

old European implement types.
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AUSTRALIAN FOSSIL PENGUINS,

withREMARKS on PENGUIN EVOLUTION and DISTRIBUTION
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INTRODUCTION

A fossil penguin bone from Australia was first described by Finlayson

in 1938, Since then three other specimens have been found. Glaessner

(1955) has discussed the stratigraphy and biostratonomy of all four

occurrences and has figured two of the more recently discovered bones.

The four specimens were then referred to me for morphological and
systematic study, which is the subject of the present paper. The specimens

are the property of the South Australian Museum, and I am much
indebted to the authorities of that Museum and to Dr. M, F. Glaessner

of the University of Adelaide for the opportunity to study them.

The four Australian specimens come from two horizons, late Eocene
and Oligocene. None is surely identifiable to species, but they represent
at least three species. One Eocene specimen is identifiable to genus,
Palaeeudyples. The other Eocene specimen may be of the same genus
and species. The two Oligocene specimens are certainly of different

species and probably genera, one a palaeeudyptine and the other not
placeable as to subfamily.

Since I reviewed the whole subject in 1946, additional discoveries

of fossil penguins have been made not only in Australia but also in

New Zealand and Antarctica. Several further studies on penguin
paleontology and evolution have been published, notably the outstanding
work of B. J. Marples (1952, 1953). Another full review is not now called

for, but this occasion is taken to append an up-to-date summary of fossil

penguin distribution and two brief notes on a morphological point and
on a criticism of a theory of penguin origins.

In tables of measurements (Tables 1-3), I have numbered the
dimensions as in Marples (1952, 1953) to facilitate comparisons. All

measurements are in millimeters.

The accompanying drawings are by Chester Tarka.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIMENS

Palaeeudyptes cf. antarcticus

Thf Eocene Humerus

(Fig.l)

Specimen. S. A. M. No. P7158, left humerus, nearly complete but

with salient parts of both ends eroded. Collected by W. Burdett.

Locality. Witton Bluff, at the southern end of Christie's Beach,

about 16 miles south of Adelaide.

Horizon and Age. "Transitional Marl" member, which forms the

base of the Blanche Point Marls, late Eocene (Glaessner, 1955).

Previous Publication. This is the specimen summarily described

and figured in external and pcstaxial aspects by Finlayson (1938). Marples

(1952) compared a cast with New Zealand specimens, but made only a

generalized statement of similarity, without description or figure. Simpson

(1946) discussed the specimen briefly on the basis of Finlayson's figures,

and Glaessner (1955) has discussed its occurrence and age.

Description, This is a large, but not maximal, fossil penguin humerus.
Size and proportions are near those of the seven New Zealand humeri
referred to Palaeeudyptes antarcticus by Marples (1952), but most dimen-

sions are at or slightly below the smallest measurements on Marples' speci-

mens. The proximal part of the shaft is, however, relatively thick (dorso-

ventrally). The shaft tapers from proximal to distal, very slightly but

still somewhat more than is usual in the New Zealand specimens. See

Table 1. There is no preaxial angle or tubercle.

The distal end is somewhat eroded and crushed or cracked, but seems

to have been about as in Palaeeudijptcs antarctiens (Marples, 1952, Fig. 2,

No. 3). The angle between the midline of the shaft and a tangent to

the ulnar and radial condyles was probably between 25° and 30 \ Tliis

is a difficult measurement to make consistently, even on perfect bones,

and is consequently open to considerable error here, but the angle is

certainly unusually low. 40° is the smallest angle noted for Palaeeudijptcs

by Marples, but on some of his illustrations I obtain values as low as

30° or slightly less, which suggests that our technique differs. In any

case both this bone and New Zealand Palaeeudijptcs have low angles and

there is insufficient evidence of significant difference between them.

The head is characteristically palaeeudyptine, without apparently

distinctive characters within that group. The same is true of the

tricipital fossa, which is completely undivided and is small relative to

the bulk of the whole bone (a point separately discussed later in this

paper). There is no angle or prominence on the preaxial border, a feature
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Fig. 1. Pataeeudyptcs ct. antawtvcu*. S.A.M. No. 1*7158, b f t humerus, a, ventral aspect,
b, dorsal aapect. Insertion* of pr.r.tonili* set-nn<h'« unci fott&iflhc* Sorjft riTe marked by heavy broken linea.
Cranky in .shaft have been omitted and p.mn!] missing- fragments rn^red, but eroded parts of proximal
mid distal ends hav» not been restored (xjj).

Fi*. 2. Pertaeudyptes cf. anturctixuxt S.A/M, "No. 10*62, shaft of right tibio-tnrsa?.. Proximal
view, showing miss Rtgliori at. br^ik, and po*t*-n'n r view. Cracks have bo.«:n omitted aud email
fragments missiuj? from shaft have been restored <x£).

constant in recent penguins, absent or slight in New Zealand Palae-
eudyptesy but present in some other palaeeudyptines.

The insertion of the pectoralis secundm is not well defined, but it

is evidently nearly parallel with the shaft and it is well separated from
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the small latissimus dorsi insertion—characters typical of the early

penguins and specifically of Palaeeudyptes antarciicus although some-

what variable in the latter. There is a marked depression or small fossa

between the proximal end of the pectoralis sccundus insertion and the lip

of the tricipital fossa (near and proximal to the insertion of the pcctoralis

tertius).

The capsular groove is not perfectly preserved or completely freed

from matrix. It may, doubtfully, be a little less sharply defined or

continuous than in New Zealand Palaeeudyptes a.nd to that extent more

like recent penguins.

Classification, Finlayson (1938) pointed out the close resemblance

of this bone to Palaeeudyptes antarcticus of New Zealand but did not

make a definite identification* Marples (1952) compared a cast with the

New Zealand specimens and confirmed the resemblance except for the

slightly smaller ("more slender'') size of the Australian humerus. He
referred to it as Palaeeudyptes sp. t as I (Simpson, 1946) had previously

done from Finlayson's published data, alone. The bone obviously belongs

to the Palaeeudyptinae (Simpson, 1946, usefully redefined by Marplesr

1952 and 1953). It cannot be distinguished generically from Palaeeudyptes.

It has slight and somewhat dubious apparent differences from New
Zealand specimens of P. antarcticus, as noted above. These are no

greater than variations that commonly occur within a single species,

and they do not warrant designation of a new species. Nevertheless the

possible slight morphological diffierences and the markedly different

provenience prevent a fully positive assignment to P. antarcticus. The

most reasonable identification at present is Palaeeudyptes cf > ajitarcticus.

Table 1.

Comparative Measurements of Humeri

P7158 P10S63

1. Extreme length 154

2. Head to angle at base

of dorsal sesamoid

groove 152

3. Distal end of insertion

of pectoralis secun-

dus to angle of 2 ca. 100

4 Head, greatest diameter ca. 45 ca. 53*

P. antarcticus

(Marples)

159-172 (2)
*•

153-166(4)

104-117(6)

46-49 (5)
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5. Pre-postaxial diameter

of shaft y3 distance

from head ^ 28%- 29 28-35 (7)

6. Same, % distance from

head - 25% ca. 29 28-35 (6)

7. Dorsoventral diameter

of shaft 1/3 distance

from head 13 14 U%-13 (6)

8. Same, % distance from
head 11% ca. 14 12-14 (6)

10. Preaxial side of radial

condyle to longest

distal process ca. 40 — 45-50 (4)

11. Transverse diameter of

distal end across

ulnar condyle ca. 18 — 18-21 (5)

47.3 as preserved, about 5% mm. believed to be eroded.

**Figures in parentheses are numbers of specimens measured by

Marples.

Palaeeudyptes cf
!

. antajrdicus ?

The Eocene Tibiotarsus

(Fig. 2)

Specimen. S. A. M. No. P10862, right tibiotarsus, lacking both ends

and with shaft somewhat broken. Collected by M. F. Glaessner.

Locality. North of Port Noarlunga jetty, at the base of the cliff

extending southward from Witton Bluff, at high water level.

Horizon and Age. Just below the top of the Banded Marl member
of the Blanche Point marls, about 20-25 feet above the transitional marl

(in which P7158 was found), late Eocene (Glaessner, 1955).

Previous Publication. Listed but not described or figured by Glaess-

ner (1955).

Description. This tibiotarsus is slightly smaller than that referred to

Palaeeudyptes antarcticus by Marples (1952), and hence is from an

animal of the same size as the humerus described above. Few distinctive

characters are preserved. The shaft is flattened dorsoventrally and is

rounded, with a sharp crest only at and below the region of contact

with the fibula. To the extent that they differ from recent penguins,

these characters are common in the older fossil penguins and especially

in the Palaeeudyptinae.
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Classification. Positive identification is hardly possible, but as far

as it goes the bone is entirely consistent with reference to Palaeeudyptes.

Difference in age from the humerus of Palaeeudyptes cf. antarcticus is

not likely to be significant, and the fact that the two animals were of

almost exactly the same size establishes a certain presumption that they

were of the same species.

Table 2.

Comparative Measurements of Tibiotarsi

P10862 Palaeeudyptes

antarcticus

(Marples)

2. Pre - postaxial diameter

% length from proxi-

mal end r ca. 24 28

3. Same, % length ca, 19 23

4. Dorsoventral diameter
4
/& length from proxi-

mal end ca. 16 16

5. Same, % length .,,... ca. 14y2

Gen. et sp. indet., A
THE LIGOCENE H TJMERUS

16

(Fig, 3)

Specimen. S. A. M. P10863, right humerus without distal end and
with proximal end heavily eroded. Collected by M. Pritchard,

Locality. Pritchard Brothers' building-stone quarry about 7V& miles

west-northwest of the town of Mt Gambier.
Horizon and Age. Gambier limestone, Oligocene (Glaessner, 1955).

Previous Publication. Figured and tooth marks discussed by
Glaessner (1955).

Description. The humerus when complete was at least as large as
Palaeeudyptes antarcticus, but of somewhat different proportions. The
badly eroded head nevertheless indicates that this part was larger than in

P. antarcticus both absolutely and in proportion to the transverse

diameters of the shaft. The pectoralis secundus insertion is only very

slightly oblique, well separated from the latissimus dorsi attachment, and
the fossa between it and the lip of the tricipital fossa is shallow. There
is a distinct preaxial tubercle or angle, and the contour of the shaft

proximal to this is concave, making this slightly the narrowest part of

the shaft, which nevertheless has nearly parallel sides and does not seem
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to have been notably sigmoid. The tricipital fossa is narrow and undivided.

Measurements are included in Table 1.

Classification, This specimen is quite surely palaeeudyptine t but it

cannot be referred with assurance to any named genusi in which the

humerus is known. The size of the species is probably in the range of

Fig. 3, Gen. et an. indole A. S.A.M. No. PlOi-tfi.l, pa-rt 62 right humerus. », ventral aspect,
n. dorsal aspect. Insertion* of jmctarnlin g*mn(fr<ti and whxattiHM dorm are marked bv heavy broken
lines. Cracks in shaft have hoen omitted anJ Rmull missing: iCragtttfftits restored, but imperfection b of
proximal and distal ends ar« as shown. Apparent tuoth marks on dis to-ventral part aro shown (xg) r

Fig. 4. Gen. et sp. indet. v B. S.A.M. No. PIC. 370, imperfect left femur. Posterior (or ventral)
aspect. Ni» restoration (xg).

Palaeeudyptes antarcticus9 but it differs from Palaecudyptes especially

in the relatively larger head and the prominent preaxial tubercle. Pachy-
dyptes has a much stouter, stockier humerus and a smaller tubercle with

the contour convex above it. Platydyptes and Archaeospheniscus ha.ve

the pectoralis secundus insertion more oblique, and the latter genus also

has a smaller tubercle and less concave contour above it. The Seymour
Island Anthropornis is generally rather similar but has a relatively
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smaller head and stouter shaft and a smaller preaxial tubercle. Eosphae-

niscus, also from Seymour Island, has a heavily accented fossa between

the pectoralis secundus and the tricipital fossa, quite different from the

present specimen.

Few and slight as these differences are t they are just such as to

distinguish the humeri of defined genera of palaeeudyptines. It is there-

fore improbable that this specimen belongs to the same genus as any

previously described humerus. Nevertheless it seems inadvisable to base

a new generic or specific name on this inadequate type, which might make
difficult or impossible the exact identification of future finds, especially

because the length of the shaft and the important characters of the

distal end are unknown. There are, furthermore, several named palae-

eudyptine genera in which the humerus is unknown and to which, there-

fore, this bone might conceivably belong. It is- designated only as gen. et

sp. indeL, with the comment that it is not the same as the late Eocene

form described above, and that it is also of a different species, and

doubtless genus, from the contemporaneous femur next described.

Gen. et sp, indet., B
The Oligocene Femur

(Fig. 4)

Specimen. S. A. M. No. P10870, left femur, lacking the trochanter

and the distal end and with the head badly eroded. Found by I). J.

Leonard.

Locality. Found in a block of building stone, from the vicinity of

Mt Gambier.

Horizon and Age. Gambier limestone, Oligocene, (Glaessner, 1955).

Previous Publication. Figured, without description, by Glaessner,

1955,

Description. The femur in penguins is not a very distinctive bone,

and this specimen has lost just those parts that might have been most
characteristic. The shaft is rather stout, although probably no more so

than would be expected in average penguins of this size. Although the

trochanter is lacking, the contour of the shaft below it suggests that it

was less compressed laterally, or displaced medially, than in recent

penguins—a feature common in the Miocene and older penguins.

The shaft is nearly smooth except for a prominent rugosity just

below the head and the usual, not especially prominent, ventral ridges

above the condyles. The animal was slightly below the mean size of the

living Aptenodytes patagonicus. (See Table 3.) Glaessner suggested

that the trochanter had been bitten off, but there are no clear tooth marks.
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Classification. This bone is unidentifiable, even as to subfamily*

both because it lacks characteristic parts and because most genera and

species of fossil penguins are known from and defined by the tarsome-

tatarsus and the humerus and not the femur. This femur is much too small

to be conspeeific with any of the three specimens described above, and

indeed the discrepancy suggests that it is not congeneric with any of them.

All one can say now is that at least two quite distinct penguins, one a

palaeeudyptine and the other of unknown subfamily, are present in the

Gambier limestone.

Table 3.

Measurements of Fdmuh

P108T0
1. Notch between head and

trocanter to notch be- ca. 90-95 (very rough
tween condyles approximation)

.

2. Greatest proximal width ca. 22

5. Pre-postaxial diameter at

middle of shaft « nv>
6. Dorsoventral diameter at

middle of shaft ii$

Note on Relative Sizes of the Tricipitat, Fossa

Wiman (1905), Finlayson (1938) r
and Lowe (1939) stated, on the

basis of New Zealand, Australian, and Seymour Island fossils, that their

tricipital fossae are smaller, relative to the size of the whole humerus,
than in living penguins. I (Simpson, 1946) agreed that this is probably

true of some, at least, of the larger fossil species, but pointed out that

it is not true of smaller Patagonian fossils, notably in the genus
Pal'icosplKiniscas.

Marples (1952) made measurements for five New Zealand fossils,

referred to four genera and species, and for one specimen each of seven

recent species in five genera. The volumes were compared by filling

the fossa with fine sand, the weight (W) of which was taken as directly

proportional to the volume. The size of the humerus was measured as

diameter of the head (D) and length of the whole bone (L). The indices

100 (W/D) and 100 (W/L) were then calculated and compared. These
figures suggest, and Marples concluded, that the larger humeri have not

only absolutely but also relatively larger fossae, contrary to the previous

conclusions cited above. The evident further implication is that the

differences depend on size and have no independent taxonomic value,

or no bearing on evolutionary change other than size. It may be noted
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that Marples' own figures show that the only recent species included in

the comparison that are comparable in size with any of the fossils do,

indeed, have larger fossae than the latter (see last column of Table 4).

He concluded, however, that the species in question, Aptenodytes forsteri

and A. patagonicus, "are clearly not typical penguins in this respect",

A valid index of relative size requires that "size" have the same
number of dimensions in both terms of the comparison. Although less

precisely quantitative, the comparisons involved in the statements about

the tricipital fossa by Wiman, .Finlayson, Lowe, and me were valid in that

linear (one-dimensional) measurements of fossa and humerus were com-

pared. The indices 100 (W/D) and 100 (W/L) are invalid because

W is (indirectly) three-dimensional but D and L are one-dimensional. An
index three-dimensional in both terms can be obtained by using the ratios

W/£>3 or W/L*.

W

+ Fossil

© Recent

L3/'0
Fig. 5, Correlation of length of humerus and the indev 10° (W/L3

) in some recent and fossil
penguins. F/ir fuller explanation see text. Haw data from Marples (1952).
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Use of W to represent volume of the fossa depends on the relationship,

w = sv

where W is the weight of sand, V is the volume (three dimensional, of

course) of the fossa, and $ is the specific gravity of the sand-air

aggregate. S depends in a. complex way on the mineral composition and
the size and shape distributions of the sand used. Its value is unknown
in this case, but since it was kept constant in Marples' study his compari-

sons are valid in this respect. Use of I? (or of D*) to represent volume
of the bone depends on the relationship

in which a depends in a complex way on the shape of the bone. The value

of a must vary somewhat from species to species and even from one

individual to another, but in all penguins the shape of the humerus is

sufficiently stereotyped to keep the variation of a within rather narrow
limits. In other words, it is a reasonable premise that L3 and V have

a high, positive, rectilinear correlation. The correlation of L and V
cannot be rectilinear.

In order to bring the index into a convenient order of magnitude the

ratio W/L2 may be multiplied, not by 102 as in Marples* index, but by 106

(Le., 10- cubed). The results from Marples' raw data are given in the

third column of Table 4, and compared with Marples' index in the fourth

column. The indicated conclusions differ froni those of Marples. Except
for Eudyptula minor, the index for these recent penguins shows no
evident trend with size and rather little variation* Since only single

measurements arc involved, the variation shown could be merely sampling

variance around the same mean for the six species, although it is likely

that some differences among species occur. It is Eudyptula, not Aplcno-

dylcs, that appears ''clearly not typical ... in this respect''. The meaning
of the apparent aberrancy of Eudyptula is not clear, Marples notes

(without further data) that the volume of the fossa, is highly variable in

Eudyptula and the only specimen available to me seems to have a fossa

relatively about as large as in other recent penguins.

In the four fossil penguins compared, the relative size of the fossa

is decidedly smaller than in "normal" recent penguins (all the compared
species except E. minor), confirming the earlier conclusion rejected by
Marples. The discrepancy is most marked for the three largest fossil

species, all of which have approximately the same index, 0.90-1.06 as

against 2.83-3,59 for recent species other than E. minor. The fossil

Archneosphrmsciis lowei is of almost exactly the same size as the living

Aptenodijtfs forsteri, but the indices age 1.06 and 3.50, respectively, Tbe
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smallest fossil species compared, Plutydyptes novaezealandiae, happens

to have a larger index (2.23) than the other fossils. This isolated

observation is insufficient to establish a tendency for smaller fossil species

to have relatively larger fossae, but it is noteworthy that still smaller

species of Palaeospheniscus clearly have relatively large fossae i
1
) . Note

also, however, that if only three or four recent species had been included

they might have suggested a trend that is evidently absent when the

sewn species are included. For instance, E. pachyrhynchas, M. antipodes,

and A. patagonicus would have shown a regular decrease of the index

with increasing size, and /:. minor, P. papua. A, pedagonicus and A.

forstert would have shown just the opposite, a regular increase of the

index. (See Fig. 5.)

The data of Table 4 and the graph of Fig. 5 still do not strictly

represent a valid regression or reveal a possible growth pattern, because

the variate L appears (with different dimensions) in both terms of the

comparison: L and 106 (W/L*). The valid regression of W on L3/10* (
2
) is

shown in Fig. 6. The regressions for both the recent an,d the fossil

penguins measured by Marples clearly tend to follow linear patterns, but

the two regressions are decidedly different. The regression for the recent

specimens does not suggest significant deviation from a straight line, and

it is somewhere in the neighbourhood of x — 3Vl>y— !4. (That line is

merely sketched in freehand and the approximate equation derived from

it; the scanty data do not warrant more elaborate curve fitting.) It is

noteworthy that Eudyptula minor also falls near this line, within the

probable limits of sampling error, and that with this treatment no reeent

species seems to be "exceptional".

The fossil species do suggest that their regression is not straight,

but there are only four individual sets of measurements, and departures

from a straight line could be random. (Neither the fossil nor the recent

regression is straighter on a log graph, and use of the allometric equation

is not indicated.) The regression is somewhere in the general neighbour-

hood of the straight line x =f£ y + 1 (roughly sketched by eye, as for the

recent data) . Even with so few data, there can be no serious doubt that

the regressions are very different for the recent and the fossil species

being compared. It is also again clear that among the larger species

the fossils have decided smaller tricipital fossae than the living forms.

(') Bccaubo the MH*i'ilh< gravity {8 of nrpeeiiins riis.'u-Mon ) of .^ymi-.-iir &gip$gat>Bti miibt vary

pTc.Htly and ui unknown for the sand u*ml by Mnrple:-*. it [is impossible for mouther worker to produce further

(j.ita roniparablu with bi$. IJjm&L, rt:|iroriurjl»lb. m.d pre(-):m ruuiy urinous c»nlij be made from mrasure-
rncntb of tlm volume of a liquid th&t can ha lic-hl in the fossa and of the «i»splaoeinc4.nt. of liquid by
iniiweTsi'Ti of ihe whole bone, but such m^i-ur»-.mpnt<5 have nut t«Wl made.

(*) Ar in thr indpx i0°( W/L.*), tut- t«roi 10"
[fi

intrndutrnd ordy to keep th* variolas compared in

tlie sane order of mugzvitude. The form of the. rejp-e&tiioii would of course ho the same if 10 n were
omitted.
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3.50-

3.00

2.50

2.00

O £\pachyrhynchu$

QM. antipodes

QE.crestatus

O Ppopua

O A • torsieri

O A.paiagonicus

+ R novae*ealandtoe

QE, minor

1.50 -

LOO _

I

+ A. lowci

O Living

+ Fossil

P.ponderosus

Rontarcticus

50 75 100 125

LENGTH OF HUMERUS

150 175

Fig. 6. Regression of W on Ifi/IQ* ^or some :re.cent and fossil penguins (species as in Fig. 5),
For fuller explantion see text. Raw data from M&rples (1952).

However, if an extrapolation of this regression should apply to other late

Eocene to early Miocene penguins—an extrapolation not really warranted
without further information—then the smallest of them would have tri-

cipital fossae about equal to or even larger than those of recent penguins of

the same size. It is suggestive, but no more than suggestive in the absence

of precisely comparable measurements, that Ls/10* for the Patagonian

fossil genus Palaeosphemscus (about 0.35-0.50 in various species) is in the

region where the two regressions would intersect. As compared roughly

by linear dimensions, that genus does indeed have tricipital fossae about

as in recent penguins of comparable size.
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Table 4.

Relative Size of Tbicipital, Fossa in Various Penguins

(For explanation see text.)

Species

:

Weight of Length oi

sand humerus
(Marples)

L
(Marples)

W

Index Index

10*fW7L3; 1W(W/L)
(Marples)

Fossils

:

Pachydyptes ponderosus 4.91

Palaeeudyptes antarcticus 3.81

Archaeospheniscus lowei 1.97

Platydyptes novaezealandiae 1.68

Living:

Aptenodyle.fi [orsteri 6.68

Apienodytes patagonieus 3.84

Pyyoscelis papua 1.45

Mcgadyptes antipodes 1.39

Eudyptes pachyrhynchus 1.00

Eudyptes crestatns 0,53

Eudyptula minor 0.16

174 0.93 2.8

162 0.90 2.3

123 1.06 1.6

91 2.23 1.8

124 3.50 5.3

109 2.97 3.5

80 2.83 1.8

75 3.29 1.8

65.3 3.59 1.5

55.0 3.19 0.9

43.5 1.94 0.4

DISTRIBUTION OF FOSSIL PENGUINS

Fossil penguins are known from southern Argentina (Patagonia),

Seymour Island (
3
) , New Zealand, and South Australia. It was formerly

believed that all occurrences were approximately contemporaneous, more

or less early Miocene. Now Marples (1952) and Finlay (1952) have

convincingly demonstrated that this is not true of the New Zealand

specimens, and Glaessner (1955) has done the same for the Australian

specimens. Although I have nothing new to contribute on this score, it

will be convenient to review these newer data on penguin distribution,

along with revised determinations which have not been gathered in any

one publication.

N*w Zealand. Finlay (1952) identified and discussed microfossils

associated with fossil penguins described by Marples (1952). The pertinent

part of the provincial stage sequence and the ages assigned by Finlay are

as follows:

M) This occurrence is cntiirnr-r.ly ftiUtrtl "AntnrTtiV
1

, frBi fttoyniflir Island js ii"t vovt of Anlarrticu

and H ix well iiorlli r>f tf^ Antarctic 'CircK at abouL G4° 15' stfutli latitude.
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Middle Oligocene Waitakian— P

Early Oligocene

Duntroonian— P

Whaingaroan— ?P

Late Eocene

Runangan— P

Kaiatan— P

Middle Eocene Bortonian

Early Eocene Heretaungan—?P

Penguins are most abundant in the Duntroonian, but occur also in

the other stages marked with P. The scraps thought to be frcm the

Heretaungan, unfortunately unidentifiable, are probably the oldest known
fossil penguins. Good identifiable specimens occur from Kaiatan to

Waitakian, late Eocene to middle Oligocene by Finlay's dating. Although
known occurrences of most of the described species are confined to one

stage or another, there seems to be no evident; evolutionary progression

and the single, most abundant species Palaeeudyples antarelicits is

identified by Marples, on the basis of good specimens, for the whole range
Kaiatan-Waitakian. (See Table 5.) This is a remarkably long span for

a single species. I know of no other species and rather few genera of

vertebrates present in both late Eocene and middle Oligocene. It is

possible that more abundant collections would permit specific separation,

but Marples' specimens suffice to show that there is, at most, little

difference between earliest and latest occurrences referred to this species.

One must conclude that the rate of evolution for Palaeeudyples had
become effectively nil by late Eocene, that the Kaiatan-Waitakian span was
shorter than Finlay indicates, or that some of the specimens are incor-

rectly dated.

Australia* The two older penguin bones described above are from
the Blanche Point marls, formerly but incorrectly considered Miocene
(Finlayson, 1938), in horizons now placed in or near the late Eocene, The
younger bones are from the Gambier limestone, now placed in the Oligo-

cene without, as yet, closer correlation. The age determinations by
Glaessner (1955) are based mainly on still unpublished studies of

foraminiferal faunas. In themselves the fossil penguins as. yet are of no
help in correlation, but the penguins known from the two ages are quite

different, as shown above.
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Patagonia, The stratigraphie position of the Patagonian fossil pen-

guins is exactly known. With three dubious and probably erroneous

claimed exceptions, all are from the base of the Patagonian formation

("Juliense" member). They are associated with "the richest and best

known of all South American Tertiary faunas" (Feruglio, 1949) , with extra-

ordinarily abundant invertebrates as well as numerous sharks and whales.

Despite all this knowledge, the age has been and still is disputed. It has

been placed everywhere from early Eocene through Miocene. Nevertheless

there is now a clear consensus that the age is late Oligocene or early

Miocene, i.e., deposition occurred at or around the Oligocene-Mioccne

transition. The subject has been fully reviewed by Feruglio (1949).

Seymour Island. The Seymour Island penguins are presumably

associated with a rather poor marine invertebrate fauna. Association in

situ was rarely or not observed, but no marked age difference between

the penguins and the invertebrates seems to be indicated. The inverte-

brate fauna has at least one species in common with the Patagonian

formation, and is otherwise composed of distinct but closely allied species

(review and references in Feruglio, 1949). On this basis it is highly

improbable that these penguins are older than late Oligocene or younger

than early Miocene, Marples (1952) pointed out that the Seymour Island

penguins resemble the late Eocene-middle Oligocene forms of New Zealand,

while (most of) the Patagonian penguins seem to he less primitive. He
concluded that the Seymour Island forms may be older, belonging some-

where in the Oligocene (assuming the Patagonian to be Miocene). It is,

however, to be remembered that: (a) no genera, a fortiori specie?, are

known to- be common to Seymour Island and New Zealand; (b) the

apparent evolutionary rate of zero for at least one penguin of this general

type from late Eocene to middle Oligocene (if the New Zealand dating is

correct) suggests that still later survival of related and not identical forms

would be more likely than not; and (c) the Patagonian penguin Ariliro-

dytfs grandiz seems to be closely related to Seymour Island species. It

feeras probable that the marked difference between the Seymour Island

and most of the Patagonian penguins is more a matter of fades than

of age. (The localities are separated by some 20
r

of latitude and must

both on this and on other accounts have had markedly different enviro-

nmental conditions even in the Oligocene or Miocene.) On present evidence

the Seymour Island penguins are not likely to have been appreciably older

than the Patagonian, and might have been as late or even slightly later.

More recently MarpleB (1953) has revised the Seymour Island pen-

guins, but without, further discussion of their age.

Fannal lists. The known fossil penguins, according to the most recent

revisions, are listed in Table 5.
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Table 15.

KNOWN FOSSIL PENGUINS

A, New Zealand (data from Harpies, 1952).

Early Late Early Middle

Eocene Eocene Oligocene Oligocene

Heretaungan KaiatanRunangan Whaingaroan Duntroonian Waitakian
Indet. x
Palaeeudyptes

antarcticus x ? x x
Pachydyptes
ponderosus x

Archaeospheniscus

lowei x
A. lopdelli x
Duntroonornis

parvus x
Platydyptes

novaezealandiae x ?

P. amiesi ? x
Korora oliveri x

B. Australia (this paper).

Age
Late Eocene Oligocene

Blanche Point marls Gambier limestone

Palaeeudyptes cf. antarcticus x
Gen. et sp. indet. A. x
Gen. et sp. indet. B. x

C. Seymour Island (Wiman, 1905, and Marples, 1953)

.

(All of same age as far as known, probably late Oligocene or

early Miocene.)

Anthropornis nordenskjoldi

Eosphaeniscus gunnari
Notodyptes wimani
Delphinornis larsenii

Ichthyopteryx gracilis (validity doubtful)

D. Patagonia (Simpson, 1946; some highly dubious records and
probable synonyms omitted).

(All of same age, basal Patagonian, "Juliense" member, latest

Oligocene or early Miocene).
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Palaeospheniscus gracilis

P. rothi

P. patagonicus

Paraspheniscus bergi

P. nereius

Perispheniscus wimani
Isotremornis nordenskjoldi

Paraptenodytes antarclicus

P. curias

Arthrodytes grandis

Anthrodgtes? andreivsi

NOTE ON THE ORIGIN OF PENGUINS

I have elsewhere (Simpson, 1946) supported the theory that penguini

arose, not from flightless land birds or in a delimited land area, but from

diving sea birds (ecologically similar to diving petrels) widely distributed

around the South Temperate Zone, Recently de Meillon (1952) has

opposed all aspects of that theory on the evidence of penguin fleas.

The only fleas known to occur on penguins are Listronius robert-

siaruis, Parapsyllus longicornis, and P. magellanicus. Both genera belong

to the subfamily Parapsyllinae, with six other genera. Except for those

on penguins (and other sea birds) all members of the subfamily are

confined to South America where most of them are rodent fleas. De

Meillon therefore argues that the penguins must have acquired the fleas in

South America and must themselves have originated there. This seems to

be a non sequitur. There is no evident reason why the penguins may not

have acquired these fleas after penguins had evolved as such and had

spread to South America from any place or zone of origin. As to why

they happen to have only South American fleas (as far as. known), that

is no harder to explain on either theory, hence no better evidence fur or

against either, than the fact that they have long been in Australia and New
Zealand (since the Eocene) and probably also in Africa (fossils unknown)

without, apparently, acquiring parasites there. It is also pertinent that

the earliest known penguins antedate the appearance of rodents hi South

America.

Moreover all three species of penguin fleas are known to occur also on

wide-ranging groups of flying birds: L. robertsianus on petrels. P. longi-

cornis on shearwaters and an Antarctic thrush, and P. magellanicus on

whale-birds, jaegers, sooty albatrosses, albatrosses, and Cape pigeons.

There is no evident reason why the primary dispersal of the fleas may not

have been partly or wholly by flying birds.
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De Meillon also implies that the abundance of fossil penguins in the

South American "Subantarctic" (most of thern are from far up in the

Temperate Zone) supports his view. But, as noted above, known fossil

penguins occur earlier hi Australia and New Zealand. In fact the fossil

record is so spotty that it does not really suggest anything about the place

of origin except to conform with the idea that penguins have always been

southern and to show that they were very widespread in the southern

Temperate Zone by the end of the Oligocene.

De Meillon further argues that penguins probably arose as non-flying

land birds because land birds are most likely to come in contact with

rodents and flying birds would avoid the rodents by taking to the trees or

to islands. But penguins do regularly come ashore on rodent-infested

coasts, and probably have long done so. (The Patagonian fossil occur-

rences, at least, are near or at what was then a continental shore.) So
do flying sea birds that could have transmitted fleas to penguins. Moreover,

ground-nesting flying birds are very common in South America and else-

where where rodents, and their fleas, are abundant.

De Meillon further cites in the same connection the tick Ornithodoms
talaje, which occurs on South American rodents and, as a distinct sub-

species, in South African penguin nests. But the same species is also

known on terns, and the other known penguin ticks have almost certainly

been acquired from flying sea bii'ds (Zurnpt, 1952). Moreover, howover it

occurred, the transfer of O. talaje from rodents to penguins probably took

place relatively recently, millions of years after penguins first arose. Other-

wise it is incredible that the ticks have moved to a new host and a new
continent with only subspecific differentiation.

The evidence from parasites seems to me to have no special bearing

one way or another on the origin of the penguins, and the theory earlier

supported, although speculative, still seems most likely on other grounda.
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A NEW KOALA from the PLIOCENE PALANKAKINNA
FAUNA OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By R. A, STIRTON, Museum of PikLEONToivOGY. University or

California

Fig, 1-2

SUMMARY
A new genus and species of koala, Perikoala palankarinnica

Stirton, is described on part of a left mandible from the Palankarinna

fauna east of Lake Eyre in South Australia. The age of the fauna is

thought to be early or, possibly, middle Pliocene. Detail features in the

teeth have been emphasized. Other than in the koala, Phascolarctos,

there are suggestions of affinities in the fossil with the bushtail possum,

Trichosurus, with the giant gliders, Schoinobates, and with the ringtailed

possums, Pseudocheirus* Comparative figures of P3 , Mi, and M2 in these

genera, including the fossil, have been made. Much more fossil evidence

is needed to determine the phyletic relationships of the genera studied,

and to understand the familial relationships of the koalas to the rather

broad family Phalangeridae.

INTRODUCTION
Part of a mandible of a koalalike marsupial was discovered by Mr.

Paul P. Lawson in the summer of 1954, when the South. Australian

members of the 1954 South Australian Museum-University of California

expedition were returning from Birdsville to Adelaide. The specimen was
found in place about 500 yards south of the Woodard locality where the

bulk of the material was located in the escarpment along the west side

of Lake Palankarinna. Fragmentary remains of other small vertebrates

were found scattered through the matrix at this new site. This is the

oldest known record of the Phascolarctmae and is the only one that has

been recovered from the Tertiary. The paratype was picked up en the

surface by Mr. Richard H. Tedford near this locality in 1953 (Stirton,

1955).

I am grateful to Mr. Herbert M. Hale, Director of the South Austra-

lian Museum, for the privilege of describing this interesting new ^enus.

The illustrations were made by Mr. Owen J., Poe, staff artist, in the

Museum of Paleontology at the University of California.
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Genus Perikoala nov.

The characters of this genus are those of the type species until other

species are described.

Perikoala palankarinnica sp. nov.

Holotijpe.—Part of left mandible with talonid of P3 , M, and Ma nearly

complete. South Australian Mus. No. P 10893.

Paratype.—Fragment of right maxillary with posterior border of

alveolus of P3
, the roots of M1

, Ma in place but with much of the enamel

surface and the inner edge broken away, part of the alveolus of M8 and

the base of the jugal arch, Univ. Calif. Mus. Paleo. No. 45343.

Type Locality.—Greenish-blue, fine grained, sandy gypsiferous clays

;

flood plain deposit on same level as channel sands of Woodard locality*

but about 500 yards farther south ; 35 feet above the basal conglomerate.

U. C. locality V5375.

"The exposures [are along the west side of Lake Palankarinna, east

of Lake Eyre; 18 miles S. 75° W. of Etadunna Station homestead.

Military grid reference 656431, ordinance sheet Marree, South Australia,

H54/1.2.5.6, zones 5 and 6, first edition 1942, scale 1:506880.'* (Stirton,

1955).

Age.—Early or, possibly, middle Pliocene,

Diagnosis.—Lateral opening of dental canal not discernible on hori-

zontal ramus below M2 .

Pa with lophid between hypoconid (*) and protoconid interrupted by
tiny groove on slope of protoconid; protoconid and small entoconid

connected by short high lophid, this continues downward and labtad in

wide curve to posterior base of hypoconid enclosing posterior talonid basin

which opens posterolabially at that point; outline of talonid rounded,

not triangular, without crest continuing from entoconid to posterolabial

corner.

Mj sharply angulate 'anteromedially; with prominent central basin;

paraconid present, separated from much larger metaconid by rather deep

lingual valley: metaconid without posterior spur into area of central

basin; low irregular transverse crest extends lingually from hypoconid to

midline of crown opposite similar crest descending from entoconid.

M2 divided into anterior trigonid, central, and posterior trigonid

basins; vestigial transverse crest between protoconid and metaconid more

I*) Thr hrttJttOloJ Acfrtfrri terminology is oa-spel on apparent analogous pox/lions with those in the moJaiM,
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pronounced than one between hypoconid and entoconid; labial part of
middle valley not deep transversely nor shelflike.

Anteorbital fossa of miliary shallow; width of base of jugal arch
opposite M2 — 6.7; Ma as wide las long (in paratype).

Description.—Horizontal ramus belowM2 deeper than in Trichosurus
but shallower than in Pkascolorctos, 16.5; thickness below M3

== 7.4; small
cental foramen 3.5 in front of anterior root P3 , and below diastemal
crest, 1.3 in diameter; surface of bone broken over anterior part of dental
canal

; lateital opening of dental canal not discernible on horizontal ramus
telow M2 .

Molars with crenulated enamel surface in occlusal basins; no alveolus
for P2 .

Anteroposterior axis of Pa in line with that of molars; anterior two-
thirds of P3 broken away; evidently bilobed; area back of protooonid
preserved; protoconid not occupying anterocentral position; larger than
hypoconid

; lophid between hypoconid and protoconid interrupted by tiny
groove on slope of protoconid; protoconid and small entoconid connected
by short high lophid, this continues downward and labiad in wide curve
to posterior base of hypoconid enclosing posterior talonid basin that opens
posterolabially at that point; outline of talonid rounded, not triangular,

without crest continuing from entoconid to posterolingual corner; roots of

P3 larger than on molars, widely divergent.

M t partly destroyed on labial side; elongate, sharply angulate antero-

medially; paraconid slightly linguad of median position, evidently separa-

ted from much larger metaconid by rather deep valley; metaconid with
convex lingual surface; lophid extends posterolingually from metaconid to

a much lower metastylid (
2
) on lower median lingual edge of tooth; meta-

conid without posterior spur into area of central basin; slight crest leads

down posteriorly (evidently from protoconid) to median valley where it

terminates at transverse commissure adjacent to anterior wing of hypoco-
nid, these wings or crests form labial margin of central basin; entoconid

opposite hypoconid; low irregular (due to crenulated anterior and posterior

slopes) crest extends lingually from hypoconid to midline of crown oppo-

site similar crest descending from entoconid, this apparent vestigial

transverse lophid separates posterior talonid basin from larger central

basin; low crest runs from hypoconid posterolingually around to base of

(») The mftdir.n lingual Kf.yiid preatmt in tLr- molars of PrriTtnafn. Ph^snolnrclo^, Pxfiwfochriro? and
SiehoxnObot-e.s ia somewhjit analosoiiF- in poailiun to fll« -mHoxlylid in tlift Eqmrtne (O shorn ar\Q Wortman
1802, F%. 3). Metastylid ifl the KtiutcUe is u misnomer since it did not njUtt from the oin.crulam nor m>W
% peripheral cusp. Tt SQ^m* to hav* arisen from ihe portion hflflf fid! the mclRcoiiht but i* innervated
irnm thft posterior norvp. plexus. On th« nttmr hand the median Hntrual *i>Hd in J

%eHkoola- Htiftinti to \m
pwnph»r;<1 Hml indeed mny havi* firWv-t) from a eiuKulum in *n finest ra! form. T r.rn sure no rnnfn-ion
tuT' »Tisc in re; ferring to this cusy hi the. koala and rebitrd ',''.T!-;'rn as lliR mM.afcf »liil.
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entoconid (
8
) ; no hypoconluid; low posterior cntostylid posterolinguad of

entoconid on lingual surface; length of Mi = 6.4; width across talonid

= approximately 3.8 (part of labial surface of hypoconid broken away)

;

roots parallel, more delicate than on P 3f length == 9.5. M2 nearly rec-

tangular; transverse crests extend from protoconid and metaconid

and separate anterior trigonid basin from anterior part of central

basin; similar but much less apparent elevations extend from

hypoconid and entoconid and divide talonid into shallow posterior

talonid basin and posterior part of central basin
J

no paraconid;

enamel surface broken away opposite both protoconid and meta-

conid; metastylid broken away; protoconid opposite metaconid; ento-

conid slightly anterior to hypoconid, sub-equal, crescentic cusps oriented

anteroposterior^, depth controlled by extensions and positions of antero-

lingual spur of hypoconid and posterolingual spur of protoconid (this

character is intermediate between the features seen in Trichosurux and

Pkascolarctos); no anterolabial crest from hypoconid extending down to

block mouth of median valley; labial part of median valley not deep

transversely nor shelflike; large crenulated central basin; no hypoconulid;

entoslijlid as on Mi well developed on lingual surface below and postero-

linguad of entoconid; length of M* = 11.5; width across trigonid = 4.3;

width across talonid — 4.6; width between hypoconid and entoconid = 2.6;

roots as on M tJ length — 8.5.

COMPARATIVE CHARACTERS ON RELATED GENERA
Pliaseolarctos

li Mental foramen 2.0 in front of anterior root of P„ and 2.9 below

diastemal crest, 1.7 mm. in diameter.

2. Prominent lateral opening of dental canal below M v .

3. Small masseteric foramen.

4. Cheekteeth with crenulated enamel surface in occlusal basins.

5. P3 and P2 absent.

6. P5 with slight emargination on lingual and labial sides dividing tooth

into anterior and posterior moieties; entoconid equal in size and
opposite hypoconid, both connected to larger protoconid by lophidsj

median crest extends anteriorly from protoconid ; connected to smaller

fi) OVborn «mil HftiztlttRH F18JH I*- 30- Mc :

' \ flftrt dtfcciilted <:nl<i>ttyU.d *= m little reinforcing cusp
O,,! ..|,',v it[> hrliiriil i!>« eiitannmiS- 'I'M* iVAfl kiiirllt-d on a .V>jv/,'M'/i^r# trwtfl. A irfrmth \»if?r in unrulier

iHinur '"Hie hHsf»>V! i'"' 1 Ih'hihIm--;.-.^ r.f tlir: hun»:in moi.-ir raurpt?,*
1 XilMtomlsnttirx 4 r>zt>itjrr, Juhrg, VIT.,

fly©, flfifltt, 740.747.) 0*iinj»n rnftU'red to fllB t?ame Cuspid as " the distal or intermediate cnn.o"

nN_l

—

>*b vpncst/iiulm*' nod fatUatti'd it i-n p. l-n\ ••; r|tn)&r pf ll&tfibi tuiMheruj.riv lie Fafofefed its presence
in %li>ins and Jn")'I';i»'»i'»'ii>. At first, ryideirti'y, Oshorii did m»| rfuiTTiixe the hnrn.lnsy of tins

ni.milM in the PrthlOtPB WJiA in the jftfiiltillf IjlSJ ):. Wlrl he hibellod the posterior fuiulid on u.'l Qfjiaui

lower utolsm utt| o'emul--,!-- rrg li^.pftHn.Tufffl Conveniently, here, J HfjJ Uifftfrlfrft +< v the i»rm »•"*/> •<fv/7f.f

in iint Jijiin w'na,iui,,. i'. i ,. libit - UL'v^'UTfe i-r-liihil tin • M-. ptMllfl
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protoconid by anteroposterior crest : lophid continues from entoconid to

posterolingual corner ; low concave posterior lophid forming posterior

edge of talonid basin; slight posterolingual shelf; no paraconid; roots

not widely divergent; position aligned with anteroposterior axis of

molar series.

7. M, nearly rectangular, not sharply angulate anteromedian y; paraconid

vestigial and not separated from metaconid by deep lingual valley:

paralophid (
4
) curves around anterior border of tooth to vestigial

paraconid; paraconid connected posteriorly to metaconid; protoconid

smaller than metaconid; metaconid with nearly flat lingual surface;

lophid extends posterolingual!y from metaconid to vestigial metastylid

on median lingual edge of tooth; metaconid with posteromedian spur;

protoconid with posterior spur terminating in median valley (homo-

logous with part of labial border of central basin in Perikoala) ; low

trenchant ridge connects protoconid with entoconid labially; trigonid

and talonid basins instead of central basin; very low but distinct

metalophid crosses middle of crenulated basin diagonally where it joins

lophid that connects metaconid and metastylid; entoconid opposite

hypoconid; no crest extends lingually from hypoconid into talonid

valley towards entoconid; talonid valley anteroposterior in direction:

low crest rims from hypoconid posteroling;ually around to entoconid

:

but no posterior talonid basin is formed; entostylid present; length

of Mi == 8.0 ; width across talonid *= 5,0.

8. M2-M4 rectangular; trigonid and talonid basins widely open antero*

posteriorly; no paraconids; protoconids opposite nietaconids ; hypo-

conids opposite entoconids, subequal, crescentic cusps oriented antero-

posteriorly; labial shelflike median valleys deep, terminated lingually

by anterolingual spurs of hypoconids (metalophids) and posterolingual

wings of protoconids (protolophids), points of termination close to

midlines of teeth; no indications of transverse crests directly connect-

ing protoconids with metaconids or hypoconids with entoconids ; small

anterolabial crests of hypoconids that extend down to block mouths
of median valleys become progressively stronger from M.-M... Meta-

stylids and entostylids though somewhat inconspicuous become pro-

gressively weaker from M2-M.4 .

Pseudocheirus

1. No mental foramen anterior to Pj.

2. One small lateral opening of dental canal below Mji

3. Tiny masseteric foramen posterior to opening of opening of posterior

dental canal.

l 1
) For lophid terrain gl&gj Dec *:it'i"". 7!'4i, ji. -(:,!, Fi,. i
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4. Cheekteeth with smooth enamel surface.

5. Pi and P2 present; P s smaller than P3 .

6. Py without lingual and labial emarginations, narrowly triangular;

protoconid anterior to and higher than oblique hypoconid crest; hypo-
conid crest separated from entoconid by commissure; entoconid shghtly
linguad of hyp°c°mc!, in proximity of, but not connected to protocomd
by crest; valley between protocomd and entoconid open across tooth;
valley between paraconid and protoconid distinct; roots not widely
divergent; position aligned with anteroposterior axis of molar series.

7. Mi sharply angulate and narrower anteromedially; faint indication of

paraconid; lingual surface between metaconid and anterior tip

depressed as vestigial valley; paralophid descends from protoconid to

anterolabial base of tooth; narrow trigonid valley opens anteriorly

slightly labiad of midline; protoconid much smaller than metaconid,
rather flat shaped cusp; metaconid with flat lingual surface; lophtd

extends posteriorly from metaconid to vestigial metastylid on median
lingual edge of tooth; pi%otoconid with short posterior crest that

extends down to edge of labial mouth of long narrow diagonal median
valley; prominent metalophid runs diagonally across center of tooth

and connects to vestigial metastylid ; no central basin ; anteroposterior

trigonid trench instead of basin; talonid basin; entoconid anterior to

hypoconid, not connected; no crest extends lingually from hypoconid
into talonid basin toward entoconid; talonid lophids diagonal in direc-

tion; sharp diagonal hypolophid extends across to posterolingual

corner of tooth to low but distinct hypoconulid; no entostylid; length

of Mi = 4.1; width across talonid = 2.2.

8. M2 — M* narrow, elongate, angulate anteriorly; trigonid and talonid

basins narrow, bounded posteriorly by protolophids and hypolophids
with lingual openings between metaconids and metastylids and
between entoconids and hypoconulids; on M, and Ma , on M* and M %

posterior openings of talonid basins between entoconids and hypo-
comilids because entostylids are missing; no paraconicls; metaconids
anterior to protoconids ; entoconids anterior to hypoconids, metaconids

and entoconids larger than protoconids and hypoconids, protoconids

and hypoconids creseentic, metaconids and entoconids trenchant, all

four cusps oriented obliquely; both labial and lingual median valleys

short, directed anteriorly; no indications of transverse crests connect-

ing protoconids and metaconids, or hypoconids and entoconids; no
small crests leading directly anterior from hypoconids.

Schoinobates

1. No mental foramen anterior to P*.
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2. Two and sometimes three lateral openings of dental canal may occur
below P.h, M, or anterior end of M-*.

3. Small masseteric foramen present.

4. Cheekteeth with smooth enamel surface.

5. Pa seldom present, greatly reduced; P2 absent.

6. P3 larger and with more complicated patterns than in Pseudocheirus,
faint lingual and labial emarginations, narrow, nearly rectangular;

protoconid anterior to and higher than obliquely curved hypoconid
crest; hypoconid faintly discernible on crest; hypoconid crest connected

to indistinct entoconid; entoconid connected to larger protoconid by
curved crest; but posterolingual crest present; posterolirtgual sloping

talonid basin with low ridge at its posterior margin; valley betv/een

protoconid and entoconid closed by high sharp crest lingually; distinct

valley between paraconid and protoconid closed by crest Imgually,

position aligned with anteroposterior axis of molar tooth row.

7. M, not as sharply angulate and narrow anteromedially as in Pseudo-
cfieirusi paraconid small but distinct, connected posteriorly to meta-
conid by sharp lophid; lingual surface between paraconid and metaconid
marked by distinct valley; paralophid descends from protoconid to

anterolabial base of tooth; trigonid basin wider than in Pstiudochelrus

opens anteriorly slightly labiad of midline; protoconid much smaller

than metaconid, slightly less flattened than in Pseudocheirus: lophid

extends posterolinguaJly from metaconid to median lingual edge of

tooth; faint metastylid; metaconid wTith posterolabial spur; protoconid

without posterior crest extending down to edge of labial mouth of

diagonal median valley; slight shelflike process at mouth of median
valley; prominent metalophid runs diagonally across tooth and connects

to spur back of metaconid to a Bmall metastylid; no central basin;

entoconid anterior to hypoconid not connected by lophid; no crest

extends lingually from hypoconid into talonid valley toward entoconid;

talonid bason diagonal in direction ; hypolophid interrupted where
talonid basin opens posteriorly; no hypoconulid; tiny entostylid

posterolmgually from entoconid; small conulid posterolabially and at
base of entoconid in talonid basin, also present on M2 but not on M,
and M4 ; length of Mi = 4.2; width .across taioruu — 2.5,

8. M2-4 narrow, elongate, broadly angulate anteriorly; trigonid and talonid

basins relatively narrow but wider than in Pseudocheirus; protolophida

not continuous through to metastylids, and hypolophids. not continuous

to posterior lingual corners of teeth; no paraconids; metaconids

anterior to protoconids, entoconids anterior to hypoconids, metaconids
and entoconids larger than protoconids and hypoconids, protoconids

and hypoconids crescentic, metaconids and entoconids trenchant, all
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four cu&ps oriented obliquely; both lingual and labial median valleys

short, directed anteriorly; no indications of transverse crests connect-

ing protoconids and metaconids, or hypoconids and entocomds; no

small crests leading directly anterior from hypoconids ; stylids vestigial

or absent and no hypoconulids on M2 , M3 and M4 .

Trichosurus

1. Mental foramen 1.5 in front of anterior root of Ps and 2.1 below

diastemal crest.

2. Tiny lateral opening of dental canal present or absent below posterior

end of Mi.

3. No masseteric foramen.

4. Cheekteeth with smooth enamel surface.

5. P, present, P2 absent.

6. P* without lingual and labial emargination, broadly triangular talonid

with single median crest; no paraconid; roots not widely divergent;

position oblique to anteroposterior axis of molars.

7. ML sharply angulate anteriorly; no paraconid; paralophid extends

from protoconid straight forward to anterior tip ;
protoconid in antero-

median position, larger than metaconid; metaconid with convex Unqual

surface; no posteromedian spur from metaconid and no metastylid;

protoconid with prominent lophid running posteriorly into center of

tooth where it joins another coming forward from hypoconid blocking

transverse central valley; area of central basin open as wide as lingual

valley; entoconid opposite hypoconid, connected by transverse lophid;

low crest runs from hypoconid posterolingually around to entoconid,

forming shallow posterior talonid basin toward lingual side of talonid,

no suggestion of hypoconulid on crest below and behind entoconid ;

length of Mi = 6.8; width across talonid = 4.5.

8. M 2 with talonid slightly wider than trigonid, M 3
— M4 with trigonids

wider than talonids; trigonids and talonids traversed by high lophtds

between protoconids and metaconids, and hypoconids and entoconids;

no trigonid, talonid nor central basins; no paraconids; protoconids and
hypoconids opposite, crescentric cusps; metaconids and entoconids

opposite, semi-crescentic, oriented anteroposteriorly, subequal; labial

median valleys not shelflike, terminated lingually at a point labiad to
midline of tooth; no ridge leading directly forward from hypoconids
down into median valleys.; no lingual stylids.

CONCLUSION
Even with the limited evidence available Perikoaia palankarinnica

n. gen. and n. sp. is phascolarctine though the characters show it is
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generically distinct from the living koala. If it is directly ancestral to

Phascolarclos or even in a proximity to that position, considerable evolu-

tion has occurred in the group since late Miocene and early Pliocene time.

The patterns in the molars may indicate a distant relationship 16 a

bilophodont marsupial. The koala patterns could have been derived from

primitive bilophodont teeth somewhat like that possessed by the ancestors

of Trichosurus. It is indeed unfortunate that no teeth were found with

Wynyardia which otherwise shows trichosurme affinities.

Without some fossil evidence it is difficult to even guess where
Pseudocheirus and Schoinobates fit into this phyletic picture. They are

as specialized as Phascolarclos in their cheekteeth and in a somewhat
different direction. Much more evidence is needed from fossils to deter-

mine the phyletic relationships of these genera, and to understand the

familial relationships of the koalas to the rather broad family

Phalangeridae.
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KNEE MOULDED POTS tbqh the NEW HEBRIDES

By DOUGLAS MAWSON, University of Adelaide

Plate i and text fig. 1

When engaged on geological investigations in the New Hebrides
Islands in the year 1903, among other places I visited was Wuss on the

west coast of Espiritu Santo, the largest island of the Group, The west
coast is high and mountainous: in fact within a few miles of Wuss are
located the highest peaks of the Island. It is a young coastline, determined
by faulting and downthrow to the west of folded and faulted Tertiary
and possibly late Mesozoic sediments, greatly intruded by andesite and
basic igneous rocks.

Only at Wuss along the coast is there a comparatively large flat

alluviated area. This is a few square miles in diameter, the result of
copious outwash by streams from the mountainous, hinterland. The sea
front is a low beach line. A large native community exists there. The
alluviated area which supports a considerable population at Wuss is set

in a length of steep coast lacking protected harbours. Consequently the
coast both to the north and to the south is unfavourable for the establish-

ment of other native villages. The Wuss folk are therefore more isolated

than is usual with other communities of the New Hebrides. This no doubt
accounts in some measure for obvious differences which we noted in their

way of life when compared with that of natives elsewhere in the New
Hebrides. For instance we were struck with the extent of irrigation chan-

nels associated with the growing of taro, yams, sugar cane, etc. Also the
people of Wuss were found to be remarkable for having developed on a
notable scale an earthenware pottery industry. This latter may, however,
be in large measure due to the fact that in that region there are available

suitable clays derived from the older sediments and decomposed igneous
rocks exposed in that locality. Elsewhere in the New Hebrides, in the
coastal regions at least* coral, coral sands and volcanic sands are

dominant while clay formations are scarce or absent.

The novelty of the pottery industry at Wuss was of so much interest

that observations on the process of manufacture were recorded as outlined

below. All operations were performed by women.

The raw material employed is a yellow clay. It was broken down to

very small pieces, laid on a sheet of bark and sprinkled with water.
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Fjg- 1. Pottery rnakiosr in Wass Villoqe ; a, disbtd Piece of kneaded clay : 0, Ntnck- of dlshrd piece*;

c i-uav Jrol as moulded en flexed knee; d, bamboo scraper bi*itafc applied to lip of pot; e., section of flat

• rtt'T trimming ttf edfrc, bnt before *cr*pinR to proper tniekTU^s; t, section of tip after development «I

final form: g, pot after application of decorative rolls uJ day, li, fcooafttfl *bcll scraper employed -vvitlun the

pot to reduce the wall to any desired thickness; i, finished pnt.

Then followed a thorough kneading- to a uniform doughlike consistency.

When sufficiently mixed it was worked up into a ball-shaped mass.

Two other women then took a hand. Taking pieces of clay from

the ball they worked on them with wet fingers, kneading them together

to make smaller clay balls, each of which was then pressed out into

shallow saucer-shaped forms (Fig. la). After making about six such

dished pieces they were stacked on top of each other (Fig. lb) and

finally the pack was thoroughly kneaded and rolled up again to form a

large ball.
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From this stage on, the operation was performed by one person

only. Kneeling on one knee and with the other sharply bent and wetted,

the woman pressed the ball of plastic clay down onto the rounded end

of the bent knee, while at the same time continuously rotating and patting

it. In this way, in about three minutes the clay was moulded to a deeply

concave form (Fig*, lc)

.

Then with a wetted piece of bamboo wood, its cutting end shaped

as shown in Fig. Id, she scraped and worked over the upper rim portion

of the crude bowl, making it smooth, while at the same time thinning out

the clay wall and tapering it off. In this operation one hand was held

on the inside while the other manipulated the wooden tool. The uneven

top edge was then pinched off and made smooth by running the wetted

finger* over the surface (Fig. le).

The wooden tool was again employed to increase the curvature

inside the mouth of the bowl In this way a double curved lip was

developed. Again with wetted fingers, working around the lip it was

smoothed and given its final form (Fig. If). The bamboo wood tool was

also employed to even up the curvature of the exterior of the bowl, and

use of this tool was again followed by the smoothing operation with

wetted fingers.

Exterior ornamentation was then applied, effected as follows. Some
of the well-worked clay was rolled between the hands to make elongated

pencil-like sticks. These were worked in rib fashion on to the exterior

of the bowl as shown (Fig. lg) and the final impressed marking* were

done with a stick*

We did not personally observe the manufacturing process beyond

this stage but were informed that the next step followed after a period

of about five days. In that time the shaped clay bowl had partly dried

and stiffened. Then operating on the interior of the vessel the overthick

wall was reduced to the desired thickness, employing as a tool a segment

of a cocoanut shell, usually smaller than that figured (Fig. lh) and with

sharpened edge.

Should cracks have developed in the clay walls of the pot during

drying, repair is effected by cutting out the crack with a sharp-edged piece

of bamboo wood followed by filling up the resulting groove with freshly

prepared plastic pieces of damp worked clay.

A colour wash was then applied. This was a thin suspension of

red ochreous clay in which the pot was dipped. After air drying for a

few days inside one of the village houses the pets were ready to be fired*

In this operation a number of the air-dried pots were assembled together

and fire heaped around them. Fig. li gives an indication of the final form
and the plate shows two examples collected in Wuss village.
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The above account is of first hand observation made in 1903. The
literature on the native pottery of the New Hebrides is mainly of this

century and is scattered. Reference may be made to descriptions by
MacLachlan (1939) who also quotes earlier sources.
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ABORIGINAL BARK PAINTINGS fbom FIELD ISLAND,

NORTHERN TERRITORY

By CHARLES P, MOUNTFORD, Honorary Associate in

Ethnology, South Australian Museum

Plate ii and text fig. 1

An examination of the early records suggests that, wherever the

aborigines used sheets of bark to construct their wet-weather shelters,

they decorated them with designs in coloured ochres.

Peron, (1807-16, pi. 18), in a sketch of a burial place on Maria
Island, Tasmania, shows sheets of bark with painted designs; Bunce,

(1857, pp. 49-50), refers to paintings on bark huts in central Tasmania;
Smyth, (1878, p. 292), mentions their use on the Wonnangatta River,

Gippsland, and Curr, (1886, p. 273) , on the Parroo River of central New
South Wales.

Worsnop, (1897, p. 37, pi. 18), illustrates two tracings made from a

series of five bark paintings collected by Captain F. Carrington on Field

Island, Northern Territory, in 1884, (Carrington, 1890, p. 73), (fig. 1).
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Captain Carrington presented these paintings to the Royal Geographical

Society of South Australia in 1887. They found their way later into the

ethnological collection of the South Australian Museum, where they are

still housed.
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The .Field Island series of bark paintings is of particular interest as

they form a comparison with the art of Oenpelli, Western Arnhem Land,

where Spencer, (1928, pis. 519-534:), and Mountford, (1956, pp. 109-264,

pi. 34-34, figs. 12-56), have recorded many bark and cave paintings. The
paintings are also the only records of the art of the extinct Field Islanders.

Although the designs on the Field Island paintings have deteriorated

during the past seventy years, it is still possible to clearly distinguish all

but one of the original figures. To ensure a permanent record of this

interesting group, I photographed them. Using the faint designs on

the bark sheets as a guide, Miss Patricia Catcheside then retouched the

prints illustrated on pi. ii.

On the upper edge of pi. iiA is a conventionalised painting of a pied

goose in flight. Below the goose are two beche-de-mer, and below them

again a cat-fish. (
1
). On the lower left is an excellent representation

of a skip-jack.

Plate iis illustrates a decorative painting of an unidentified water-

bird in flight. As far as I know this, and the pied goose on Plate ii*
,
are

the only examples of aboriginal art depicting flying birds in so realistic

a manner.

On pL iic is a further group of interesting figures. On the extreme

left is an X-ray painting of a sweep; on the right is a pied goose which
bears some resemblance to a bark painting recorded by Spencer

r (1928,

fig. 534), except that the Field Island example shows no trace of X-ray
ail. On the extreme right is an opessum, showing the prehensile tail,

the whiskers and the two eyes on one side of the head (
2
).

In the middle of pi. iic is, a woman with upturned legs, distorted arms
and spines projecting from her face and vulva. This figure bears a close

resemblance to cave paintings at Oenpelli of dangerous spirit women
called the NadubL Mountford, (1956, pi. 58B, page 203). records a myth
and figures a cave painting of a Nadubi woman at Unbalanja Hill, Oenpelli.

She, like the woman in the Field Island painting, has upturned legs, and
spines projecting from her elbows, vulva and other parts of her body.

The aborigines believe that when a Nadubi spirit-woman sees an
aboriginal travelling alone, she sneaks up behind him and shoots one

of her spines into his body. Sometimes the medicine man is able to

save the aboriginal's fife by magically removing the spine, but more often

the patient sickens and dies.

(,*) M'mntfm-d, ( H>i>'». pi. 8<iL»), figure* an X ray painting of a nut-fish, and on pi. SOU, one
of a ikfp-javk r

(-) This is ndf rttlttstttfi in tin* «rt uf tile bark painting. Spencer, (1028. fig. 533 ), ii^ror«K «
goostf from Ocript-lli, and Monntford, ("IO'-tH, pi. XIV. flg, B), an echidna from Qoulbmij Island, in "boih
• if « brhili |liv »«••> ••;•»'* nrfi -J.cwii nn nth* kiu\« of Mm Tm'h.1,
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There is an X-ray painting of a female sea-going turtle, (pi. iin),

indicating lines of eggs and the alimentary canal, and on pi. iiB are

two sharks, the details of the one on the right having almost disappeared.

In the upper left of the same sheet is an unidentified design, and on

the upper right, an aboriginal holding sin object in his hand.
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THE GENUS MYRMICOTROMBIUM WOMERSLEY 1934 (ACARINA,

ERYTHRAEIDAE), with REMARKS on the SYSTEMATICS of the

ERYTHRAEOroEA and TROMBIDIOIDEA

By R. Vr
. SOUTHCOTT, South Australian Museum

Text fig. 1-2

SUMMARY
The genus Myrmicotrombiiun Womersley 1934, with genotype (mono-

typic) A/, hrevicristatiun Worn. 1934 is restudied, the holotype male being

redescribed, as well as some details of the adult female and nymph. The

mite, although having some features suggestive of the Smarididae, belongs

to the Erythraeidae, and not to the Trombididae, in which it was placed

by its author. The species is now recorded from Australian Capital

Territory, as well as South Australia.. On two occasions it has been

captured in association with ants, but its relation to ants (if any) is at

present conjectural.

A specimen from Burma is also referred to this genus.

The systematics of the Erythraeidae (Erythraeoidea) and of some

of the Trombidioidea are referred to. Feider's (1955) subfamily

Myrmicotrombiinae, erected within the Trombidioidea, cannot stand. The

genus however merits a subfamily within the Erythraeidae, and hence

the subfamily Myrmicotrombiinae n. sf. is erected within that family,

and compared with the other subfamilies of the Erythraeidae, namely the

Erythraeinae n. sf., Leptinae n. sf., Callidosommae n. sf. and Balau^tiinae

n. sf. (Balaustiidae Grandjean 1947), which are keyed.

INTRODUCTION
In 1934 Womersley described and figured as a new genus and species

of mite Mifrmlcotrombium brcLncrisUiUim, placing it within the family

Trombidiidae, This was described from "a single specimen collected with

ants at Glen Osmond, South Australia, September 11, 1933", collected

by himself. In 1937 Womersley, in revising the systematics of the

Australian Trombidiidae, referred again to that genus and species., placing

it within the subfamily Johnstonianinae Thor 1935. In 1947 Thor and

Willman issued a monograph on the family Trombidiidae, and followed

Womersley in the systematic placing of this mite, as have Baker and

Wharton (1952). In a systematic account of the Trombidioidea IfktiA term

corresponding to the Trombidiidae of the previous authors mentioned)
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Feider (1955) has erected a subfamily Myrmicotrombiinae to accommodate
it, placing that subfamily in the family Stigraotrombidiidae (

x
) Feider 1955,

Sena Sagittotrombidunae Feider 1955, along with the subfamilies

Tanaupodinae Thor 1935, Calothrombiinae Oudemans 1947 (in Ther and
Willmann), Johnstonianinae Thor 1935 and Notothrombiinae Oudemans
1947 (in Thor and Willmann).

In extensive collecting of Acarina at Glen Osmond, South Australia,

and surroundings, directed particularly towards the families Erythraeidae,

Trombidiidae and Smarididae, from 1933 onward (see Southcott 1946b)

the writer captured a species of mite corresponding to Womersley's des-

cription, on rare occasions. However this mite was found to belong to

the Erythraeidae and not to the Trombidiidae. In life light pink plumose

setation gives it a Trombidiid facies. Examination of the type specimen of

Myrmirotrombuim brevicristatum Worn. 1934 in the South Australian

Museum collection, in 1945 showed that these specimens were of the same
species. Mr. Womersley has agreed with the writer that the species

should be placed in the Erythraeidae.

Redescription of Myrmicotrombium brevfcrista turn Worn. 1934

Fig. 1-2

Adult (Fig. 1 A-D; 2). Colour in life light pink.

The holotype (male) (mounted) with body ovoid, 950/u long to tip

of rostrum of chelicerae (mouth cone), 540/*. wide. Eyes present, one

on each side, almost circular, 22-24// across, placed anteriorly on the

prcpodosoma. In the midline, anteriorly on the dorsum, is a short crista,

with two sensillary areas. The anterior senrillary area is placed shortly

behind the eyes. It has a blunt indistinct "nasus", and is 30/x long by 21/c

wide, and is provided with two very finely ciliated tapering sensillary

setae, 30-32/x long. Anterior sensillae bases 11/j. apart. In addition the

anterior sensillary area carries 4 typical dorsal setae, 20-23^ long.

Posterior sensillary area pear-shaped, 24/* long by 23/t across, with two
sensillary setae similar to the anterior, 42/4 long; sensillae bases 15/*

apart. Crista distinct, entirely behind the eyes (sec Figs. 1A, 2) . Distance

between anterior and posterior sensillae bases (centres) 65 p (intersenp.il-

lary distance)

.

The dorsum of the body is provided with a bushy covering of heavily

ciliated setae, of two distinct types and £«izes. The larger vsetae are

spathulate and heavily ciliated, 28-42/* long and 11-15'/* wide where

(

l > TliiH familj' immc jiropoaed toy fViilcv L41S nn s hi I us* :»9 ihero is mo epulis "with Sliul

>Vi.trmntr.iml.iili— r»n whii;h it slionld ho h:i«*od. Tha {juifie upplieH to t.Uo ftwnflu "IViilreuujtrorribiti.tcUe
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lOOft
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mc.
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Fig 1. MyrmtiotTomhium hrevivrixLatum Womersley 1934; A-D adult male, holotype: A entire

specimen, setae omitted (except aupra -onychial papillae and .setae). Legs II and III on the right hand

side detached, Internal and ventral structures shov.-n in stipple; B external genitalia and adjacent

rhitin..ufe ffllff of internal genitalia, male, shoving la'oia majota and labia minora; dorsal seta

(spatfliulate type), from above; D same, helow; E dorsal seta, shorter type; F nymph, dorsal seta,

»>pathu<ute type (all setae to scale on right).

expanded. The ciliations are stiff, oblique and sharp-pointed, and change

direction along the course of the seta, being more outstanding toward

each end of the seta (Fig. 1 C). These seta show a slight inferior

keel. The setae originate from a minute seta base, as, is usual in the

Erythraeidae; the seta base is 2.5^ wide. The smaller are more
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numerous, and the larger spathulate setae are interspersed among them.
The smaller setae are practically uniform in structure throughout their

length, non-expanding, more slender, somewhat more flaccid, densely

(and somewhat flaccidly) ciliated, setae 18-25/1 long (Fig. IE).

Venter with setae similar to the smaller dorsal setae, but these slightly

larger and with more outstanding ciliations. The male genitalia are of

typical Erythraeid type, with outer and inner lips as figured (Fig, 1 B)
(labia majora and labia minora) respectively. There are no genital

suckers.

.Legs as figured. Leg I fairly stout, others somewhat more slender,

however all the legs have a lumpy angular appearance, with the genua
bellied (Fig. 1 A). Each tarsus carries above the claws, at its. distal

end, a projecting supra-onychial papilla and bristle, clearly tactile in

function (two being present on each tarsus Ij. The tactile bristles

curved and spiniform; on leg I 28/*. long, on II 30/i, on III 28/i, on IV
30^- Tarsus I 127> long by 64/, high, II 70/* x 36>, m 7*j* x 36^
IV 91/* x 36^ Metatarsus (tibia) I 120/* long, II 74//, HI Hfc IV
107/a. In their proximal parts the legs are provided with plumose setae

Similar to the body setae (Fig. 2) ; among these are short spiniform

sensory setae usual for the Erythraeidae (some -are shown in Fig. 2 on
the (telo-) femur I and genu I. These sensory setae are more common
on the more distal parts of the legs, and constitute terminally about 50%
of the setae.

Chelicerae styliform, as figured, with the usual Erythraeid feature

of the cheliceral stylets at the tip of the mouth cone. Posteriorly the

gnathosomal endoskeleton ends within the body in the typical posterior

cornua or "forceps" of the Erythraeidae (shown in Figs. 1 A, 2). There
is no sign of any extrusile tube to the gnathosoma, as occurs in the

Smarididae, The palpi are slender, with chaetotaxy as figured (Fig. 2).

By the slender appearance the palpus suggests the Smarididae rather

than the Erythraeidae. There are no specific features suggestive of the

Trombidiidae.

The adult female is similar to the male, but the dorsal setae are

longer, to 55/t long with the larger type (spathulate) setae (allotype

female from Morialta, South Australia, 9th October 1944, collected by
H. Wnmersley, in the collection of the South Australian Museum) ; not

figured.

fifymph (Fig. 1 F) (specimen from Black Mountain, Canberra, Austra-
lian Capital Territory, 19th October 1944, under stones, collected H,
Wnmersley, in the collection of the South Australian Museum. Although
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rather damaged the following particulars may be given from the mounted

specimen:)

Of the same general structure and setation as the adult, but the

longer (spathulate) dorsal setae more slender, to 55/x long. The tarsi

of the feet are proportionately higher than in the adult. Tarsus I 120/a

long x 70ft high, II 66^ x 38/k, HI 74> x 36/*., IV 85/* x 34^
Metatarsus I 135/1, long, II 83/*, HI 84^, IV 108/u.

Localities. South Australia: Glen Oamond, 11 September 1933, with

ants, male (holotype) (H, Womersley) ; Glen Osmond, in dead pine

needles, March 1935* one specimen, male (R. V. S.) ; Glen Osmond, T

May 1939, in soil at base of Eucalyptus cladocalyx^ one specimen

(R. V, S.); Brown Hill Creek, 19th June 1938, with ants, one specimen

(J. S. Womersley) ; Morialta, 9th October 1944, one specimen, female,

allotype (H. Womersley).

Australian Capital Territory: Black Mountain, Canberra, under stones,

19th October 1944, three specimens, including one nymph (H. Womersley).

Myrmicotrombium sp.

In the South Australian Museum collection is a slide of a specimen

that can be referred to this genus, labelled "Nganyawa, 9 December 1946,

in soil" {Burma: name of collector not given). No other information i3

recorded about it.

Unfortunately the specimen is in a very damaged condition, and is

unsuitable for description. The spathulate dorsal setae are up to 38ft

long, and the dilations of these are possibly somewhat longer and stronger

than in the M. brevicristatum specimens seen. Whether this is of any
significance cannot be stated at present.

Biology of Myrmicotrombium brevicristatum.

On two occasions this species has been recorded in the company of

ants (species of latter not stated). The original of these, as indicated

above, is reflected in the generic name. Its life history is unknown. It

has been observed only in superficial layers of soil or vegetable litter or
under stones. Whether there is any association with ants, other than
accidental, is not known.

The Affinities of the Genus Myrmicotrombium.

As is indicated in the description, from its styliform exsertile

chelicerae, the genus belongs to the Erythraeidae and not to the Trombi-
diidae. Womersley was misled by its Trombidiid facies, and later writers

had perforce to follow him, as none of them saw any specimens.
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The genus is unique among the Erythraeidae in having the eyes
placed entirely in front of the crista. In this character the genus
resembles the genera Smarts Latreille 1796 t~ Sclerosmaris Grandjean
1947) and Frxsonia von Heyden 1826 (== CEcosmaris Grandjean 1947)
of the Smarididae, but no previously described Erythraeidae. Another
feature suggesting affinities with the Smarididae is the presence of the

tactile bristle arising from a distinct papilla above the tarsal claws
(supra-onychial papilla and seta.). This is a highly developed feature
in some of the Smarididae, e.g. the genera Smarts Latreille 1796 and in

Uinilio&oma Womersley 1934 (= Smaris Grandjean 1947 mm Latreille

1796) and to a lesser extent in Fessonia von Heyden 1826, where they are
ciliated. Such setae are also present in some of the Erythraeidae,

Despite its affinities with the Smarididae, there is no trace of an
extrusile collar by which the gnathosoma can be projected in front of
the body, hence the genus belongs to the Erythraeidae.

Fcider (1955) has erected a subfamily Myrmieotroinbiinae in the
family Trombidiidae (s.l.) monotypic for Myrmicotrombium Womersley
1934, which he grouped with the subfamilies Johnstonianinae and
Notothrombidiinae, in his "Infraseria" Duplicitrombidiinae Feider 1955
(of his

4

'Seria" Sagittotrombidiinae Feider 1955, family Stigmotrombidiidae
Fcider 1955). While it is not the purpose of the present article to deal
with the systematics of the Trombidioidea, it is clear that the subfamily
Myrmicotrombiinae Feider 1955, by definition cannot stand. It is however
apparent that the characters of the genus Myrmicotrombium merit sub-
family status within the Erythraeidae. The most important character
is the placing of the eyes entirely in front of the crista, and on this

character the writer proposes the subfamily Myrmicotrombiinae n. sf.

(non Feider 1955). This subfamily porsibly forms a connecting link

between the Smarididae and the Erythraeidae (
a
) . It is not proposed to deal

with the systematics of the Erythraeidae at any length in the present
article (these will be considered in a separate paper), but it is thought
desirable to indicate here the relations of the Myrmicotrombiinae to the
other subfamilies of the Erythraeidae, These may be separated as in

the following key to the adult forms:

1, Two eyes on each side Erythraeinae n. sf.

One eye on each side 2,

2. (1) Metatarsi (tibiae) of adults and nymphs with a pair of tubercles

at the distal end dorsally ..-

- Callidosominae n. sf,

Metatarsi (tibiae) without tubercles 3,

f
s
) T!t£$3 twn f;iiniln-; LWWlimUi thu snpflrfftnll'v KryAhrUH'^HH', a tf-rm inhvyhi&eil by CftLT|l|f(MLti
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3. (2) Eyes entirely in front of the crista or cristal areas

« — Myrmicotrombiinae n. sf. non Feider 1955

Eyes between levels of anterior and posterior sensillary areas of

crista „ ^.4.

4. (3) Eyes anterior to middle of crista Leptinae n. sf.

Eyes behind middle of crista Balaustiinae n. sf.

The subfamilies Erythraeinae, Callidosominae, Myrmicotrombiinae,

Leptinae and Balaustiinae proposed above are based on the genera

Erythrariis Latreille 1806, Callidosoma Womersley 1936, Myrmico-

trombiiim Womersley 1934, Leptus Latreille 1796 and Balaustium von

Heyden 1826 respectively. The genus Balaustiam is used in the sense

of Grandjean (1947b), The subfamily Balaustiinae nov. is proposed in

place of Balaustiidae Grandjean 1947 (Grandjean 1947a),
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THE USE of PLASTIC PANELS for ILLUSTRATING HEAVENLY
BODIES

By H. J. BOWSIIALL, Artist, South Australian Museum

Plates iii-iv

Some months ago, it was decided that illuminated panels showing
some of the heavenly bodies would be welcome and interesting additions

to the children's display gallery in the South Australian Museum. This

exhibition, now ready for installation, depicts the Moon (pi. iii) t H'alley's

Comet, the nebula in Andromeda (pi, :iv), the chromosphere of the sun

and the solar system itself.

When working on a glass sheet, internally illuminated by a light

situated near the edge of the sheet, it was noticed that paint on the

surface and small flaws in the glass, such as bubbles and scratches on
the surface, become illuminated and glowed quite brightly. Our first

models were constructed by painting the design on sheets of plate glass

which were illuminated by passing light through one edge of the sheet.

Results were not satisfactory, however, for light illuminated figures

painted on the glass for a distance of only about two feet from the edge.

Furthermore, most plate glass manufactured in Australia has a slight

greenish tint, which alters colours painted on the glass, black becoming

brown, for example.

Further experiments were carried out, using colourless sheets of

plastic ("Perspex" acrylic) instead of glass, and the results were most
encouraging. This plastic will transmit light from the edge to a distance

of over five feet through the sheet, while colours applied to the surface

of the sheet are not altered by the light.

Instead of painting the details on the plastic, it was decided to enter

the field of light by engraving them into the surface of the sheets, and
this proved to give far better results than the use of paint. The
engravings stand out in high relief from the dark background, giving a

realistic third dimensional effect. It was found that the deeper the

engraving on the plastic, the more brilliantly illuminated that part

became, and vice, versa. If required, colours were applied to the engraved

surfaces, a technique used for the solar system and chromosphere of the

sun.
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Several points concerning the use of plastic should be mentioned

here. Most plastic sheets have a rather rough edge and this must be

removed by polishing in order that the maximum amount of light may
be transmitted through the sheet. As the upper edge of the sheet is

the only source of light, it is important that this edge in particular be

perfectly smooth. Moreover, as plastic is somewhat affected by heat,

a light such as that provided by a cold fluorescent tube is preferable to

ordinary filament lighting. The tube is arranged at the top of the sheet

in such a manner that only light escaping from it passes down through

the sheet itself. As the light enters the sheet, it is transmitted to the

lower edge, and portion is reflected back through the sheet again.

When using this technique of "edge lighting" the plastic sheet, as in

the case of glass used in preliminary experimentation, must be completely

free of surface scratches. Unfortunately, plastic is very easily scratched,

and even handling cannot prevent small scratches appearing on the

surface. These must be removed by polishing with a fine cutting com-

pound: the writer found tooth powders most effective. The sheet is

then washed with a sponge cloth and water, and finally wiped dry with

a soft cloth. However, harsh rubbing in the final drying of the sheet

produces a considerable charge of static electricity on the surface, which

readily attracts dust particles.

Experiments were conducted with several thicknesses of plastic.

Sheets one-eighth of an inch thick were first employed, but light did not

penetrate the required distance into the plastic; eventually it was found

that sheets of a thickness of three-eighths of an inch gave optimum

results.

The images were transferred to the plastic sheets as follows.

Photographs of drawings of the required size were prepared from suitable

illustrations and these were applied to the front, or viewing, surface

of the sheet, with, the backs of the photographs facing the front of the

sheet. A powerful light was used to illuminate the viewing side of the

plastic sheet; the figures, then clearly visible through the back of the

sheet, were engraved on this surface. In the case of the moon it was

necessary to prepare a composite picture, fitted together from sectional

photographs. To complete the exhibit, and in order to ensure a dark

background, a black velvet curtain was hung behind the plastic sheets.

It is hoped that, in the future, there will be further opportunity

for the use of this technique of "edge lighting* ' for exhibition panels in

the South Australian Museum.



ABORIGINAL CAVE PAINTINGS in SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By CHARLES P. MOUNTFORD, IIoxohaiiy Associate in Ethnology,

S outii Australian M •, scum

Plate v and text fig, 1-18

This paper records six localities of aboriginal cave paintings in

South Australia, three of which are in the Mount Lofty Ranges, i.e.

(i), Native Valley, Kanmantoo; (ii)
r
Harrison Creek, Tungkillo; (iii),

Cook Hill, about five and a half miles east of Mt. Pleasant. The other
three groups are: Yappala Hills, south south-west of Hawker; Gilmore
Well on Eyre's Peninsula about midway between Port Augusta and
Whyalla, and a small group in a low cave near Wertaloona, on the
eastern side of the Northern Flinders Ranges, (not shown on map, fig 1).

(i) NATIVE VALLEY, KANMANTOO
The Native Valley case paintings are in a shallow cave on the eastern

side of a creek on Section 393, Hundred of Monarto, a few miles in an
easterly direction from the township of Kanmantoo.

These paintings have been known to the local residents for many
years, but were first brought to my notice by Mr. H. M. Hale, Director
of the South Australian Museum. Later, in company with other members
of the Anthropological Society of South Australia, we visited the locality

to record these fast disappearing examples of aboriginal art. t

Most of the paintings, which were on the southern end of the cave/,

and on the roof were badly weathered, a few of them so badly that it

was difficult to follow their outline. To ensure the greatest possible
accuracy, the paintings were traced on transparent cellophane, from
which fig 2 and 3 were prepared.

On hg 2, a and e, are simple human beings in positions suggestive
of dancing; b, a pair of interlocked figures, one without a head, and c,

a hollow-bodied man or woman that bears some resemblance to cave
paintings recorded by Mountford (1937, fig. 12) from Napier Broome Bay,
north-western Australia. At d f is a squatting individual with a tail

and a boomerang-shaped object in front:; f, and possibly the badly-eroded
design h, are human representations, and the group at m t a curious
meandering "rake" design, a human being, and a circle. On the bottom
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Fig. 1. Localities of Cave Paintings in South Australia.

at n, are three designs which are almost certainly human, the figure on

the right having been elaborated by a series of transverse lines. The

design at k, could be a badly-drawn bird track but there is no reasonable
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Ft*. 2, Cave Paintings, Nruivc Valley
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•Fig. J], Cave Pointing*, ^stiver Valley.
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explanation of the "rake" design, g, or the ellipse with the radiating

lines at o. There is a lizard design at j; 1, is not decipherable.

The right-hand design of group a, fig. 3 suggests a human being,

with arms akimbo, wearing a ceremonial head-dress. The figure to the left

and the right are indecipherable. The design at b may represent a

crescent moon 0) ; c and j are exaggerated bird tracks. At n is an

incomplete design of a bird similar to that recorded by Tindaie and

Sheard (1926, fig. 15), in the Yatalunga cave on the South Para River.

The figures e, k, 1, and m are indecipherable; the remainder, d f,

h, and g, represent men and women.

(ii) HARRISON CREEK, TUNGKILLO
This group of cave paintings are situated on the roof walls of a low

rock shelter (pi. V,A), on the southern edge of Harrison Creek, Section

481, Hundred of Tungkillo and about two miles south of a town by the

same name. Members of the Anthropological Society assisted in the

recording of this group.

On fig. 4, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, j, k, m and p, resemble lizards although

it is possible that some of them may represent aboriginal men. On the

left of c, is a barred circle, a common design in the rock engravings at

Mt. Chambers Gorge, (Mountford, 1929, fig. 174-7).

The fern-leaf design at n resembles a cave painting in a rock shelter

at Bimba, (Mawson and Hossfeld, 1926, fig. 2). This design is common
in the art of the Central Australian deserts, (Mountford, 1937, fig. 5),

and is present in the rock engravings of Pan&ramittee (Mountford. 192!)t

fig, 6). The figure to the left of n, as well as at o. and h, are

indecipherable.

(iii) COOK HILL

Five and a half miles east of Mt. Pleasant and a quarter of a mile

north of the Cook Hill Road is a large granite boulder about twenty feet

long and six feet high. A deep overhang on the eastern side forms a

low rock shelter, which was most probably a favourite camping place

for the aborigines.

On the walls a.nd ceilings of this shelter were a number of faded

aboriginal paintings. Mr. N. B. Tindaie, who first located these paintings

and who kindly gave me the sketch from which fig. 5 was prepared,

copied all the designs that were not too faint for definite recognition.

• TJii'tc i- n ftiiftilA' CbOffigO tr> tt*C Yappala Hill*, fig. ft*
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Fig. 5. Cave Paintings, Cook Hill.

The designs, a, b, c, d, e, f, k, and m represent either men or

lizards. Similar designs are present in all the painted caves of the

Adelaide Hills.

At f is a combination figure, the lower being either human or reptile,

the upper, unidentifiable. There is a group of linked circles at n, and
a single example at q.

Fig. 6, Gave Poolings, Cook Hill.
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A triple-headed snake at s, is similar to a cave painting on the River
Marne recorded by Hossfeld (1926, p. 290, fig. 2). There is no explanation

for h, o, or the interesting figure at p, the right-hand side of which might
represent the long-neeked freshwater tortoise of the near-fay River Murray.

(iv) THE YAPPALA HILLS
Three shelters in which there are a number of unusual cave paintings

are situated at the southern end of the Yappala Hills, about six miles

south south-west of Hawker, in the Hundred of Wonoka.
The larger shelter is half-way up the face of a steep cliff, on the

western side of a ravine whose watercourse pours into Palmer Creek,

Two smaller caves are situated on a conical hill to the east. For the

sake of clarity, these shelters are designated, the western shelter (fig. 7)

;

the upper eastern shelter, (fig, 8) and the lower eastern shelter (fig. 9).

During 1937, Mr. H. M. Cooper showed me photographs and sketches

of some of the designs in the western shelter and Mr. Maurice Leask
sent a description and photograph of the upper and lower eastern shelters.

It was not until 1955, in company with Mr. Ainslie Roberts/ that

I had an opportunity of personally investigating these caves. On that

occasion we made a complete photo-mosaic of the western and upp^r
eastern shelters, but did not locate the lower eastern group. I am
indebted to Mr. H. M. Cooper for permission to use his sketches from
which fig. 9 was prepared.

(a) The Western Shelter

This shelter is about thirty-five feet long and six feet or more in

height. Pig. 7, traced with a photo-mosaic prepared, reveals a number
of interesting designs which are not present in any other recorded group
in S^outh Australia. Another unusual feature is that all the designs, with

the exception of the barred circles at j, have been painted in black.

At c, is the most striking and unusual design in the cave; a circle

of radiating lines enclosing groups of cundng crescents and U within TJ

designs. At e, and f, are similar groups except that the radiating lines

enclose a circular disc.

There are groups of parallel lines at a, b, f, g, 1, and n, most of

them associated with exaggerated paired kangaroo tracks * as at f. There

are examples of the "rake" design, also present at Native Valley, (fig. 2).

No reasonable explanation can be offered for the paintings at h, k and m.

The barred circle design at j resembles rock engravings in Mount
Chambers Gorge of the Northern Flinders Ranges, (Mountford. 1929, figs.

174-7). These designs, which are seldom found in the cave painting or

rock carving art of South Australia are particularly common in rock
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Fig. 1. Cava Paiutinga, Yappala Hills, Western Shelter.

engravings of the upper Yule River of North Western Australia, (Worms,
1954, pi. lb, 2d, 3a), where they represent a human vulva.

(b) The Upper Eastern Shelter

The paintings are in a low cave which had been eroded at the base
of a large boulder. There were a few straight line markings on the low
ceiling. The bulk of the designs, (fig. 8), extended along the back wall
for about twenty feet.

The predominant painting was an incomplete oval, a, of short black
lines. Although seldom present in cave paintings elsewhere in South
Australia, these groups of short lines are particularly numerous in the
cave paintings at Gilmore Well, (PL V, C). At b, are bird tracks,
probably emus; c, paired boomerangs and what could represent a simple
throwing stick; d, a group of parallel lines, a hand stencil with a finger
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Fig. 8. Cave Paintings, Yappala Hills, Upper Eastern Shelter.

missing, and a number of bird tracks; e, grouped boomerangs and a

multiple barred design; f and g, hand stencils, and h an unidentifiable

design.
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Fig. 9. Cave Paintings, A-J, Yappala Hills, Lower Eastern Shelter, M, Wertaloom
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At m is possibly a badly-drawn boomerang and n, an emu track.

Design k, is interesting; it may consist of no more than a bird track

attached either to a U-shaped symbol or an incomplete circle. I do not

know of a parallel design in Australian primitive art.

(c) The Lower Eastern Shelter

As mentioned earlier, fig. 9, was prepared from sketches made by

Mr. H. M. Cooper. The barred circle designs, a and c. resemble those

at ML Chambers Gorge (Mountford, 1929, fig. 180-2); b, and h, are

similar, but may have had a different meaning. There are U within U
designs at k, g, and e, which are common in the art of central Australia

(Spencer and billen, 1899, fig. d, p. 148; fig., f, p. 149; Mountford, 1937,

fig. 3, 7, 9, 11). They are also present in the rock engravings at Mallett,

(Basedow, 1914, pi. xvi, fig. B) and Yunta (Mountford, 1937, pL x, fig. &).

Groups of parallel lines such as at d, were common at Yappala in both

the upper and lower shelters. It is tempting to think of them as tally

marks, but we have no evidence that this is so, nor that the aborigines

ever kept tallies of events.

There is no reasonable explanation for the interesting figure at i,

which is particularly common in the cave at Gilmore Well, fig. 17. Design

b might be a combination of a barred circle and a IT within U design ; h

is a barred circle and a bird track; e, combined U within U designs, and

k, an incomplete circle.

(v) GILMORE WKLL
Late in 1953, Mr. Hans Mincham of Whyalla wrote and told me of

aboriginal paintings in two caves in the rough hills about three miles

east of Gilmore Well, which, in turn, is about six and a half miles south-

west of Blanche Harbour, Hundred of Jenkins (fig. 1).

During 1955, Mr. Ainslie Roberts and I visited these caves (PI. V, Bj

,

inspected the paintings and photographed a number of the paintings from

which we prepared the illustrations. The lower cave was approximately

sixty feet long and tip to ten feet high, the upper cave beiug about a

third the length of the lower.

Although there are hundreds of individual paintings in the two caves,

the range of designs is particularly limited. On the right-hand side of

the lower cave (PL V, C.) are a short number of parallel lines, in

red and white, painted along the edge of more or less horizontal bands

of rock. Between and above these bands are a number of bird tracks

and paired footmarks of kangaroos.

On the walls and ceiling of both the smaller upper cave and the left-

hand side of the lower cave (in addition to the painting of a man, lines
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of short marks and multiple-barred designs), are a large number of

human, animal and bird footmarks painted heterogeneou&ly over the whole

sin-face.

We did not make a complete photo-mosaic as at the Yappala Hills

caves, but photographed a series of typical groups illustrated on fig. 6

and 10-18.

Along the lower edge of fig. 10 are a number of incomplete human
footprints; on the right is a large multi-barred oval; in the centre a group

of four long parallel lines intersected with transverse bars; and on the

left, amid a number of heterogeneous figures, a -single barred design.

The paintings illustrated on fig 11 are mostly tracks and groups of

short parallel lines. At the bottom of the panel, some aboriginal artist

has created an interesting pattern by joining a series of bird tracks

together.

Fig. 12, (with the exception of the four multiple-barred designs on the

lower left) , is covered with the tracks of men, dogs, kangaroos and birds.

One interesting series of tracks depicting a dingo chasing a kangaroo

starts at a, in the centre of fig. 12, continuing up the wall, leaving it at

br
then continuing across the ceiling as shown on fig. 14.

On fig. 13 are a number of kangaroo tracks, a human footprint on the

left, and a fragment of a wheel-like design on the right. A similar design

has been found among the rock engravings of Yunta Springs (Mountford,

1929, fig. 89), and in an elaborated form at Mount Chambers Gorge

(Mountford, 1929), fig. 175).

On the left of fig. 6 is a crudely painted man in white, with a line

(perhaps a spear J, projecting from his head. There is no explanation for

the patch of white below. On the right is a multiple-barred design.

On the left of fig. 15 are four grouped boomerangs; in the middle a

multiple-barred figure, and on the right, a design of unknown meaning.

Multiple-barred designs, with the exception of five groups of short marks

and two of long parallel lines, occupy the most of fig. 16.

There are, on fig. 17, three well-drawn human footprints, two dog

and five kangaroo tracks as well as eight multiple-barred designs.

On fig. 18, a "wheel" design, similar to than on fig. 13, is predominant.

There is also a human footprint, group of short parallel lines, two emu
tracks, and a number of indecipherable designs.

(vi) WEKTALOONA
Mr. H. M. Cooper found a small group of cave paintings in a low cave

on the eastern slopes of the Flinders Ranges, about five miles south of

Wertaloona. These are shown at fig. 9, m.
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DISCUSSION
A review of the paintings described in this paper suggest that, in

the cave art of South Australia, certain types of designs tend to be used
only in specific localities. Paintings of human figures are far more
numerous than any other in the Adelaide Hills; the circular designs of

short lines, fig. 7, c, e, and f, are only found in the YappaJa Hills cave,

and the multitude of short lines at Gilmore Well.

The same predominance of certain designs is also present in the art

of the rock engravings; such as U within U designs at Mallett; (Basedow,
1914, pi. XVI, fig. B) and the barred circle designs at Mt. Chambers Gorge,
(Mountford, 1929, pp. 351, 353).

This grouping suggests that some of the localities where paintings
and rock engravings are now found were totemic places, although not
necessarily forbidden to the women.
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RECORDS of UNCOMMON SOUTHERN AUSTRALIAN MOLLUSCS

By BERNARD C. COTTON,

Curator of Molluscs. South Australian Museum

Plates vi-vii

The following notes deal with records, localities and new information,

gathered over the last few years, concerning some lesser known Southern
Australian Molluscs. Two new genera are introduced.

Nautilus repertus Iredale

Plate vi (top)

Nautilus repertus Iredale, 1944; Australian Zoologist, 10, (3), 295-296,

text fig.

A, R. Riddle 1920 published a paper entitled "An Adventitious

Occurrence of Nautilus pompilius Linn, with a Short Bibliography on
Ocean Currents affecting the Australian Coast." The Nautilus referred

to was taken by James Scott of Yorketown at Foul Bay, Southern Yorke
Peninsula, opposite what is locally known as the Old Mill. The animal

was nearly intact, only small portions having been removed by sea-birds

and it was not in an obvious state of decomposition.

This is the only record of Nautilus occurring in South Australia, not

even a fragment of shell has been seen on our coast, previous to or since

this record. Incidentally, no living Nautilus has been recorded from
anywhere on the Australian Coast, though many shell fragments of

Nautilus alumnus have been taken on the North Queensland Coast, and
that species is presumed to be living in quantity nearby.

Nautilus pompilius Linne, type locality Amboina, is plentiful in certain

places on the Indo-Pacific, such as the Philippines, the animals being used
as bait and the shells as drinking vessels and as a source of Mother-of-

Pearl ornaments by some Pacific Island natives. Quiggin mentions the

use of this species by the natives of New Britain who make "lillie'\ a
creamy-white string of Nautilus pompilius discs used as shell money.

Riddle, in his summing up, dismissed any possibility of the Nautilus

having migrated from the West and concluded that "A migration, how-
ever, along the warm Notonectian current, which sweeps past the home
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of the species and then down the Eastern Coast of Australia, seems

more probable. . . . By this medium the migrating Nautilus could well

arrive at a position East of Bass Strait and Tasmania. How it could

then travel westward against the easterly current from the Great Austra-

lian Bight must be considered."

Iredale, p. 295 under his original description of Nautilu* alumnus

from Queensland, writes, 'There is a record of a living specimen from

Yorke's Peninsula, South Australia, A. R. Riddle 1920, which is not

acceptable/' The incorrect identification of the South Australian shell

has thus, again, confused the issue concerning the authenticity of this

specimen.

There are strong reasons why the conclusions of Iredale and Riddle

are not correct. The shell concerned, which was accidentally broken

and repaired years ago, was presented recently to the South Australian

Museum by Mr. P. Scott. It is not the Indo-Pacific Nautilus pompilius

Linne nor is it the still smaller, differently patterned Queensland and

New South Wales species Nautilus alumnus.

The South Australian example is the large Nautilus reperlus Iredale,

described from South Western Australia. The specimen, D. 14518, is

a big one measuring 22.7 cm. x 17.6 major and minimum diameters as

recorded by Riddle, approximating to the measurement of the Holotype

from Rottnest, South Western Australia, examined by me in the Western

Australian Museum in 1949. A shell of a similar size was mentioned

in the Adelaide "Advertiser" on December 21st, following the present

author's note about Riddle's specimen. This belongs to Mr. William

Heslop of Glenelg, S.A. who received it from Cottesloe, Western Australia.

One from Bunbury and one from Albany in the South Australian Museum,

Verco collection, are typicaL Verco 1935, p. 144 records a "Nautilus

pompilius (N. repertus) in Captain Douglas' collection, taken on the

beach at Esperance, in the Western Bight" approaching to within 900

miles of the South Australian locality and within the westerly drift.

Whitley took a specimen at Pelsart Island, Abrolhos with muscle scar

flesh attached. The South Australian record is the only Nautilus of

any species with the complete animal, known to have been taken off

the Australian coast.

From this known range of Ar
, repertus it may now be safely-

presumed that a breeding ground exists off the Western Coast as

suggested by Iredale 1944, p. 294, but it is situated probably off the

South Western tip of the Continent,

This large species is characterized by the pale and reduced banding

whinb becomes obsolete on the posterior half of the shell. There is no
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perforation but a round brown colour patch covers the umbilical region.

All adventitious occurrences of strange species in Southern Australian

waters have been definitely identified as of Western Australian origin.

In other words the drift is from the West, and there is no drift from
the east through Bass Strait.

The following evidence confirms this contention. Weeding 1942, p. 2,

remarks, 4<
It has been pointed out that a warm surface current from

the Indian Ocean flows along the track of the Southern Ocean cold

current and is about 400 miles wide and 250 fathoms deep. This ts

said to be on the surface at Cape Leeuwin but 150 fathoms below at

Cape Northumberland", and the same author, speaking of varietal names
applied to Western Australian Chitons, Weeding 1942, p. 1, states "This

applies very definitely to those subspecific names introduced for Western
Australian variants, for the variations found in these species are found,

not only in Western Australia, but often in the bays of the Great

Australian Bight and again, to a still greater degree, in Spencer Gulf,

South Australia. The marine fauna of the Eastern Gulf Coast of that

Gulf shows a definite Western influence."

Other examples of tropical types of Molluscs populating Western
South Australia from South Western Australia, among many, not reaching

Victoria, are the large Gastropods such as the Baler shell Melo miltonis

Gray, Dinassovica jourdani Kiener and Cellana laticostata, all confined

to the Flindersian Region, Cotton 1930, p. 219.

Argonauta nodosa Solander is common in South Australia but Argo-
naula argo Linne, the delicate, narrow Paper Nautilus of the Indian

Ocean and South Western Australia is extremely rare here. Of 500
Argonauts taken by George Pattison at Troubridge Shoal, SAM 490 were

A. nodosa and only 10 were .4. argo apparently drifted from South
Western Australia.

In 1909, Verco, after exploring St. Francis Island, wrote in his

manuscripts:

—

"The following notes give evidence of Western drift in the Great
Australian Bight. The circumstances were related to me by Lloyd and
Arnold of St. Francis Island.

a. On the west side of Dog Island, lying near St. Francis Island to the

North of Petrel Bay, can be seen a large iron buoy which drifted

from its moorings in Albany, W.A. Captain Weir of the "Governor
Musgrave" tried to tow it off but it was too firmly embedded add
heavy*

b. A cargo boat belonging to the "Eclipse" in Esperance Bay, W.A., got

adrift and was found by Lloyd beached in Smoky Bay.
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c. A teak log with the British Government brand on it, and supposed

to have come from Burma was found by Uoyd stranded on the

south side of Goat Island."

Verco concludes: "The current is said to flow eastward from the

Leeuwin some distance south of St. Francis Island and to cause an eddy

which comes up from the South East away to the East of St. Francis

Island in the summer time. In winter the stray north westerly winds

cause a current setting from the West in the Bight.'

'

As Riddle 1920, p. 260 correctly remarks, in connection with the

unique Nautilus "Its position on the Western side of the Bay, however,

suggests a westerly drift/*

Charonia powelli sp. nov.

Plate vi (lower)

Shell large, fusiform, varices strongly formed and nodular, situated

at about every one and a quarter turns and undulating the suture and

giving a distorted appearance to the sculpture of spaced spiral heavily

nodular ribs, about five between the centre of the body whorl and the

angular shoulder formed by the most developed ridge. The heavy ridges

have smooth, weak spiral riblets in the interstices. Colour bright yellowish

to nut brown, maculated with dark brown and white on the nodules. Spire

rather short and narrow. Aperture ovate, distinctly channelled above

and below, the anterior canal somewhat recurved. Outer lip a little

expanded, with teeth in groups of three, two, or single, light brown
coloured. Columella concave, inflexed towards the canal, three plaits

at the top, wrinkled anteriorly. Holotype, Height 167 mm., width 85 mm.
S,W.A., Ellenbrook, D. 11517.

Remarks. This rather rare shell living in the Flindersian region of

Southern Australia, has been recognised by collectors for many years

as a species, distinct from Charonia rubicunda Perry 1811 (Septa) of

New South Wales, though it has remained unnamed. Charonia powelli

differs from the deeper water species Charonia euclia Hedley 1914 in

being much more robust and having strong nodular sculpture, wider body
whorl and shorter spire.

It can, however, attain to quite a large size, one cited by Cotton,

1945, p. 258 being 210 mm. in height. The present species is quite distinct

from Charonia rubicunda Perry 1811, which inhabits the Eastern coast

of Australia and Charonia insfructa Iredale 1929 from deeper waters of

the same area.

The genus Charonia Gistel 1&4S, type species Murex tritonls Linne

1758 has as synonyms Tritonidea Lamarck 1807 not Muller 1776. Triton
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Montfort 1810 not Linne 1758 and Eutriton Cossmann 1904. Charonia

powelli is named after the well known New Zealand Conchologist, A. W. B.

Powell, Assistant Director of the Auckland Museum.

Notovoluta kreuslerae Angas

Voluta kreuslerae Angas, 1865; Proc. Zool. Soc, Lond., 55.

This rare Volute has been taken from craypots in Encounter Bay
and records from Investigator Strait, Middleton, YankaliHa, St. Francis

Island, Port Elliott, Cape Borda, 55 fathoms. Tunk Head 16 fathoms.

Backstairs Passage 22 fathoms, Newland Head 20 fathoms and Porpoise

Head 12 fathoms were mentioned by Cotton 1946, p. 16, where a few

details of the animal were given. Two from Newland Head in the collection

of Peter Wearne each measure 102 mm. in length and a third one collected

by him at Victor Harbour measures 83 mm. in length,

Gottonia dannevigi Verco

Scaphella dannevigi Verco, 1912; Trans- Roy. Soc, S. Austr., 36, 225.

pi. 13, fig. 1-3.

The first specimen of this species taken in South Australia and the

only one in the Museum collection is a dilapidated broken shell D. 816
lacking the whole of the last whorl, dredged by Verco, 1896, off Newland
Head, 20 fathoms,

A large and good specimen is in the collection of Peter Wearne taken

by Cain Rumbelow, 1953 Encounter Bay, in craypot, 12 fathoms. This

second South Australian specimen is light yellowish-brown with the typical

white band around the upper middle of the body whorl, and measures
160 mm. in length.

A young example, 89 mm. in height, taken in a craypot at Corny Point

is in the J. Turnbuli collection.

A further juvenile specimen measuring 89 mm. (3£ inches in length)

with a portion of the protoconch present closely resembling that of

Mamillana mamilla was taken by Robert Hall in March 1954 off Seal

Rock, one mile South-East of Victor Harbour at 14 fathoms, from a cray-

pot. The typical white band is again present. An exceptionally good
example of Voluta exaptanda was taken in another craypot at the same
time, place and depth.

The holotype of this species was dredged by the "Endeavour" in

77-105 fathoms, 90 miles west Eucla, Western Australia, together with

eight further examples recorded by Verco (8) p. 226, Neither holotype of

Cijpraea umhilicata armeniaca Verco, nor Scaphella dannevigi Verco arc

in the South Australian Museum Collection. They were, according to Verco.
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sent to the Australian Museum from his collection- On the back of a

tablet bearing cuttings from the plate of Nassaria torn in this publication,

Verco wrote, "The original of this shell is in the Federal Museum (in

charge of the Australian Museum, Sydney) sent there by Dr. Verco after

being described and figured in the Trans. Roy. Soc S. Austr., 1912."

Mamilla mamilla Gray

Votuta mamilla Gray, 1844; Sowerby*s Thcs. Conch. 1, p. 207, pi. 50,

fig. 57-58.

A juvenile dead shell in bad condition, taken at the Murray Mouth
is the first record of this species from an exact locality in South Australia.

Umbilia hesitata armeniaca Verco

Cypraea umbilicata armeniaca Verco, 1912; Trans. Roy. Soc. 3-

Austr., 36, p. 211, pi. 10, fig. 1-3.

Mr. C. P. Kurtze of Portland has handled 2,000 shells of this one*

"rare" species, all trawled at 60-80 fathoms, Bass Strait near Cape

Everard, Victoria during the last two years.

These specimens are a little darker than New South Wales examples.

Some 6% approximated to the Flindersian variant Umbilia hesitata

armeniaca in having the "apricot-yellow" base. About 5% are the

miniature Umbilia hesitata beddomei—previously only recorded from
New South Wales, but there are intermediate forms grading in size and

shape into typical Umbilia hesitata.

Altivasum flindersi Verco

Latirus aurantiacum Verco, 1895; Trans. Roy. Soc, S. Austr., 19,

89*90, pi. 2, fig. 1, la, not Montfort 1810.

Alliuasum flindersi Verco, 3914; Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Austr., 38, 484.

The holotype D. 13515, dredged in 18£ fathoms Backstairs Passage,

is an immature living individual.

Later, two further specimens were dredged by Verco off Newland
Head in 22 fathoms. The smaller living one measured 57 mm, in height

and the larger dead one SG mm. in height Cotton 1945, p. 13, recorded

a large specimen taken by W. Bowden at Cape Borda, 15 fathoms,

September 2, 1946, and now finds that the specimen, housed in Mrs. E. R.

Sims collection, measures 97 mm. in height. A still larger specimen taken

by Bowden at Cape Borda and in the same collection measures 127 mm.
in height. A shell in the collection of Mrs. L. A. Elliott, taken by her on

Middleton beach, measures 50 mm. in height. The best and biggest

specimen of all measuring 145 mm. in height, taken in a craypot at Corny

Point, is in the J. Turnbull collection. In the same collection I identified
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a perfect example of a rare volute Iredalina auranlla Powell dredged in

New Zealand waters. There is only one living specimen recorded and all

others are dilapidated examples.

Xenophora flindersi Cotton & Godfrey

Onustus flindersi Cotton & Godfrey, 1938; Rec. S. Austr. Mua.,

6 (2) 205.

The holotype specimen D. 13615 came from St. Francis Island, 15-20

fathoms and measures 18 mm. in diameter.

Three smaller specimens taken with the holotype are also in the

Museum collection. Verco, 1909, p. 270, first recorded these specimens

under the name of Xenophora tatei Harris 1897, a Miocene fossil from

Muddy Creek, measuring 44 mm. in major diameter and X. tatei like

many Tertiary fossils from Southern Australia, so closely resemble the

recent forms as to suggest that many now living are Miocene persistent

species.

Fortunately a series of six living specimens was dredged in January

1956 by David Howlett and Peter Wearne in the type locality. The largest

individual measures 47 mm. across. The recent shell is more delicate

and less strongly sculptured than the fossil which has, as Verco says, a

wider umbilicus.

Bothriembryon barretti Iredale

Bothriembryon barretti Iredale, 1930; Vict. Naturalist, 47, p. 119,

fig. in text.

In the Malacological Society of Australia, Newsletter, Jan. 1957 gives

a most interesting record of this species found between Madura and

Balladonia on September 18th, 1956. The ground was strewn with white

erir hragms and some still adhered to the foot of the animal.

Strangesta gawleri Brazier

Helix (Zonites) gawleri Brazier, 1872; Proc. Zool. Soc, 618.

This native snail originally described from the Mount Lofty Ranges
was thought to be confined to the higher parts of that area. Mr. H. M.

Cooper took many specimens alive at Stony Creek, Wilmington, 1,200

feet above sea level on August 21, 1955 following a very wet winter when
water was accumulated in patches on the surface. He again took the

species on August 28th, 1955 at Mount Remarkable. Specimens of this

carnivorous snail placed in his garden at Glcnclg are still alive a year later

when a very wet winter was again experienced.

Bothriembryon mastersi Cox

Bulimus mastersi Cox, 1867; Proc. Zool. Soc, 39,
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The South Western Australian genus Bothriembryon extends across

the Nullarbor plains represented by the species B. barretti Iredale.

At Port Lincoln B. angasianus Pfeiffer is found, a peculiar colour

banded species and also B. mastersi. H, M. Cooper took B. mastersi in

quantity alive at Streaky Bay and I took it alive at Moonta Bay, on the*

west coast of Yorke Peninsula and dead shells further south at Corny
Point. B. decre&ensis Cotton was described from Cape Cassini, Kangaroo
Island and represents the South Eastern limit of the genus. It has not

been recorded from the East coast of Yorke Peninsula.

Family Melanellidae

Melanella Bowdich 1882. Type species Melanella dufresnii Bowdich
= Melaniella P. Fischer 1887 = Eulima Risso 1826.

The distinguishing feature separating the Melanellidae from the
Styliferidae is the possession of an operculum by the former and the

lack of it by the latter: Following Laseron's work a revised list of

Flindersian species is given here with certain genera tentatively allotted

to the family Styliferidae.

Euliamaustra Laseron 1955. Eulima proximo. Sowerby.
augur Angas 1865. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A. (type), Tas., Vict.

orthopleura Tate 1898. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A... Holdfast Bay (type,

D. 13163) Tas.

murrayae Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Eulima. S.W.A., SA.» Gulf St.

Vincent, 10 fathoms (type, D. 10630),

planicincta Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Gulf

St. Vincent, 10 fathoms (type, D. 10635).

edwardsi Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Cape
Borda, 55 fathoms (type, D. 10634).

mayi Tate 1900. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Tas., Swansea (type, D.

13462), Vict.

tryoni Tate & May 1900. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Tas. (type), Vict.

inflata Tate & May 1900. Eulima. S.A,, Tas. (type), Vict.

t>>nisoni Tryon 1886. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Tas. (type), Vict.

gradata Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Eulima. S.W.A., EUenbrook (type,

D. 10634), S.A.

immaculata Pritchard & Gatliff 1900. Stylifer. S.A., Vict. (type).

articulata Sowerby 1834. Eulima. S.A., Vict, N.S.W. (type),

roegerae Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Eulima. S.A., Cape Borda, 55

fathoms (type, D. 10629).

cunaeformis May 1915. Eulima. S.A., Tas, (type).

auslraliensis Thiele 1930. Strombiformis. N.W.A., S.W.A.
montebelloensis Iredale 1914. Eulima. N.W.A.
montaqeuana Iredale 1914. Eulima. N.W.A.
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.modesta Thiele 1930. Melanella. N.W.A., S.W.A.
Helena Thiele 1930. Melanella. H.W.A., S.W.A.
e/sa Thiele 1930. Mclanella, N.W.A., S.W.A.

Chryseulima Laseron 1955 Slylifer brazieri Angas.
brazieri Angas 1877. Stylifer. S.W.A, S,A„ Tas., Vict., N.S.W.
(type).

expansilabra May 1911. S.W.A., S.A., Tas. (type), Vict.

Laseron 1955, p. 87, in a valuable revision of these mostly parasitic
species, mentions that the shell figured by May, 1923, pi. 45, fig. 11
from Tasmania is not Eulima munita Hedley 1903 (Eulimoda). He
regarded it as possibly an undescribcd species. It has been named,
however, by May himself as Eulima expansilabra from Cape Pillar

100 fathoms. Cotypes of both species are in the South Australian
Museum collection and the difference between them had been pointed
out in 1932 by the present author when specimens were recorded
from Cape Jaffa, Beachport, Neptune Islands, at 104 to 300 fathoms.
Specimens have since been recognised from Hopetoun, King George
Sound and Port Phillip, Victoria, There seems to be no authentic
record of Eulimoda miinila from the Flindersian region though it

has been included in check lists.

Curveulima Laseron 1955. Curveulima cormita Laseron.
commensalis Tate 1898. Eulima, S.W.A., S.A., Holdfast Bay (type,

D. 13461), Vict, N,S.W.
indiscreta Tate 1898. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Holdfast Bay (type,

D. 14196).

triggi Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Mclanella. S.W.A., 3,A., Cape
Jaffa, 90 fathoms (type, D, 10633).
petterdi Beddome 1882. Eulima, S.W.A., S.A.

; Tas. (tvpe), Vict..

N.S.W., Q.

edwardsi Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Melanella. S.W.A.. S.A., Cape
Borda 55 fathoms (type, D. 10634).

Cuspculima Laseron 1955. Leiostraca acutissima. Reeve.
acutissima Reeve 1886. Lciostraca. S.W.A., S.A., Vict., N.S.W. (type)=
Leiostraca lesbia Angas 1871.

lodderae Hedley 1903. Leiostraca. S.A., Vict., Tas., N.S.W. (type) Q.=
Eulima vilrea Adams.
williamsi Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Strombiformis. S.W.A,, S.A,-

Cape Borda 55 fathoms (type, D. 1063).
broadbentae Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Slrombiformis. S.W.A., S.A..

Cape Borda 55 fathoms (type, D. 10636).
joshuana Gatliff & Gabriel 1910,, Leiostraca. S.W.A., S.A., Tas..

Vict. (type).
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bivittata H. & A. Adams 1853. Leioslraea. S.W.A., S.A., Philippines,

Soo Loo Sea (type) —Eulima bilineata Adams & Reeve.

Eusceulima Laseron 1955. Fusceulima jacksonensis Laseron 1955.

brunnea Tate 1887. Stylifer. S.W.A., S.A., Vict. (type). Parasitic

on the periproct. of Stronglylocentrosus, a sea urchin.

llebeulima Laseron 1955. Leiostraca inusta Hediey 1906.

fitrexiguus Tate & May 1900. Rissoa. S.A., Tas. (type), Vict.

fricata Hediey 1907. Eulima. S.A., Vict, N.S.W. (type).

Family Styliferidae

Stylimella Laseron 1955. Stylifer lodderae Petterd 1884.

lodderae Petterd 1884. Stylifer. S.A., Tas. (type), Vict., N.S.W.

petterdi Tate & May 1900. Stylifer. S.W.A., Cottesloe, S.A., Tas.

(type), Vict., N.S.W.

Syntharella Laseron 1955. Eulima topaziaca Hediey 1908,

topaziaca Hediey 1908. Eulima. S.A., Tas., Vict., N.S.W. (type).

Stytaper. Iredale 1925. Stylapex lactarius Iredale 1925.

laseroni sp. nov. Laseron 1955, p. 100, pointed out that the Tas-

manian species figured in May, Elustr. Index Tasmanian Shells, pi. 45,

fig. 24, No. 999 as Stylifer brazieri Angas 1877 is not that species

but an undescribed one. It is here named Stylapex laseroni sp. nov.

and May's figure cited as Holotype.

Ilypermastus Pilsbry 1899. Hypermastus eoxi Pilsbry 1899.

mucronatus Reeve 1866. Eulima. S.W.A., S.A., Tas., Vict., N.S.W.

(type).

georgiiregis Cotton & Godfrey 1932. Eulima. S.W.A., King George

Sound (type, D. 10631), S.A.

Genus Granata nov.

Shell ear-shaped, spire small, aperture oblong, oblique, nacreous;

outer lip thin. Sculpture of close, equal, spiral, granular cords. Operculum

horny, multispiral. Animal resembling that of T<ochus but without

lateral filaments. The general anatomy and radula is closely related to

that of Euchelus, but the animal is large and not capable of being

contained within the shell.

Type species: Stomatella imbticata Lamarck.

Remarks: It has been usual for authorities to take Gray's designation

of Stomatella imbrieala Lamarck as the type species of Stomatella

Lamarck (Rafinesque) 1815, but Anton 1839 designated Stomatella

auricula Lamarck 1818, from Southern Australia as type species of

Stomatella. S. auricula is closely allied to Stomatella planulata Lamarck

1818, the type species of Gena Gray 1842, from the Indo-Pacific.
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It therefore becomes necessary to introduce the new genus Granata
for Stomatella imbricata. This genus is contained in the family
Trochidae, subfamily Margaritinae though it seems that the Granala,
Herpetopoma, Euchelas, Danilia, group is somewhat different from the
typical Margaritas group.

The genera Stomatella, Ge.naf Stomatia, Pseudostomatella, Bro-
deripia. Roya, are quite distinct and belong to the Family Stomatiidae
aometimes placed as a subfamily Stomatiinae of the Trochidae.

Genus Notomella nov.

Entomella Cotton, 1945; & Austr. Naturalist, 23 (2), 14.

Type species: Emarginula Candida Adams 1851.

The name Entomella is preoccupied by Cossmann 1888. This was
pointed out to me by Myra Keen of Stanford University who asked that
a substitute be supplied. The above name is to be incorporated in a
revision of the Fissurellidae by Grace Johnson in the Treatise on Inverte-

brate Paleontology, edited by Raymond C. Moore, printed by the Geologi-
cal Society of America, University of Kansas Press.

Equichlamys bifrons Lamarck
Chlamys bifrons Lamarck, 1819; An. S. Vert. r 6, 164.

Reference was made, Cotton 1954, p. 168 to the presence of this

edible
''Queen Scallop" washed up on the beach, South of Outer Harbour.

An acre of this species lives off the South Bank of the Outer Harbour,
whence came examples recently donated to the Museum by Robert Hall.

The shells are encrusted with sponges and usually have clusters of the

Southern Slipper Limpet Zeacrijpla immersa and an occasional Caputas
auslralis attached to the valves. They are fixed to the sea bed debris
at a depth of 10 to 20 feet below low tide and are immobile except in

the young stage. Similar beds occur off Stansbury, Normanville, Yanka-
lilfa Bay, Backstairs Passage, Kangaroo Island at American River off

Point Marsden and in Coffin Bay. Dredging off Point Marsden, Verco 1935,

p. 64, wrote "Our dredge was thrown over in eighteen fathoms and
brought up living and dead scallops, and in this country we worked until

4.30 p.m., passing over many miles of water. This revealed how immense
must be the tracts thickly inhabited by these bivalves."

The three species Nolovnla alba, Equichlanvjs bifrons and Mimach-
lamys axpcrrimwz were taken in quantity and Verco continues "As for
dead shells of these Scallops, they would have to be measured by the ton."

Little investigation has so far been made as to the commercial possibilities

of these Scallops though the Scallop industry of Tasmania is next in size

to the Oyster industry.
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Anadara trapezia Deshayee

Plate vii

Area trapezia Deshayes, 1840; Mag. ZooL, 21.

This dominant bivalve fossil of our Mid-Recent stranded beaches ia

found in numbers around Murat Bay, Port Wakefield, Outer Harbour,

Yorke Peninsula near Ardrossan, inside the stranded beach dunes to the

southwest of South Australia and at Port Augusta in quantity on the

surface and from bores sunk to test foundations for the new power house.

Although many specimens are found joined, having died in *#& a

quantity of valves also occur on the surface. A strange circumstance in

connection with the odd valves is that at several places where they have

been counted in a marked area, the percentage of left valves is about 60%

and the right 40% of the total taken.

Mr. H, M. Cooper, who has collected many hundreds of these shells,

meticulously counted those on an area at Port Augusta Power Station,

Of 282 specimens picked up only 112 were right valves. A similar

proportion of odd valves existed at Port Augusta West, Port Wakefield

and Streaky Bay.

Valves have been picked up on native camp sites such as at Moan a,

Ardrossan, Port Wakefield and Port Augusta West, but their presence

on these sites suggest that they have been transported by the aborigine*

for use as implements. One valve has been found near Lake Torrens.

The extreme western point at which specimens have been taken alive

in Victoria is Port Phillip, according to paired shells with periostracum

attached sent to the South Australian Museum by Gatliff some forty years

ago. Another living series sent by Gabriel some time ago are from

Western Port.

Mr. Richard Plant of Cowes, Phillip Island, recently reported four

large colonies of Anadara trapezia living in shallow water in Western

Port Bay, near Churchill Island, Reid's Bight (two) and RhylL While

kindlv forwarding specimens he mentioned that they were found living

in mud in the vicinity of Kalehjsla acalarina the cockle which is so

plentiful at the Outer Harbour, South Australia.

In the Malacological Club of Victoria, Newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 14,

June 30th, 1956, it is mentioned that a member, Robert Burns, had taken

eleven live specimens at Port Arlington, near Geelong, These localities

are considerably further south than the Mid-Recent beds of South

Australia and suggests that if the species were introduced to our State

and placed in suitable localities it may repopulate our waters.

Incidentally, there is a single valve with ligament intact in the

Museum collection taken many years ago by Walton and Matthews at

Levens, Yorke Peninsula. This is undoubtedly a fortuitous occurrence.
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Ostrea sinuata Lamarck
Ostrea sinuata Lamarck, 1819; An. S. Vert., 6, 208.

Lamarck gave the locality "les mers de la Nouvelle Hollande". This
is undoubtedly the South Australian Port Lincoin or so-called Mud Oyster
and Port Lincoln has since been designated as type locality.

The species is identical with Ostrea angasil Sowerby 1871 from New
South Wales where it is now extinct During the last ten years there

has been a noticeable increase in the size of natural beds and in the

number of Port Lincoln oysters washed up on the local beaches. Off

the artificially cut outlet from the Torrens River Swamps to the sea at

Henley Beach South a considerable number of oysters may be picked up
on the beach after heavy squalls which appear to have become more
frequent during the last ten years. Heavy beach scouring, first recorded

in 1949 off Broadway, Glenelg has again taken place this year during
June, July and August. During August of this year quantities of oysters

were taken attached to Pinna dolabra'a and many such smooth attach-

ment areas. A smooth worn motor tyre was covered with half-grown
oysters and other smooth surfaced debris washed down through the

outlet was similarly covered. The Sea Gull.; (Silver Gull) are keen
competitors with the human collectors.

Verco, in manuscripts, recorded many localities for this Oyster- S.A.,

Kangaroo Island, Eastern Cove, Americao River, Streaky Bay, Dredged
Beachport 110 fathomr, Eastern Cove 11 fathoms, St. Francis Island 20
fathoms, Black Point, Yorke Peninsula 5 fathoms, Gulf St. Vincent 7

fathoms, Backstairs Passage 20 fathoms, Investigator Strait 20 fathoms,

Ardrossan 8 fathoms, Cape Jaffa 130 lathoms, W.A. Albany, Hopetoun,
King George Sound, dredged Great Australian Bi^ht 30 miles west of

Eucla 84-96 fathoms.

A large and old specimen measuting 170 mm. in diameter and 90
mm. in thickness across the two vaives has a label attached, reading:
"Mammoth Oyster, dredged in Duttcn Bay, August 1912. Its age is

estimated at 15 years. Presented by Mr. W. G, Randall, Chief Inspector
of Oyster Fisheries." A still larger but younger example is 175 mm.
(nearly 7 inches) in diameter and is labelled: "This oyster shell with
the living fish was detached from a pile of the Port Victor Jetty. Mr.
W. G. Randall who presented it estimated the age at about 10 years/'

There are a number of further specimens in the collection closely

approaching these in size.

Saxostrea aufttralis Lamarck

Ostrea australis Lamarck, 1819; An S, Vert, 6, 209.
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This species, originally described from King George Sound, Western

Australia was recorded by me living, from Coffins Bay and St. Francis

Island* Further evidence of this Rock Oyster living in South Australia

is now to hand. On August 11th, 1934 a well-known collector, Charles

A. Anderson of Kingscote wrote "We have two kinds of oysters here,

one is the Mud oyster and the other is a thin paper shelled one, in shape

like the Sydney Rock.*'

Tate 1887 writes "The Sydney Rock Oyster (O. glomerata Gould)

so largely imported as food is not indigenous in our waters (S.A.) but it

has lately been introduced, so I have been informed, to the Port Lincoln

district"-

Verco, in his manuscripts, refers to odd occurrences of O glomerata,

O. imbrieata, O. mordax in various places in South Australia.

It is possible that these accounts refer to Saxostrea australis in

South Australia. The only authentic record of the introduction of the

Sydney Rock Oyster Ostrea commercialis seems to be that relating to

those brought in and cultivated for a few years at Osborne on the Port

Adelaide River by the Adelaide Oyster Company Limited, in 1934. The

project was abandoned.
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A REVISION of the FLOWER BUGS (HETEROPTERA ANTHO-
CORIDAE) of thic AUSTRALIAN and ADJACENT PACIFIC REGIONS

—PART HI

By GORDON F. GROSS, M.Sc,

Assistant Curator of Insects. South Australian Museum

Fig. 1

Genus Poronotellus Kirkaldy, 1904

Poronotellus Kirkaldy, 1904: Entomologist, 37 (498), 280, Zimmermann,
1948: Insects of Hawaii 3, 179.

Poronotns Reuter, 1871: Ofv. Vet. Akad. Forh., 562. Champion, 1900.

Biol. Centr. Amer\ Rhynrh., 2, 33..

Buchananiclla Reuter, 1885: Act Soc. Sci. Fenn., 14, 114 & 126. (668

& 680).

Cardiastethtis (in part) White, 1879: Ent. Mon. Mag., 16, 142.

Body oblong, pubescent, head longer than the width between the eyes.

Rostrum just reaching base of anterior coxae. Posterior margin of

pronotum deeply sinuate, lateral margins almost straight. The channel
of the scent gland reaching middle of pleurae, straight or directed

posteriad apically. Can be easily distinguished from CardiasMinis on
the shape of the scent canal and by the shorter rostrum.

This genus could not be included in Fart II because at that stage it

was not clear how many species were Involved in these regions. The position

is still not as clear as the author would like but it seems preferable to

consider that there are only two very variable species concerned
t
P. wliilei

in Australia and New Zealand and P. sodalis in the Pacific Islands.

Poronotellus sodalis (White) 1878

FiglA
Cardiastcthus sodalis White, 1878: A.M.N.H., (5) 1, 372.

Buchananiella sodalis Reuter, 1885: Act. Soc. Sci. Fenn., 14, 127 (681).

Poronotellus sodalis Zimmerman, 1948: Insects of Hawaii, 3, 179.

'A reddish brown Cardiasletlw,*, clothed with pale hairs; eyes and
posterior lobe of the pronotum piceous; antennae, legs and elytra yellowish

brown; the apex of the clavus and especially the cuneus apically, brownish
fuscous; the apex of the second, the third and fourth segments of the

antennae, the head between the eyes and the membrane fuscous.

Length about 21 mm.
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(Translated from White's Latin description.)

'Oblong, piceous ferruginous, with a low pallid pubescence; rostrum,

antennae, legs and the hemelytra yellowish testaceous, on the latter the

clavus towards the apex and the cuncus fuscous membrane infuscated,

veins fairly weak; rostrum only attaining the base of the anterior coxae;

the sides of the pronotum strongly narrowed towards the apex, straight

but very lightly curved just beiore the apex, the posterior part a little

impressed in the middle, the rima orifictorum of the metastethium shortly

curved backwards at the apex, the longitudinal lateral keel is almost

straight and fairly remote from the apex of the rima. Length 21ft ram.'

It is distinguishable from the following two species* (i.e. corlinua

and whilei) in that the sides of the pronotum are less distinctly curved

before the apex, the disc is obsoletely impressed in the middle posteriorly,

the rostrum is somewhat shorter and the different structure ot the orifice

of the metapleura. The body is oblong piceous ferrugineous, with a

very low pale pubescence. The head is piceous ferrugineous, as long as

wide (with the eyes), as long in front of the eyes as an eye, irons (male)

a little wider than an eye. Rostrum pale yellowish testaceous reaching

enly to base of the anterior coxae, second segment hardly surpassing the

head. Antennae yellowish testaceous, second segment apically a little

more darkened, a little shorter than the width of the head with the eyes.

Pronotum piceous ferrugineous, about twice as wide basally as the median

length, the apical annulus tenuous but distinct, sides straight but lightly

curved a little in front of the apex, the lobe outside of the callus fairly

narrow, the callus posteriorly and laterally demarcated by distinct

impressions, the posterior disc in the middle a little or hardly impressed,

rlattish. Scutellum piceous ferrugineous, medially impressed. Hemelytra

testaceous, lightly shining, clavus towards the apex and the cuneus

fuscous. The embolium apically about half the width of the apex of

the corium, the inner suture becoming evanescent towards the apex but

tli ere is a strongly impressed longitudinal line going right to the apex,

lateral margin straight; on the membrane the veins are very low. The

mfc?opleurae arc densely and lightly transversely striate. Legs yellowish

tea-^ceous, almost smooth/ (Translated -.rom Reuter's Latin descriptions

in I110 "Monographia".)

A scries of specimens in the South Australian Museum collections

from Fiji are referable to this species which seems to be fairly widely

distributed in the Pacific. From them the following standard measure-

ments have been obtained:

—

HracL Length, 260-390; length in front of eyes, 90-140; length behind

eyes, 50-100; length of eyes, 140-210; width across eyes, 310-400;
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width of eyes, 90-210; interocular, 70-150; width of eolliimf
280-350.

Antennae. I, 70-110; II, 200-320; HI, 140-200; IV, 160-260.

Rostrum. I, 70-110; H, 170-270; m, 160-220.

Prono turn. Anterior width, 310-390; posterior width, 670-830; median

length, 220-330; lateral length, 350-480.

Scutellum. Anterior width, 410-540; median length, 290-430; lateral

length, 330-410.

.<egs coxa femur tibia tarsi I n HI cl.

I 170-280 400-400 300-400 30-40 40-50 50-90 30

n 150-220 310-410 320-430 30-40 30-50 70-90 30

UI 170-220 400-500 520-620 30-50 50-90 70-120 30-40

Total length, 1770-2190; total width, 670-870; length abdomen,

870-1,070; length male genitalia, 190-340; length female genitalia, 120-140.

Lac. Distributed widely over the Pacific Islands, the species was first

described from Hawaii. The specimens in the South Australian

Museum are all from Fiji; Viti Levu (A. M. Lea).

Poronotellus whitei (Reuter), 1885.

Pig. IB
Bnchananiello whitei Reuter, 1885: Act Soc- Sei. Fenn 14, 127 & 129

(681 & 683),

'Oblong, obscurely yellowish testaceous, with low yellowish pubes-

cence, shining, hemelytra darker, cuneus infuscated, membrane smoky,

the basal angle interiorly and the base of the veins sordid yellow, the

latter all distinct, well elevated, antennae and legs pale yellowish, the

second segment of the antennae fairly broadly infuscated; rostrum

reaching the anterior coxae, the disc of the pronotum distinctly impressed

in the middle. Length (male) 2 mm.
Habitat. Tasmania, D. Schayr. (Berlin Museum).

Very similar and closely allied to B. conlinua but differing somewhat
in the slightly smaller size, and the more dilute colour. Body more darkly

yellowish testaceous or almost ferruginous, shining. Head as long as

the pronotum, length in front of eyes not much more than length of

an eye. Rostrum just attaining the anterior coxae, pale yellowish, first

segment blackish. Antennae pale yellow, first segment testaceous, the

second as long as the head between the eyes and the apex, the apical

2/5 blackish (last missing in the example). Pronotum apically 2/3

narrower than at the base, apical annulus very distinct, callus fairly

elevated, posterior disc more obsoletely punctate, basally deeply sinuate,

lateral margins completely straight; all more obscurely yellowish testa-

ceous or almost ferruginous. Scutellum almost ferruginous. Hemelytra
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Fifc. I. A. Poronoteitv* sodalitt (While); mule genitalia. B Porontellu* uhUei (Renter); male genitalia

C. O pinholes woodivardi sp. nov. : female, foro femur and tibia. D. Lasieltidta glabcrrim*
Fteuter; male genitalia. F. 8 coin j> our i'U» parallehtM (Motsch): male genitalia.

darkish yellow, testaceous, almost flat with a fairly dense low pubescence,

the exterior margin and the exterior puncture more deeply coloured to

the apex of the corium; membrane smoky, veins basally and the inner

angle paler, all the veins very distinct but more obsolete apically, the

common areola of the two inner veins a little shorter than the basal

space of the membranal suture between the base of the third vein and

the internal angle of the membrane. Sternum and abdomen ferruginous,

mesosternum laterally punctulate, ventrally and apical margin of the

segments more or less blackish. Legs completely pale yellow, fairly

smooth/

(Translated from Renter's Latin description in his "Monographia,")

All the Australian specimens of this genus and the two New Zealand

ones available to me for study seem to belong to this species. From them
the following standard measurements have been obtained.
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Legs

^—-rf — — —
coxa femur tibia tarsi I n m cl.

1 19C-300 380-500 350-480 30-70 30-70 90-120 30-50

D 170-240 360-480 400-500 34 50-70 90-120 30

in 170-260 480 S70 58C-390 30-70 70-100 100-170 30-50

Head. Length 380-500; length in front of eyes, 120-170; length behind

eyes, 50-120; length of eyes, 170-220; width across eyes, 350-430;

width of eyes, 120-170; interocular, 90-150; width of collum, 280-3S0.

Antennae. I, 80-120; H, 270-400; HI, 160-210; IV, 190-260-

Rostrum. I, 70-140; H, 180-290; III, 160-210.

Pronotum. Anterior width, 290-400; posterior width, 710-930: median

length, 260-350; lateral length, 410-530.

Scutellum. Anterior width, 380-620; median length, 360-500; lateral

length, 360-510.

;s coxa

L 19C-300
{

I 170-240 I

I 170-260 {

Total length, 2,040-2,760; total width, 760-1,050; length abdomen,

900-1,550; length male genitalia, 190-290; length female genitalia, 90-210.

Loc> New South Wales: Bondi near Sydney (K. K. Spence, 1 specimen),

Mittagong (A. M. Lea, 2 specimens), Hornsby (C. Gibbons, 2 speci-

mens), Gosford (2 specimens); Queensland: Cairns district (A. M.

Lea, 12 specimens, one of which was attracted to light), Somerset

(C. T. McNamara, 1 specimen), Mt. Tambourine (A. M. Lea, 1

specimen), 15 mi. W. of Bowen (on Caninrina cristata = le.pidoph-

loea) 24th September, 1950, (E. P. Riek, 1 specimen) ; Victoria:

Wahringa (June 1936, 1 specimen), Grantville (6 specimens); Tas-

mania: Launceston (A. M. Lea, 1 specimen); Lord Howe Island

(A. M, Lea, 12 specimens); New Zealand: Little Barrier Island,

Hauraki Gulf (11 December, 1952, T. E. Woodward, 1 specimen);

Otaki River south of Levin, Wellington Frovir.ce (30 November 1951,

T. E. Woodward).

The species is extremely variable both in the standard measurements

where some veiy large ranges are recorded and in the colours noted.

On the measurements no consistent group could be detailed, a specimen

having a very high or low reading on one measurement would lie very

near the average in most others, or a series of specimens all from the

same restrictive locality (e.g. Lord Howe Island) often give the same

extreme range as I have quoted for the \y :io: e species.

Because of this and the great varie'y of colour variants one is

tempted to suggest that the species is in process of breaking up into

a series of subspecies and that as yet definite groups have not appeared.

Another noteworthy feature about the species is that out of about

40 examples studied, only four were males.
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Material belonging to genera and species dealt with in parts I and II

of the present series but examined subsequently.

Subfamily ANTHOCORINAE
Orius australis (China), 1926

Orius australis (China), synon. Gross, 1954: Rec. S. Austr. Mus., 11 (2),
136-7.

A new series of females have been measured since this species was
mentioned in Part I and the consequent extensions to the range of the
standard data are:

—

Head. Total length, 320-380; length in front of eyes, 80-140; length
behind eyes, 50-70; length of eyes, 160-180; width of head across
eyes.. 380-410; width of eyes, 90-120; interocular, 140-190; width of

collum, 310-400.

Antennae. I, 70-100; II, 200-220; III, 150-190; IV, 160-220.
Rostrum. I, 70-90; n, 240-270; III, 155-160.

Pronotum. Anterior width, 330-420; posterior width, 690 810; median
length, 270-350; lateral length, 400-450.

Scutcllum. Anterior width, 530-560; median length, 350-410; lateral

length, 400-460.

Legs coxa femur tibia tarsi I n HI cl.

I 270 350-390 350-360 40 70 70-80 40-50
II 220-230 350-390 340-360 30-40 50-70 80-00 40
HI 220-260 430-480 520-600 50 80-90 80-90 40

Total length, 1,980-2,250; total width, 690-380; length abdomen,
960-1,290; length ovipositor, 380-570.

Habitat. Queensland: the measured specimens are from a large series of
specimens from Carnarvon Gorge, 29 May, 1954; St. Lucia, 30 May,
1951: Tibrogargan Creek, 4 September, 1953; Toorbul Point, 11
August, 1952; and Gratton (by sweeping), 4 March 1954, all collected

by T. E. Woodward, University of Queensland.

Orius armatus Gross, 1954

Orius armatus Gross, 1954: Rec. S, Austr. Mus., 11 (2), 137-8.

One more specimen, unfortunately lacking the abdomen, has been
measured and the alterations to the previously quoted ranges of the
standard data are:

—

Head. Length behind eyes, 50-90; length of eyes, 140-190; width of head
across eyes, 360-400; interocular, 130*160; width of collum, 300-360.

Antennae. II, 200-230; in, 170-190.

Rostrum. II, 180-220; HI, 150-170.
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Pronotum. Anterior width, 330-400; median length. 270-290; lateral length,

360-400.

Scutellum. Anterior width, 480-530.

Legs coxa femur tibia

I 120-210 330-380 310-360

H 170-180 330-360 320-360

HI 200-210 420-470 480-520

The specimen is from Queensland; Carnarvon Gorge, 29 May, 1954,

T. E. Woodward. Woodward Collection.

Anthocoris arctalus (Walker, 1872: Cat. Hem. Het, 5, 153) is

actually an Oxycarenus (Lygaeidae) according to distant 1904
(A.M.N.H., (7) 14, 22).

Subfamily LYCTOCORINAE
Genus Falda Gross, 1954

Falda (Gross), 1954; Rec. & Austr. Mus., 11 (2), 139) definitely is

not an Anthocorid but belongs rather to the very closely allied Prostem-
minae, usually considered as a subfamily of the Nabidae. Carayon 1950
(Bull. Mus. Hist. Nat., (2) 22 (1), 95-101) has emphasised afresh the

very close relationships of the Nabidae, particularly the Prostemminae,
to the Cimieoid group of families. In appearance some of the smaller

species are exceptionally like Anthoeorids and it was this very close

resemblance that led the author to first place this species as an Anthocorid,

His attention was drawn to its true position by Dr. Carayon.

It is probably synonomous with Alloeorhynchus Fieber and F.

queenslandica may in fact be A. flavolimbatus Kirkaldy, 1907 (Proc,

Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 32, 781) although Kirkaldy's description is not suffi-

ciently good to determine this.

Oplobates woodwardi sp. nov.

Pig. 1C
Elongate, shining, piceous. Rostrum would surpass somewhat the

base of the head (if complete). Eyes fairly prominent with a long hair

in front on each sidr\ Collum well defined. Pronotum fairly rectangular

but anterior angles not well marked, collar distinct but tenuous. Sides

of pronotum with very fine dilations and with a long hair at each
posterior angle and one behind each apical angle. Fore and hind margins
concave,

Hemclytra surpassing somewhat the apex of the abdomen which is

equipped with some long hairs. A well developed ovipositor present. Fore
femora slightly enlarged with six large teeth (30 u) fairly centrally

placed on the inner margin. Fore tibiae slightly curved.
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The standard measurements from the one female are:

—

Head. Total length, 570; length in front of eyes, 210; length behind eyes,

90; length of eyes, 240-260; width across eyes. 480; width of eyes,

140; interocular, 220; width of collum, 360.

Antennae. I, 140; n, 500; rest missing.

Rostrum. I, 140; n, 400; last segment missing.

Pronotum. Anterior width, 380; posterior width, 770; median length, 330;

lateral length, 500.

Scidellum. Anterior width, 600; median length, 470; lateral length, 380.

Legs coxa femur tibia tarsi I II III cl.

I 410 550 550 — — — —
II — 520 520 30 70 120 —
ni — 620 810 — — — —
Total length, 2,930 ; width across abdomen, 950 ; length abdomen, 1,030

;

length ovipositor, 550.

This species is easily distinguished from 0. femoralis Reuther by its

smaller size, more slender build, and longer more centrally situated teeth

on the femora.

Loe. Queensland: Brisbane (T. E. Woodward, 1954, Holotype, Female,

Reg. No. I 20,085) in the Department of Entomology, University of

Queensland.

Lasiochilus derricki Gross, 1954

Lasiochilus derricki Gross, 1954: Rec. S. Austr. Mus., 11 (2), 143-5.

Two more specimens of these species have become available to the

author for measurement since the original dascription. These measure-*

ments extend somewhat the ranges quoted for the standard data as

derived from the holotype and the allotype. These new ranges are:

—

Bead. Total length, 43C-j00; length behind eye? 70-120; Interocular,

210-260.

Antennae. I, 120-170; II, 330-400; III, 350-380; IV, 40C 1ZV.

Rostrum. I, 220-260; H, 600-690; HI, 350-400.

Pronotum. Anterior width 430-460; median length, 360-400; lateral length,

480-520.

Sculelhim. Anterior width. 500-520; median length, 3S0-430; lateral

length, 420-470.

Legs coxa femur tibia tarsi I n in cl.

I 310-330 520-580 550-640 30-50 90-100 340-150 50

n 220-280 520-620 550-590 50 90-100 140 60-70

in 240-260 690-760 790-830 50-70 90-120 140-170 70

Total length, 2,760-3,480; width, 1,090-1,330; length female genitalia,

720-800.
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The two measured specimens are from "leaf mould in rain forest,

Blackbut, South East Queensland, 10 September, 1954, T. E, Woodward/'
In the Department of Entomology, University of Queensland.

Lasiochilus vitietisis Gross, 1954

Lasiochilus iritiensis Gross, 1954: Rec. S. Austr. Mus., 11 (2), 148.

Another female of this species is now available for measurement
and the following extensions to the previously quoted ranges are now
noted.

Head. Length in front of eyes., 140-170; width eollum, 330-380.

Antennae. HI, 260-280.

Rostrum. I, 90-100; m, 220-260.

Pronotum. Posterior width, 740-810; lateral length, 430-480.

Scutellum. Anterior width, 570-320; median length, 330-400; lateral

length, 430-480.

Legs coxa femur tibia tarsi I II in cl.

I 260-330 450-480 360-450 Same
n 240-260 430-470 430-520 Same
HI 260-310 570-600 670-710 Same

Total length, 2,410-2,690; width, 950-1,000; length ovipositor, 450-530.

Lor. The additional specimen is also from Fiji; Taveuni (May, A. M. Lea).

Subfamily DUFOURIELLINAE
Lasiellidea glaberrimia Reuter, 1895

Fig ID
LasielHdea glaberrima Reuter, 1895: Ent. Mon. Mag., 31, 172. Gross,

1954: Rec. S. Austr. Mus., 11 (2), 153.

A male specimen rcfe^bk. to this species is now available for study.

From it the following standard measurements have been obtained.

Head. Total length, 590; tenftli in front of eyes, 190; length behind eyes,

100; length of eyes, 240; width across eyes, 430; width of eyes,

120-140; interocular, 190; width of coilum, 350,

Antennae. Missing.

Rostrum. I, 170; II, 350; III, 260.

Pronotum. Anterior width, 380; posterior width, 740; median length, 360;

lateral length, 470.

Scutellum. Anterior width, 550; median length, 400; lateral length,

430-450.

Legs coxa femur tibia tarsi I II lU cl.

I and IT Missing

TIT 220-280 640-650 760-770 30 90 140 —
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Total length, 2,950; total width, 770; length abdomen, 1,280; length

male genitalia, 290.

Loc. Queensland; St. Lucia, Brisbane (30 June 1951, T. E. Woodward).

Scoloposcelis parallelus (Motsch.), 1863

Fig. IE

Anthocoris parallelus Motschulsky, 1863: Bull. Soc. Mosc, 36 (3), 89.

Scoloposcelis parallelus auctt.: syn: Gross, 1954: Ree. S. Austr. Mus., 11

(2) 155.

Two more complete specimens are now in the South Australian

Museum, both are from Rossel Island, Papua, H. K. Bartlett, One of these

is a male and the genitalia are now figured for comparison with those of

other genera.

Cardiastethus aridimpressiis Gross, 1955

Cardtastethus aridimpres;,us Gross, 1955: Rec. S. Austr. Mus., 11 (4),

412-413.

There is a misprint on page 412 in the standard data given for this

species. The measurements for antennal segment I are of course 90-100,

not as quoted 900-1,000.

Cardiastethus lincolnensis Gross, 1955

Cardiastethus lincolnensis Gross, 1955: Rec. S- Austr. Mus., 11 (4), 413.

Another specimen collected by Lea from the holotype locality has

since become available to the author and the measurements derived from

this specimen extend somewhat several of the ranges quoted in the

standard data for the species as derived from only four specimens. The

new ranges are:

—

Rostrum. I, 90-170.

Pronolum. Anterior width, 400-520.

Scutellum. Anterior width, 520-590.

Legs. Femur I, 480-520; femur III, 630-690; tibia III; 670-740; tarsus

III, I, 30-50; tarsus III, II, 80-90; tarsusm 3 HI, 100-120.

Total length, 2,070-3,190.

Measured specimen from Pt. Lincoln, South Australia. A. M. Lea
(Reg. No, L 20,084) in the South Australian Museum.
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PALAEOCRANGON, A PERMIAN ISOPOD CRUSTACEAN

By M. F. GLAESSNER,

University of Adelaide. South Australia

Fig. 1

Recent work on the Isopod suborder Phreatoicoidea (Nicholls 1943-44)

which dates back to the lacustrine Triassic of Australia (Chilton 1918)

has made it possible to review the position of a hitherto doubtful Permian
fossil from England and Germany, Palaeocrangon problematicus

(Schlotheim) (Fig. la). Bate considered it first as an Isopod (in Kirkby
1857, where the genus was re-named Prosoponiscus, without justification),

and later as an Amphipod (Bate 1859), an interpretation in which von
Ammon (1882) and others concurred. Geinitz (1863) questioned Bate's

Fig*. 1. u

—

t'alar-orrangnm problematic.™ (Soblothtrira). RecimRtmc-tion from figures given by Rate, 1839,
pi. f>.

b

—

ProlawphinopuH iviuna-mattfinsia (Chilton). Rwnnstruetiori, from Nicholls, 194.3, fl£
r
26A,

wir.li m *t ui tl)0 appendages omitted and hourulariu:-: lj.
j iwi'tin abdominal segments 1-5 nhown by

dotted lines.

reconstruction and later van Straelen (1931) listed the fossil as "incertae

sedis". Palaeocrangon has a head with a peculiarly curved frontal profile,

projecting lateral lobes (eyes?), and strongly developed but incompletely

preserved mandibles. There are seven thoracic segments, followed by an

abdomen consisting of two very large segments. The terminal segment
ends in a slightly upturned point. Uropods are visible on its sides*. The
body is laterally compressed, with a median ridge on the head and
abdomen.

In Bate's reconstruction four abdominal somites and a telson are

added which make the fossil appear like an Amphipod but Geinitz and
in fact Bate himself figured what are obviously the basal portions of the
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uropods on the sides of the second abdominal somite. This observation, in

conjunction with the fact that only the two abdominal segments have

been found, in identical relative position in all known specimens, makes it

clear that the first segment represents the fused abdominal segments 1-5.

A drawing of the only known fossil Phreatoicoid (fig. lb) in which the

sutures between these somites are omitted, demonstrates the striking

resemblance between Palaeocrangon and the Phreatoicoids. Fusion of

abdominal somites does not occur in recent Phreatoicoids hut it is known
in the suborders Flabellifera and Valvifera. It is not a primitive character

and for this reason Patatocrantjon must be excluded from the Phreatoi-

coidea and placed between them and the higher suborders of the Isopods,

According to Nicholls (1943-4) "the closest relationship (of the Phreatoi-

coidea) within the Isopcds would appear to be with the Circlanidac rather

than with the Asellota. To non-Isopcdan groups, the Amphisopidae seem
nearest akin to the Apseudidae (Tanaidacea). and since these latter are

presumably representative of a more primitive stock cf the Peracarida,

with possible relationships to the Amphipoda, the resemblance of the

Phreatoicids to the Amphipodan type may be indicative cf parallelism

in evolution in forms derived from a common stock rather than, as Chilton

has maintained, merely a superficial resemblance due to convergent

evolution".

The occurrence of the primitive Palcr.ocrangon with pronounced

Phreatocoid affinities in the Permian is in good agreement with these

views.

In a supplementary note to his paper, Nicholls (1944, p. 155-6)

expresses the opinion that Acaftfhnfefson forms a link between the

Syncarida and the Phreatoicoidea and that the family Ac^ntholrlsonidae

might even be included in this suborder. This is particularly interesting

in connection with Caiman's statement (1933) on possible relations of

the Syncarida, through the Acanthotclsonidao, with AnUiiccoraris which
has characters that could be expected to occur in the ancestors of the

Tanaidacea.

It is likely that the Orders Tanaidacea, Isopoda (through Polaeo-

crangon and the early Phreatoicoidea) and possibly also Amphipoda (of

which no definite pre-Tertiary fossil representatives are known) arc

related to early Anaspidacea by way of the Acanthotelsonidae,
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ABORIGINAL CAVE PAINTINGS AT SLEISBECK, NORTHERN
AUSTRALIA

by Charles P. Mountford,
HONORARYASSOCIATEINETHNOLOGY, SOUTHAUSTRALIANMUSEUM

Summary

This paper records aboriginal cave paintings adjacent to the Sleisbeck uranium mining field. This

field is situated on the western edge of the Arnhem Land plateau near the headwaters of the

Katherine River (text fig. 1).



ABORIGINAL CAVE PAINTINGS AT SLEISBECK,

NORTHERN AUSTRALIA

By CHARLES P. MOUNTFORD, Honorahy Associate in

Ethnology, South Austbai/ian Museum

Plates viii to xv and text fig. 1

INTRODUCTION

This paper records aboriginal cave paintings adjacent to the

Sleisbeek uranium mining field. This field is situated on the western

edge of the Arnhem Land plateau near the headwaters of the Kutherine

River (text fig. 1).

The cave paintings of western Arnhem Land, particularly those at

OenpelK, early attracted the attention of investigators. Spencer, who

saw I hose paintings in 1912, mentioned them briefly in his book (1014,

p. 432). In his next book (Spencer, 1928), he illustrated several groups

of the cave paintings at the same locality (fig. 0:18-40, pp. 823-4).

Except for two photographs by W. R. Pennifold, published l.y Tindalc

(1028 pi. i, pp. :>fi-fi ), no other illustrated records were made of these

paintings until the publication of a survey of the cave paintings at

Unbalanja Hill, Oenpelli and those of the adjacent localities of Cannon

Hill, Ina-urdurwil and Obiri (Mountford, l!)oo, pi. 34-48, fig. 11-55,

pp. 109-181).

The Oenpelli art area is one of the most interesting in Arnhem

Land, if not in Australia. Although there are a number of specialized

forms in the area ('Mountford, 1956, pp. 256*264), two forms predomin-

ate:— (a) a polychrome "X-ray art" in which the aboriginal not only

paints what he sees of the external form of the creature, but also what

he knows to be there, but cannot see, i.e., the heart, lungs, intestines,

and skeleton (Mountford, 1956, pi. 39F is typical)
;
(b) a monochromatic

art, which shows man in action—running, fighting or throwing spears.

These latter paintings, always in red, and usually in single line, are

supposed, by the aborigines, to be the work of a fairy-like people, called

the Mii»i, who still live in the rocky plateau (Mountford, 195G, fig.

14A, 0, p. 112).

The writer has seen many thousands of paintings in and around

Oenpelli, and knows of, but has not been able to investigate, other
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groups north of Oenpelli, i.e.,, at Coopers Creek, Tor Rock and Nim-
bawah (text fig. 1). It seemed reasonable to suppose, therefore, that

there would be groups of cave paintings along the face of the Arnhcm
Land plateau to the south of Oenpelli.

Whilst the writer was in charge of the 1954 National Geographic
expedition, at Melville Island, Dr. George Sleis, a geologist attached

to the Northern Australian Uranium Company, sent a message inform-

ing me that he had found cave paintings near the Slcishcek uranium
held. Through the kindness of Mr. T. Becker, the field manager for

ARAFURA SEA

.atherine Gorge

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
I 1 I I 1 » 1 1

00 UM

Fig. 1. Map showing location of Sleisbeck.

Sleisbeck, I was able, on my return to Darwin, to visit the locality and
examine the paintings found by Dr. Sleis.
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There were two groups; site 1, about fivfl miles in an easterly

direction and site !2, within a mile of the mining settlement. The
paintings at the latter site are Tew and badly eroded.

At site 1 (pi. viii, A) in one of the residuals of the plateau, a deep
horizontal cleft, a, provided an excellent camping place for the abori-

gines during the monsoon season. In their leisure time the aborigines

bad painted a large number of designs on both the ceiling and walls of

thai shelter. On some parts of the ceiling, as illustrated on pi. viii, B,

much ovcrpainting has made it difficult to differentiate some of the

designs from others. In other places, where the paintings were more
widely spaced, they tended to appear in groups.

The majority of the designs are pointed in white, sometimes

outlined in red, although there are a few in solid red; no designs in

yellow or black were seen. This unequal distribution is due probably
to a scarcity of the yellow and black pigments.

Unfortunately there were no aborigines in the locality at the time

of the visit to the paintings. There is little doubt, however, that had
some of the older aborigines been present they would not only have
been able to explain the meanings of some of the paintings, but possibly

to have related some of the associated myths.

Techniques of recordmg.—As at Oenpelli (Mountford, 1^5^, p.

17s), the writer used the camera exclusively for recording, photo-

graphing in both monochrome and colour. On bis return to the

southern States, he first enlarged the photographs, then made tracings

from them. From these tracings, Miss Patricia Oafclieside prepared
the accompanying illustrations,

Desckipttox of ttfr Paintings

Plate ix

A is a dancing figure which appears to be wearing a feather

head-dress.

At C is a woman with a claw-like hand. The right side of her body
is over-painted by on emu, outlined in white. There appears a goanna
on the right and another emu on the lower left of the main figure.

D is a seagoing crocodile (white, outlined in red), painted in a
simple form of "X-ray art." The tail is turned sideways to show the

serrated crest.
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A cat-fish at E is the best example of "X-ray art" in the Sleisbeck

gtOUp, Underneath [lie main figure is a simple representation of

another fish.

F, G, H and K are curious human figures in positions suggestive

of dancing.

x\t J are two human figures. The one on the left, a male, has

distended elbow .joints which are similar to figures of men and women

depicted on some of the cave and bark paintings at Oenpelli (Mount-

ford, 1956, pi 51, G and P). These curious "joint marks* 3 have ft

wide distribution throughout Oeeania (Schuster, 3051). On the right

of I he group is a painting oi' a woman whose limbs are dissociated

freni her body. Tn Australian primitive art, this characteristic is not

unusual. Mountlonl (1937a, i\g. 2), illustrates an aboriginal erayon

drawing from eastern Western Australia in which parts of the body

are dissociated. Boa* (1956, Part 3), also refers to many similar

examples in the art of the Indians of the Paeifie Coast of North America.

The legs and arms at J are in the same position as the
tk h«»ekoi "

figures TO the Oenpelli area (Motmtford, 19&B, ^- 29 and 43).

IT is an "X-ray" painting of a kangaroo in which the heart and

lungs only are indicated. On the right and lower left are small human

figures; on the lower right is a male "lioekcr" Wgure.

Plate x

A, an unidentified snake, partly covers a badly eroded human

figure. The lower part of the snake is painted in simple "X-ray art.'

'

B and C are paintings of the long-necked freshwater tortoise.

T) is a goanna, a large reptile which the aborigines value as food.

E almost certainly represents a cat-fish, although the fleshy tenta-

cles at the mouth are not indicated.

Group F consists of an unidentified fish and a headless kangaroo,

G is some kangaroo-like creature, while J is a bird; H and N are

n ji identified.

At 'K, the group consists of a squatting man, a fish and possibly a

kangaroo.

L, a thick-tailed lizard, is probably one of the larger skinks, and at

M is a line of nine fish, painted along a narrow ledge of rock.
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Plate xi

On this plate are several groups of aiefcprted figures whose positions

are i&uggflBtive of dancing,

A( A is depict^ an attractive group of throe human beings in

white, outlined in rod: two of them are women.

I», a dancing woman witli an elang&ted body, lias a bar across her

face (perhaps some form of head-dress), and her breasts, pnbes nnd

knees decorated with lines and dots of red paint. is a woman with

long arms, short body and a curiously shaped head. 1) is another long

bodied woman of a type common at both Sleisbeek and at Oenpelli.

Those previously recorded by Mounlford (195$, fig. l&j and 32<3)f
nre

typical of the Oenpelli area.

E is a curiously distorted human being with twisted arms and legs.

The hollow-bodied woman at V is similar to those recorded by

Monntford (19&8, fig; 36), from Napior-Brooiue Bay, Western Aus-

tralia, and from the Oenpelli area (105(5, fig. 21 and 28A).

G, K, L and N show male figures with much enlarged sex organs.

The limbs ol' L arc in the form of a ^factor 1
' while those of M have

swollen elbow joints, similar to the
ki
joint marks' ' mentioned earlier.

The dancing woman at IT, although somewhat eroded, indicates

considerable movement.

J, a male figure, about ten feet in length, is wearing a head-dress.

The figure, lias been painted on the lower edge of a projecting horizontal

ledge of rock.

The painting at M is the only example observed at Slei^beek that

bears a slight resemblance to the running figures, either in the Oenpelli

area. ( Monntford, 1956, fig. 12, 18, 31, 44, and 47), or those in the area

of Napier-Broome Bay, in Western Australia (Monntford, 1937, fig. 2).

Plate xii

This plate illustrates an unusual group of human figures, most of

which are painted in white and outlined in red. The man, whose Head

has disappeared through erosion, was several feet long. To the upper

right of the man is a long-bodied woman and, at bus feet, are two

other well-executed long-bodied women and an unidentified bird. To the

left, opposite the lower group of women is a design in white which

probably represents a man wearing some form of head-dress; on the

extreme left is an imperfect representation of some animal, perhaps

an echidna.
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Plate xiii

This plate illustrates some of the animals, birds and reptiles

at site 1.

A is one of the larger wading birds. The artist has drawn the
head inward so that the painting fits into the available space.

B, painted in red, and outlined with white, depicts one of the
wallaby-like creatures. Above the wallaby are two drawings, in red, of
human footprints.

A good example of a fish, painted in " X-ray art," is shown at C.
This fish is, most probably, the freshwater skip-jack (see Oenpelli
painting, Mountford, 1956, pi. 79A, for comparison). The fish covers
the feet of a rare black wallaby (Osphranter bernardus), identified bv
the brush on its tail (Mountford, 1956, pi. 73B, p. 244).

D is a simple "X-ray" painting of a snake, and E, painted on an
exposed vertical face of rock, illustrates an attractive, but somewhat
eroded group of three kangaroo-like creatures. The smallest creature,
on the right, has spines on its tail similar to the painting illustrated
at F. This creature, with spines projecting from its mouth, legs, body
and tail possibly illustrates one of the mythical beings, such as the
Nadubi in the Oenpelli area. When one of the Nadubi observes an
aboriginal travelling by himself, it kills the man by projecting into his
body one of its many spines (see Mountford, 1956, pi. 58B, p. 203).

G, painted in red lines, and L and J, painted in white, are unidenti-
fied kangaroo-like creatures.

The group shown at K were the only paintings at site 2 that could
be photographed successfully. They represent three long-necked fresh-
water tortoises.

Plate xiv

All the figures illustrated on this plate (except H, which is in red),
were painted with white pigments.

At A is a distorted figure, a series of dots, and a small wallaby.
The figures at B, a female and possibly a male, have their legs turned
backwards towards the shoulders in the same manner as the much-
feared Mmnandi spirit people of the Oenpelli area (Mountford, pi.

58B, fig. 29, 45D, p. 197). The woman is holding a spear in her hand.

C is also a distorted man or woman similar to that shown on pi.

xi, C. On the right is an eroded painting of a human figure.
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A curious painting of a human figure without a body is shown at

D. The legs and one arm originate at the shoulders; the other arm,

with two hands, starts at the head of the figure. The elbow joints are

enlarged in a similar manner to those of the painting depicted on pi.

xi, N. The designs on either side cannot be identified.

At E are two men, or women, with hands upraised as if taking part

in a dance. The figure on the right is wearing a head-dress.

The group at F can be seen on the lower left of plate xv. On the

upper left of this group are two "hocker" figures; on the upper right,

is a man with a much enlarged penis and, on the lower left, are

two long-bodied figures with hands interlocked. There are also two

unidentified birds on the lower left, G and J show two human figures in

a squatting position, the lower left figure having an enlarged penis.

The woman at K, with her limbs in the form of a "hocker," is wearing

a head-dress.

Plate xv

This complex group, situated on the ceiling of the shelter, is

somewhat separated from the majority of the paintings. Although at

first sight the group appeared to illustrate some mythical story, a

closer examination revealed that considerable overpainting had been

carried out at different periods.

There are arm ornaments hanging from the elbows and upper

right arm of the central figure, A., and decorations at its knees (1)

and around its head.

At B, C and M are paintings of fish, C being most likely the skip-

jack (see also pi. xiii, C).

D may be either a lizard or a badly drawn man, while on the

right, at E, is a group of long-bodied men and women.

A man, F, partly obscured by the main figure, is holding in his

hand an object, L, which resembles the goose-wing fan, called norkun,

which the Oenpelli people often depict in their paintings (Mountford,

1956, fig. 47B, 52B, and 53).

At J is a long-bodied man in a sitting position; Qt and H, the

figures on the lower left, have already been described in association

with plate xiv.

(l) The aborigines of South Australia perform certain ceremonies with bundles of leaves

tied to their knees (Angas, 1847, pi. 5, No. 4).
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DISCUSSION

An examination of the cave paintings indicates that the art 0|

Arnhem Land changes rapidly From north to south.

In 1 ho Oenpelli area, the "X-ray" paintings of creatures ami men
are particularly numerous, both in the eaves and on the bark paintings.

Although this "X-ray art 7 '

is common in the bark paintings of (ioul

burn Island, about sixty miles t<> the north of Oenpelli (Mountford,

1937), tlu» designs are much simpler and not by any means as numerous

at Sleisbeck, less than a hundred miles south of Oenpelli (text fig. 1).

Further south, the representational art of Arnhem Land is aoon

absorbed bv the abstract, conventionalized art of Central Australia.

At Sleisbeck, with the possible exception of pi. xi, M, there is an

absence of the single line Muni running figures, so characteristic Of

some phases of the cave art of Oenpelli,

On the other hand, the long-bodied and distorted figures, dominat-

ing the cave paintings of Klmsbeek, form but a small proportion of

the designs in the caves at Oenpelli. The writer has examined photo-

graphs of similar long-bodied human forms painted on the walls of tie;

Katherine gorge, about sixty miles south of Sleisbeck (text fig. 1).

Two other interesting figures with a wide distribution in Oceania,

i.e., the 'Miocker
1" figures and those with H joint marks'- (distended

joints), appear to be present in equal proportions at both Sleisbeck

and Oenpelli.

SUMMARY
This paper records cave paintings on the headwaters of the

Katherine River, and adjacent to the Sleisbeck uranium field in the

Northern Territory of Australia. The paintings are illustrated and
their resemblances to those at Oenpelli and other Australian localities

are discussed.
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REVISION OF THE GHOST MOTHS
(LEPIDOPTERA HOMONEURA, FAMILY HEPIALIDAE)

PART VII

byNormanB. Tindale, B.Sc, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

Part VI of this revision was published in these Records, vol. XI, no. 4, 1955, pp. 307-344. The

various genera of the family Hepialidae are being revised as opportunities offer; it is intended when
the series is complete to discuss their mutual relationships.



REVISION OF THE GHOST MOTHS (LEPIDOPTERA
HOMONEURA, FAMILY HEPIALIDAE)

PART VII

By NORMAN B. TINDALE, B.Sc., South Australian Museum

Plates xvi-xxiii and text fig* 1-35

INTRODUCTION

Tart VI of this revision was published in these Records, vol. XI,
no. 4, l#55j pp. :K)7-;)44.

r

rhe various genera of the family Ilepialidae

are Ibeilig revised as opportunities offer; it is intended when the series

is complete to discuss their mutual relationships.

Genus Endoclita

In Part IV of this Revision (Tindale 1941, v. VII, pp. 18-39) the

Indian members of this genus were discussed. To these are now added
those species whose ranges extend lo Indonesia, South-East Asia and
the islands off the coast of East Asia as far north as Japan. Twenty-
nine species are discussed, of which fifteen are described and figured as

new.

It may be of interest to note that few members of the genus
Endoclita seem to live east of Wallace's Line, where the genus Oevetns
tends to replace it. E. sibelae Roepke 1935, the only reported species,

which may be an exception, is from Batjan. It has not been examined.
In general the species are relict ones and those of adjoining areas,

though clearly related, have, from long isolation, become genetically so

far sundered as to represent distinct species. Even forms seemingly
very close in general appearance may be separated readily on examina-
tion of genital structures and wing venation, etc.

Little is known about their life histories. Of most of the species

only a relatively few examples ever have been taken, and most of

these have been captured only as a result of casual encounter, rather

than after systematic search for them. Even tin* bringing together,

on loan, of much of the available new material has yielded only meagre
series upon which to base the study.
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The status of the genus k'udorlila has been discussed earlier and

there is little to add. In some of the Kas1 Asian speeies tbfi curioe,

local expansion of the costa of fore-wing in the region of So, is at a

maximum; elsewhere it has been Suggested that this character numot

he use,! with any satisfaction to give separation ol those possessing it,

with full generic rank. The valid name UypophasSMS is available for

use by anyone who may see lit to employ ll as a subgenera* tag.

Study of lOast Asian species suggests that some small variations

occur in the positions of the cross veins. Thus in the fore-wings of

E. 1/nsri. im vein appears just beyond the fork of Rti and M,, instead of

before it as in the genotype, while similar variations occur also in the

liindwings ol' this and other species. There is also variation in the

number of vannal veins in Ihe hindwingj especially in females. In

this sex there is a tendency for the development of two strong veins

after On, with occasional Inn,- of a short third one near base of wing.

These veins are probably respectively PCu, IV and 2V. In oilier

speeies only one such vein extends b> the margin of the wing. In such

speeies it seems generally to be that POu is lost or developed only ii";ir

the base of the wing and IV is the strong vein extending to the margin

while 2V may bo reduced to a short stub near the base.

There is also some variation in the dimensions of the posterior

legs, which in general tend to be reduced in size and to possess a

specialized, plume of hairs on the tibiae. In some species these hairs

are found to be concealed in a Told of the internment of the thorax, in

others the plume is large and in all available specimens is found fully

displayed. Because of the poor condition of most of the specimens

which are taken it is not always clear whether the difference between

concealed and displayed male plumes is a real phenomenon or whether

it is due merely to accidents of preservation. However the varying

decree of reduction in the size of the posterior lei* is of significance.

The genus is notable, in some species, tor the enlarged eyes of the

male and occasionally of the female. In this character they resemble

members of the Australian and New Guinea genus Oent'tus in which

there also occurs every degree of enlargement of the male eyes. In

that genus however it seems to reach a maximum.

The tendency to have enlarged eyes is not the only link between

these two genera and it may be correct to say that Qm&lw and

Kvdotiita may be rattier closely related with a tendency to replace ewft

other east and west of Weber's or of Wallace's Line. Both genera
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belong to that section of the family in which the larvae have a timber-

boring habit and live principally in relatively wet, forested country,

with a high, and year round rainfall. In genera] they arc very vulner-

able to periods Of aridity. Some species extend to the temperate zone,

as in Northern Japan and Tibet, but tbeir true home seems to be in the

wet tropics where their habitats appear to range from sea level near

mountain ranges to altitudes of at least 6,500ft,

In the females of some species the anterior gonapophyses of the

genitalia appear to be in some measure different on the two sides of

thfc body. The rendition is not unique in the family, for in some South

American species the genitalia are so completely asymmetrical that it

is hard to reconcile the two sides.

In this genus earlier authors were often confused by the similari-

ties of wing marking in the species. They tended to pick out examples

possessing the same general wing pat terns, as species and later workers

have tended to accept these wing pattern assemblages as species,

Onlv through the study of characters of the genitalia has it been found

thai the several forms often found standing together in ^
collections

under our name label can be sorted out as discrete species. There

sometimes has been uncertainty surrounding the identification of the

one which should be linked with the original name and description,

hence in the preparations for the present Kevision most of the type

specimens of the earlier described species have bad to be sought out

and re-examined. Only in the case of /?. annae perhaps does some

doubt remain as to the species intended to be described.

The Indian species of the genus were keyed in the earlier part of

this revision. The following key, based almost entirely on the genitalia,

gives onlv the East Asian forms dealt, with in this paper. It is of

necessity incomplete because the opposite sexes of some species are

still nnkowii.

KEY TO THE EAST ASIAN AND INDONESIAN SPECiKS

OF ENDOCLTTA (based principally on the genitalia)

Malrs

1. Tegumen of genitalia with a posterior, ventrally

directed spine margmenotaUis

Tegumen of genitalia without a posterior, ven-

trally directed spine 2
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2. Tegumen in lateral view with ventral margin
unarmed 3

Tegumen in lateral view with ventral margin
armed 12

3. Margins of tegumen not widely apart at pos-
terior extremity 4

Margins of tegumen widely apart at posterior
extremity 5

4. Tegumen with more than two longitudinal keels paraja
Tegumen with only two longitudinal keels .

.

javaensis

5. Posterior margin of 8th sternite with distinctly

angulate median notch 6
Posterior margin of 8th sternite without dis-

tinctly angulate median notch 7

6. Posterior margins of tegumen not touching pos-
teriorly excrescens

Posterior margins of tegumen touching poster-
iorly sinensis

7. Teguminal margin curved . 8
Tegnminal margin straight 11

8. Teguminal margin forming an S curve camphorae
Teguminal margin not forming an S curve .

.

9

9. Sternite 8 strongly transverse 10
Sternite 8 nearly as long as wide aikasama

10. Ventral lips of tegumen slenderly chitinized .

.

sericeus
Ventral lips of tegumen stoutly chitinized . , .

.

anrifer

11. Margins of tegumina parallel in posterior half
(anterior half concealed) broma

Margins of tegumina. diverging from anterior
to posterior extremity (anterior half not con-
cealed) salvazi

12. Spines on tegumen serially arranged 14
Spines on tegumen not serially arranged .... 13

13. Spines on tegumen in a douhle group aroura
Spines on tegumen in a single group raapi

14. Serial spines confined to anterior half of tegu-
men \. tosa

Serial spines along most of margin 15
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15. Posterior half of tcgumen strongly dilated . . aurata

Posterior half of tegumcn not dilated 16

16. Eighth sternite with hind margin not notched 17

Eighth sternite with hind margin notched .... crmilivibata

17. Tegumen in lateral view with anterior spine . .
uigcr

Tegumcn in lateral view without anterior spine davidi

Males either unknown or not keyed :

—

<ninae, sibelae, dirschi, niphonica, williamisi, warawita, tarami,

kosemponis, ijereja, hosei, kara.

Females

1. Posterior margin of 7th sternite convex .... 2

Posterior margin of 7th sternite in some meas-

ure concave 4

2. Eiglith sternite longer than wide aroura

Eighth sternite as wide as or wider than long 3

3. Anterior gonapophyses broad and not pointed sericius

Anterior gonapophyses narrow and pointed . . aural a

4. Seventh sternite more than one half as long as

wide 5

Seventh sternite less than one half as long as

wide 9

5. Ventral portion of 8th sternite not wide at

anterior margin 6

Ventral portion of 8th sternite wide at anterior

margin. 7

6. Eighth sternite with posterior half dilated .

.

topeza

Eighth sternite with posterior half not dilated davidi

7. Anterior gonapophysial plate with spine at pos-

teromedian angle kosemponis

Anterior gonapophysial plate without spine at

postero-median angle 8

8. Anterior gonapophyses as large flat plates . . camphorae

Anterior gonapophyses as small irregular plates excresaens

9. Posterior gonapophyses dilated at posterior

extremity 10

Posterior gonapophyses not dilated at posterior

extremity 13
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10. Ventral eminence of 8th sternite much longer

than wide warawita
Ventral eminence of 8th sternite about as wide
as long 11

11. Posterior gonapophyses attenuated posteriorly williamsi

Posterior gonapophyses broadened poster-

iorly 12

12. Sides of 7th sternite parallel taranu
Sides of 7th sternite converging towards
anterior margin hosei

13. Anterior gonapophyses longer than wide .... kara
Anterior gonapophyses wider than long ijereja

Females either unknown or not keyed:

—

marginenotahis, paraj a, javaensis, sinensis, cdkasama, aurifer,

bronia, salvazi, raapi, tosa, niger, crenilimbata, cmnae, sibelae,

dirschi, niphonica.

Endoclita marginenotatus (Leech)

This species was referred to and figured in the earlier part of my
revision (1941, p. 22 and fig. 15) ; there is nothing fresh to add; it is

keyed herein so that all the known Chinese species are mentioned.

Endoclita paraja sp. nov.

Plate xvi, fig. 1 and text fig. 1

Male : Antennae threadlike, short ; head with eyes only moderately

large, head, thorax, abdomen, except base, fuscous brown, legs and base

of abdomen paler; posterior legs of moderate size, with large tibial

plume of orange-yellow hairs. Forewing straight to Sc x , then strongly

excavate before tip, apex falcate, termen and inner margin somewhat
sinuate ; im vein touching M forks at both ends, wing colour chocolate-

brown with paler, somewhat iridescent transverse bands in anal and
terminal areas and a triangular patch at about one-half length of

cell ; a cluster of three small black-rimmed silvery-white spots around
junction of rm vein with M t and another set of three at basal M fork,

two other tiny spots half way between rm vein and termen ; a notable

dark patch at point of obsolescence of Cu 2 , also traces of dark marks
along costa. Hindwings with costal margin slightly concave, apex
subfalcate, termen angled, im vein as in forewing; vannal region with

PCu obsolete except at base, IV and 2V both present, the latter a short
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Fig, 1-3. 1, Rndoclita /wm> Tniilale, BofnfeO (I), male genitalia, v.'iilral

ttapeofr, -\ Mndorlila «M»V«WW (Rutler), Japan (Lomuiw), male genitnliu,

vrn ml a-jH'ct. 3. Komalo, Mt. T«ik:io, genitalia, ventral aspect.

vein; tip of v\ i r i l;' coloured as in to rowing, with a single black-rimmed

silvery sspot fast below R : neat tip; ivst of wing an iridescent purpHsh-

blue in many angles of Bght, gray in others; ihle termen somewhat loss

iridescent, vajinal region and base clothed in grn\dsh-brown hairs.

Win^s beneath with traces of dark-brown spots along cost a, otherwise

dull iridescent purple, or grayish-brown, depending upon angle of view.

Wing length 40 mm., expanse gSj mm.

Loc. Unknown (?Borneo) a male in Tring Collection at British

Museum.

The only known example was found among Tring Museum dupli-

cates with deficient locality data, but is believed to have come from

Borneo.

The male genitalia (fig. 1) have the 8th stornite transverse with a

median large notch and two smaller side notches on the posterior

margin. The fegurnen is large, in lateral view it shows rather an

evenly curved silhouette with smooth margin; in ventral view the two

teguminal plates are carried close together in the midline and show side

ridges, one of which terminates anteriorly in a strong process; the

harpes, so far as they may be seen, are simple, with a brush of forwardly

directed hairs.
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In t$Lfi form of the genitalia this species bears some distant relation-

ship to E. javaensis but that species has a far more delicately formed
tegumen, without lateral keels and strong antero-lateral processes.

The species is characterized by the presence of the most brilliant

purplish-blue, almost violet flush yet seen on the hindwings of any
member of the genus. A similar example in the British Museum,
which I have not been able to study in detail, may belong to the same
species. It is labelled as from Borneo, and this may well confirm the

place of origin of the specimen described above. It is similar to

E. fosa of Java in its wing patterns but the genitalia show a double

ridged tegumen instead of the simple one of that species; the hind

margin of the 8th sternile shows three Tiotches instead of one.

Endoclita javaensis Viette

Eiuloclita javaevsis Viette 1950, Bull. Inst. rov. des Sc. nat. de Belgiqne,

26 (41) p. 1; fig. 1 (genitalia),

Loc. East Java: Nongkodjadjar, Tengger, 1 Dec. 1933 4,000ft.

(type, a male, unique, (&paft&6 77 mm., in cull, Institute royal des

Sciences naturelles de Bolgiquc, T.(f. 10.706).

This species lias not been examined.

There is stated lo be a costal swelling on the forewing; and the

mnle genitalia, as figured, have the tegumen Furnished with two
anteriorly directed blunt processes and a ventral keel which presents a
simple outline. So far as may be judged by the description and figure

this species is nearest to E. paraja, which differs in having large antero-

lateral processes on the- tegwnen and a very robust ventral keel.

Endoclita excrescens (Butler)

Platf xvi, fig. 2 and text fig. 2 :i

llcj>ia/us ewcrescens Butler 1877, Ann. Mag. Nat. Eftat. xx, p. 482
(female, not a male) ; Butler 1878, III. Lep. Het. B.M. ii, p. 20, pi. 27,

i\ 7.

I J
li<is>its aemulus Butler 1877, Aim. Mag. Nat. Hist, xx, p. 482 (male);
Butler 1878, HI. Lep, Ket. B.M. ii, p 20, pi. 27, l\ 8.

If<jpialus excrescens Leech, 1888, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., p. 045,

flcjjialas excrescent StaiKfijtgpr, 1892, Romanoff, Mem. Lep. (8), p. 289.

Phassus herzi Pfitzner, 1912, Seitz Macrolep. ii, p. 438, pi. 54a (neb,

Fixsen).
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Phassus excrescens Pfitzner and Gaecle 1933, Seitz Macrolep. x, p. 842.

Male. Antennae thread-like, tapering, of about 22 segments, pale-

brown ; eyes normal ; head rough-haired; head, thorax and abdomen
above pale brown, bases of antennae, sides of thorax, and legs a richer

orange-brown ; posterior legs not reduced; a large tibial tuft of bright

orange hairs present. Fo rowings with costal margin rather straight,

a scarcely noticeable elevation in region of Sc, ; termen and inner margin

forming a Single even curve; im vein touching forks at both ends;

wing colour warm brown with pale grayish-fawn marking and bands,

many outlined narrowly in black. Hindwings with costa sinuate and
narrowly bordered with colour and markings of forewing; rest of wing
dull gray with only slight (races of a bronzy Instre when viewed from
special angles; inner area with only Cu 2 and one vannal vein present, as

in the genotype, Wing length 34 mm., expanse 74 mm.
Female. Similar to male in colour and markings, Posterior legs

slightly reduced in size but without specialized plume-, on tibiae. Fore-

wings wilh im vein shortly before fork of M.% and M a . TTindwing with

Cu.. Pen, IV and 2V veins all well developed and extending to margin.

Wing length 42 nun., expanse DO mm.
Loc. Japan: Yokohama (type, a female, collected by Jones,

expanse 69mm., and a male, same details, expanse 76mm., described as

type of ana nl ns, in British Museum). Yokohama, 25 Sept., 5 Oct. and
9 Oct, l&lOj and Oiwake (Berlin Museum): Sugita, 11 Oct. 1889 and
Kagoshirna, Nov. 1S98 (Trii.g Collodion at British Museum), Ussuitoge
near Mt. Asama, 2 Ang\ 19l(i: Karmzawa, Jnly 1914 (W. J, Holland)

ami Mit>ukuri (United Slates National Museum) Tobetsu, Hokkaido,
Sept.Oet. 1903 (A. E. Wileman); Kyushu (J. H. Leech Collection in

British Museum) Mt. Takao, 25 Sept 1926 (Cornell Univ—

i

y QoUm-
tioii) I'ssnri; Ohibaroosk* 2 Aug. 1911 , a female (Tring Collection at

Britisb Museum).

The male example particularly described and figured in this paper
is from Japan, probably Yokohama, and is from the Dr. H. Loomis
('olleclion. It has been compared and agrees very exactly in size,

Colour and markings with type of <i< undiis, which is the opposite
ol' the type of E> '

yj-crescevy, which was wrongly considered also to be

a male, but is a rather impoverished female. In the Berlin Museum
thrre arv two similar males, from Yokohama, presumably also taken

by Dr. Loomis, although they are variously ascribed to "Laomis" and
'"Laom- 1

. The present author recalls with appreciation the eneourago-

inent he received from Or. Loomis in his boyhood collecting efforts in

Jnr.au in 19H-I9I5.
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A female from Mt Takao is described, it also lias been compared
with the types, and differs from the type female only in its more normal
size.

The male genitalia, as drawn without dissection (fig. 2) show the

8th sternite notched in subreetangular fashion along its posterior

margin, in lateral view the tegnmon is well ehitinized with an evenly

arcuate silhouette, not armed with spines, in ventral view the tegnmina
are seen to widely diverge towards the posterior extremity.

Despite marked differences in wing pattern and shape the male
genitalia suggest a relationship* with Et cremlittibflta. 'This relationship

is probably real, and may lend to support a view that the degree of

expansion of the costa of foreu ing at So, is not a good character lor

generic separations in tins genus.

The female genitalia of the Mt. Takao speeimen (fig. 3) have the

7th Bternite more than hall' as long as sride and the posterior margin
SOmewhat cOHcaVe, The 8th sternite has a rather wide and ronndeil

ventral median prominence about as long as wide, its posterior margin
is smooth and polished; above it and extending more posteriori

v

is a rather repose projection abonl halt* as wide. The anterior gonapo-
physes are rugose, that on right side mueh wrinkled and with a, pit, that

on left side more ronnded in ontline. The posterior gonapophyses are

wide and are embraced within a roll of the internment of I he -,h i nite,

which forms a hood, oj)en below, over' the ovipore.

The resemblances of the female genitalia arc with those of E.

cawphorae, lad they are abundantly distinct in the dimensions of the

anterior gonapophyses which are small irregular plates in this species,

rather asymmetrical on the two sides, whereas in E. campltorae they

are large smooth plate-like members.

Ended ita sinensis (Moore)

Plate xvi, fig. 3-4 and text tig. 4

PItassus smeto&is Moore. ls77. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) xx, p. 94.

PJiassft.s lit'r:i Fixsen, 1887, L'omanoff, Mem. Lepid, iii, p. 335, pi. 15,

6g. 3.

Male. Antennae short, filamentous, oehreons brown, I load, thorax
and abdomen grayish-fawn, fegfl darker

;
posterior legs somewhat

reduced, with a large tibial tnft of ochreons-yellow hairs. Forewing
with eosta slightly sinuate, no costal dilation at Sc-,, apex rounded,
terrnen and inner margin rounded ; wing colour grayish-fawn with a
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smoky-brown patch near the base of the cell enclosing a white spot;

there Is a second elongate white spot, rimmed with black, lyiJttg in cell

and at one end cut across by the junction of mi vein and Bt*J three

olK-i-iirely paired sets of black spots mi costa, these have pale fawn

borders;"traces of one, occasionally two small, black-margined white

apotfi in a localized brown patch just below apex. Hindwings dull

g ravish lawn; varmal region with Pen reduced to a vestige near base

of wing; 2V present as a short vein. Wing length 35 mm., expanse 76

nun.

Female similar to male ; wings broader and more rounded, posterior

legs without specialized hairs, costal Spots of forewing tending to be in

sets <>f (hire; subapical white spots present, Wing length 36 mm.,

expanse 79 mm.

Loc. China: Shanghai (type, a female, described as a male,

expanse 60 mm-, Moore Collection, 94-106 in British Museum) ; Chehiang

(80-rj:; in British Museum, males, one described above, also a female

same details, expanse 97 mm., described by Moore); Kiukiang, June

1887, A. E. Pratt, Tring Collection, in British Museum).

Korea: Gensan June 1887, J. 11. Leech (female described above,

in Leech Collection at British Museum, 1900 64). Pung Tang, 18 miles

SMB. of Seoul, 29 June (the type of hera, a female, expense SO nun.,

in British Museum).

Fig. 4-tf. 4 .End

aspect. 5. K
I Endoclita sinensis (Moore), Kiukiang, unite, genitalia, ventral

C>. Emlorlita camphorae (Sasake), Tesio, male genitalia, "ventral

aspect, • >. I'Vmale, Yokohama, genitalia, ventral aspect.
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The male of this species has not been previously described, since
the type from Shanghai, although described as a male, is a female. T
am indebted to Mr. W. H. T. Tarns for sending for study, at very
short notice, the pair figured here, A rather dilapidated male e>nmp!e
from Kinkiang is in tlie Trine; Collection; it lias \ej n M, of forewing
(Hiding abruptly at about one-third the distance between the fork of M

(

and M, and margin. This is probably an individual variant.

Tt is difficult, on winy marking alone, to separate E, BVftensiS ham
E camphcrUe of Japan; in both the sexes arc similar and the colour
and markings :i<merally indistinguishable. Only when the e-enitalia are
compared do valid differences appear. In the male at least these are
quite of specific value, hence if is to he assumed that B. sitofiWAtf on ilie

Asiatic mainland smJ 22, cmnpharae in Japan are either old races ot
memhers of a superspeeics which have remained so lone; aparl, l;chc-
ticallv, that they must be given the status of separate species, E,
foosemjpotm also is clearly related, but is more distinctly separated by
WlH|f marking's and colour differences as well as hy characters of the
genitalia. All three may be considered to form a species grdnp in the
sense of Zeimer (1343),

The male genitalia in this species (% 4) have the 8th sternite very
rohustly formed, with a broad and deep hind mar-inal notch and rather
Square cut outer angles. The tollmen is strongly ehitiuixed and black,
wiif. the two side pieces rolled over towards the middle as if farming
a longitudinal cylinder with a medium ventral slit; the figure shows
(rather inadequately) the general appearance. When viewed from the
side that portion of the te.uimvn which most nearly meets the Opposite
side in the mid-line is seen to he smooth margined and to form a
rounded eminence. The femal •• genitalia haw not been examined.

In addition to the material studied in detail at Adelaide and at the
British Museum, examples from the following localities have been aeen
and most probably belong to the species:

—

Korea: Gensan (June and July). China: Tchano* (June,
Kuikiang (June) and Hongkong.

Tlie type of Phassvs hrrzi was briefly examined in the British
Museum, it seems niKjuestionably to lie a direel synonym of E. sinevxis.
The li-nre in Seitz iMacrolepidoptera, ii, 1912, plate 54a, supposedly of
tin-; species, belongs to E. e&cft8CW$,

The expanse of the wings of the described "male M type example,
was given by Moore as 2 J inches (§,£, 54 mm.) and of his female as
3i inches (89 mm.), ft is difficult to reconcile these dimensions with
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ones made, by myself on the British Museum specimens, which gave a

measure of 60 mm. and 78 mm. respectively (2'i and % inches). It

should also he noticed that Moore speaks of the light coloured markings

on the forewings of his species as bright yellow, whereas those of the

examples sect) seem to be silverywhite. It is not clear whether the

present day appearance is ctafl to the post-mortem changes of the past

70 odd years sin<v they were eaptiu'ed, variation in several examples,

differences in the quality of the Ifgjbt in which they were examined for

the purposes of the original description, or a combination of all these.

Endoclita camphorae (Sasake)

Plate xvii, fig, 1 and text 6g, 5-6

Phassus ramphoriu- Sasaki, 1908, Tokyo Nippon Konchu Kw. TIo., 2,

p. SI.

Phassus camphorae Matsnnmra, 6000 Insects, p. 1024 fig. (female).

Phassus camphorae PFitzner and (iaede, 1983 Seitz Macrolep. x, p. 843,

|)L 7Sr.

Male. Antennae threadlike, with about 22 segments, bright ochre-

ous yellow. Head with eyes moderate; head, thorax ami abdomen

grayish-fawn, legs slightly darker; posterior legs moderate in size,

with a tibial tuft" of dull ochreous-brown hairs. Forewings with costa

straight, slight traces of an elevation at Se,.; apex rounded, termen

ral.her straight, inner angle and inner margin well rounded
;
venation as

in genotype, wing colour grayish-fawn with paler bands and markings;

three pairs of black spots along costa, each outlined in pale fawn; a

white spot above basal M fork, enclosed in black; another white-centred

black spot just above On, at one-half; also a group of three or more

in outer part of cell near rm vein. Hindwings with venation as in geno

type, colour grayish -fawn with apex well rounded, subdiyaline; a few

darker markings along costa; a faint purplish tinge on wing when

viewed from certain angles. Wing length 34 nun., expanse 7o mm.

Female. Similar to male but colour a pale shade* of grayish-fawn,

long hairs at base of abdomen and on meso- and metathorax paler still;

hindwings hyaline; vannal region with PCn developed only at base,

2V well developed, extending to one-half inner margiu. Wing length

35 mm., expanse 76* mm.
Loc. Japan: Tesio, Hokkaido (June and July); Hakodate Hok-

kaido (June and .luly); Junsai Numa, Hakodate (28 duly); Yoshino,

Yamato-ken (fi July); Yokohama; Shimonoseki (July); Ishi/.uehisan,

Shikoku (2f> June/; Satsuma (May); Kagoshima, Kyushu (August).
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So far as can be ascertained with material available at Adelaide
E. camphorae is confined to Japan. It resembles closely in wing
patterns E. sinensis bid lias markedly different male genitalia.

The male has the genitalia (fig, 5) with the posterior margin of
the 8th sternite slightly and broadly excavated, with an arcuate area
of rough surface forming a median lip. The tegumen when viewed
laterally lias the ventral margin smooth, and forming a conical emin-
ence; in ventral view the tegnmen is scon to be rolled inwards towards
the centre line anteriorly, giving an S-shaped contour to the ventral
margin.

The female genitalia (tig. (>) drawn from a rather small example
expanding only 64- mm., from Yokohama show a large 7th sternite
with an anterior sinuate fold and slightly excavated posterior margin;
the cSth sternite has two parts, a laterally compressed and longitudin-
ally grooved ventral portion and a narrower, parallel-sided, ventrally
grooved dorsal trough-like portion which is of considerable length.
The anterior gonapophyses are ungulate pieces with a rounded swelling
at the posterior extremity; the integument of the sides of the ultimate
segment form a hood over the ovipore.

The examples described ore a male from Tesio (duly, 1901) in the
Tring Collection at the British Museum, and a femnle from Yokohama
(Dr. II. Loomis). The type, from Southern Japan, has not been
examined; the specimens under examination agree very well with the
figure by Matsuimira.

Endoclita aikasama sp. nov.

Plate xvii, fig. 2 and text fig. 7

Male. Antennae (wanting in only available specimen). Eves
large and dilated bnt in lateral view not concealing whole of head.
Head, thorax, legs and abdomen generally dark chocolate-brown, some
lighter hair on the metathorax, posterior legs only slightly reduced, a
large plume of specialized ochreous-yellow hairs on tibia,' Forewines
with costs .sinuate, very slightly dilated at So,, apex falcate, teriuen and
inner margin in one continuous curve; mi vein only shortly before
fork of M, and M, and extending tfl fork of M, and^M,; wing colour
chocolate-brown with slightly curved transverse darker lines between
the veins, some incorporating tiny flecks of cream, margined with
Mack; a group of three creamy-white spots at basal M fork and another
group around the junction of rm vein and M,; a. somewhat more con
spicuous brown patch where Cu, vein becomes obsolescent ; in addition a
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larger pattern of more shiny scales showing a purplish sheen in certain

lights, and forming transverse bands along inner margin and across
outer third of wing; also forming patches along costa. Tlindwing with

COEta sinuate, t«
irmen and inner margin angulate ; tip of wing brown with

wing pattern of forewing; rest of wing dark gray with a strong purplish

flush when viewed from many directions: basal fourth of wing clothed

in dense fawn hairs. Wings beneath dull brown, with traces of wing
pattern evident only along costa. Wing lengt h (38 mm., expanse 144 mm.

Lor. Java: Yulkan Gede, 1894 (collected by Prilwitz, from Staud-
inger Coll., No. 759, in Museum f. Naturk., Berlin). Examples similar

to this type specimen were in the Tring Museum, in 1936, as r/tf/er

Efecke, which they are not, When compared directly with the type of

8

1'ig. 7-9. 1. Endoclita ailcasama Tindale, Vulkaii Gede, male genitalia,

wntral aBpect. 8. Endoclita serwtnw (Swinlioe), Java, male genitalia,

ventral aspect. 9. Type, a female, Malang, freehand sketch of genitalia,

ventral aspect.

pfitzuen which is a form of E. nit/i >>-, the type of E. aikasama proved
to he much larger and with different marking. At the time 1 formed
i\\<-. opinion that it might be only a giant form of E> niger, and con-

specific, but closer examination and comparison with the example of E.
nirjer described elsewhere in this papei* has convinced me that they
represent two species, not even closely related.
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This is by far the most robust of the Indonesian species of the

genus and the female, when taken, should be rather large. The rich

brown colour, the falcate wings and the striking masses of golden

yellow coloured plumes on the tibiae of the posterior legs are highly

characteristic.

The genitalia have the hind margin of the 8th sternite broadly

excavate and sinuate with a slight median notch (fig. 7). The tegumen,

in ventral view, shows a slightly serrated margin which is reflexed

outwards so that in lateral view the outline of the tegumen is smooth
and apparently unarmed. It thus contrasts with E. niger in which the

margin is not reflexed and consequently in lateral view the margin
appears finely serrate.

Eradoclita sericcus (Swinhoe)

Plate xvii, fig. 3 and text fig. 8-9

Phassus sericeus Swinhoe 1901 Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) vii, p. 469.

Male. Antennae threadlike, short, of twenty-two segments, bright

ochreous brown. Head with eyes large, from the side concealing most

of head except the frons, metallic gold in colour; head, thorax and legs

dark brown ; abdomen, and particularly the long hair at base at abdo-

men, much paler, posterior legs normal, a very large tibial plume,

bright ochreous yellow. Porewings with costa somewhat sinuate, only

a trace of an expansion at Sci, apex falcate, termen and inner margin
well rounded ; wing colour dark chocolate-brown with obscurely defined

paler fawn streaks and bands, particularly an irregular one from near

costa at four-fifths to inner margin at two-thirds and traces of another

parallel to termen ; a semicircular pale fawn patch in cell at basal M
fork, two black rimmed silvery-white spots with traces of a third, and
a cluster of tiny similar spots at junction of rm vein and M 3 . Hind-

wings with costa slightly sinuate, termen well rounded, vannal area with
PCu reduced. IV and 2V present ; wing colour grayish-fawn. Wings
beneath with a series of brown spots along costa, elsewhere grayish-

brown, in certain lights with a pale but strong bronzy lustre. Wing
length 30 mm., expanse 66 mm.

Female. Similar to male
;
posterior legs not plumed. Wing length

30 mm., expanse 66 mm.
Loc. Java: Malang (Type, a female, 66 mm. in expanse, not

a male as described, No. 1901-178 in British Museum); Soekaboemi;
Nongkodjadjar (4,000ft, Dec, 1930, A. M. K. Wagner); Java 1891

Fruhstorfer Coll. (allotype male in United States National Museum, ex

Brooklyn Museum).
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The male from the United Slates National Museum Collection

described above may be regarded as the allotype, since the type is a
female.

The. male genitalia (hg, 8) have the 8th sternite wider than long,

with the posterior margin waved. The tegumen has the ventral margin
smooth ; in ventral view it is sinuate, with the two halves diverging to

the rear.

Fig. !) gives a freehand sketch of so ranch of the female genitalia

as may be seen on the type. The 8th sternite lias a wide upper portion

broadly rounded posteriorly and a broad ventral portion, also well

rouuded. The anterior gonapophyses are suboval in outline.

Although B. jantriisis was taken at Nongkodjadjar in the same
monlli as this speeies, it seems to be quite distinct.

This species seems to fall closest to E. f/melina of Burma in the

form of the genitalia, although the resemblances may be in part acci-

dental; in wing form, notably the absence of a costal expansion on the

fmvwing, it is distinct: from E, gm^lina and falls cldSer to E. damor
from which it can be readily distinguished by the form of the fi\ I

slrrnite of the male, which is not deeply notched as in that speeies.

Endoclita aurifer sp. no v.

Plate xviii, tig. 1 and text tig. 10

Male. Antennae very short. threadlike., ochreous; eyes large,

brown, thorax brown, darker on the sides, abdomen pale brown,
posterior legs with a moderately large tibial plume of golden yellow

hairs. Forewings relatively broad, falcate at tip and with costa moder-
ately dilated about 8d ; wung colour dull purplish-brown, markings in

the form of linked circular ochreous patches forming Spots between the

voius, Bfttifa spot contains several tiny oehirous-white-ecntred brown
spots; the ochreous markings are most concentrated in a triangular

patch enclosed between the area bounded by costa, from near base to

just beyond Se,, a line from there to near fork of M 4 and Ou t a, and a

line along vein On, to near base; another large ochreous patch at apex

and several series of spots running parallel to termen ; silvery-wrhite

spots much larger than the white ones on rest of wing occur just before

middle of wing and again at end of cell; there are traces of several

very dark: orange spots along Cu 2 . Ilindwings subfalcate, termen
angled, dull purplish-brown, ochreous at tip. Wing length 37 mm.,
expanse 78 mm.
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fjoc. Java: type a male, unique, in British Museum (ex Tring).

This male is a very striking one. Its relationships nre probably
with the next species, E. hronui with which it shares an almost identical

basic wing pattern, although the wings are somewhat longer in propor-

tion and the colours are unlike.

The male genitalia BO tar as they may be ^vvn from below without

dissection (fig. 10) have a tegumen which has on its margin no arma
ture of spines, the tegumen is drawn out anteriorly into a depressed
projection which passes inside the posterior margin of the 8th sternite;

the posterior part of the tegumen is laterally expanded.

In the form of its genitalia this speries, like E. sericeus, shows
relationship with E, gmclina of Burma, but the 8th sternite is quite

10

Fi.i;. 10-31!. 10. Eitfioi'lita aurifcr Timljilr, Ju\n, male tfeuitalbj, ventral

agpOCt. I I 12. JSndooUta ftroma Tindale. 11. Male, Dj.-inber, grnitalin,

v<'rit.r:0 fispret 13, lYniuk 1

, M^t . Ainljasmurji., genitalia, ventral aspect.

different, having merely a slightly concave posterior margin instead of

a highly complex outline as in that species.

This species may be close to E. javaensis, an East Javanese species

taken at 4,000ft. at Nongkodjadjar in Tengger, but appears to be dis-

tinct by reason of the more widely separated posterior portions of the

tegumen. The sinuate line of the keel of the tegumen, when viewed
from the ventral side, also contrasts with the relatively straight margin
figured by Viette for that species.
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Endoclha broma sp. nov.

lUate xviii, fig. $4 and text fig. 043

Male. Antennae lacking in available specimen; eyes moderately

dilated, head and thorax dull brown, abdomen pale grayish lawn darker

at tip; posterior legs slightly reduced, with deep otaage tibial phime.

Forewings relatively broad, falcate at tip, only slightly dilated on

costa at vSc lf colour grayish-fawn with rich chocolate-brown markings,

generally in the form of linked circular discs, in basal half of wing

uniting to form a triangular patch, also two broad bauds running

parallel to termen in distal half of wing; the fawn areas and chocolate-

brown spots are marked with numerous fine dark lines running between

the veins. There are fcWO small silvery-white spots, margined with

black, below middle of cell and a group of much smaller mies UC&t

apex of cell. Hindwings grayish-fawn with costa near tip bearing

three brown patches. Forewing length 35 mm., expanse 76 mm.

Female. Eyes moderately dihited, ochreous-hrown. Head, thorax

and abdomen dull brown; wings as in male, background colour pah*

fawn; circular markings as in male, but dark brown, with contained

spots represented only by linear black marks; silvery white spots

present in cell, as in male, but smaller and bhiek-odged ; traces of four

darker marks below Cu,. Mindwing dull grayish-brown with traces of

a subterminal series of darker circular marks appearing like
i% water-

IDttrk&t" Wing length 08 mm., expanse SO mm.

IjOc, Java: Djember, Besoeki Residency 1.300- 2,r)00 feet, JVlolhu-

gei\ 1802 (type, a male in British Mi scum, ex Tring) ; Mt. Andjasmara,

Malang district, November and December 1828, (J. < hevdijkink (allo-

type female in Joicey (
1

oll. 1920-75, 6t British Museum). The sexes are

associated with some confidence.

The wing pattern of this species, from Eastern Java, is similar to

BL ihur'ifer, with which it shows relationship. If is possible that it is

the dark extreme form of that species but in view of some seeming
differences in the genitalia, so far as they may be compared, I pre!', r

to regard it as a separate species.

In the only male available for study the genitalia are deeply

retracted, the tegumen so far as it appears is unarmed, the two sides

being placed widely apart; the 8th sternite is evenly concave on its

posterior margin. When compared with E. avri/er the terminal seg-

ment of the body is very differently formed in this species (fig. 11).
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In file female genitalia the 7 th sternite lias the. posterior margin
entire anc) transverse, the anterior gonnpophyses are flat plates,

rounded at the lips, but coming to a blunt point near the middle of the
inner margin. The Stb sternite has its posterior margin triangular with
a rounded point (fig. 12).

The female genitalia show resemblances with those of E. amclina
but the anterior gonapophyses are much broader and the shape of the

7th Bt©rnite shows little resemblance to its form in that species.

Endodita salvazi sp. nov.

Plate xviii, fig. 4 and text fig. 13

Male. Antennae short, threadlike, with about 2!) segments, with
incipient traces o£ pectination and a few fine hairs, eyes dilated; head,

thorax except sides, which are brownish-black, and abdomen and legs
brownish-lawn, posterior legs will) a conspicuous plume of golden
yellow hairs. Forewings with costa straight and a very conspicuous
dilation at Sc x ; wing tips falcnto, formen rounded, slightly concave at

inner angle, colour pale grayish -fawn with markings slightly more
brown ; a series of generally paired small black spots along costa, a
larger one near inner margin and (wo series of black-bordered silverv-

I

white spots at middle and art end pf cell, also a scattered group of small
ones in apical fourth frf wing, the intensified brown colour of cell out-

lines a, triangular patch of gniyish-fawn near the middle of the wimr.
ITindwing with costal margin sinuous and deeply concave at about
three-fifths its length, apex slightly falcate, termen dilated in nntcrmr
half, sliglitly concave at hind angle ; markings at wing tip as in forcwing,
rest of wing grayish-fawn with faintest traces of a purplish sheen from
some angles of view. Wing length 43 mm., expanse 92 mm.

Lor. Laos: Thado, 6 June, 1915, "h\ Vitalis d<J Salva r
/.a (type a

male, unique, in Cornell University Collection, lot 841).

This species appears to be related to E. paruju and E. fosn. parti

cularly in the form of the wings, and in the placing of the conspicuous
black spot on the forewing l>n 1 tin* &t*KOTg dilation of the costa and the

far larger eyes, which from the sldfl conceal most of the hoad save the
palpi and the l*rons

v are very evidently different. The m?-de <_nnitalia

(\\^,. IK) in ventral view show what appears to be the 8th sternite as
wider than lonsc with q sinuously margined posterior lip. The teu'umen
has a straight ventral kef] and the keels of the two sides diverge
markedly toward the posterior extremity of the body.
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14 15

L''i£. 13-15. 13. Enrtoclila mhmzi Tiadale, Thado, male genitalia, ventral

arjHM't. 14-15. Rmludi hi. aroura Tindalo. 14. M;\l»', Li-lmng S:ind;»i, gfm'x-

t.'iliri, ventral aspect, if). Female, Lebpng Sandai, genitalia, ventral aspect.

In the key the male genitalia of this species fall into a section

entirely different from E. tosa and E, paraja. The former is distinctive

because of the parallel arrangement of the teguniinal margins and the

conspicuous spines along the margins. E. paraja differs in the much
larger tegumina meeting firmly in the midline instead of diverging, and

is distinctive in the form of the posterior margin of the 8th slornite.

Endoclila aroura sp. nov.

Plate xix, fig. 1-2 and text fig. 14-15

Male. Antennae very short, threadlike, composed of about 22

subspherical seivnumls; eyes moderate; head and thorax densely rough-

haired, dark brown, ahdomen and legs greyish-fawn ; a plume of yellow

hairs on posterior tibia. Forewing with costa straight, slightly con-

cave beyond Sc,
7
apex round-pointed, termen well rounded, wing colour

fawn will) a faint purplish iridescence, markings in the form of tiny

brown streaks, each tending to surround a patcli composed of a few
yellow scales; a large patcli of yellow scales at end of cell Ilindwings

with costa ( oneave, apex blunt-pointed, wings broad, grayish-fawn with

a dull purplish iridescence, except near apex, which has the pattern

of the forewing. Wing length 25 mm., expanse 58 mm.

Female. Much larger than male, form of wings and markings
similar, hiudwings with purplish iridescence even less evident. Wing
length 50 mm., expanse 105 mm.
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liOCu Sumatra: Lcbong Snndai, Benkoclen (male type and allotype

female, Joicey Collection in British Museum 1929-122) ; another female,
same details, but expanding 92 mm.

Lebong Sandai is in the south-west of the island of Sumatra. The
circumstances of the taking Of the specimens have not been recorded.

This species is reminiscent of Indian species such as E. rW&tiCQ

and its allies. The absence of costal dilation on the forowing, and the

wing form itself strengthens Qje resemblance, hut the male genitalia

are Of different form and it is clear flint they arc at hest hut. distantly
related species,

The male genitalia dig*. 14) have an Sth stcrnite much wider than
long. The teguraen is armed with irregular teeth set in a doable row
at the anterior end; viewed from the ventral aspect the keels of the
teguruina diverge widely towards the posterior extremity.

The female genitalia (tig. 15) so far ns they may he seen without;

dissection in the allotype example, show the 7th sternite with a con-
vex posterior margin coming to a blunt point in the midline. The
anterior goriapopliN scs are fctfoafl digit like plated, largely covering the

heavily eliitinizcd 8th sternite, whose posterior extremity appears ns
a rounded eminence, deeply incised on its ventral side.

Two dried ("j:-x*, presumably ol' the species, were found adhering
to the hairs of Ihe tip Of the abdomen of the female. They suggest that,

when newly laid, the v^,< were smooth shelled and almost spherical,

with a diameter of 0.7 mm.

Endoclita raapi sp. nov.

Plate xix, fig. 3 and text fig; IB

Male. Antennae Simple, threadlike, eyes dilated; head, thorax and
abdomen dark grayish-brown, posterior legs with a moderate sized
ochreous tibial plume. Forewings with region of 8c, not noticeably
dilated, but the margin excavated beyond; wing tips feebly falcate,

chocolate-brown with traces Of dark purplish -'brown markings and
patches, particularly a semicireular patch lying behind B vein at about
middle of cell, below which are two brown margined angular silvery-

white spots; at the end of the cell there 18 another group of three small
silvery~whibj spots; in the terminal half of wing there are numerous
obscure markings between the veins, a few of these take the form of
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small light-centred brown spots ; near the apex other of these markings

are tinged with ochreous brown. Hindwings grayish-brown, a few

traces of ochreous brown and darker brown mottlings at the wing tip.

Wing length 35 mm., expanse 74 mm.

Log. Nias (Raap) type, a male, in British Museum (ex Tring)

and male paratype in South Australian Museum.

This species is rather inconspicuous. It shows no signs of irides-

cence even when the wings are moved in a bright light. The bright

chocolate colour of the forewings with the obscure traces of ochreous

rings each of which is dark margined and centred, are reminiscent of

E. aurifer from Java, but in that species the tegumen of the male is

not armed with spines along its anterolateral margin.

16 17 18

Fig. 16-18. 16. Endoclita raapi Tindale, Nias, male genitalia, ventral

aspect. 17. Endoclita tosa Tindale, Tengger, male genitalia, ventral aspect.

18. Endoclita aurata (Hampson), Laos, female genitalia, ventral aspect.

The male genitalia of the figured specimen appear to have suffered

injury to part of the tegumen of the right side. For critical detail

chief reliance should be placed therefore on the tegumen of the left side

(shown on right side of fig. 16). This shows a series of spines on

the antero-lateral portion; what appear to be the harpes are small,

inconspicuous swellings barely projecting beyond the posterior mar-
ginal limits of the 8th sternite.
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Endoclita tosa sp. nov.

Plate xix, fig. 4 and text fig. 17

Male. Antennae simple, threadlike, very short, ochreous coloured
and composed of about 22 segments. Head wide with prominent eyes,
in lateral view almost concealing outline of head. Head, thorax above,
abdomen and legs grayish-fawn, becoming more gray on abdomen;
posterior legs reduced and with a yellow tibial plume. Forewing with
costa straight, a slight dilation at Sc1? termen and inner margin well
rounded in a single curve ; apex pointed, slightly falcate ; termen well
rounded; wing colour pale grayish-fawn with dull brown markings and
suffusions, notable a broad V-shaped area in middle of wing and a
broad band composed of obscurely circular discs of brown each with a
few yellow scales at their centre ; this area extends along termen from
apex to inner margin at three-fourths; two series of black-bordered
white spots, one near notch of V-shaped brown patch and the other at

r-m vein, a notable black spot inwards from two-fifths inner margin.
Hindwings with costa rather straight, apex blunt-pointed, termen
dilated and hind angle slightly excavated ; traces of forewing pattern at
tip of wing, rest dull gray, smooth-scaled, and showing a dull purplish
iridescence in some angles of light. Wing length 37 mm., expanse
80 mm.

Loc. Java: Singolangoe, Tengger (5,000ft., April 1934, F. P. A.
Kalis. Type a male, unique in British Museum, ex Tring).

This species is close to E. paraja which is believed to be a Bornean
species, but it differs in the less intense purplish flush of the hindwings,
in the different shape of the 8th sternite, and in the tegumen, which
has, in ventral view, a series of lateral spines on its margin, instead of
being unarmed when viewed from this aspect.

The male genitalia (fig. 17) have the 8th sternite wider than long,
with the posterior margin somewhat excavated in the midline. The
tegumen is strongly chitinized and the ventral keel rolled slightly out-
ward and armed with a series of teeth. The harpes are long, and so
far as may be seen without dissection, are digitiform and clothed with
laterally directed hairs.*

Endoclita aurata (Hampson)

Plate xx, fig. 1 and text fig. 18

Phassus auratus Hampson, 1892, Fauna Brit. Ind. Moths, i, p. 321
(male).
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Endoclita aurata Tindale, 1941, Rec. S. Austr. Mus., 7, p. 37, pi. 7,

f. 69 (male).

Female. Antennae filamentous, of about 20 segments, dark brown
with paler annular rings. Eyes large, in lateral view concealing most
of head, brilliantly reddish-gold in colour; head, thorax and legs

yellowish-fawn, abdomen grayish-fawn, posterior legs slightly reduced

;

no tibial plume. Forewings with costa straight, apex, termen, and
inner margin well rounded. Wing colour pale brown with paler fawn
transverse bands obscurely margined with darker brown; a patch of

scales just below apex and an area along costa from near base to two-

thirds with golden yellow scales which show a brilliantly golden and
metallic gloss from certain angles. Hindwings with costa sinuate,

apex well rounded, termen and inner margin angled, colour pale

grayish-fawn, showing a pale bronzy lustre from some angles. Wings
beneath pale grayish-fawn without markings. Wing length 25 mm.,
expanse 53 mm.

Loc. Laos: Thadua. 8 Oct., 1915, R. Vitalis de Salvaza (allotype

female, in Cornell University, lot 841, sub. 266). Burma: Bernardmyo,
5,500-7,000ft. (type, a male, in British Museum).

The male was reclescribed in my 1941 paper. The female which is

now confidently associated with it, extends the range of the species from
Burma to Laos.

The female genitalia (fig. 18) have the 7th sternite almost as long

as wide, with the posterior margin convex in the midline and showing
slight lateral concavities; the 8th sternite is large, wide at the anterior

end and evenly rounded posteriorly with a raised rim when seen in

ventral view; the anterior gonapophyses are slender and spine-like,

ending in a sharp point.

This species shows some relationship with E. sericeus of Java,
and is superficially like Nevina oboe but is readily differentiated from
the latter by the typical Endoclita venation.

Endoclita niger (van Eecke)

Plate xx, fig. 2 and text fig. 19-21

Phassus niger van Eecke, 1915, Zool. Med. Leiden, i, p. 248.

Pliassus pfiizneri Gaede 1933, Seitz Macrolepidoptera, 10, p. 843,

pi. 100a.
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Male. Antennae threadlike short, oehreous. Head with eyes

moderate; head, thorax, abdomen and legs pale fawn; posterior fcgga

somewhat reduced, a specialized plume of hairs present but concealed

in a fold of the metal horax. l^orewiniijs with eostn sinuate; a moderate
eost;il expansion at Se,

; WlUg tip strongly falcate; im vein from olose

to fork of M, and Mg ;
ground colour several shades of pale brown

arranged in Circular pfttChCs between the veins with a tendency tot

ring to have a small ochreous-whitc spot outlined with fuseousj more
conspicuous ereamy white spots at basal M fort and at junction of

rm vein with M, ; a slight infnscalion runs along vein Ra nearly to

tennen, Tlindwinus with im vein directly from I'ork of M, and iYL, only

one sannal vein (IV) to margin, POu obsolete except at base, wing

texture subhyaliiir, colour gray except at tip where the Eorewing pat-

tern is present? Hie fjray parts 0( the \viii£ are perhaps brilliantly

iridescent in life but only traces of a pnirpli&ta sheen remain in the

specimen described. TVin^- length 89 mm., expanse 83 mm.

Lad. Java: Vnlknn Qedfi (Prilwifz, 1S94).

The type ol* E, yrifjrr has not been examined, but there seem-; tit lie

doubt about tlte synonymy given above.

From the expanse given (140 mm,) it is possible that the type is

a female, not a male, as deseribed. A female of close to Ihe given

dimension, from Western Sumatra (ex Fruhstorfer Collection), is in

the Trinu; Collection.

E. aikaswna also from VulUm Gtede, and deseribed in this paper
was originally associated with this species. Howeveu it is nroeh

tacger (146 mm. expanse), and is jioi Hit' same species. The two

differ in colour find in the form of the genitalia.

The type of A'. pp'harn. from Western Java in the Berlin Mn ' "m
has hem examined. If is larger than the male example described
above (expanding 121 mm.), but otherwise it agrees Very well with

it. It also agrees With the figure published in Seitz Maei'olepidoptern

10 (plate 100a) save thai its wine- tips are little more Inhale (ban shown
tbere and, as in the described specimen, there are many line yellow

marks forming elone/al<> oeellafe irnlivs to each disc-like marking on

the Screwing, The hindwine;' is more a dull pnrpllsh-<4ray than the

colour indicated in the figure. The antennae are shown as I'm* too Ioicj:

in the Seit/. figure.

Fig> 20-21 show two views of as much of the male genitalia of

v| .•e example oJ Hztwry as may be laeen without dissection. The
te^tmien in later:;.! \ iew (fig, 21) is evenly arched posteriorly, the
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Fit:. l'*--l. fc k'nd'Hlita nifjcr (van Eccke), Vulkan Gede, male genitalia,

ventral aj$e<& -0--Jl. Tv^e male of E. pfUmeH, free hand p&etcfiefi of

male genitalia, ventral and lateral aspects,

margin lias a slightly serrated appearance from spines which project

laterally from (he outwardly turned over lip of the tegnmen, as may
be Been in ventral view (fig. 20). The third figure (% 19) IB a ventral

view of the genitalia of the male example from Vulkan Gede described

above. Tins shows more of the anterior portion of the tegimicn than

is evident in the type of E. 0tmef% The contour of the tegnmen

from below is a trifle more annulate than in that example.

Endoclita creniKnibata (Le Cerf)

Plate xx, fig. 3 and text Bg. 22-23

Il/tpophassus rreinUwhala Le Cerf 1919, Bull. Mns. Nat. DTlist. Nat.

Paris, 25, p. 471.

Male. Antennae (wanting in example studied), head with eyes

relatively small; head, thorax and legs pale fawn in colour with a

Harrow black line on side of thorax; posterior legs slightly reduced,

with a very large tibial plume of ochreons-faw u hairs, abdomen gray,

slightly paler near base. Forewings with eosta strongly expanded

at Sc,', apex with trace of faleation, poster* '-lateral angle of wing

with crenulatcd indentations between the veins; im vein nearer to

fork of M, and M 2 than in the genotype and touching M, after fork

of M :
and M,; wing colour pale ochreons fawn tending to a grayish-

fawn on terminal third; indistinct traces of black lines enclosing

gray patches of Scales along costa. and notably in apical third of wing.

Hindwings with im vein as in forewing, vannal region with two Well
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developed veins after Cu 2 ; these are probably IV and 2V, with vestiges
of a PCu at base, between Cu2 and IV ; wing colour dark gray without
any marked metallic sheen even when viewed from many different
directions. Wing length 43 mm., expanse 93 mm.

Loo. China: Yao Gi, 4,000-5,000ft (male in United States National
Museum); Pin-Fa, Kwaichau, R. P. Cavalerie, 1918 (type, probably
a female, not a male, in Paris Museum).

The specimen described as the male is in the collection of the
United States National Museum and has been kindly loaned to me for
study, along with the other material not yet described.

This species is unmistakeable because of the crenulated margin
of the forewings in the region of the anal angle, and the dilation of the
costa at Sc1? which in this species probably attains almost a maximum.

In the original description the type example was said to be a
male but later on in the paper is indicated to be a female; since the
posterior legs are indicated to be ochreous gray and no mention is

made of the very large plume of ochreous hairs it is probable that it is

a female.

The male genitalia (fig. 22-23), so far as visible without dissection,
show the 8th sternite broadly excavated on its posterior margin. The
tegumen has a strong ventral keel, finely serrated on its margin, the
two sides diverge strongly towards the posterior extremity.

22
23

Fig. 22-24. 22-23. Endoclita crenilimbata (Le Cerf), Yao Gi, male genitalia,
ventral and lateral aspects. 24. Endoclita topeza Tindale, Kiang Kong,

female genitalia, ventral aspect.
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In the form of its genitalia this species seeins to fall hlto the

same section of the geirts as /?. e#flresC0tt£ from which it differs

greatly in the decree of expansion of the costa of forewing as well

as in wing pattern.

Endoclita nnmtc (Le Cerf)

&jfpQ$km&to$ amine Le Cerf, 1933, Ball. 8oe. ent, France, MS, p. 131.

Laet South China: vicinity of Tatsienlu, 1910. Type described

as a male, expanse 96 nun. (rr col led ion of Charles Oberthur K0

collection of It. Biederrnann ). This species has not heen examined.

From the description it would secern to fall near E. rr( j inir,t\hata

since the inner margin of the forewing has three crenulntions between

M
:

. and IV. No costal dilation of tho forewing is mentioned and the

hindlegs are not indicated as armed with a tuft. On the other hand

there is mention of some erenulation on the margin of the hindwing

and the presence of silver spots on the forewings. The EBJWlSG °tf "ie

WingS is given as 96 mm. If the bGX determination is correct this must

be a very distinct species; if however it should prove to he a female

if is just possible it could be the same species as 77. crenrtunbafd.

Endoclita topcza sp. nov.

Plate xx, fig. 4 and text tig. 24

Female. Antennae (wanting in available specimen). Head with

eyes moderately large, but in lateral view not concealing whole of

head; head, thorax, abdomen and legs dull ochreous fawn. Forewings

with f'osta straight, traces only of a costal dilation at Se,, apex well

rounded, termen rather straight, inner margin well rounded, wing

colour fawn with grayish-fawn suffusions ami pale brown markings

between the veins enclosing paired oval areas of ground colour; live

black spots on costa, each with a diffused fawn -coloured centre, and

three groups of black-bordered creamy-white spots, small ones near

apex, a gTCOp of two or three with one larger spot at r-m vein and

two smaller spots in cell at about one-third its length, Jlindwings

with costa concave in middle, apex well rounded, termeti straight and

hind margin well rounded, small traces of the forewing pattern at

apex, rest of wing ochreous fawn, somewhat brighter than forewm-.

Wing length 51 mm., expanse 109 mm,
hoc. Laos: Kiang Kong (Xiang Khong) 14 April, 1920, R.

Vitabs de Salvnza (type, a female) unique, in Cornell University

Collection, lot 841, sub. 267).
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Tins specimen stood in the Corttefl University collection under
the aame Phassxs rigmf&r but it is not that specie*. I am indebted
to Dft W. T. M. Forbes Tor the opportunity of studying it Thtotigh
his kindness T have held if for some years, Its closest relationship is

With E\ chahfJualu. both Ln wing markings and in the form of the
female genitalia. The last named organs difiVr in the more robust
Character of the fable leg-shaped 8th sternite, which contrasts with
the more truly spalulafc form met With in E. rhaJvljrafa. It may be
regarded as the eastern representative of a small species group
embracing E. rJuihihcola and the present form.

The female genitalia have the 7th sternite about as long as wide,
its posterior margin broadly concave ; the 8th sternite is narrow at tin*

anterior extremity and even narrower towards the middle of its length
before it swells into a large spade dike portion with strongly dilated
sides. The anterior gonapophyses are somewhat irregularly shaped
plates and the posterior gonapophyses are well ehitinr/ed members;
a narrowr disedike portion near the midline is separated by a deep
constriction; the integument of the sternite forms an incomplete hood
over flie ovipore.

EiuJoclita davidi (Poujade)

IMafe xxi, fig. land text tig. 2o 26

Repi&Utd flav'uli l

Joiij;elo £666, Bull. Soc. Ettt. France, 6 (vi) p. xcii

(male and female).

TJupophassus ewcrescem Vietto, 1!)48, Musce Hondo, xii (S) p. 84 (vr r

Butler).

Female. Antennae (wanting in example described), eyes normal,
moderate; head* thorax, apical half erf abdomen above, ami underside,
also le<>;s, bright or.mev-hrown ; basal half of ahdomen nhovc, ihw};
brownish-fawn; posterior legs small, without notable tibial plunie
F<>rowiir,.' with cost a straight save tor a rounded eminence at Sc,,

termen gently rounded in a Curve continuous with inner margin; im
from just before fork of M, and M, and touching fork of M, and M,;
wing colour orange brown with traces of darker oranged>rown spots

along costa and in a triangular patch in middle third of wing, traces
of ochrcous-yellow marks outlining some brown spots, also two areas
flushed with yellow, one in cell and the other along inner margin below
<Xi. > there is another yellowish band, broken info rectangular patches,
running slightly obliquely to the termen; mternally from this is a

row of raised brown spots, some margined with darker cM-ln-emis-brown.
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Ilindwings with COsta straight, termen evenly rounded, anal area with

veins Cu., IV and 2V to margin, Pea represented only near base;

wing colour dark gray, the scales being long and hair like except along

the termen, where they are orange-brown, and near apex, where the

colour and markings are like those of forewing. Wing length 48 mm.,
expanse 103 mm.

Lu<\ Tibet: Monpin (type a male, and allotype female in Mas.

Soc. Fnt. de France ; not examined). Chinas Chia &OCI Ho (two males,

QTie female, in British Museum). Formosa: Suishako, 1907; Oryusan,

Ipinchikn fiijSOOffc, A. 03, Wileman, 24 Nov., 1908.

The female example from Snishnko, described above and figured,

resembles very closely ones from Ohia Kon Ilo standing in the British

Museum under this name. Some doubts may remain as to the proba

bility that specimens from Formosa and ones from Monpin lire liiiT

to belong tO the one species, bat the descriptions lit very well. The
ochrenns fnrewings and dark hairy-sealed hindwings with oehreous

margins nre highly distinctive. T do not follow Viette in regarding

this species as synonymous with E. excrescent.

Pfitzner, in Seitz Maerolepidoptera, ii, p. 4,14, regarded tbc species

as a form of Bepiatm webttfostta A'pheraky but the three mhles and
the female example standing in the British Museum are certainly

members of t lie genus Hvdncliia and possess a distinct costal (expansion

at Se, of fnrewing so that they cannot fall in the genns Hcfyialus. The
mnle genitalia show relationship with those of E. crenilirnhtfJa from

which the species differs markedly 1.1 wing form. Fig, 33 is based on

a sketch of the teglitncfl of one of the British Museum male examples

of E, tlacidi from Chia Kon Ho, as viewed from the side. It shows a

long, gently arcuate and finely serrated margin to the tegnmen, in

contrast with the shorter, slightly excavate margin fonnd in the

related /</. cretiiliuilnihi (fig, 2'A).

f

ri.e dim Kon Ilo examples were taken by A. E, Pratt at 1,700ft,

in July, 1889, The female closelv resembles the one described above
from Formosa; its abdomen had been detached and remounted ventral

side uppermost, but is unlikely to be incorrect ly associated. An example
from Canton, China in the United States National Mnsenm has the

costal expansion very conspicuously developed ?md another from Sllifu

in the same collection shows an even more extreme development of

tliis feature. Since these specimens were not critically studied it is

possible they do not represent the one species.
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The genitalia of the Formosan female (fig. 2(5) sliow the 7th

segment semicircularly excavate on posterior margin; the ventral

portion of the 8th sternite is produced posteriorly into a long digiti-

form process, this is narrower than the dorsal portion of the same
segment, which, from a wide root extends backwards to a similar pro-

cess, whose ventral surface shows indications of grooving. The anterior

25 26 27

Fig. 2.1-27. 25-2(3. Endnclita da nidi (Poujucle). 25. Freehand sketch of

genitalia of male from Cbia Kou Ho, in British Museum, lateral aspect.

20. Female, Huishnko, genitalia, ventral aspect. 27. Endoclita kostmponis
(Strand), Kokki, female genitalia, ventral aspect.

gonapophyses are large oval plates with the inner margins slightly

crennlated. In the example under examination there is a newly laid

egg in the channel formed by the folding over of the terminal segment.

This ogg is 0.55 mm. in diameter, spherical with a small micropyle at

the end directed anteriorly; it is cream coloured.

Endoclita kosempoms (Strand)

Plate xxi, fig. 2-3 and text fig. 27

Phassus signifer var koxemponis Strand 19 , Arch. Naturg. 81, Abt.

A. 12, p. 150.
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Female, Antcimae short, threadlike; eyes moderate, in lateral

view not concealing outline of head; bead, thorax, abdomen and tegs

grayish-fawn. Forewings with eosta straight, apex not acute, termen
rounded; WJfJg colour light grayish-fawn with dark grayish-brown
markings, principally a large triangular patch in centre of forewing
etobraeiHg a black bordered creamy-while spot near end of eell; a
series of grayish-brown spots along eosta and delicate semi Innate

light fawn areas, margined by grayish-brown, principally along inner

marginal and terminal portions of wing. ITindwings with eosta eon-

cave, apex well rounded, termen rounded, a slight concavity at hinder
nude, pale grayish-fawn without markings save for traces of two
darker spots along eosta near apex. Wing length 44 mm., expanse
94 nan,

Lnc, Formosa: Kosempo (If. Snnter l!)ll, type, a male and allo-

type female, same details but captured June 1907, iti Deutsche* Entoni.

Mas., Dahlem): Rokki (L, OressiHj 13 May 198*, a female, described

above, in Cornell University Collection, and another, same details,

but taken 17 Ma> 19SA
9
in South Australian Museum.

1 am indebted to the authorities of the Deutsches Entorn. Museum,
at Dableni for the photographs of Die type and allotype reproduced in

this paper. I examined the examples briefly in 193B hut failed to note

the dimensions and Strand's original description is not available to me.

The female described is in the Cornell University collection

ThrOtlgh the courtesy of Dr. W. T. M. Forbes I was able to compare
it directly with the type female in Berlin.

The male is similar to the female described above, grayish-brown
in colour; in neither sex are there any indications of a costal swelling

on forewing. The head is slightly wider in the male than m the female

but in both the eyes are of normal size.

This species is abundantly distinct from E. sif/nifer of Assam with

which it has little in common. Its principal relationships are seem-
ingly with E. <I(/mor and E, chal/tbraia which possess the s:une basic

wing patterns and equally are without costal expansion on the fore-

wing.

The male genitalia could not be examined in detail during my
visit to Berlin, but inspection of the type showed that the hind margin
of the 8th sternite was widely and deeply notched in a sweeping curve
while the teguminal margins of the two sides, in ventral view, appeared
to diverge widely from the anterior end to the middle of their length

and then to converge again, leaving a subrectangular median space.
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Female genitalia (fig. 27) based on the example from Rokki, have

the 7()i sternite transverse, tlie eighth modified into a ventral heart

shaped median plate with a shallow central groove and a more dorsal,

posteriorly produced !lai projection narrowly grooved along- its mid-

line; the anterior younpophyses are large and plate-like with a spine.

or distal projection mi the postero-median extremity. There is a pair

Of Slender, distally hair-covered processes which may be tlie posterior

gonapophyses. In some details the female genitalia are reminiscent of

EndO&lha (Uintor but in thai species 1he anterior gonapophyses are

Irregular in shape, the postero-median projection of the stb sternite

is not grooved for its whole length, and what appear to be the posterior

gonapophyses are broad plates.

Endodita warawita sp. nov.

Plate xxb fig. 4 and text liy. 28

Female. Antennae wanliny in only example available, eyes moder-

ate, head, thorax, except a lateral brown line, and base of abdomen
above, pale creamy brown with scales of fine velvety texture, abdomen
somewhat darker (inueh abraded in tlie type example). Pore wings

short and wide, costa with a marked dilation at Sc M WlJlg tip strongly

falcate; im vein directly from fork of M, and M 2 ; winy colour warm
brown. Winy pattern of usual En4ocUf0 type; eight rich brown patches

on costa, each in part outlined with black and white lines; three groups
of .silvery-white spots one at junction of rm vein and M, and three-

fifths the distance between rm vein and M,, a second around fork of

AI, and M„ and the third between If, and M, at three lift lis the distance

between rm vein and winy margin; tlie pattern on the inner margin
and tlie transverse lighter bands arc marked with scattered silverv-

whif.e scahvs which give the winy a slightly glistening appearance.

Hindwinys strongly angled, slightly falcate at tips; veins with Pen and
IV both well developed, also basal traces of 2V; apex of winy narrowly

brown within a darker spot, fexture of rest of winy sub-hyaline, with

dusky-brown scales, stronyly opalescent, and violet or purplish-brown

when viewed fi'om ftlOst angles. Forewrhig lenyth 36 mm., expanse T6

mm.

hOQy North Borneo: Mt, Kina Hahi, 1/200 to 1,300 metres (Water-
stradt) 1894. Type, a female, unique, in Museum f. Naturk., Berlin,

marked as part of Stnudinger Collection, No. KT.'W.
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This species is readily distinguishable from P. ijercja which Occurs

in the same locality, because of the marked costal expansion of the fore-

wing. The origin of im vein on M, and M-. is also different, it is much
smaller than that species and has oehreous-brown wind's rather than

grayish-brown ones. In both species the hindwing shows a purple

sheen in certain lights, particularly marked in the present species,

being evident also on the underside of both wings. Although the only

28 29

Fig. 28 ;;o. 28. l&n&ocUto loawwita Tindale, Mt. Kinn BaTu, femaJe genitalia,

\vu1kiI aspect, 2ff. ISndocUta irUHam-i 'rindnlo, hw Banos, female genit&fi&j

Vi.'Ulriil 'I ).••. i. 30, Klidodita Uinnnt Timluli'. b&hOTig S;iu<!:ii, IViiinlc griil-

!;ili;«, viuilnd a&P6Ctj willi ©gfi u|»j»i>anng in oritk-o of ovipore.

available specimen is much worn there should be no difficulty in recog-

nising it again with the aid of the figure.

The female genitalia (Jig. 28) have the 7th sternite transverse and

with an rutin* bind margin much drawn backwards at the sides; the

8th sternite lias a digitiform median process and rolled lateral margin;
the anterior g<uiapophyses are rounded and plate-like; the posterior

gomipophyses have strongly chitinized and dilated terminal processes.

Endoclita will ia nisi sp. nov.

Plate xxii, fig, 1 and lexi fig. 29.

Female. Antennae (wanting in available specimen); eyes large,

in lateral view masking whole of head; head, thorax, abdomen and legs
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pale fawn, hind legs small, without specialized plume of hairs. Fore-
wing with costa straight, slightly falcate at tip, dull brown with
unobtrusive paler bands following general pattern characteristic of

the genus; some ill-defined black spots along costa, a group of three
small silvery-white spots around junction of rm vein and M 1? another
white spot at fork of M2 and M 3 ; traces of minute, generally paired,
ochreous spots outlined in dark brown, on apical third of wing. Hind-
wing with both Pcu and IV veins present; smoky-brown except very
narrowly at wing tip; an obscure opalescent blue sheen on wing in

certain lights. Wings beneath dull brown without well defined mark-
ings. Forewing length 44 mm., expanse 93 mm.

Loc. Philippine Islands: Los Banos, at light (F. X. Williams)
type a female, unique, in United States National Museum.

This species is named for Mr. F. X. Williams to whom I have been
indebted for many observations on Hepialidae. At first glance this

species might be thought to be the E. ijereja of Mt. Kina Bain, but the
eyes are much larger and there are significant differences in the sex
organs.

The female genitalia (fig. 29) show a seventh sternite with hind
margin entire and straight, with claw-like anterior gonapophyses. The
8th sternite has a large medial ventral elevation and internally a broad
plate with the lateral margins curled down. The semi-circular hind
margin of the median elevation is clothed in dense hairs on small
papillae. The terminal part of the abdomen is widely flanged.

In the form of the genitalia this species probably falls closest to

E. hosei of Sarawak, also described in this paper but differs in the
shape of the anterior gonapophyses and the form of the 8th sternite.

Endoclita taranu sp. nov.

Plate xxii, fig. 2 and text fig. 30

Female. Antennae short, threadlike, purplish-brown, of about 22
segments. Head with eyes large but not covering silhouette of head;
head, thorax above, abdomen and legs pale fawn, sides of thorax
brownish-black, posterior legs of normal size, without specialized plume
on tibia. Forewings long, slender, costa sinuous with a marked costal
expansion at Sc x ; apex strongly falcate, termen and inner margin
well rounded in a single curve ; colour grayish-brown with dull brown
suffusions, notably in the middle of the wing, and enclosing a triangular
patch of light gray scales in middle of cell; a pair of black-bordered
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silver spots at one-third length of coll and a group of three around
junction of rm vein with Mi ; faint traces of other spots along1 costa

and in a line of brownish suffusion extending from near apex to inner

margin at three-quarters; a white and black bordered brown spot

inward;-, from iimer margin at one-half, Hindwings with costal margin
slightly concave, tip of m&g mnrfcedly falcate, termen well rounded

with a slight concavity at hind angle, colour dull grayislrbrown with a

bright purple suffusion evident from some angles of view, tip of

wing with rudiments of wing pattern of forewing. Wing length

56 mm., expanse 11!) mm.

hoe* Sumatra: Lebong Sandai, Renkoelen (type a female, unique,

in Joieoy Collection at British Museum, 11)25-122.)-

From the similarity in size one might consider this species to l>e

the female of the large E t aihasinna of Java, but there is apparently
110 instance of a species with the costal dilation of forewing devel" pi I

in the female arid absent in the male. The wing patterns are similar

and both have falcate wing tips. On elose inspection tbfi snmlardjcs in

the (WW species become less apparent and it is with gome eoniidencc that

they are kept apart.

The female genitalia show a broadly transverse 7th stern He with

parallel sides, and a hroad vertical projection to 8th stern ife, abOtxt us

wide as long; the posterior gonapophvses are slightly dilated at their

posterior extremities, in the available specimen (fig. 30), an egg Ifi

held in tin* Opening of the ovipositor, it is nearly spherical, smooth
and pale cream coloured.

Endoclila hosei sp. nov.

Plate xxii, fig. 3 and text fig. 31

Female. Antennae short, filiform, of 22 segments. Kyes lar •:
,

dilarted, but in lateral view not quite concealing rest of head, I lend,

thorax, legs, and probably abdomen (much abraded in the type speci

men) pale fawny-brown, posterior legs of ?)ormal size without special-

ized plume Porewiii':s with eosta straight, except for a moderat"
expansion at 8e,, apex slightly falcate, termen and inner margin in a

single swept curve; im vein just beyond fork o\' M t and JVL. ; wing etflour

pah- brOWtl with richer brown areas in centre of wing and in a series

of circular patches running parallel to termen; a double patch of brown
towards costa, and of black below it at the point of obsolescence of

Cu 2 ; a series of dark brown and black spots along costa; there are
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traces of a series of liny black-ringed creamy-white spots just below

each vein along termen; a group of three larger ones at junction of

jjn vein and M,, two others at the basal M fork and trace o!' others.

Hindwing with costa straight, termen and inner margin annulate, im

vein before fork of M, and M ... but after branching of Me and M
, ; Pen and

IV both extending to margin; wing lip brmviu with pattern Of Tore-

wing; rest of wing dull gray, in certain lights with a • 1 1 1 1 1 purplish

suffusion. Wing length 46 mm., expanse !)7 mm.

Lor. Sarawak: Daram district (Charles Hose), Type a female,

unique, Jfl Tring Collection at the British Museum.

A first impression is that this species is close to E. ivarawita from

uearbj Mt. Bona Bain, because of the almost identical wing patterns,

but the wings are relatively longer and the costal eminence on forewing

less conspicuous; the form of the Sth sternile and of the genital pro-

cesses show it to be quite a different species.

The female genitalia have the 7th sternite transverse, with the

side margins converging towards the anterior end. The Bth sternile is

a broad plate with semicircular posterior margin, the posterior gonn
pophyses have the distal extremities dilated.

in the type specimen unhitched eggs are visible through a break

in the wall oE Hie abdomen. They are spherical, matt surfaced,

0,6 mm. in diameter, and shew traces of a micropyle on one side.

Endoclita fcara sp. nov.

Plate xxii, lig. 4 and text fig. 32

Female, Antennae (wanting in described specimen); head With

eyes moderately large, in lateral view not covering silhouette of head;

thorax, abdomen and legs ochreons-fawn. Forewing w itli < osta siimons,

Slightly dilated at Ne,
t
apex blunt-pointed, termon and inner margin

well rounded, Wlttgttolour pale ernyisli Yawn with brownish lawn snJfn-

BlOnS
i
particularly a V•sh;i]>ed area in middle of wing marking off

an area of pale ground eolonr in eell; groups Of blaekdjordcred while
spots at two-fifths coll and near r-nj vein, a series of brown margined
circular patches between veins, principally in terminal third of wing,

each circle with traces of a liny central brown-ringed cream-eolonred

spot, a figure eight shaped black spot obscurely margined with cream-

coloured scales inwards from inner margin at one-halt\ and traces of

others. Ilindwings with costa nearly straight, apex blunt, termen

rounded but slightly straightened near inner angle; grayish-fawn with
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a brassy lustre from some angles of view; traces of forewing pattern

only at tip of wing. Wing length 27 mm., expanse 57 mm.

Loo. Java: Vulkan Gede, Preanger district (1896, Prilwitz, type,

a female, unique, in Mus. f. Naturk., Berlin).

Belated to E. sericeiis from which it appears to differ in the nar-

rower dorsal part of the 8th sternite, the form of the posterior margin

of the 7th sternite, and in the longer, apically acutely pointed anterior

gonapophyses.

The femalfi genitalia (fig. 32) have the 7th sternite transverse

with the lateral margins converging towards the anterior extremity.

ritf. 31-35. .".1. Endoclita liosH Timlale, Sarawak, female, genitalia, vmlra!

a&JiHOt. 32. Endoclilii kam Timlale, Vulknn <ie<le, fVmaln genitalia, ventral

;isjnrt. 33-35. Endoclita ijnvja Timlale, Ml. Kiua Balu, 33-31 Female

genitalia, oblique anil ventral aspects. 35, Kgg diameter O.fiO uiin.

The 8th sternite has a nose-like ventral process and a well rounded

posterior margin ; the anterior gonapophyses are large and triangular

in shape, terminating posteriorly in blunt points.

Endoclita ijcreja sp. nov.

IMate xxiii, %. 1 and text iig. 33-35

Female. Antennae (wanting in the described specimen); head

with eyes moderate, in lateral view not masking whole of head; head,

thorax and base of abdomen pale fawn, abdomen possibly darker (much

stained on type specimen); hind legs small, without specialized hairs.

Forewings with 8c, present but without appreciable costal swelling,

im vein separated from fork of Mi and M 2 by a stalk shorter than in
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the type of the genus; wing colour smoky-brown with numerous paler

smoky-fawn markings, including a broad band across forewing from
costa at four-fifths to inner margin at three-quarters; a line of black-

centred pale-fawn-nuirgined spots along costal vein, others on eostal

margin and a larger brownish-black spot where Ctik becomes obsole-

scent; a cluster of three white spots at junction of r-in vein and M,, and
another two (or three) at fork of Ma and M 3 , other flecks of creamy-
white scattered on outer third of wing. TTindwiTigs with veins Pcu and
IV both present; apical fifth of costa marked as in forewing, rest of

wing smoky-brown; in certain lights all hut the anal margin and the

apical fifth of wing glows with a purplish-brown sheen. Forewing
length 54 mm., expanse 114 mm.

Log. Borneo; Mt. Kina Bain, 1,200-1,500 metres, J 893 (Water-
stradt) type, a female, unique, in Mus. i\ Naturk., Berlin.

This example bears a SUiudingcr collection No. K. 739. At first

glance it is like E. sigmfer in the pattern of wing markings but the

wing tip is slightly more falcate, the costal markings are more numerous
and there are many [joints of difference in the details of the markings.

The female genitalia (fig. 33-34) have the 8th sternite with its

posterior margin spade-shaped and the 7th with posterior margin
straight, the anterior gounpophysial elements, in view from below,

show a rounded spine-like process overlying a blunter projection; in

oblique lateral view* it appears more like a plate with two rounded
projections; the posterior gonapophyses are large with a median keel

and deep medio-luteral fold. In the form of the genitalia this species

bears no relationship to E. sinntt>r.

K^gx dissected from the ahdomen aTfi available as are also others
still adhering to the apex of ahdomen. They are or, nun, in diameter,

spherical, smooth, with a small circular area of different texture around
the inicropyle. Colour of dried CggS, dark brown (fig. 35),

Endoclita sihelae (Roepkc)

Phassus Mbelac Roepkc 1935, Trop, Natuur. 24, p. 102, fig.

This species, described from Batjan Island, has not been examined.

Endoclita signifer ( Walker)

Phassns supufer "Walker 1856, Cat. Lep. Het. Brit. Mus., vii, p. 156ft

Endoclita siguifer Tiudale 1941, Ree. 8. Austr. Mus., 7, p. 30,

Hypnphassus siffmfcr Viettc 1948, Musee Heude, xii (8), p. S3.
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Viette reports this species from Tonkin at Hoa Binh. It is not
clear whether he has critically examined and compared the genitalia

of his specimens. Previous identifications of the species in Eastern
Asia all have proved to be based on other species, for example the

female example described in this paper as E. topeza long stood under
this name in the Cornell University Collection.

UNIDENTIFIED SPECIES OP ENDOCLITA
Other species thought to belong to Endoclita but not critically

considered for this revision are Phassus dirschi Bang Haas 1939 from
Kansu, and Gorgopis niphonica Butler 1879.

REFERENCES CITED

Bang-Haas, 0. 1939: Iris. p. 59, fig.

Butler, A. G. 1879: Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (5), iv, p. 357.

Zeuner, F. E. 1943: Trans. Zool. Soc. London, 25, p. 110.

ADDITION TO PREVIOUS PART

Sahyadrassus magnus Tindale

Plate xxiii, fig. 2

In a previous part of this revision, Tindale (1942, p. 154), this

species was described, but not figured. The paper had been rather
rapidly completed during a brief leave from military duties. The
deficiency is now made good. The only known example, in the British

Museum, is a rather dilapidated looking male which was much injured
in the post when being sent to me in Australia. In the original descrip-

tion it was ascribed in error to the South Australian Museum collection.
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NEW CRETACEOUS FOSSILS FROM NEW GUINEA

byMartinF. Glaessner, University ofAdelaide

WITH A CONTRIBUTION ON A NEW AMMONITE GENUS

byR. Casey, Geological SurveyofGreatBritain

Summary

Mollusca including the ammonite, Chimbuites sinuosocostatus gen. et sp. nov., Pleuromya cuneata

sp. nov. and several species previously known from Australia are described from the Albian of

Papua and New Guinea. Two new Trigonias, a dimitobelid belemnite and a new species of

tubicolous worm Rotularia are described from the Cenomanian. An introduction summarizes new
data on the Cretaceous ofNew Guinea which have become known during the last decade.



NEW CRETACEOUS FOSSILS FROM NEW GUINEA

By MARTIN F. GLAESSNER, University of Adelaide

With a Contribution on a New Ammonite Genus

By R. CASEY, Geological Survey of Great Britain

Plates xxiv-xxvi and text lig. 1-5

ABSTRACT

Mollusca including the ammonite Chimbuites sinuosocostatus gen.

et sp. nov., Pfamomi/a cuneata sp. now and several species previously

known from Australia are described from the Albian of Papua and

New Guinea. Two new Trigonias, a dimitohelid belemnite and a new

species of tubicolous worm Rotularia are described from the Ceno-

manian. An introduction summarizes new data on the Cretaceous of

New Guinea which have become known during the last decade.

INTRODUCTION

Much progress has been made in the study of Cretaceous sediments

and fossils in the Australian part of New Guinea since they were last

reviewed (Glaessner 1943, David 1950), The main results of the new

discoveries can be summarized as follows: (1) greater extent and

completeness of the Cretaceous record, (2) confirmation and extension

of Australian relations of the faunas, and (3) zoning of facies according

to tectonic environment. Any approach to detailed biostratigraphy

of this large and little-known area can only be gradual and detailed

zonal correlation of Cretaceous strata is not yet possible. It should

be based on detailed zonal collecting from continuous fossiferous

sequences which could not be carried out because of difficulties of

terrain and tectonics. Nevertheless, the identification of a number of

fossils has led to age determinations which though necessarily some-

what vague and provisional, have added to the record of Cretaceous

geological history of the area.
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The Cretaceous commences in New Guinea with basal Lower
Cretaceous {Infravaluiuiinlmi) shales, with a fauna corresponding to

that of the Lochamhel fcecta at the top of the Spiti shales in the
Himalaya, It inelmles llaplopln/lloreras shipUr (Blanford), a distinc-

tive species which is also well known from the Snlu Islands and from
Western New Guinea. Tt was found recently in Papua, in the vicinity
of the Kereru Range, The Infravalanginian Zone ammonite Suhtlmr-
manvin boissicri (Picfet) has been recorded by Spath (1952, p. 23)
from tliis locality.

The presence of higher Neuconuan cannot be as clearly demon
stratod. The absence of well -dated faunas of Ibis age is

7
however, los,

likely to be due to regional non-deposition than to lack of suitable fades
or to local erosion prior to a transgression of the Aptian or AJbian.
Evidence of such a transgression was found in the headwaters of the
Fly River (Osborne VMS).

The Aptian is not represented by distinctive motlusean faunas.
The genera Maccopellu and Peratobdns which are abundant in the
Aptian of Australia have not been found in New Guinea and the

ammonite tentatively identified as Drslun/e+ites is shown by Casey to
represent a new genus of Albian .affinities. Assemblages of si miller
foraminifera suggesting Aptian age occur but are not yet sufficiently

well known to permit definite correlations.

The Albian is well represented but has not yet been zoned. Aus-
tralian affinities are now well established though other elements are
also present in the Albian fauna of New Guinea. Among them are
I'hjchomya and No mea (Glaessner 1945), and Puzosia.

The foraminiferal fauna of the Albian of New Guinea contains
a number of well-known European and North American species, in

addition to some from the Great Artesian Basin and others from the
Carnarvon Basin (Western Australia).

in the Ccnomanidu, affinities can be established only with the
northern and western fringes of the Australian continent (Melville
and Bathurst Islands, Carnarvon Basin), as the Great Artesian Basin
does not contain marine deposits of this ago. Such affinities have been
found among the foraminifera and mollnsea but further discussion
has to be deferred until the Australian Cenomanian faunas are
described.
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The following Table summarizes the known fannal relations:

New Guinea Australia

Pscuflaricn/a paj)ijracea iX) Alb. All).

Anr.ellma ftryphaeoides - Alb,

Pleurumini. cumenta ,
Alb? —

Lhiotrifjoma (Oistoir'ujonia) lima .. .. • .. Cen.

"T-nytniia* pap-ifcma <"ten.

Cjtt#&j>(XCGt{J$ ht'ii'lt'isntti Alb. Alb.

CjfynatocerdS BJ) , ( 'en.

ChimlniUrs sinnosarOsUilus Alb.

Pvz'-ositi '/ pldvnlata Alb. —
M i/locfras dav'uli

|
. - Alb. Alp.

Mylocenis rf. jlitutersi Alb. Alb,

L(ihc<ct(is In[/if Ivm Alb. Alb.

Paraliiholitex bl<infnrdi {i) ... , Alb.

Din/H obelus (Tctrulx his) macrepori Alb.-Con,

Rolvlanu, s/yiriflortritlvs < 'en. —

The Chimbu Cretaceous sequence on the north flank of the Kubor

Antieline (3) is characteristic of a distinctive tectonic zone which

Edwards and Glaessner (11)53, p. 11 1 ) recognised as -<M>synclinal. They

referred to it as iniogeosynelimil while Rickwood (1935, p. 81) considers

it as "more nearly eugeosynclinal than nriogeosyneliiial". There is

agreement on the necessity of assuming more mobile belts to the north

and east of the area, with volcanic islands us a source e>£ the abundant

volcanic component, while a relatively stable area was situated to the

south and west. In this area the Albian and Cenomanian fossils here

described were collected from greensands and calcareous shales. These

(i) See Glaessner 1945. (~) Similar spreies 0* subspecies in the Albian of the Great Artesian

Basin.

(a) ThLs section is included in the area studied t.y Rickwood (1955) who found further fossils

and revised the stratigraphy, lie mapped' the Konrfakn Tuffs (Lower Cretaceous) and

the overlying Chim Group (Maril Shale* and Chimbu Tuffs of Edwards and Glaessner),

pointing out that its subdivisions are recognizable only in the Chim Valley and that

it is "probably not wholly Upper Cretaceous ' as ammouites found by natives in this

Vicinity and described below as Albian came fmm its base, There is of course no reason

why tile roe.k-stratigraphic Kondaku/Chim boundary used in mapping should coincide

wiUi the chronological Albian/Cenomaniun boundary. The top of the Chim Group is

probably not younger than Conoraaniau (or Turonian) rather than if a record of

uninterrupted sedimentation from the uppermost CretaeeoiiM ... to Eocene-' as

Edwards and Glaessner had thought possible. Rickwood has found that not only one

but all limestone • Menses* » with Eocene foraniiuifera included in the upper part

of Noakes's section below the main Eocene scarp are slump blocks and that Cretaceous

fossils, including Dimitobelm maegregori (Glaessner) occur only 1,500 feet below the

top of the Chim Group.
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sediments are probably an eastward extension of the Albian-Ceno-
manian Feing Group (Osborne 1945, Glaessner 1945) of the Upper
Fly River area 200 miles to the west-north-west, which they resemble.

Fig. 1 Locality map.

It is probable that the fossils described from a less altered portion
of a phyllitie greywacke series (Kaindi Schists) near Wan in New
Guinea (Glaessner 1949) are also of Albian or Cenomanian age. The
genera Cliona, CucuUaea, Glycymeris, "Trifjonia", Cardlaw

y
Vulsella,

hwccramus and Tibia? have been recognised. These rocks represent
a regionally metamorphosed zone of the mid-Cretaceous geosyncline of
New Guinea.

The localities of most of the described species are shown on the
accompanying map (fig. 1) which was kindly made available by the
Australasian Petroleum Company.

Holotypes of the new species are in the palaeontological collection
of the University of Adelaide. Paratypes are in the South Australian
Museum. Other examined specimens have been returned to the private
collection of the Australasian Petroleum Company.
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DESCRIPTIONS

Aucellina gryphaeoides (Sowei by)

Plate xxiv, tig. la-b and text fig. 2

Avicuihi g rgplt aenides J. de C. Sowerbv, Trans. GeoL Soe., ser. 2, vol. 4,

183$ ppl 156, 335, pi. 11, fig. 3.

A'ucellina gn/plmroiflrs Pompeckj, T\. Jahrb. Min. etc., Beil.-Bd. 14,

1901, pp. 354, 305, pi. 16, fig. 6-8.

Auctdlina gryphueoides TT. Woods, Mon. Cretac. Lamellibr. England
voL 2, pt. 2, Palaeontogr. Sue. 1905, p. 72, pi. 10, fig. 6-13.

Auc< llvuu urgphacoulrs Inigliendenevxiy (nou Etheridge), Edwards and
Glnessner,"proc. Roy. Soc. Vict., vol. 64, 1953, p. 98.

Mai trial and orcurrence: Twro left valves and one right valve
from Kubukirua Creek, west of Kuage Village, Eastern Highlands of

New Guinea, about 5 miles northeast of Wahgi-Purari junction (Coll.

G. A. V. Stanley). One left valve from Sura Creek, east-south-east of
Lake Tebera, Papua (Coll. F. K. Rickwood).

Reviarls; The specimens from New Guinea agree remarkably
well in shape, curvature, and ornamentation with the English species,

two specimens of which from the Cambridge Greensand were kindly
forwarded for comparison by Dr. L. R. Cox, of the British Museum
(Natural History). Tn the right valve the height is slightly less than
the length and the radial ribs are more pronounced on the surface of
the internal mould. In the left valve the proportions and curvature of

the umbo are identical with those of the English form.
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A comparison was made with specimens from the Tambo Forma-

tion of Queensland (Granada and Ufracombe) of the species described

by Etheridge as Avicula hughendenensis. R. Etheridge Jr. in Jack and

Etheridge. 1892, p. 461), remarks that A, gryphaeoides differs from the

Australian form in having a much larger umbo in the left valve, "and

the general characters of the right valve are quite different." The

first of these statements can be confirmed, the second is of questionable

value. Pompeckj noted the longer auricle of the left valve and the

radial sculpture. These distinguishing characters are of minor import-

ance compared with differences between other species of the genus

and may therefore be considered as stibspeciiie. Only the somewhat

more pronounced radial sculpture is seen in the New Guinea specimens

which are thus closer to the English form. On examination of further

material from wTith the very wide geographic range of the species,

5 m.m.

Fig. 2. Auccllina gryphaeoides (Sowerby). Enlarged view of the proximal

portion of right valve (pi. 1 fig. lb), camera lueida drawing Bhowiug outline

of complete posterior and fragmentary anterior auricle.
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they may be found to constitute another subspecies. The characters

of the umbo and auricles are, however, definitely as IB the English form
to which the present specimens are therefore referred.

A, incurva ICtherid.^e from the Albian of Darwin, A. euglypha

Woods from the Albian of New Zealand, A* parva (Stoliczka) from the

Cenomanian of Southern India and A, raduitoxtri<ifa (Bonarelli and

Nairera) from the Upper Aptian of South (Jcorgia are clearly specific-

ally different, tlie last-named differing in the much stronger radial

sculpture, the less projecting* umbo and the loss strongly developed

posterior part of the left valve (see Wilckens 1947).

Age: It is ditlicult to reach a definite conclusion about the strati-

graphic ran^e of this species and allied forms. Woods (1005) listed

it from the Upper Gault, the Cambridge (ireensand, and the Oeno-

immian up to the zone of llalaster xubglobosus. Gillet (1924) also

includes in this species d'Orbigny
v

s Inoceramus coqiuutdi (Upper
Aptian). Pompeekj (1901) considers the identity of this species with

A. grgphue o ides as "very probable" but points out that it has not

been properly described. D'Orbiguy's type figure does not show the

characteristic shape of the umbo of the English form. An Aptian age

of any typical grypliaeoidrs does not seem to be well established.

Neither lias it been figured from tlie Upper Oenoinaninn. In the Cauca-

sus it was listed by Renngarten from the Upper Albian where it occurs

stratigraphieally above the Lower Albian A. caucusica Abich. A.

grujihacaahs is therefore to be considered as mainly an Upper Albian

form, possibly extending into the Lower (Vnomatiian (Woods, Pom
peekj). Earlier and later references require confirmation. A* (h h'tgli

endenensis is according to Whitehouse restricted 1o the Middle and
Upper Albian Tambo Formation of Queensland and its equivalents in

South Australia. II. O. Fletcher collected many fine specimens of this

subspecies at Onepah Station, about 30 miles N.N.E. of Tibooburra,

New South Wales (Australian Museum, Nrs. F: 42141), 42155-7, 42109-

70, 42L79, 42208, 42215, 42219).

Linotrigonia (Oistotrigonia) lima sp. nov.

Plate xxv, fig. 7a-b and 8-9

Moleruil: ITolotype (Adelaide University Geol. Dept, No. F15324)
showing both valves in apposition, partly concealed by hard sandy
matrix. Paratype, a left valve, carinal portion and umbo broken but

surface well exposed by weathering. Also about 10 external and
internal moulds and fragments (Coll. F. K. Riekwood).
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Biatjnosis: Flank ribs mostly gently curved, bearing long, stoat,

close-sol spines; urea very wide, covered with munerous small blunt

tubercles which are arranged to form oblique curved costae diverging

from the flank ribs at nn angle of about (i0-70
D

in the young and about

4(r on the adult shell.

Description: Shell thick, broadly elliptical in outline, but with

a straight, relatively short postoro-dorsal margin. Umbo small, very

slightly projecting. Area wide, almost flat; marginal carina, obtuse,

straight. In young specimens the area is covered with numerous crenn-

lated eostae which are straight near the carina and bend upward near

the dorsal margin. In the adult the area! costae break up into numerous

small blunt tubercles giving the area a distinctive rasp-like surface.

Flank ribs reaching the ventral margin at an angle of about 70-80";

they are very gently curved, separated by wider spaces, about 10 with

a few short antero-ventral intercalations. There are 7-8 additional

anterior flank ribs, diverging sharply from the main ribs towards the

anterior margin which they rwofe at right angles. The main and some

of the anterior costae are at first covered with and later in ontogeny

break up into long stout eloso-xct spines. The chevron-like divergence

of areal and flank ribs on the marginal carina is well marked, parti-

cularly in young stages (pi. x.vv, fig. \))
i
but in the adult the area! ro>tao

are much weaker than the flank ribs and growth lines become iuereas-

inirly well marked. The costae are seen on the internal surface of

the valves as broad depressions. The interior margin is crenulated.

Teeth and buttress well developed, with tine dental crenulations, but

not well preserved.

Mea*ur< } )nrrits: Length 41 mm., height 31,3 mm., length of carina

about 40 mm. (holotype), maximum thickness 2S.5 mm. Length of

para type about 37 mm.

Cotuparison: This species resembles close]}' the form described

as 'rritjonia ( A<ArntIiotrifjonia) /jln/llitlea Glacssner (19410* from the

sheared and partly eontact-metamorphie greywaeke-phyllite complex

of the Kaindi Group in the A] o robe District of Mew Guinea. Since then

Cox (1952) has revised the taxonomy of the Trio'oniidae and has

removed the "spinose scabrae", to which both this and the new species

belong, from Acfmthotriponid (now placed in the synonymy of Ptrro-

trifjonia), to form a new siibgenus Oistotrigonia. This is a far more
sat.isfactory grouping. Linatritioriia (Oistotrltionui

)
pJi/jHifira (Glaess-

ner) differs from the new species in the ornamentation of the area which

is covered with tine but distinct ribs becoming obsolescent near the
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lateral edge. The Hank ribs appear to have been sharper and are

covered with * 4 small protuberances". While these observed differences

make it impossible to place the present material in L, {().) phyllitica,

the discovery of better preserved material of this species must be

awaited before their significance can be fully evaluated. In other

species of the subgenus the tlank ribs swing* forward much more

strongly, the spines are less distinct, and the area is not as closely

papillate.

Occurrence: East of Lake Tebera, Papua; common in dark green

glauconitie sandstone, with Diwitobt lus macgregori, Dentalium sp.,

gastropods, and other lamellibranehs.

Age: While the subgenus Outofriyouia occurs throughout the

Cretaceous and is therefore unsuitable for detailed age determination,

tliM association of the new species with other mollusca unlike those from
the Lower Cretaceous of New Guinea point to a probable Cenomanian
age. This does not conflict with local stratigraphic observations.

Hcmarks: Another species of Trif/oiiia (xevsv lalo) occurs in the

Purnri Greywuckes. Tt has a small area and numerous Hank ribs

which are vertical in the median part. The available material does

not permit detailed description and identification.

"Trigonia" papuaua sp. nov,

Plate xxvi, fig. la-b

Material: (1) Holotype: Right valve, almost complete but with

the umbonal portion worn smooth (Queensland University Geol. Dept.

No. F17914, coll. W. P. Mott, loose in stream gravel in outcrop area

of Cretaceous sandstones); (2) Fragment of calcareous matrix
(Queensland Univ. Geol. Dept. Xo. F17915) containing two almost com-
plete left valves and numerous fragments. Worn. ("oil. W. D. Mott;
(?,) ^Yngmentary right valve. Coll, H. A. Woodward; (4) Bock
fragment Measuring about, 1] x 2 x ,°» inches containing remains of at

least twelve valves forming a shell breccia (lumachclle). Coll. E. A.
Woodward.

Description: Shell thick, triangular to pentagonal in outline, length

equalling height, almost equilateral, moderately convex. Anterior
margin straight, ventral margiu convex, postero-ventral angle obtuse,

posterior and postero-dorsal margins straight and snbequal in length.

Umbo broadly rounded, worn in all available specimens.
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Aroa wide, moderately convex, with a very faint median furrow

and weak concentric growth lines. Marginal carina well developed

in the holotype, rounded, with a shallow furrow between it and the

area and a wider and deeper sulcus along- its anterior side. Both

sulcus and carina appear to be variable, the sulcus being better deve-

loped in the paratype specimens in which the carina is not as clearly

visible as in the holotype.

Umbonal portion of the valve smooth, showing only faint growth
lines, the beginning- of the median ridge, and the sulcus. Anterior and
ventral part of the valve ornamented with concentric ridges (8 in the

holotype). They take an arcuate course from the anterior margin of

the valve to the anterior border of the sulcus where they end abruptly,

or to the ventral margin. The surfaces of the first two ridges are

smooth to undulating, the later ones are covered with close-set rounded

knobs becoming more distinct and numerous on the younger costae and
varying in size.

Hinge teeth of right valve long and strong, finely crenulatod.

Cnvi/un tson; This species belongs to a rather obscure and uncom-
mon group of Trigouiidae, Some of its distinctive characters occur

in a ^onicwhat vngue maimer in some of the specimens described by
Woods (1917) as T. ha<vetiava d'Orbigny from the Scnonian of Amuri
Bluff, New Zealand. Among them are the subtriangular outline, (he

carina and -ulcus, rind the oblhptc arcuate trend of the costae (see parti-

cularly pi. 9, (ig. 4). hi the new species there is HO indication of \\\r

divergent short anterior ribs which form an angle with the main ribs in

til. st of the specimens figured by Woods. The valves are not elongate

in outline, the tubercles on the rib< are different in shape and size, and
the sculpture of the area is much weaker in the New Guinea species.

The New Zealand form does not agree entirely with the typical South
American T. hwnctiava which is even less like the new species. T.

obfusa Ilupe was included by Woods in Che synonymy of T. hara liana

as "a short form' 1

. I was unable to see figures or descriptions of this

form in the literature at my disposal.

Taxonowic /)osi/i()n: Mnrwick (1932) erected a new genus Pari-

trigonia in which he placed T. Iianctiana d'Orbigny, T. e&plecta Wil-
ckens, and his new species P. y//1rry./.rr-}. In these Upper* Senonian
species the oblique sculpture is weak while in the new species it is

dominant. Other differences aic the oblong, ine<|i|iln(eral shape and
the obscure carina, in Pacit ritjovia. Among the new genern and sub-

genera described by Cox (1033), B achat ri(jama ( Sarotrioonat) shows
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the closest resemblance but according to the generic diagnosis the

costae are non-tuberculate. The correct generic and subgenrric posi-

tion of this species must therefore remain undecided until more material

becomes available and publications which are at present inaccessible

to tile writer can be consulted.

Occurence: Kerabi Valley, north-west of Ml. Murray, Papua.

A tic. : ( Vnomanian, green sands with Mamtelliceras and other Acan-
thoeeratids,

Pleuromya cuncata sp. nov.

Plate xxiv, tig. 2a-c

Pleuromya n. sp., Edwards and Glaessner, Proc. Roy. Soc. Vict., vol.

64, I963> p. 64
Ilolofi/pe: A<lelaide University Geol. Dcpt. No. F15300.

Material: 19 specimens, with both valves in apposition.

Diar/nosis: Shell thin, ornamented with conspicuous concentric

folds varying in strength, with occasional irregular fusion of adjoining

folds in the central part of the shell. Folds bluntly triangular in cross

section, with a gentler ventral slope. Fine growth linos on and between

folds. Umbones situated between one-third and a half ol' the shell

length from the anterior end, incurved, not prominent. Anterior end

short, broadly and evenly rounded, posterior end narrowTed. Greatest

height either in front of or at the umbo. Posterior sulcus weak in

some specimens, absent in others. I Posterior gape moderate.

Measurements:
Ant. distam*

Spec. Length Height Max. thickness of umbo

a 69 46 36 30.5

b (Tlolotvpc) .... 67 47.5 33.5 24

c 64+ 46 30.5 35

d 52 36 1^7 21.2

e 50.5 35 25 20.5

No. 194 (TCrni) .. 56.5 40.5 28.5 22

Description : In all specimens both valves are preserved, with some
of the thin shell adhering to the cast. Some are partly enclosed in

hard calcareous nodules. The hinge is not exposed but after cutting a

specimen sagittally a small tooth-like projection was found under the

umbo of the left valve. The external ligament and strong nymphs are

clearly visible. One or two specimens show faint traces of the deep
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pallia] sinus which appears to end below the umbo. In eight specimens

the right valve is slightly larger or at feast higher at the umbo and
hinge than the left valve. In three specimens the valves and their

heights are equal. The valves taper strongly and evenly towards

the narrowly rounded posterior margin and the thickness of the shell

decreases along an almost straight line from its maximum which is

anterior to the umbo. This gives the shell a pronounced wedge shape

in both lateral and dorsal views. There is a slight variation in the

position o\' the umbo, fa the strength of the folds, and in the posterior

sulcus which i> faintly visible in only five of tin- specimens. There is

no anterior ridge or other radial sculpture.

1!f'})/(.uks; The new gpj cies shows all features recently enumer-

ated in the diagnosis of Plcvromya (Arkell 1934), with the exception ni'

details of the hinge structure which are not clearly visible in closed

shells. P, cuncata differs from P. aldiiini, the type species, in its much
Htrnigbter ventral margin bringing the greatest height almost below

the umbo. It resembles closely ami appears to be congeneric with. /\

Ixnrulis Warren from the Albiau of the Mackenzie River Valley,

Canada (Warren 194?). Specific differences are seen in the narrow
umbo ami in the anterior end being more evenly rounded and sharply

uneailar in dorsal view. The posterior gape is wider.

Occurrence: The exact localities at which this species occurs are

not known. The in-esent specimens were collected by natives near

Masul Village, on a tributary of (ho Thimbu K.iver, about three miles

east -south-east &f Chimbu, Eastern Highlands of New (Juinea, together

with specimens of Chimbuitcs s/nuosocosfai its and a few other species.

Two further specimens were obtained by a missionary from natives

living in the north-eastern slopes of the Bismarck Mountains, about
2.") miles north west of ( "•himbu. These were used by members of the

Gte&dfi tribe as magic stones in connection with their gardening. It

is probable that the specimens from the ('himbu area were collect c< I by
the natives for similar purpose but it is unlikely that all the specimens

came from the same source as there is little, intercourse between the

tribes in this area, and similar rocks are known to occur at both local

i

ties. The specimens from the Ciende tribal area were briefly described

by Erni (1944, p, 474) as u Plcuromya or Panopaea" and their sculp-

ture was compared with Pauopaea a/nuUis ( IJrongniari ). The pos-

terior end of one specimen and the posterior dorsal side of the other

are damaged. Plaster easts of the two fossils presented by the late

Dr. Beimoulli of the Basel Museum show that they are specifically
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identical with the Chimbu material which is well enough preserved to

show all Features required for generic identification.

Cymatoceras hendersoni (R. Etheridge Jr.)

Text fig. 3a-c

Nautilus hnuh-rsoni R. Etheridge Jr. (MS,) in Jack and Etheridge,

Geol. Pal. Queensland and New Guinea, 1892, p. 502.

Nautilus ( Cymatoceras ? ) hen derso ru R. Etheridge Jr. Queensland

Geol. Survey Bull., 13, 1901, p. 34, pi. 1, fig. 1-2, pi. 2, fig. 1-3.

Nautilus (Cymatoceras?) hendersoni R. Etheridge Jr., Oontr. Pal.

South Ausi., No. 14, 1905, p. 16, pi. 1, fig. 6-9, pi. 3, fig. 9-12.

K/ffrcphocrrus hendersoni (Etheridge), Teiehert, J. Paleont, vol. 26,

p. 737.

Cymulaceras sp, Edwards and Glaessner, Proe. Roy. Soc. Vict., vol. 64,

105®, p, 98;

Material: Three incomplete casts, one with some of the outer

shell well preserved.

Description : The best preserved specimen, about 150 mm. in diame-

ter and 100 mm. wide, shows the distal half of the outer whorl enclos-

ing the complete inner whorls. It is septate throughout. Only a small

portion ol' the surface of the shell is visible. There are eight to nine

sepia in each of the preserved half whorls. The suture line consists of

a wide ventral saddle, a shallow rounded lateral lobe, a high and
undulating umbilical saddle. There is a small annular lobe, the whorl

section is regularly rounded, the height being about three-fifths of the

width. The venter is gently arched. The umbilicus is dee]) and narrow.

The siphuncle is eontrodorsaii where the height is about 63 mm.

Another specimen which must have reached a diameter of over
200 mm. is poorly preserved but shows surface sculpture consisting

of fine wavy ridges with a wide lateral forward sweep. They are

unequal in strength and spacing, giving on the whole tin/ impression of

being somewhat accentuated at intervals of about 5 nun. These ridges

are seen only on thei outer surface of the shell which is thick. Very
fine longitudinal striae can be seen only with a hand lens.

The third specimen is smaller, 87 mm. in diameter, and much worn.

It shows clearly 16 septa in the last whorl.
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Fig. 3. Cymatoceras hendersoni R. Etheridge jun. a. Septal view, b. mature
suture, c. Juvenile suture.

These specimens agree well with Etheridge 's description of the

Queensland species, particularly in the general shape and the delicate

sculpture. The umbilical lobe seems to be more strongly expressed in

the present specimens but as Etheridge did not draw the suture line

and only figured it on a cast in which the edges of the chambers were
damaged, the significance of this possible difference is uncertain.
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Occurrence: The figures represent characters of a specimen found
in a concretion in shale, outcropping in Kubukirna ('reek, west of Knnge
Village, 5 miles northeast of the Wahgi-Purari Junction, Eastern High-
lands, New Guinea (Coll. G. A. V. Stanley). Other specimens were
found by natives near Masul Village, 3 miles east-south-east of Chirnlm
airstrip, Centra! Highlands of New Guinea.

Ac/e: The age of the specimen from near Knage is Albiau. It

was found together with AuceUnm grgphacoidts, and a foraminiferal

fauna of Albian age occurs in close proximity. The specimens from
near Masul were received together with (

1

hitnhuitrs but other fossils

indicating younger (Cenomanian) age (Mantclliceras and Turrilites)

were also obtained from natives in this vicinity.

Remarks: Another species of Ci/watocera& occurs in the Ceno-
manian greensauds with Acanlhoccras in the Kerabi Valley. It can
be distinguished by its much more sinuous costae which are separated

by narrow sharp furrows. There are also very line longitudinal ventral

furrows spreading out laterally. The only known specimen measures
47 mm. in diameter.

Ch intimites Casey and Glaessner gen. nov {4)

Type species: C. sinuosocostatus Casey and Glaessner nov. sp.

Diagnosis: More or less involute. Whorls subrectangular in

section, with flattened sides, rounded ventrolateral shoulders and
feebly convex venter. Umbilical wall steep, smooth, but with rounded
rim. Costation of flexuous primary ribs, thickened on the lower half

of the flanks and terminating at the umbilical margin, alternating wilb

groups of secondary ribs. Secondary ribs end mostly at mid-flank;

others make low-angle hi- or tri-furcation from the primaries. Ribs
traverse the venter with a forwards sinuosity, their regularity inter-

rupted by periodic, shallow, vestigial constrictions, confined to the

venter and the outer half of the flanks. Suture line with narrow, suh-

symmetrieally trifid lateral lobes, and numerous auxiliaries declining

with gentle obliquity to the umbilicus.

This new genus is to be placed in the Family Hoplitidae sensu
lain and is allied to the genera IJItligclla Jacob, Lemuroceras Spath,
(gmahoplUes Spath, Puzosigella Casey and Pachydesmoeeras Spath.

(4) The description and discussion of this new genus was contributed by R. Casey who nJsO
reviewed the description of its tyjHi speeios. I wish to thank Mr. Casey for his

valuable contribution (M.F.G.).
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Those are all heavily ribbed derivatives of the Desmocerataeeae which
connect that superfaniily with the iroplitaceae. Uhligclla has ranch

blunter ribbing and the ribs are raised into bullae at tin 1 umbilical

margin on the inner whorls. Lemuroccrax and Ctpmihoplites are more
compressed, the umbilical wall is oblique and the costation different.

Pucoslgella has a more distinct rim to the umbilicus, which on I he early

whorls is surmounted by obtuse bullae, the inner half of the Hank tends

to become smooth at the size of the New ({nine;* speeuncn, and the

suture line has the reduced number of auxiliaries and umbilical retrac-

tion of I'ttzusiu. i%achif<l<'smun>nts has more numerous, finer, secondary
eostne on the inner whorls which rarely branch from the primaries; <m

the outer whorls the costation simplifies by reduction in the proportion

of secondaries to primaries and bifurcation is (here more frequent.

Uhlioelld ranges from Upper Aptian to Middle Albian and is

typically European (though the generic name has been used uncritically

for ribbed desmocerulids from all parts of the world). Ijcmnrfxeras is

top Lower to basal Middle Albian and is at present known only I nun
India and Madagascar. Ct/vuiliopliti s and Fuzosifjrlla, are of abniit

the same age; the former occurs in Central Russia, the latter in Cali-

fornia, rachydcsinocrras is known mainly from occurrences in the

uppermost Albian of Eurasia, but has been reported from the Lower
Turonian of Japan and Cameroons.

Chimbuites sinuosocostatus Casey and Glaessner sp. nov.

Plate xxiv, fig. 3n-b; plate xxv, fig. la-b and 2, and text fig. 4

1953 Desliaifesi/es n. sp. Edwards and Cflaessner, Proc. Itov. Soc. Vict,

vol. (54, p. 98.

flolotijpa: Adelaide Uni versify dVol. Dept. No. F1S30&

Material: Eight specimens jh varying states of preservation.

Dcsf riplin-v : Whorls thick, with slightly rounded flanks, and arched
but flattened venter; umbilicus narrow. Greatest wborl thickness half-

way between the mid-flank and the umbilical rim. Ribs gently si^moidal
on the flanks and continuous across the venter with a pronounced
forward sinus. There arc duly 12-1.1 primaries which bifurcate some-
what irregularly about the middle of the whorl height, with inter

ealation of three to four rounded but distinct secondaries. There is

little if any difference between primaries and secondaries across the

venter. Fine growth lines appear on the surface of the shell. On the
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last whorl of the lajgwrt specimen and on the body chamber of the

holotypo the ribs become flatter and less distinct. The suture is as

described for the genus.

Measurements :

Specimen: a b c el e £

Holotype
nun. % mm. % mm. % mm. % mm. % mm. %

din meter . . . . 130 100 87 100 94.5 100 84 100 62 100 40.5 100

whorl height . . 60 4(i 43 49 44 46 40 47 32 51 20 49

whorl thickness 4fi 35 36.5 41 39 41 35 41 26.5 42 17 41

umbilicus .... 23 17 17.5 20 21 22 19 22 12.5 20 8.4 20

Remarks: All specimens are septate throughout but the largest

shows the spiral suture extending another quarter whorl, apparently

without septation. The holotype, which is intermediate in size, shows

the body chamber over one-third of the last whorl. There is little

Fig. 4. Chimbuitcs sinuonocost alius Casey and Ghiossner n. g., n. sp. Whorl
ration, A.U.G.D/No. 15311.

variation in ribbing, inflation, or width of umbilicus over this size range

but the sculpture becomes weaker and smoother on the body chamber of

the larger specimens. The venter is more broadly rounded in smaller

specimens and the inflation of the whorls near the umbilical margin is

mo re pronounced in the largest specimen which is, however, somewhat
deformed and abraded. The forward inclination of the primaries seems

to increase with age. There is a slight variation in the depth of the

ventral forward sinus but in all specimens in the present collection,

except one, it is well formed. This exceptional specimen is preserved

as a septate fragment of two whorls with a maximum height of about

30 mm., equal to that of the smallest measured specimen of C. sivv<>-

socostatus. The ribs divide here closer to the venter. The external and
lateral lobes are wider and the external saddle is more elaborate. This

may represent another species.
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Locality: Near Masul Village, about 3 miles east-south-east of
Chimbu airstrip, Eastern Highlands, New Guinea, Collected by natives

probably from pebbles in a small local stream, and presented to a
parly led by Mr. G. A. V. Stanley in 194ft

Aft?; Probably Albian. The matrix of Hie holotype contains
another fragmentary specimen and also abundant small gastropods.

Puzosia cf. planulata (Sowerby)

Plate xxv, tig. 3

cf. Ammonites plauuialus Sowerby, Sharpe, Orel. Ammonites, Palaemi
togr. Soc., 1855, pt. % p. %% pi. 12, fig. g (rmii fig, 4).

Dt script ion\ Two specimens of Puzosia have been found close

together, one over 300 nun. in diameter and the other less than 35 mm.
The smaller specimen is complete but the shell is only partly preserved
and the distal umbilical portion of the body chamber is damaged. There
arc six constrictions. On the surfn.ee of the shell they form a rounded
tongue-like ventral forward sinus which is marked proxirnally by a
ventrally much widened and projecting smoothly rounded rib. On
the internal cast the ribs are extremely faint and hardly noticeable.
The distal edges of the constrictions are more strongly marked than
the proximal edges. The vent ml sinus is angular and almost inter-

rupted. Spath (192:5, p. 48) described P. plauulata (Sowerby) as
compressed, having a larger umbilicus than P. communis Spafh, acute
chevrons on the periphery, and more distinct costation. In these,

respects the small Specimen agrees with I\ planulata but in the absence
o\' material for direct comparison and of sufficient literature on other
species the identification must be left in doubt.

In the large specimen of ['uzasia the outer whorl is septate through-
out. One third of this whorl was Inst and in the gap one third of
the penultimate whorl is seen. At a diameter of about 300 mm. the
height and width of the whorl are about 160 mm., at its proximal
fracture they are about 112 mm. The diameter of the umbilicus is

about 100 mm. The venter is more arched and the flanks are more
rounded than in the small specimen. The ornamentation is similar
but obsolescent and the vcnlral sinus is more rounded tbough nol l.ss

pronounced.

Locality: Kubukirua Creek, west of Kuage Village, § miles north-
east of the Wahgi-Purari J unction. Eastern Highlands of New Guinea.

Age: Albian.
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Myloceras davicli Whitehouse

Plate xxvi, fig. 2-3

Crioceras sp. R. Etheridge Jr., Kec. Aust. Mus., vol. 7, 1909, p. 144,

pi. 38, fig. 1-2.

Myloceras davidi Whitehouse, Mem. Queensland Mus., vol. 8, 1926, p.

235, pi. 37, fig. 2.

Material: Two incomplete specimens (coll. F. K. Kickwood).

Description: " Coiling crioceratid, whorls compressed; first whorls

more loosely coiled than later ; costae thin, numerous, with small papil-

late ventrolateral tubercles; septal suture with rectangular saddles

and deep very numerous IV (Whitehouse). This species is distin-

guished from others, according to its author, by the compressed shape

of its shell and by the deep narrow lateral lobe of the septal suture.

Both characters are well shown in the present specimens in which the

costae are slightly flexed as in the holotype.

Locality: Vicinity of Sura Creek, south-east of Lake Tebera,

Papua.

Age and distributions: This species is known from the Upper
Albian Tambo Formation of Queensland. Its occurrence provides a

further valuable link between the Albian faunas of Queensland and

New Guinea.

Myloceras cf. flindersi (McCoy)

cf. Ancyloceras flindersi McCoy, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 4, vol. 20,

1867," p. 356.

cf. Crioceras flindersi (McCoy) (partim) R. Etheridge Jr., Rec. Aust.

Mus., vol. 7, 1909, pi 39, fig. 1-3.

cf. Flindersites flindersi (McCoy), Whitehouse, Mem. Queensland Mus.,

vol. 8, 1926, p. 237.

Material: Two fragments of the distal part of the shell, mostly

preserved as casts (Coll. F. K. Rickwood: No. 226KH, with Pseuda-

vicula? sp.; 245KH, with Inoceramus sp.).

Description: The fragments, both from the straight part of the

shell, agree in size and development of ribs and nodes with Etheridge 's

figures. There is considerable irregularity in the height of insertion of

secondary ribs. The tubercles are markedly elongate. The venter is
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preserved in one specimen but it is too badly crushed for an exact

description of its ornamentation. It was apparently much narrower
than in Etheridge 's specimens.

Measurements : Dorso-ventral diameter 60-65 mm., transverse dia-

meter about 25 mm. (deformed by compression). Length of larger

fragment about 80 mm.
Occurrence: Vicinity of Sura Creek, east-south-east of Lake

Tebera, Papua.

Age : Albian.

Remarks: Spath (1938, p. 601) has placed the genus Flindersites

Whitehouse in the synonymy of Myloceras Whitehouse.

Labeceras trifidum Whitehouse

Plate xxvi, fig. 4a-c

Crioceras sp. E. Etheridge Jr. in: Jack and Etheridge, Geol. Pal.

Queensland and New Guinea, 1892, p. 502, pi. 33, fig. 4.

Crioceras laqueus E. Etheridge jun., Eec. Aust. Mus. vol. 7, 1907, pi.

49, fig. 7, 9 (non fig. 8).

Labeceras trifidum Whitehouse, Mem. Queensland Mus. vol. 8, 1926,

p. 228.

Material and preservation: Three specimens showing the terminal
"hook". In one of them the collapsed straight portion and the aperture
can be seen, in another the entire body chamber from the last septum
to the apertural margin is preserved. Both are from a greenish grey-
wacke. The third specimen, from a grey shale, is distorted.

Description: The species was based on incomplete specimens
showing the "body chamber with prominent dorso- lateral tubercles
from which very fine but prominent ribs trifurcate" (Whitehouse 1926,

p. 228). This description of the ornamentation, as well as the reference
to subcircular whorl section with flattened venter, fits the specimens
from New Guinea well. It is noted that the trifurcation is common but
not regular ; bifurcating ribs with and without tubercles occur also, as
in the specimens figured by Etheridge. Some of the tubercles are very
prominent, particularly in the area of strongest curvature. The
apertural lappets are arcuate and directed slightly inward. They pro-
ject 6 mm. beyond the straight ventral margin of the peristome in a
specimen in which they are 12 mm. apart and in which the greatest
width of the chamber is 17 mm.
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Measurements: The distance between the aperture and an external

tangent to the bade is Mii.5 nam. in a specimen in which the dorso-vcntral

and transverse diameter of the last septum are 13.2 mm. The other
specimens are about the same size.

Occurrence: From the area north of the Middle Purari River,
Papua. One specimen was found 5 miles north of a point on the river

6 miles below Hathor Gorge, the others are from the same area.

Age and distribution: This species is known from the Upper Albian
of Queensland and South Australia. The genus is restricted to the

Upper Albian.

Dimitobelus (Tetrabelus) macgregori (Glaessner)

Plate xxvi, fig. 5a-b and 6, text fig. 5

Tetrabelus macarvqori Olaessner, Proc. Rov. Soc. Vict., vol. 56, pt. 2,

1945, p. 160, pi. f>, fig. 12,

Diwitobelus n, sp,, Riekwood, J. Geol. Soc. Aust., vol. 2, 1955, p. 7'A.

Material: Holotype (Melbourne University Geol. Dept. No. 1876)

;

two fragmentary rostra (Queensland University Geol. Dept. No.
Fl 4501-2, coll. W. D. JMott) ; one well-preserved small and seven larger

fragmentary rostra. Of these, four represent the apical portion mid
three shows the pbragrnoeonc, two of them are partly embedded in the

matrix, and one is free and very large (coll. F. K. Rickwood),

General remarks: The study of the new material has made it

necessary not only to amend the description of the species but also

that of the genus. The large new specimen (F15294) shows the phrag-
mocone to a length of about 70 mm, (25 mm. maximum width), with the

rostrum broken between the two main longitudinal grooves (see pi. xxvi

fig. 5) so that the siplmnele is exposed lie! ween (hem. This proves that

the main grooves aiv ventro lateral, not dorso-lateral as I had stated in

the original description of the species. This description was based on
a comparison with an unnamed species of Tetrabelus from New South
Wales (Ktheridge 1902, p. 46, pi. 9, tigs. 3*6, Whitehouse L924, p. 415).

A careful study of other species of Tetrabelus shows, however, that in

T. sGclusus and klcini, Stanford, Gtineh, Spengler and in Tact White-
house had considered that two deeply incised furrows correctly as
ventrolateral. This is clearly seen to be the position in relation to the

siphuncle in a specimen from Mountain Well, Onepah Station, 30 miles
north-north-west of Tibooburra, New South Wales (Coll. H. O. Fletcher,
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IdI

Fig. 5. Dimitobelus (Tetrabelus) macgregori (Glaessner). Holotype.
a. Ventral view. b. Left lateral view. c. Bight lateral view. vl. Ventro-
lateral grooves. dl. Dorso-lateral lines. ldl. Lateral double lines (left

side covered with matrix).

Aust. Mus. No. F42263) which probably represents the form which

was described but not named by Etheridge from the same area. More-

over, this relation of the same grooves to the siphuncle can also be seen

in the specimen figured by Etheridge (1902a) as Belemnites eremos

Tate from South Australia, though Tate, Etheridge and Whitehouse

had described them as dorso-lateral in this and other forms which are

now placed in Dimitobelas. I have stated elsewhere (Glaessner

1957) that there is no evidence for this interpretation which must be

abandoned.
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Generic position: Although originally distinguished mainly on the

assumed presence of dorso-lateral grooves the genus UvmUobclus should
not be merged with Perat obelus in which only ventrolateral grooves
but no lateral double lines are present, Tctrubctus was believed by
Whitehouse to be u n direct descendant bf Div/Hobelus, the line of

division occurring at the stage when the ventro-lateral groove ceases

to lie dependent on the dorsolateral, but has an independent existence

(now disconnected from the lateral lines" (Whitehouse 1924, p. 414).

His definition of the Tetrabelus is: "Clavate belemnitcs with dorso-

lateral grooves and lateral lines, but having, in addition, independent
ventro-lateral grooves". In Dim It obelus the ventro- (not dorso-)

lateral grooves merge (after a swing towards the dorsal side) with
the lateral lines, and a dorso (not ventro-) lateral anterior extension of

these lines may also be present. This makes the separation ("indepen-
dence 1

') of the ventro-lateral grooves from the lateral lines the main
distinguishing feature, not the two pairs of lines (see Whitehouse 's

iig. 3). TCthcridge's species, however, and the new specimen from New
South Wales do not show this separation although in other characters
they resemble Y\ kJeini and Y\ BtclutiUS* It is therefore preferable to

consider Tc/rabelus a subgenus of Dinntobdus.

Description: Rostrum clavate, strongly constricted m the alveolar

region, dorso-ventrally compressed, particularly where it expands to

its greatest width. Ventro-lateral grooves deeply incised and sharply
defined, extending well below the protoconeh, straight but directed

towards a lateral position at their posterior end where they approach
the fine lateral double lines. Dorsolateral lines weakly impressed in

the alveolar region. Apex tapering gradually. The compression of

the rostrfilD seems to increase during growth. The alveolar angle is

about 15°, increasing slightly anteriorly. The bulbous protoconeh is

about, 0.55 mm. wide and 0.4 mm. long, the following chamber of the

phragmoeone is 0.25 ram. long. The ratio of maximum transverse to

maximum dorso- ventral diameter of the clavate portion of the rostrum
is ].:-{ in five specimens, 1.4 in one, and 1,2 in the smallest individual.

Comparison: This species resembles closely /). diplychus (McCoy)
(=2?. eaiiliami Tate) but differs in the less clavate shape of the rostrum
and in the less intense dorso-ventral flattening, the mean ratio of the

maximum transverse to the maximum dorso ventral diameter being

ir3 (range 1,2— 1.4), as compared with 1.4— 1.5 in Z). diptychus. It

appears from a study of type specimens in the collections of the Uni-
versity of Adelaide that the forms described by Ktheridge from South
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Australia as Belemnites eremos (R. Etheridge Jim., 1902, p. 51, pi. 7,

fig. 18-21) should be included in D. diptychns.

Occurrence: Middle Purari River, Paw Creek and about 8 miles

north-west; vicinity of Sebe Creek, east of Lake Tebera, Papua; Chim
Valley, 2 miles north-west of Chimbu, Western Highlands of New
Guinea (coll. F. K. Rickwood) ; Kerabi Valley, north-west of Mt. Mur-
ray, Papua (coll. W. D. Mott).

Age: Upper Albian and Cenomanian. The specimen (pi. xxvi,

fig. 5) which was found about 8 miles north-west of the locality of the

holotype was associated with Myloceras and Labeceras trifidum. Both
these occurrences are in the Upper Albian. The specimens from the

Kerabi Valley are associated with large Mamtelliceras and other Acan-
thoceratids in greensands. The specimens from near Lake Tebera were
found in similar greensands, together with the Linotrigonia described

above, stratigraphically above the fossiliferous Albian. The material

from the Chim Valley came from a very hard shelly impure glauconitic

limestone 1,500 feet below the top of the Chim Group, several thousand
feet above the horizon of the fossiliferous Cenomanian "Maram"
Shales which contain foraminifera in the Chimbu section and Euom,-
phaloceras at Mingende about 7 miles west.

Rotularia spirulaeoides sp. nov.

Plate xxv, fig. 4a-b and 5-6

Material: Six specimens (Queensland University Geol. Dept. No.

1833, coll. R. A. Woodward), 5 specimens collected by W. I). Mott,

including the holotype, Adelaide University, Geol. Dept. No. F15320.

Description: Shell small, discoidal, umbilicate on both sides.

Whorls inflated, apico-basal diameter increasing rapidly up to the

last whorl, radial diameter of the whorl increasing slowly. The
earliest portion seen consists of two flatly trochospiral whorls followed
by one or two planispiral adult whorls expanding above the blunt apex
of the initial coil incompletely and somewhat irregularly involute on
both sides, at first to about half the whorl height but finally becoming
evolute and ending in a short tangentially projecting constricted tube.

Peripheral margin with a single broadly rounded keel, externally sep-

arated from the body of the whorl by shallow but clearly marked grooves
which are about equidistant from the umbilical and peripheral margins.
Surface showing arcuate growth lines concave towards the aperture
above and below the lateral groove in which the direction of curvature
is reserved. Irregularities of growth tend to produce alternating
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umbilical constrictions and ribs. The coiling- is sinistral (in the* sense
of Cox U)5o, not Of Wrigley 1951). In transversa section the inner
tubular space is circular, with a den.se inner and a layered outer wall
which is very thick along the umbilical edge, and with a thin brownish
i 'epidermal ! ' covering.

Measurrmcvfs: Diameter up to 21 mm., greatest thickness of last

whorl in largest specimen 7 mm. diameter of tube 2,7 mm.

Comparison: The species differs from n TuhidoslUuu" discoideum
Stoliezka (Oenomanian of Southern India) in the rounded peripheral
keel, the periphery in the Indian species being truncated. The new form
resembles u Ilotidaria" spirulavn (Lamarck) vcr> closely in shape and
surfnee sculpture hut differs in the lower and more rounded keel and
the depressed early whorls which according to Rutsch (1940) often
project above the adult coils in that common European Eocene, species.
In 1he new form the early whorls are lower than in

4i natulana"
cli/iumioidrs (Guppy) from the Eocene of the Antillean Region. Other
differences are the gradual transition to the pJanispirallv coiled part,

of ihc shell and the greater thickness of the (lanks at the level of the
periphery of the preceding whorls in the new species. The form-
described by Gardner (193!)) from the Eocene of the Gulf Province of
North America differ in surface sculpture and the development of the
peripheral keels.

The new form differs from '*&$&rtotfoefru (frc/aria, K. Ethendge
Jr., in that (he latter is concavo-sub-convex, and the periphery is 7)ot

ridged or angled. In
ii
Tid)tdost'nna:' onudum Wilekens from New

Zealand the peripheral keel is separated from the lateral bulging
zones by two much more pronounced furrows. **TJ' lallaa: Wilekens
from the Senonian of the Antarctic Iims a triple peripheral keel. //.

australis ( V>x is smaller than R. spindaroides, being 14 mm. in dinmeter,
and appears lo be less involute and more discoidal and the straight
section of the tube is longer.

TaxuHomir posifum
j The taxonomy and nomenclature of the group

to which the new species belongs has been discussed extensively in
recent years (Gardner X9S9, Rutsch 19:^), Wrigley 1051, Vox 1958).
While Rutsch has argued in favour of considering those fossils as
gastropods and of applying to them the name Tvlndosfixm. Wrigley has
shown conclusively that the earliest stage of formation of the tube,
which is rarely preserved, has the character of a worm tube. Wrigle
arguments in favour of the application of the generic name Rotidaria
Defranee 1827 instead of Tubidostitvm Stoliczka 18b7 (which may
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replace it if the prior use of Rotularia by Lamouroux in 1822 is con-

firmed) were accepted by Cox (1953).

Locality : Kerabi Valley, north-west of Mt. Murray, Papua.

Age: The genus ranges from Albian to Lower Oligocene. The
association of the new species with Mantelliceras and other Acantho-

ceratids places it in the Cenomanian.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE FIGURES
PPATK XXIV

Fiff.1a.-b. slurtllimt fjryplnuoid<t ( Sowerby). la. Left vnlvc, internal mould, A.UG.D
No. I-VUL', xL8. lb, Right valve, internal mould, A.U.G.D. No. 1531:5, xl.4.

Fig. 2ii-c. rhurovniii ointotn u. sp. llolotypo, A.U.G.D. No. Flo.'iOO. Nat. s-i/e.

ttig, 3a b. Chimbuits i^rt/UQSOQOiitat'iU <';is.-v and Glae^-sner n.ff., n. sp. Jlolotype, A.U.G.D.

No. EU520S. Note nBgeneratiou of damaged shall BadMs in Wg- 3b* xo.77.

PLAT 1 1 XXV
Fig. la-b. ChinihnileH StlWWtOitQtlttitm Oa.*ey are! Glan.^sne.r, n.n;., n.sp. Pnratype, A rU.O.D. No.

FJr»:*.!L Nat. size.

Fig. 2. CfumhaittM swwttfiooos ta tus Casey and Glnessiier, n.g;, n.s. Para-type, A.U.G.D. No,

in:: in. x n.r»7.

Big, &. Pitzosia rf. plnnnlnln (Sowerby). A.U.G.D. No. 15315, Nut. size.

Figv 4a, 4I>, o, (». Jiotuhirui snn•vlantirirx n. sp. Kjf, 4a, It. Oolnl .vpe, AUG.!.), No. 15o 4

J0,

xl.l. Fiff. 5. Paratypc." A.U.O D Nu. [5321, xl.5. Fig. 6. A.U.G.D No. 15^22, xUb
Fig T.i, 7b, M, 9, Limit rufuma (Oicto/rif/onia) lima u. sp. Papua. Fig, 7a, b, Ilolotype,

\ I
*.< ,1 1. So. Fir.r 1

!, nal, size. JWff 8, Paratypc, damaged left valve showing
spiiio^o sculpture, A. IJ. O.I). No. 15Sfif5. OAt tmt. size. Fig. 9. Fl.-ist <>t yp«- of externa)

Miuuiri erf young left valve, A.U.G.D. No. 153fi6, xl.4,

FLATR 3t3tVT

Fig. la, b. *' !Tn<r/07Ha* V'1/™"" Tl - ^P Riglil valve, holotype, Q.U.G.D. No. 17914. Nat. size.

]ft& 2. 9, 2fyj<W5«rflS dat^i Whitehouse. Big. 2. A.U.G.D. No. F15:U7. 0.8 nat. size.

Kg. M. A.U.G.D. No. P15818, 03 nat. size.

fii m-e. Lalnrevas trifiditm "WMtehouse. Complete body chamber, internal mould with

shell remnants. A.U.G.D N... r 1 520M. Nat. size.

Fig. 5a, b, Ih'mHotxlu* (Tctmbelw) vtnr</rr?/<>r>. ((Uaessner). Fragmentary rostnun,

A.n.G I). No. P\6294, Fig:, na. Proximal portion of incomplete rostrum. Tlo* part

eovering the phraffmoeout: has- been removed to kIiow the yipliuaclr- :uol the smooth
"splitting Hurt'uees" betweeti the ventro-lnteral grooves and the phr:.ie;rn<M*.one. Fig.

5b. Showing transverse section, upper half of periphery indented by ventrolateral

grooves, Nat, si/'-

Fig. b\ IH.viitnhcliix (Trtrabclus) iiuwnrcqmi (Glaessner). A.U.G.D No. F15295. Split

rostrum showing GMl of protoeoncli and proxitoal portion of phragmocoue in situ. x8.
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AUSTRALIAN BEETLE-MIMICKING BUGS OF THE FAMILY
LYGAEIDAE (SUBFAMILY RHYPAROCHROMINAE-TRIBE LETHAEINI)

byGordonF. Gross, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

During sorting of the Museum collections of Lygaeidae Rhyparochrominae the writer came across

the four very interesting species described in this paper. They belong to two new genera which must

be placed in the tribe Lethaeini in respect of the three tricholbothria on sternum V, the last of which

lies posterior to spiracle V (Scudder, 1957, p. 154).



AUSTRALIAN BEETLE-MIMICKING BUGS OF
THE FAMILY LYGAEIDAE (SUBFAMILY RHYPAROCHROMBNAE-

TRIBE LETHAEINI)

By Gordon F. Gross, South Australian Museum

Fig. 1, A-D

INTRODUCTION

During sorting of the Museum collections of Lygaeidae Rhyparo-

ehrominae tlie writer came across the four very interesting species

described in this paper. They belong to two new genera which must

be placed in the tribe Lethaeini in respect of the three triehobothria

OB sternum V, the last of which lies posterior to spiracle V (Scudder,

1957, p. 154).

In both genera the hemelytra have lost all trace of a membrane and

have become hardened so that there does not appear to be any distinc-

tion between claviis and corium. The condition does appear to be one

of brachyptery Tor, although hardened, these " elytra' ' extend almost

to the apex of the abdomen. This is also true of the braehypterous

hemelytra of Myocara Bergroth. I would suggest that in the ease of

these two new genera the macropterous form is either absent or very

rare.

At first glance both genera resemble small beetles and the resem-

blance of one of them (Carabocoris nov.) to some of the smaller

members of the Carabidae is particularly striking.

The four species are extremely shining and without {Colcocoris

iron.) or virtually without (Carabocoris) punctation above. This condi-

tio?! is also partly developed in some other members of this section of

the Lethaeini fag., Myocara Bergroth). The types of all four species

are lodged in the South Australian Museum.

SYSTEMATIC

The four species and the two genera may be distinguished by the

following key.

1. Pronotum with lateral margins in anterior three quarters

broadly curved, in posterior quarter straight and parallel thus making
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pronotum of pronounced carabid shape. Hardened hemelytra with
sparse punctations. Upper surface of insect chestnut brown except for

four yeLlow patches, a pair on lateral margin of each ''elytron" . . .

Carabocoris biplagiatns sp. nov.

IVonotnrn trapezoidal, upper surface largely piceous (Colcocoris
nov.) , . . 2.

2. With three lateral yellowish patches, one on humeral angled
of pronotum the other two on lateral margins of "elytra" . . .

Colcocoris triplafjiatus sp. nov.

Coloration not as above, but with at least some of the coloration as
longitudinal or transverse lines . . . 3.

3. Lateral margins and base of pronotum yellow, so also lateral
margins of "elytra" and also a longitudinal line on "elytra*' abmit
one-third out from inner margin and not reaching to base or apex
. . . Colcocoris lineahts sp. nov.

Base of pronotum only, and laternl margins of "elytra" as well as

two patches very near the inner margin and about one-quarter way
along length of inner margin from tip of scutellnm yellow . . .

Colcocoris ocellatus sp. nov.

Genus Colcocoris nov.

Above shining, iinpnnctnte with scattered long hairs. Beneath
with a lew punctations for the most part arranged in rows on the

thorax but otherwise impunctate with sparse long hairs and a short
pilosity. Hend strongly triangular, immersed almost to eyes which are
moderately large, ocelli apparently absent. Tylus jnst surpassing
jugao. Antennae about half length of body, first segment shortest but
surpassing apex of head, second the longest, third a little shorter, sub-

equal to or a little longer than fourth. Antennae with a short semi-
adprossed pilosity and three or i'our spine like hairs on first segment and
apical part of second. Rostrum of various lengths but always surpass-

ing middle coxae.

Pronotum flattened trapeziforra, almost square anteriorly, pos-

terior and lateral margins straight, latter marginate, posterior angles
almost a right angle, anterior ones shortly curved, no trace of a collar.

Scutellnm about as long as wide, flattened, with apex acuminate and
lateral margins smoothly excavate in a sweeping curve.
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Hemelytra feebly convex, thoroughly hardened Jike beetle evlvtra,

reaching almost to base of last abdominal segment, apical margins
curved and lateral margins broadly curved.

Fore femora inerassated with three or four spines beneath near
the middle running towards apex and several near apex on upper side,

hind and mid femora likewise with several spines on upper side near
apex and hind femora also with several spines near apex below. All
tibiae with about 15-20 strong spines scattered along their length. First
segment of tarsi at least twice as long as remaining two segments
together. Coxae with two or three spines. Sternum V with three
trichohothria placed in line, anterior pair close together, posterior one
placed behind spiracle and near hind margin.

(janntfijn': Coleocoris triplagiatus sp. nov.

T am unable to exactly place this genus amongst the described
forms though it does seem to have some affinities with Myocara l>er

groth. The head is longer in Myocara and the latter genus has Ocelli

but otherwise the head and pronotuin are very similar in shape to those

Fitf. ]. A^ Colencoris tripUigiatus gen. et sp. nov. B. Coleocoris lincatux
sp. nov. G. Colt near is ocellattus pp. nov. D. Caraboeoris hiplagiatus gen.

et. sp. nov. (All approximately x7.)

of Coleocoris. There are odd punctations on the pronotuin and scutel-

hmi of Myocara and quite a lot on the hemelytra of Myocara but the
underside of the two genera is very similar, even to the arming of the
legs. In brachypterous Myocara acuminata Bergroth the hemelytra are
likewise quite large but there is still a distinction between clavus and
corium.
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Coleocoris triplagiatus sp. nov.

Fig. 1A

Above and below a shining; dark brown with scattered long brown
hairs and a very short and very sparse white pilosity, thicker and
longer on the underside of the nhdomeu and the antennae. Above with
three yellowish spots on either side, one in each posterior angle of the

proriotum and two on the lateral margin of each '"'elytron,"*' an oblique

one about half way along and an oval one at about tlnee quarters.

Coxae, rostrum and three apical segments of antennae brown, lirst Beg

imuit, of antennae, apex of fourth and legs yellowish brown, a light

yellow triangular patch on outer posterior margin of the propleuron
continent with yellow patch on upper side at humeral angle. Rostrum
surpasses mid coxae, some long hairs on head and pronotuin, length

of antennal segments 0.30 mm., 0.70 mm., 0.70 mm., 0.70 mm., hind
femora 1.0 mm., hind tibiae 1.1 mm. Total length 3.4-4.0 mm., width
1.7 nun., length pronotuin Q;90 mm.

Logs. South Australia: Holotype male (Beg, No. [20,092) allo-

type female (Reg, No. I3OtO03) from Moolooloo Station, Plinders

EangfiS 2,000ft, (TT. AT. Hale, 1921) ten pnratypes, two of which are

larval (Reg. No. 120,004), from Leigh Creek (no collector or dale) and
one paratype (R<^%. No. 20,095) lV<»m Mi. Remarkable (October, 1925,

F. K Wilson).

Coleocoris Imeatus sp, nov.

Fig. IB

Body above and below a dark shining brown with above an
extremely sparse and short pilosity, below, at least on abdomen, leo«s

and anjcnunf this pilosity somewhat thicker and longer. Above with
lateral margins of thorax and elytra and upper apical quarter of third

antennal segment bright yellow, hind margin of pronotum and a longi-

tudinal stripe on each "elytron- about one-third way out from inner
margin and commencing at about halflength of scutellum from basal
margin and not reaching apical margin by about half this distance
dirty yellow. Femora, rostrum and antennae brown, tibiae and tarsi

yellowish brown.

Mead with a long hair on vertex on each side of the line joining
middle inner margin of eye to base of tylus and another in each anterior
comer of pronotum. Rostrum surpasses mid coxae, length of antennal
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segments 0.30 mm., 0.65 mm,, 0.63 mm., 0.50 mm., hind femora 1.1 mm.,

hind tibiae 1.3 mm. Total length 3.7 mm., width 1.7 mm., length

pronotum 0.70 mm.

hoc, Thursday Island: Holotype female (Reg. No. 120,096) and

two paratype females (Reg. No. 120,097). No other data.

Coleocoris ocellatus sp. nov.

Fig. 1C

Body above and below piceous, with a very fine white pilosity

beneath, thicker on the abdomen and antennae. Hind margin of

pronotum continuing obliquely across hind angles, and a patch beneath

contiguous with it on the outer posterior angle of the propleura,

lateral margins of
" elytra" (wider in the hindermost portion) and

two rectangular patches near the inner margin a little behind apex of

scutellum, and last antenna] segment (except at base) white, the apical

two-thirds of latter a dirty white. First three segments of antennae,

rostrum, coxae, femora, dark brown, tibiae brown, tarsi yellowish

brown.

Rostrum reaching almost to base of third ventral segment, length

Of antenna! segments 0.30 mm., 0.66 mm., 0.57 mm., 0.60 mm., hind

femora 1.1 mm., hind tibiae 1.4 mm. Total length 3.8 mm., total width

1.6 mm., length pronotum 0.77 mm.

hoc. Western Australia: Ilolotype female (Reg. No. 120,099)

and paratype female (Reg. No. 120,098) both from Swan River (J.

Clark, no other data).

Genus Carabocoris nov.

Above shining, with scattered pimetations on elytra and scattered

long hairs especially along edge of pronotum and "elytra." Beneath

with strong punetations for the most part arranged in rows on the

thorax, otherwise impnnctate with Sparse long hairs and a sparse short

pilosity. Head strongly triangular, immersed almost to eyes which are

moderately large, ocelli apparently absent. Tylus just surpassing

jugae. Antennae about half length body, second segment the longest,

third and fourth subecpud and both shorter than second. Antennae

with a short adpressed pilosity and a few strong hairs on first segment.

Rostrum reaching hind coxae.
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Pronotum flattened, anterior and posterior margins straight,
lateral margins marginnte, anterior three quarters a smooth convex
curve, posterior quarter straight parallel sided, hind angles almost a
righi angle, no trace of collar. Whole pronotum in appearance remark-
ably like that of a typical carabid beetle. Scutellum about as long as
wide, flattened with apex acuminate and lateral margins smoothly
excavate ill a Weeping curve, seutellum somewhat smaller thau in

Hemelytra PeflWy convex, thoroughly hardened like beetle elytra,
reaching base of penultimate abdominal segment, apical and lateral
margins broadly curved. Surface sparsely punctate.

Fore femora, incrassated with three or four short spines beneath
in the apical quarter, mid and hind femora with sonic very short spines
near apex. All tibiae with about 8-12 strong but short spines scattered
along their length. First segment of tarsi at lea si twice as long as
remaining two segments together. Sternum V with three triehoboth-
ria placed in line, anterior pair close together, posterior one placed
behind spiracle V and near hind margin.

Genotype: Carabocoris bipUifjiaf us n. sp.

The affinities of this genus are undoubtedly with Coleocons. It
must rank as a separate genus as the three 'species of Coleomris
described above from widely (separate localities are all remarkably close
to one another structurally and Carabocoris falls considerably out
of this range in Features other than the distinctive shape of the
pronotum (e.f/., punefafinii of "elytra," different position of anterior
femoral spines, weaker arming of tibiae and antennae, etc).

Carabocoris biplagiatus sp. nov.

Fig. ID

Body above and below dark brown, with legs antennae, rostrum
and two lateral patches on "elytra,' ' one about the middle and the other
just before apical angle, yellow A few sparse dark hairs near apex of
head, along lateral margins of pronotum and lateral and apical margins
of "jalyfaai/'rael beneath; on upper surface of abdomen and on legs and
antennae a very short close white pilosity. Length of antenna! seg-
ments O.MO mm., 0.60 mm., 0.57 mm., 0.57 mm., hind femora 0.0 mm.,
hind tibiae l.G mm. Total length 3.8 mm., total width 1.6 mm., length
pronotum 0,69 mm.
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Loc. Western Australia: Holotype female (Reg. No. 120,100)

from Lake Austin (H. W. Brown, no other data) and two paratype

females (Reg. No. 120,101) from Cue (H. W. Brown, also no other

data.).

REFERENCE
Scudder, Gr. Gr. E., 1957: "The higher classification of the Rhyparo-

chrominae (Hem. Lygaeidae)" Ent. mon. Mag., 4 (18); 152-156.
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Since the Horn Expedition of 1894 (Spencer, 1896) comparatively little has been published on the

marsupials of Central Australia. This venture while rich in new discoveries, left many gaps in the

detailed knowledge of eremian species. Much is still obscure regarding their general biology and

local and regional distribution and status, and in particular, the level of subspecific differentiation

attained by eremian marsupials in relation to corresponding forms in the peripheral areas of the

continent is almost unknown.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the Horn Expedition of 1804 (Spencer, 1890) comparatively
little lias been published on the marsupials of Central Australia.
This venture while rich in new discoveries, left many gaps in the
detailed knowledge of eremian species. Much is still obscure regard-
ing tfoeir general biology and local and regional distribution and
status, and in particular, (lie level of siibspecifie differentiation

attained by ercmian marsupials in relation to corresponding forms in

the peripheral areas of the continent, is almost unknown.

Pastoral settlement in Central Australia since 1894 has had an
adverse effeet on the mammalian life of large areas, including that

worked over fay the Horn Expedition, but the creation of Aboriginal
Reserve* originally totalling 75.000 square miles on the adjoining

borders of the States of South and Western Australia and Central
Australia has incidentally provided a partial sanctuary for fauna.
Here the introduction of domestic stock and most other European
enterprise is banned, and nearly^ virgin conditions prevailed until the

entry of the European fox in numbers within the last 25 years.

During the years 1931*35 the writer visited this area four times

spending in all some 13 months in field observation and collecting,

between I0G" W and 128° 10' East and 2;J- 30' and 2$d 0' South
(approx.). The main collecting stations and routes covered during
this portion of the wink are indicated upon a detailed map which
accompanies a general description of the country, published by the
writer m 1936 and two preliminary papers upon inuridae from the

same source appeared in 1940 and 1941. The mammals of the Lake
Eyre Basin had been dealt with earlier ( 19M1-M9). Since 1945 enquiry
and further field work have l.een extended to areas of the Northern
Territory to the north and east of the main reserve. In the present
series of papers the term "Central' 1

is used for the whole tract

covered without reference to political boundaries, since conditions as

tlie\ effect (he ecology of mammals are not sensibly different in the
three sections.

The summaries of distribution of most species are given in broad
outline only and are subject to 1'uture modification. The sparse and
fluctuating occurrence of many of the surviving mammals, the vast
areas involved and the confusion caused by European occupation,

make a more detailed treatment impossible. All that is attempted
here is to quote localities for all material examined, to add the results
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of personal observation and of enquiry ftffigtig natives and corres-

pondents, and to combine this with existing records, many of them

Utile known and scattered through the literature of exploration and
surveys. The body of data assembled in this way, provides a con-

siderable advance both in scope and accuracy on the information

previously available, but anything approaching a satisfactory survey,

has long since ceased to be possible. Systematic interrogation of

aborigines, with authentic specimens to stimulate interest and

facilitate comparison, has long been practised by the writer and has

proved a most fruitful source of information. When subject to

checking and cross checking among the older people of widely

separated and independent groups, such testimony can be refined to a

high degree pf utility, and it is keenly to be regretted that the chaos

into which aboriginal life has sunk, lias brought this source almost to

an end.

The data ami material obtained on these private expeditions has

formed the nueleiis on which tin' following reports are bused, but in

addition, much other relevant material in the South Australian

Mnseum lias been consulted. In reviewing the morphology of Central

Australian species, one of the chief aims lias been to provide a reliable

description of an authentic series, which might serve as a hasis for

comparison with other populations when such are available, and so

shed light on the degrees of subspecitte differentiation mentioned

above. In some cases also where fossil or subfossil material has been

available in sufficient amount, such a comparison has given useful

information on the Post Pleistocene history of the species. In this

work metrical data in the form of ranges and approximate means of

dimensions and indices has been freely nsed in arriving at tentative

conclusions, but conventional statistical analysis is deferred. It lias

been necessary to distinguish a few well marked forms by nomen-

clature, but in general I have been chary of adding new names for

such differences as have been demonstrated and taxonomie treatment

along trinomial lines has not been consistently followed. In the present

state of the development of the subject, such a course, even if desired,

is a hazardous one owing to the frequent inaccessibility of type

specimens and the impossibility of forming just estimates of the

normal range of variation in the species they represent.

In this connection it may be noted, that within the Central Aus-

tralian field itself, conditions as they apply to ground living mammals
are especially ill adapted to the Operation of the Formenkreise type of

mechanism, which underlies the theory of the development of the
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geographic subspecies. Over vast areas of the country, the ecological

gradient is exceedingly low and physical barriers to the free move-
ment, even oi' small forms are absent. On the other hand, climatic

factors in the form of sparse and irregular rainfall, exert cataclysmic
effects by periodic depopulation of whole districts during drought and
repopulntion of the same by the breaking of drought, These popula-
tion movements are almost entirely capricious in direction, and in

mammals of high mobility and dispersal capacity result in a constant

mingling of communities over areas so wide that regional differentia-

tion of a permanent character is largely suppressed.

Bcttongia lesueuri Quoy and Gaimard 1824

Originally described from Dirk llartog Island in Shark Bay on
the Western Australian coast in hit gfi " South, this rat kangaroo has
since been shown to have had one of the most extensive continental

ranges of any of the Australian marsupials, reaching from about
14' South kit. in the north-west down to the extremity of the south-

east coast in lat. 37° 50' South, and from the west coast almost across

to the eastern cordillera in New South Wales. The north-eastern
sector embracing most of Queensland and part of New South Wales
has yielded no published records of the species and thus form? an
interesting hiatus in its distribution, but whether of fact or merely
record> is somewhat doubtful (fig. 1).

The range has frequently been given as Western ami South
Australia and this has misled many writers, even in recent years, to

overlook its former presence in Victoria and New South Wales. That
it occurred in the Murray districts of these States in 1863 was plainly

attested by Krefft in Lydekker (189*) and more doubtfully, in

northern New South Wales in 1866 by Maegillivray (in Iredale 1837).
Tate ( P)48) has also published evidence of its occurrence iu Victoria.

The former habitat included a wide range of climates but

wherever it occurred it seems to have followed a fossorml way of life

on more or legs open plains, and has shown itself, especially in arid
districts, markedly intolerant o\' pastoral occupation, S( > that both its

numbers and dispersion have been greatly reduced from what obtained
primitively. Nevertheless, it still occupies large areas in the States
of Western and South Australia and the Northern Territory.

Two races have been separated from the original insular form;
h\ lettUBUri qrayi Gould 1S40 based on the Swan River in Western
Australia and B. IcsufHri imrrryi WaterhoUse 1842 from Evre
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Peninsula, South Australia. In addition, the insular form B. lexucuri

lesueuri Quoy and (Jaimard 1824, has now been accorded a representa-

tion on the adjoining mainland by C auert (I960). Wliilo these names
have been widely used, the morphological basis on which they have

rented is' of the flimsiest, and as Harper (1945) has pointed out, Die

lines of demarcation or intergradation between the forms are quite

unknown.

The material in hand comprises series from both Central Aus-

tralia and the lower districts of South Australia, and these will be

considered separately,

THE CKNTRAL AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE
I.hsTium :tiox and Habits: The former distribution in the Centre

was wide (tig. 1), hfijfc its limits can now be but vaguely indicated in all

tllGSfi ar^as which have been under pastoral occupation for long.

Probably its greatest stronghold was along the east-west axis of the

Macdmmell Range system and in the south-west sector in and about

what are now the great Aboriginal Reserves on the borders of the

three States, As late as 11*40 it was still numerous here, particularly

so in the Musgravc-Everard Range aiea from which it extended with
mm Teasing sparseuess into the north-west districts of South Australia,

to about lat. 30° South. Forty vears before this, at about the turn of

the century, its colonies were continuous over the western half of the

lafler State, as \'-dr down as the AdelnideAVakeiield plain,.

Of its northern extension, there is little satisfactory evidence,

bn(, 1 place its limit provisionally at about 20* South lat. To the wCvSt

of Stuart's line in this latitude it may extend somewhat further north,

but to the* east of it, the Barkly Tableland was apparently never

occupied, and interrogation of Wombaia survivors there has given

only negative results.

The eastern limits lie near the (Queensland border. It is well

known to the eastern Arunta and the Ilvowrn, ami remained within

their territory between the Plenty and Sandover Rivers until the late

1!)'_!0V. The Wonkanooroo have a name for it in the south-eastern

extremity of the Arunta desert but it was not reported by either

Colson in 1938 or Madigan in 1939 in their traverses of the central

portion of this region. South of the Arunta Desert, Andrews (187(1 )

collected it in 1S74 in the Lake Eyre district probably on the Macnmba
at the north end, and Sanger (1882) recorded it from the lower
Cooper on the east side. Sanger's account of it, however, is more
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suggestive of (Uito/iri/mnus than B. lesiieuri and in 1931 I was unable

to got any positive evidence of the latter in tliis part of the Lake Eyre
Katun. Longman (1930) does not record it as a Queensland species.

To the west, the records are few raid derived chiefly from journals

of exploration in the Sandridge, Gibson, and the Victoria Deserts and
their value if? uncertain owing to frequent confusion in the accounts

With Ltff/orclic^lcs spp. and Thulacowtf:^ and the absence of material

in support. However, I accept (Tiles
1

citation (1889) at approximately
24 4-!' South and 127 44' East in Gibson Desert in 1874 as the mode
of occurrence is characteristic and 1 have taken it personally north

of Desolation Glen in the Rawlinson Range, only 50 miles southeast

of his locality. Carnegie's (1898) record from Wilson Cliffs in the

Sandridge Desert at lat. 22° 1' South ami 12(i 57' Kast may perhaps

relate to Thalacomys, The Canning Stock Route Expedition of 19oi,

which crossed about 100 miles west oi Wilson Cliffs, recorded neither

the animal nor its warrens, nor is there any recognizable account of

the animal in J. Forrest's journal of the 1874 traverse along the 20

parallel, though in tin* latter case as in most early exploration, such

negative evidene* is not likely to he significant. The question of the

isolation <>f those Central and South Australian populations of

/>. h's/frari from those of Western .Australia, which has an obvious

beariug on the validity of the three races named is thus left undecided

by the published records. The case lor continuity of distribution in

the recent past, based on the continuity of available habitats is, how-
ever, a very strong one; even if the central portions of the three

western deserts are regarded as impassable barriers, there remain

three avenues of feasible intercommunication along three routes, riz.

the coast lands of the Bight, the 26* parallel, and the north nnd
eastern margin of the Sandridge Desert. In connection with the

latter it may be noted that the largo " rabbit M warrens recorded by

ML Terry in 1929 in the Tananii district in approximated 28° South

and 129° 61' East, would almost certainly be warrens of B. lesveuri

doubtfully parasitized by rabbits.

Its present status (195$) is everywhere a rapidly dwindling one.

It survives in v< ry small numbers in the territory of the northern
moiety of the Tlyowra and of the Worgaia to the east and north ol'

the Elkedra (llketera) River, which has only recently been brought
(meter pastoral occupation ; possibly also, as an extremely attenuated
remnant at one or two points in the drainage of the Handover and
Plenty Rivers, and in the Reserves of the south-western sector. In
the latter its persistence will depend in large part on the extent to
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which the fox is able to increase its range to the north. The southern

portions of the Reserve have heen heavily inflltrateij by this post in

reeent years and it is doubtful if it exisls today in the Musgrave
Baitge area, where it was in large numbers only twenty years ago.

Tlie species formerly occupied a prominent place in aboriginal life

and lore, in practical venerv and in legend. Tts identity is easily

traceable in their accounts, by its habit, unique in the Macmpodidae,
Of excavating large warrens For- community dwelling and by its

Iruculence. To the Pitjanjarrn of the Reserves it is known as inetika

Ol1 tehungoo, and the second of these terms has a very wide usage,

J-aoging in the imrlli beyond the Rawlinson Range into Pintubi

territory, while in the south recognizable variants (A it can he traced

as far as Ooldea. The western Arunta call i! fnunka, but their eastern

moiety have largely adopted the Uyowra word, alutta, which in recent

times they have eari'ied 'mto tlie Pituri creek and Toko range area on
the Queensland border in lat. S3 30' South upprox. The Original

Wonkamunna of this district are now reduced to a very few

individuals who no longer occupy their home territory, ami in a recent

visit to it T was unable to learn their name for the animal from their

supplnntcrs, or to fix definitely whether tin* species ever occurred

there. However, it certainly extended to a point about half way
between the Tnrltnn c! u< I Toko ranges, and within 50 miles of the

border. These two names nl.-,o have considerable extension to the

north and are used or understood, far beyond the boundaries of the

Arunta and Tlyowra as drawn by Tindale (11)40). The Wonkanooroo
and Dieri call it kanunka, which suggests a reeeat derivation from
the Arunta word.

In 1031-55, before tlie fox had become a serious factor, I found it

one of tlie most plentiful mammals of the Reserves. However, its

numbers fluctuate greatly and its occurrence is local and discontinuous
and not uniform. Warrens housing a big- population (faring WIG
season may be found quite deserted the next, though conditions have
not greatly changed in the meantime. It lias often been described as

nn animal of the li
£invltiJ:t1sr

H but this is only true in the vernaeuhn
sense in which all areas away from rocky ranges, are so described.

With tlie exception of rocky hills and ranges and dense thickets, it

colonizes most types of country; grassy and herbaceous loam Hats

within the major ranges, open rrudga and ironwood parks skirting the

ranges, and penetrates deep into the true sandridge areas, as well. Here
as elsewhere, however, its warrens are usually made in the firm loam
at slight elevations OH undulating swales and not in the sand ridges
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proper. On the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin the burrowing
IS often done into slight outcrops of Triable limestone and gypseous
rock and in 19S0 I noted a similar occurrence over a small area
between the western Macdonnells and Stuart Bluff Range, though the

animal has long been extinct there. This is the type of warren noted
by tJiles ( supra) and is affected ftlgO apparently by the coastal

colonics at Roebuck and Shark Bay.

In general, Central Australian warrens are much less complieated
than those described in Western Australia by Gilbert in tbmld (J355)
and Ibdil ( 18D7). One excavated on a loam flat at Yaringa, south-

west of the George (Jill Range, went to a. total depth of no more than
four feet, at wih'h level lay the main gallery from which two
lelmngoos were taken. Above this were many short off-shoots which
\\<mv occupied, by rabbits only and tins arrangement is a frequent one

bat whether it is universal here as Wood Jones ("_1!)"2;M9U5) avers it

is further south, is doubtful. The burrowing habit is more funda-
mental in tchungoos than in rabbits, a large proportion of which in

these latitudes lead ;\ surface existence or make use of shallow excava-
tions only for shelter or breeding. When the rabbit invaded the

eentre, abandoned or incompletely r.tilized tchungoo warrens were
plentiful as they are now, and it; htuis more likely that the rabbit

parasitized the tchungoo than vice r<rs<(, as has been suggested, and
this is also the native version. No doubt the rabbit has introduced an
adverse factor into the ecology of //. Icsncuri as with other small

native herbivores, but in the (>0 years they have been together in the

soulli-wrsterii areas of Central Australia, it has not proved a fatal

one, and but for the increase of the fox it might have continued to

enjoy a somewhat minced tenure, indelinilely. In areas of pastoral

occupation still other factors are superimposed by the presence of

9-tOcfc, with which it cannot cope.

It is extremely shy and cautious, strictly nocturnal and in summer
at least, leaves the warrens only long after dark and is a most
difficult animal to observe under natural conditions, even when it is

plentiful. In the ac.eounts of the Horn Expedition and of some of the

explorers it is confused with Laf/orclirsfcs l/trsithts which is often seen

in daylight in spinifex tracts. The tchungoo, however, is not normally
found in such country but burrows bi areas where the small plant
cover tends to be rather varied with salsolae and succulents such as
Cahiudrlnia and Portulacu and when large warrens are occupied, its

pads—tchungoo roads in local parlance—are often conspicuous,

c;
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radiating out to its feeding gfrfltmdk The track nearly always shows

a distinct imprint of the tail between those of the feet, ami these are

wider apart than in hiuianlK s1< s.

In addition to the ^recn parls of a large number of plants, it

e.\c,i\rates and eais quantities o! bulbs and tnbers, of which the roots

of the very widely spread proeurnberil speeies, Hocrlninrui (Hffir^i, are

the most important ( I'itjanjarra, karrpilba; llyowra, ayeppa). The
bulbs of the yelka or nut grass, ('iif)cri(s bulbosus, and Ox a lily called

by the Tlyowra ilelgunya (Crtrnim sp.) are also sought OUtf
as well as

an unidentified yamlike product known as poonba in the Musgravc

Efeftlge area. In the south-west sector, where I ho qjiondojlg (l^urar/fa

tnitiHiiHita) is plentiful, its fruits (waianoo, mangada) are an

important item of diet ami arc taken down into its burrows in

quantity, Not only is the ileshy rind eaten but, like the local Notomns,

it makes use of the oily kernel of the nut as well, which necessitates

gnawing away a large pari of the flinty hard casing; a task for which

the slont rodentlike first incisors ale well adapted (PI. xxvii, fig, IT;

CI. xxviii, fig A).

Hnder present day conditions it is not easy to gfet undamaged
specimens. It is wary of traps especially on warrens and when caught

in the ordinary types of small steel trap is difficult to hold OWlflg to

its fragile limbs. A gOCffl many are taken accidentally by dogg6T0 in

the much larger lIog trap which often lakes flic animal by the middle

and prevents struggling. Practically the only way of getting it

lllldam&geei is by digging it OUt Which is extremely laborious. It is

powerful for its size and vvhen taken from a burrow struggles

violenily ami scratches and bites severely, malting the while a harsh

aspirant sound with occasional grunts. The latter 1 presume is the

call which it has often been stated to make at flight when abroad,

though 1 have waver heard it thus i r i the Centra

On moonlight nights the blacks occasionally take them when
feeding away from the warrens, either by the spear or with dogs, and
if pressed for food, the women will sometimes dig Cflrf the smaller

biiia-ows, though nowadays the labour involved is out of all proportion

to tlie probable results. In the heyday of the .-penrs on the Sandover
River, where for a time it was in very large numbers, the llyowra

practised some ingenious methods of shortening this labour. Having
Selected a large and well populated warren, a patty of imui working
in the middle hours of tlie night, when tlie animals were aAvay feeding

securely blocked np the entrances to all the deep burrows, but left
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open a number a$ shallow experimental drives which were always

present on the outskirts of the larger warrens. The aluttas, returning

before dawn, were thrown into confusion by this denial of their

accustomed refuge, SJlcl after frantic Imt unavailing efforts to clear'

the entrances, wci'e forced by the rising sun to take shelter in the

shallow drives-, Here they were promptly stupefied with smoke to

prevent them digging deeper (which they otherwise do very expedi-

tiously) and weiv then dug out in numbers with little trouble. They
\v( x vi' much relished as meat. Thirty-five years ago, towards the end

of their major tenure of the Tlyowra country, their way of life became

considerably disorganized and a portion of the remnant forsook the

warrens and lived in holes in creel; hanks.

From most nonhuman predators it was well protected by its

strictly nocturnal feeding and deep burrowing habit, but the largest

of the local lizards (Vuraiws (flfhiiiteus), a voracious creature,

attacked it in the warrens, and took considerable toll.

The specimens personally examined have been free from the

larger ectoparasites. The animal has no characteristic smell. Repro-

duction appeal's to extend over the greater pari of the year and pouch

embryos and young, up to 170 mm. long, have been obtained both in

mid-summer and mid-winter.

Extf/rxal Characters: The material examined represents 32 indi-

vidnnls, obtained from the following localities, all in the south-western

sector: (a) Chnndrinria, N.W. of the Evcrard Range at hit. 2(> Til'S.

and L32
fl 13' K.; (&) several other points between Chundrinua and the

southern front of the Musgrave Range; (V) Allarmna, on the northern

front of the Musgrave Range; (tl) near Murrachurra Spring, 20 miles

east of Mount Conner in hit. 25' 26' S. and I32fl 13' E.; (V) Ynringa,

12 mile; SAY. of Kim-'s Creek in the (leorge (Jill Range; (/) north of

Desolation Glen in the Ifawlinson Range at about 24 58' & and
12K MY Iv That portion of the series which is sexed comprises

W'ood Jones (U)23-iy25) has given an extended account of the

external characters of a series from the Lake Phillipson area and as

the present material is in substantial agreement with his, a full

description is dispensed with and the following supplementary notes

substituted.

Tfis illustration of the hem) gives a macli belter impression of the

appearance of the living animal than earlier -figures; the deep abruptly

truncated muzzle is especially characteristic and in this point it differs
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from lis CQIlgfiaiejrB while somewhat resembling Caloprymnus. In life

the rhinarium is bluish pink and its upper margin is evenly convex

and not spurred upwards in the centre. The facial vibrissae are well

developed though slender; the genals and supraorbitals are unusually

large and exceed the mysticials. The ear backs are evenly convex and

without indentation as in (Udoprijrnvus,

In the tBCtnm the palm is yellowish white and coarsely granular;

the palmar pad b$ing less developed than in Culopi inning. The

digital formula based on the distal extension of the dibits is

3>2>4>5>1 as given by Wood Jon<>s\ bill the disproportion in

genera] efevdopm»Ul of the three central digits i> slight and the

formula for size is :5>4>or = 2>5>1; the claws are white and

tr.-inshicent. In the pes, the plantar surface where exposed te

yellowish white, and coarsely granular over its whole extent whether

covered or exposed; at nbour. the mid point of the metatarsus the

granules are hexagonal and average* 15 per cm. but elsewhere they

vary much in shape and are often irregular. The encroaching of the

hairs from the dorsum of the foot over the plantar surface is a

constant feature in nil young and young-adult animals and the con

dition is usually much as figured by Wood Jones (op. </*/., tig. 155).

The hairs at this stage are not felted down into a mat but are

arranged in two overlapping layers taking origin in opposite margins

of the dorsal surface and remaining quite separate; the development

of hair is profuse mid tin' insulation of the less calloused portions of

the sole and digits, very effective. Tn old animals, however, the hairs

are thinned out by abrasion ami the entire plantar surface of pes

and digits is not Infrequently quite nnked. The apical segment of

the fourth digit is ruueh less expanded than in ('oJopiiinnius of

Acpuprf/hiHifs, and the elements of the main interdigital pad are some-

times incompletely fused ;is in Putorons, a shallow sulcus dividing it

into two longitudinal moieties. The nails of the digits axe yellowish

white and translucent.

The I ail is nearly circular in section und tapers slowly to its apex;

calloused areas are not developed upon it. The pouch opening is

posterior to the mid point of the ventral length and the space inter-

vening between its lower margin and the cloaca is often nearly nude,

•unl sharply defined by laterally diverging hair tracts. The rilMOa

lias no enlarged bristles, but a short tleshy process is developed on its

pO&t&Tior margin, similar to but smaller, than that which 1 have

recorded for Calopr/jmvus (1938), No sternal gland has been

observed.
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Secondary sexual differences are slight ; the male is not superior

to the female in linear dimensions, but is more massive, with a thicker

blunter head, and deeper muzzle, and heavier feet.

"Pelagic: The general colouration viewed from a distance of a few

feet varies in different individuals from grizzled buff grgy to grey

hrowu with lighter ventrum and the liead and appendages distinctly

contrasted in warmer huff and tan. At its best the pelage is dense

and aoftj mid dorsally the main pile reaches 22 mm. with guard hairs

(o ;;() mm., lengthening on sides to 23 mm. ami 33 mm. respective! v,

The basal half of the main pile is about Ridgway's slate grey, the

succeeding third forms a sharply contrasted band varying in different

individuals from light buff, to tilleul buff, and the extreme tip clove

brown. The guard hairs are slate grey in the shaft, with a narrow

brown band separating it i'rom the flattened blade which varies from

iVOTy yellow to near white and the extreme tip shades off from sepia

1o black; a small proportion of guard hairy are dark throughout. The

composition of the pelage is thus similar to that of Caloprtnumis but

thfi overlay of ivory ami white is m ach less profuse and has less effect

on the general ground colour, which ranges from deep olive buff to

light brownish olive

The sides are similar to the dorsum, but paler and less grizzled

and are sometimes separated from the ventrum by a lateral line of

rid. huff. The ventral fur avcra-es 17 mm. with a sparse overlay

reachim; 3Q mm.; it is mostly bicolor, with a basal zone of slate grey

almost obscured bv the terminal colour which is creamy white variably

washed and dappled with warm huff. The scrotum, small areas on the

throat, and mid belly are creamy while to the base. The head is more

warmly coloured than the body, the ground colour varying from tawny

olive to cinnamon buff: on the muzzle it is closely grizzled with brown

and buff but the erown and genal surfaces are more uniform. The

inner surfaces of the ear are nearly nude except distally where they

an! sparsely covered with short adpressed cinnamon buff hairs.

Externally the ear backs are well covered with loose Huffy fur, slate

al base, rich tawny olive terminally and conspicuously bordered at the

anterior margin with clove brown.

The fore limb is externally lorio haired, buff dulled by the basal

slate colour; internally somewhat lighter; the manus densely clothed

with adpressed hairs of clear cinnamon buff lengthening over the base

n| digils but not obscuring the claws. The hind limb is externally like

the sides or rather darker and sometimes has a poorly developed
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lighter hip stripe. SEhe pea also is cinnamon huff or slightly richer

and I j

m

s a tendency to darken OH fcfoe tiVftGT metatarsal surface ami the

fifth digit J Is hairing is close, short and dense dorsally, but is

greatly lengthened on the sides so as to overlap and obscure large
arms on the plantar aspect of the dibits, in most examples the digits

Of hoih manus and pes are stained a bright or'ange tan by flay dust;
this can he completely removed by mihl determents leaving the colour

the prevailing bufT. The immediate tad base is clad with dors;d body
i'ur wliieh gives place suddenly to short coarse hairs, which are closely

adpressed except on the terminal third ol' its dorsum, where a pro-

gressive lengthening heo-ias. Laterally and venl rally the colour is

uniform cinnamon buff, but dorsally this is darkened by a pencilling

of brown, increasing; distally until it completely replaces the huff

ground colour of the subtorminal fifth ot more by rich prout/s l)rown
to clove brown. The apev of I lie tail for distances averaging 35 mm-
is pure white on all surfaces when unstained and dorsally its hairs
arc longtlumed to ~® nnn - and frequent ly form, especially in siibadulls,

a distinct erect crest. The tail i> evorvwhere densely clad and its

scutation completely obscured.

Variation of the pelage in donsiiy, texture, decree of griz/Jini:

and ground colour is considerable, but m the present series cannot be

Satisfactorily linked with local, seasonal, or sex factors. The shabbies!

coats with the darkest ground colour are found in winter months,
when rump abrasion is often marked: bul dense, even, richly coloured

coats and their opposiles occur al all times of the year and there is

little evidence of a, seasonal moult affecting members of a colony,

simultaneously. The coat in subadults as late as the P8M2 stage, is;

often looser, with a greater exposure ,>)' ground colour than in adults.

Wood Jones (op. cit.) comments on lhe fugitive nature of the
w
\v< How" colouration in this species. \ find that field skins in my own
collection, personally made in 1933 and t!)33, and which have had no
contact with liquid preservatives and have been stored in the dark,
still show the original colouration as noted on the freshly killed

aninuds at the time. Others in the South Australian Museum of the

same provenance which were treated there by hnmersion in alum and
salt pickle, show a more or less marked change of olivacious ground
colour to wanner browns, which are not normal to the living animal,
and there is a variable decree of bleaching of the cinnamon buff of the
appendages.

Under the name 4 " hetlanahi hsticnr finni*
1 (iould, Boardman

(1940) has described the hair tracts in an advanced pouch young from
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Bernier Island, which however, Would tfldre conventionally be

regarded ae rej^&gating the typical race /?. IcxHcuri lemewi Of Quoy

and Gaimard. In the present serms, examples suitable for checking

the primary tracts are lacking, but in adults, except for small

s-iprarhinafand preorbita] divergences, the external pelage over the

entire dorsal surface is directed uniformly eaudad, and on the limbs

distad, the postaxinl 1km. -Is of the latter being largely obscured. In

undisturbed maorial the ventral inclination of the lateral l'ur is

slight and there is no median Opposition ridge on the voutrum, as is

frequent in (Udopnrmrnts. A reversed gular tract, directed forward

and outward is constant, ami radial tracts diverging from the pouch

margins and preeloaeal areas of females, and the scrotal area of

nudes, can usually lie made out. In general, interruptions to the

primitive eaudad How in the adult pelage, are much less in evidence

em both dorsum and ventrum, than in most ]\1acropodinae.

IhviKxsioNs: The range and mean values in turns, of conventional

measurements for a bisexual series of eight fully adult individuals at

^hc l

M \P stag<\ is given in tabular form on p. 267. Kven when age

changes are thus drastically restricted, the variation in all items is

high! reaching 26$ m the head and body length. Sexual differentia-

tion is inappreciable, the adidt female being as large as the male.

Maximum dimensions for ear and ]K^ are often attained as early as

the P*Ma
Stage. The tail is always shorter than the head and body in

adults, but may be subequal in younger animals.

The following figures give the detailed measurements of a

subailult ? (l
,H
iYF) from Yaringa <Voek, at the western end of the

<b'orgc GfU Range, in Central Australia: head and body, 2S.V, tail,

2%; chest, 150: length of manus, 24; nail of third digit, 9} pes, 101;

4th for, 42; nail of 4th toe, 17; ear, 36 X 22; rhinarium to eye, 31;

eve to eftr, 25: eye (iiitereunthal). It; weight in grammes, 010.

Weights of adults are not available, but would probably reach

2,Q0O grain rues.

Crahlvl Comiactkus ( Ph xxvl u fig. All) : Botli skull and

dentition of B. Irsvcirri present notable features which have been

imperfectly described and some of these separate it decidedly from

its convenors, by making an approach (especially in dentition), to the

more advanced condition of A^ptfprifmnus and Calopryirnius.

Sinee existing descriptions o;ive little information on the variation

which occurs, and are based for the most part on mixed series from

several localities, the whole question of subspecific variation on these
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important heads, remains quite vague, in the present work, 72 skulls,
(the majority of them not scxod), from South, Centra] and Western
Australia have heen used in examining the crania] and denial
characters of the species as a whole; fifteen of these, taken from
individuals of known external charnclors, represent the Central Aus-
tralmn population, and these alone form the basis of the following
description. Differences shown by material from other localities, are
dealt "with in the scrpiel, using (his homogeneous series, ;is a standard
of comparison.

Intrinsic variation within the series, \$ higl, both in non-met rical

morphology and dimensions ; in a series of 21? cranial and mandibular
measurements the percentage variation in adults ranges from
7.5 40'v, with a mc;m of \&% Many of the most salient features of
the skull observed singly, S neh as the development of the rostrum,
size and shape of nasals, width of zygomatic arch and inter -orbital
region (which are very apl to givs prematura impressions ol' s 1

1 )

»

specific difference) are subject to marked individual variation.

The skull is densely ossified, with strong muscle ridging, and with
the mandible, attains a maximum weight of If) grammes; it is the
shortest and Wlttesl in the gfOUUg and in this res[)ect is e()iialled by
Ca!u/>rj/ fHnns alone amongst the I'otoroinac, the length -r- breadth
ratio fa!Iitt£ as low as 1.5. The maximum zygomatic m3th is usually
posterior, but wide variations occur in the overall zygomatic outline,
which is sometime:-' similar to Tricltnsurus rvl/wnila.

Tie- muzzle region is short deep and less conical than usual, and
(be mean facial index of 1H] is one of the lowest for the subfamily.
The nasal bones reach or slightly exceed the level of the anterior
margins ol' the orbits; their length :- breadth ratio is variable as 1$

also their overall shape and Htfi combined posterior margin mny be
almost transverse, .sharply annulate or invaginnte in the mid line,
there is always a distinct and sometimes a sudden, constriction of
their width just anterior to the maxillo-premaxilliary suture. The
interorbital area of \\\c^ frontals is of medium width averaging S£5$
of The basal length; lad is parallel sided until late in life when tie-

free margins converge slightly to form a moderate intertemporal
consh ietion. The supraorbital ri%0!3 are sharp and overhanging and
occasionally develop rudimentary postorbital processes. The varia-
bility of the coronal portion of the frontoparietal suture mentioned
by Wood Jones (op. <if.< p. 2Q9J is well illustrated but the transverse
eondition is the commoner. The development of the temporal rftlg&s
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reaches a maximum for the subfamily in B. Icsncuri, but their con-

fluence on the parietals is very pOSteflQT and a sagittal crest as in

Votorous trulactjilits is not formed. At a lower level on the vault,

the squamosal suture is often strongly ridged. A ereseentie inter-

parietal is long persistent and overlaps in part the supraoccipital on

the kinihdoid crest, which is but moderately developed.

Tho occipital plane is nearly vortical and deeply indented and its

arch is low and broad; the paraoecjpital process is well developed and
distinct posteriorly though its anterior surface is closely applied to

the bulla and it has little free projection.

On the lateral aspect, the premaxilla is reduced, though less so

than in Jepy/jri/./tvus, and still makes an important contribution to

the wall of the nasal cavity; its suture with the nasal is about Gtjnal

in length to that of the maxilla. The facial plate of the lacrymal has
from .( to 3 the area of the orbital plate; the lower foramen in adults
is usually la rarer than the upper, but they may be suborpial and are
occasionally continent. The zygomata, especially the malar contribu-
tion, are relatively much the most powerful in the Potoroinae, and the
infrazygomatie process of the maxilla, though it falls far below the
Standard trf G&tQpr<0m>us and the Maeropodinne, is distinctly indicated.

Tie area of the temporal pterion is rugose and deeply impressed and
the series inspected affords no exception to, nor important variant of,

I
he frontal squamosal contact, which, following Owen's original

observation (IH(ifi) now proves to be constant for the subfamily
(Finlnvson 1932, Uft $**$ PfifttBOH 1950, 21&S21). The diastema, with
(hat of Acpj/ftrtinnrus, is relatively tin shortest in the subfamily, and
the posterior palate is one of the r.a'rowest; its posterior vneuities

are also long and narrow and occupy almost the whole of (lie inter-

molar space, the medium septum ami posterior bar being reduced to

iV.igile remnants often lost by damage; (heir anterior extension varies
from tin* middle of AT to its anterior margin, and a pair of small
foramina sometimes lie beyond this. The anterior palatal foramina
are exceedingly variable, the length fluctuating over a 40% range.

The enormous expansion of the alisphenoid bulla is perhaps the

most conspicuous specialization of the skull, though it comes as a

culmination of a well marked tendency in the Potoroinae, and is le.^

remarkable in the Maeropodulae as a whole since the diseowry of

]jafiorrlusl( js usomahis which approaches it in this character. Never-
theless the bulla in R, lesvrvrl is probably the largest in relative

volume in the Marsupialia and has comparatively few rivals in the
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whole Of the Mammals. In flic prop&fttl skull, owing to tfcfl incom-

plete condition of the Upper rim of the tympanic annulus, the bulla

communicates freely with accessory cavities in the postftrira root of

the zygoma and adjoining parts of the squamosal; the condition in

varying decree is general throughout the Potoroinae hut is especially

developed in H, Irs/ictni While the habits of L. nsomnfifs are

unknown, H, lc*}(enri remains unique in the Macmpodidae as a

iWsorial ftrtepi and ill Peking BOHN functional correlation of the

enlarged Imlln, this fact inevitably dtfmes to mind, and receives .some

support from the fossoi-ial and strongly bullate ThalaCQmys (ft tlie

same legion. However, the conflicting dvtdWM of 1^ fOWtglal And

noil bullate wombats amongst marsupials, and bullate and uon hullate

rodents of burrowing habits must leave the malter an o[)en one.

Tate (IIHS,
J). 1241 ) has noted a condition in the mastoid

squamosal region in which I he Phalangeridae and Mncropodidae

differ, f lind that the same pxefi has differential value both al sub-

ilv and species rank, within the latter. Tn the Macropodinae with
• ajld partial exceptions, the mastoid margin of tlie squamosal and

the root of the zygomatic process are separated by a deep fissure above

the tympanic annulns. l^ all genera of Potoroinae persistent attempts

are made to bridge this gap. by the outgrowth of a delicate flange-

lilm process from tlie mastoid margin of the squamosal, which narrows
!!ie fissure to a channel- In //. lesiunri alone, this channel is in old

age sometimes converted into a closed canal by a separately ossified

plate joining the linage to the zygoma root (PI, xxvii, iig. F).

The mandible is distinguished by the stoutness and convexity of

tin* lower border of the horizontal body below the molar rows, the

width and rohlive erectness of the ascending process, and the cxicn-

sion of the angular process into a slender style conforming to the

contours of the bulla. The confluence of the pterygoid and masseteric

fossae, is wide as noted by Tate, but very variable, and the masseteric

cnnH is very large. Ahhio has suggested that the latter is a functional

correlation in the Potoroinae to the presence of a large premolar, hut

I he relative development of tlie canal seems to hear no simple relation

to the size of the premolar or the length of the jaw in the different

species, as one would expect if this were so. Patulous Ir'i'hictyhis with

a long slender jaw\ and comparatively small P 4 has tlie canal as

strongly developed as />'. lesuevn. where these proportions are

reversed. Moreover t lie long slender jaw of Durcopsis luctuosa which

supports an enormous premolar (both absolutely and relatively larger
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than anything shown by the Potoroinae), makes no departure from

the meagre development of the eanal general in the Macropodinae.

The evidence of sexual differentiation is unsatisfactory, being

Sltpportftd on the jVinali.' side by two adult skulls only, hut so Tar as

it may he accepted indicates that cranial differences are Slight, The
female skull tends to be slightly smaller, with shorter nasals, wider

inlerorbital space, longer anterior palatal foramina and a higher

facial index. Muscular impressions tend to he less in aged females

than in aged males. Age changes are not marked and their recog-

nition is complicated by irregularities in dental succession and

individual variation. This leads to a wide overlap in dimensions and

structural detail between different dental groups; thus skulls as early

dentally as P aM a may he as large in overall size as aged skulls of the

same sex at l
M

l\P*.

Dimension.-,: As the sexual factor cannot he accurately assessed

in any of the three recent populations and scarcely at all in the snh-

fossil one, but is known to he slight, comparisons have been made for

the most part with bisexual series. The following figures give the

range and approx. mean of skull measurements ol' (1) a bisexual

series of 8 at P*3M? and (2) B females at P n
Al

3
: greatest length,

64.3-73.3 (69.2), 62.M-65.3 (63.4) ; basal length, 54.24W.2 (57,2), 52.3-52.6

(52.5); zygomatic breadth, 40.5-45.Ci (43-0), 38.7 40.6 (3!).9); nasals

length, 22.8-28.6 (26.3), 22.5-24.9 (23.6): do. greatest breadth, 11-143,4

(124), 10.7 12.1 (11.0); do. least breadth, 4.9-(i.S (5.!)), 5.2-5.5 (5.3);

depth rostrum, 12.043.6 (13.0), 11.342.9 (1.1.8) : interorbital constric-

tion, 13.246.3 (11,5), 14.0 154 (14 5); palate length, 34.8-38.0 (36.4),

314-34.9 (32.8); do. breadth inside K* 9.842.2 (11.3), Oo-HJ (404);
ant. palatal foramina, 2.2-3.8 (2.8), 2.0-2,8 (2.5); diastema, 7.3-9.0

(711), 6.0-84 (0.8); bulla length, 15.147.0 (15.9), 14346.6 (15.0);

bulla breadth, 11.043.3 (12.2), 11.2-12.1 (11.6); facial index, 171191
(181), 166 197 (179); mandible, maximum breadth, 40.2-44.0 (41.7),

30, .4:!* S (M7.IM, maximum depth below M-_., 8.140.0 (8.8), 6,6-8.6

(7.6); breadth ascending process, 13,746.3 (148), 12.543.5 (13.0).

Drxti i ion (14 xxviii, fig. AM) : Variation in linear dimensions
of teeth not rapidly altered by wear, such as the premolars and
molars, ranges from 5-34% with a mean of 15%.

The incisors, as a group are relatively large and functionally

important teeth, by the standards of the genus, and they sustain heavy
wear. As a result the 1st and 2nd are subject during life to marked
changes of size and shape. I

1 when unworn lias a broad alveolar base
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tapering to g pointed apex; growth is persistent however over a large

part of the life span and as the tooth IS extruded the apex is worn

hack to a chisel edge which steadily widens until it yields the

maximum diameter of the tooth. Its size dominance over I" and I?

is greater tlian in /;. cmi/ct<t><s of 11, pcincillahi and tends to increase

will) ftgfe, and from \ to
:

', of its height projects beyond their working

level. The dorsoventral height ranges in the present series from

+.M-7.9 mm. and its anteroposterior diameter From 2.2-3.0 mm. Both

Thomas and Waterlionse claimed tliat a broader ami flatter I

1 was

diagnostic of h\ Irstintri, hut the material in hand does not support

this. There is however a noticeable rotation of the tooth with

advancing agG, so that its labial wall becomes more and more anterior

in aspect and less lateral.

P is relatively constant, reaching a maximum anteroposterior

length of 3.0 mm. in young skulls and a transverse breadth of 2.1. P
when unworn is comparatively narrow and upright with a vertical

bright of 3.1-3.0 mm. and anteroposterior length of 2i)*2.6j with age.

it is thrust forward more and nint'c and obliquity of wear may
merense the latter value to &3 mm. The transverse broadening of

I'
J and the inturning of the cutting od^o of F are botb more marked

than in other beitongs and foreshadow the extreme condition of

-ifjnf/jr/pnuKs.

The lower incisor is comparatively stout for the genus but shows

all the differential characters separating the Potoroinnc from the

Vlaernpodinae in fcMfi feature: /.c, its groat absolute length and

relative narrowness, maximum width at alveolus with evenly tapering

outline to the apex, absence of median expansion of the blade, and of

abrupt incurving of the upper margins. Tn adults of moderate wear,

the anteroposterior length from alveolus is lO.fi-11.4, and this is main

tained or even increased in very old animals, where the shaft el' the

tooth may be completely denuded of enamel. The maximum trans-

verse breadth of enamel ranges from 2.7-.'>.l and slews considerable

resistance to age changes until late in adult life, though its site mov<'S

steadily distad. On the other hand the maximum breadth of the tooth

as a whole, including dentine, increases markedly with age and is

always proximal; in eight adults it varies from 3.2-4. M.

The canine is well developed but variable in size, shape and

inclination, In the young fully enamelled condition it is flattened and

i acini form, with the labial face nearly as largo as that of I\ and with

a vertical height of 3 mm. en. and anteroposterior breadth of 2/2 mm.
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As wear advance* the apex becomes more pointed, the rec.urvature is

accentuated and both height of the tooth and width of root exposure

in alveolus may increase to 3.7 nira. The premaxillary suture Insects

its alveolus and the tooth is always much nearer to the Mrd incisor

than to either of tin* premolars. Although clearly a functionally

important tooth lis apex never descends much helow the middle of P.

In the permanent premolars, B. lesitnui illustrates in an extreme

degree the general trend of the rotoroinae towards enlargement,

suppression of cisps and vertical corrugation, P 1
is a narrow and

usually almost parallel and straight sided blade and in relation to

skull size is hy far the largest tooth in the subfamily. Wear is heavy,

but is chiefly seen in removal of the surface grooves, and reduction

of the height of the blade; the latter may fall from 3,8 mxn. to 1.7 mm.

while length and breadth are almost unchanged. In l.nloned forms of

the loulh, the maximum breadth is always posterior, otherwise at

about the anterior third. Both the crest of the blade and the

enamelled wall of the erowu are of nearly even height throughout its

length, the main posterior eusp alone being sometimes slightly raised;

in 10-grouved examples the anterior cusp is scarcely differentiated.

The number of grooves on the external wall varies from 8 to 10; !)

being present, in 50^ of examples ami 8 and 10 occurring with equal

frequency in the remainder. The grooves may form an even series of

shallow crescents with the eonvexity anterior or they may have a more

or loss radial arrangement converging postero ventrally to a common
centre below the posterior angle of the crest. The normal inclination

of the long axis of the tooth is evenly nnterointernal towards the

midline of the palate; rarely it mny be parallel but never extraverted

as in ()<mediate.

A point of some general significance with P' is the variability of

the pustero-internal talon and its cusp and the internal ledge

—

structures which in the Mao'opodinae are regarded as of great speniie

intrgrilv In R Iv.siu urt of this series, both may be completely absent

or strongly developed in premolars of the same degree of wear

(Hi xxviii, fig. F and 0), and the talon is sometimes accompanied by

a posterior I'ossette. Anteroposterior length of unworn or slightly

worn examples ranges from 7.G-K.7 nun with a mean of (8.2), trans-

verse breadth 2L5-&3 (3.0) and vertical height of enamel 3.2-3.8 (3.5).

The lower secator 1*,, is a simplified and somewhat reduced

version of the upper, with length and breadth about 15% less but with

the height of the blade retained. The maximum breadth may be
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either posterior or anterior or at both, but never median. Rxternal

grooves vary from 8 to 10 arid generally conform to those of its

opponent; where (lie number differs, the lower tooth generally has the

fewer. The talon and internal ledge are almost completely suppressed,
AiitHro-postenor len^lh 6.5-7.:; (7.0); transverse breadth 2,5-2,8 (2.7);

vertical height of enamel erown ii/J 3.S (3.5).

The 3rd upper premolar P 3
is a much shorter and broader tooth

than flic socator; its maximum width is always median and its outline

oval in superior view. The talon is absent, bid the internal ledge

variably developed, and either 5 or (i grooves are present on the

external wall with equal frequency ; the grooves are commonly almost
intact when the tooth is shed. The 3rd lower premolar P8 is similar

to the upper and is reduced in about I he same proportion as the lower

sector. Its outline is slightly reoiform, the lingual wall being con-

cave with the crest of the blade conforming to this curvature; grooves

5 or o\ Seven examples of tipper and lower 3rd premolars, derived
from skulls showing a rather wide range ol' development, have the

following dimensions, respectively:—antero posterior length, -1.7-5.4

(5.0), 4.0-4.9 (4.5); transverse breadth, 2.7-3.1 (2.0), 2.3-2.8 (25) j

d'lcht of enamel crown, Ij-ll ,2 (2.0) ;
2.0-3.3 (3.1).

The upper deciduous premolar MP J

, is of the usual quadrate
molariform type arid is frequently as large as the third true molar,

lis chief interest lies in the sectorial modification ol' the ante.ro

external cusp, augmenting the blade of the contiguous I'
3

, I lit si

drew attention to this feature in j&epyprtywms (1031) where it LS

very strongly developed and Tate (J04S, 240) lias since discussed it in

Cither genera. In />. leguewri, it is well, though variably developed in

both upper and lower series. The mandibular tooth MP* is trigonid

(he anterior lobe being almost monopolized by the secant aulero-

intornal cusp; it remains however four- rooted, In size MP 4 is much
inferior to M,. The following are the dimensions of JVIP 4 and MP,
respectively in the 7 snbndtilt skulls; antoro-postcrinr length, 3.3-3.8

(3,5), 3.3-3,8 (3.3); breadth anterior lobe, 2.8-3.2 (3.0), 1,8-2.5 (2.2);

breadth posterior lobe, 3.3-3.7 (3.5), 2.7-3.0 (2.9).

The upper molar rows, in distinction from /?. t'toricitlvs and />.

pciiic/llafd are decidedly arched, with the greater convergence
posterior. The effect is uc< enl uated by the rapid diminution, in

overall size and especially of transverse breadth, of the 2 posterior
molars, which is a marked though not exclusive eharacterist ic in

/>. lesHcuti. Tate (1948, 269) has recently redirected attention to the
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difference between the Potoroinac and Macropodinae in molar

formulae and lias published some dimensions of the molars of 3

examples of B. lesitnni. As noted earlier by Wood Jones, however,

there is much individual variation in ^liis regard, and in the present

series the range in dimensions is wider than given hy Tate*. 1 lind

also, that in express'mg the general size relations of the molars as

fimrtinnal units, an approximation to the secHm/al cro/rn arra is a

more convenient and more adequate criterion than linear dimensions

alone, and the formulae which follow are based on the values of

] (

i,b

1
pb

), where J is the anteroposterior length, and ab and ph

are the transverse breadths of the anterior ami posterior lobes,

respectively.

In the upper molars the sequent M2>At'>MH>M 4 occurs in 5

of the 7 completed dentitions measured, the other 2 showing the

alternatives Ml>Mfi>Ha>M 4 and M J=M 2>M ft>M4 the position of M"

and \P being constant throughout. Tu the remaining 8 skulls,

M J >]\n holds in all, and M*>M* in the 3 examples in which the latter

tOOth has erupted. Clearly therefore there is a high degree of

probability, that on completion of the molar senes in the subadult

examples, 13 Of the IS examples (87$ ea.) would show the dominant

2.I.M. 4, sequence. The I'rerpiencies quoted later in comparing popula-

tions have been deduced in this way from mixed series of adult and

subadult dentilions, rather than on adnlts alone, which sometime-

form less than half the available material and would certainly yield

less accurate estimates. The range and mean of the molar crown

areas expressed as a percentage of that of the corresponding first

moh.r, are: M 1 (100); M* 07-114 (106) j M 3 G&&5 (78); IF 20-41) (31).

In the mandibular series, the declension in size is less rapid. The

sentence M,>AI,>A1 >M, holds for approx. (12%, M,>M- :l
in 3i%

and M,— ".VI, in the remainder; M, and M, are constant in the sequenee.

The variation in crown area of the lower molars ami their mean

values, expressed as a percentage of that of M", is: M, (100); M*

113-134 (121); Ah 90-121 (104), and Ut4 40-00 (4<>).

With regard to size relation between the Upper and lower series

there is also much overlapping, but in general the upper 1st and 2nd

molars are larger in crown area and relatively wider than the lower

and ths kwer 3rd and 4th molars are larger in area and wider than

the upper. Length > breadth is the Commoner condition in most of

the molars of both series, but breadth > length has the higher

frcMuenev in M\ and Ah. Tn W the posterior lobe is generally
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wider than the anterior, and in M L invariably so; in all other molars
both upper and lower, narrowing of the posterior lobe is by 1'ar the

commoner condition. M l

is excessively variable and sometimes almost
vr-iiLiial and is riot always strictly bilobed in form, so that it-

quantitative relations nre less airnnilcly expressed than in the

anterior teeth.

The crown pattern of the molar's is essentially similar to that of

ColoprymwUB and A< /i/ipr//)H»Hs and represents all advance on the

lophodont element ftf the buim-lophodont system of ensps which
prevails in the rest of the sub family. In the upper molars, however,

thfi main transverse ridges are still confined to the buccal BUSpfl«

There is a genera! increase j M height and saliency of aD cusps and

ridges and in particular a precor&Ot of the anterior basal Ifcdge <»f

the Maeropodinao is strongly developed, In unworn upper molars,

the occlusal surface is narrow, occupying only about !> tin* available

width of the crown, and the exposed lingual wall is frequently twice

the ln'io'lit of the buccal. ( Vi-respondim;' UoatttrfcE in the lower teeth

are similar but less marked. Crown wear ou the molars is compara-
tively slow and at the P* W staw dentine exposures are generally

confined to the lingual cusps of M 1

: in very a.^ed examples it does,

however, proceed to compleio obliteration of crown pattern, inter-

proximal wear is also negligible except in very aged examples. In the

three dimensions studied there is no significant difference between
corresponding molars of adnlt and subadidt dentitions.

The range and mean (in brackets) for- (1) the antero posterior

fejtgtfej (2) breadth of anterior lobe; and (3) breadth of posterior
lobe, of the molars in a bisexual series of 16 skulls, follows:—
M\ 4 4.4 (4.2); :U>-4.5 (4.2); 3.9-4.K (4.3). AT

2
. 4.0-4.5 (4.2); U-4.7

(4.5); 4.0-4.6 (4.2). M \ :;.6-4.0 (3.8); :j,b-4.2 (?>M)
; S.0-3.5 (3,2).

AT 1

. 2.0-3,0 (2.;;), 2 l 2.s (2.^); 1.0-2.2 ci.8). M,. n.7-4.2 (4.0); 3,0,3.6

f•!.-!); :

:;.6-4,2 (M.S). M 2 . 4.0-4.!) (4.4); ;<.!)- 4.5 (IT); o.S-4.5 (4.0).

M,. ;j.fi-4.l (::o); ".7-4.2 ( 4.0) ; 8.0-3,8 (o\5). M,. 2.4-3.] (2.8); 2.0-3.0

(2.8} ;
1.0-2.2 (2.0). The values for Ma.. * in situ are: Upper 11.4-13.0

(12.1) lower 11.3-12.8 (12.2).

The tooth change in B. lesvcurt is subject to considerable varia-

tion; the commonest condition is that P 1 erupts after M ;
* or with 84%

when the skull 1ms attained p> !HK; of its metrical development and
somatic development is equally advanced. The premolar condition in

B. lesin urt is a more reliable gmde to maturity than the molar; M*
is erratic in eommg into pi.ice, sometimes delayed until the skull is
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aged, at others appearing precociously in yery early life. The

functioning dental condition P*W appeals to be long persistent and

tides the animal over a considerable range of developmental stages.

Sexual differentiation m the teeth is chiefly shown by the 1st

upper incisor winch in both adult und subadult groups is distinctly

larger in males than in females and of more persistent growth. In

this it usurps the usual sex linkage of the canine, which is not

appreciably different in the sexes.

THE LOWER SOUTH AUSTRALIAN KEPRBSENTATIVK.
Distribution and Uakjts: There is abundant evidence to show

that Helloiif/ia leHUeUri was formerly one of the most numerous and

universally distributed mammals of South Australia, finding and

Colonizing suitable habitat zones in all the districts of the State with

the possible exception of the deeper Mallee and tin- flooded portion of

the lower South-Hast and the inner portions of the Nuliabor Plain.

It was well established on the Adelaide Plain, when* its remains are

sometimes brought to light today from long forgotten warrens, by

suburban building operations.

To the early settlers it was a familiar animal and traditional

knowledge of it persists in many e.ounlry districts, but written

accounts are rare, the early press commentators on the South

Australian fauna nearly always ((noting the existing accounts of

Waterhouse and Gould, which relate almost entirely to Western Aus-

tralia. A valuable exception was provided hy A. Moliueux who

piiUishod some interesting details of its abundance in 1 855 H in the

farming districts of the Lower North between the Light and (Jilbert

Pivers, SO miles north of Adelaide, where it did some damage at

harvest time, both to standing crops and hay stooks. Be mentions

having shot 149 in four nights, and 50 in one night in this locality,

and confirms mud) that had been observed by ( Jilbert m Western

Australia, particularly in the tmormoi s size of the warrens, the call,

and the strictly nocturnal habit. He considered that they were grass

and grain eaters in the main, and rehired to the European prejudice

against the flesh, which he had personally found baseless. J. H.

Prowne (1897) alsn gave a valuable account of it in the same district,

describing its burrows and the natives' method of procuring it there-

from which included a fumigating technique as iu the Centre.

G. W. Francis records that in 1862 it was one of the first

zoological items in the collection maintained in the Botanic Oardens,
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as an early precursor of the Adelaide Zoological Gardens, and two
years later M. SymoiiB Clarke gave details tit two specimens taken

near the suburb of AValkerville, and airiun m 1880 near Two Wells, 30
miles north of the town. From 1900 to 1904 the greater number of

tho specimens in lite South Australian .Museum were received, chiefly

from the (tawler Iviver district, wlneli at this time, was one of its lafil

strongholds on the Adelaide Wakefteld Plain. A small group from
this locality was maintained in e;ipt7\ r

jf y in the Museum grounds, and
formed the hasis of the mounted e;roup now exhibited there. The hts1

specimen from Eyre l
>eninsula was obtained at Worunda, near Port

Lincoln— the locality of Waterhouse\s type of harveyi-in 1909.

With reirard to aboriginal names for the species in lower South
Australia, the Only terms wlneli can he assigned to Icsuriirl with much
certainty, are yelki of the Narranpi of Yorke Peninsula, and hukurra
or bokra of the Ngadjeri of Ihe Lower North district

The chiel' cruises of i1> remarkably sudden decline hnve beOfl

dismissed by Wood Jonas (op. rif.), bat these a re not adequate for a

Complete explanation in all districts. The late Mr-. Daisy Hates while
at Ooldea collected considerable evidence from Ihe ftborigillOS bO show
thai, its numbers bad diminished markedly in the coastal areas at, the

lb ml of tlie Bight before European influence had bwottlfl appreciable
there, and this at a time when it was still very plentiful in Ihe drier

tracts north of Ooldea to the MusgraVGS, However, by 1910 from one
cause or another, it append to have been virtually extinct in tlie

Southern Division of the Stale, below the parallel of 32fl South, which
includes all the agricultural areas. In the pastoral country to the

north of this line, I lie succeeding 40 years have, as far as can be

ascertained, seen its disappearance from all except tin* far north-

weslern district, where both its populations and its pmsperl,-; of

survival are identical with those of i\n^ (Vntre, already reviewed.

We owe to the energetic intervention of the late ProfeS&Ofl Wood
Jones the possibility of the .survival of the species in the south. Id
19'JO he obtained living Specimens from the Lake Phillipson area in

the north-west division, and successfully maintained them as a breed-
in- colony at the University of Adelaide for some years. Some of the

progeny of this group were transferred hi 1324 to the sanctuary of

rYniders Ghase i\\. the western end of Kangaroo Island at tin' mouth
of St. Vincent Gulf. The site is for the most part densely bushed and
not very well suited to its habits, but recent reports from the TCan^er

indicate that it is still extant though its increase is slow.
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Reports of the recurrence of "kangaroo rats" in the southern
mainland of South Australia, are made almost yearly, but all which
have been investigated prove to be due to confusion with the bandi-
coot, Isoodoii oIk'skIvs.

Remains of the specie* are plentiful in alluvium and cave deposits
throughout the State and are a common constituent of aboriginal
kitchen middens.

The series examined below represents approximately dB
individuals, of which the bulk is unsexed skeletal material. It is'mueh
more restricted in geographic ranue than the Conlral Australian
collection, coining for the most part from the coastal Adelaide-
YYakeheld Plain, with outlying specimens from the nearer foothills of
the Mt. Lofty Eftange and from Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas. The locos
of its most northerly specimens is 700 miles south west of that of the
most southerly of the Central series. Some examples bred in Captivity
b\ Wood .(ones from stock from Pake Phillipson, an intermediate
sib\ are numnah his in respect to pelage and cranial characters and
have been deleted from both accounts,

EXTKKXAL PoAllAriKKs AND Pl^AUE Can be tested Only Oil ftjUX

individuals; a skin from southern Eyre Peninsula and three mounted
specimens from tie Adelaide district, which have been on exhibition
in the South Australian Museum for thirty years. Soft parts, so far

as they can be checked in this dried material are in close agreement
With the Central animal. The Eyre Peninsula skin is in good preseva-
tion, unfaded and indistinguishable l*i <ni winter skins from the Centre.
The mounted specimens are too faded for colour comparisons, but aro
in close agreement with Central skins in all points of composition ami
colour distribution; the subndult specimen has a, white apical crest
strongly developed. The pelage is not richer in the soutn.

Flush Dimensions are (pioted in the table on p. 267 for a bisexual
series of 9 examples at P f M\ The variation is still wider than in the
Centre, reaching W% in the head and body length, and there is a wide
overlap with that series in each item; the slight increase in the mean
length of pes in tlie south may be significant, but the other differences
are clou 1)1 fully so.

Ckantal Characters (PI. xxvii, %. C) : Twenty skulls from
Lower South Australia have been examined and measured; four only
arc subadult, the remainder are at P 4M 4 and for the most part are
much more aged than skulls of the same dental stage from Central
Australia.
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In structural features there is close agreement with the Central

series but the southern skull tends to be slightly larger. In a series

of -1 cranial and mandibular measurements of the Hi at P 4M\ the

increase in the mean value varies from 1 to 15% with an average

increase of 5%; the greatest being file length oi the anterior palatal

foramina (!§%), depth of mandible (13%) and <liastema (U f r).

Two other measurements are lower; the least width of nasals (2%)
ami the facial index (4%). The increase is greater in longitudinal

dimensions than in transversa so that the skull is frequently propor-

tionately narrower in zygomatic width (8%) and in the width or" the

mandible and its condyle (9%).

The differences between the two geographic series have no doubt

been accentuated by the greater average age of the lower South Aus-

tralian skull, but an* not primarily due to this eause, since the suh-

a&Tllt skulls at l^M" &h0W similar differences from their Central

counterparts. The mean variation in the dimensions of the southern

series is even greater than in the Central one, in the proportion of

22*15, and in nearly
jj
of the measurements the range completely over-

laps both maxima and minima of the latter. As in the Central series

dwarf fnlly adult skulls occur, smaller in most dimensions I ban

average subadults.

Dimknsioxs: The following figures give the range and mean of

skull measurements of bisexual groups of (1) 10 at P*W and (2)

4 at P*&P, Greatest length, 03,2-70.2 (72.9), 08.0-70.0 (#£&); basal

length 54.0-00.5 (63.1), 57.1-60.0 (58.9) j zygomatic breadth, 8&S4&2

(43.9), 41.8-43.2 (42.4); nasals length, 23.3-30,0 (27.8), 24.7-25.7 (25.3);

nasal- greatest breadth, 11.5-15.3 (13.2), 10.041.9 (11.1); nasals least

breadth, 5.0 7.0 [7>£), 4.0-5.5 (54); depth rostrum, 1 1.5-1 U (1&3),

117-13.0 (12.7); interorbitnl constriction, 14.0-17.0 (15.5), 14.0-15.2

(14.9); palate length, 8&8-414! (38.7), 34.0-37.5 (35.0); palate, luvadth

inside Al>\ 10.3-13.3 (12.5), 10 811.8 (11.3); ant. palatal foramina,

2.5-4,1 (3.3), 2.7-3.2 (30); diastema, 0.7-10.2 (8.7), 7.79.0 (8.2); bulla

lemrth, 14.0-18.7 (17.1), 10.0-J8.0 (1(5.7); bulla breadth, 10.5-14.8 (12.0),

12.4-13.5 (13.0); facial index, 162 195 (174), 171-181 (174); inaudible,

maximum breadth, 38.0-45.0 (42.4), 40,5-40.5 (40.5); mandible, depth

below M,, 9.0-11.8 (10.3), 8.1-9.2 (8.7); mandible, breadth ascending

process, 13.4-17.0 ( K,.0), 14.0 14.4 (14.2),

Dentition: Here also the range ol variation in dimensions is

greater than in Central Australia, ami in all items there is a generous

overlap between the two series. The mean dimensions of teeth which
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are substantially free from age and wear changes, such as the length

and bwadth of premolars and molars tend to be slightly higher than

in Central Australia, the chief increases being P 4 3.5%, P H 6%,
\ls

l:i
:;•!, M T . ;; i%, M 1 1:V/, M, 10%* In many other <limensions.

however, there is a virtual identity of mean values and l\< is 2% and

M, 4% lower. The prediastemal teeth are diffieult to compare

accurately owing to age changes, but in subadults are also slightly

larger, the canine probably as much as J(K;.

Structurally the teeth in the two series are in close agreement.

The crown (ft the canine is obscurely bicuspid in two examples. P4 is

somewhat more constant in talon development than in the Central

series and its anterior expansion is mote frequent and more marked;

one 7 grooved example occurs, hut otherwise 8, 9 and 10 grooves

appear with about the same frequency as before. In the lower P x a

taloned variant with sigmoid outline (PI. xxviii, fig. J) not seen m the

Central series, occurs in 2 examples.

The chief change in the absolute dimensions of the molars as

compared with their Central Australian counterparts, is the. mean

increase in the 3rd and 4th of both jaws, ami of the 2nd .n the upper,

and a decrease in _M of the lower jaw. The molars also tend to be

slightly narrower.

The gradation in molar size as irterprcted by the sectional crown

;in-;i yields the same prevailing sequences as in the Central material.

The enlargement of the posterior teeth with respect to the (irst how-

ever (especially marked in the lower jaw), leads to the occasional

appearance of 'such conditions as M 3=M l and 1V1 —M„ which have

not boeil noted in the Centre, while MP>M* M^M,, and M,>M
:
<

jfo

not occur. In the upper molars M?>Mi>Ma>K^ accounts for approx.

HO'-, of the cases, M*>1VP=M*>JVP for 5% and M^\P>M 3>M 4 for

f>
f
:. Tn the lower series M 2>M :J

>M
t
>M 4 occurs in approx. 79% of

eases and M —M ;r>M,>M, in the remainder. The range and mean

ol' the sectional crown areas expressed as percentages of those of the

lirsl molars, are as follows: M 1

. MOO); \P\ 100-125 (112); M\ 68400

(S3); M\ 27-59 (36) and M,. (100); M,. 117-142 (KM); If* 104-132

(119); M,. 53-82 (62),

The tooth change is not illustrated. There are no supermmmry

molars, bill a vestigial I' occurs in one example. The following

figures tz'wv the range and mean of the linear dimensions of the cheek

teeth; the values Tor- the third and the deciduous premolars are

derived from 4 subadults and the remainder from 16 at the P4M 4
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SlDSTKCIFlC nirrKKF.NTlATTON IN Bt't toiif/'ut lrs){c frri.

77/r rehtiontthip of fhr Central Amtraliun awd Imet South
AwtraUun Populations While it is tfoasible by the tltm Gxamffiatioft
of series to detect and define diretgent trends in these two popula-
tions, it must bfi emphasized lhat the differences noted are not only
slight in themselves but hve of an average character and leave many
individuals oi' hotll groups virtually inseparable Ivy an appeal to the
minutae of morphology, and crrtainly <,uitc inseparable by the facile

and subjective methods which have been rile in differentiating
geographical

u
f<inns n of Australian mammals. II is noteworthy that

the rang® of vMriaiion if) the geographically restricted sample i'rom
lower South Australia is greater in most items than in the more
widely dispersed one from the Centres a I'aei which appears to conflict
will, the belief, lor which there sepms much just ideation in other
cases, that aridity with its concomitant <>f Instability in ecological
conditions, j s a potent factor in promoting Variability in eremian
forms.

Under these circumstanees Che vise ot another trinomial to

distinguish (lie Central Australian animal is clearly superfluous and
for prnetical purposes the two groups are hetv regarded as formiii"/ a
taxonomie unit.

Tfus wider qUeation Of tlie validity of B.l. harrrtfi as a South and
(Vntral Australian subspecies, in relation to the typical B. /, fosu&wi
of Shark Ray and Bt I. grayi of the Swan River district, is beyond
the practical scope of the present work. Although lare;o collections of
both the latter are in existence and both have heen stated to bo
variable, no detailed analysis of characters has been published, and
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without such the* material locally available is inadequate for a decision.

late ( it)4H, 289) the latest eommeirtato^ on a basis of existinu

account*, opines fjrat/i <!(nil>t rully distinct from Irsttrnn, honr/i'i

probably more .so. Cabrera (1919) bold the opposite view.

The following eomnumts, siu^eslod by the results of ftie iWo-

gtting examination, are made as an interim contribution on this head.

Recent belief in the distinctness of nrui)i from harrriji, semis to be

baaed chielly OB flip statement of Wood Jones (np. rit. 210) that the

Western Australian animal was larger bodied and shorter oared. The

ruiHjwiriMm from which this conclusion arose, appears to have been

made between South Australian animals measured in the flesh and the

dimensions of the t\pc as driven by Thomas (1888) Tor the stuffed skin,

in which the ear would have been mueh contracted and the body very

probably stretehed. The more recent measurements of Shortride;e in

Thomas (18Q7) made on animals in (he ilesh from the Avon district of

Western Australia sire values for the head and body and tail which

are much closer to those of South, Central and north-west Australian

speeimens, while both ear and pes arc actually the longest recorded.

The skull characters of the south-western animal have not

hitheito been known with certainty: the specimen O measured by

Thomas (16B8) IS doubtfully localized and gives values which trier^e

almost entirely with those of lower South Australia. The provenance

of WaterhousoV .specimens is also uncertain. Three skulls from

south west Western Australia which have been examined during the

present work, differ from the lower South Australian population in

much the same way as the latter do, from that of Central Australia,

i.e., there is an average (!% iuciease in the mean of all dimensions

except 8; the greatest bi?Uig in the rostrum which is noticeably deeper

and wider and in the least breadth of nasals. The diastema, inter-

orbital constriction and breadth of bulla are slightly lower by 24$%.

A^nin, however, as in the South-Central Australian comparison there

is n very wide overlap in the range of dimensions, which involves 3Q

of the 29 items studied.

Similar size increases occur in most elements of the dentition and

there i* a slight increase in hypsodontism especially of \
yi

(PI. xxviii,

fig; K) which is a stouter as well as a higher tooth when unworn; its

grooves BTe 10 in the 2 examples which can be counted—Thomas

roeords np to 14 for the species. The mean for the length of molar

rows is not increased but the individual teeth are slightly broader than

in South Australian skulls. In matters of proportional development
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which can bo tested by mcnsu ration, the south-western skull and
dentition nro closer on the whole to those of lower South Australia
than to those of the Centre, but in a small residue of characters an
intermediate condition obtains. In the crown area ratios of the molars
for example, (he upper' teeth repeat and accentuate the trend in the

lower South Australian series, towards enlargement of the posterior
teeth at the expense of the first. But in the? lower jaw there is a

return to the Central Australian condition. The size sequence Formula
however, for both upper and lower (eeth is the dominant one as it

occurs in hoth South and Central Australia.

One only of the 3 skulls examined is accurately localized; this is

a lartrc male at P*M\ taken at West Popanyirming, 90 m. south-east of

Perth (PI. xxvii, fig. D). Its dimensions are as follows: greatest
length, 70.0; hasal length, 00.1; zygomatic breadth, 47.4; nasals,

length, &L9; nasals, greatest breadth, 14.5; nasals, least breadth. &<)j

rostrum, depth, 14. 8; interorlnpil constriction, 14. fi; palate length,

41.3; palate breadth inside ML
\ 13.0; anterior palatal foramina, '5.9;

diastema, 8.0; bulla, 17.0 \V2.5: facial index, 173; mandible, maximum
breadth, 14.0; mandible depth below \f„ 11J); mandible breadlh asc.

process, 17.0; P l 8.8x3.5; Ms ,{
\112; P, 7.0x:U>; Ms u , l&g,

A single skull from Ooolirnrdie, .tlOm. east ol' the (Swan River
district (in the subarid (loldfields environment) is closer to the means
for lower South Australia.

No material of (he typical race Certainly localized in Shark Buy
or the North-West Division of Western Australia, has been examined
by the writer, but Short ridge's field measurements (in Thomas, 1907),

indicate that the means for Beniier Island specimens are slightly

higher than flu. so o|' (Vntral or South Australia, except lor fhe ear
which is equally shortened. (>!' pelade characters, little can be gleaned
except that /Mr Dblletf (18J17) the apical blanching of the tail Is less

frequent in adults than in South and Otmtral Australia.

The only detailed skull measurements of this typieal form avail-

able fcq in.' are those of Watorhouse (1840, 205) based on a drawing
by Owen and doubtfully comparable with the other data. However,
as amplified by Col left and Thomas, it would appear that a very
small India (considerably below the mean in any other tfroup)
exists in a comparatively lar^e skull, and if this ratio is constant, it

would provide a valid distinction from the series here studied. Collett
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ment ons also a Sagittal crest and a bicuspid canine; the former has

no! ho6H noted l>iit the latter occurs sparsely in South Australian

skulls.

In taking a general view of the inter-relationships of tilE material

reviewed, it is clear that, in cranial and dental characters at least, the

three populations of B<lt<)H<!><t hy/tain' in Central, South, and the

south-western portion of Western Australia, toriu a met Heal eline

ascending in the sequence named, but with a wide overlap between

Succeeding groups. At each stage of the transition a few characters

may be found to provide examples of lag or GVCT reversion, but abrupt

discontinuities, of a kind foreshadowing >peeintion, are not presented.

Bettongia penicillata Gray 1837, subspp.

l)rsnuBrTioN and Habits The presence of tins species in Central

Australia, has not hitherto been recorded; I .e Sonet' indeed (1#26)

expressly excludes it therefrom in his remarks on its distribution.

In 1032, MjE. IX Bates al Ooldon, drew my attention to an

aboriginal invth based on ihe karpitehi, an animal described as

resembling Calopnivnuis in size and appearance, in sharing also a

nestmaking habit, but differing in its black- brushed tail. A year later,

in the ftverard-Musgrave Kange < list tiet , I learned that the karpitehi

was a living entity and known by that name, both to the original

Yankunjarra and to Ihe Pitjanjarra, who partly supplanted them from

tin' we-t. They compared it with the tehungoo or metika (LI. lestwitn),

but confirmed the nostrnaking' and black caudal crest, and knew it as

a sparsely occurring animal over a considerable area straddling the

South and Central Australian border. Tn the next two years it was

reported from Fundi (the most southerly point, about 89 miles south-

west of RrnaUdbi), at Unyabn Hill on the Officer Creek, at Mount
Harriett, where a specimen was taken which was kept lor a time by

a white dogger as a pot, and near Mount Conner, approximately 70

miles west of north of Ernabella, on the Central Australian side.

Tn none of these cases was I able to examine any material, but in the

old collections of the South Australian Museum is a specimen taken

near Waldana Spring, about 125 miles north-west of Oohlea, and this

is the only example of the karpitehi here studied.

Tin* species is also recognized by aborigines from specimens, ami

substantially similar accounts given of its habits, over large areas of

the eastern and north-eastern parte of the Territory, where it has IftfteJ

ceased to exist. In the hill country of Huekitla the llyowra called it
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indwarriteha : to the Worgaia on the Buchanan and Rankin Creeks it

was windijarra, and probably the yelkamin of the mixed Warramunga
and Walpari people east of the Murchison and Devonport Hills.

North of the Barkly Tableland along (lie (Julflands both in Queensland
and the Northern Territory it IS probably still extant, and groups of

mixed Alowa an<l Mara blacks fvom Tanumbirini and Nutwood,
recently gfaye it the name, yamul. E sewhere in the north there are

but vague accounts of it al Mainoru, at the Katherine and possibly in

the Finnic Kiver district; but it may be noted that the vast areas of

richly grassed ercalypt savannah south of the Arnhcmland plaUau,
would by analogy with its habitats in lie south, provide ideal stations

Par the species, but for the presence of stock.

In the winter of 1933, Michael Terr\, while prospecting on the

AVestorn and Central Australian border, Observed "apinifex rats" of

which ho has given some account in his book "Sun and Sand." This
account, however., has a three species basis, involving Laqorchcslcs
(isdHittt/fs, [jaf/orcl/csfes Inrsufffs and Bcllovrfui pemvilitittl. Anions
specimens sent by him lo the South Australian Museum is a portion

of a skull from an animal taken in di iv 1033 near tic McKwin Hills

in the Lake Maekay area about 470 miles north of the Wahlana site,

and ni \\\<> sequel this is treated tentatively as a second and markedly
distinct eremian phase of />'. penuillala.

DisTiain rtoN Klskwiikke tx Atst-ralia: Much uncertainty pre-

vails as to the former extent of the distribution of B. pniicillala in

Australia, with some conflict in existing accounts. While it is no

longer possible to ascertain the full truth, a review of records State

by Slate, will fill in other gaps than the Central and Northern Aus-

tralian one, and clarify some obseuritics.

Western Australia: The work of Sbortridge (1910, and in

Thomas 1!)07) ami of Glauert (1933, 1950) has made the position

clearer here than in the East. The northern record is at Shark Ba\,
whence it extended in a widening belt to the rallinup River on the
south coast, ftast of this line it is also accorded some tenure by those

authors, but the extent of it is vague and leaves the question of linkage

with the south ami central populations unsolved. However, the

Central Australian records given above are sited in eremian conditions

much nifirc severe than those of its presumed eastern frontier in

AY< stern Australia and go far to support the exist once of such links,

if not today, at least in the recent past.

Kaulh AjUSitralia: The early writings of Gray ( 184S), Gould

(1852), Harvey (1840) and Watorhouse (1841) establish it on lower
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Eyre Peninsula, at (ho head of Si. Vincent Gulf ami in the Adelaide

district. Later, rural tradition following its extirpation, gives it a

very wide, if not universal distribution over the southern parts of the

State, It is less easy to trace in this way than B. lesueuri, however,

and was sometimes confused with Lurforchcstrs leporoides, hut when
both bettongs were known, B. prrncillata scorns to have been the

commoner species, Mainland records for South Australia supported

by recent material locally available are limited to a few examples in

the South Australian Museum (infra) which come from the west

slopes of Mount Lofty and from Waldana, but sub fossil and native

camp site specimens, many of the latter quite recent, confirm its

presence in the lower South Fast, the Fleurieu Peninsula, Murray
Mallee, and Yorke Peninsula.

North of the 33° parallel, there are neither material records nor

accounts which can be regarded as free from entanglement with

IjOfjorclicstcs, except those of the Waldana and Mnsgrnve Fvorard

RaUgG area in the fat North-West, noted under Central Australia.

The karpitehi legend Is not local to Ooldea but derived from visitors

from the Mus^rnve*. In spite of this wide hiatus in records in the

subarid areas of the State, the Musgrave-Waldana occurrences

support the view of a former complete north-south occupation of

South Australia, as in the case of />\ Irsitrvrt. though it cannot be

supported by evidence as with that species. At least one, possibly

more insular representatives occurred in South Australian waters.

A skull of the extinct St. Francis Island bettong has been examined

(infra) and proves to be a form of B. prnirillala as predicted by

Wood J<mes; and the l4
kan°:ni on*' smaller than a cat, taken by

Flinders
1 party on Flinders Island in 1802 (Cooper 1053) may also he

referable to this ^eiius. However, Flinders' accounts of the smnll

mneropods of these islands, like those of Baudin, Peron and Ronsard
(Cooper 19f>2) are evidently a blend of Thylofjule eitf/mii with smaller

forms.

Fxtirpation of & peniciUata in South Australia appears to have

followed much the same course as with B. h'suenri; the last three

examples taken, of which 1 have been able to get reliable accounts,

were at Kiverton in the Lower North dist.net in 1908, at Lameroo in

the Murrav Mallee in the same year and on the Wild Dag ('reek in

the Fleurieu Peninsula in 1910.

Of the several aboriginal words which have been applied to

"kangaroo rats" in lower South Australian vocabularies, only one,

the eool.^ar of Harvey (1840) at Port Lincoln on Eyre Peninsula can
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be applied with certainly to tt. pmiciHala, the animal so-called having
been idemrtificd by Gkmld Iji L853, This is clearly equivalent to knlka
ill.' the later Lamkalla yooalfalaries of Byre Peninsula and probacy
also to koka and kurka of the Kaurna pf thfl Adelaide district. The
names buknrra or bokra of Le Brun and Lrowno's providing, have

been linked with /?. ogilbyi (— penicilkUa) by Johnston (1943) but

definitely belong to the burrowing species, B. Ic?tteuri.

Victoria'. There are several categorical and inclusive statements
of the occurrence of B. pmicittafo in Victmia, viz., Forbes Leith and
Lucas (1884) and Thomas (1SSS), hoi the extent of its occupation is

uncertain. Lruzenor (in Harper 1945») stales that Victorian specimens
are in the National Museum, Melbourne, and that the last record was
in IS57. Later, however (1950)a he omits /?. jjcnicillatfi from lie- list

pf Victorian mammals and substitute 8. CWftioulus O.yilby, hitherto

regarded as e.\clusi\'ely from Tasmania, where /;. peMiciUata does

llt)t occur.

T liave accounts of a nest !>uildiie_r bettong from West Victoria

gfenetally in 1854, and the Grampians district in i!)10. Nest building

would not of course distinguish 6, Mmitntltii I'rom //. pmiriUatd
, b«1

the South Australian populations in the lower South-Easf and Murray
Wallee districts were Almost certainly continuons into Victoria, ami
they are based upon a form with a small rounded extraverted sorator,

quite different from that of &4 cUfticuluS.

Xnr Sotifk Wales 4
, The chief sources here are Gould and Krefft.

The former (184tJ852) had personal knowledge of it down the course

of the Narnoi to its junction with the Gwydir and on tin* adjacent

Liverpool Plains, Tie accorded it also a wide distribution throughout
New South Wales except for the coastal slopes of the Divide, where
he considered it to be replaced wholly or in part by (jaivtadi, held by
some to he a closely related, possibly snbspecific form. KrelT (1864)
i-ee/)r«|ed it W western New South Wales: on the lower Murray between
the Darlimr .junction and Eeston, 60 miles south east, and made thfi

interesting statement that at Gunbower Greedy 150 E. of Euston, it is

completely replaced by Aepyprywmis, lie does not mention B.

pCfflciUnilt Oil the Victorian side of the river.

Qitct'Hshutrf : The species is not listed Tor Queensland in any of the

earlier accounts, and until quite recently, localized records were limited

to Hie original one at CJdcflJMOboolarOO in the Dawson Valley. Ihie
Avas based upon the personal testimony to the writer of (Miurlcs

•
: mini (a well informed naturalist and son of LumholtzV host), who
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contributed largely to the latter*9 collection. W. Boardman (1943),

however, published on an example from Pine Mountains in south-

eastettj Queensland (A list. Museum Syflneyi No. 1121). Three
localities are so named in this area., and which is relevanl is not

known a mean position for it is plotted on t lie distribution inn.)).

Tale (1948, 267 and 1952, 592) hflfi gJVQB details Qf seven mole in

American museums, taken at Mount Spurgeon and Kavcnshoc towards

the western fall of the Atherton tableland; lliree of these were tnken

as late as 1932. Recent enquiry by the writer in the field Btlgg0BtS

that it. may still survive in the Gall' country of the north-west of 1 li<-

State adjoining the Northern Territory border, though no material is

available in support.

The overall range of />'. p<< iticilhdo as outlined above, was probably

as extensive as that of & IcsncHri, While it was absent from a eon-

sidcrable north-western sector occupied by the latter, its eastern and

north-eastern extension was much greater, and this, containing the

chief highlands <f the country, adds much to the total diversity of

habitats occupied. The Torresiar occurrence is noteworthy as its

northern extension nearly equals I lint of A epyprywwm rn jest ens,

whicli belongs exclusively to tin* east coast lands. Thomas' dictum of

ISSS, on the range of B. pcnicillaht "all Australia except the extreme

1101 tir' seems to have been at that time an expression of opinion

rather than an ascertained fact, but in the sequel as developed above,

it comes near the truth (fig. 2),

The status of the species is even more insecure than that of

//. Ir'sttcuti, Trooabh 'Mollis of its forme!' range is now empty of it

and it survives only in three widely separated localities of North

Queensland, the Western (Vntre, and the south-west of Western

Australia. Its hold in the two former is slight and in the latter alone

does there seem uuch hope of perpetuating it.

Habits: The sites which furnish the above records present

ecological contrasts of an extreme kind, They vary I'rom North

Queensland forests under a 50in. rainfall, to spinifex plains on the

edge of the Sandridgc Desert; from coastal dunes in Western Aus-

tralia to 5,000ft. plateaux in New South Wales; and from thermal

constancy under the monsoon m the north to marked seasonal changes

and sharp winters in the south-east. Moreover, versatility in exploit-

ing habitats is shown not only on tins regional scale but in the

frequently ubiquitous nature of its occurrence in restricted areas, In

South Australia it was less selective in this regard than /?. lesucuri
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and occurred in the Mallee and in the higher stringy bark ( Enrol'yptus

obttqitil) tiers of tlie ranges, where the latter was rare or absent. On
the Klcurmu Peninsula, much favoured nesting sites were the patches

of blue yum forest (tiiicalyplus leuco.i ylnu) with a wiry tussock sedge

[L\r./tiflusjiarwa ((rr/iltaidcs) and sparse herbage on an otherwise rather

open floor. At Cuballing in the south-west of Western Australia

where in January 192B I oblained part of tin* series examined below, a

rather similar plant association occurs in Wandoo forest {^UCalyptuS

redkmca m% t'lala); hut here the terrain is varied with rocky ridges

supporting thiekels of a prickly shrub, Drijmidra nohilis.

Nest making appears to be very characteristic of the species and

in some form or another is exhibited in all lypes of country even in

the spinilex fiats of the Centre. But nests ;nv not the only foirn of

camps used; in Western Australia it is sometimes locally very

abundant, as Shortridge records for PingeHy in 1904 and as I found

it at Caballing, where the animal was much more numerous than it*

nests in the quite restricted areas from which it was flushed. It ^
probable that at such times a proportion shelter in hollow logs and

rock cavities on the Dn/aitrlnt ridges. The type of nest made
e\Hlrfi1lv y**ric8 somewhat will) locality; Gould's account from New
South Wales differing considei ably from ('filbert \s in the Swan River

district of Western Australia. 1 have seen no examples in South

Australia but they are described by those who knew them both her-

and in western Victoria, as rounded ami woven o\' grass stems and

there is no mmdion of the earth excavation at the hase as in New
South Wales nor of the use of stick- in place of grass and of a tubular

entry patch as in Western Australia.

At (.".'uha'llmg, those put up in the day time from grassy Hats had

a characteristic somewhat nil wall a by-like gait with the head low, back

mac]) arched and the tail not rigidly curved hat fluent and with the

blank brush displayed ve]-y conspicuously— it did not seem at all fust,

under these conditions. Wood Jones records that it was used in

coursing in South Australia under the name "Squeaker"; but this

term was also applied in South Australia to a hare wallaby

Ln<!<>rch<,s1cs ttpot ides, whose sped and saltatory powers were

exceptional. In the evenings they were constantly about the enclosure

at the homestead, and even when invisible could often be located by

their soft grunting in the dusk. By means of freshly toasted bread

thev were enticed up on to the verandahs, where they were not at all

abashed by the presence of three people, several cats and a lighted

lamp; eat* and bettongs were often within a few feet of one another
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and neither animal showed the slightest interest in the other's

presence. They were taken very easily in a crude form of box trap

improvised for 'the purpose and baited with toast. Indeed it was often

Baste? to get the animals into the trap than to take them out alive, for

i£ less fierce than B, lesueuri, they are exceedingly quick and nimble

and bite and struggle as the latter does, with remarkable strength.

It shares wit li />. Ivsiiein't and with most pf the subfamily t lie phalnn-

geroid characteristic of a tender pelade, and large patches of fur and

epidermis are easily lost in such encounters. A South Australian

ob-erver, IY1. 8. Clark, statc^l that a local example taken in 1H(I4

showed some slight prehensile powc:- of the tail; I was not able to

confirm this with living animals at Cuballing—cither in the open or

when trapped, but 1 am not prepared to follow Shortridge (1910, 821)

in discounting either its ability, or habit, of carrying grass with the

tail Fur nesting ourposcs. Gould's positive statements on the matter

were apparently based on his own observations and were subsequently

continued by animals in Captivity. Photographic evidence of the same

habit in Potorou* tri'luctnhts is provided by Le Souef (1!)2f\ PI 54).

Data on reproduction m the field is scanty; a female in mv

colleetion taken in duly at Augusta in the extreme south-west of

Western Australia, had a large furred pouch young of head and body

length 210mm- D. L. Serventy (195&5&), who has given an interesting

account of his observations in the same district as my own, records

large pouch young at the end of March. These two records seem to

indicate that the very rapid increase of its populations, which used to

occur in Western Australia, were due to the species breeding several

times in the year as Kreff't (18(52) suggested was the ease with />.

IcsiteurL Krefft observed only single young in the pouch in New
South Wales.

At Caballing, the living animal was observed to have a strong and

somewhat unpleasant smell. No ectoparasites were noted but ova of

Hindi were present in tlie fur.

Recknt Maticiual op H. pmicillatn Examtxjou: This is both less

plentiful and more di verse than in the ease of B. Icsiumri. 1. For the

characters of B. itnticUlaia ofplh.tfl I have relied chiefly on 7 skins and

skulls in my own collection, taken at several points in south-west

Western Australia and fully authenticated, supplemented by 2 skins

and 6 skulls in the South Australian Museum collection and believed

to be of local origin. 2. The Waldana karpitchi (supra) in alcohol.
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3. A markedly dwarfed skull of lower South Australian origin. 4. The
holotype of />. peuicillalu franctsca Finlayson. 5. The holotype of

B. pruiriHafu utihijdra Finlayson.

Bettongia penicillata ogilbyi Gould

External CHASAOTEfiS : A uthentie material illnstra f.in.tr tbfi

external diarwrt&rs of the specie^ is available fihiefly from Wtotero
Australia, and the following brief review is based Cm dried material

representing: 7 individuals from Caballing, Popanyinning, and Augusta
ill tbe south-western district and is provided to parallel that of B.

h\snn(i! (supra) and to draw attention to the marked variation in

pelade which occurs there,

/?. peuicilhiia has been said to be the smallest of the genus, but

(lie material in band indicates that at eomparahle dental stages it is

as large or larger, than the Central Australian R lesncuri. In life

the animal appears slighter ami more trimly built than the latter, and
its limbs arc even more delicate, and tail, peg and ear, are all shorter

in comparison to head and body length, Tbe bead is narrower, tbe

ear broader at base and the tippet lip less developed than in

B, l< sntttri. The mien is bold, alert and impish; characteristic of (he

gOnua and differing widely from the prevailing typos of physiognomy
in the Macropodmae (PI. xxxi).

The upper margin of the naked tosselate rhinarium is produced
upwards and backwards in the centre as a more or less aeutc spur.

The mysticial vibrissae reach 40 mm. in length; the lower rows pale

brown or whitish, but the remainder jet black; tbe genals and supra-

orbitals, reaching 37 mm., are also black and less developed than in

B. lesut'uri . Kye lashes are weak, as is general in the subfamily, bnt

creseentie rowrs of stout bristles (to IT) mm.) are strongly developed
on the lower margin of the orbit and less so upon the upper. Of
submentals and interramals lew have suivived undamaged in the

material—these are colourless and transparent, and in the latter

group, reach 12 mm. only.

The maims is similar in its main features to that of li, lesu&WP*
but is somewhat longer and slighter and with longer digits and claws.

The second digit is longer in relation to the third than in that species,

but. the digital formula is the same* and the thickening of the fourth

digit is carried still further. The elaws are yellowish white, have
moderate curvature, are laterally compressed and taper little to the

apex, in a superior view. The maximum length of the tbird claw is
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14.5 (as against 11 mm, in B. lesneuri) ; the fourth claw is little

inferior to the third. The palmar structures are not well shown. Of
brachial vibrissas only the ulnar carpal has been seen; a colourless

bristle Of 12 mm.

The pga is also more slender than that of Z>\ h'sui<i<n. but ajgreeB

with it in the hailing of the plantar surfaces, which involves the same
areas but is less dense; in this it differs markedly from R tiu/iculus

and AcptjpriDnihi*, and also from \\ aterhouseV, plate (1346, PI. 12,

lig. .Y), which, however, may be based on an abraded example. The
granulation of tiie sole is finer, averaging 19 per em., and the coloura-

tion of integument and nails, though variable, is generally darker; in

(lie darkest examples the sole is nearly black and (he nails dusky
brown, in contrast to the pale nnwus.

Dlmknsions: Published dimensio is of the species appear to have

bodl derived chiefly from processed skins and are for the most part

uneorrehited with maturity data.; the pes measurements also are

partly vitiated by inclusion of the nail.

The following are Hie convent io ml measurements in mm. taken

in the flesh from two advanced subadult males (P*M ;r
) at CubalJing:

head and body, HO, 305; tail, 201, 27!); pes, 107, 104; car, 38, 38. In

an adidt female (f
j4 M*), the pes readied 110 mm. The percentage

relations to the head and body length in these two subadults, as com-

pared with Central Australian /?. tefitttittH at the same dental stage,

are respectivelv: tail, 79-91 (85), 100-122 (108); pes, 32*31 (33)*, 8641

(87.) J ear, 11-12 (11.5), 13-14 (KU).

Pklaoh: This presents much of importance which does not emerge
in existing accounts In the adult unworn pelage the texture is

variable; often crisp or even harsh as in A<i>tfjyri)mnus and (jiiite

unlike />. tfflk&eufL Mid-dorsally tlie main pile of under fur, which fa

copious reaches 20 mm., with guard hairs to 32 mm., and the length

does not increase much elsewhere. The basal % of the under fur fa

about blackish-plumbeous of Liid^wa\ , followed by a subterminal hand
of snuff brown deepening to clove )rown and black on the points.

The guard hairs are profusely developed and the majority reach

20 mm.; the banding is the same as in the underfur, except that a

narrow zone of dark hrown separates the basal grey from the flattened

subterminal segment, which is much lighter in colour, near cinnamon
buff. A considerable proportion of guard hairs (much higher than in

other species) are hlack throughout their length and more strongly

flattened; they are so numerous as to constitute almost a third pile
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reaching 32 mm- in length. The general dorsal colour is a rich

grizzled brwTO Be&T snilff brown arid is determined by the admixture

of brown, IwiY and black of the terminal and subterminal bands, the

basal gi»ej heiwg entirely excluded from the surface. It is uniform

over t ht* head, body and limits, the tail alone contrasting in darker

and richer tones.

The sides are slightly paler; (here is no lateral line 4 of bull but a

gradual transition to the ventral colour, which is greyish white washed

with cream buff; areas of pure while are sometimes present on mid

line of belly and throat. The AUMEBlfl is brown [near bistre) ami not

grizzled, the rest of the head like the back. The ear backs are well

furred, snuff brown to the base and not grizzled nor darkened at

margins and little contrasted with the crown; tin' inner surface

sparsely clothed and somewhat lighter than the backs; the tnff at the

tragOld notch, inconspicuous.

The manus and digits are well haired but the nails are not

obscured. The colour variable; basally a deep brown, but bleaching

irregularly on tin/ suifaee to grizzled day colour; 1 lie digits pale drab

or near white. The pes also well haired and strongly fringed, the

fcerainal bristles on fourth toe reaching 25 mm. but not obscuring the

nail; metatarsus and digits usually darker than the manus but varying

from bistre to bnffy brown and paling proximally to buff; the margins

may be either lighter or darker than the dorsum.

The fur of the f nil base shares the body colour and length I'm

SO mm. or so, but is then shortened to IS mm, and its colour enriched

to a red brown (russet to tawny) which may extend over half or more

of the dorsal and lateral surface. The fur is then progressively

lengthened, darkened, and erected, forming a black or browmblnck

dorsal erest reaching 30 mm. at the apex. Tie- lateral surfaces are

coloured like the dorsum and may or may not contribute to the brush.

The ventral surface in adults is alway- much lighter (cinnamon buff

to cream buff) and tile hair is bristly and adpressed distally, where

scale exposure by abrasion may occur. The hairing and colour of the

tail varies considerably, chiefly with age; the blackest and most exten-

sive crests are in subadults, and in such there may be a coextensive

bhiekening of the ventral surface, but never a ventral duplication of

the crest.

The chief variations of pelage, which are of a marked kind, nre

clearly age characters ami independent of sex and season. In sub-

adults as late as the P3M { stage, which may be almost full grown, the
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coat is softer and looser in texture, and the overlay of guard hairs

and the resulting grizzling much reduced. The subtermmal band of

fclie under fur pales to olive buff car huffy brown and of the guard hairs,

to ivory or near white and the pale basal grey shows through to the

surface— the resulting dorsal colour being a weak grey brown or drab.

A fully furred pxtttoll yumiir (head end body ea, 210 mm.) shows a

smooth adpressed coat about 18 nun. long dorsally, with it colour

scheme similar to the adults, but even darker and richer.

The adult pelade of this Western Australian series as given above

is notably diffeient from olher bcttougs 1 have examined—darker,

browner, and with less contrast between the .subterminal band ami the

external colour. The darkest examp es are quite close to the pelage

of /'ofonvts trithirti/lns. In snbadults the difference is less and skins

of all species w!iich have been immersed for long periods in saline

Preservatives in; y justify Thomas' phrase "not definitely different. M

The hair tracts in the above pouch young are in substantial agree-

ment with Roardman's fi-ures (1!U:\ fig. 17 and IS) except in the

vicinity of the eye. Here a stromrh conspicilhiie effect is produced

by radial tracts from its margins interrupting the general candad How

on the faee; that from the anterior eanthus is a direct reversal of

considerable extent and is marked oil' by strongly developed opposi-

tion ridges On \\w tail, the distal flow of the lateral surfaces has an

Upward inflection, and the mid dorsa tract which is strictly distal, is

separated from it by converging ridges; a similar condition occurs in

('tilopriiiirnHs at the same stage Ir adults the condition in /jenUillata

is much as in Icsururi.

Cranial (
1 iiakac™s (PI. xxix, (ig. A-F): The treatment of

cranial and dental characters is mr.de to cover gome areas of conflict

in existing accounts and to supplement these where possible and is

Chiefly based on a series of 14 skulls, drawn in equal proportion from

south-west Western Australia and from lower South Australia. A
preliminary comparison (infra) having shown it to be sufliciently

Imniogeneoiis for treatment at suhsp©fii A level, 1 regard it as repre-

senting B. prnicillahi oo'/lht/l (louhi, and use it as a standard for the

definition of other forms. The comparisons made are with H. Itimmri

unless otherwise slated, and where metrical with the means of the

three populations of that species studied (supra). Individual varia-

tion both metrical and nonmetrical is considerable, but much less than

in b\ lesuivrri; the mean variation for 24 cranial measurements being

10 per cent.
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In general Bona the skull is elose to that of />. cunicuhis. When
fully adult it is longer than in ft Icsrwun but narrower and shallower,

SO that the overall size as measured hy the displacement volume
(54 eo.) is puareely greater than in Central Australian />'. hsumri.
The ossification is lighter, and the surfaces smooth, with muscular
impressions reduced; mean adult weight 10 o-.

Tlie chief regional difference is in the rostrum which is longer,

yielding a rflStt&] index of 41! and facial index of 226 as against 3G
and 178 respectively ; it is also rolat i \ ^1> wide and deep hasally and
fo?'ms a steeply tapering CCEfi without the lateral constriction or

dorsal flattening of /?. If'suvuri. Tlie nasal hours are hoth actually

and relative to skull length, ionise]- and narrower posteriorly, hut their

Sljape varies, partly at least as an ggg character, In snbadults the

posterior margins are often sinuous and irregular and invaded hy
spurs from the frontals and the lateral are suddenly constricted at

the maxillo-prema.xilliary suture, giving shapes like some ol' the />.

h'svcuri variants. In adult and aired skulls the posterior margins are

transverse and nearly rectilinear and are well in advance of the

intcrorhital line: the junction is sharply angular with the lateral

margin which converges evenly to the anterior nares, where it IS

suddenly const ricted to a sharp apex, overreaching the gnathion

anteriorly -a condition different from any phase of li. IrxutirrL The
zygomatic arches are shorter &E well as narrower, with the maximum
width posterior to mid point, rarely anterior to it; the interorhital

space wider, less concave and virtually unconst ricted throughout life,

an Incipient post-orbital process impressed on their edges, and the

temporal ridges scarcely evident before the tooth change, and alwavs
weak. The interparietal is variable, similar to B. le$MBV#i when
present, hut sometimes not developed or very early fusing with the
parietals.

In lateral aspect, the premaxillae make a larger contribution to

the wall of the rostrum, their nasal suture crpml to or greater than,
the maxilliary; malar much weaker, its median depth but half that of
ft. I,-.svt-uri ; the supratympanic canal is not completed by bone and
the squamosal- frontal contact at the pterion, is invariable.

The palate is longer and wider than iu R, Ir^itcitri and different!

v

shaped owing to the extra version of the secatnr and anterior
divergence of tooth rows. The anterior palatal foramina are variable,
wnth dimensions overlapping those f />\ lesitmri, but yielding means
above the Central Australian and about equal to the lower South Aus-
tralian population of that species. The posterior vacuities vary both
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in size and site, but in general are smaller and usually lie entirely

within the palatine bone, whereas in B. Icsuetni they are bounded

anteriorly by the maxilla. The diastema is the longest in the genus,

averaging 20 per eent of the basal length. The alisphenoid bulla is

much smaller, its chief diameter relative to basal length being 25%
lower; it is still, however, a prominent Feature, quite similar in

general shape, and in size, the second in the subfamily; it is not trans-

parent as stated by Thomas, unless very greasy.

The mandihle is slighter throughout, with most dimensions

10-lrV ; below the B. lemi&m means, the diastema alone being longer.

Tim lQW6r border is less convex, the ascending process loss erect, ami

\\\r masseteric foramen, though variable, usually decidedly smaller.

Sexual differentiation cannot be adequately assessed, but is

apparently slight, the female as large as the male. Age changes slight

but more definite than in B. te-SVWti and ehiotly shown by the shorter

rostrum and relatively wider nasals in the subadult skull and a lag

in the expansion of the bulla and mandibular condyle.

Dimensions: The following tigures give the range and mean of

skull dimensions in mm. for (1) 5 adults at P lM\ of both sexes; and

(2) 5 subadults at P 3M a
of both sexes: greatest length, 7b\8-8L0 (78.3),

70.574.5 (72.4); basal length, B&5-6&5 (ulJ.l), 59.8412.8 (61.1);

/v-oinatie breadth, 39.0-42.7 (41.4), 38-7=40.1 (39.4); nasals length,

11 0-M2.fi (31.8), 27.5-30.5 (28.9); nasals, greatest breadth, 12.044.3

(13.3), 13.043.7 (13.4); nasals, least breadth, 6.3-7.9 (7.3), fi.3-6.8

(d5); rostrum depth, 14.3-15.9 (14.9). 12.(1-15.0 (14.0); iuterorbital

constriction, 16.8-18.4- (17.7), 10.3-18.0 (17.3); palate length, 42.0-45.4

(43.8), 38.5-41.4 (39.8); palate breadth inside M 2
, 12.0-13.2 (12.4),

in>U2.4 (11.8); ant. palatal foramina, 2.9-4.0 (3.4), 2,5-3.2 (2.9);

diastema, 12.7-14.0 (13.5), 12.043.7 (12.7); bulla length, 13.8-15.0

(14.4), 12.8-14.2 (13.3): bulla breadth, 9.6-10.1 (9.9), 8.2-9.1 (8.5);

k.Heraninl axis, 19.2-22.3 (20.5), 18.3-20.0 (19.0); basi facial axis,

to.2-17.5 (4^.2), 41.1-43.6 (42.5); faeml index, 213 236 (220), L>10-237

(224); mandible, maximum breadth, 38.5-43.0 (40.3), 35.9-39.1 (37.8);

depth of ramus below M2
, 8.9-9.8 (9/2), 8.0-9.0 (8.4) ; breadth ascending

process, 11.6-13.0 (12.7), 10.2 12.0 (11.3).

The series contains larger examples than have hitherto been

recorded.

Dentition (PI. xxx, fig. A-J and (>): The dentition is similar to

that of B, IcsHcfiri but less specialized and with a greater residuum

of phalangeroid cha meters; it was regarded by Bensley as directly
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linking the genus with IfyptiprytimQdvto* In tooat categories the

dimensions overlap those of flic OentraJ Australian series of B.

Icswnri, but are decidedly below the means of fcfofi three populations

of that species reviewed above, and there is a general tendency to

narrowness and sli^btness, though there are one or two exceptions to

that. The mean variation in diniensions of functionally stable teeth

is slightly lower (.14%)* In the following account the comparison
throughout is with ft. Icsncari unless otherwise stated.

The incisor rows meet nt & narrower an^le and are more separate

from the cMiiine. T
1

is a smaller tooth, rather less upright, and with

its labial face lateral throughout life. Dnrso ventral height 5.5-6.4

(5.8) ; anteroposterior length 2/2 2.5 (2.o). T
2 much narrower and with

its anteroposterior length abottl equal to that of I\ not notably

longer us might he inferred from licnsley's coiuparisoji with

2 ypsipi'"inn nodoui; it 18 flte Rral Of the preiliastemal series to erupt;

anteroposterior length 2.3-3.0 (2.5); transverse breadth 1.6-1.9 (l.tf).

F witli its crest more normnlh aligned in the incisor row; its sluipe

much as in /»'. tmu&iri and with similar changes with wear; doTSO
ventral hci-ht 2.S-M.7 (3-2) ; anteroposterior length Lft-9.0 (2,4). The
labial face of all three incisor- is longitudinally groover! more
frequently than in //. Icsueuri, but there is ranch variation—fig. A
shows a strongly grooved phase of V and T\ I, longer and more
slender, with a greater tendency to alight upward curvature weakly
suggestive of Pt-ltnn its and l)i:d<n><hni n.< in the Phalangei-idae

;

anteroposterior length 11.4-l4.f. (12 7): breadth &0 :],:) [3,1).

Tlie canine is a [larger tooth, showing similar variation in shape;

dorxoventral height !.a-4.8 (4,7).

Dental differences between li. Irsiuuri and H. pcuicdldta culminate

in (be permanent premolars, the two species representing in this

feature the extremes of specialization and conservatism, within the

.Melius. The chief distinctions of P4 in the latter aTfe its smaller size,

hypsodontism, and oxt reversion of its axis, and convexity of crest

anteriorly.

fn the present series, while the angle of rotation is fairly constant,

the deicree 1o which the posterior portion of the blade abstains, varies,

The body of the tooth, however, j* always decidedly curved, its out-

lines as seen from above following a shallow sigmoid, with a constric-

tion at the posterior one fifth and maximum breadth at the anterior

one- third of its length, A posterointernal talon is always developed,
but is quickly reduce*! by wea r : an internal ledge scarcely
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differentiated. Tn profile the unworn crest undulates; an anterior

rounded and grooved portion, and a .smooth posterior cusp, being

separated by a shallow declivity, but equality of height is soon

attained by wear, la contrast, the enamel wall of the crown is nearly

twice as high anteriorly as posteriorly; its grooves are constantly

seven on the buccal wall and are either vertical or converge to the

centre of the cresl ; (hey are generally wider than in Li. h^ueari. In

unworn or slightly worn examples, anteroposterior length 7.0-7.4 (7.1 ) ;

hreadih 2.8-3.2 (3.0); height: (of enamel) 4.ri-4.r> (4.4)!

The lower secator l\ is simpler than its opponent, 10 V> shorter

but with breadth and height slightly greater, relatively; extraversion

of its axis is even throughout its length; its outline from above almost

straight sided, with the greatest breadth near the anterior one-third;

no talon is developed. The profile of the crest is quite straight and
the enamel of the wall higher anteriorly; grooves constantly seven;

anteroposterior length o\2-b\7 (6.4); breadth 2.7-^.0 (2.9); height (of

enamel) 4 14:] (4.2).

I

1
' is very much smaller than the ^cator, hut generally similar to

the anterior half of that tooth; evenly rotated outwards and with its

maximum breadth median and its outline from above oval except for

a re- entrance at the posterointernal corner; the profile of its crest

straight or at most very slightly rounded ; its enamel wall as in the

Mrator; grooves constant.lv five In the skull of a poueh young, the

crest of P ! which is erupting, shows no extraversion. but lies parallel

to tin 1 midline of the palate; anteroposterior length 4.0-4.(5 (4.4);

breadth 2.4-2.7 (2.G) ; height ol' enamel 3,5-4.3 (4.0). P, similar to its

opponent, scarcely redueed, but more evenly oval; grooves five; antero-

posterior length 3-7-41 (4.0); breadth 2.5-2.7 (2. a) • height of enamel
:lo4.4 (:}.<)).

The upper deciduous premolar Ml" is similar to that of /?.

lesunui, but smaller; markedly smaller thnn MM
; the blade of the

anteroexternal cusp js less developed and its crest more oblique to that

of l

yi
. It is the first of the cheek eeth to erupt, its appearance

synchronising with I
2 and preceding V'\ Tts lower opponent MP, is

also smaller, but with its anterior lobe relatively wider than in B>

Icsk< uri ; the crest of the anterointernal cusp is obscurely notched on

its Outer surface, and meets that of P. more directly than in the upper

tooth. Dimensions of seven examples of MP 1 and MP4 respectively,

showing slight to moderate wear are; anteroposterior length «>.0-3.G
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(3.3); 2.8-3.5 (3.0); bmidth anterior lobe 2.6-2.8 (2.7); 2.0-2.5 (2.3);

breadth posterior lobe 3.0-3.3 (3.1); 2.4-2.7 (2.5).

Tho molar rows, which in relation to skull length arc the shortest

in the £03118, ctlTOTgB anteriorly in straight lines. The aI>*olvte sr/e

range of all molars as shown by the ortfWll areas overlap the minimum
I'oi' the combined B. le&ueuri groups, btit the means arc decidedly

lower (from 4 to 19%), the inferiority briny: greater in the Second

and third of both Uppei and lower series.

The interrelations of crown areas are generally similar to those of

B. les/H'/rri, bnl there is an increase in the rel(tlire size of the first

molars, both upper and lower, and a decrease in the second and third.

In the upper jaw this creates a tendency towards subequality of W
ami M- and in the lower jaw to dominance of M, over VU both con

ditions being rare or of minor frequency in B, L'sururi and quite

absent in /;. auitadiis where the latter condition is excluded by a

characteristic enlargement of M,. The index of reduction or ralio of

largest to smallest molar, is lower (less steep) than in B. Irsitcnn, the

mean values for the upper and lower series respectively being 2.9 and

2.0 as against 3-3 and 2$ in the latter. The molar formulae and their

approximate frequencies and the percentage relation of the crown

areas of individual teeth to the corresponding first molars, is as

follows: in the upper jaw ^P>W>W>W 50% M'>M 2 42% M?=W
$% ; M 3 and M4 being constant in the sequence; and M 1 100; Ma 90407

(99) ; \V { 70-80 (75) ; M' B6-43 (86). In the lower jaw M,>M >\L>M,
83% j &MKL 8%; M 3>M, 0'/, rj M 2 and M 4 being constant; and M,

100; M 2 107-120 (1.13); Ma 90 103 (90); M , 48-70 (56).

The size and shape relationships of the corresponding upper and

lower molars and their variation'-., and the rehd ion of anterior to

posterior lobe, are much as in B. Irsucini; the hroadlh/Iength ratio

tends to be slightly lower than the />. lesvenn means in tho upper

teeth, and slightly higher in the mandibular set,

The range and mean of the anteroposterior length, breadth

anterior lobe, and breadth posterior lobe in the molars of the bisexual

series of eleven skulls is as follows:- M 1 3.7-4.2 (4.0); 3.5-4.4 (3.9);

3.7 4.3 (4.0). W 3.G-4.5 (4.0); 3 R-4.4 (4.0); 3.5-4.2 (3.8). M 3 3.5-4.0

(3.7); 3.2-3.S (3.0); 2.7-3.2 (3.0). W 2.2-3.0 (2.5); 2.0-2.0 (2.5);

1.7-2.3 (1.9). Ms. 1 * length in situ. 11.0-12.7 (11.8). M, 3.5-4.0 (3.7);

3.2-3.7 (3.5); 3.5-4.1 (3.0). M, 3.8-4 2 (4.0); 3.7-4.1 (3,9); 3.0-4.0

(3.8). M, 3.5-3.0 (3.7); 3.5-4.0 (3.7); 3.2 3.7 (3.4). M, 2.7-3.5 (3.0)

;
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2.7-3.2 (3.0) ; 2.7-3.2 (3.0) ; 2.1-2.7 (2.3). Ms,,, length in situ. 11.1-12.5

(li.5).

The crown pattern of the molars is very similar to that of JJ.

Irstteuri, but with the cusps and lophs lower and loss prominent. An
accessory cuspule originating at cinarulirai level on the buccal wall of

M 1 and Mr and sealing that, aspect of the median valley, is developed
in about halt' the series, and mote rarely appears on MP* and \P; the

analoirus feature on the lower molars, mentioned by Bensley, has not

been traced. M*J are sornewliat less variable than in B. Icsiwuri and
simulate more or less crudely the main structural features of Mf.

The series affords no example of the tooth change, but the erup-

tion of PJ may be delayed heyond that of M.
1

}
; this, however, is as

likely tO be due to proeocity of Mj as to retarded secators, as it occurs

in skulls still metrically an- 1 snlurallv snbadult. There is no instance

in this series of the secator preceding tin* 4th molar as is frequent in

B. lesuevri and b\ ciruintlus, so that, on the whole, a later tooth change
seems indicated for B. penicUhifa.

SuBSPEciiw: DiKFEiiHNTrATTON' ix Brffonf/in pf:rucillat(L

B. paiticillala ofjilhiji, Gould: The western representative of l?>

penkilkrta in the Swan Kivcr district*- was early separated by Gould

and Wnterhoiise (
1-S41 ) from the type of New Smith Wales, as a full

species under the name B. ogilbyi; wh le a single immature skin from

South Australia, was made the type of a third species, B. f/onldi, by

Gray iu 1843. Later examination of more material from all three

localities revealed much local variation and overlapping, and Thomas
in 1888 merged both names in />. peviciflata Gray 1837. and it is only

in recent; years that they have reappeared in suspeeilie form, without,

so far as 1 can ascertain, any new evidence in support of this course,

being adduced.

T have examined no material certainly localized in Mew South

Wales, but the local variation in south-west Western Australia outlined

above is sufficiently wide to vitiate most of the pelage distinctions

claimed for the eastern animal and the metrical differences implied

by Waterhouse's and Gould's data, are not significant when compared
with the range in the present series except possibly for the secator,

which is confirmed by Tate for North Queensland (1!)48 op, citn 267).

The eastern animal would appear to be very weakly differentiated,

witli at most a slightly greyer pelage, occasionally longer secator, and
possibly some slight differences in nidifieation.
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The South Australian animal, so far as ii can be understood from

material available EnSW, te &vefi less diatind from the western one.

In the South Australian Museum are two skins and six skulls which

although without reliable data, fftfl probably of local origin; two of

the skulls almost certain I \ 30 A close and detailed comparison o\' the

cranial ami dental characters of these skulls with Western Australian

material from the south-western districts only, discloses slight average

differences pf which the Poflowiflfc are the chief. (1) The rostrum

tends to be slighter in the South Australian skull. (2) The zygomatic

process of the squamosa! is also slighter, more concave ahove and the

adjOilliftg squamosal more, inflated. (:!) In the. mandihle the mandi-

t n. In r foramen is often larger, (f) The anternolar teelh are virtually

identical, but in the molars the condition M ! >M- is twice as frequent

in the South as in the Western Australian grwtjk The variation in

all characters is high and this with the iuadequacv erf the samples,

caatfi doubt ou the significance of the differences, which in any case

mi< somewhat less than those separating the (Vntral and South Aus-

tralian populations of H. hsueun* ThB overall similarity of the two

samples from localities mi remote is much more impressive. The tw»>

South Australian skins present no characters which cannot be

reconciled with the Western Australian ranee.

These findings appear to me to justify and confirm the clear

slalements of (Jould and Waterhouse (op. c.il.) % often overlooked, that

44
/>\ offilhi/r* of the Swan Kivcr districts, also occurred with very

slight modification in the Stair of South Australia, and if KrelTl

( lsr.4) is right* extended far beyond it, into the lower Darling Basin

of New South Wales.

The WuUlma hurpHehi: This was taken about iWt by J I. T,

Maurice at Waldana Spring on one of the preliminary journeys which

cuhnniatod in his ti-aver*se wath Murray from Fowler's Hay to the

Cambridge Gtflf, in 1902. The locality is about 125 miles north-west of

Ooldea in the arid western division of South Australia, and about 100

miles south of Fundi, whence came the most southerly of the reports

I had of it from the Pitjanjarra in 1984. Maurice mentions having
:<•< t,

kk kangaroo rats'
1

in some plenty both south and north (rf

Waldana, but what species are involved in this observation is doubtful.

The specimen (South Australian Museum, registered number

M.4-140) is an alcohol preserved female pouch young having the

dimensions: head and body, 173; tail 100 ;
pes. 78; ear, 38, The

pelage in its present condition is paler and more grizzled than is usual

in B. perticiUata Ogilbyi, hut it is a moot point how much of this is
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due to bleaching (hiring the 60 years of its partial immersion in

Spirit TllG colour distribution on mantis, pes and tail is quite as in

ofjilh/ji; the fail darkening rapidly distally and forming a low btrt

distinct black brush over the terminal third- The skull (greatest

length 46*6 mm.) is iunctionally edentulous or nearly so, bilt V and

I
2 and the third and milk premolars of both jaws are sufficiently

advanced for examination of their crowns al'ter removal of soft tissue.

This is the only flashed specimen of />. pcnuilldtd from an

eremian district which I have examined and it is unfortunate that its

immaturity and storage history render a full appraisal, at subspecies

level, impracticable. In essentials it is reconcilable with the standard

ogilvyi series reviewed and is quite distinct cranial ly from the form

((iihijdru from 470 miles farther north.

No skull of B. ptmciliala o</Uh//i.
t strictly matched dentally with

the Waldana specimen, has been available for comparison, and growth

changes in the skull are so rapid at this Stage; that differences between

individuals are of doubtful significance. Nevertheless it seems

quest humble to me whether' the Wa daua skull at dental maturity

would have attained to either the maximum length or rehtive rostral

development of full scale or/ill'i/i and the length of MP 1

, which is the

most advanced of the teeth ami appears to be fully formed, is below

the mean of the standard series (±[) el' :;.;? mm.). If these three

differences were realized in the adult it would suggest allinit.v with the

small skulls next considered, with taxonomie implications which are

their indicated.

"7?. iK'uirillata ffVU&tii" Gray: The type of Gray's &&tt(mgW

ftauldi was a small skin without skull believed to be immature, but the

second specimen reviewed by Waterhouse (184(5, 22, PI. (i, lig\ 1) in

the same connection was an adult skull of very small size. Tin:

present material includes a very similar skull, which, though not

formally localized, mav be inferred from associated material and other

evidence to be from the western sloped of Mount Lofty; this has been

closely compared with the standard B. prnic'illala ogiUnji series with

the following results.

It is an advanced subadult at l

>;*M\ and remarkably small m the

relevant age group of or/ilbyi; IS of 213 linear dimensions studied

falling below 1he range of these, with an average difference from the

iiiiMii of — 13.% ; its displacement volume is only bTKr of that of

h'./h ofjtlijji'i. Differences in proportional development (shown by the

percentage relationships of dimensions to the basal length) exceed
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V
, in 10 items; the chief GhailgpS being in anterior palatal foramina,

length of bulla, breadth and depth of mandible ( + S to 12%) ami

palatal breadth and facial index (—12 and —11% respectively).

Laterality in the posterior structures of the mandible is especially

noticeable, the transverse breadth of condyle being +34',-; the

mandibular foramen of tin* same region, is both actually and relatively

the widest in the Belies; otherwise nomnet ] ical differences are absent

ami the general appearance of tie- skull normal for or/ilhi/i.

The dentition as a whole is proportionately reduced, with, how-

eVOT, a slightly narrower F and slightly stouter V% The crown area

Sequences and percentage ratios are: M? I03>Mi 100>M :!

73 and

\\, Ua>Mj I0O=Mfl
100 and the lades of reduction (three teeth

only) is 1.4 (upper) and Jl (lOWOT)j these sr/e relations can all be

closely matched in the standard series of of/ilht/i.

The dimensions of this skull arc: greatest length 02.5; basal

length 52.5j zygomatic breadth :>6\0; nasals length %&&$ nasals

.'ir.ttest breadtli 10. 5; nasals lens! breadth 5.8} rostrum depth 12.0;

intororbital constriction 14.5: palate length 32.8; palate breadth inside

W 0.O; anterior palatal foramina 2,8j diastema 10.8; India l'J.4 x !.?>;

bnsicranial axis 17.5; basifacfal ;vxis' 3&.Q? facial index 2fl0j mandible:

maximum breadth 86. 2$ depth below M, i~:2; breadth ascending pflocesfi

lo.ti; biradth of condyle (A Ms. 1

• o.T. Ms,,, 9.6. P» aftd P8

respectively: length '1.5: I',.
1

] breadth 2 5; 2.S grOQVGB 5; 5. The agree-

ment with the older skull of Wat.ro | m iis<\ so far as it can lie studied

it 'in his account, is very olOHi The palatal length given by

AVaterhouse (11 lings) is evidently a typographical error.

The general level of differentiation reached by these small skulls

is quite appreciable and is distinctly greater for example than that

shown by the South as compared with the "Western Australian moieties

of the Offilbyi series used as a standard. But though they are by no

moans more miniatures of the />. p. ngllbtyl skull, their taxonomic

recognition raises biological object inns and seems to me c.uiitra.-

indicated. On the one hand, to treat them as representing a sub-

species of l>, fH'tiicilltttft, existing in very small numbers side by side

with B. p. ogUhyi at widely separated points, is to violate the ehiof

principle held to underlie the equilibrium between geographic ku-os.

by attributing to it a reproductive isolation which should not exist at

subspecific level. On the other hand to treat thorn as representing a

full species is clearly unjustifiable on morphological grounds.
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The alternative is to regard tliero, as Waterhouse suggested, as

dwarfed examples of uqdbyi owing their distinctions to individual and

physiological rather than genetic causes. This is supported by the

existence ID the same region of similar though less marked dwarfism

in the allied species Ivsueuri, where subspeeifie distinction could not

be seriously considered. Dwarfism and gigantism within species of

Australian mammals, especially under eremian conditions, offers an

interesting field for the study of changes in proportional development

will i ehnnging body size. The amplitude of the size difference in

material otherwise strictly homogeneous at subspecies level, is often

astonishing as shown for example hv Spencer (ISPfi. 20) and Wood
Jones (1923ft, 106) tor D<t*<it•

eraix and which I have confirmed in the

subspecies hiJIirri of the Lake Eyre Basin (1933), arid in Rattus

vUlo$is$imfU&

4k
/>\ fiouldi'- as a form (either specific or subspeeilic) occurring

between the head of Gulf St. Vincent and Mount Lofty in territory

deiWBly occupied by li. p. otjilbii'i, under a 20-30 inch rainfall, is

difficult to accept Bttt the case might be different if these localities

were erroneous and the material were derived from further north.

It might well then represent a snbspceific eremian offshoot ol" QgUbyi,

tO which tile Waldnna specimen from 600 miles north-west of the head

of the QutE, should be referred.

In the absence of this evidence, I ait) confirmed in the rejection

of these dwarf skulls from lower South Australia as representing a

distinct race or species (whether u
fi. fiouldi" or not) by the existence

of two others in which the distinction of even smaller size, is

reinforced by structural changes of a much more decided kind, and by

adequate geographical isolation.

hittinujiu prvnUUttii [niiKiscu Finlayson, 1957: This form was
bltsed upon a portion of a skull in the old collections of the South

Australian Museum (Registered number M. 5184), which came from
St. Francis Island, NuytV- Archipelago, off the Eyre Peninsula coast

of South Australia in 'apfuovimnlelv 32' 35' S. Int. and 133 20' E.

longt.; no other details of its provenance are recorded.

The specimen lacks the occiput, nasals and mandible, but has a

complete adult maxilliary dentition, together with the two first

incisors arid P of the rigid side. The dimensions available suggest a
- e ipletc skull of about the same size as the Mount Lofly dwarf in its

present subudult condition. As compared with B. pnnrilhUa (ujilhyi
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of Kit' adjacent mainland the rostrum, while normal in shape, is

probably reduced in relative length though the rostral index cannot be

determined; The interorbitnl breadth and breadth of palate are

relatively greater, and (he anterior palatal foramina longer.

The incisors are worn and damaged and little of differential value

can lie inferred from them, but the premolars and molars are well

preserved, though the erowns of tlie latter show heavy wear. The

secator, P 4
f l

J

L xx.x, fig. M and N) conforms in a general way to that

of p^nirillata s. lot. in its long axis being rotated outwards from the

midline of (lie palate; in the wall of the crown, being Iwiee as high

anteriorly as posteriorly^ and in the broad grooves. It differs from

B, p. Of/Hln/i in the ext inversion of the axis being less in degree and

UlOrC even in mode, with less tarslOU of the crest; in reduction of the

grooves from seven to si.v ami in its greater breadth. The last

distinction is critical; while the length of the tooth is reduced by

nearly 20 r
'< as eon

i

pa red wilh the means iov arf/lh/ji its breadth is

actually increased by G r r, leading to a breadth length ratio of SB as

agaimrt .42. The general appearance of the gecatox is similar to Pa

of inaHnjj, 1 1 1 1 1 it differs in its distinct posterointernal talon and tnnch

greater bulk, which is % \ times that of l

>3
in the Mount Lofty dwarf of

the same cranial size.

'Hie erown areas Of all the molars (PI. xxx, tig'. N) are helow the

range tor Qtfilbpi} Hn* reducilon being much less on M' and M? than

on M :| and M* The percentage si/,e ratios ealeulated from the crown

areas are: M- V06>W 106>W 68>M* :>4, yielding an index of

reduction of 4.4- as against a maximum of &8 in ofjilbyi.

Dimensions; inlororhital breadth, .15.0; palatal bflgth, 345;

palatal breadth inside M 1
', 11,2; anterior palatal foramen, $&\ Ms.' 3

,

10.4; P' length, 5.8; I" breadth, W:l.

The former presence ot this bettong on St. "Francis Island was

recorded by Wood Jones (1923b)j who inferred from the descriptions

of those who had known it in life, that it represented prntrilhdn. The
• \ternal characters are otherwise unknown, and the present fragment,

as far as I am aware, is the only material relic of the animal, which

is believed to have become extinct some 70 years ago,

Beltovftia prnicillntti milrii'Ira Finlayson 1957: The type and only

known specimen of this form, is a part skull with mandible (South

Australian Museum, registered number M. 8682) from an animal in

the flesh collected by M_ Terry in July 1938 near the McFwin Hills
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of the L;ike Mackav area of Central Australia, in approximately

22 2' S. lat. and \2& 47' E. longt, The external characters are not

known with sufficient precision for recording.

The skull (PI. xxix, fig. (J and H) lacks the occiput, basioccipital

and posterior portion of the bullae but has a complete mandible.

iSuturally and dentally it is hilly adult but not aged, and the dentition

which is complete, shows moderate wear, In general size it is inferior

to francisea anil is the smallest skull of the genus yet examined; its

estimated displacement volume being 34 cc. approx, as against a mean
value of 54 eft m the standard series of B. peu'uillafa ogdhifi and

53 re. fur the Central Australian ft. It^ucuri. In absolute dimensions,

17 of the 1!) items tested fall below the minimum for ofjilbyi with an

average difference from the means of 20%. Proportional development
as determined by the perctmtage relation of dimensions to the length,

disclose a high order of distinction from ogdbifi, the mean difference

in this cfttegoty being 11%. The chief proportional changes are:

zygomatic breadth -f 13% ; interorbita constriction — 13%; diastema
- 24% ; breadth of bulla + 25% ; depth of mandibular ramus + 17% ;

breadth of ascending process -(-2(5%. In addition the rostrum is

much shortened, the rostral index falling to 34 as against 43 in <><fill>iii.

Some of these changes indicate convergence towards /?. Irxucuri,

luit especially characteristic are the following: the narrowness mid
general weakness of the muzzle region; the narrowness of the nasals;

tin- very short anterior palatal foramina and a strongly developed

interorbital constriction, imhpie in the genus. The braincase is

relative narrow and more tapered anteriorly than in either B. U:saeuri

of Central Australia or IJ. iwnwillatn ofjllhifi and the temporal crests,

which are strongly developed, are differently disposed towards the

midline, fn the mandible, the proportions of corouoid, ascending
process and Mininlibular foramen arc nearer B. lesuexri, and the

relative depth of the body of the ramus is actually greater than in

that form.

In the dentition, the incisors show characters of both species, Ia

being broader than is usual in ft. penicillata ogilhiji and I
3 lacking the

inturninsr of the crest, seen in B. lesnticri. The seeator, P 4
(PI. xjxx,

fig. L and K) is actually longer ami as broad as in the much larger
(ir/tlh/ii. skull, but its height is about 10% less and is more evenly

distributed along its length. It shows many of the fundamental
characters of tin* B. penicillata seeator and in extraversion of its axis

and torsion of crest is intermediate between B. p. orjilhyi ami ft. p.
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fraiuisca; its grooves are wide and seven or eight in number.

Morphologically the tooth differs widely from its B. lesueuri annlogne,

in its relatively greater breadth; greater anterior height yielding a

height/length ratio of .47 a.s against a mean of ,42 in Central Aus-

tralian /?. lesueuri; and in the extravcrsion and torsion of its crest,

which are not remotely approached hy any specimen of B. lesueuri in

the three populations studied, in which a straight crest and distinct

introversion are invariable. The outturning of the lower tooth I\ is

less marked; its crest is straight and its grooves are reduced to seven.

The length of the molar rows in B&tJh and the crown areas of all

the molars individually, are helow the minima for B. pari* illUfa

off/lhi/i. The reduction, as in B. p, franeisca, is least on the first and

second molars, and greatest on tJie third and fourth, but Ehfi rolateral

disparity between these pairs is even greater, and the fourth molars

are extremely small teeth. W on the other liand is particularly large

and broad as in or/ilhyi. These eh;unres lead to an unprccedcntedly

high index of reduction (greatest crown area least) in both upper and
lower jaw as follows: B. p. anlnjdra 6.5 upper, 4,2 lower; (1) Central

Australian B. lesueuri, 1.9-5.1 (3.3), 1.5-3.2 (2.3); and B. p. ogiUni'h

2.4-3.8 (2.9), 1.7-2.3 (2.0). The size sequence of the molars and the

approximate percentage relation to the first molar, as gauged by the

crown areas, are: W 100>M 3 94>M 3 G2>M< 15 and M, 108>M,
100>M

;J
81 >M* 26; these sequences occur in hoth B. penie'dlata and B.

lesueurif, but are more frequent in the former. The upper molar rows
are slightly curved and there are no supernumerary cusps on the

anterior members. Dimensions: greatest length, 62.1; zygomatic

breadth, 37.4; nasals, length, 23.7; nasals, greatest breadth, 9.5; depth

of rostrum, 11.6; interorbital constriction, 12.2; palate length* 32.5;

palate, breadth inside M 2
, 9.4; anterior palatal foramina, 2.4; diastema,

8.0; bulla, anterior breadth, 10.4; mandible, depth below M s , 8.7;

breadth of ascending process, 13.3; P* and F\ respectively length 7.5,

6.4 breadth 3.0, 2.8; Ms. ,a
, 10.5; Ms.,.,, 10.2; I? dorsovcntral height

5.3; anteroposterior length 2.1; I
2 anteroposterior length, 2.5; trans-

verse breadth, 1.8; I
s dorsoA^entral height, 2.6; anteroposterior

length, 2.2.

As stated in the original description, this skull presents a blend

of the characters of B. lesueuri and B. peiiieillata, with a basis of

intrinsic features. The combination, if constant, would undoubtedly

merit recognition at full species level, but in the absence of any

(1) WTfmgly cited in the original dos< ription as» 3.9.
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further material to supplement the holotype, I find the possibility of

metrical anomalies introduced by dwarfing, and the lack of any

information on the external characters of the animal, a sufficient

deterrent to that course. While the balance of likeness is perhaps

towards /A l<site/<ri % the highly diagnostic P 4
is so different from the

xecator of that species, and has so much in common with that of B.

pmicillaia, that I have chosen to associate it provisionally with the

latter as a subspecies.

The overall development of the Bettonrjia penicillala group

though very imperfectly known, would seem to be served by the

conception of B. penicillata ogUbfft 6a a dominant south-western race

extending east from the Swan River districts by way of coast lands

into South Australia and beyond into the eastern portions of the

Darling basin of New South Wales. B. pmirillala penirillata would
tlu'ii represent a poorly differentiated highland race distributed on a

north-south axis chiefly on the western slopes of the Great Divide, and
possibly extending into a subtropical littoral zone round the Gulf of

Carpentaria both in Queensland and the Northern Territory. B.

fionhli Gray as at present known is void and founded on local dwarfs

of the (ifitihyi populations, while aithijrfra and franeitica may have

arisen from similar dwarfs, stabilized and further differentiated under

eremian and insular conditions respectively.

STATUS OK OTHER MEMBERS OF THE SUBFAMILY TN

THE REGION.

Several aboriginal vocabularies contain words for animals which,

while but vaguely known to the present generation, are suggestive of

members of the present, group, either I'rom the general drift of the

account or from the voluntary selection of known members of it, for

comparison. On.' such is the tchunaki, of the Pitjanjarra and
Yankunjarra, which, though known to many of the older people, has

not been seen nor taken lor many years in the graiiite ranges about

the l2fith parallel, which was its locus. Tt is compared always, though

in varying terms, to the karpitchi or the tcliungoo. These last, repre-

senting Bcltonfjm penicilluta ami B. lesueuri respectively, together

with Caloprymnus atwpestris Gould of the Lake Eyre Basin are the

only species of which there is definite evidence as living or recently

living forms in the Centre and adjacent arid tracts.
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Since I recorded the sudden increase of Calopryiniim in the Lake
Eyre Basin (1932; IDofi.) there have been few, if any, reliable reports

of it. Rolliger (19^8) published some observations on a rat kangaroo

to whieh he gavfl tftlfl name, but he has since been good enough to

inform me (in litt) that (he identity was mistaken and that the animal

(an unloealized zoological gardens exhibit) was probably Arpifpryw-

nus rvfcfccns. All attempts to trace Cutopryvwms as a living or

recently extinct species beyond the limits mapped in 19H2 have given

only negative results, but the finding of skeletal remains in caves of

the Eucla district (Lundelius 1957) tends to confirm Tate's statement

(1879) of its presence at the head of ihe Ureal Australian Bight

eighty years ago. This I was inclined to reject in 1932 as no material

of the species is mentioned by Tate, while on the other hand, skulls in

the old collection of the South Australian Museum, which had been

labelled Cdloprymuvs (possibly by Tate), were actually B, Ipsiieuri

Potorous, as a genus of modern species, seems to be almost

entirely subeoastal in its mainland distribution. Early compilers of

fauna! lists claim nunc than one species for lower South Australia,

and there is a rural tradition that / ridncltyhlS occurred in the lower

South-East District of the Slate, but Thomas's (1888, 120) record of

a skull from the Murray River is the onlv material evidence in

support. The extent of its inland diffusion is quite conjectural, but

from what is known of the habitat preferences of the species, it is very
unlikely that it occupied the subaricl districts in modern times.

Zietz's use (in Gill 1909) of Polorous frhhu!'i/lus for an animal at

Port Lincoln is probably based on BcUongia pevicilln/u.

Several references to Bettovgia yaimardi Desmarest exist in early

lists of South Australian mammals, which may be derived from the

statcmenl of Waterhouse (184G. 207), but no confirmation of this has
been obtained in the succeeding years. The forms described here as
B. petVi'illala anltt/Jrtt and U, pevi.cilhtiu fruttrisca were closely com-
pared with the standard descriptions of B. gaimardi hut no evidence

o\\ any special affinity to that form could lie found.

In the South Australian Museum is a skull of Aepyprymnus
nifeticens Gray of normal characteristics, labelled as from "Lake
TCyre.

,4 The locality is some hundreds of miles west of the most
inland of authentic records of the species and presents features

radically different from the know)) habitats of Arpyprynrnifs. There

is no other relevant data, and the anomaly should probably be

attributed to a confusion of record.
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POST-PLEISTOCENE REPBESEXTATIVES OF THE
SUBFAMILY.

The mammal palaeontology of Central Australia except for the

Lake Eyre Basin, is almost unknown and the writer has examined no
relevant material from these areas. In lower South Australia, how-
ever, superficial deposits, ancient camp sites and cave deposits have
yielded hones copiously, and the Sor.th Australian Museum has con-

siderable collections of subfossils so derived, much of it gathered hy
N, B. Tindale and his associates in aboriginal archaeology. Small
amounts in my own collection have also been available.

The chronology of the collections is in most cases, only vaguely

known; the oldest are probably those from layer 11 of the Devon
D0WII8 beds which Tindale (1957) links with his Prcpirrian culture

with a possible age (based on radiocarbon data) of about 5000 B.P.

A I the other extreme, some of the smerfieial camp site bones may be

coeval or nearly so wdth the European occupation, though very few

Specimens of many hundreds examined show signs of gross rceeucy

in the form of soft tissue or fat stain.

The Potoroinac in that portion of this material which has been

available to me, is referable to known species and the greater part of

it to Brttontiia lesmeuri and B. pi nunllatd. Of the eleven sites ranging

FpOm Hawker in the north to Tautanoola in the extreme south which
have yielded h'ef(onr/ia remains, e.ght contain lesuewi and six

pancillutit, while only three contain both. Little or nothing on the

former local status and distribution of the species can be deduced
from the collection as a whole, however, which consists for (he most
part of chance surface finds not fully representative of the deposit.

In the case of the Tautanoola, Kongarnti and Devon Downs finds,

where systematic excavation was made, H. prnicillata WAS much the

more numerous of the two. This accords with the modern status of

the two species and probably indicates that it wras locally still more
dominant at that time, since the densely ossified skull of hsueuri is the

more resistant fed weathering and disintegration ; cranial, as distinct

from mandibular specimens occur more frequently with Irsxrvri than
pfy/icillata. Species of Fvtoroitx. broadly referable to fridactylus and
morfjani also occur sparsely. The hitter is present for example KB

level 1 of the Devon Downs deposits of Murundian age and also in the

deeper Mudukian beds of level 6. The possible northern extensions

Of earlier forms of such fossils into the Centre, and especially into the
Lake Eyre Basin, derives interest from its bearing on the hypothesis
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to which T have referred (1983, 165) of the evolution of Caloijripvnus

there, from a Potoroits like ancestor, which would be a natural

conseqence if Spencer's ideas (op. cit,) on the evolution of the

Diprotodonts, are wfcll founded.

The archaeological site of Tartanp^a, which is adjacent to that of

Devon Downs but considerably older was but sparsely mammaliferous

mikI yielded M Totoroinae. It rnay be noted here in passing, that the

Tartarian Macropvs molar which was formerly regarded as anomalous

with respect to J\f. ffigantem and to which Tindale has reverted

(1957.9) is probably reconcilable with lhal species. Examination of

larger series than were available at the time has shown that a

maximum breadth of 10 mm. in the anterior lobe of M. is occasionally

reached in the local form, M. nifinuiiM& inrlrrrtops. Mould.

A comparison of the cranial and dental features of tin/ Potorninar

of these collections, with the series reviewed (supra) will be presented

elsewhere. Treatment of the skeletal material is deferred pending

completion of a review of the general osteology of the group, which is

in hand.

KEMARKS ON TIIK DISTRIBUTION AND BTONOM1C
TNTF.RIM^T.ATTONS OF THE POTOROINAE

In the modern wreck of this remarkable irronp of mammals the

plan of its unfolding into the vast territories, which it formerly

oecnpied, is but dimly to be seen. The contributions of palaeontology

are yet to come/*21 and the remit distribution, imperfectly known aq

it is, toother with the pliylo^ony of its members at species level are

the main sources of such insight as may be had, and they leave much
unexplained.

Deductions made on a continental seale from what is known of

distribution, are apt to l»e fallacious here, unless due regard is had for

the comparatively recent and mutual effects of aridity. This

(whether it be a waxing' or a waning influence) has undoubtedly left

its mark on the range of some speeded, which were probably first

occupied under climates very different from the present. Even such

broad questions ap thr site of Origin of the radiation and the direc-

tions in which species have diffused ore largely speculative. It may
i

(-•> It the molar figured hy .Tolmslun ()MM2,i U> whifli attention has recently \wrn reiliriM-t*'d

!>.v Edmuild Oil! (T.»r.7) is ttceept*^ us u mrinln-r of this group, tt WQulci iippcnr to

bfl i lie earliest reeonled oeeiim'U* i\ ][. <uvu< frum tin- fyeffa i.i* Om Tiv«' I'oiut,,

Tasmania, stated to bfl of Upper Tertiary ELgti.
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bo noted that there is in a general way a tendency for concentration

botfl of species and population, in the south and oast and that

Tasmania was occupied by both .sections of the subfamily, whereas m
the north .and west representation is more sparse and neither section

attained a footing in New Guinea.

Recent work on the phylogony of the group by Pearson (1947;

.1.950), whose main theme in his later papers is the distinction of the

rat kangaroos as a whole from the Ivlaeropodidae at full family level,

has tended to obscure the deep cleavage between the potoroos and
betlongs. 'Plus was tirsl developed by Bensley (1903) from cranial

and denial considerations chiefly and was considered by him to call

for subfamily distinction. The merits and demerits of this are

variously regarded, but it seems to derive sonic geographical support

from what is knowoi of the present occurrence of the most primitive

forms of both sections. Tnless the sites now occupied are to be

regarded ®H mere fortuitous residual areas in a mucli wider former
range, they mi^lit be accepted as points of origin of two distinct

radiations, the one stemming from a t/ifpsiprjfmnorton-Yiko ancestor in

the north-east and yielding the Hettuiiyia species and A<'i>!i}>riinnnts,

and the other arising in the extreme south-west from a primitive

Poloraux species or poforomorph and leading, as Kensley believed, to

P. fritlncf i/Ihs as its lineal' end point and to ('uln/jri/muxs as a highly

aberrant offshoot. In both cases the evolution leads from dense scrub

or jujngle Irving forms of sedotdarv habit and restricted range to

highly mobile, wide ranging denizens of open forest or plains. The
similarity of Brllovn'm and Calopt 'punxs in somatic features is

remarkably close but attained through convergence of phylogonetieally

distinct slocks, Spencer's postulate (189&L184) of a widely separate

origin of Uctfovfiia and HjipsiprjiiHvniloii, the former in the main
oast-central originating centre of the Diprotodonts and the latter in

a north-eastern Torresian site, seems to clash with the generally

accepted derivative relation of the two genera.

In the field relations of B(>tloii(i'iu ptti'ir'illata with B. l&8UGUti and

4i •pi/prj/)HTins riifrsrcns there is much that is interesting and signifi-

cant. Morphologically and in relation to the main evolutionary trends

of the genus, /?. prn'n ilUitn may be regarded as a basal and compara-
tively generalized form, while B. ksn<:uri and At'pj/prifmvu.s on the

other hand are advanced in the same sense and have in addition

adaptive spoeializat ions of an individual kind. There is little doubt

that over much of South and Western Australia, B. peniciUata and
C. lesucuri were truly sympatric, camping and feeding over the same
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areas and exploiting ecological combinations of m very .similar kind.

In the higher rainfall areas B. pentalldta more than held its own and

often maintained much denser populations than B. l<s<wnri t But with

increasing aridity this proportion was reversed until in tbe Centre

Bi lesunm vastly outnumbered />\ pritirUlata, which in all probability

was being rapidly eliminated there long before any of the adverse

factors of European occupation ofWff&ted against either species. Here
under present day conditions, when population density in relation to

total area available is always low, it is doubtful w hether direct com-

petition plays much part in the eliminating process, which is probably

decided by adaptive deficiencies in the nest-building habit as com-

pared with the J'ossorial one of B. h'sneuri. Caloprjintnnx, a nest

builder, succeeds in maintaining only a very tenuous hold on the Lake

Eyre Hasin, where it has no marsupial competitors on the same
ecological level.

In eastern Australia, similar relations must have existed between

B. pcnuillatu and Appifpnjminjs. Krefft indeed, quoting the bla< 1, .

stated that there were considerable discontinuities in the habitats of

the two in New Snath Wales, but in many districts, the DawTson

Valley for example, in Queensland, blending of territories or very

close interdigitation of tbe same, must have occurred. The recession

of B. prntcillata from these fertile ami well-watered districts, which

was also largely independent of European influences, was much more
probably due to direct competition, in which ArpnprptHuu^ also a nest

builder, would be advantaged by its superior size, and more advanced
herbivorous dentition and greater range of food plants.

The general distribution pattern of the species and their con-

trasting status, suggests that />'. jievirilhifa, as an earlier protean

generalized form gained transcontinental distribution in the absence

of competition, and under somewhat more pluvial conditions than now
obtain. It was then encroached on by later developing and more
specialised forms; .Up/tprvnnrtts ultimately replacing it in most of

the north-eastern coastal areas, aarniar'ii in a portion of the Pacific

Slope of the Divide, and r -unit vlns in a later insulated Tasmania;
while in the south and west lesufruti reached equilibrium with it where

the rainfall was assured and supplanted it in the Centre with the aid

of increasing aridity. So far as is known, no species of Beltonain
occurs in the eastern portion of the Lake Eyre Basin which is the

present habitat of CaJoprymnv^: the failure of B. lesuevri to supplant
the indigenous Calopji/mtvis in this area, which is near the eastern

frontier of its advance in this latitude, is probably due, like other
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similar anomalies in the Centre, to lack of sufficient population

pressure in the former to provide the incentive for invasion of a

habitat of such rigorous conditions.

SUMMARY
1. The results of iield work on Central Australian representatives

of the Potoroinae are summarized.

2. The continental distribution and status of Beltongia Icsueuri

Q. and GL and of Bettongia penicillata Cray is discussed and the

distribution approximately mapped.

3. Detailed reviews of external, cranial and dental characters of

authentically localized populations of these species are made and
subspecific differentiation assesses! in general terms.

4. There is brief treatment of habits, bionomic interrelations,

post-Pleistocene representation and related topics.

EXPLANATION OP PLATES
(The dental elements figured are of the right side of the dorsal aspect of the skull

unl£gs otherwise abated.)

PLATE XXVir
The skull in Bettongia lesucuri Quoy and Gaiinard, 1824.

Fig. A. Dorsal aspect in an adult £ from Mount Connor, Central Australia. A broad short

muzzled phase (X 0.9).

Fig. B. Dorsal aspect, in an adult j from the Musgrave Range urea of far north-west South
Australia. A narrower, longer muzzled phase (X 0.9).

Fig. 0. Dorsal aspect in an adult $ from River Light, lower South Australia (X 0.8).

Fig. D. Dorsal aspect i:i an adult <$ from "West Pepanyinuing, south-west Western Australia

(X 0.8).

Fig. E. Palatal aspect of example tigured at A (X 0.9).

Fig. F. Lateral aspect of the same (X 0.9).

Fig. (1. Occipital aspect of the same (X 0.8).

Fig. H. Laterat aspect of right mandibular ramus of example figured at B (X 1.1).

PLATE XXVIII
Dentition of Bettongia lesuritri (^uoy and Gaimanl, 1N24.

Fig. A. Labial and buccal aspects of the upper incisors, canine, PJ and MP* in a subadult $
from Mount Conner, Central Australia (X 2.9).

Fig. B. The occlusal aspect of same (X 2.9).

Pig. C. Buccal aspect of the lower teeth Pa , MP4 , \T„ M s in an immature 9 from the Mus-
grave Range area of South Australia (X 3.0).

Fig. D. Occlusal aspect of P„ and MP4 of the same (X 3.0).

Fig. K. Buccal aspect of P* in an adult £ from the Musgrave Range area (X 2.9).
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Fig. F. Occlusal aspect of the Fame, showing strong development of the, posterointernal

(talon) cusp. (X 2,9).

Kg; G. Occlusal aspect of unworn P 4 in a young adult J from the same locality, showing
virtual absence of talon (X 3*8),

Fig, 11. Buccal aspect of P4 of tho same individual (X 3.1).

Fig, T. Occlusal aspect of the same (X 3.0).

Fig. J. Occlusal aspect of ft in a young' adult from Ti-Tree (billy, lower South Australia; a
talont'd variant with sigmoid outline (X 2.8).

Fig. K. Buccal aspeet of P 4 (of left side) in a young adidl $ from Popanyinning, soulh-

west Western Australia (X 2.8).

Fig. L. Occlusal aspect of upper check teeth in the imniaruro 9 figured at C and D, showing
unworn crown patterns in M 1 and Ma (portion of M3 in alveoli) (X 3.0).

Fig. M. Occlusal aspect of M*-M* in nn adult, $ from Mount Conner, Central Austin h.'i,

showing moderate wear (X 3.0).

PLATE XXIX
The skull in Beitongia pcniciUata subspp.

Fig. A. Dorsal aspect of an adult $ of B. penicillata oijilbyi Wnterhouse from Augusta,
south-west Western Australia (X 0.9).

Fig. B. Dorsal aspect of a subadult of the same at P aM2 from Mount Loftv, Smith Australia
(X 1.0).

Fig. C. Palatal aspect of the example figured at A (X 0.9).

Fig. D. Lateral a sport of same (X 0.9).

Fig. E. Occipital aspect of same (X 0.9).

Fig. F. Lateral aspect of right mandibular ramus of same (X 1.1).

Fig. G. Dorsal aspect of typo skull of 7>\ pcntciUatd avlnjdxi (X 0.0).

Fig. H. Palatal aspect of same (X 0.0).

I 'LATE XXX
The dentition in Bftlongia penicillata subspp.

Fig. A. Labial aspect of upper incisors and canine of the left side in an immature $ of
B. penicillata ogilbyi from Cuballing, south-west Western Australia (X 3.0).

Fig. B. Occlusal aspect of same (X 3.0').

Fig. C. Buccal aspect of P n and MP 4
in uu ad\:mccd subadult £ in which the molar rows

have been completed before the tooth change. Same locality (X 3.1).

Fig. D. Occlusal aspect of the complete upper series P3-M4
, in the same (X 2.S).

Fig. E, Buccal aspect of the lower series in the same (X 12.8).

Fig. F. Occlusal aspect of the same (X 2.ft),

Fig. CK Buccal aspect of P4 in an adult $ of B. penicillata oyilbyi from Augusta, south-
west Western Australia (X 3.1).

Fig. H. Occlusal aspect of same (X 3.1).

Fig. 1. Buccal aspect of P« iu same individual (X 12.9).

Fig. J. Occlusal aspect of same (X 2.9).

Fig. K. Buccal aspect of 1
M in tin 1 type of /;. p,> v'willaUi anhydra (X £.«).

Fig. L. Occlusal aspect of P* and M'-M 4 of the left side of the same (X l'Si.

Fig. M. Buccal aspect of P* iu the type of B. p< nitiUula francixca (X 3.0).

Fig, N. Occlusal aspect of P* and JVF-M 4 of the left side of the same (X 3.0).

Fig. O. Occlusal aspect of P4 and M'M 4 (right side) in an adult 6* from lower South
Australia, showing considerable wear and a well developed accessory buccal cusp on
M1 (X 2.8).
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PLATE XXXI
The, cluiraMirs of the head in Bettongia pcnicillata ogilbyi; an miniature 9 from

Cuballing, south-west. Western Australia. (Photographed January, 1920.) (X 1.3ca.)
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OBITUARY NOTICE

Sir DouglasMawson, O.B.E., F.R.S., D.Sc, B.E.,

1882-1958

It is with deepest regret that we have to record the death of Douglas Mawson on the 14
th

October,

1958, at the age of 76.

It truly may be said of him that he was the most notable and active of those who have served in an

honorary capacity in the South Australian Museum.
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OBITUARY NOTICE

Sir DOUGLAS MAWSON, O.B.E., F.E.S., D.Sc., B.E., 1882-1958

It is with deepest regret that we have to record the death of

Douglas Mawson on the 14th October, 1958, at the age of 76.

It truly may be said of him that he was the most notable and

active of those who have served in an honorary capacity in the South

Australian Museum.

His association with this institution commenced fifty-two years

ago—surely a record. For about fifty years he was Honorary Curator

of Minerals; for many years a prominent member of the Museum
Committee; and later, of the Museum Board, of which he was

Chairman at his death.

He vigorously advocated the need for separating the Museum,

Art Gallery and Public Library into independent departments, instead

of all being controlled by a composite Board of Governors with

unrelated interests. His representations were a major factor in

bringing about the adoption of the system of separate control for

each of these public institutions.

His scientific achievements and world-wide reputation are too

well-known to need mention here. It is because of the high esteem

in which he was held by tbose fortunate enough to have been closely

associated with him that his passing will be so deeply mourned by

all Members of the Board and Staff of this institution where, through

his active interest, everyone was privileged to enjoy his quiet

and modest disposition—always the sympathetic friend and wise

counsellor.

Douglas Mawson was a noble figure physically; but also, in every

sense, a great man—one long to be remembered.



TOTEMIC BELIEFS IN THE WESTERN DESERT OF AUSTRALIA
PARTI

WOMENWHO BECAME THE PLEIADES

byNormanB. Tindale, B.Sc, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

In Western Desert lore the Pleiades and the Morning Star are ancestral Women Beings, given

various names (Kungkarungkara, Okaralja, Aragutja, Ilknarindja, etc.). They climbed into the sky

and became stars to escape the attentions both of a man named Njiru, and of his son Jula. These

women attacked Njiru with packs of dogs which they kept as their protectors. In the sky of autumn,

the early morning appearance of the Pleiades, low down in the east, marks the beginning of the

aboriginal New Year and the commencement of the season when dingo dogs (papa) give birth to

their young. Since these pups serve as food for men, Increase Ceremonies for the dingo are a feature

of the autumn season. The stories of the would be virgin women are made complex because the

names of some of the principal beings are changed and even became transposed in some tribal

versions of the stories.



TOTEMIC BELIEFS IN THE WESTERN DESERT OF AUSTRALIA
PART I

WOMEN WHO BECAME THE PLEIADES

By NORMAN B. TIN DALE, B.Sc., South Austrian Muskum

Plates xxxii-xxxix and text fig. 1-8

SUMMARY
In Western Desert lore the Pleiades and the Morning Star are

ancestral Women Beings, given various names (Kungkarimgkara,

Okaralja, Aragutja Uknarindja, etc). They climbed into the sky and

became stars to escape the attentions both of a man named Njiru,

and of his son Jula. These women attacked Njiru with packs of

dogs which they kept as their protectors. In the sky of autumn, the

early morning appearance of the Pleiades, low down in the east,

marks the beginning ol* (lie aboriginal New Year and the commence-

ment of the season when dingo dogs (papa) give birth to their young.

Since these pups serve as food for men, Increase Ceremonies for the

dingo are a feature of the autumn season. The stories of the would

be virgin women are made complex because the names of some of

the principal beings are changed and even became transposed in some

tribal versions of the stories.

In this paper Mandjindjara, Pindiini, Pitjandjara, Ngadadjara

and Jangkundjara outlines of the stories are given and a preliminary

description also is given of a cave, Owalinja ('Walinja, O'walinja),

on the northern side of the Musgrave Ranges, where Jangkundjara

tribespeopk held Increase Ceremonies for the Kungkarimgkara, Papa
and associated totems, in a sacred cave. They also depicted their

Ancestral Beings on its walls.

INTRODUCTION
This is the beginning of a series in which it is proposed to set

out, basic data on some myths and totemic beliefs of the several

peoples of the Great Western Desert of Australia.

It is planned to give an account of the material evidences for

the totemic beliefs, and where possible to give texts and details of
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song cycles and ceremonies. Stone arrangements, secret places, and
associated markings and paintings will be described and ceremonial
objects figured.

Tliis data will be amplified with drawings made by aborigine*
themselves in illustration of statements they have made about then
beliefs. There will be discussions on tlie significance of the stories.

Data is in hand for the Jangkundjara, Pitjandjara, Mandjindjara,
Pindiini, Jumu, Kukatja, Pintubi, and Ngadadjara tribes among
others in the casern and central areas of the Desert, as well as
much other data ftdlb fli<S Wamnan, Mandjildjara, and several other
tribes of the northern and western portions of the Desert. Tin*
distribution of these tribes fa shown in a map published by Tindale
(1940) of which a new edition is in preparation. The name Pindiini
relates to the tribe called Wongaii on the map. The name Pindiini is

now preferred.

Observations on which (his series is based commenced among
Pintubi and Jumu peopk met at Mount Liebig, Central Australia,
during a Board for Anthropological Research and South Australian
Museum Expedition, August, 1932. During this University of
Adelaide Expedition beliefs about (he Pleiades group of stars and
about the ancestral virgin women linked with them, were first brought
to tin* personal notice of the author in their Jumu and Pintubi versions.
Two years previously | lf

> |,-,d been shown the Aragutja llknarindja
Ceremony of the Kukulja near Uermannsbiirg. Central Australia
These stories aroused hie interest and it became evident that a
detailed study might have high value in the understanding of native
beliefs.

During a three-month-long journey in the Mann and Musgrave
Ranges (May-August 1933) W&B% sheets of drawings and associated
data were collected from Jangkundjara and Pitjandjara men and a
first attempt was made to learn the language of* the Western Desert.
people and to collect their stories in text (see preliminary report by
Tindale 1933). Jangkundjara men at this time depleted drawings and
related outlines of myths connected with Owalinja, Aliwanjawanja,
and other sabred places in ihe area, and gave details

1

of the
Rungkarungkara women. Ceremonies in which the activities of some
of tint Beings were enacted, were filmed at Konapandi and at
Rmahella and were published (Board for Anthropological Research
16 inra. films Nos. 20, 26, and 27).
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Field work continued at Ooldea in November 1934, among Pindimi

am] Mandjindjara men from west of Ooldea and with Jangkundjara

people who had come south from the Everard Ranges. Men named
Kakana, Mindjnkuli (the latter then about 50 years of age), Mana
and some others of the Jangkundjara tribe had memories which

went back lo before the times of the Uarruthers Survey of 1888-1890,

w I i»'ii Him aborigines made their first effective contacts with white

men. Their kinsmen of course had had brief encounters with earlier

explorers, including Giles (1874) wbo had an armed encounter with

some 200 of the Musgrave Range aborigines at Officer (!reek
7
on

September ti, 1873.

In 1935, gathering of data, including drawings, was continued

among Ngadadjara people during an Expedition led by the author

to the Warburton Ranges in \V»'st.Tn Australia. These people were

then fully tribalised. Some of the drawings were obtained jointly

with an assoeiate on tins occasion, and some of them have been

described (Mountford 1937). It was agreed that he should apply

himself more particularly to discussion of the aitistic aspects of the

WOrk of these people, leaving the exposition of the mythological

content to ihe present writer. Some details of the Wati Kutjara myth

have been giTOT in a paper published shortly after the Expedition

returned, Tindale ( 193t>, p. 169),

In .19,'>9 field work was continued with some of the same
Ngadadjara informants as were first encountered in 1935. By this

date they had congieg;ded in the vicinity of Lavcrlon, Western
Australia, Tribal disintegration, brought about in part by the estab-

lishmenl of the Warburtoii Range Mnsion. afld by the 6r«U5part»tlOT

of some of the natives to the township, had enticed them many miles

awny from their own territories. Unfortunately few ever returned

to their original homes and most of them were still missing from

there when the area was visited again in 1957,

After a rather lone; break, occasioned by other activities during

the war, Ooldea Soak was re- visited in 1949. Between the two visits

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Berndt had studied there, publishing their field

notes in a series of reports in Oceania, Bemdt and Berndt (1945).

Because of the changing population at that Soak it is not certain that

any of their data wns obtained from people I met there earlier, and

their notes touch utolj
4 incidentally mi stories rofio'red to in this paper,

Some Pintubi and Ngalia aspects of the Ktiugkaning T<ara myth

were studied again at Yuendumu, Central Australia in 1951-
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Western Australian data, raining from tribes as far west as the

Indian Ocean, were gleaned during a period of six months field work
jr. 1353; Still further data was added at Haast Bluff, Central

Australia during visits in 1956 and again in 1957. Tape recordings

were umde of several versions of the Kungkarungkara and associated

myths. In between the two visits to Haast Bluff, the Jangkundjara
and Pitjandjara tribal territories were re-visited as far west as

Lightning Rocks, Western Australia, in company with Mr. W. B-

MacDoligall, Native Patrol Officer, Many ceremonial places were

ted in the Rawlinson, IVlyth, Cavanagh, Musgravo and Evcrard
Ranges and southward to beyond Mount Lindsay. During this

journey it was possible to visit Owalinja in company with one of the

oldest of the western Pitjandjara men and to learn a little about

the vast detail of paintings depicted in the Owalinja Rock Shelter.

Subsequently it was possible to talk with several Jangkundjara flujn

about the significance of (his cave.

KUNaKARUNOKARA AND THE MAN NJIRU

While men were waiting for a party of young initiates to arrive

at Ooldea during one of Hie concluding stages of the minu initiation

ceremonies of 1934, at which I was present by invitation, fourteen

men took part in a discussion about the journeyings of the Wati
tjitji tjukur of Koljoru. Those present included Pindiini (Wongaii),
Maudjindjara, and Jangkundjara tribesmen, some of whom had n<

met each other before this series of ceremonies. The author happened
to come on them on the 5th November just after discussions had

begun and was able to watch old Pindiini and Maudjindjara men
drawing circles, one by one, on the ground, joining them with single

inn] multiple lines, as 1he\ <h •:-;<• n bed (.]]<* encounter of the Being
Njiru with the Mimna (Okaraljn, or Kungkarungkara) women. The
occasion so fortunately a nd unexpectedly encountered, was the

description by a Pindiini man, to a Jangkundjara audience, of the

Mandjindjara and Pindiini versions of the myth. He was assisted

by a Maudjindjara man.

Fig. 1 depicts a copy of the ground drawing, which, after over two
hours of exposition, extended over the sand for a length of about

25ft. During this time the audience had shuffled and moved along
:ie- sandy ground, Without rising to their feet and thus had kept pace
with the growth of the pietographlc record of the progress of the

story.



Para

Pedinja

Jalainja Pandjinja

Pandunja

Kapi Koljoruna

Tjibinja

Muduruna

Tjilkaminja

Manakanbini

AluT)itjanja

Mujuna pena

Kaltjan

Elpunja^^-—

'

Teun^^^-^kanja
Tawaltjawal

KulalTja

Pokodirj

Alanjma^l J^KoOa9a

lilpurudjcira na

Oleininja

J<onkatjutanja

AnmatJoO
VR.

Fig 1 Journey of the Waii Njiru from Kol.joru to Anmango, as depicted in a ground

drawing 25ft. long, at Ooldca, South Australia, 5th November, 1934. The design has been

cut into five lengths so that Para is followed by Manakanbini and so on.
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The given outline of the journey was that known to Ptndiini
men in whose territory the place Koljom, figuring largely in the
story, was said to be.

Wati tjitji kotjo tjokotjoko (man child one grftaU), who became
the Ancestral B«bg Njiru appeared in the west as a child at Kapi
K.i!j.v, llT, a , the Eoljoru Water Place (Kaljoru, Kolorn, Kaljonmga,
ete.)i '.vlncli is south-east (rf the Warbnrton Ranges in Wesi
Australia. Its position on the map was learned many years later.

Whence Njim came no-one present knew, but lie arrived from
the north-east. Ho tlien travelled north-westward from Koljoru, but
Mniidjindjara men who knew of his track wore not at Ooldea to tell

of his earliest wanderings, as a bo\
. However Koko, a Pindiini man,

who bait been to Lavorton, Western Australia and who spoke some
English, Ihou-lit Njiru had gone as tar west as Tarlu (Lake Darlot)
"near Mcekatharra, but long before white man went there." In the
a < .-l Xjiru beeame a man Aftw he had been circumcised and
Submersed he journeyed south from Tarlu, and then eastwards to

Tjokoranja and again eastward to Jalainja. One day when he went
into Jalainja to drink water he was attacked by a park of dogB
belonging- to AJinma tjukur (women totem). These Minma or women
were the Kungkarungkara (also called Kungknram or Okaralja).
Njiru fled into the bushland, trailing an injured member, forming a
long water-course ealled Njirunjawipu ( Njiru penis) extending to
Wangarnn. After this he travelled on to visit various waters,
including Paudjinja. Pilapiln and Pandunja, returning again to Kapi
Koljruuna before giving on to Podinja. Near Podinja at a place

called Koruknding he had an encounter with a Bedng named Korukadi
of whom mof>- wdl be said in a later paper. As he journeyed still

further eastward towards Pu rn, Njiru, now healed of the wounds to
hi-, wapu, made a line of gandlixlla extending north eastwards. This

the No meitali, along which he caused small watering places to

appear, at intervals. At Para he lay down on a sandhill (tali),

[Raving an impression of his body, known as the Tallinn rumuru. He
then continued on to Tali Tjanicara and Manakanbini. Following the
same line of waters for seven or more stages to Jompilnga he again
encounters! the Kungkarun^kara women, near Mujuna. The women
who had fled from Jalainja after their Papa (dogs) had driven Njiru
away, went to Papulnga where there was a Kapi tjangara (/.<?. a

water depression) frequented by Koneia. a Snake Being. This Being
had eoine from I\ob|oruna by a different I rack. The women killed the

snake at Papulnga, causing the writer to dry up, and then continued
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in the direction of Mujuna. In the ground drawing, four Lines made

by running fingers through the. sand marked the journey of the

women towards Mujunn.

Near Jompilnga Njiru had discovered tracks of these four

Kungkarnngkara women walking separately across country to Mujuna

I'rom the north-west. He followed them, passing Mujuna, then the

Mujunapena (Mujuna clay pan) and continued on their trail, first

to Wunbunbunja, and tlicn to Alungitjanja. Here the four women

were seen to he together, and Njiru caught up with them, but they

<•"-£'£

9^mMimMsmM^J\

Hfl 8 UeoKWphiflal (lrn win K ahowini; tfo P»«Ulitj of Km.kakiitjanina (place of »"

1„7„,;-, dM idtf Mi— RSja». TIh- left half alioWa ft* W. (hfllfl from wl .rf. :

.,-,.,.-,•«,..*. (tutting WFOM Pftw Mil*, rmw from Kol.ioruna to XaT» I'-lnna Uctmga),

.. .. .„„„ , 1V hTcude. Thi mtoMN n,M in i aort i-eaatarly *«**.«»; "jrj""
;il 'ri.n.t arc .in I* o* rotcr off iv. rwigo, call- i "water anafees". The Wtafla £«**»•»

.,, ,,. ,,- Sumo of Ni'mi (win KoHoruna to Padinj*. [1 wm flmwa g b\Mk, rad

Suig data) wuj vilow (indicated bj abort Uxu» by Kaka™, o Ptodtau Brt*

4 c .,), M^mK «K BrtfldM be oowpftred with Efc. 3b, fleroetwE
,

a strata

•von. of I.- Itory, w&4 reprwWta Ha. part mend? by a Una ,.-oU ...-,t.nK two ctfdw.
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escaped again and fled in the same ENE direction to Tjawaltjawal
(this is also the name of a sandhill-growing tobacco' plant), to
Tetunja, Ukanja, and thence to Tjiimatanja-marnn, visiting the main
waterholo and also the camping place of Tjdmatanja. They !

Iiartencd on passing Elpnnja, Mitata (;i ngama waterhole), Patagi
and Kaltjau, turned ESE to Kulalnga, and again XK to Oleininja
and Oilpuradjarana, At vUanjinga, Njiru almost caught u[) with
them but ffiay took flight, like eagles, and escaped leaving no trades
(niaka f jena). Uuablc to find them Xjiru walked NE to Pokodmg
(Pokodinja), going a long way without seeing any signs of them.
He then turned SE and at Kongauga found ftt&le tracks of the women.
He followed these to KVnlvatjutanja (women-many-place) a very long
way. This is the western-most water used by the JangkmTidjara
tribesmen and situated south of CVesina.ii Peak (native name.
Pingkikaringab At this point Pindiini and Mandjindjara men ^'lost
the story," for Njiru had gone into the fcrritory of Pitjandjara
people, al Anmango. Njiru became a star and Kelilbi the morning
(and evening star) represents some of the women who kept dndgb

ay from him. Every man has a slnue m this wapnr (story) ami
eaefi place mentioned in the above nummary lias its own song.

Tn the course of I he nevt few days several men made drawings
which brought out details of the ,;'t.:iv. Thus fig. 2 shows the
geographical selling of events in the life of Njiru near Koljoru.
Fig. :

:

; b suggests the activities <d the Kuiigkanmglcara after the
attack by Njiru at dalainja and (ig. 4 a shows the line of sandhills
m>ulo bv Njiru between Pedinja nnd Para. All the places are w«-f
ftf Anmango, which, I teamed in .1057, is at foe western end of a

ilo elose to and wesl of (Vcsman Peak, near the border of
Western and South Australia

during the evening and night following this exposition of the
journeying* of Njiru and the Rottgfeil ungkara, the srars of Orion's
Belt were pointed out to me as representing the Being Njiru. As the
night progressed a series of three pairs of st • -lively rising
were, indicated to be the footprints ..i N ,irii (Njiru tjena)." Some
days fete* a man made a limbing of Njiru (fig. 4, b) wearing a
wanigi (or stria- figure) made of podm-ii (fur string) to represent
these Imna Njirunja tjena. The tips of such wanigi are decorated
with tjurlpu tjaljurupa (bird feather decorations). Tn the night sky
a very bright star near Orion's Belt is Tjantjalu; this star Avears
such t.jnrlpij feather*. The-, fjnljnru (taljuru) tVithcrs, detached
from wanigi and placed on a stick, are worn by young men in theh
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Fig 3 a. Minma or woman following Papa (flog). Tracks as drawn by Longgat-

iukur a Pitjundjara wan about 52 f<&& old, at Umbukulu in the Mann Bang**,

2nd July 1933. The original drawing was in white, b. Gcograplucnl drawing teme-

aenting the tra^kfl Of thfl Kungknrungkara women as they Hod wildly away irom

Jalaiflla (fed Circle, top loft) with their dogs; drawing shows their change of pace

ns they ueared Papulnga, where* they fonud wafer in n Bmall pitl or rorkhole (central

BPOt) in a tiangara or "large basin (large concentric spiral). The water was brought

there bv Koneia la snako) frOtd far away Koljorunja (dOTO from top right). I hey

killed the snake, so destroying the water, and travelled away northward (scries of

lines to right V Thfl Being Njiro, having been bitten by the Papa, (dogs) of the

Kungkatimgkara, at Jalainja, dragged his injured member, making a gorge or water

clinnneL Njirunjnwipu running to Wan^araa. (top left), lie tlum made a track east-

ward through Tilapila, Pmidunja, and Kol.jonma to Pedmjakapi (double circle at

bottom centra) Beyond the limit of the drawing he continued to Para and Maria-

Irn.bini A line of waters from Papulnga to Pedin.ja. shows the distance whirl.

. ri .-.rated Niiru and (lie women. These waters were Jaldr.inga, Japurunja, Pujudunja,

Ngiipartinia, Ngintftjaironga, Porpordjun and Korukading (near Pedinja). Drawn

b> Kakana, at Ooldea, 18th November, 1034. Dots represent red, black lines are black

in the original.
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hair when they return to their homes after they have passed through
the final stages of the minu ceremony of initiation.

After the stars representing Njiru tjena had risen in the sky
the kungkarungkara (also called Okaralja, Kungkarara and Minma)
appeared in the early summer sky. These are the Pleiades. Still
later, before dawn, a pair of stars were seen which are called Ipi

^jjazzn^iiii^^

T,g .(. „ Npruajata i, a line of sandhills made by 1.1m Wati Njiru When truv.dl„,g
north-eastward

I

from Karri rvdinja, at the toft, to Para, Mfc^S lav down i. adepree»oa Twde the Taflmurumuru and th,„ continued Inward* the north-east. The*aodhdls (tab) are of he kind called Tali tjangara with lomr-lasting-water-hearing
depressions hi them. Bed spots depicted 1,,,, by dots represent wfttte places tolahmurumuru 18 shown a8 a black-ring,d ,,,| pat, .,., ,,.,. , ali lvere „

l

ovv
. '

„,„nrtginal; drawn by Kakana November, 193* b. Wati Njiru dancing with . wanigipndiiru (far string) on his head. The Mfligj has the extremities of the arnTsdW0»tod with tjurlpu tjnljurupa (bird feather ornaments). Alongside him iadepicted the nnnu walk, decorations painted on the bodies of minu (suhincisod mealM Cheat ortawk ornaments when they ratera to their families as fully initiated menDrawn by Mann, November HIM. ,-. PHjaadjaM drawing showing Ipi the two worn, nwho be, ante the wives of the Wall Kntjara. They are called KalkV kntjara bv theNgada, ,pm... Tins design ,« painted in a cave at Mount Lindsay, d. Hand drawingongue, about 2ft in d.amcter, d,pi,-ting the Kungkarungkani as the rie.mhs in theskj. l>ra.vcu by a Pitjandjara man on the ground, with his linger, while talking about
Ownlinja Rock Shelter.
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(the Women's Breasts, or Milk). The last named stars are, as 1

learned some years later, linked by the Pitjandjara with Japu Minma
Tjukur, a Woman Ceremonial Stone, against which young girls press

themselves to cause their breasts to grow and their milk to flow.

The Ipi themselves are depicted sometimes as in fig, 4, e. The

[pi women were wives of the Wati Kutjara.

JULA SON OF NJIRU AND THE KUNGKARTJNGKARA

In Ngadadjava belief in the Warbmton Ranges, Western Aus-

tralia, Jula was of the Purungu class. He had come from the west to

Kanamara, a place to the east of Lake Carnegie. He chased and

married Panankn ami Mibmgka women.

Ceremonies for him were held at Kapi Rera in the Warburton

Ranges. At this place a eereraonial board, carved with intricate

patterns, was enclosed in a ceremonial object made from fur string

and displayed during a rite intended to increase the supply of dingo

pups. Fig. 5, c shows a native drawing of the ceremonial object at

Kapi Rera. Further north there was another place, at Jakomka in

the eastern Rawlinson Rajlgfe. Jula arrived there from a place called

Kunangura passing eastward along the Range to Jakoruka where

there is a cave in which the Papa (dog) ceremony takes place.

A stone emblem, said to be that of Wati Jula, was seen at

Jakoruka by Mr. W. B. MacDougall during his exploration of the

area in 1950. He has shown me a photograph of it It lay under a

pile of fresh ttucahiptvy leaves held down by stones. Each stone was

of the size of a large ball. The stone emblem itself was about 2ft.

long.

According to one statement the Being chased two Kungkarung-

kara women np the gorge in winter time (njenga), and his penis

became so cold that it snapped off.

Ngadadjara men of the Western Rawlinson Ranges say however,

that this objeet is the wipu (phallus) of Jula which had been bitten

by Papa (dogs) belonging to the Kungknrungkara, and the stone balls

represent the kuna or faeces of the Dog Beings. Ceremonies are

held in the autumn season, aimed at expediting the rising of the

Pleiades group of stars and stimulating the increase of dingo pups.

Jula is represented in the heavens as * and P Orion. The

"belt of Orion-- represents the toes' or tracks of Jula. His wives

are represented by three red stars between <* and £ Orion.
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After leaving Jakoruka Jula passed out of Ngadadjara territory

in a south-easterly direction to Wankarei (= Wankari) where he
went tarupango (he entered the ground or changed his state).

Wankarei is near Poka, a water east of Trew Gap on the north side

l$mm

Ifig. 5. a. Wati Julana, the man Jula at the place Ngaltabalunga, west
of Anmango, bearing a wanigi or string cross on his head. b. Uullmrurr.
oubilmbi, of the man Jula, at Ngaltabalunga, whence he travelled eastward
into Pitjandjara country. Drawn bj Mindjukuli at Ooldea, 9th November,
UKU. a. Wati .Tula tingnri r.jukur, the man Jula secret totem, of the place
Kapi Kera in the Warburton Ranges, Western Australia, drawn by Katabulka,
a Ngadadjara tribe old man, 23rd May, HM9. Drawing shows extremely
stylised human figure, incorporated into & representation of the secret board
EKE Jula. In Ngadadjara Increase Ceremonies the tjurung board (middle of
figure) is made the central feature of an elaborate string figure. The black
npots in pairs along the margin represent highly stylised tjaljuru (tjaljira)
or tUftB of feathers terminating cross bars upon widen the puduru or strings
are bound. In the two main drawings contrasted here, one seems to be a

highly stylised derivative of the other.
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of the Mann Range. The name Njiru docs not seein to appear in

the Ngadadjara version of the niytii and it is Jula who is attacked

by the dogs of the Kungkarungkara,

In the Pitjandjara version AVati Julana, fig. 5 a, is the son of

Njiru, He came into the Pitjandjara country Irom the far north west,

swinging! 8 bullroarer (bubi bubi) fig. 5 b, and appeared first &1

Ngalfcaba'lunga (place of good kurrajoug trees). This water is west

of AimiaiiL'o, and west of the Tomkiuson Range, Ngaltabahmga is

on the border between Ngadadjara and Pitjandjara country. Fig; 5 a

sbOWS Jala carrying a wanigi at Ngaltabalunga. He journeyed east

to a place called Jala, near Trew Hap in the Mann Range, where he

attempted to mate with Alingari. He had just succeeded in doing so

when lie was attacked by Papa Kantju.

Papa Kantju, or Kantjanja, WW a dog devil being (papa mamu
tjukur). He attacked thfi Wati Julana, son of the Kungkarungkara,

draped out his testicles, and fed on them. In Pitjandjara story this

event took place at dula, west of and near Trew (Jap in the Mann
Range. Jula had travelled from Poka to Urnbnkulu and thence to

Jula.

In ceremonies held in autumn the Pitjandjara enact this attack,

which they ascribe to the place W'arara. Freshly scraped wood

shavings are made up into parcels and saturated with blood drawn

from the arms of participants by lashing the upper arm and piercing

a vein. The gory objects, kept highly oxidised by the fresh shavings,

are then either tied to the bead of the dancer representing Jula 01

held between the teeth of men acting &A Pai*t O? the Papa Kantju.

16 mm, films were taken of this ceremony by the present author in

1933 at Konapandi, and again at Ernabella in the Musgrave Ranges

aild these were published by the Board fur Anthropological Research,

University of Adelaide in their films Nos. 20 and 27.

PRELIMINARY NOTES ON THE PLEIADES MYTH OF THE
JANGKUNDJARA

The central theme of the Jangkundjara myth of the women of

the Pleiades is the life and behaviour of women of the dawn time <:

they try to avoid the efforts of a male Being, Njiru, to enter into

incestuous relationship with them, for Njiru was *'wrong" for them.

Njiru in part was successful, and Jula, a second Being was his son.

Jula. had two sons, Milpali and Jungku by Mingari The two lizard
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Fig. 6. The Wati Kantjciri who attacked Jula, son of the Kungkarungkara.
a. Wati Kanjeiri of Kandjanja. b. The Kanba (snake of the water Kand-
janja. c. Inma kudidji bunu ngalta, ceremonial shield of kurrajong tree,

used by the Being Kantjeiri, when he attacked Jula. d. Kudidji tjokotjoko,
small shield (i.e., one of normal size) used by present day Jangkundjara
people, e, f . Ngalta kanku, desert kurrajong (Brachychitan gregorii) growing
at Kantjanja in the Everard Kanges. Drawn by Manana, 13tk November,

1934.
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men are the Wati Kutjara, who married the Ipi sisters. A
genealogical tree makes this clear:

—

NJIRU = Okaralja (Kungkarungkara)
JULA = Mingari

Ipi = MIL PALI JUNGKU = Ipi

In Jangkundjara belief tlie activities of all these ancestral beings

were closely Jinked together, they all lived their lives at about the

same time and some of them were descendants of the others, all being

associated with each other, as Jangkundjara folk are in their kinship

system. In some ways this complicates the telling of details of the

several myths. As a first step I have therefore chosen to give a brief

outline of some of the activities of each of the principal ones and then

where text material is available to give more ultimate details. The

Beings about whom details arc available include:

—

.Tula, son of Njiru.

Mingari, the woman whom he chased (in animal form, the Moloch

lizard).

Wati Kutjara, the two men, Milpali and Jungku (in animal form,

two kinds of Voranus lizard or ngiutaka) the sons of Jula

and Mingari. In Western Australia these men are not called

brothers (Tindale 193(5, p. 171) and are known as Mumba
and Knrukadi.

Wati Malu, the Kangaroo man.

Kantju, a Dog Being who attacked Jula.

Wati Tawalpa (in animal form the tawal or hare wallaby

Onychogak Iwuita).

Kalaia, the Emu man.

Korukadi, with whom Jula had an encounter at Korukading.

THE PLEIADES MYTH OP THE JANGKUNDJARA

An outline of the Jangkundjara version of the virgin women myth

commences at the opposite end of their territory from Konkatjutanja,

the place named in the Pindiini version, and begins with the

appearance of the Kungkarungkara women from the north at Uluuru

(Ayers Rock). Here in ancient times many different Beings met. An
elaborate drawing of the place Uluuru is available and will be depicted

in a later contribution when details of texts are being placed on

record. The women attempted to kill Koneia, the great snake of
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f'laura. There was a fight and the women fled. Journeying south

from the vicinity of Avers Rock the women, the Minma Knngkarmig-
kalpa, sat down for a vvhiJe at Junamha (Ju:namba) whieb is the

native water at the Yununba Hill uf maps. They then travelled

Westward to Owalinja (O'walinja, 'Walinja).

About the time the women arrived at Owalinja a Being namee
Tawalpa wlio lived at Owalinja, provided stones with which Njiru,

then a youth, was circumcised, lie became a man. At Owalinja the

Kmigkarungkara women were camped With their dogs, when Njiru

appeared to them as a man. tie wished to eohalnt, wit li the

Kungkarnngkara. He attempted an assault but was frustrated by

Pftpa, the dogs. Before Ihe dogs drove him away he had had coitufi

with one of the women, as is depicted in Die cave at Owalinja.

The Kungkarnngkara women left Owalinja. and crossed over the

iMnsgrave Ranges to Aliwanjawanja (the Erliwauyawanya of maps)
on the south side.

At Aliwanjawanja there is an outcrop oL' stone of a type (diorite)

called algara, used in stone axe-making. The rocks around this place

are likened to the shape of a woman's sex organs and the site is

ttuiefore connected vvith a ceremony of the lumgkarnngkara, for in

native belief the women caused the stone to appear there.

At Aliwanjawanja Njiru again attacked the women and the

eTice of the deep roekhole at this place is ascribed to his having

penetrated the body of one of the women. The dogs again drove bflfl

away. In the cave beside the rockhole at Aliwanjawanja, Njiru is

eaid to have left his Avalka ('pQJJjtimg) showing himself in the act

of mating- From this place the Knngkanmgkara women passed LXK

a westerly direction along the southern side of the Musgrave Range-;.

They Visited Ulpa rakindja, which is west of Knli on the south side.

They then went to Topaluga and Palingga. In the west Jnla, son pi

Njiru, was born. Turning south across the sandhills and travel!

a great distance, In the remotest place in Jangkund ja r a territory, the

women arrived at Akandjudula. There they changed state or went

iilto the ground (tarupango). They woiit up into the heavens (dkari,

alkali) and now appear in the early morning sky during the u
i Id

(Hjengft) and "walk 1 * across the sky. Their appearance in the

sky is shown in a sand drawing made by a ritjandjara man when
dis--a &B1Hg the Owalinja Cave (fig. 4, d).

dnngkundjara men who have travelled out of their own country
have learned that the Kuugkai nuL-kara went south into the Pangkala
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territory near Port Augusta with Njiru still in pursuit. The\ have
tin* idea that the Being* made a circuitous east ward journey returning

again to the north. During this journey Njiru and the Kelilbi (Star

women) are supposed to have visited a lug jabu (hill) beside the sea,

south and east of Port Augusta (perhaps one or other of the peaks
of the Flinders Ranges. Mount Remarkable, Mount Brown, etc., which
possesses a dee]) gorge). The Beings (hen went north and the women
are believed to have tied to Erumangara, a big plain ''near Alice

Springe \

TWO JANGKTJNDJARA VEBSI0NJ3 OF THE STORY OF
.TULA AND TIIU WOMAN MINGARI

Kongka Mingari (woman mountain-devil lizard) came from the

west and arrived at Mingari (in the country of the informant's wife,

a Pitjandjara woman). From the place Mingari, the Being wont to

Pilki, which is west of Walukutjara, and therefore somewhere to fcllfl

«fest rf lS9d E, long, x 28" S. lat. She (hen travel l<? I BafctWcfe Eo?

a great distance lo Tjalapina (Tjnlpanhinja, Talbanbinja), the

approximate pofiitkHfl of whieh is near 131° E. long, x 26* 20' S. lat.

She brought with her many papa inura, wild dogs. Today Tjalapina
is both a papa and a tfli&gari tjukur place. From here Mingaii
travelled south-eastwards to Kalaingga, situated on a line of W$tCT8
running from Puntana to llili near the Everard Ranges, fetching her
many dogs with her. Before the Kongka Mingari came, there were
no dogs, only uien tjnkur in tlie country. Oflfl of the papa inura,

named Bulgo, became lost at Kolaingga and the woman called to him,

loudly 'Patj 'Po:! Bnlgo -po:! hut no dog came. Mingari lay
down. Bnlgo returned during the middle hours of the flight, toy
down and went to Bleep (ariggu). Bye-ambbve Mingari rose to

urinate (kombo) and to look about. She noticed that Bulgo had
returned. The dog woke and pricked up its ears to listen, for it

heard a noise in the ground.

It was the sound of the kata (son) of Njiru, named Jala, wlio

was sneaking up to capture the woman. Bulgo leaped up and seized

Jula by his penis (kalu). Then the whole pack of dogs surrounded
Jula, who tied back towards Anmango. During his outward journey
to steal the woman, Juki had I ravelled underground all the way from
Anraango to Indiukarta (also called Tndinkartii), a day's walk west
of Kalaingga. On the way, at Tjalapina, lie had urinated and a
roaring sound, like tji:::! still can be heard there within the rockhole
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as evidence of his passing. He had used his penis to dig a track.

At Indinkarta he had emerged from the ground and travelling on the

surface came to Kalaingga, where, while mating with Mingari, he

was beset by her dogs, who chased him away to the north-west. Some

of the dogs hung dose to him all the way to Anmango whence he

had come, others became tired, and some died at Okarta (not yet

located). Bulgo was among those which disappeared and although

Mingari called him he never returned.

Njiru, at Anmango, saw the plight of his son and picking up a

kali (boomerang) in one hand and a branch in the other stood up to

beat off the dogs, thrusting all black dogs on one side, brindle dogs

on another and yellow ones in a third place. All the dogs were killed

and were piled up in different heaps according to their markings.

Kungka Mingari followed after her dogs but gave up the chase

at dulbudjaru and returned to the east. Having been assaulted by

Jula she gave birth to the Wati Kutjara. It will he noted that the

relationship between coitus and childbirth is recognized.

Mingari gave natnes to all her dogs, and Jangkundjara dogs

today receive similar names according to their markings.

Names of the dogs of Mingari:

Bulgo—fawn dog.

Julpunj—yellow dog.

Njukali—black dog.

Tjerei—white dog.

Ngotjaru—another white dog.

Toldjaru—brindle dog.

Tjundalka—white nose and mouth.

Kongi—white and black slut.

Tjapina—black slut,

Karderi—white mark on legs.

Tjitangkanja—white mark on neck, otherwise brown.

Both Njiru and Jula remained thereafter at Anmango, the home

of Njiru, in Pitjandjara country.

From the context it might appear that some of the details of

this version were derived from the informant's Pitjandjara wife and

Milina, the narrator, a middle-aged man, after telling his story said:

—

"The old men may know more than this about the story of Mingari



Fig. 7. a, b, left and right. Drawings of the Wati Kutjara (ngintaka) tjukurupa
of the place Owalinjn, in the form of concentric circles, called knri kuri, as drawn
by Moinkorei, a Jangkundjara old man, in August, 1933. These figures are

depicted iu Owalinja cave and are reproduced on the bodies of performers during

the ngintaka tjukurupa ceremony, c. Drawing of the Wati Kutjara (ngintaka)

of the place Ngankuru on the South side of the Mann Range, as drawn by a
.Mini-- man, Lankat jukurupa, of (he Pitjandja.ru tribe, iSth August, 1933. Milpali

and .Junka (Jungku) are represented as together supporting the kuri kuri figure,

d. Man carrying a wanigi in a ceremony as drawn in August 3933 by Djimindinja,

a Pitjandjara old rnau of Peltadi iu the Maun Range.
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but sometimes they do not talk. Some tjilpi (old men) say there is

more to be told".

\n a second Jangknndjara version from the Everard RftHge8j

told by an older man, the Being who attacked Jula was a dog in

human form, the Wati Kantjeiri (Kantju) who wan associated with
the place Kandjanjn, north-east of Karumilnga. The name is

identified with the Kandoenna GtQok of maps, running aorth-fttotward

from Mount r'arriUMMi;! (Karumilnga). Thiss ere&k Hows into the

Alberga Elver.

In attacking Jula, the Being Kantjeiri carried a roctangulnr

shield made from wood oC the ngalta or kurrajong tree. A ceremoninl

drawing of the BhieW BhoWi W» it the name nrinii marks which were
depicted on the body of the minu initiate at Ooldoa, on his return to

his people (fig. f>, c). Kandjanja, where ceremonies are performed
for the Papa Kantjeiri tjuknr being is an important native water,

at which live* a large snake, Kanha, Because the snake IlVBS there

the water is a permanent one.

Pig, shows a native drawing of Wati Kantjeiri in human form,
his iuma kudidji bnnu ngalta (ceremonial shield wooden kurrajong),
the Kanba (snake) of Kandjanja, two ngalta kanku (kurrajoim
trees), and an ordinary shield,

OWALINJA CAVE AND TTTE KITN0KAETW(4KARA WOMEN
Owalinja ('Walinja, O'wnlinjn) Cave is situated on the south side

of a granitic outcrop on the plain north of the Musgrave Ranges.
There is a second native place of this name near Ernabella. Data on
it and indiea.fionx of the association of the Kungkarungkara women
with the cmvc was first obtained in May 1033, whrn the name appeared
on several drawings made l.y aborigines, for example, fig. 7, a, b.

This was during a journey fo the Mann Uange. Dr. C. J. Haekett
and I passed too Tar south of the place to make a, visit. The late

Rev. .1 R. B. Love later informed me that lie knew the Owalinja
Cave, and that it had many paintings in it. lis existence has been
a matter of record since the days of the Carruthers Survey.

During May 1957 T was able to visit this cave in company with
\l» W* B. MacDoug.'dl, Native Patrol Officer, who earlier had
informed me also of its inlerest and made arrangements for my visit.

A few days after visiting the cave, Tommy Dodd (Tjnndaka), the
F\ half-caste w7ho fuel escorted Mr. (\ P, Mount ford on a trip to fhe
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Mann Range several years previously, tokl me that they had pa:-,

neat the caro bllt he bad md thought to draw attention to it, From
the published account by Mountford (1948, p. 124), it appears they

were, in some haste on this part of their journey. There are brief

references to tin- myth in his book (p. 155).

The area in which Owalinja stand* was until 1914 the territory

ol' a northern group of the Jangkurdjara, but following the serious

drought of that and the following year, Pitjandjara mm, forced east-

ward out of th^ir usual living Micas in the Mann and Tomluusmi

Ranges by the drying up of waters, successfully moved into the

Owalinja country and deprived these people of their territory. They

killed some and forced others to move south to tin* Everard Ranges.

This shift forced some hordes of the Jangkundjara to attempt a.

migration still further south. They in their turn seem to have

displaced some Kokata people, who from fear of the
< ( Northerners/ 1

moved south-eastward, away from Ooldea towards Kingoonya; others

went to the coast •,( FawlM Bay. In making this migration the

Jangkundjara moved along the boundary r/one between the Ngab-a

and Kokata peoples fol lowing the track of an ancient traditional

ti id. lunie. lip to the year I9&4 they still maintained links with

their former mulga and sandhill lerritory in the north, but having

continued to retreat towards Ooldea rather than towards the Everard

Ranges whenever waters of the resell failed them, they finally

setllcd down and now have become detribalised around the Mission

on the coast near Yalata and at Koonibha. Those who survived the

effects of contact with European diseases, etc., are now widely

scattered. A lew returned to the Everard Ranges, others are still

living on the coast near Yalata and a few, when last encountered,

wen in camp near Port Augusta.

(if set purpose the exact position of Owalinja is not mentioned

in this report pcndinir official decision as to action to protect it Irom

unauthorized visitors and vandalism, In the interest of science it

is hoped that a i;.icftilly controlled archaeological excavation maybe
permitted since its rightful owners, the Jangkundjara. no longer

use it.

This nH--|;s]ie!ter is possibly one of the most spectacular ones in

Australia, and the layer upon layer of paintings on its walls will

require much patient work and analysis by artists to ascertain the

succession of stylos, etc, depicted on its walls. The present

miinary account gives only a history of the known succession of
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tribal visitors from Jangkundjara through Pitjandjara to Ngadadjara
and will indicate the associations tho rave lias with some JangkuDd-
jafa b&lieffi about the Kungkarungkiir-i, Njiru, the Wall Kutjara and

kindred ancestral Beings.

To the usurping Pitjaudjara who came from the west in

1915-1916 the cave was so far unimportant that even women an

children were ahle to visit flu; rock and were permitted to camp at

Owalinja, without much restriction. The usual camping places E&£

women were on the northern and western sides of the hill. Jlere they

sheltered from rain in the summer time. The southern, formerly very
sacred cave, is visited only by Pit.jandjnra men. They say that as

there are paintings of wanigi 0-eri-»mon:ial string figures) and oMuu
secret Greets which must not be seen by the uninitiated, wo<
cannot go there. Paintings of wanigi on Ihe walls of 1he western

shelter are ignored.

In legendary time Njiru, the Kungkarungkara, the Wati Tawalpa
He lizard woman Milpali, the Wati Kutjara and the Wati Main all

visited Ow;din;ja, leaving records of their passage in the cave.

Fig. 8, a is a drawing of a wanigi of the Wati Kutjara hy a Jmiy,

kundjara man in 1934 which is paralleled l>v wanigi of the same totem
in Owalinja Cave, while fig. 8, b depicts a figure of the same totem

drawn hy a Pitjandjara man of the Mann Range in 1933. The last-

named has below it the marks painted aB QlQ haokg of the performers
during Increase ceremonies for lizards at which the string ligure is

displayed Njiru made his attack on the Knngknrungkura in the cav^
and Tawal (the hare wallaby, OvfirhcHjalc htuata) after residing there

left on a visit to Aliwanjawanja in company with the Milpali

tjukurupa, before he went on a journey south to scatter knife-si ones
over cniMitry near Amaroodin.i, as will be related in /mother part of

thc.se records.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OWATJNJA MAIN CAVE
The main cave is entered from the south, It is under a great

dome of granite whieh has been weathered out to form a chain' >< r

urds Ion a:, 10 yards wide and 3 yards Mgh at its highest point.

Part of the fltJOI at the western end, where it is lowest, is cluttered

with, smaller granite boulders and a ramp of sloping roe.k runs

upwards at the east, ending in a narrow crevice. Tin* front of the

shelter is hidden hy large native fig trees so that the cave is not
conspicuous from the south, and its size is only appreciated when

at the western entrance. The whole of the walls and roof are painted
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Fig. 8. a. Jangkunjdjara wanigi (thread cross) of the Wati Kutpara and Milpab

drawn by Manana) about 55 years of age, at Ooldea, 13th November, 1934.

The memory of this una went back to before the Carmthers Survey; he was a

middlo-aged man before the Pitjandjara drove him and his companions away

from the Owalinja area. The drawing is in rod (dotted) and black, b. Pitjand-

jara wanigi of the Wati Kutjara agintaka tjukurupa (men two lizard totem)

drawn by Tjinguinja a newly iniated youth, on 6th June, 1933. The marks below,

also in white are 'called inma tjana walka and are painted on the backs of

perfprmcrs during the Increase Ceremony for ngintaka; wanigi depicted in

Owalinja and ascribed to the Wati Kutjara, closely resemble these drawings.
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ftttd overpanited again and agaia, designs continuing even on the
lip-like overhang of the roof at (lie entrance, where they are in partial
darkness except at the brightest time of day.

First impression is that most of the older paintings, and these
include the earliest ones designated as being of the Minma
Kungkarungkara, are in red ochre, but on closer examination there
is seen to be great varief}

There are several very late ones in yellow ochre. A Pitjandjara
old man, who accompanied its, ascribed these to recent visits by
Ngadadjara men 1'rom tic Warburton Range. These men had come
over on a vi-at to the TCnmbolln Mission, sine*- Hs foundation just
before World War IT- The newly painted yellow figures include,
according to turn, representations of a snake ( leiro), one of a wnti innm
njurtidjara (man ceremonial object carrying), and a third group
included some lie conld not identify,

If is of interest to note that a source of the yellow pigment
(garnim'ite) is the nickel ore Ofltfittop near Erortjo, north of Mount
Hinckley. This is an important native place on tlie boundary between
Xradadjnra and Pitjandjara tribal territories. The pigment its-l

is gathered from the rirns of the nests of ants which mine tlie. little

pellets of it in the course of their burrowiiigs.

Marks which my informant, and other Pitjandjara men had placed
as an overlay on the older Jangkundjara figures since 1915 were
recognized and pointed out. Some of those indicated as of recent
Pitjandjara origin were of men riding camels. These and some erf

tie' other Pitjandjara drawings were in black and white, and all had
been painted after 191 fi.

It is of some interest to note that drawings, in chalks of kinds
issued by the Ernnbella Mission, had been added in the western cave
since a visit by Alael )<>ugall in the previous year, and our native
guide was able to confirm that Pitjandjara people from the Ernab. Ma
Mission had camped at Owalinja daring the summer of 1956-1957,
ketice the rocksheltors preserve native records from ancient times
right up to the present day.

THE CEREMONTAT, PAINTINGS AT OWALINJA
The figure of the ancestral Being Njiru in coitus with the

KOTgkaTOUgkara (PI. xxw, A) is a curious drawing; the posture is

that of similar drawings 1 have :-<e n elsewhere and can be best
understood after an appreciation of the method of mating adopted by
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Central Australians. Both (1897, p. 179, fig. 433) gives a useful

description and figure.

The oldest JVlinnia Kiingkarungkara paintings are depicted usually

without mouths, in red, with their hair long and as pointed out to me

by old man Peter, rolled up in a coil, folded in on the forehead, as

was the fashion for Pitjandjara and Jangkundjara women, and was

still the practice among the Ngadadjara in 1935 (PL xxxix, A).

Photogrtfj&B taken in 1908 by Basedow (1914) in the Musgrave

Ranges, iliOff this style, which in 1933 was still in vogue among

both Jangkundjara and PifjaTidjara people.

The later paintings of Njiru and the Women are in black, and

are less elaborately done.

The danirkundjara used to hold Increase ceremonies for Papa

(dingo) in this cave. They depicted their dogs showing two eyes, in

black outlined with white.

A flat stone on the western end of the Owalinja Cave was used

in the Papa ceremony as a rubbing place for papa kuloinba or dog

excreta, with the while powder of which some of the paintings were

done, as part of the ceremony. Dining the rites a song was sung

cleseribing the effects of the attack on Njiru by the dogs belonging to

the Kungkarungkara.

Song:

—

1:

Exclamation

Njirunja

Njiru

kalu nalkur

penis bitten

nari

lay

koildjoro keddjoro

(bleeding)

itjarta

spear

Njirunja

Njiru

kalu nalkur

penis bitten

nari

lay

The ceremony was performed in the cave because there was a

close association between the Kungkarungkara Women and their clogs.

Figures painted represent the papa (dogs) themselves, the inma.

pudurn Imlka (ceremonial-object string large), wauigi (string figure)

and men carrying wanigi on their heads during the Papa ceremonies.

The Papa ceremony is shown by Pitjandjara to young men before

circumcision. They are given only brief glimpses of highlights of

the dances at this time. The proceedings at such a cerenuuiv were

witnessed by the author in 1933, at Konapandi on the southern side

of the Musgrave Ranges. A film record of the ceremony, taken by
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him, lias been published as part of Film No. 20 in the 16 mm. series

of the Board for Anthropological Research at tlie University of

Adelaide.

Plates xxxii-xxxviii show some of the paintings in the two caves

examined; an approximately complete coverage would require more
than five times this number of figures. In the explanations to the

plates notes are given on those recognized by Peter, our Pitjandjara

informant. It is hoped to be able to take Jangkimdjara men to the

shelter. Some text and song detail already has been gathered and
will appear in Part IT of this series.

During my 1933 visit to Aliwanjawanja I happened to be

examining the rockshelter there and sketching in my notebook when
a Pitjandjara man followed my tracks into the cave. After watching
mo for a while he departed but later returned and began, of his own
accord, making drawings in the shelter with charcoal as pigment.

We each worked silently for some time, but when he had finished

ami had turned to go, I learned he had painted leiru or snake

markings, in part over inma njurtidjara wati (men carrying

ceremonial objects) in white paint. T photographed him (PI. xxxix,

B) at work.
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EXPLANATIONS OP PLATES

PLATE XXXII

Ptg A. South sidu of Owalinia granite dome looking east, shoving native fig ticca con-

gealing entrance to 1.ho main sbelt *'t-.

Fig. B. Shelter used by women and children on the wvstom face of Owaliu.ja; Mm

protected area beneath the targe centra] boulder r.< :<bout lfltffc long and H>ft. wide,

with occupational debris present in a Hand-floored alcove at tin- southern end.

PLATE XX.Mil

Fig. A. Fifteen feot of the buck wall and roof at the western ctmI jrf toe main shelter at

I'u.ilicja, with Pitjandjura informant, Peter. £bOVa bft I
•
t-ri *1 a picture of man and

horse, painted since 1915. The root* shows faintly visible substrata 01 la rgfl sized

human figures chiefly in red Ochw overlain by blar-k ftgUTQS outlined in white.

Fig. B. T.ip of rock shelter near western end showing lines of small white figures and blacK

ones, some outlined With white. On the right is the figure uf Xjini with a

Kungkarungkara woman (see PI. xxxv, fig. A), and at upper left the figure of

m.iu with supposed horse (see also PI. xxxv, fig. B).

PLATE XXXIV

Fig. A. The upper figure of PI xxxiv shows a heroic, sized figure of Njiru in red outlined

in white, the nose is represented by a white line and there are tf&Cee of eyes; to the

right are traces of red inures of the Kungkarungkara overlaid with black ones W
N uru outlined with white; the nose and eyes are shown. At foe left the overlay

consists of black figures of the Kungkarungkara, with 8pot8 representing stars on

their bodies and the pudenda drawn as wide bh.ek openings; beneath them in the

figure of one of their defending doge* to black with the outline and paired c-yes in

white At the lower right of middle is a cruder figure of a wanigi-bearing man iu

black outlined in bright yellow. This is one of those ascribed lo recent. Ngadadjaru

visitors, The background is a maze of red lines representing earlier paintings,

Fig. B. This snows a portion of the wnll approximately 12ft, wide : little morfi to the right

and extending lowe* down on the back lh:in the one above. There is BOttt overlap.

A central figure and efle 10 rl "' b-.ft are each of Njiru, iu different styles but both

painted in black, outlined with white j that on the left shows ehQBt cicatrices. The

white foot, track painted over it, to the knowledge of our Pi tjandjam informant, was

done after 1915, At lower middle is 1ne figure of a black dog, the Papa Kantju,

outlined in white; above Ita tail is another inma ujurt.i wati, painted entirely in yellow

ochre; this overlay is ascribed to the recent Ngadad.jara visiters. The emu (kalaia)

figure at the left 'of middle is Kalaia tjukurupn, a Being who appears as a group <>f

aturv aid ft4 dark patches in the Milky Way; the spots on the body represent stars.

Ju«t to the left of the middle is a squatting figure of one of the K.ingknninukara

in black, outlined with white; two similar figures with white spots on their bodies uIho

represent Kuugkarungkaia women.
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PLATE XXXV
Fig. A. Enlarged view of bhfi figure of Njiru cohabiting with MM &l tl*e Kungkarungkara;

fhe design is in black outlined with white; the white scmiciirul:.. design is a later
•'Million. The design was puinted over an earlier figure, apparently of the same BUfoJeCti
in red ochre

Fig. B, Figures in red of two Kuugkarungkaru women. The smaller human figure and
animal in black outlined with white was Bald to he a man with a hoi He. Below it IB
a supposed cattle brand added by a civilized aboriginal.

PLATE XXXVI
Fig. A. Njiru (right) and a Kungkarungkara woman (left). These are painted over two

kuri-kuri circles representing tin- Wati Kutjara, whose wanigi, thread < h>»k or string
figure ia partly shown at the right.

Fig. B. Portion of roof at eastern end of main shelter, about 15ft. wide, showing two
large wanigi of the Wati Kutjara ami kuri luiri or Concentric dfcle marks representing
the Wati Kutjara. The kuri kuri may Ik- coaiparnd with text figure 7 (right), and rim
wanigi with those in text figure 8.

PLATE XXX Vir

Fig. A. Paintings in the. Western or Woman's <avc. At leJ't ix a figure q£ I woman
carrying wooden dishes on her head, below Is a. Quo ruling ;i camel. The elder
paintings consb-t of white, spots on a black surfaee, eoneentrie cirHcs, Line* <•!

I

tracks in white with an underlay of obscured liguros in r- -.. I urine, and innumerable
white spots.

Fig. B. Central portion of the Women'? enve showing home recent designs in crasuiiH
Obtained from the Mission over xmnke obi-mred white paintings. The central figure,
said to represent. a motor rnmk, is believed to have been done by Pitjnndjura living
at Owalinja in the summer of lf)&~§. The concentre' circles are in white and at the
extreme right and extending beyond tlm picture are traces of wanigi designs in red
overlain by wliito designs; they are shown in PI. xxxviii.

PLATE XXXVTII
TWO figures bearing wanigi (thiend 9?088ee) as depleted at the SOUtoert end of the Women's

Cave (of the Pitjuodjnra >. The main figure on the right of the middle is painted
in red with a black face, and carries U] iuum. njurti in red, outlined with white;
the central part of the wanigi is black with red and white bars. The large wanigi
in the middle is rod on Mined in white. There are. two cross sticks in red and a
central pole; the white outline appears to be an addition, it is supported on the head
of a man figure painted in white with the face and body indicated in black. The
lines of man, dog and kangaroo tracks were made after the wanigi design. All the
designs in this shelter are darkened by smoke from camp fires.

PLATE XXXIX
Fig. A. Pitjandjara man making leiru or snake markings, in Aliwan jawanja (Erliwanya-

wnnya of maps) Cave on 20th June, 1933; his efforts were superimposed on white
figures of innia njurtidjara wati (ceremonial-objcct-carrying nn-n i.

Fig. B. Unmarried woman of the Ngadadjr.ra tribe, Warupujti, War burton Range, Western
Australia, showing her hair folded in on the brow, as in Kungkarungkara women
depicted in Owalinja Shelter (photograph by I ho late Mr. E. O. Stocker,' taken during
the University of Adelaide EacpediUon of August 1935).
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THE PIGMY SPERM WHALE ON SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COASTS
(CONTINUED)

byHerbertM. Hale, director, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

Some data concerning two young Pigmy Sperm Whales, Kogia breviceps (Blainville), are recorded.

These examples were stranded on the shore of St. Vincent Gulf, South Australia. In one of them

cartilaginous vestiges of the pelvis were present.

Passing references are made to post mortem changes of colouration in Mesoplodon layardii (Gray)

and to the identification of Pseudorca crassidens (Owen) off the coast of South Australia.



THE PIGMY SPERM WHALE ON SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COASTS
(Continued)' 1 ?

By HERBERT M. HALE, Director, South Australian Muskom

Plate xl and text fig. 1-2

SYNOPSIS

Some data concerning two young Pigmy Sperm Whales, Kogia
brcvicrps (Blainville), art recorded. These examples were stranded

on the shore of St, Vincent Gulf, South Australia. In one of thorn

cartilaginous vestiges of the pelvis were present.

Passing references are made to post mortem changes of coloura-

tion in Mesoplodon lajjardii (Gray) and to the identitieation of

Pscudorca crassideft8 (Owen) off the coast of South Australia.

INTRODUCTION
On July 11, 1958, two small whales were noticed floundering in

shallow water at Largs Bay, a residential and holiday resort on the

eastern shore of St. Vincent Gulf in Smilh Australia; here, at low

tide, a considerable expanse of "flat 7 ' is exposed owing to the gently

(Sloping sandy coast. Both examples were described by observers as

being about 7 ft. in length; they were stranded on the beach next day.

Unfortunately a Saturday, when crowds of visitors were present.

With one of the Museum preparators (Mr. A. Rail), and his assistant,

I went to the ubnvementioiied bench soon after the specimens were

reported, hoping that we might recover them. Regrettably, however,

one example had been literally hacked to pieces and the skull smashed,

but the remains on ihe beach showed it to be, without doubt, Kogia.

Moreover, Mr. P, Johnson, a resident of Largs North, had secured

two 35 mm. Forrania colour photographs of this example, taken as

it was thrashing about in very shallow water.

The second specimen had been removed by Mr, Iloward Trotter

and was exhibited during the week-end outside his refreshment rooms
at nearby Outer Harbour. A description and measurements of this

example were made and shortly afterwards the animal was brought

to the South Australian Museum.

(i) See also Bee. 8. Aust. Mus., viii, ]947, 531-546.
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Specimen No. 1. Sex Unknown

The photographs reproduced on pi. xl are enlargements from the

two colour photographs secured by Mr. Johnson. The portions

which arc dark in the half-tone prints were blue on the back (as in

Boschma's illustration of 1951, fig. 1) merging into blackish brown
on the upper part of the head and body. The light areas, however,
are much more extensive than in examples previously recorded, the

greater part of the snout, the belly, and the lateral parts of the body
below the level of the eye, being white. The mottlings which appear
on the caudal portion (pi. xl, upper) are apparently splashes of

blood diluted with sea water. The colour pictures show the water
nearby to be blood stained, and the animal to be bleeding from wounds
on the front Of the snout and dorsal fin, the edges of the flukes and
the underside of the caudal parts.

The snout is blunt, somewhat as in the adult female previously
described from South Australia (Hale, 1947, pi. xiv, upper fig.)

and in Boschma's abovementioned figure; it is obviously longer titan

in the other juvenile (No. 2) described below. The dorsal fin is

large and falcate, and the open blowhole is obvious in the lower
photograph OO pi. xl herewith.

The photographs alone must suffice as a record for this example,
which, as already noted, was said to be 7ft. in length.

Specimkn No. 2. Young Male

Colour.—When examined by us the animal had been dead for

about 48 hours. The colouration then was almost black above, lighter

below.

External Characters.—The measurements of the young male
Kama were as follows:

—

mm. x)er cent.

Total length to notch of tail flukes lfK'JO 100
Tip of snout to vertical level of anterior

corner of eye . . 180 9.3

Tip of mandible to vertical level of anterior

corner of eye 140 7.3

Tip of snout to vertical level of anterior edge
of dorsal fin

"
. .030 48.2

Tip of mandible to axilla 386 20.0

Tip of mandible to anterior point of genital
slit 1270 65.8
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mm. per cent.

Width of flukes 475 24.6

Length of base of dorsal fin 220 11.4

Height of dorsal fin 155 8.0

Greatest length of pectoral iin 300 15.5

Greatest width of pectoral fin 105 5.4

Length of eye 24 1.2

Depth of eye 13.5 0.7

Fig. 1. Young male of Kogia ircviceps, Largs Bay, South Australia.

iSkotch to Bcale made 48 hours after death. (Specimen No. 2, \£ natural

size.)

In general the body proportions approach those of the smaller

calf described by the writer in 1947. It will be noted, however, that

the falcate dorsal fin is much larger and commences slightly anterior

to the middle of the total length of the animal, while the pectoral

fins (fig. 2) are relatively shorter and narrower; the upper edge in

both flippers had been damaged, and had healed, during life. [Sexed

examples of Kogia recovered during the past decade show that the

size of the dorsal fin is no indication of sex (Allen, 1941, p. 29).]

The snout is considerably shorter and has a more abrupt downward

dorsal curvature, its tip being on a level with the eye. In the foetuses

recorded by Allen (1941, fig. 1) and by me (1947, fig. 5) the tip of

the snout is below eye level.

The tips of two tiny teeth were visible at the anterior end of the

upper jaw, projecting very slightly above the gum. In the lower jaw

there were 13 teeth in the right ramus, 12 in the left. The single

blowhole was crescentric, curved obliquely backward from the mid-

line; it was apparently similar in calf No. 1 (see pi. xl, lower

photograph) and not as in Boschma's illustration of an adult female

(1951, fig. 1).
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The notch in the tail was well marked, approximately 25 mm.
in depth.

The differences in the shape of the head, as shown in the photo-
graphs of the living example, reproduced on pi. xl and in the sketch
of the dead young male (fig. 1) are quite marked.

Fig. 2. Left (upper) and right flippers of Kogia breviceps, Largs Bay,
South Australia. (Specimen No. 2, J natural size.)

Skeleton,—The flesh has been largely removed from the skeleton,

which is in process of maceration, pending further examination. In
the partly fleshed skeleton, with the vertebrae all in place, a count
showed a total of 57: cervical, 7; thoracic, 14; lumbar, 10; caudal, 26,

the last being very small, only about 4 mm. in length.

Vestiges of the pelvis are present. They are hard, but are
cartilaginous, as suspected by Glover M. Allen (1941, pp. 32-33),
and are about 24 mm. in length, slightly curved and approximately
five times as long as deep.

Skeleton in South Australian Museum, Keg. No. M6186.
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Tt is a njatter Go* regret that, in my experience, whenever email

whales, or for that matter larger species, are stranded near populated

Miens, they are at once mutilated by visitors. In South Australia

small whales cast up on heaehes are almost invariably reported as

"Blackfieb," with, ma\be, the remark that as "Rlaekfish ' are common
in our seas they eannot he of much interest. In all probability the

smaller whales occurring off our <oa-ts are by no means as rare as

it would appeal1
I r<>iM published records. If it certain that many

brandings ;uv not observed, as whales surely must be cast up from

time to tame on uninhabited portions of the vast coastline of Australia.

It is worth stressing the fact that post mortem changes occur

very rapidly in at least 30*116 of the small wludes. In February, 1950,

a young male Strap-toothed Whale (MeSQplodM Injidnin) was seen

swimming off Rocky Point in the American River Estuary at

EtfngarOO Island, South Australia, for about a week. During that

period if was sludiod by Prof, Richard Pdaekbimi and Br. James
Forbes, competent observers, who described the colouration as bronze-

brown on the dorsum, pah 1 grey ventrodate rally grading to off-white,

on the underside.

Mr. F. J. Mitchell of the Museum staff, together with one of the

preparators, went to ilie site 48 hours after this specimen, injured

by gunshot, was stranded. Its eoh uratioii then was black above,

grading tO purplish-pink on tlie sides and with isolated grey patches

on the underside of the head.

The animal, beoig in obvious distress, had been killed by Or.

Forbes soon after if came ashore and it was noted that the whale

lost its life colouration immediately after death.

The complete skeleton and some measurements of Hie whole

animal were secured; 1 am indebted to all the ahovemenlioned for the

data and material obtained concerning this i\ft\^tfflo'lo)i.

Opportunity is taken to correct an error in identification \>\' a

herd of whales stranded at Port Prime, on the eastern Bide of St.

Vincent Onlf in South Australia. An extremely hurried visit was
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made here by the late Prof. Harvey Johnston and me during the clays

of petrol rationing, the trip being made possible by one of the local

newspapers. (Hale, 1956, p. 181) and the species was recorded as
Globiceplialus ventricosus. Later examination of all photographs
secured at the time by a news photographer, and of a skull recovered
by my friend Mr. E. A. Brooks, of nearby Buckland Park, shows that
this herd consisted of examples of the False Killer Whale (Pseudorca
crassidens).
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REDESCRIPTION OF TWO OF CANESTRINFS 1884 SPECIES OF
AUSTRALIAN ACARINA

byK Womersley, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

Fresh material referable to the two species of Acarina-Mesostigmata described and figured by

Canestrini 1884, as Laelaps dolicacanthus and Laelaps coniferus has now been studied and the

species are redescribed and refigured. Two new genera Cosmetolaelaps and Conolaelaps are erected

for the species respectively. The nymph of dolicacanthus and male and nymph of coniferus are

described and figured for the first time.



REDESCRIPTION OF TWO OF CANESTRINFS 1884 SPECIES OF
AUSTRALIAN ACARINA

By H. WOMERSLEY, South Australian Museum

Fig. 1-3

SYNOPSIS

Fresh material referable to the two species of Aearina-

MesoKtigmata described and figured by Cnncstrini 1884, as Ladaps
dolicacantlius and Lartaps conifcrus lias now been studied and the

species are redeseribed and refigured. Two new genera Cos»ic!olae-

laps and Cmioldrlaps are creeled for the species respectively. The
nymph of dolicacanthus and male and nymph of coniferus are

described and figured for the first time.

INTRODUCTION
In 1884 Canestrini described a number of species of Acarina from

materia] collected to Queensland by Prof. Pulle of Padova University.

Amongst these were Laelaps doltcaconthw u. sp. and Laelaps

Coniferus a. sp. neither of which lias since been collected or recognized

although Rainbow (1906) in listing Canestrini 's records states that

there are in the Australian Museum specimens which are probably

this species collected by S. J. II. Moreau at Antonio, near Rydal,

New South Wales. At my request for the loan of these specimens,

Mr. A. Musgrave, Entomologist, Australian Museum has very kindly

searched (he collections, but failed to find the preparations. It must

therefore be considered that the specimens have been lost over the

years.

Recently, however, specimens which undoubtedly belong to

f/idicacanflt/is were found on an old slide in the South Australian

Museum collection. The slide was labelled "Laelaps, sp. off Ontho-

phar/vs UuKiuatns Mac]., Townsville, Queensland—F. H. Taylor",

without any date ol collection. Taylor, however, was working in that

urea in I he 1020 's. Canestrini stated that he had several Specimens

from on a lamellicorn" beetle, briefly described both sexes, and

gave recognizable figures of the male venter and dorsum and of the

male chela.
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Luelaps com/crux n. sp. was described from specimens found in

a vial or insects collected by Prof. Pulte In Australia. Canestrini
shows (jfig. 4) a reoogafaafcle figure of the ventral snrfaee although
it js now dear that it is not ipiite cornet id coiain details. Speci-
mens referable to coittjerifs have recently been collected from
millipedes in a rotting hhicalvpt log at Hampton, MO miles SB of
Toowooinbn, Queensland, October old, 1956 by Dr. Gk P, Horneniissaa..

Only the females were found l>y Oanestriui, but Bomemi-^ •

material comprised both sexes and a solitary eed^mng nymph.
As both the above species are uniqne amongst the Lnelapthine

in many features, new genera are erected \'<>v them; viz., Costurtohir
taps for dolteaaniflnis a fid C<n<ola<:laps for conifer us.

Genus Cosmctolaetops nov.

Laelaptidae with 2-tined speciality! Beta on palpal tarsus. J)orsid
shield entire, covering almost \lw whole of the dorsum in both se\e>\

furnished with ea. 31 pairs of gMWrall) long and »tr<Wlg ciliated seine

Of which ;: f)airs ai<' laterad of the shield and all hut the pn&teriOT
pair are anterior of the mid-dorsal line,

Female without pre-cndopodal shields; sternal shield much wider
than long with 8 pairs ol* setae; inetnstcrnnl shields ah
represented only by seta and pore; genital shield short and drop-
shaped With one pan of setae; no ventral .shield; anal shir-Id broadly
pear-shaped with the Parana] setae in line with the posterior of anus,
postanal seta the longest; endopodal shields of eoxao Til and IV well

defined and five. Legs shorter than body, JI somewhat stouter than
others; tarsi with pad-like caruncle hut without claws, (rnathosoma
normal with 4 pairs of setae, tin* posterior two pairs ciliated. Tectum
rOUghly triangular.

Male with the sternal, genital, metaaterjial and ventral shields
coalesced, finely punctate with striate lines, the combined shield
narrowest between coxae IV then expanding and narrowly separated
l\v striate cuticle from the separate anal shield; sternal setae of
moderate length and Stronger than in female, metasternal setae
strong and very long teaching to tip of ventral shield; genital setae
niso strong and long; ventral shield with two pairs of short lateral
setae; anal shield with the postanal seta much longer than the
paranals. Stigma between coxae NT and IV with the peritremal
Shield extending shortly posteriad and £hfi peril reme running to coxae
II. Unathosomn ns in female rhelicerae similarly with each finger
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stoat and furnished with one strong tooth, movable linger with a long,

i>ackwMr(lly directed apwmatophore carriei'j the tip of which itself is

ftlffO clial&t£. Lags nut longer than body, all tarsi with pad-like

caruncles and no claws; log II very stout, tarsus apicaily with 3

strong spiti*'

Cosmctolaelaps doiicacauthus (Canest. 1884)

Jj(irl(ips <lol/rar(tvth)(s Canest, ISS-k Acari 'led'Australia. Atti

1st. Veneto, 2 Ser. VI: 709. tav. VII, fig. $ S| Rainbow, I90&
Synopsis of Australian Acarina. Ree. Aust. \lns. fij 172.

Fig, 1 A-E, 2 A-F

A Strong sclorntisod brown species of oval form; with the above

generic characters. The following specimens are described.

A Bititfk frnidle of idiosonial length 750/* and width 520>, and

1 4S0> lonfe TT 480/s 1 IT 4f)<V and TV 550//.. Dorsal shield 690J*

lung by 430ju Wide, with a Qllmtar of pores and 33 pairs of long to

very long strong ciliated setae, the longest being the two posterior

Beta6 to 290/*. Yontrally the sternal shield is strongly and finely

punctate with striate lines, 244/* wide by lQ&i long medially, anterior

margin lightly eotieaVfr, posterior margin, lightly concave with 3

v:;ln>ns ()f which the median is tlie dteopfc&t, with 3 pairs of strong

Betae 47f* long, and two pairs of pores; mol asternal shields only

represented by a seta 45/* long and small pore; genital shield as

fibred, slightly Wider than long, 117^ by 04/\ with one pair of setae

!

-' long; anni shield as figured, 117^ long by 125/' wide, parnnal

setae 10ft long, post&tt&j -via 70/- long, eribriun present; mi ventral

cuticle with & pairs of small setae,

Tno moles, (me of gJOOjfl idlOBOltia] lengfll nnd 610^ width, the

other 890/K lemdh, (170/- width. Length Of legs respectively, I 580/<

(590^ 1.1 700/, (7:;0,0, Til 550/* (580/0. IV 730/* (812/*), The inllow-

inc: measurements are from the smaller apecimenj dorsal shield 754/*

long by 000/» wide; posterior dorsal setae 450^ long: the combined

tfteraal, mofnsternni, genital and ventral shield 140/' long, sternal

portion 255/* wide, ventral portion 344/* wide, separated posteriorly

from anal shield by BS/*-* anal shield 116/* by 116V; sternal shield with

3 pairs of normally placed setae 04/* long; mefastornal setae very

long to i2U5/* nnd strong; genital sclae also very long to 155/* and

strong; lateral setae on ventral portion 37/* long; paranal setae 80/*

long, postanal 145/*. Legs as figured, femnr, genu and tibia each
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Fig. 1. Cosine t aim-laps dolicacartthus (Carnal. 1884). A-B. Female of 75<V length
mounted, A. Dorsum, B. Venter. CD. Nymph of 510m Length mounted, C. dorsum, D,

venter. K. Chelieerse of female.
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with apophyses on II, and tarsi II with 3 strong apical spines ;
leg IV

with a small stout posterior spine on femur.

A single nymph of idiosomal length 510/*, width 360/*, as figured.

Legs I 420/* long, II 406/*, III 370/*, IV 406/*. Dorsal setae as figured,

Fig. 2. Cosmetolaelaps dolicacanthus (Canest. 1884). Male of 800/x

length mounted. A. Venter. B. Gnathosoma and palpi. C. Cheli-

cerae. D. Tip of spermatophore carrier much enlarged. E. Tined

seta of palpal tarsus. F. Tectum.
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34 pairs, posterior to 235** long. Venter as shown with a shield-

shaped stomal shield with 3 pairs of fine setae. IVritreme short and
not extending beyond ooxae ill

Lncalitfj. The above specimens were found mounted in "balsam"
on an old slide in the S.A. Museum eoUeetioi) The slide was
labelled by the late F, IT. Taylor as Ladaps sp. and the specimens
had been collected by htm at Townsville, Queensland (no date, but
probably in the early 1920's) fmm <)iilh(>i>hu(]v.s lamhmtns Mac].

Remarks. No record of this species apart l>om the doubtful one
by Rainbow (1906) has been made since (Jancst rim's original descrip-

tion of specimens collected by Prof. Pulle in Queensland from a
lainellieorr) beetle, Canestrini described both sexes, but only figured
the male. The female and nymph are now described and figured.

Genus Conolaelaps nov.

Laelaptidae with k

2-tined spe« ; t!\.,d S rl;i on palpal tarsus. Mi"

ovoid shape vvilh entire do»sal shield completely covering body iu

both sexes. Dorsum wiih a. ninnbei' of po»a and some exceeding;! 1

'

minute setae.

Ftmale without pre-endopodal shields, sternal shield longer than
wide with W pairs of SetaO, of which setae II and III are short and
cone-like, anterior edge deeply excavate, posterior rounded; metas
tmnal shields absent, only represented by small cone-like setae
between (he well developed Tree eildopoda] shields of coxae III and
IV; genital shield small, flask-shaped with cone-like setae and widely
separated from the oval anal shield; between the genital and anal
shield with 4 pail's of cone-like setae; other setae on ventral cuticle
minute and simple. Legs fairly stout and shorter than body, with
normal seine except on coxae IV which has the seta cone-like, tarsi

with Btrong pad-like caruncle and now elaWS. Stigma between coxae
Til and IV and peritreuie extending to coxae II, Tectum a pointed
cone. Cnathosoma and cheJiecrae normal,

Male with the fades of the Eetaalq but smaller. With a combined
Sterna] to anal shield with 7 pairs of small conical setae. Male
genital opening in the anterior of the sternal shield. Legs stout ns
in female but tarsi I with n pair nl' strong claws and tarsi II-IV with
2-5 small cones ventrally. Chetiaerae of male consisting of only the
movable fmger which is long as figured. Tectum conical with rom. led

apex.
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Conolaelaps coniferus (Canest. 1884)

Lnelaps rnni/crus Canest. 1884. Acnri delTA ustralia. Alii ifit

Wmdo 3 Ser. VI: 711. lav. VII, fig, 4,

Fig. 3 A L

Redsscriptioto of r'cmale. Bgcty egg-^bajKMU widest betsteeri

OOXao I! and III. Dorsal shield covering entire body and furnished

witb many pores and exceedingly minute setae difficult to distinguish

from pores. Length of idCttMmUl to 63%, width 410,* (( 'anesl rini

gives 530** and 230/* respectively), Leg's shorter than body a,nd rather

steal, leng&\ in a specimen of only 638jm idiosomal length, I 390/*,

JL B2fry III 348,*, I\
r

440m, S&tatioil ^OfififaBy ruinate and simple except

tbp seta on coxae TV whieh 18 a small short cone; all tarsi with large

ea macular pad ami no claws. The sternal shield is shield-shaped

with a deep anterior excavation within which are the minute simple

sternal B#fcao I, sternal setftf II and Til are smalL and coniform the

posterior margin is deeply rounded and extends to inner angles of

coxae III; wily the endopodnl shields of coxae ITI and IV are present,

free and well defined; tin* melaslornal setae only are proseid. and are

COTiform; the gefliia] shield is small, ilaskdike, with one pair of small

coniform setae: the sternal shield is 141/' wide by 12<V Ion.-; medially

and the genital 56/* long by S3)* wide; the anal shield is as figured

70/« long by 70/< wide with minute setae. The stigma is, between coxae

TTT and IV bill the pcritreme is relatively short only reaching to

between coxae II and ill. The p^atbwoma has probably the usual

4 pairs of setae but Ihese are minute and difficult to ascertain.

(Mjelieerae as filmed with one medium sized tooih on each finder.

Description of Male. Of similar facies to female. Length of

idmsoma 43frj width 800?-. •-^•s I 370*4 long, JI 290ps IT1 Wf
IV

350/i, Dorsum as in female. Ventrally all the shields ;1 r(» coalesced

to form a single bohwentral shield, the anterior sternal margin of

which is excavate as m the female. Sternal seine T a. re minute nnd

simple nnd be within Hie anterior excavation, the hnlovontrn! shiehl

ii self with 7 pairs of small coniform setae and posterior of coxae

IV 4 or 5 pairs of minute setae besides the auals. Lgtfa are stout

and Similar, the tarsi armed as in the treiieric description. The

cholicerae are considerably modified, the fixed tinker boine absent, the

movable tinker boin«? elongate and uufoothed as figWgd

Description of Nymph. One specimen with idinsomn 508/'. long

and 300a wide and tegs T 380j« fong, IT 31 0/*, III SQOft TV 38Q& shows
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Fig. 3. Oonolaelapa nmifn-us (Canest 1884). A.R., d.-f. Female of G4G>
length mounted, A. venter, B. dorsum, D. tectum, E. lined seta of palpal tarsus,
F. ehoJieerno. C, G.-K. Male of 430^ length mountled, C. gnatl;osoma from below,
with right palpi from .ibove, G. venter, II. ehelk-erae, I. tarsus 1 from below, J.
tarsus IV from below, K. tectum. L. Nymph of 508jm length mounted showing

enlysis betW66o proto- and deutonvrnphal stages.
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the f protonyinphal features still within the skin of the next stage

(? deutonymph), the various setae being duplicated as figured.

Locality. Four females, one male and one nymph from millipede

under a Eucalyptus log, Hampton, 30 miles NE of Toowoomba,

Queensland, 3rd October, 1956 (coll. OK F. Bornemissza).

Remarks. Canestrini described this species as Laelaps conifenis

from specimens found in a tube of insect material collected by Prof.

Pulle in Queensland. His description is somewhat brief and Ins

figures inaccurate as far as the delineation of the genital and ventral

shields are concerned. From his figure, although the characteristic

coniform setae are arranged as shown it is evident that he failed to

see the outlines of the genital and anal shields and the transverse

line which he shows running between the coxae IV is erroneous. The

sternal shield is as shown in his figure. Canestrini only had the

female sex, but in the material collected by Dr. Bornemissza I found

one male and one nymphal specimen which is evidently in process of

ecdysis from proto-to deutonymph.
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A NEW SPECIES OF URODISCELLA (ACARINA, UROPODIDAE) FROM
AUSTRALIA

byH. Womersley, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

The myrmecophilous genus Urodiscella Berlese 1903 is recorded for the first time from Australia. It

is represented by the new species Urodiscella nitida sp. nov. described from a single female found

on the larva of an ant Myrmecia gulosa Fabr. from Carlton, New South Wales.

A key to the known species of the genus, four from England and Europe and one from South Africa,

besides the new species is given.

All the species with the possible exception of the South African one are myrmecophilous in habit.



A NEW SPECIES OF URODISCELLA (ACARENA, UROPODIDAE)
FROM AUSTRALIA

By H. WOMERSLEY, South Australian Museum

Fig. 1

SYNOPSIS

The mynneeophilous genus UrodisceUa Berlese 1903 is recorded

for the first timfe from Australia. It is represented by the new
species UrodisceUa iiifida sp. nov. described from a single female

found on the larva of an ant Myrmecia gitlosa Fabr. from Carlton,

New South Wales.

A key to the known species of the genus, four from England and

Europe and one from South Africa, besides the new species is given.

All the species with the possible exception of the South African

one are myrmecophilous in habit.

INTRODUCTION

The genus UrodisceUa was ejected by Berlese (1903b) for

Uropoda ricasoliana Berl. 1889, Uropoda philoctena Trouessart 1902

and UrodisceUa alophora n. sp. with ricasoliana as the genotype, all

of which are associated with ants. All three species were figured in

Berlese 1903c.

In 1918 Hull added a fourth species U. signata n. sp. from

England, also myrmeeophilous in habit.

More recently a fifth species has been described by Ryke (1958)

from South Africa but this species was found in straw and not there-

fore definitely associated with ants.

Brief keys to the earlier species were published first by Berlese

(1903b, c) and then Hull (1918). Ryke did not attempt to key his

species. The brief descriptions of Berlese and Hull make their keys

difficult to assess, but a tentative key to all the five known species is

here attempted based on those of Berlese and Hull.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF URODISCELLA

1. Dorsal setae strong and lanceolate.

Female 625** long potschefstroomensis
(S. Africa in straw.) Ryke 1958

Dorsal setae smaller and tapering . 2

2. Dorsal shield medially with shallow

punctures, ventral shields also

pitted. Female 485/* long signata Hull 1918
(England; with Lasius flavus.)

Dorsal shield smooth 3

3. All ventral shields smooth and
shining 4

At least the perigenital shield

punctate 5

4. Length of female 570/* philoctena (Trouest. 1902)
(England, Ireland, Europe, with

Lasius spp. and Messor
destructor.)

Length of female 812/* nitida sp. nov.

(Australia, with larva of Myrmecia
gulosa.)

5. Ventral shields punctate. Female
750/* long ricasoliana (Berl. 1889)

(Europe and England with Lasius

spp.)

Ventral shields smooth and shining.

Male 930/* long alophora Berl. 1903
(Luxemburg, in ants' nest.)

Urodiscclla nitida sp. nov.

Fig. 1, A-K

Type. Holotype female, from the collection of Dr. R. V.

Southcott (No. ACA 484) from the larva of Myrmecia gulosa Fabr.

(No. A 257) and collected at Carlton, N.S.W., 15th July, 1958 (coll.

D. Miller).
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The specimen presented to the South Australian Museum by Dr.

tt< hi Ihcott has been dissected, one slide containing the gnathosoma,

ehcliceiao and legs I, the other tho remainder of the body.

Description of Female. A broadly ovate almost rounded, dark

brown convex .specie*. Length of idiosoma 812/*, width 6'tfGy.

Dorsum. The dorsal shield smooth and shining, with many
minute fine setae; similar setae on the marginal shields. The

marginal shields contour the dorsal shield and are entirely separator]

by a narrow strip of cuticle except anteriorly where they unite ami

are fused with the dorsal shield (fig. B).

Venter, As shown in fig. A. All shields smooth. All setae

small and simple. An anterior pair of sternal setae (shown by Kvko

for potschpfstroomcittis) cannot be seen and the four setae in a

transverse row shown by JJyke as being on the anterior of the

perigenital shield appear to be on the sternal shield (see fig. A)

;

the perigenital shield otherwise has only two pairs of setae, one

situated between coxae II and 1JL and the other pair at the posterior

end; the margin of the perigenital shield is simple except in the region

of coxae II where under high magnification it is seen to he finely

crenulate. The genital shield is oval with truncate base; it is 232/*

long by 166/* wide and extends from the middle of coxae IV
7
to the

middle of coxae II. The ventrianal shield bears approximately eleven

pairs of setae besides the paranal and postanal setae, the paranals

being placed well behind the anus. The leg grooves and exopodal

shields are as shown. Tiny neritrcme is strongly folded (fig. (1) with

the BtigMa situated Opposite coxae III and extending a short distance

posterior of the stigma. The tritosternum is as shown (fig. E) with

four lacunae.

Gnathosoma. The hypostome (fig. C) bears the usual four pairs

of setae of which at least the posterior two pairs are ciliated or

si'iratt'd; the st-cond pair is much the longest. The labial cornicles

are as figured, short and stout. The tectum is similar to that

described and figured by Ryke for poisrhefstnwynensis. The fined

seta of the palpal tarsus is 2-tined (fig. F) ; the palpal tarsus bears

two moderately long serrated setae. Chelicerae short and stout, each

finger with one tooth (fig. D).

Le<)s. Coxae of leg I with outer laminae or crests as figured, at

the base of which is a seta (fig, $ and H) ; femora of other legs all

with similar crests or laminae. AmhuJacra of all legs well developed
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D

*^N

Urodiscella nitida sp. nov. Female, A. Ventral view. B. Dorsum, C. Gnathosoma.
D. Chelicerae. E. Tritosternuin. F. Tined seta of palpal tarsus. G. Stigma and
peritreme. H. Crest of femur 1. I. Crest of femur IV. J. Leg I. K. Leg IV.
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with long pretarsi, and paired claws. Legs I rather more slender

than the others, to 464/a long, II and III 370^ long, IV 394** long, some
of the tarsal setae on legs II-IV strongly spinelike.
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A NEW ASTERNOLAELAPS FROM AUSTRALIA
(ACARINA,ICHTHYOSTOMATOGASTERIDAE)
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Summary

The mite family Ichthyostomatogasteridae Sellnick is recorded from Australia for the first time. It

now includes two species, Asternolaelaps fecundus Berlese from Europe, and A. australis, sp. nov.

from a bat cave in South Australia.



A NEW ASTERNOLAELAPS FROM AUSTRALIA (ACARINA,

ICHTHYOSTOMATOGASTERIDAE)

By II. WOMERSLEY^ and R. DOMEQW^

Fig. 1

SYNOPSIS
The mite family Ichthyostomatogasteridae Sellnick is recorded

from Australia for' the first time. It now includes two species,

Astenioluclaps fecund us Berlese from Europe, and A. australis, sp.

nov. from a bat cave in South Australia.

INTRODUCTION
In 1953 Sellnick erected a new cohort IchthyoHtomatogasterina

and family Tehthyostomatogasteridae, which were based on his new

serins and species Irhthyostomatogasl^r' ni/Meni from the nest of the

velvet skater duek, MdauUta fusca (L.), from the island of Stora

Karlso, off Gottlaml, Sweden. His syntypes (two nymphs, four

females, one male) are in the Entomology Department of the

Stockholm Museum.

Berlese had earlier (1923, p. 252) described without figures both

sexes of Asternoladaps fecundus from humus and moss from Vallom

brosa, Italy. His types are in the Stazione di Entomologia Agraria in

Florence. This material has since been redescribed and figured in

detail by Evans (1954). and shown to be conspecific with SellnicVs

species. Evans therefore synonymised 1. nylileni Sellnick with A.

fecundus BflrfoSQ, but retained Sellnick 's cohort and family names,

apparently in accordance with Recommendation 54 (1) (a) of the

Copenhagen Decisions on Zoological Nomenclature.

A single male of a second species of Asternolaelaps very close

to Berlese 's species was found on a live bat in a cave at Naracoorte,

South Australia. It is, however, probably not a true parasite of bats

or any other animals. Although it possibly only represents a sub-

species of A, fecundus Berlese, because of several small morphological

differences ami the widely separated localities, it is here briefly

(1) South Australian Museum, Adelaide.

(2) Queensland Institute of Medical Research, Brisbane.
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Fig. 1. dstfrnolaelaps australis, sp. nov. Mule. A. Dorsal shield, with inset
showing texture. B. Venter. C. Tined seta on palpal tarsus. D, Chelieera in
lateral view. E. Teetuui. F. Sternal platelet. G. Labial contfclea and gnntho-
souial setae. H. Leg I. I. Leg II. J. Leg ITT. K. Leg IV. L. Trito*rerrmin.

M. Ventral view of palp.
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described as a new species in comparison with Berlese's, the only

other species in the family. Pending publication of the London

Decisions, the family name is left unchanged.

Asternolaelaps australis, sp. nov.

Pig. 1, A-M

Typcr. Holotype male in South Australian Museum, Adelaide;

associated with bats in a cave at Naracoorte, South Australia, 26. vin.

to L IX. 1956, E. Hamilton Smith coll. The specimen is dissected,

one slide containing the gnathosoma, the other the remainder of the

body and the ehelieerae.

Description of male: Similar to A. fecmuhis Berlese except in

tlio following characters, Idiosoma 818/* long, 501/* wide (mensure-

ments calculated from text-figures \ and B). Body setae rather

Uniform (to 4iV long), a few of the stronger ones being slightly

ciliated Sternal shield 170> long medially, 14(5/* wide between coxae

IV; anterior sternal setae slightly dilated, 36V long. Ventrianal

shield 390// long, 388/* wide anteriorly (the measurements of the

sternal and ventrianal shields are direct from the specimen as

disserted). Metapodat shields 17©/* long, 26j» wide, with six setae

along their length. Tectum triangular, with linear markings forming

;. network over its surface. Dorsodistal margin of palpal lemur quite

straight. Legs 1 504,, If 419/*, III 427/.', TV 523/* long. When first

moiiuted a slight depression was seen both anteriorly and posteriorly

on the dorsal shield; these are now dillicult to distinguish as depres-

sions in the dissected specimen.

Note: The following key will serve to recognize the new species.

KEY TO SPECIES OF ASTERNOLAELAPS BERLESE

Metapodal plates without setae; tectum taper*

fog twice to form distinct spine anteriorly;

tectal striae spinolose in part; dorsodistal

margin of palpal femur with process;

European A. fecunrfiis B*r\e&e t

Metapodal plates with six setae along their

length; tectum tapering once, evenly triangu-

lar; tectal striae without spiuulae; dorso-

distal margin of palpal femur quite

straight; Australian A. auxtralis, up. nov.
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Summary

The three Australian species of Oxycarenus are described, and figured, and differentiated. Their

status is discussed and it is concluded the three species concerned are O. luctuosus (Mont. And
Sign.), O. arctatus (Walker), and a variety of O. bicolor (Fieber).



ON THE AUSTRALIAN SPECIES OF COON BUGS

(Oxycarenus Fieber, Heteroptera-Lygaeidae)

By GORDON F. GROSS, Curator of Insects, South Axtstbaluh
Museum

Plate xli

SYNOPSIS

The three Australian species ol' Orycareuus are described, and

figured, and differentiated. Their status is discussed and it is con-

cluded the three species concerned are 0. luctuosus (Mont, and Sign.),

0. urclatus (Walker), and a variety of 0. bicolor (Fieber).

INTRODUCTION

Every Australian entomologist is familiar with the small black

and white Lygaeids of this genus. They often swarm in great

numbers, when all stages from the earliest nymphs to single and

pairing adults are present at the one time as large and fairly localized

swarms in grassy paddocks and savannah areas. This curious

swarming phenomenon is also found over much the same range in

the south of Australia in the Pyrrhocorid Dindymus versicolor

Sehttfftt and in the southern part of the dry centre of the continent

by the Coreid Lepilneons nntellatus Bergroth.

The. name "coon bng" first appears in the literature for the

Australian members of the genus in Froggatt 1901. It was in this

paper that Froggatt fixed the name that almost without exception

has since been used for all Australian Oxycarenus> namely luctuosus

(Montrouzier and Signorct) and he figured what he thought was this

species. Froggatt made it quite clear that he was aware that there

were at least two species in Australia (something that Tillyard 1926

p. 147 was unaware of) and that the northern one was luctuosus.

In spite of this he figured and described as luctuosus in this very

same paper the species that is commonest in the southern half of

the continent and does not occur in the northern half at all. What
is more incomprehensible still, there are specimens of this southern
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species labelled 0, (rendu in the National Museum collections m
Fr0ggfrtt*4 handmitingi Q* frenehi is apparently a Froggatt manu-
script name; I can find no record (if its publication.

There are actually three species of Oxijcarcnus in .Australia

recorded in the literal are, but one of these, considered to be a form
of the Asiatic Ojijcarenns Ineolor and possibly first recorded from
Australia by Bergr otli fcn 1918 seems to be rather uncommon and from
the lew specimens 1 have seen is restricted to the far north of the
continent. It is easily distinguished from the other two in that in
our specimens, except, for a narrow costal stripe on the heiriielytra, it

has no white on the upper side and M{>^(\ not concern us tor the

moment in the following discussion on the status of luchtnsits.

The original type uf ti(ctfiosn,s seems almost certainly to be lost,

the species was described from New Caledonia. In 1914 Distant
figured (from New Caledonian ,

peei u. us) what he took to be
luchtusus and it is this species that is tho only one of our prominently
white marked species that occurs in the northern half of the continent.

The insect Distant figured W&& described by Kirkaldy in 100;"i ns

a new species (lif/tamis) arid if sterns likely that Kirkaldy was guided
in this by Froggatt 's figure. Kirkaldy says, "This may be Macroplax

>(s Montr., but that speeies is described as finely f/r<>nidah<l,

with the clavus whitish "(my italics)*1 and the membrane brown.
It is also a little larger than (K UfUWm$J* This white clavus is not
mentioned in Alontrouzier and Signoiet's original description which
is "Long. 4 mill.— Lifu (1) Petit, noir; partio coriaco lies homelytics
blanche, avec une tache noire, nnondi an milieu; partie membraneu
•'einbrunie; tete tres pointue, (inement granuleuse, ainsi que le

corselet.'

'

In view of the solely southern distribution of the species that
Froggatt figures and the apparent commonness of the species tleit

Distant figured in New Caleudonia there can be little doubt that

ant\s figure is of the true h&twsm "MVmtrouzipr and Sign<

and that this is OW common northern Oxyraro/Hs,

lit 1872 Walker described Avthocons arolatvs from Australia
and in 1901 Distant pointed out that this was actually a specie-

Oxfjcarmus. Specimens of the speeies figured by Froggatt have been
sent to the Dritish Museum for comparison with this species and
Mr, It. ,1. Izznrd, who compared the specimens, is in no doubt that it

is in fact Oxyrarenvs n retains (Walker).
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The three species may be separated by the following key:

—

1, The only white above being along the

costal margin of the corium . . . . Oxycarenus bicolor

Fieber var.

Coriaceous part of hemelytra with

considerable white 2

2. Clavus black, corium with a large

median black patch generally not

reaching postal margin and a

minute black point in the apical

angles Oxycarenus luctuosus

Montrouzier and Signon-t

Clavus white, except behind tip of

scutollum, corium with a large

median black patch never reaching

costal margin and a large black

point in the apical angles Oxvearevus arcfutus

(Walk.)

Oxycarenus bicolor Fieber 1851

Oxycarenus tricolor Fieber 1851: Abh. KSnig. Bohm. (resell. Wisaen-
1

sehaft VII Prag: 403. Distant, 1003: Faun. Brit. Ind. Khynclu
2: 44. Bergroth, 1918: Phillip. J. Sei, 13 (2-3): 73. Horvath,

1^36: Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr„ 136. Esaki, 1926; Ann. Mus. nat. hung.,

21: lfil. 1941: Proc. Gth Pacif. Sci. Congr., 4: 411. Hdtager,

1!>46: Bull Berniee P. Bishop Mus., 189: 29. Barb«r, 1958:

B. P. Bishop Mas. Insect of Micronesia, 7 (7): 191.

Fieber described his species as follows, a copy of which was most

kindly seal me by Mr, Izzard:

—

M Q. bicolor, m. Fiihler sehwarz.

(^lavus hniunlich. Corium sehwarz, Grundbalfte weiss, Wurzel

braunlich, Spitzc dreicekig weiss, mit selnvarzem Endpunkt, Meinbran

rauchbraun, Tnnengrundwinkel mil di-eieckigem weissem Fleck, Spitze

weisslich. Aus ITinterindien VQTl Br. Heifer gesannnelt. Liinge \\

Linien. Kopt', Pronotum, Schild weiss bchaart, nebst Fiihler mid
Sehnabelscheidc sehwarz, Clavus braunlieh. Bunch sehwarz, glatt

glanzend. Brust sehwarz, matt, grob-punktiert. Hinterbrustrand und

Ecken weiss. Sehenkel pechbraun, Sehienbcine weisslich, am Grande
niit schwarzen Ringe, am Ende breit vcrwaselien und die Vorder-

Bchienen braw*M

Bergroth 1918 records typical 0, bicolor from various places in

Australia but I am inclined to think Bergroth actually had luctuosus
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which fits Fieber 's description very well except that it has a pale

transparent membrane 4
. Bergroth could have taken arctatus as being

luctuosus on account of Frqgg&tt's figure. Also if typical tricolor is

as common in Australia as Bergrotb says it is it should be in some
of the collections before me.

The species I have before me is apparently widespread in

Indonesia, Micronesia, Philippines, New Guinea and enters Australia

in the Torres Strait area. Its identity has been accepted by all the

authors after Distant and Borgroth listed in the reference above as O.

bicolor Fieber. There is still some doubt on this score. My three

specimens do not fit the description given by Fieber for his species

(which came from ^Ilinterindieu u which I lake to mean Eastern
India but which could also refer to Burma or Indo-Ohina) in certain

respect* of colour pattern.

The three, specimens T have before me are pieeous black with

Sparfie short erect white hairs all over and in addition with fairly

dense adpressed hairs OB head, pronotiirri, and prothorax. The clavus

is not as pieeous as the rest of the body and the eoriura in the main
and the membrane is dark brown as are the tibiae, tarsi, and eyes,

The contra has a broad costal white stripe running almost all of its

length (the very apical angle is blackish) and (bis stripe is expanded
hasnlly and apically. The membrane is thinly margined with white

and ven1 rally there is a broad medial white stripe on the hind tibiae

and to hind margin of the metapleuron (broadly) and also (he fore

and mid acetabalfi arc white. The head and pronotnra are coarsely

punctate. They range in length from 3.0-4.0 nun

Mr. b/zard win. lias seen two of these specimens has compared
them with I)!s( ant's specimen of hicnlor from Bnrma. This specimen
apparently agrees very well with Fiober's .Inscription and from it

my specimens differ in not having "the white basal areas of cerium,

nor the triangular while patch at the apex with the small black

point-'. Structurally my specimens agree with Distant. \s conception

of O. bicolor.

Usinger 1946 mentions a whole series of variants which he places

in this species. His Papuan specimens have the ea&t&l margins pale

as do my specimens. His Pelolin specimens were smaller than the

Guam specimens with pale at bases and apices of ooiia and apical

margin of membrane faintly paler. The fluam series was very black,

completely so beneath, with only the bases and subapices of coria

white.
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Bergroth 1918 apparently had this species in front of him from

the Philippines but he is definite that it is lugubris Motschulsky (1859:

Etiul. Ettij 8: 108 as Stenogaster lugubris, also Distant, 1901: Ann,

Mag. Nat Hist. (7) 8: 475. 1903: Faun. Brit Ind. Rhynch., 2: 44)

and it certainly does fit the description ol' Irujubris better than that

of bicolor. Distant 1903 was of the opinion that Wwpalus ? funeralu

Kirby (1891: J. Linn. Soc. Zoo!., 24: 97 pi IV p. 7) is a synonym of

lugubris and Bergroth that 0. limbatipenuis Breddin (1899: Jalir.

Hamburg Wiss. Arstatt 16: 174) from Lombok is one also.

There is quite sufficient reason, 1 think, to consider for the

moment all of these forms as belonging to one species in which the

costal margin tends to become whiter towards the New Guinea and

Indonesian limits of it* distribution, while the Guam specimens

represent a blackish phase. Certainly the picture will not be clearer

until much better series of specimens are obtained. For the moment
Esaki and Usinger's determination of the species as bicolor has been

permitted to stand. U singer seemed somewhat inclined to regard

luf/ubris as a variant of bicolor but Izzard {in. tilt.) is of the opinion

they are distinct.

Specimens seen: Mabuiag L, Torres Straits, Queensland, C. T.

McNamara, l«, and Bisiatabu, Port Moresby, Papua, W. N. Lock,

U
t
19 (S.A.M.).

Oxycarenus arctatus (Walker) 1872

Plate xli, fig. C

Anlhocoas arctatus Walker, 1872: Cat. Heter\, 5: 153.

Oxymrenvs arctatus Distant, 1901: Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist, (7) 8:
"

475. Gross, 1957: Ree. §, Aust Mus., 13 (1); 137.

Cardiostethus ordains Gross, 1954: Ilea S. Aust. Mus., 11 (2): 133.

Oxycareuus luctuosus Froggatt (in part) 1901 : Agrie. Gazette N.S.W,

Misc. Publ. 538 (iig. 6 and only part of text on p. 8).

Picoous or dark brownish black, with a few scattered short stiff

erect white hairs. Clavns white except broadly along apical margin

where it is black. Coriuni largely white with extreme apex black and

a large irregularly shaped blackish spot in the middle, this latter is

based on apical margin of coriura and occupies it from apex of clavus

to half way to apical black spot, this median large spot transversely

placed but not reaching costal margin. Membrane hyaline. Fore
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and mid acetabula and hind margin of meta.plen ron (broadly) white.
All tibiae and tarsi lighter, mid and hind tibiae with a prominent
broad white annulus in the middle. Eyes brownish. Head and
pronotum prominently punctate, seutellum rather less punctate.

Length: 3.2-4.6 mm.
Localities;

Western Australia: 3^-303/5 Tunney 2$ S
y
12 (W.A.M.).

South Australia: Undordak\ 5 T 1958, coll. <r, F. Gross, a large
series: North Adelaide 19 II WS3

S
roll. G. F, Gross, Reg. No. 722,

19 ditto, 15 I 1953, 2* &> 3« 9, Reg. No. E.S.I. 330; ditto, 23 XT
1954, 3 * B , 2 9 9

, R*g. No. E.S.I. 3687 : Adelaide 2 I 1898, coll. J. G. 0.
Teppor, Is: Paraehilna (tins locality is doubtful it could also be
from Owanigan Pound some miles to the east), If : Spilsby T., N. B.
Tindale, a series (S.A.M.).

Victoria; Murtoa, 29 VTTI 1904, coll. T. A. Hill, on fence, large
series: South Yarra, VI 102$ a series: Melbourne, 36$, 3?$:
Buekrabanyule, 20 TI 1950, roll. H. tirmis, 2-8 #* 4* 9 (N.M.).

Oxycarenus luctuosus (Montrouzier & Signoret) 1861

Plate xli, fig. B

Macrnplax luctuosus Montrouzier & Signoret, 1861: Ann. Soc. ent
Fr. (4) 1: 67.

Oxycarenus UiCtllOSUS Froggatl, 1901: Agric. Gazette N.S.W., Misc.
Publ. 538: (text, but not fig. 6). Distant, 1914: Nov. Caledon.
Zool., 1, pi. 12, p. 8. 1920: Ann. Mag. N

T
at. Hist. (9) 6: 153.

Tillyard, 1926: Inseoti of Australia and New Zealand: 147.
McKeown, 1945: Australian Insects: 81 (the last, two apply also
to arctatus).

Oxycarenus lifumms Kirkaldv, 1905: Trans, ent, Soc. Loud.: 347,
1908: Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 32: 773.

Piceous black, with sparse short ewci stiff hairs. Clavus entirely
black, Cerium white with a large median blackish spot in the same
position and of much the same shape as in arctatus, but often reaching
costal margin, apex of corium with a small black spot. Membrane
hyalinc

# The following abbreviation* of in.sfinitions have been used. N.M. (National Museum,
Melbourne); 8, AM. (South Australian Museum, Adelaide); U.Q. (Entomology Department)
University of Queensland, Bmlnn.vii -. nd W.A.M. (Western Australian Museum, Perth).
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All tibiae and tarsi somewhat lighter in colour, hind tibiae with

a broad medial white ring, raid tibiae with a narrower testaceous

one. Fore and mid aeetabula and hind margin of mesosternum

(broadly), white. Margin of orifice of scent canal orange or whitish.

Head and pronotnm coarsely punctate, seutellum fairly smooth.

Length: 3.2-3.9 mm.

Localities i

Southern South Australia: Medindie, 9 ITT 1958, coll. E. W. Lines,

a series: Underdale, II 1959, coll. 0. P, Cross, 15 (S.A.M.).

Northern South Australia: Moolooloo, 2.000ft. Flinders Ranges,

1921, coll. H. M. Hale, 1 9 (S.A.M.).

New South Wales: Tweed Heads, 16 VII 1958, coll. Coghill, a

series (X.M.).

Queensland: Brisbane, 25 VT 1954, coll. K. L. S. Harley, 1 4 , 1 2 :

ditto, III 1951, coll. Lipsott, 1 9 : ditto, IV 1955, coll. N. J. Thompson,

14 : ditto, 7 VIT 1955, coll. 1). Griffith, 1$ : ditto, 15 III 1956, coll.

W. Jones, 1 2 : ditto, 2(J LX 1956, Coll. I. Bonner, 1 3 : ditto, 14 X
1956, coll. T. A. Bull, 29 2: ditto. 17 X 1956, coll. R, White, 19 I

ditto, X 1956, coll, J. O'Donohue, 14: ditto, 13 III 1957, coll. S.

Sekhon, 14, 29 9 : ditto, 21 V 1957, coll. O. Diattoff, 1 4 , 1 2 : ditto,

134 VTEI 1957, coll. 0. Ettershank. 1 $ : ditto. 14 IX 1957, coll. B. R.

Gkrftflt, l.i • ditto, 20 X 1957, coll. M. t'layno, 19 : Bell-Bunga Road,

S.E Qhl„ 11 VJ.I1 11)55, coll. T. R. Woodward, a series: Lawes, 4

IV 1944, coll. J. Rosser, 19 : ditto, XII 1954, coll. J. Thapa, 12 :

Carnarvon, 29 V 1054, coll. T. E. Woodward. 1 9 : Victoria Pi, 11

JX 1954, coll. (>. R. Byrne. 12: Bundamba, 17 VIII 1952, coll. J.

Davis, 1 a : Caythorne, 18 IV 1!)46, cell. A. R. Bird, a series: Manly,

18 ni 1954, coll. 0. Hooper, 1 3 : Deception Bay, 25 III 1.954, coll.

Y. P. Beri, 14 : St. (Jeorge, West Qld„ in peach tree, 12 I 1956, 29 9:

Approx. 40 miles N. of (Jynq.ie, 20 VII 1952, 19 : Bundaberg, 2 II

1949. call. R, Boiler, 29 9: Roekhainplon, 10 I 1954, coll. K. S. Chang,

29 2; Oamingra, 27 111 1937, coll. R. F. Langdon, 29 2: Lockhart.

R. Mission, Nth <,)ld.. 8 VI 1956, coll. E. N. Marks, by sweeping grass

and weeds, 3 4 4 (U.Q.); Magnetic Island, coll. G. F. Hill, a series:

ditto, coll. A. M. Lea, a series : Rockhampton, 14, 1 2 : Stuart R.,

I-TI 1927, coll. H. M. Bale & N. B. Tindale, 14, 12 1 ? (S.A.M.):

Coen, 27 V 1951, coll. C. Oke, 19 (N.M.).
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Northern Territory: Roper River, coll. N. B. Tindale, a series:

Darwin, 14, 19 2 nymphs (S.A.M.): Batchelor, coll. G. F. Hill,

presented 6 VI 1917, 25 9 1 nymph (N.M.).

North Western Australia: coll. Lea, No. 6362, 1$ (N.M.).

Millstreani, in flowers of yellow hibiscus, 17 VII 1958, and Millstream,
Deep Reach, 23 VII 1958, all coll. R. 1\ McMillan, a series (W.A.M.).
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THE GEOLOGY AND LATE PRECAMBRIAN FAUNA
OF THE EDIACARA FOSSIL RESERVE

byM. F. Glaessner, University ofAdelaide,
andB. Daily, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

More than a decade has passed since Sprigg (1947) first found fossilized soft-bodied animals in

what were then believed to be Lower Cambrian quartzites near the old Ediacara mining areas, some

380 miles (by road) north of Adelaide. In recent years the significance of these finds has received

recognition in the palaeontological literature. At the same time further collecting has revived

interest in the area and in May 1958, in view of its scientific importance, the area of the original

discovery was proclaimed a fossil reserve, to be under the control of the Minister of Education and

the authorities of the South Australian Museum.
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INTRODUCTION
More than a decade has passed since Sprigg (1947) first found

fossilized soft-bodied animals in what were then believed to be Lower
Cambrian quartzites near the old Ediacara mining areas, some 380

miles (by road) north of Adelaide. In recent years the significance

of these finds has received recognition in the palaeontological

literature. At the same time further collecting has revived interest

in the area and in May 1958, in view of its scientific importance, the

area of the original discovery was proclaimed a fossil reserve, to be

under the control of the Minister of Education and the authorities of

the South Australian Museum.

It was considered desirable to give now a brief account of the

geology of the fossil reserve and the surrounding areas. This was
compiled by the authors on the basis of field observations which they

made first separately and then jointly (October 1958). This account

is followed by a review of the fauna and its significance, including
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descriptions of two identified and several other new species. For this

part 0111! of the authors (M.F.G.) is alone responsible, but he had the

Benefit of Stimulating discussions of palaeontologieal problems and

observations with his colleague.

Information and material were kindly placed at our disposal by

Mr. R, 0. Sprigg and Geosurveys of Australia Ltd., Mr. H. Mincharn

and Mr. B. Flounders who generously presented their rich private

collections from Ediacara to tin? South Australian Museum, and Mr.

L M. Thomas of the Zoology Department, University of Adelaide.

Dr. W. Ilantzschel of the Geologisehcs Staatsinstitut in Hamburg and

Dr. W. Struve of the Senckenbergisehes Museum, Frankfurt, supplied

casts, and Dr. F. 0, T niter ami Professor S. W. Carey sent photo-

graphs of South African fossils. Miss A. M. 0. Swan (Geology

I >ej n\ rtmont, University of Adelaide) painstakingly drew the

geological sketch map. Photographs not acknowledged to others in

the explanations to the plates were produced by Miss M. P. Boyce

at the South Australian Museum,

GEOLOGY

By M. F. GLAESSNER a*d B. DAILY
1. ScRA-TTOBAPUJO Seqtjence

a. Adelaide System

The oldest rocks exposed in the area are red and purple well-

bedded siltstoncs and sandstones. They are exposed in cliffs along

the Warrioota Creek and on the hill slopes along its banks south of

BandelPs Lookout, as well as along the eastern foot of the range

which culminates in this hill. Strong folding, the encroachment of

sand dunes from the west and deep weathering in the east obscure

the SUOT&SSdoili I
'urrentdjodding is well developed and flute casts lip

to 2ul in diameter, the direction 0$ which indicates currents coming
from the west, are seen mi lower surfaces <-»f some beds. Ripple marks

are often found, trending N-K and also E-W. The siltstones contain

large nOdnles and veins of harytes. These beds are overlain by well-

bedded olive- to hnff-eoloured dolomites. This part of the sequence

is assigned to the Marwoun BeHeB 0& the Adelaide System (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. QtO\O0S'&\ ski-htli ii.Mp of Kdini'urn. FofiSl] BfcfiOrrB mid surrounding ;nr:is. The
eo ordm:.te.< of Mount James are K'.H" Of)' E, 30° 40' S. Lands Department maps and

aerial -photographs aud maps published by Segnit and Bro.-tdliiirat have been used. P—

F

Gap Cr«vk Fault.
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It is followed by typically developed Pound Quartzite which forms
the hilly slopes around BandelPs Lookout IB the south and Mount
James in the north. The thickness of this formation is estimated to

be about 2,000ft. The qiiartzites vary from thick-bedded to flaggy,

with erossbedding, ripple marks, and mud pellets on the tedding
planes. Casts of worm burro s^s were observed about 300 1't. above its

base near RandelPs Lookout. Beds with abundant small siliceous

nodules are scattered throughout the sequence. A prominent band o£
white quartzite forms a conspicuous zone in the upper part where red
laminated siltstones also appear.

The fossiliferous member occurs 100-200ft. below the top of the

formation. It is a fine- to coarse-grained quartzitie sandstone or

quartzite, with varying amounts of weathered felspars and irregular
very thin argillaceous partings and lenses. The sandstone is white
to grey when fresh and weathers to a deep rusty red to purple, with

black stains in depressions. Exposed surfaces are bleached. The
weathering produces flags of varying sizes which are. rarely more than
2in, thick. Exposures of beds in wtu on steep hill slopes show that
the individual bedding planes are urn-cm and wavy and the beds are
very strongly lenticular. Cross-bedding of various orders is present
throughout. The better developed bedding planes arc covered with
ripples which are more or less irregular, with crests up (o 2iu. distant.

A bed with contorted slump rolls up to 10ft. long was found near
the southern end of the outcrop of the fossiliferous member. Slump
structures also occur commonly towards the base of the fossiliferous

member at the northern end of the area.

The beds above the fossiliferous member include lenticular bodies
of more solidly silicified quartzite, some of which are distinguished
in Scgnit's mapping as 'V[tiarlzite M from the "sandstone" of the
rest of the formation. One of them forms a spectacular cliff about
| mill' south of Gap Creek, Silicifieatiou is not confined to a sirul.'

stratigraphic horizon but extends through at least the top 10ft. of
the fossiliferous member in some places.

Broadhurst (1947) recognized the occurrence of transition beds
between the (Pound) quartzite and the overlying (Ajax) limestones
(which had not been named at that time). Such passage beds are
now widely known throughout the Flinders Ranges and also at
Kulpara on Yorke Peninsula (Daily 1956). Their occurrence proves
that there is no stratigraphic break below the Lower Cambrian Ajav
Limestone, as Segnit (1939) had suggested. Mineralization is

frequent at this horizon but it is believed to be related to hydrologieal
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conditions and the pronounced change in permeability and porosity

on this boundary rather than to exposure and weathering. In agree-

ment with regional observations, the top of the transition beds is now
taken as the top of the Pound Quartzite and is placed a little lower

than in Broadhurst's mapping. The position of the transition beds

is shown in the sections (fig. 2). They can be described as inter-

bedded sandstones and sandy and silty dolomites. They are white,

1 1 • 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1

2a ,-

2

2b

/
3

3 4^>X

5

4 ^
5 1

A

S

Fig. 2. Measured sections of the fossil iferous member
of the Pound Quartzite and overlying strata. Left:

Adit near south workings of the old Ediacara mine,
near the southern end of the Cambrian outcrop.

Right: In Gap Creek Fault valley, one mile south of

Gap Creek. Top: Cross-bedded and well-bedded sandy

and oolitic dolomitic limestone. 1—Interbcdded argil-

laceous stand stone and sandy dolomitic limestone. 2a
—Quartzite band. 2, 2b—White knotty sandstone.

3—White and reddish quartzite. 4—Fossiliferous

flaggy quartzite, cross-bedded and ripple-marked. 5

—

Un fossiliferous white to red and purple quartzites and
sandstones. A—Lower Cambrian, B—Passage Beds,

C—Fossiliferous Member. Scale—lin. to 100ft.
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yellow and purple, often leached, soft and poorly exposed while the

overlying dolomites are hard and form good outcrops.

b. Lower Cambrian

Occupying the central position of the area and conformable with
the underlying Pound Sandstone is a frequence of limestones and
dolomitised limestones estimated by Broadhurst (1947) to he about
530ft. thick. On litbological and faunal grdtmofi these beds are
correlated with part of the Ajax Limestone which is exposed in the

Mount Scott Range, 18 miles to the north-east.

The base of the Ajax Limestone is taken at the horizon where
carbonate deposition becomes dominant and continuous, The Ajax
Limestone is variable in colour and composition. It exhibits all

gradations From a yellowish coloured dolornitised limestone, particu-

larly near the base, to grey, blue-grey and buff coloured limestones
above, either siliceous, dolornitised < )r both. Oolitic, often cro

bedded dolomitic limestones with well rounded quartz grains occur

commonly at the base of the formation. Nodular structures, possibly

referable to algae, intraformationally breeeiated limestones, ami large

nodules of chalcedony are conspicuous features of the Ajax Limestone
in this area as they are in the same formation in the Mount Scott
Range (Daily, 1966).

Toorly preserved Cambrian fossils have been found in the upper-
most 6Gft. of the Ajax Limestone, the remainder of the formation still

being under investigation. The fossils occur sporadically within grey
and buff coloured partially dolornitised limes! ones but eoncent rations
of small shell fragments are found in small lenses. The fossils

include silicified archaeoeyatluds, phosphatic brachiopod fragments,
and phosphatie-shelled tabular organisms of unknown affinities. A
new braehiopod genus, represented by forms to which Tate referred
as " Amboni/chiu tmctoqpt$tQ>*'* ranges throughout the 60ft- of heds
investigated whilst a representative of another new brachiopod genres,

known as Mirromltni [PatBrvm) cther'uhjei (Tnte), together with the
enigmatic tubular organisms have been found in the top 30ft.

The itAtobww/dhia,,i il Micromitnt" and tubular organisms arc
characteristic elements of the Lower Cambrian <* Faunal Assemblage
No. 2" (Daily, 1955), with which tills assemblage is correlated, It is

widespread and has been found in the Ajax Limestone near Mount
Scott, in the Kulpara Limestone at Ardrossan and Curramulka, and
in the Wilkawillina Limestone near Wirrealpa.
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c. Cainozoie Gravels

A large KifeH between Winnowie Hnt and KandclTs Lookout is

covered with course, well-rounded quartz gavels. They form aOB*

iptaaail* cliffs near the lied of Warrioota Creek, opposite and above

Winnowie Hut. Near the head of one of the minor tributaries of this

Greek where it is deeply entrenched, the ba.se of the gravels is seen

at least 100ft. above Urn level of the creek, resting on about 6ft of

strongly silicified quartz conglomerate which is lousing in a more

sandy matrix. This conglomerate, in turn, overlies deeply weathered

and mottled Marinoan silty shales which are here exposed to a depth

Of SQft The silicified sandstones and conglomerates have also been

observed elsewhere in the area, ev/.. on low hills in the headwaters of

the creek which flows around the southern end of the Cambrian

dolomite outcrop. No direct evidence of their age has been found hut

they niv thought to be part Of the widespread mid-Tertiary

continental setJimentatJ forma tions Which elsewhere contain plant

rcT.mins and which arc invariably converted by silicifieation into part

of the "dune-rust" of inland Australia.

The overlying terrace gravels fttre not related to recent drainage

which has eroded them deeply. They could be either Late Tertiary

or Pleistocene. No fossils have been found in them but in September

1558 Dr. It lloiwitz found a piece of freshwater limestone with

abundant gastropods west of Winnowie Hut near the boundary

between the terrace gravels and the Marinoan dolomite outcrops, and

identical rucks were subsequent ly found in sifu ahout | mile west of

the southern I'lul of the Cambrian dolomite outcrop. At this locality,

thin lenses of similar freshwater limestone with gastropods outcrop

at the base of a terrace gravel which resembles closely that which

was first found near Winnowie Hut. The gastropods have not been

identified.

2. Structure

KuHier observers have already recognized the structure of the

urea as essentially synclinal. It is, however, not a simple syncline,

nor is it as extensively faulted as SegniCs map (3939) had indicated.

The axis of the synelirie trends northward in the south, from WET
Warrioota Creek, hnt it is offset to the west and shows a more

north easterly trend in the central area, and a similar shift occurs

near Mount dames. The dips are generally low, between 10° and

20 \ hut. the east flank is steeper, with dips up to 30°. There is only

one distinct fault in the area. It trends SW from near Gap '"reck.

Tt wa< recognised by Segnit and correctly mapped by Broadhurst.
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The faults shown on Sen-nit's map near Mount James and around
the southern end of the Cambrian outcrop do not exist and the
individual bods can be followed around it easily. The Marinoan silt-

stones and sandstones along- Warrioota Creek are more strongly
folded than the overlying formations and steeper dips and closer folds
can be seen in the cliffs. Tt may be assumed Ilia! there is some
incompetent folding of the softer siltstones beneath the hard quartzite
but, the structure of a large area occupied by Marinoan south of
Warrioota Creek remains unexamined. Both limbs of the Ediacara
Syneline disappear under alluvium. The flanking anticlines have not
been observed.

3. Distribution of tup, Fossiukerolts Strata

The fossiliferous member in the upper part of the Pound
Quartzite mis first tfeCOTOrefl near the southern end of the Lower
Cambrian dolomite outcrop. From that point on the creek which cuts
across it and which loaves a small west-dipping outlier of dolomite
OQ a low hill on its southern bank, the fossiliferous band can be easily
followed up the creek northward to its headwaters. It may continue
a short distance further up the east Hank but it becomes difficult to

follow where the soil cover of the eastern plains encroaches on the
bedrock. The actual occurrence of fossils depends on the flagginess

of the rock and decreases markedly where the rock becomes slightly
more massive. On the western limb of the structure the fossiliferous
band can be followed across a hill north of the main crock until it

disappears under a patch of talus from the Cambrian dolomite hills.

The fossiliferous beds are also well developed near the northern
end of the main dolomite outcrop. Here they are locally duplicated
by a normal fault. This explains the reference by Spring (1949, p. 73)
to two distinct fossiliferous horizons l'oun<l by Mawson "in the
northern extensions of the fossil occurrences". They can be followed
north across Gap ('reek and np the southern slopes of Mount James
where they are loss rich owing to a gradual change in lithology and
where they are Alt off by erosion and obscured by talus from above.
The entire northern outcrop of the fossiliforoiis Strata is outside the
fossil reserve area.

The horizon in the Pound Quartzite corresponding to the
fossiliferous member lias been seen in many parts of the Flinders
lianges but has not. been found anywhere, except on the north-western
end of the Mount Scott Range, to be developed in the flaggy faciea
which has proved smprisingly suitable for the preservation of fossils.
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Two areas nearer to Ediacara where the Cambrian- Preeambrian

transition is likely to be exposed and where it could contain equiva-

lents of the fossiferous member remain to be examined. They are

in the southern extension of the range oi* hills about 8 miles south of

Warrioota (.'reek near Mount Michael, and near Jieltana Hill about

4 miles south of Beltana H.S.

FAUNA

By M. F. GLAESSNER

L Annotatkti Catalogue of Genkra (with descriptions of two

new species)

It is estimated that to date about 800 specimens of fossils have

been collected from the fossilifcrous member near the top of the

Pound Quartzite at Ediaeara. The study of* such abundant material

will take several years and will require extensive comparative investi-

gations on recent as well as fossil specimens. The work of the last

12 months has, however, revealed several facts of outstanding

significance which make it desirable to review briefly our present

knowledge of this fauna.

1. The fauna consists Hot only of Medusae believed to represent

the Seyphozoa and Hydrozoa but there are also Anthozoa (Oeto-

corallia) and Annelida and at least two entirely new types of

invertebrates.

3. Certainly one and possibly more elements of this fauna show

relations to the fauna of the Nama System of South Africa,

8, Stratigraphic and palacoiitologieal evidence supports the

placing of this fauna in the Late PrecHmhrian rather than the Lower
Cambrian.

Apart from factual evidence in support of these statements, it

seems desirable to record here some observations on the type

specimens of Sprigg's fossil? from Ediacnra (1947, 1949). These

types are deposited in the palaeontological collections of the

University of Adelaide. Sprigg considered all his species as probable

hydrozoan or scyphozoan medusae. Their taxonomic position was

recently reconsidered by Harrington and TVIoore (195fi) and briefly

reviewed by Caster (1957). There has not yet been an opportunity

of making careful comparisons between the types and the abundant

new material of medusa-like fossils. Such further studies are
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expected to influence morphological interpretations and systematic

placement of at least some of the (axa, on the specific as well as on

higher levels. As a. basis for such future work, an annotated catalogue

of all genera described by Spring and others is here given in

alphabetical order; descriptions of some of the new forms are included

in it. Numbers prefixed
t M >,>

refer to specimens iu the South Aus-
tralian Museum. Others refer to Adelaide University palaeontological

collections.

Beltanella Sprigg

h'rlfaurlla Sprigg, 1947, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 71, p. 218.

Beltaurlla Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Hoy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, p. 81.

Beltavrlla Harrington and Moore, ]05fi, Treatise Inv. Paleont., p. F70.

This genus was placed by Sprigg in the Suborder Traehymedusae
(Trachymedusina) and left in this position by the. later authors.

There is only one species, B. ffilesi Sprigg, represented by a single

specimen, and no lurther specimens have been assigned (o it.

(Holotype No. T 3-205G.)

Cyclomedusa Sprigg

I
S' loinnhisa Sprigg, 1047, Trans. Boy. Soc, S. Aust., 7t, p. 220.

Cydomedusa Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Roc. S. Aust., 73, p. 91.

Citciowrdusa Harrington and Moore, 195M, Treatise Tnv. Paleont.,

p. F153.

Kdiacaria (part) Harrington and Moore, 1950, Treatise Inv. Paleont.,

p. F74.

This genus (type species C. dactdi Sprigg, Holotype No. T 5)

was described by Sprigg (1949) together with other "mednsoid
problematical, and Harrington and Moore discussed it under the

heading 4i Medusae inie/lae sedis". These later authors combined
the species C. radiafa with Tatravn iv/lata and considered both as

"exumbrellur impressions'" of Ediacuria Hindersi. A preliminary
strnh <>\' the types indicates that Sprigg had correctly placed C.

radmfti in the same genus as £X du?'idi. Tuff-win injhila <loes not seem
to be distinguishable ircnerieally and possibly even specifically from
C. radiata. Fossils of the same general type, with variations due to

preservation, are found very commonly and are well represented in

the new collections. The holotype of the third species, C. (fifjantea

(No. 2035) is not easily matched bv any other specimen. This applies

at present also to the. two incomplete specimens described by Sprigg
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(1947, pi. 5) as Edict curia flinderd. It is therefore undesirable to

accept Harrington and Moore's procedure and to place the species

£7, radiata and the genus Tatcaiui in the synonymy of Ediacaria

jlindersi. Russian workers on Lower Cambrian faunas, particularly

I. Zhuravleva, ('personal eoammnieation) have expressed the opinion

that Gyclomedasa may be related to certain saucer-shaped Arebaeo-

cyatha which they have found in shale and sand facies of Ihe Lower
Cambrian, The external resemblance is tindeuiable but no evidence

of the distinctive double wall of the Archaeocyatha has been found

in ('/{(loniedusa.

Dickinsonia Sprigg

Dickinsonia Spring, 1947, Trans. Roy. Roc. S. Aust,, 71, p. 221.

Ihckinsonio Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Hoy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, p. 95.

Dickinsonia Harrington and Moore, 1955, Kansas Geol. Survey, Bull.

114, pt. 5.

Dickinsonia Harrington and Moore, 1956, Treatise Inv. Paleont,

p. F24.

Dickinsonia (Jlaessner, 1958, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 81, p. 1S8.

Dickinsonia (ilaessner, 1959, Geol. Rundschau, 47.

Sprigg (1949) bail considered the affinities of this genus as

"extremely uncertain" but had concluded that ''the eoelenterate

category seems the most logical association for the present"

Harrington and Moore established for the genus l)ickinsonia the new
Class Dipleurozoa. I have stated that it resembles certain worms
more than anv eoelenterafes. No finality can be reached until the

entire material which now amounts to well over 100 specimens ranging

in length from 10 to 330 mm. is examined. The type species is p.

costafu Sprigg (Holotype No. T 6-2055).

'ggEdiacaria Spri:

Ediacaria Sprigg, 1947, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 71, p. 215.

Edhimria Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc, S. Aust., 73, p. 83.

Ediacaria (part) Harrington and Moore, 1956, Treatise Inv. Paleont.,

p. F74.

The genus which is represented by ihe imperfectly preserved

Imloiype of E. ftmdersi Sprigg (No. T 1) and one other doubtful

specimen, was considered by Sprigg as representing the Semaeosto-

matida but listed under Tracliylinida incertae aedis by Harrington
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and Moore, who placed in its synonymy the genus Tateana and the

species Cyclomedvsa radiata. I have stated above that they cannot

be separated from other Cyclomedusa. At present no other specimens

can be identified as Ediacaria and its reconstruction (Sprigg, 1949,

fig. 5) rests on uncertain grounds.

Madigania Sprigg

(See Spriggia Sonthcott)

Medusina Walcott

(See ProfolyeUa Torrell)

Papilionafa Sprigg

Papilionata Sprigg, 1947, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 71, p. 233.

This genus was described for the single specimen of its type

species P. eyrci Sprigg (No. T 8). It was not mentioned by Sprigg

in 1949 and was listed by Harrington and Moore (1956, p. F159) as

"problematic form of unknown affinities, not a medusoid". It appears

to l><* a poorly and incompletely preserved specimen of a Dickinsonia.

Parvancorina Glaessner

PI. xlvii, figs. 5, 6

Parvancorina Glaessner, 1958, Trans. Boy. Soc. S. Aust., 81, p. 187.

Parvancorina, Glaessner, 1959, Geol. Rundschau, 47.

This form, of unknown affinities, originally described from a

single specimen, is now represented by 16 individuals ranging in

length to 25 mm. The only additional morphological detail which

has been observed is a division of the two lateral areas by about

7 or more fine oblique lines on either side of the main anchor-shaped

depression. They are slightly convex towards the narrow (posterior?)

end of the body and join the lateral margins at approximately right

angles. They may represent traces of appendages. The main anchor-

shaped depression is unsegmented in all specimens. The type species

is P. minchami Glaessner (Holotype No. P 12774).

Protodipleurosoma Sprigg

Protodipleurosoma Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, p. 79.

Protodipleurosoma Harrington and Moore, 1956, Treatise Inv.

Paleoni, p. F79
?
F87.
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This is a rare form which has been assigned to the Leptomedusae,

i.e., the inedusoid forms of Calyptobiastina (Ilydroida). The genus

was based on a single specimen of its type species, P. wardi Sprigg,

(Holotype No. T 36-2023.)

Protolyella Torrell

Harrington and Moore (19.56, p. F153) have shown that

Walcott's name Medusina which Sprigg (1949, pp. 89, 90) had used

for three new species, is inapplicable. They extended the generic

concept of ProiolyeUa to accommodate them. A preliminary study

of the types shows that "M." asterotdes (Holotype No. T 40-2021)

is probably identical with <4 M." mawsoni (Holotype No. T 39), while

the position of the third species, "MV filamentvx (Holotype No.

T 68) is in doubt. The examination of the numerous new specimens

should clarify the status of these species.

Protoniobia Sprigg

Protoniobia Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, p. 77, 7!»

At the end of his description of Protoniobia wadca from Western
Australia Sprigg states; UA second example of Protoniobia has been

discovered amongst material from Kdiacara . . , The example occurs

on the same quartzite fragment as fossil No. 2010". This fossil, now
numbered T10-2010 is a hypotype of Cyclomedusa radiata. The
small specimen on the same rock face is not a Protoniobia but repre-

sents the new form described below as Tribrachidiiim heraldiciim nov.

gen., nov. spec.

Pseudorhizostoinites Sprigg

Pseudorhizusta mites Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc, S. Aust., 73, p. 87.

Pseiidorhizostomites Harrington and Moore, 1956, Treatise Inv.

Paleont, p. F52.

Sprigg has compared this monotypic genus with the Jurassic
Rhizostomites and placed it in the H: Rhizostomae ,

' (Scyphozoa).
Harrington and Moore considered these fossils as " ¥Seyphomedusae
incertae sedis

,?
. Recent collecting has proved them to be common;

some 75 specimens are known. They show no trace of any umbrellar

margin. The branching of the grooves is variable and the centre is

usually depressed. Some specimens, however, show a more or less

irregular convex area in or near the centre. i4 Medusina 7

y

filamentns

closely resembles these specimens which also provide a link with Pseu-
dorhopilema which cannot be distinguished from PseudorhtzostomiUs.
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Pseudorhopilema Sprigg

Pseudorhopilema Sprigg, 1949, Trans, Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 73, p. 88.

Psexidorhopilrrna Harrington and Moore, 1950, Treatise Inv. Paleont.,

p, F51,

This genus and its type species, P. chupmam Sprigg, are based
on a single, somewhat eroded Specimen (No. T 74-2030). There seems
l.d he in te rivaling between the typical specimens of Psendorhwos-
tom+trs with depressed centres and others with the branching impres-

sion,-, extending aronnd convexities. These forms are generally much
less regular than had been expected on the basis of the first few
specimens. The separation of the genus Pseudorhopilema from
Pxrufltu l</:.ostonritas cannot be maintained.

Ptcridinium Giirich

rft:ridiu»t (Hirich, 1930, Zoitschr, deutseh. Geol (fed, 82, p. 637

(nom. jjrrocc^ rion Kcopoli 1777).

Ptendunum Giirich, 1933, Palaeont. Zoitschr., 15, p. 144.

Pieridininm Riehter, 1955, Senekenb, Loth., 36, p. 24b.

This genus was established for specimens which have since been

lost. Riehter later discussed it in great detail on the basis of

relatively abundant material from the type locality in the Kuibis

quartzite of the Kama System of South Africa, from which he selected

a neotype (Ivicliter 1955, ph 1, fig. 1). This genus is included in the

present catalogue because of the close resemblance with the neotype

of two specimens (pi. xlvi, figs. 3, 4) on one slab (No. P 12744).

Neither these nnr any other specimens in the present collection

resemble closely such specimens as wrere figured by Riehter (1955)
on pis. 3-6. The problems connected with their peculiar preservation

and Conulai iaAike appearance are beyond the scope of this discussion.

The present specimens are each about 70 mm. long and 16-17 mm.
wide. They show a median depression which takes a more or less

indistinct zig-zag course, as a result of weaker transversal furrows
joining it altornatingly, separating between them faint and slightly

curved elevated transverse ribs which are about 2 mm. wide. 8 or 9

ribs occupy about 20 mm. along the axis. The lateral margins are
indistinct but there is a gentle convergence towards that end which
is faced by the concave side <»f the curvature of the lateral ribs. In
the specimen in which the ribs are less faint, they extend 4 mm. and
then flatten out markedly.
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The differences between these specimens and the neotype of

Pteridinium simplex (iiirich are their smaller si/A', less distinct and

narrower ribs, and narrower shape. The specimens from TCdiacoru

may be referred to as Pteridinium sp. Giirich and Richter have

considered Plenditnuvi as closely related to Rantjea, This view is

undoubtedly correct and on the South Australian material alone no

generic distinction would have been made.

Rangea Giirich

Rangca Giirich, 1930, C.R. 15th Int. Geol. Congr., 2, p. 680.

Rangca Giirich, 1030, Zeitschr. deutsch. Geol. Ges., 82, p. 637.

Rangca Giirich, 1933, Palaeont. Zeitschr., 15, p. 139.

Rangca Richter, 1955, Senckenb. Leth., 36, p. 264.

Ranged Wells and mil, 1956, Treatise Inv. Paleont., p. F478.

The most striking and unexpected discovery is the common

occurrence of representatives of Die genus Rangca in the Ediacara

fauna. This fifejliiS was Srst described from the Kuibis quartzite of

the Nama System of South-west Africa, where it is rare. About 40

specimens of fossils which cannot be generieally separated from

tea are now known from Erliacara. Sprigg (1949, p. 73) has

re M-Tod to some of them as algae. Giirioli compared Rangea (type

species R. schnciderlwhni Giirich) with the Otenopkora, without

assigning it to any Class. Richter (1955) placed it with Pteridiniwn

in a new family Pteridiniidae which lie assigned to the Order

Gorgonaria, Suborder liolaxonia, of the Anthozoa (Oetoeorallia).

This family is not mentioned in the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleon-

tology where Wells and Hill (1956) refer to Giirich 's comparison of

RdnffM with Ctenophora as very doubtful. The new material makes

it possible to assign the jjenilfe to the Order Pennatulacea of the

Anthozoa (Oetoeorallia)

.

Rangca arborea sp. nov.

Plate xliii, figs. 1-4; pi. xbv, figs, 1-3; pi. xlv, figs. 1, 2; pi. xlvi, fig. 1.

(a) Description

This description is based on a large number of specimens, some

or which differ considerably in appearance-. Existing transitions

indicate &fr1 at toast some nf these differences are not of any

(ax - value but due to differences in preservation. Others amy
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indicate the presence of more than one species but all available

specimens are more or lews incomplete and there ll not enough
evidence, particularly from measurements, nri which to base Specific

diagnoses.

The species Bmigea arborea is characterized by a leaf-shan,> i

main body consisting typically of a median field, the sides of whieb
converge towards Qxe distal end. It may appear convex (pi. xliv,

lj pi, xliii, fig, 4) or concave (pi. xliii, ftg, 1), and may have a

zig-zag- shaped structure impressed mi it (pi. xlv, fig. 2), or it ma)
consist only <..' nrh a structure (pL xliii, fig, 3) or become red'

to a Zig-zag groove (pi. xlvi, %. 1). A variable number of trans
versoly directed lateral fv e the lateral portions of the
leaf intd convex or flatly moulded areas or branches The furrows
extend from lie- median field or groove outward at angles varying
between 60' and SO". The bases of the branches Overlap the me
field partially, giving flie impression of befog inserted in it, with
their narrowing down-turned bftses (pL xliii, fig. 4). They alternate

ID position on the sides of the axis, irregularly or more regularly.

wbich accounts for the feig-jSBg structure. In the best-preserved
specimens a division of some of the Lateral branches by closely S'U

seaondarp furrows [fl seen. They are 1 'A mm, aj>art, mostly more
distinct on the proximal margins of the branch, and sef at approxi-
mately right angles to the lateral furrows so that they trend obliquely

088 the leaf From the outer margin inward towards the axis.

Other specimens (pi div, flgg. 2, 3) show hardly any traee ol

secondary furrows and the lateral furrows gffftde into bundles of line

grooves arising from the median field in a similar manner to thai

observed in more typical foi This field may also be marked b\

similar but longitudinally directed i; moves. The entire strneture
appears to Qonftfct plainly of impressions of bundles o!" spicules, some
of which mav bfi up to 40 mm. long. Details of their sh-pe ami
Surface sculpture eumwW be ft W ionized, as the Width of the individual
-moves is close to or even less than the average grain size of the

qnort&iiic matrix,

The lateral margins of the main body are often clearly marked
us lines. The ratio of length to width appears

to have been Variable and some leaves are broad while others are
I
»"."; and ; ! are incomplete, this ratio

cannot now be used for specific distinction- The width of the bran-

alBo varies conspicuously but is believed to be to some extent a
function of growth. Several specimens have a peduncle attached to
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the proximal end. Jt can bo up to 12m. (30 era.) long, with parallel

sules, and about 20 mm. wide. In other specimens the peduncle is

shorter or loss well defined, or the proximal end of the main body e

obscured or broken off. The maximum width of the body is about

4Ain. (over 11 cm.), the maximum length (without peduncle) about

9in. (28 effi«) but all specimens are incomplete. Iiolotype: No.

P 12891.

(b) Comparison

Because of the marked differences of opinion concerning the

morphology and taxonomy of liauftm, a neutral terminology was used

in the description of the m-w specie. 11 will also be used in Us

comparison with B, selivruhohohui Uiirich. This specie* shows

clearly the leaf-shaped main body with its median field, and the lateral

branches which are separated by transverse lateral furrows and

subdivided by secondary furrows arising from their proximal.margins.

The similarity in these characters is the basis for the generic

identification of the new form with Lhe genus Iimifjm. To addition,

there is the downward turn and the narrowing of the bases of the

lateral branches and their partial overlap over the median field in the

distal part of the body which puzzled Richter (1950, p. 266). The

differences are considered as specilic. They are seen mainly in the

more regUl&r arrangement of lhe lateral branches, the more distinct

sir. .-nth.i y furrows, and the sharp outer margin, with certain lateral

impressions (/' A ussenfehl") beyond it in R. schncuhrholml. In coin

paring a single specimen (B. schneuhfh^Iun forma tur<iida (Jiirich

is too obviously distorted to be of much use) with the rich new

material it is difficult to decide which of its features may be due to

accidents of preservation of this individual. Such an accident may

explain the lateral projections which are seen only on one side of

the Iiolotype specimen, and also the duplication of some furrows.

However, the regular outline and the arrangement of furrows shown

hy this specimen have no parallel among the many specimens from

Kdiaeara and specific distinction seems justified on this basis.

liuvijea t bnrinr Uurich, a single specimen which has since been lost,

cannot be considered.

(fej Interpretation

Giirieh had considered, and rightly rejected, the possibility of his

specimens representing tracks (1930a, p. 679; 193S, p. 141). He then

compared them briefly with P<mt«fula but rejected this as a lead to
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their interpretation been use they showed dearly an outer margin of
the leaf-shaped body. He interpreted them as meridional sectors of
melomlike bodies, and this led him to a comparison with the
Ctenophora.

h'ichter (1955, p. 26G) re-interpreted some of the structures of

Rrmgea and revised some of Clinch's descriptions. It is his con-
clusion (p. 285) that these fossils Lire thin membrana* IfiOtes leaves and
not remains of spherical bodies, and that therefore they are. not
(Jtenophora. He had abundant material of PHridimum but no new
specimens of Hmuicn and his conclusion that both these fossils

represented Gorgonaria was based mainly on Ptcridiniwu.

The study of the new material of Bangea phcr* it clearly in the
vicinity of the Fennalula. <a. This assignment explains (a) the

peduncle, (h) the leaf-shaped main body, (7) the median 1'nvld which
•['resents tlie median "dond track" of the Pennatulaeea, (d) the

zigzag junction of alternating branches which correspoiids to the

"ventral fepaftk**, (e) the lateral branches which are comparable to

the u teaTOBTJ of the Pennatulidae, and their second;)!) diyigiona winch
reflect the placing of the aulhocodia on them, and (/) the spicular
impressions in some of the fossils.

Some difficulties remain, but they arc to be expected when an
attempt is made to place a very ancient fossil in the system of rereni

forms. The difficulty which led (furich summarily to reject relation*
ships between Ranr/ea and Pemtafula still requires an explanation,
In Pemattlfo the polyps sit on lateral extensions of the rhachis which
are generally known as ''leaves,' 7 while in Ranged the lateral branches
appear to have been fused to form the single leaf shaped main body
which shows a well marked outer edge in a number of specimens.
One exception from this was recognized by Kiehtor who described tie:

distal ends of It scJtueiderho/nn forma turgida as freely projecting.
Some specimens of R. uthorca suggest a certain measure of separation
and mobility of the lateral branches. Even a solid single leaf with
a reg-ular arrangement of polyps in lateral transverse rows wordd
not be in conflict with the basic structure of the Pennatulaeea, though
this particular type of nrganwatiou is not represented in the living
fauna. In Renilla which is leaf-shaped with an undissected outline
the polyps are irregularly distributed and occur on the "dorsal" side
only, while in P^/i, frhda tley sit on Separate lateral leaves on the
"ventral" side, fn Jfang&a the position of the polyps is not yet
known but they must have occurred in transverse rows supported by
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major spieular scleiitfifl as in Pennaittla, on a leaf-shaped expansion

of the rhachis similar to that of Iiemlla.

The assignment of 'Bcmgea to the IVnuatulaeea supports the view

that t lu* different charaeters of some specimens are due to different

types of preservation, though a later separation of additional species

within the semis is not excluded. The preservation of the forms with
M£pieul&rw structure seems to have occurred after some maceration

of the Meshy body had exposed th<j spieules which in living specimens

are emhodded in tlie flesh. It; is farther suggested that tin 4 ventral

aspect of lianfjcd is represented b\ the Conns with a median zig-zag

groove (pi. xlvi, lig. 1) where the lateral branches, comparable to the

''leaves
1

' in living Pennatulidae arise in close proximity to the middle

portion of the rhachis, leaving between them a groove (•'ventral

track") instead of a median field ("dorsal track'-). In other

specimens the ventral and dorsal aspects are superimposed.

The relationship of I'UruIinvinn and Ranrjcui suggests that

Ptcrithtifiari also belongs to the Pennatulaeea rather than the

riorgonacea. This seems more satisfactory bat a re-interpretation of

P^rz>/7>7//?/?>? will be possible only after re-examination of the South
African material.

Rangea? sp.

Plate xlvi, % 2

A very striking but unique specimen is here tentatively assigned

to the genus Pmivit'.a. It is 70-75 mm. wide, with partially well marked
lateral margins, but its distal am! proximal portions are broken off.

The fragment is 16 cm, long. It shows a median zig-zag line from
which branches arise at angles of only 30-40 \ These branches are

separated by distinct sub-parallel furrows which are 10-20 mm.
distant from each other. There are also secondary furrows about
5 mm. apart, diverging from the primary furrows at right angles and
almost but not quite crossing from one to the next. A relationship

with Rangea is suggested by its similarity with /?. arborea in the

presence of primary and seeonda?y furrows on a leaf-shaped body
and with its suggested ventral aspect in the development of a median
zigzag line. Differences are seen in the strong, widely spaced

primary and secondary furrows and in the sharply defined straight

outer margin. The secondary furrows do not seem to be confined to

the proximal margins of the lateral branches if those are. taken to
diverge distally as in /?. at hurra. In the absence of the peduncle
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the orientation of this unique fragment is still uncertain and the
discovery of further specimens will have to. be awaited before it is

fully described. (See Addenda, pp. 396-397.)

Spriggia Southcott

Madigania Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, p. 93.

(Madigania nam. prencc, non Madigania Whitley 1945).

Madigania Harrington and Moore, 1956, Treatise Inv, Paleont f

p. F154.

Simggia Southcott, 1958, S. Aust. Naturalist, 32, p. 59,

Tliis inonotypic genus (type species Madigania annulaia Sprigg,
rrolotype No. T 2031) differs from Cyclome&USa in the complete
alienee of radial ornamentation at least from the inner portions of
flu* discs. More than 15 specimens are known at present. Harrington
and Moore (1956) listed this fossil as "medusae incertae sedis'\

Spriggina Glaessner

Spriggina Glaessner, 1958, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 81, p. 158.

Sgnggina, Glaessner, 1959, Geol. Rundschau, 47.

Since this fossil was first described, four additional specimens
were found which do not contribute anything new to the knowledge
of its characters. This is at present one of the rarest of the
identifiable fossils from Ediacara. All specimens clearly belong to
the type species, 8. jhundtusi Glaessner (ITolotype No. P 12771,
pi. xlvii, fig. 1). One of the additional specimens is 24 mm. long and
about 9 mm. wide, apparently complete with about 23 segments. The
other (pi. xlvii, tig. 3) is 37 mm. long and about 11 mm. wide,
incomplete, with about 29 segments preserver! and the tail end broken
off. The third specimen is 15 mm. long and 5.5 mm. wide. The fourth
is very small and indistinct.

Tateana Sprigg

Tuteanu Sprigg, 1949, Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, p. 86.

Ediaearm (part) Harrington and Moore, 1956, Treatise Inv. Paleont.,
p. F74.

As stated above, this genus which was based on the type species
T. in (lata Sprigg (ITolotype No. 2017, hypotype No. 2018) is not
considered distinguishable from Cyclomcdusa, It may be specifically
identical with C radiata.
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Tribrachidium gen. nov.

Type species: T, heruldicum sp. nov.

Characters as described for the type species.

Trihrachidivm hcraldicum sp. nov.

Plate xlvii, tigs. 7, 8

Holotypc No. P 12898.

Material: 2X specimens.

P( s< r/phui,: All specimens are preserved as sub-circular impres-

sions i.i f i to 26 mm in diameter, with a sharply impressed outer rim

and a distinctly sculptured surface. This sculpture consists of three

hooked rHgfe9 of similar size and shape, radiating from the centre,

and ending along the periphery m a fringe of tentacular projections.

No such type of Organisation has ever been observed in any known
organism, and no specific descriptive terminology is available for it.

Untd more is known about this new organism, only general descriptive

terms will be used, and (hoy are not intended to carry any implica-

tions of homology. The basis of the following descriptions is not the

fossil as it is observed but; its artificially produced counterpart, all

known specimens of the fossil being considered as external rooukls.

Tlie rea&OlJ for this interpretation is the observation that the marginal

projections in tip- Eossfl merge with the matrix which rises steeply

above them to the general level of the rock face, and that they end

against a deeper depression away from ihe periphery. Reversal of

(.he sculpture by casting shows the tentacular fringe arising from the

outer slopes of three smoothly convex arms and ending as three-

dimensional objects a little above the level of the surrounding rock.

This seems a more likely interpretation of the original organic

structure, and what follows is based upon it.

The centre of the structure is very slightly depressed but not

sharply outlined, the inner ends of ihe three arms tapering slightly

towards it. The arms then radiate, for a distance of about 5 mm. in

the holotype, al equal angles. A convex, somewhat irregular area,

here termed a bulla, is seen in each of the three interspaces, but these

bullae do not rise to the level of the upper surface of the arms. The
arms then turn at right angles, all in the same plane and in the same
direction (dext rally in the artificial casts, sinistrally in all the natural

specimens). Their distal portions are convexly curved so as to

conform to the snbeircular periphery of the structure. A peripheral

tentacular fringe commences on the bend, extending to the tip of tho
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arm which is indistinct because of Overlap by the beginning of the
fringe of the next arm. The tentacles number about 18 on each ami;
they extend hem its flank to the periphery and their length decreases
gradually towards the tip of the arm. They are general^ slightly
curved in the same direction as the arm and are not ; perfectly
regularly arranged, some diverging more than others. They are not
seen to branch or bifurcate. The coarse grain of the matrix obscures
observation of their finer .structure. In a few places suggestions of
similar tentacular projections can be seen also on the inner sides of
the anas, directed towards the bullae. These bullae lie within the
curvature of the arms but each seems to be more closely joined fco

the radial portion of the arm next to that which carves around it.

If that is correct then the bullae arise from the anus in a direction
Opposite to that of their hooked distal brandies and about half-way
between (lie centre and the angle. The periphery is sharp, surmounted
by the Mtttlt distal ends of the tenta< I-

ficntarks: This animal, though imperfectly known, is excluded
from all known major groups by its three tentaculate arms. A rape
ficial resemblance to certain eehmoderms (Edrioasteroidea) which
comes to mind must be discounted because of the complete absence of
Skeletal plates. That the body was soft and fleshy but tough can be
concluded From Hie slight distortion of the outlines of the various
spc< ii.M'ris and of the tentacles in the fringes; but the arms must have
been 7-igid lopliophore.-' as then position never varies. These fossils
are sufficiently numerous (o make it elrw that the characters described
above are of taxormmic value and not accidental features. The mouth
was not in the centre, its position remains unkown. The organism
< onld tie considered an aberrant coeicnterate, or else remotely related
to one of the other groups of fentaculnto invertebrates; but tri-radiate
symmetry of structures supporting tentacles an Inch is obvious in the
present fossil is otherwise unknown.

A number of undescrihed fossilR from Ediacara correspond in
size and outline with this new form. They are flatly conical impres-
sions, with indistinct, broad, radial ridges ami furrows. About 8
of these impressions have bofiU collected. The possibility of consider-
ing them as casts of the reverse side of Tribrachhllvm should be kept
in mind though at prcsenl there l& no evidence for such a snpposii

The specific name was . In, m : localise of the striking similarity
of tl»e pattern of this fossil to 'he welbknown heraldic desi-.-n of three
radially arranged ana,, or legs, as in the coat-ofarms of the U
of Man,
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Unidentified Fossils

In addition to the fossils listed or described in this catalogue

there is a relatively small number of others. One group of these

comprises bodily preserved animal remains which are represented by

insufficient numbers of specimens. About 6 of them are similar in

appearance and vaguely suggest nlfin tics to Siphouophora (pi, xlvii,

fig. 9). Being irregular m shape and different in details, probably as

a result of compression in various directions, they cannot be satis-

factorily described on the basis of the present material. Another

group consists of traces of life activities such as tracks, trails or

burrows. There are several types of casts which were probably

produced l>y sediment deeding wormdike organisms. They are

remarkably aire in relation to the large number of other fossils in

Siege btttei There are also problematical flat casts in the shape of

what appears to he a flat spiral, vaguely resembling a distorted and
flattened string of beads. There is no evidence of actual coiling and

no proof of their organic origin (see p. 395)-

2. Conditions of Preservation

The study of the preservation of these remarkable fossils is

essential, firstly, for (he full iniderstanding el their morphology and

taxonomic characters, and secondly, for the reconstruction of the

environment, in which the animals lived and became entombed.

All fossils are seen as elevated or depressed areas on bedding

planes of the quartzitc. According to Sprigg (1949, p. 215) they occur

"always on the upper surface of
|
hose slabs". Mincham (1968,

p. 217) has ohscrved that they "appear mostly, if not entirely, on the

lower surface Ot ''mHi stratum''. Some confusion is likely to have
resulted from the fact that it is easier to find the fossils on loose

blocks which cover the hillsides below the outcrops, than on outcrop-

ping rock Blabs in si In, aud that on loose blocks they are more easily

seen on the rain-washed upturned than on the soil-covered town
purfaeos. Thus it is easy for the collector to gain the impression
conveyed by Sprigs, yet special studies in the field have shown that

the fossils are almost, though not entirely, confined to the lower

surfaces of the quartzite slabs. In fad, the favoured technique in

recent collecting consists in the wholesale upturning of slabs jutting

out of hillside outcrops in the hope that the rain (amounting only to

a few inches a year) will wash away the soil and decomposed rock

with which the lower surfaces are almost invariably clogged, and so

expose the fossils.
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A search was made for counterparts which .should appear OH the

opposing upper surfaces. As a rule, upper surfaces show nothing

at all. There is only one known exception, Dr. B. Daily lias photo-

graphed a medusa-like fossil appearing as usual, as a convexity un
the lower surface of a largo slab, together witJi its concave count im-

part on the opposing upper surface, of (lie bed below. He has also

collected a sequence of three adjoining layers of qiiartzito (No.

P 12900 A, F>, C) from ;i,n oofforop, The^bottom o£ the top layer (A)
shows a Dkhvmoma and medusae. The top of the middle layer (B)
contains no counterparts. J Is bottom shows a Trihrorhidiunt. There
is again no counterpart of this on the Opposing lop of Ihe lower layer

(<*), while its bottom contains 0%fclQmB<kl&a> Loose slabs cannot be
reliably orientated as they represent usualk single or incomplete sets

of cross laminae. Yet for some specimens in the collection orientation

iggested by otjSOTTOd testutd features and this makes it probable
tliat M least one. specimen of Vkkwiscmkl (Adelaide University coll.

\o, £85*2024) ifl preserved on the (Strongly ripple- marked upper
-.urra.ee, while tubular worm cash-; project from and along what
appears to be the lower surface. Three specimens collected b]

(1. Mim-ham and B. Flounders are very unusual in appearance and
seem ko have come from the same bed. They are covered with long,

narrow, lea I'd ike specimens «f RangBa* One slab, No. P 12716, sho\v>

on the 1 opposite face an impression of Trihrtuhifluntt lifraWcum in

the usual preservation, This appears to be the lower surface. These
are (he only specimens with fossils both on the Upper and on the lower
surface of a single slab, The extreme rarity of fossils on uppci

SllrfaaeB, and of counterpart, can be explained with a high decree of

probability by ihe embedding of the organisms in thin layers and
films of clay and the subsequent casting of either the organic bodies
or their impressions hy the overlying sand. The thin clay layers

which are responsible for the flagginess are destroyed by the weather-
ing which separates the (lags or slabs from each other. Traces of TOW
M: m clay lenses are seen on fresh vertical fractures of some qiiartzito

heds htri the rock is so strongly welded around them by silicifieation

that it, has not yet been possible to obtain fossils by splitting along
snch lenses. K.'-sils can be found in &itu by opening up flags in
onterop and removing tile we.n |hered material separating them, but
some weathering has BO far proved essential for the discovery of
R>l 'Is. The same conditions were reported to exist in the Fossil iforous
Kuibis quartzite in Southwest Africa (Rich tor 1955).
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The distribution of fossils throughout the thickness and outcrop

area of the fossiferous strata seems to be essentially random, and

the nnov frequent Species are found frequently associated on single

slabs in considerable numbers. Parallel orientation, presumably by

GUI rents, has been round on one or two slabs containing elongate

iypeB of Uauf/ea. Most other forms which are rounded in outline, «lo

not show orientation or accumulation by transporting forces though

some of thew occur in groups. There is no evidence of fossils or

bedding laminae being distorted by scavengers and nothing points to

fiinrtimmJ interrelations of the various types of organisms.

Sprigg has observed and discussed the important fact that all

;Is represent soft -bodied onanisms. This has been fully e<m-

lirnied by tetW collecting. In addition to the evidence of the medusae,

there is 'tie- distortion und folding over, before or during embedding,

of Specimens of PtffWWrarfcKl, VickWSOnliX ami R(in</<>u, proving that

thru (issue:- Avere soft.
r

i he mitlines of the medusae and of

rribxi.hu/rnm vatv slightly and s
t
)erirnens of Spru/f/ma show

-iL-.iiioidal curvature. There is no evidence of hard parts other than

impressions of spicules in Rangea,

The orientation of the organisms relative to the bedding planes

luring burial suit presents difficulties of interpretation as they are

,M':i<'tirally all n»'\v so Ibat their appearance and orientation in life

are unknown. All P<u ninrorina, Trthrachiditnn and Spngf/ina (m

this insiaicv judging from the head which must have been convex)

Hiv preserved ftp impressions or ''negatives". BellmeUa, all or most

(iidomcdnsu. • irisgn, aftd "Pratotpetta3 * are presei'ved as flat or

high (SeHaneUa) convexities on the lower surfaces of the beds. Cross

BG1 lions through some mednsoid fossils show evidence of considerable

eon.paHu.n and ft£ even greater original eonvexity. This creates BOtUB

difficulty in the (Mnnpaiis.:.!, with reoeiit medusae which are ^mostly

found etramlcd in conve vnpward posdion (Schafer 1041). Further

studios of these eonvex-downward genera Hnd also of PsmdofhieQi-

tOTttitte which differs from them in preservation are required. The

genera preserved as "negatives- 1 appear fo he external moulds of

;,rtua] individuals embedded in clay partings which have vanished,

while ftangm 8«emg to reptewnt casts of impressions made, by

individuals in different positions.

The preservation of Dulaitsouio has yet to be studied, but at

least s(niie specimens are clearly impressions on the lower surfaces of

the ImmIs and are therefore to he interpreted as external moulds.
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3. Conclusions

a. Composition of the fauna

The Ediacara fauna can no longer be considered as consisting
almost exclusively of medusa-like fossils, though these constitute the
majority of specimens collected. The following seven genera can be
recognized :

—

Pseudorhizostomttes Sprigg

Beltanella Sprigg

Ediacaria Sprigg

Protodipleurosoma Sprigg

Ctfdomedusa Sprigg

Wrotolyella Torrell

Spriggm Southcott

Much detailed and comparative work remains to be done on the
hundreds of medusoid specimens which are available. The latest
published taxonomic revision (Harrington and Moore, 1956) places
the first of these genera in the Seyphouiedusae, the second and third
in the Trachymedusae (Trachylinida), the fourth in the Leptomedusw-*
(Calyptoblastina), and lists the representatives of the remaining three
as "Medusae incertae sedis". These assignments and the underlying
morphological interpretations are subject to further revision in the
light of the abundant new material.

The Phylum Coelenterata is represented in the fauna not only by
possible Scyphozoa and Hydrozoa but also possibly by Siphonophora
and by Anthozoa Octocorallia. The genera

Rangea Giirich and
Pteridmhim G ii r ieh

have been recognized and placed in the Order Pennatulacea. The first

of these is a common element of the fauna.

The Phylum Annelida is represented by
Spriggina Glaessner

which resembles the living Tomopteridae. This Phylum could also
include the common genus

Dickinsonia Sprigg,

of which abundant material has yet to be examined. Life activities
of annelid (and possibly other) worms are represented by tracks and
borrows which, however, are not very common.
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Two entirely new types of invertebrates complete the fauna as it

is known at present, They have been described as new genera

Parvanco rinfi (1 1 ae

B

sin-r and

Tribr<i(fadiuw Glaossner,

each represented by a single new species.

h, Ecology

The fauna is marine and consists of pelagic and benthonic

elements. Sprigg has diBeU*S0d the Tonsils which were known to him

with reference 1<> Kvi&g medusae and their pelagic mode of life,

Utile can be added to the discussion of this part of the fauna at the

present stage of the investigations. We know now more about the

conditions of embedding and preservation of soft-bodied animals

(Seha.l'er 1941). The preferred orientation of the medusa-like fossils

in a convex-downward position is puzzling and re<(iiues explanation.

.A prominent benlhonic 'dement in the fauna are the sessile Penna-

tulaeea. Their living' representatives oeeur in upright position in

varying depths of water, with the peduncles buried in sandy sediment.

They lived probably not far from their place of burial. There is

evidence of worms burrowing in the sandy sediment, Sprifiglna couhl

have lived either mi the ;sea ftoot or in the water above it. The mode

of life of f'ariancorina and Tri'ln urlutihun is unknown. Representa-

tives of these three genera were trapped on muddy ground, probably

by receding water. Thai the sedimentary environment was a very

unstable one is proved hy the ubiquitous cross-bedding and ripple

marking of the fossiliferous strata and by slump rolls and mud pellets.

The nature arid direction of the currents remains to be established

by modern methods of analysis of cross-bedding. Sandstone casts of

mud surfaces with drying cracks have been found and drying cracks

on ripple-marked surfaces (
kl Maiichiiriophycffs'\ see rtantzschel 1949)

also occur. These u<-em rences prove that the water was shallow

enough to make occasional emergence (rf newly deposited sediment

possible. Some pf the soft-bodied animals could have been preserved

by desiccation, and in this sense Sprigg was justified in visualizing

the area as one of
lk

fossil benches ?

\ If the problematic markings
(pl. xlv, fig. 8) are in fact identical with the foam impressions

described by Hiintzschel and Richter (1954) which they resemble more
than any known traces of .. ie activities, they would support the

available evidence of emergence and drying of bedding planes.
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c. Bios t rat igrapliic relations

Bprigg (1947, 1949) had considered the agS of the Ediaeara fauna
as Lower Cambrian, at a lime when the place of the previously

-. -A-ered Cambrian fossils in tin--. ggneraJ time-stratigraphy of that
System was unknown and when the Pound Quartzite was thought to

represent the Lower Cambrian. Daily (1956) has since placed the
overlying Arehaeocyatha, limestones in the lower part of the Lower
Cambrian, The occurrence of a rich new fauna without any known
Lower Cambrian elements below these limestones is a valid reason
for placing the Pound Qnyrtzite at the to]) of the Precambrian and
for considering its age as Lite Proterozoie. Sedimentation was
regionally continuous from Precambrian to Cambrian and 1ms
produced again and again through long spans of time similar rock
types, so that there is little difference between the Marinoan nnd the
Lower Cambrian dolomites. Or (he qu&rtoitaa in the lower part of the
Marinoan, the Pound nnd the Lower to Middle Cumbrian. As in the
time stratigraphy of later geological periods, only biostratigraphie
observations can determine the position Of the false of t\^ Cambrian.
Below that horizon only absolute measurements of geological time cue
be used, with the exception of the possible time significance of the
Proterozoi- fee u-cs—and of the Late Proterozoie fa'irna.

With the recognition of elements of the fauna of the Kuibis
mnutzito of the Xar.ia System in the ICdiaearn fauna, this stands no
longer alone and the way to its use in iuter-regimial correlation is
opened. The occurrence of Uaufjea in the Ediaeara fauna, together
with Pfrrufimum nnd medusoid fossils wlii-h are at least similar to
P<ir<imvdvst,<m nfnnimnn flu rich is a strong argument in favour of
placing the foflsiliferous part of the Nama in the Late Precambrian.
Medusoid fossils have been reported from (he Late Proterozoie of
other parts of Australia nnd from the Algonkian Nankoweap Croup
of the Grand Canyon &f Arizona. Detailed comparisons of these
fossils and furtber collecting in Late tVecnmhrian fossiliferous strata
should be stimulated, bmAiNfl af not only their palaeozoologieal but
al o their l>iost rati-rapjjic interest, by the discovery of a rich and
varied Lat • ProteraiQic fauna in South Australia.

ADDENDA
While this paper was' in press, Several publications were received

Id which reference should be made. Their titles have been incor-
porated in the list of references below but no nMerntions have been
made in the text above
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Ford (1958) described Precambrian fossils from Oharnwood

Forest in Leicestershire, England, as Charnia masoni Ford and

Charniudiscus cancentricus Ford. The first name refers to frond-like.

bodifeB about 10-25 em. long and up to 4.5 era. wide, consisting of

oblique lobes which meet alternating"! y at a sinuous median groove.

Each of these lobes is divided by secondary farrows, at right angles

to the lateral furrows, into about 13 BBCOaxdaty "segments". The

.structure is almost identical with that described here (p. 387, pi. xlvi,

fig. 2) as Rawjeal sp, This fossil which is about twice as large as

the Charnian type specimen should now be known as Charnia 8p.,

as it is closer in strut-tare to this genus than to Ran yea. Specific

identification must await the discovery of other, more complete

specimen* at Fdiaeara.

The occurrence of Charnia among the Late Precambrian fossils

of South Australia raises further points concerning the nature of

these fossils, in addition to its obvious bio-stratigrapliie interest.

The English fossils end proximally in u blunt stalks" which are 2 cm.

wide. This confirms the view that Charnia and Ranyca represent

similar organism.-;; what lias been demonstrated concerning the

Pennatulaeean affinities of Raugea should apply to (Uunma. Ford

(1958, p. 214 f.) states that Charma resembles lia-nyca soh%piA$¥h&hV&

Giirich and rightly rejects the view that these fossds are Ctenophora

or Gorgonaria. His conclusion, however, is that "Charnia masoni

may most rationally be interpreted ns an algal frond". He suggests

that Charn-hMl-t-sfma 'onccntricux Ford ("a disc-like organism 5-30 cm.

in diameter with a rough-Mirfaeed central area surrounded by a

smooth flange which may or may not bear concentric corrugations")

may be the basal part of the same alga.
u

T.n one case only are frond

and disc apparently associated
1

'. "If Charniodisciis were considered

alone, it could be compared favourably with one or the other of the

various forms of medusae such as those in the Lower Cambrian of

Australia". This in of extraordinary interest, as the possibility of

some medusoid fossils from Fdiaeara being the bases of the stalks

of Ranyca had been considered but put aside for lack of decisive

evidence. Stalk-like projections from the centres of medusoid fossils

have been observed but none of them shows a Ranyca or Charnia-

frond at the other end. A further search for such specimens will be

made in the field. Ford's statement concerning the affinities of his

fossils concludes: "The only likely alternative is that they represent

a primitive eoelenterate, of unknown affinities". The new material

of Ranyca suggests that this alternative view is preferable, and that
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these Precambrian Coelenterates were closely related to the
Pennatulacea.

The stratigraphic range of this group seems to have been
extended to the Lower Palaeozoic by the discovery of a Pennatula-like
stalked frond about 12cm. long and less than 2 cm. wide, which was
very briefly described by Tremblay (1941) from a coarse sandstone
lithologically resembling the Upper Cambrian Potsdam sandstone,
but found at a locality 90 miles down the St. Lawrence from Ottawa,
where the geological map of Canada shows only Ordovician.
Hantzschel (1958) has recently reviewed doubtful fossil Octocorallia
and prefers to consider most of them as tracks of unknown animals.
He admits, however, that Tremblay 's fossil, though not definitely
assignable, is comparable with Pennatulacea.

Finally, curious projections on lower surfaces of sandstone beds
of Early Palaeozoic age have been described by Howell and
Hutchinson (1958) from Washington and referred " to Bergaueria
Prantl, originally described from the Ordovician. Prantl thought them
to be infillings of cavities occupied by Ceriantharia-like coelenterates
and Howell and Hutchinson conclude that their fossils may have held
the stalks of pennatulid-like animals.

EXPLANATION OP PLATES
PLATE XL1T

Fig. 1. View of Mount James. Looking north across the outcrop of massive quartzite and
the underlying fossiliferous strata, from just below the base of the Cambrian, about one
mile north of the Ediacara fossil reserve. Photo. M.F.G.

Fig. 2. Outcrop of fossiliferous strata below top of Pound Quartzite, about one mile south
of Gap Creek. Photo. B.D.

Fig. 3. Outcrop of fossiliferous strata below top of Pound Quartzite, near locality of Fig. 2
Photo. M.F.G. Length of scale 9in.

PLATE XLIII
Figs. 1-4 Eangea arborea nov. sp. Fig. 1. Holotype. Large specimen on weathered surface.

Note distinct left lateral margin and secondary furrows mainly on right lateral
branches. No. P 12891. Fig. 2 Specimen with distinct lateral margins, median field
and lateral furrows. No. P 12890. Fig. 3 Specimen with zig-zag trace of median field,
with "spicular" structure (compare with PI. XLV, Fig. 2). No. P 12892 Fig 4
Fragmentary specimen, with traces of secondary furrows on lower margins of lower ieft
lateral branches. No. P 12896.

Fig. 5. Eangea schneiderhohni Gurich. Photograph of latex mould of holot}™, forwarded
by Dr. W. Hantzschel, Geol. Staatsinstitut, Hamburg, Germany.

Scale in centimetres.

PLATE XLIV
Figs. 1-3. Eangea arborea nov. sp. Fig. 1. Specimen with long peduncle, on ripple-marked

eroded surface. The main body with its median field, lateral branches and secondary
furrows is seen above a medusoid fossil, probably Trotolyella? mawsoni (Sprigg) No
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P 12888. Fig. 2. Specimen showing " spieular ^
' structure of median field, and lateral

margins, partly folded over on left. Natural yize. No. T 94-2015. Fig. !'.. Specimen
showing "spicular" structure of median field and lateral branches. x0.9. No, T
93-20 1(3. Photographs 2 and 3 by Mr. K. P. Phillips.

PLATE XLV
Figs, 1-2. Mantjt.a arborea nov. ap. Fig. 1. Several individuals, partially overlapping, show-

ing "dorsal" and "ventral" aspects, preserved on upper surface of bed. No. P I271fi.

Fig, 2. Fragmentary ffpadmefl (upper right), p-enervation int:»:rmeiiiatr between PI,

\1jTT7, tigs. 2 and 3. Below are two unidentified modusoid fossils, No. P, 12895.

Fig. 3. Unidentified easts. No. P 12893.

PLATE XLVI
Fig. 1. I'd .-n/i-ti arborea nov. sp.

(t Ventral' ' aspect. Compare with PI. XLJII fig. 3. 4/3
natural size (length of scale 1 cm.). No. P 12S94.

Fig. 2. lUuificu? sp. Specimen with straight lateral margins and median zig-zag groove.

Natural size. No. P 12897.

Figs. 3-1. I'teririimum sp. Two specimens from one slab, poorly preserved. Natural size.

No. P 12744.
PLATE XLV11

Figs. 1-1 Sprigf/ina flmmdersi Glaessner. Fig. 1. Holotype, 5/4 natural size. No. P 12771.

Fig. 2. f 'Mratvpe. 5/4 natural *i?.e. No. P 12772.
'

Fig. ft Specimen No. P 12899, 4/3
natural size. Fig. I. Median portion of specimen No. 12772 enlarged to show acicular

setae, attached to para podia. x2,4.

Figs, 5-6" Parvancorma miiwhamt Glaessner. Two specimens showing oblique traces of
possible appendages on the lateral areas. Tie Apparent "tail" of fig. (j appears to be

tO fortuitous grooving of the bedding plane. Fig 5. xl.2, No. P 12901. Fig.
natural size, No. P 12887.

Figs. 7-8. Tribrachldium heraldicum nov. gen., nov. sp. Fig. 7. Holotype, natural size. No.
P 12898. Fig. 8. Paratype, natural size, No. P 12889.

Fig. 9. Problematic fossil, possibly belonging to the Siphonophora. 4/3 natural sr/.n. No
P 12734.

Specimens represented by figs. 1-8 are preserved as concave impressions but lighting
rlioseu for rhuity may give the appearance of reversed sculpture.

Photographs of tigs. 4 7 and 9 by Mr. B. Flounders.
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A REVISION OF THE GENUS LEPTOCORIS HAHN
(HETEROPTERA: COREIDAE: RHOPALINAE)

FROM THE INDO-PACIFIC AND AUSTRALIAN REGIONS

byGordon F. Gross, curator of insects, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

The species of the genus Leptocoris Hahn 1831 (= Serinetha auctt.) for many years have been

difficult to separate in the Indo-Pacific region.

My first introduction to this problem was an attempt to identify the Australian specimens of the

genus in the various Australian Museum collections. Most of the medium sized species were

labelled lurida (Dallas), the larger abdominalis (Fabr.) and a small unnamed species from Central

Australia was evidently vulgaris Bergroth. In an effort to find more satisfactory taxonomic

characters I dissected out the male and female genital capsules of a series of specimens and it was

soon evident that there were only three very distinctive species involved. The medium sized group

belonged to two species and it was possible to identify one sction of these with the name mitellata

Bergroth because of the presence in most (but not all) of a distinctive red spot on the hemelytra; this

is mentioned in Bergroth' s description. The remaining medium sized specimens belonged to the

same species as the small vulgaris whilst the largest specimens represented another species.
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ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations have been used for Institutions in

which the material used in this revision is lodged. A.M., Australian

Museum, Sydney; B.M., British Museum (Natural History); B.P.B.M.,

Berniee P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu; C.N.H.M., Chicago Natural

History Museum, Chicago; C.S.I.R.O., Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization, Canberra; K.U., Kyushu University,

Fukuoka; N.M., National Museum, Melbourne; R.M., Rijksmuseum,
Leiden; 8.A.M., South Australian Museum, Adelaide; U.Q., Entomology
Department, University of Queensland, Brisbane; U.S.N.M„ United

States National Museum, Washington; W.A.M., Western Australian

Museum, Perth; and Zool. Lust. Halle, Zoolngisehes Institut, Halle-

Wittenberg.

INTRODUCTION
The species of the genus Lepfon>ris Halm 1831 (= Senurl-lia

auctt. ) for many years have been difficult to separate in the Indo

Pacific region.

My first introduction to this problem was an nvtcnipt to identify

the Australian specimens of the genus in the various Australian

Museum collections. Most of the medium sized specie's were labelled

lurida (Dallas), the larger ah flaw ma lis (V:\hv.) owl a. small unnamed
species from Central Australia was evidently vuhjaris Bergroth. In an

effort to find more satisfactory l;i\<»jinmie characters I dissected out the

male and female genital capsules of a series of specimens and it was
soon evident that there were only three very distinctive .species

involved. The medium sized group belonged to two species and it was
possible to identify one section of these with the name mitellata

Bergroth because of the presence in most (but not all) of a distinctive

red spot on the hemelytra; this is mentioned in Bergroth 's dcscrip

tion. The remaining medium sized specimens belonged to the same
species as the small vulrjaris whilst the largest specimens represented

another species.

The search for the correct names of these latter two species

involved examination of specimens from many collections ranging

over the whole of the Indo l\eifie region, while even some African

and the two American species were examined for possible synonymy,

This survey revealed that the male genitalia belonged to only seven

very distinct types and that Using the male genitalia as a basis of

classification a variety of forms quite different in general appearance

belonged to the same species, whereas in other cases specimens of
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almost, identical appearance in colour and general shape belonged to
different species. The female genitalia were not quite so distinctive in
many cases, but in the several species {abdominalis and rufomarginata)
where a.number of varied individuals came together in the range of
one species, whilst others very similar were referable to the other on
the basis of the male gentitalia, the female genitalia proved to be very
different from each other and gave the same result.

The number of male genital types seen has now been extended to
thirteen (following the examination of some unique types) and it

appears that each one of these reprsents a distinct species. The names
applied at various times t<> the Indo-Pacific species of Lepfocorh
number thirty-one. The types of live of these can no longer he traced
(hif/alu-a Burmeister, rufus Ilahn, mitdlata and vulgaris Bergroth,
t<t/rn>b<niensifi Dallas, and ttritensis Guerin). One of the thirteen
species appears to be new.

SYSTEMATIC
Genus Leptocoris Hahn 1831

Lrptocons Halm 1831: Wanz. Ins., I: 200. Burmeister. 1835: Hand!)
der Ent. 2: 305. Stal, 1870: Kongl. svensk. Vetens. Akad. Hand!.,
'i (1): 226. Distant, 1882: Biol. Centr. Amev. neter., 1: 172.
I hler, 1886: Check List, 13. Kirkaldy, 1905: Trans, cut, Soc.
Lond., 350. 1908: En torn., 41 : 123. Distant, 1008: Entom., 41 : 47.

Van Duzee. 1917: Vi\\, Hem. Nth. Mexico, 123.

Scriuetha Spinohi, 1840: Essai sur les Ilemipt., 247. 1850: Tavola
Si not, 37. Dallas, 1852: List, Hemipt. Ins., 2: 459. Stal, 1862:
Stett. ent. Ztg., 23: 306. 1865: Hem. Air., 2: 112. 1873: Kongl.
;
vensk. Vetens, Akads. Handl. 1 ] (2) : 98, 99. Lethierrv & Severin,

1894: Oat. gen. Hem., 2: 122. Distant, 1902; Faun. Brit, Ind.
Rhynch., 1: 418. Bergroth, 1913: Mom. Soc. ent. Belg., 22. 164.
Villiers, 1952: Hemipt. de rAfnque noire, 10s.

fjt/f./a* morpltus Blanehanh 1840: Hist, des Ins., Hemipt., 116,

/'/nrhotrs Westwood, 1842: Oat. Hem. Ins. Coll. Hope, 2: 6,

Tifuoloma Amyot and Si-rville, 1843: Hemipt., 220.

Hoisra Kirkaldy, 1910: Proc. Haw. Eat. Soc, 2: 123 (as a subgenus).

The species of this genus in this region belong to several groups
if the shape of the male genital capsule is taken as the sole guide.

Tn the first group the ventral part of the penultimate segment of
I he capsule is produced beyond the furthest posterior extension of its
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dorsal part but it is never produced very far or thrown into distinct

lobes or processes. To this group belong augur (Fabr.) and inimiscula

Blote and also some African species (e.g. intermedia Dist.)<

In coimbatorensix sp. now and corniculuta (Stal) the ventral part

of the penultimate segment is not very much more produced than in

the augur group, but is thrown into four short or medium sized lobes.

To this group also belong the two American species trivittatus (Say)

and riibrolineata Barber (both of these seem to have almost identical

male genitalia and may be only sub-specifically distinct) aud some

African species {e.g. fntcratiis Germ.)

In the Australian miU'llata Bergroth is seen the first development

of the general Indonesian and Pacific region type of male capsule in

which the male penultimate segment is produced markedly posteriorad

by being thrown into two prominent lateral lobes (parandria) and

medially into a slender laminate (in the vertical plane) or triangular

(in the horizontal plane) process which extends posteriorad up between

the claspers. In niittdlatu these parandria are vaguely triangular in

cross section and somewhat bifid at apex.

In vicina (Dallas), subrufescens (Kirby), coxalis (Kirby), and

abdominalis (Fabr.) the parandria are. circular in cross section and

nearly as long as the claspers.

In rufomarginata (Fabr.) tagalica Burmeister, isolata (Distant)

and marquesensis Cheesman the parandria are flattened or even shal-

lowlv concave on the upper and inner face and rounded below and are

therefore vaguely semicircular in cross section. This is the only type

to be found in the Eastern Pacific.

The males can be separated by the following key. The female

genitalia in several cases are not so distinctive and it has not always

been possible to key right down to species.

Key to Indo-Pacific species of Leptocoris—Males:

—

t Male genital capsule with ventral

part of penultimate segment

(pygophore) produced postcrior-

iad to about the level of, or just

surpassing anal segment. Apex

of penultimate abdominal segment

truncate or sinuate but never pro-

duced into distinct lobes 2
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Male genital capsule with ventral

part of penultimate segment sur-

passing level of anal segment, and
its apex thrown into two cylindri-

cal or flattish lobes or four short

lobes 3

2. Apical margin of penultimate seg-

ment of genital capsule almost

truncate. Clasper with a pro-

minent outwardly and down-
wardly directed process on its

outer margin about halfway along

its length, and with a concave area

on its ventral surface near apex augur (Fabr.)

Apical margin of penultimate seg-

ment of genital capsule sinuate.

Clasper without a ventero-lateral

tooth but fairly thin and only

slightly concave on the under sur-

faces mimiscula Blote

3. Ventral apical margin of pygophore
sinuate with only two vague lobes,

one either side of mid line.

Lateral margin widened at level

of clasper, produced inwards and
bearing a short cylindrical process

alongside the clasper. A pro-

minent tubercle on either side of

head in front of eye comiculoAa Stal

All lobes of apical margin of pygo-

phore whether two or four more
massive and conspicuous. With-
out a conspicuous tubercle on
either side in front of eye,

although there may be an oblique

keel running down from centre of

vertex to insertion of antennae . . 4

4. Apical margin of penultimate seg-

ment of genital capsule thrown
into four flattish lobes. Claspers

flattish coimbatorensis, sp. nov.
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Apical margin of penultimate seg-

ment of genital capsule thrown
into two long lobes, cylindrical,

flattened, or semicircular in cross

section. Claspers never com-
pletely flat, but always in some
section semicircular or semi
circular with a concave ventral

surface 5

5. Lobes of penultimate segment of

genital capsule flattened circular

in cross section, slightly bifid al

tip. Claspers massive mitellata Bergroth
Lobes of penultimate segment of

genital capsule never bifid at tip.

Claspers usually slenderer .... 6

6. Lobes of penultimate segment of

genital capsule circular in cross
section 7

Lobes of penultimate segment of

genital capsule vaguely semi-
circular in cross section, with the

upper surface often slightly con-

cave 10

7. Male claspers in the form of a longi-

tudinal somewhat curved plate
basally, giving off distally a sinu-

ate elongate process abdommalis (Fabr.)

Male claspers broader, rounded
above, slightly concave below,
very nearly the same size for all

their length 8

8. Lateral lobes (parandria) of pen-
ultimate segment of genital cap-
sule curved inwardly towards
aPex coxalis Kirby

Parandria almost parallel 9

9. Parandria with a noticeable groove
running most of their length
above . . , .• sribrufpscens (Kirby)
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Parandria smooth dorsally, without

a prominent groove vicina (Dallas)

10. Parandria of pygophora as long as

clampers, markedly concave on

upper and inward surface. Para-

meres fairly thin and not very
elaborate tagalica Burmeister

Parandria not as long as claspers,

less concave above 11

11. Parameres prominently hooked at

apex, thence becoming broad and
laminate before roughly circular

basal part. Produced ventral part

of pygophore only vaguely tri-

angular. Large species (13-29

mm.) rufomarginata (Fabr.)

Parameres hooked at apex but nar-

rowing between hooked region and
base and not becoming laminate.

Produced plate of ventral part of

pogophore elongate triangular,

noticeably keeled. Smaller species

(under 23 mm.) 12

12. Parameres long with a prominent
dorsolateral tubercle near the

apex, ventral produced part of

pygophore elongate marqiiesensis Cheesman

Parameres not as long and without
a prominent tubercle, ventral pro-

duced part of pygophore not so

elongate isolata (Distant)

Key to Indo-Pacific species of Leptocoris—Females:

—

1. Female genital capsule with upper
pair of visible valves not produced
as club like processes but repre-

sented by two thickish short plates

with a few long hairs at apex,

devoid of spines abdommalis (Fabr.)
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Female genital capsule with upper
pair of visible valves produced as

club like processes (in some views
of L. mitellata they may appear
at first as elongate laminae), in

all but one case (rufomarginata
(Fabr.) ) bearing spines 2

2. Club like upper valves devoid of

spines, smallish and rounded with
a long pilosity rufomarginata (Fabr.)

Club like upper valves generally

larger, always with prominent
spines 3

3. Upper valves very convex, largish,

spines fairly numerous, appar-
ently in a single row or virtually

so 4

Upper valves, generally flattened on
the inner surface, not so in one
species, but spines always scat-

tered over the surface of the club,

numerous or few 5

4. Upper valves elongate claviform,

often appearing laminate at first

view, lateral valves small and
fairly elongate mitellata Bergroth

Upper valves more freely clavate,

lateral valves fairly massive .... coirnbatoreAisis sp. nov.

5. Upper valves large, not noticeably
flattened on the inner surface,

fairly circular in cross section,

spines always numerous tagalica (Burmeister)
isolata (Distant)

Upper valves generally not so large,

noticeably flattened on the inner
side, outer and terminal parts
moderately convex giving a club

shaped impression 6
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6. Upper valves with club shaped por-

tion very small with only a few

spines aubrufescens (Kirby)

Upper valves with club shaped por-

tion moderately large and with a

moderate number of scattered

spines 7

augur (Fabr.)

minuscula Blote

vicina (Dallas)

7. Lateral valves prominent as two

plates just beneath club shaped

upper valves ricina (Dallas)

Lateral valves as two plates hardly

visible beneath the club shaped

upper valves . . « augur (Fahr.)

ntinuscula Blote

Leptocoris augur (Fabricius) 1781

Fig. 1 A-G, 4 B

Cimex augur Fabricius, 1781: Spec. Ins., 2: 366. 1787: Mantissa Ins.,

2: 301. Gmelin (in part) 1788: Syst. Nat., 1 (4) : 2174. (Type in

Bank's Collection in British Museum checked by Mr. R. J. Izzard.)

Lygaeus augur Fabricius (in part), 1794: Entom. Syst., 4: 161. 1803:

Systema Rhyngot., 226.

Leptocoris augur Burmeister, 1835: Handbuch der Ent,, 2: 305.

Sermetha augur Dallas, 1 852 : List Hem. Ins., 2 : 460. Stal, 1868 : Kongl.

Svensk. vet. Akad. Hand]., 7 (11) : 68. 1873: loc. tit, 11 (2) : 99.

Distant, 1902: Fauna Brit. Ind. Rhynch., 1 : 420. Maxwell-Lefroy,

1909: Indian Insect Life, 684. Hoffman, 1933: Lingnan Sci. J.,

12 (1): 22 (biology), figs.

Lygaeus chalcocephalus Fabricius, 1803: Systema Rhyngot., 226 which

has been placed in the synonymy of this species is based on a com-

posite specimen from two species according to Stal 1868.

Seriuctha dallasi Dohrn, 1860: Stett. ent. Ztg., 21: 42 (typ. vid.).

Distant, 1902 : Faun. Brit, Ind. Rhynch. 1 : 420. (New synonymy.)

Reddish or reddish ochraceous in the main; rarely pale cyclamen

coloured or vellow. Pilosity black.
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Antennae piceous, basal segment reddish brown at base, some-
times almost to apex. With a short luil thiekish black pilosity.

Head fairly broad, tylus somewhat longer than jugae. A
tumescence behind BTld In front of hyps and apex of tylus with a
few short blade hairs. Henri Otherwise fairly glabrous, not punctate,

a short longitudinal impressed line beginning just behind base of

tylus and reaching back to about ocelli. Ocelli on small raised

tumescences, a fraction nearer to base of eye than each other,

Rostrum brownish piceous, two basal segments the palest, reaching

about middle of third true abdominal segment,

Pronotum with lateral mar-ins straight and not laminate, anterior

margin, very slightly concave, posterior almost Straight, slightly sinuate.

With two obliquely directed flnttish blackish depressed impunctate areas
in the anterior third (calli) which extend from the mid line to the

lateral margin. In front of their outer etlgefi a tumescence in each

of anterior lateral angles of fcho pronotum connected to the one on the

other side by a raised triangular impunctate region, the apex directed

posteriornd and the sides adjacent to the apex forming the anterior

margins of the smooth depressed areas. Remainder of pronotum
finely but densely punctate, hind margin depressed, A fairly prominent
keel running from anterior depressed areas back. Pronotum in general

pretty glabrous but lateral margins and anterior raised triangular

area with a fairly sparse black pilosity,

Scutellum somewhat elevated with disc flat and a slight tendency
for the lateral margins to be keeled. Depressed at apex and trans-

versely just behind base of pronotum. Impunctate and only slightly

pilose

Corium and clavus finely but densely punctate with an extremely
tine short and sparse pilosiry, probably greyish. Membrane black

tending brownish black broadly along the hind margin. One k--peennen,

presumed to be from i V\ ion, in the collection of the Institut. zoologique

de Wnrszawn has the membrane greatly redueed and the hemelytra

just surpass the middle of the nbdomen.

Legs (exempt basal part of trochanters and coxae which are

eoncolorous with main body) piceous black with short black hairs

Male genitalia as figured. ITind ventral margin of penultimate

segment of capsule almost truncate, very pilose, extending only a little

behind apex of anal segment. Main cl&Sper fairly elaborate with a
ventrally and exteriorly directed tooth on the outer ventral margin
and about hall" wiy to apex a)>d a concave area on ventral face near apex.
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The elasper of miuuscula Blote is on the contrary fairly simple and
without any prominent tooth.

Female genitalia as figured, they are not easy to distinguish from
certain other species (minvscida Blote, vicina (Dallas) ) except in that

the clubs are not very convex and the inner margin is flat. These

have numerous brown spines and a few long whitish hairs. Long
whitish hairs also scattered elsewhere on the genital capsule.

Length: 11-16 mm. Width: 3.5-5 mm.
Distribution. In the British Museum and Rijksmuseum are

specimens from Formosa, Tonkin, Laos, South India and Java. The
species apparently is wide spread and abundant on the South East

Asian mainland and penetrates into Indonesia.

hoc.

Formosa: Mans Saiiler, acquired 1908 l& Cat. No. 3 and 19
Cat. No. I and both also labelled No. 58. The female has an additional

pencil label with Takao 22 XT 07 (R.M.). Takao, No. 153, H. L.

Parker collection, 1 8 (T.S.N.M.).

Tonkin: Hanoi, Feb. 1917, R. V. de Salvaza, 1 $ and 2 9 9. Guang
Yen , 7 V 1916, R, V. de Salvaza, 1 & and 1 9 (B.M.).

Laos: Ventiane, 22 X 1919, 1 & and 20 III 1917 19, R. V. de

Salvaza. Na Peng, 25 X 1919, R. V. de Salvaza, 1 * . Haut Mekong,

Ban Qnauft 24 IV 1918, R, V. de Salvaza, 1 9 (B.M.).

Siatn: Man, 20 XII 1927, T. D. A. Ooekerell, 19. Nonteburi,

9 II 1923, Hugh Smith, 1 9 (F.S.N.M.).

North India: Punjab and United Provinces, VI-X (no year),

R. L. Woicbum CoH., tB and 19. Calcutta, No. 58, no collector or

date, Is. Silhel, P. R. Ubler, H (C.S.N.M.).

Java: 19 simply labelled Java, Reinn and Cat. No. 2 (R.M.).

Indonesia: ti labelled "Indes or TNT H. de Sausage" and

another "Tndes or" with on back of label what looks like
u Puil, July

11

(U.S.N.M.).

Leptocoris minuscula Blote 1934

Fig. 1 D-F, 4

[tfptacoris niiiittscula Blote, 1934: Zool. Meded., 17: 267, fig.

Reddish or reddish ochraceons. Pilosity black.

Antennae blackish brown, with a short but fairly dense blackish

pilosity.
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Fig, 1: AC Leptficorix augur (Fab.), A—male genital capsule from above, B—same from
below, C—same from left hand side. I>-P Leptocoru'i minuscufa Blnte, D—male genital
capsule from above, J*J—same from below, B*— snrnr from Ifft hand side. G-H Ltptocoris
corniculata (Stal), G—male genital capsule from above, H—same from left hand side.

I-J Lcptocoria coimbatoreiuis sp. nov., I—male genital capsule from above, J— same
from below,
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Head blackish brown, fairly broad. Tylus only slightly longer

than jugae. A swollen tumescent area behind each eye (which in

some specimens is paler), and a slightly swollen one in front of eyes

and apex of tylus with a short pilosity. Head otherwise fairly smooth.

Eyes and ocelli red. Rostrum reddish black, reaching second abdominal

segment.

Pronotum shaped very much as in augur but the two anterior

smooth areas (calli) are not so oblique, depressed or flat. There is

no tumescence on the margin in front of smooth areas nor a raised

anterior region of the pronotum in front of them. The calli are

blackish. Hind two thirds of pronotum fairly closely and densely

punctate.

Scutellum blackish, the two specimens I have seen do not give

much idea of its form as the pins have been driven through at this

point.

Hemelytra with curium and clavus reddish or reddish ochraceous,

finely punctured, also wrinkled. Membrane brown. The male from

Koepang has only a clavus left on the left side and corium and clavus

on the right. The corium of this specimen is rounded at its apical

angles and together with its rather square pronotum leads me to

believe that this specimen was brachypterous. Brachyptery was up

until now unknown as far as I can tell in Lcptocoris, but in both

this species and augur there is evidence of its occurrence.

Legs brownish black, coxae yellowish in their basal 2/3. Most

of mesosternum and mesopleura (except the postero-lateral areas),

a patch on the propleura above the coxal insertion and most of the

visible metapleura brownish black.

Male genitalia as figured. Ventral apical margin of penultimate

segment sinuate, vaguely three-lobed, very pilose. Claspers fairly

thin, only slightly concave 0o their ventral surface.

Female genitalia as figured, very similar to augur in general

appearance. The clubs are flat on their inner surface and not very

concave on their outer surface. With rather fewer large spines than

augun Apparently closely related to augur.

Length: 9-12 mm.

Loc.

Timor: Macklot, Oat. No. 5. Paratype 9 (R.M.). Koepang, 6-21

June 1929, I. M. Mackerras, one brachypterous 4 (C.S.LR.O.). The

type series was from Macklot.
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Dr. Blote has kindly checked my genitalia drawings with his type
series and confirmed the status of this species.

Leptocoris corniculata (Stal) 1866

Fig. 1 G, H, 3 D
Serinetha corniculata Stal, 1866: Berl. ent. Ztg. 10: 381. 1873: Kongl.

svensk. Vetens.-Akad. Handl., 11 (2): 99. Distant, 1902: Faun.

Brit. Ind. Rhynch., 1: 420. (Typ. vid.)

Reddish ochraceous with a fine whitish or yellowish pilosity.

Distal segments of antennae brownish black, base of second segment
and whole of first segment reddish brown.

Head broad with a tumescence behind, and a short but prominent
tubercle in front, of each eye. Eyes concolorous with rest of head,
ocelli yellowish.

Depressed areas of pronotum vaguely oblique, fairly flat. Region
of pronotum in front of these calli raised but somewhat declivous

towards anterior margin. A strong keel runs back from between the

calli to the hind margin which is depressed and broadly curved. Lateral
margins behind calli curved laminate, the whole lateral margin gives the

impression of being strongly notched in the region of the calli as the

laminate lateral margins cease at this point and in front of the calli

the collar is produced laterally as a little lobe on each side. In the type
only the centre of the hind pronotal disc is flat, towards the lateral

margins it is inclined upwards and the lateral margins behind the

calli are actually the highest parts of the pronotum. The pronotum
is coarsely punctate. Scutellum with sides vertical, upper surface flat.

Hemelytra very finely punctate with a pale yellowish pubescence,
membrane black.

Underside mostly yellowish ochraceous. Rostrum (except tip

which is black) and legs including coxae reddish. Dorsal margins of

abdominal segments and apical regions of seventh abdominal segment
also red. An area above coxae on both meso- and metapleuron blackish

and a faint one on propleuron tending fuscous. Each ventral segment
laterally with a blackish area running from near dorsal margin almost

to venter and from anterior margin almost to hind margin, the hind
margin of each segment (except the seventh which is red) is therefore

yellowish ochraceous and this ochraceous band is wider ventrally than

dorsally.
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The male genitalia of the unique type are as figured. The ventral

surface of the pygophore is produced forward and the apical margin
is sinuate with an obsolete lobe either side of the mid line. Laterally

the margin of the pygophore is flattened and directed inwards, towards

the clasper, alongside of which it gives off a thinnish but fairly long

process, this process is hard to see amongst the pilosity, and due also to

its proximity to the clasper. The claspers arc laterally flattened and
very pilo.se, their dorsal margin is straight but the ventral one tends to

he convex. Anal tube elongate. The ventral and lateral margins
of the pygophore, the external faces and the ventral margins of the

claspers and the apical margin of the anal tube are very markedly
pilose and this pilosity tends to conceal the structure of the base of

the claspers and the margins of the pygophore.

The female genitalia are unknown.

Length : 14 mm.

Loc.

Western India. Dubeu. Beg, No. 364; 58.

Stales Holotype Male (Natarhistoriska Riksmuseet, Stockholm).

Lep tot oris coimbatorensis sp. nov.

Fig. 1 L.J, 4 D

Reddish or reddish ocliraceous. Pilosity black or white.

Antennae castaneous or black, basal segment reddish, sometimes
with a little black on top. Segments with a very short pilosity.

Head moderatelv broad with a tumescence behind each eve and in

front of eyes an oblique fold beginning near midline of head about as

far back as line joining centres of eyes and proceeding forwards, out-

wards and downwards to insertion of antennae. This fold with a

shallow sulcus in front of its anterior margin. Tn one specimen the

head is suffused in Front with black. Ocelli small but on obvious

tumesences, much neai-cr eyes than each other.

Rostrum almost reaching filth abdominal segment, mainly brown,

last segment in the main almost black.

Pronotum very similar in shape to augur but with the lateral

margins rolled like a selvage and anterior depressed smooth areas

somewhat convex.

Scutellum with centre raised, flat, and somewhat infuscated; lateral

margins tending to be slightly raised above this as low keels, reddish.
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Coriura and clavus as well as scutelliim and hind part of pronotum
covered with a very fine pilosity, Corium and elavus very finely

punctate in some specimens with smallish yellow patches. Membrane
brownish black.

Underside with a tine white pilosity, an area of black on each of

the pleurae above the insertion of the coxae, largest on the metapleurac.

Legs brownish, coxae red.

Male genital capsule as figured. Very distinctive. Ventral apical

margin of penultimate segment of capsule very pilose, thrown into

four short lobes, extending well behind apex of anal segment, concave

on its upper surface beneath the claspers. Claspers fairly broad with

flattened faces and set at an angle to one another. Ventral face with

a very dense pilosity giving the clasper somewhat of the aspect of a

toothbrush. A blunt tooth along the external (and due to the

inclination) dorsal margin about two-thirds of the way to apex.

Female genital capsule as figured. Upper valvulae very club-

shaped, not elongate with at most two rows of spines running from near

base to past apex. About 12 spines all told on each valvula and of

course the usual long hairs. Lateral valvulae fairly massive ami
conspicuous.

Length: 10-15 mm.
hoc.

South India: Bolampatti Valley, Coimbatore District 20 IV ;*7,

B.M.-C.M. Expdn. to South India I V-V 1937. Reg. No. B.M. 1947-469.

Holotype $, allotype 9, paratype S and two paratype 9 $ in the

collection of the British Museum (Nat. Hist.).

Lcptocoris mitellata Bergroth 1916

Pig. 2 A-(\ 4 B
Plate XLVIII

Lcptocoris mitellatus Bergroth, 1916: Proe. Roy. Soc. Victoria 29: 31.

Woodward, 1951: Trans. Roy. Soc. N.Z., 79 (2) : 207.

Lrptocoris (Ser'wriha) sp. ttvans, 1928: Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 10 (2):

463.

Ranging in colour from a purplish red to brick red, Long pilosity

black, short pilosity whitish.

Antennae piceous with a moderately close black pilosity shorter

than width of segment.
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Head broad with a tumescence behind eyes and an oblique ridge in

front of eyes running down to insertion of antennae very much like

covmbutorensis. Tylus and a quadrate patch on vertex with its apex
at base of tylus and running back to base of head with the ocelli placed

on its lateral margins black or brownish black. Sometimes also jugae
and tumescences behind eyes infuseated. Head with a few sparse black

hairs which are more numerous on the calli behind the eyes, the oblique

ridges in front of them and the tylus and jugae.

Rostrum black, reaching to base of second or third abdominal
segment.

Pronotum very finely punctate in the posterior two thirds, with
twro oblique smooth and slightly oblique blackish or purplish calli in

the anterior third which are separated from the anterior margin by a

slightly raised triangular smooth area. This anterior smooth area and
the lateral margins with moderately dense si iff black hairs. Hind
margin of pronotum depressed and with a fine whitish pilosity: the

disc with a median keel beginning between the calli and evanescent

towards middle on base.

Seutelhim raised, flat ou top, blackish or purplish, with a fine

whitish pilosity.

Corium and elavus very finely punctate, in the purplish red

specimens there is usually" a small quadrate bright red spot at the

inner apical angle of the corium, also the humeral angles of the corium
are somewhat reddish and this extends a little along the lateral margin.
These two red areas are sometimes not obvious even in purplish red

specimens and especially so in brick red ones. Membrane black,

apically brownish.

Underside with black or purplish patches on anterior parts of

pleurae and sometimes lateral (and sometimes .ilso ventral parts of

4, 5 and 6 ventral segments) of 2-f> segments blackish or purplish.

Male genital capsule us figured* pygophore thrown into two lateral

lobes (parandria) which are conspicuously notched at apex, almost
bifid. Olaspers massive, elaborately constructed, with tips turned
downwards. Anal segment flattened dorsally. Ventral part of

penultimate segment blackish.

Female genital capsule as figured, upper valvulae produced into

two elongate clubs which are not as convex on the ventral surface as in

some species and are fiat on the inner posterior surfaces. These clubs

with for the most part a single row of spines naming from about one

9
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third of their lengt.lv from base to apex, changing direction at apex

and possibly becoming two rows. Lateral valvulae small but easily

distinguishable. Ventral valvulae not distinct.

Bergroth's type cannot be traced but there is no doubt on the

identity of the species.

Length: 1.1-16 mm.

Log.

This is apparently the commonest of the Australian species and

is the only species in Southern Australia. It appears to occur almost

always south of the tropic of Capricorn and is apparently absent from

Tasmania. It is very abdnudant in the drier centre of the continent.

Log.

Western Australia: 77 miles east of Balladonia, June 1914—696,

1<J,19 (W.A.M.)

Northern and Arid South Australia; 407 miles west on Trans-

continental Railwav 4 X 80 eoll. Troughtou & Wright, %& ff, 39 9,
Reg. No. K45478 (A.M.) ; Ooldca, Vll 21 coll. J. A. Kershaw 1 9 (N.M.)

;

Ooldea, T. D. Campbell, 1 3 : Ooidea, no Other data, 1 3 : Barton, A. M.

Lea, l#ji 19: 20 miles west of Kvehering Soak, Transcontinental

Railway S. to W.A., 11-08, M. Chandler 2(1 V 04, 2M, 19 (N.M.):

Kingoonya, Coll. R. Harvey, 1 9 ; dead on salt, south-west gull' of Lake

Gairduer, 18 III 50, coll. O. F. Gross & F. J, Mitchell, 14, Reg No.

E.S.I. 38&: Mullaroo Peninsula, Lake Gairdner, 1749 TIT 1950, Gh F.

Gross U,19: Boolcaloo Siding, 19 VII I 1948, eoll. G. F. Gross, %t | 1

19 : Whittatn Stn. Andamooka Rgs., 1!) August 1948, 29 9, and 21

August 1948, coll G. B\ Gross S3£ 3
29 9: Wongamoodla Clc,

Andamooka Rgs., 26 Vlll 194S, coll G. F, Gross, 2<$ ,? , 4 9 9 , and many
nymphs: Birthday Well, Cariewerloo Stn., 9-12 111 1950, coll. G. F<

Gross, 2^5,222; near Fra/ors Hut, Cariewerloo Station, III 1950,

coll. G. F. Gross (all S.A.M. ) ;
Iron Baron, 4 IV 48, coll. D. S., 2 i 3 and

49 9 (N.M.) : Whyalta, XI 1952, coll. Hans Mincham, 1 9 ; Hammond,
X 1950, II. V. Mincham, 1 £, 1 9 (A.M.); Mern Merna, Flinders Rgs,,

15 II 1949, coll. G. F. Gross, 2 <5 <5 , feeding on Bullock Bush (Uctem-

dendron olaeiformum) in lanje numbers, 8-15 II 1949, coll. G. F. Gross,

5 4 4,699: Wilpena Pound, N. Flinders Rgs., 27 X 1955, coll. E. T.

Giles, 19: Well 4 miles east of Oraparinna Sin., Flinders Rgs.,

12 II 1956, at light, coll. G. F. Gross, 15, 19 ; Wirrealpa Stn., N.

Flinders Rgs., 28 X 1955, at light, coll. E. T. Giles, 1 9 : Italowie Gorge,

N. Flinders Rgs., 30 X 1950, coll. E. T. Giles, 2 3 <S , 2 9 9 : Owieandana,

N. Flinders Re;s., coll. H. M. Uale & N. B. Tindale, 1 9 : Aroona Spring
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(now Aroona Reservoir) nr. Copley, 30 XI 1951, coll. G. F. Gross, 1 9 :

Mt. Painter, N. Flinders Rgs., coll. H. G. Stokes, U , 1 9 : Flinders Rgs.,
26 V 47. no collector, 544,299: Lake Frome 30 VIII 1952, coll. K.
Peake Jones and Party, Reg. No. E.S.I. 169 (S.A.M.) ; Mt. Lyndhurst,
20 miles east of Farina, coll. E. Tronghton, 3 4 4,399, Reg. Nos.
K42721 & K42731: Berri, damaging gulden figs, 28 ITT 1939 (A.M.).
Between Renniark and Mildura, on "bullock bush" (Hetcrodendron
ofaffifowmm) 10 V 1959, M. Koine. 1 .' and a series of nvmphs
(S.A.M.).

Southern and Temperate South Australia ; Karkoo near Pt Lincoln,
oil. D. Kimber, 1 9 ; Bundaleer Forest, Southern Flinders Ranges,
9 I 1927, 1 4 : "Kurlge" Blackwood, 850ft. at merenrv vapor light, coll.

N. B. Tindale, 19 X 1955 and 70 3
F., 1 4 , 1 XI 1957 and 75°F., 19,

14 XI 1957 and 74 F., 1 9, and 23 XI 1957 and 77 F., U i Mt. Gambier,
VI Q, coll. J. W. Rose, I 9 and 3 nymphs: Kangaroo Island, coll. S. H.
Shandon, 1 4 (SAM); Clarendon, 27 X 1946, coll. H. M. Cane, 19
(C.S.I.R.O.).

Northern Territory: Hermannsburg, 7 4 4 , 39 9: Jay Creek,
VI 1938, coll. C. Barrett: Finke R., coll. J. W. Rose (S.A.M.)
Bergroth's type? were from nenv Glen Helen, Macdonnell Rg. and
Tllaninrta, James Range.

Victoria: North Victoria, XI. 1942, coil. ti. Pescott, 14, 39 9

(A.M.); Murray Uiver, roll. J. E. Dixon, presented Jan. 1940, 24 3,
39 9: Mallee, Murray River, IV 1919, coll. J. E. Dixon, presented
1 1940, 14,19: Murray River, coll. C. French, presented 15 XI 1911.

29 9: Murrahit, 31 111 1947, No. AM, 1 t , 1 9 : Kerang, 21 IV 1946, coll.

R. E T. 4 4 4, 3 9 9, and 11 V 1946, 2 4 4, and :!0 VI 1946, 8 4 4 and
24 XI 1946, 1 4 ; Echuca, 25 IV 1955, coll. E. M„ 1 Oct, 29 9 : Mallee
District, coll. J. E Dixon, presented 3 111 1914, 1 9 : Lake Hattah, coll.

J. E. Dixon, presented I 1940, Si a , 3 9 9
i Hattah. HI 1914, coll. J. E.

Dixon, I 3 ; Lake Hattah, 2 XI 1915, coll. J. E. Dixon, 2$ &, and 1918
2 9 9: Hattah, no other data, 299: Ouyen, 29 XI 1916, coll. J. E. Dixon,
3 5 4,299: Sea Lake. IV 1916, coll. D. Goodie, 1 9 ; Inglewood, no
other data, 29 9: Gypsum, N. VV. Viet., XI 1926. coll. .L E, Dixon,
presented I 1940, 2 4 4, 1 9 : Kiata, X 1928 coll. F. B. Wilson, 29 9

(N.M.); Yaekarandah, coll. W. D. Davey, 1 4 (S.A.M.)

New South Wales: Florida North, Moree, 4 I 1938, coll. Miss G.
Grace, Reg. No. K66769, 24 4: Watercourse at Moree, XT 1933, coll.

A Musgrave, 1 9 (A.M.) ; Moree, 1919, coll. W. W. Froggatt 1 4 and 1 9

and 1920 19 : Therribri, XI 1932. coll. Mackerras, 14,399; Goan
Water Hole, 4 V 1950. coll K. Key. 1 4 : New England National Park.
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19 III 1954, coll. E. F. Riek 14,499 (C.SXR.O.) ; Mullaley, XI 1957,

coll. F. E. Wilson, 1 9 (S.A.M.) ; Curlew is, 29 X 1933, coll. A. Musgrave

& T. Iredale 1 3 ; Coonamble, XI 1906, coll. W. W. Froggatt, 13,299:
Trangio, 2 V 1950, coll. P. C. M inter, 1 $ , 1 9 : 9 miles on the Dandaloo

Road from Trangic, 25 VIII 1950, coll. L. ChinTtick and B. Cameron,

2 4 3,19: Trance, 23 XI 51, coll. B. Cameron, 13,399 (C.S.I. R.O.)

;

Bogan River, coll. J. W. Armstrong, Beg. No. K04293, 23 3, 19 :

Tennamungarnie via Dubbo, 4 IX 1947, coll. Mrs. G. Bakeweil, 59 9:

Dubbo, XI 1928, coll, A. J. Barrett, Reg. No. K5864, 13 (A.M.):

Newcastle, 3 TV 1946, No. R, 3, J 9 (N.M.) ; Marsden, I 1940, coll. Mrs.

R. B. Sanderson, 13, 3 9 9 (C.S.f.R.O.) j Lannigan's Creek, Geelong

Caves District, near Yerranderie, 18 VII 1927, coll. T. G. Campbell,

Reg. No. 56574, 19 and 10 XI 1927, coll. A. Musgrave and T. G.

Campbell, Reg. No. K56908, 1? • Saveroake, 24 XI 1948, 13, 19 :

Lookout Tank near Broken Hill, 6 IV 1942, coll. Chadwiek, 13 (A.M.)

:

Red Gum, Deniliquin, 1926, 19 (C.S.I.R.O.).

Queensland: Clermont XI 1929, colJ. Dr. K. K. Spence, Reg. No.

K62359, 1 3 (A.M.) ; Biloela, 5 XII 1926, coll. E. Bollard, 1 3 (U.Q.);

Eidsvold, V 1929- IV 1930, coll. T. L. Bancroft, 1 3 (C.S.T.RO.) : Morven

District, IV 1941, coll. N. Geary, 233,19: Buuya Mis., 18 XII 1937;

3000', coll. N. Geary, 13,19 and 22 I 1938, 2000', 13 : Cunnamulla,

X 1944, N. Geary, 1 V (A.M.)
j
Brisbane, 28 VIII, 1911, coll. H. Hacker,

1 9 : Beaudesert", 30 V 1942, coll. P. W. Witbrabam, 1.3 , 2 9 9 : Plateau,

Killarney, 14 XI 1932, coll. It. Hacker, 1 9 : Killarney, 1 XI 1932, coll.

H. Hacker, 13 (U.Q.) ; Stanthorpe, no other data, 19 : Lawes, 13 HI
1952, coll. G. Saunders, 19, (S.A.M)

Australia: Unlocalized, hut presumed from Queensland, Koebele,

no other data, abdomen missing (U.S.N.M.).

New Zealand: A single laptqooris specimen bas been recorded

from New Zealand and is mentioned in Evans 1928. If the identification

and locality were correct it could well be this species, or perhaps

tagalica Biirmeister which occurs also in Samoa.

Leptocorls vicina (Dallas) 1852

Fig. 2 D, E, 4 F

Serinetha vicina Dallas, 1852: List. nem. Ins., 2: 460. Distant, 1902:

Fauna Brit. Ind. Rhynch., 1 : 420 (exclude reference to coxalis).

(Type in British Museum checked by Mr. R, J. Izzard.)

Astacops ni/jricomis Walker, 1872: Cat. Hct. 5: 36. (Type in British

Museum check by Mr. R. J. Izzard.) New synonymy.
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Fig. 2: A-C Lcptocori* mitrflata Rergrotli, A-malo £*mita) CfcpSUlj! from above, B—same

from below, C—same from left hand side. D-E J,tptocoris viciva (Dallas), D—male

genital capsule from above, E— .same from below. F G Ltptowns lubrufrsnrnx (Kirby),

F male genital capsule from above, (.;—same from below. 11 J Lcptooons coxalvt

(Kirby) (drawn from the type male in tie* British Maneum by Mr. R. J. Izzurd and not

to same scale as remainder), JI—male genital eapsule from cbovu, 1—same from below,

J—paramere in dorse-lateral view.
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SrriNctha longtrostrts Dallas, 1852: List ilein. Ins., 2: 461. (From the

sketch of the female genitalia supplied by Mr. Izzard this Species
is probably a synonym of viomak) New synonymy,

Leptocnns uigricornis Blote, 1.034: Zool. Meded., 17: 269.

Leptocnns carnivorns [Tsfrlgerj 1946: B. l\ Bishop Mus. Bull., ISO:

25. tig. (Paredyp. rid.) New synonymy.

Them is just a slight doubl that vimna is actually the final name
for this species. /,. ricma was described from the Philippines as
was to(jailed Burmeister, If the type of this latter species is ever
found it could possiblv turn out to be this species, not the species which
I believe is taf/alwa. (See discussion under ttiffalim.)

Purplish or yellowish red. I.our; pilosity black, fine pubescence
greyish,

Antenna black or purplish rod, with short stiff dense black hairs.

Head moderately broad with a tttffiesoeBOe behind the eyes and an
oblique ridge roaniiig down in front of the eyes like ooimbatorm^
Eyes Q darker red than rest of head. Head with sparse stiff hairs more
concentrated on the tumescence behind the eyes and the tylus and
jugae.

Rostrum reaching to apex of second abdominal segment, hbn-k

or blackish brown.

Pronolum very similar in shape and structure to augur, but the
depressed anterior Smooth areas (calli) air slightly convex, purplish.
Pmnotum in some specimens infuscated posteriad.

Scutellura very similar in structure to augur, flat on top.

Oprium and clavus very finely punctate with a fine greyish
pubescence. In some specimens the elavus and the inner half of the
croium is infuscnted, Membrane blackish orowu.

Proplenrae above coxae and most of mesosternum, mesoplonra.
metasternum, and metapleurae and the ventral part of nil abdominal
segments I-V generally blackish. Legs blackish brown.

Male genital capsule as figured, pygophoro thrown into two lobes
(parandria) which are round in cross section and with a long yellow
pilosity. Claspers fairly simple, curved downwards at apex and
feebly concave on the underside in the terminal half. In the basal
half the under surface changes inclination by 45° and becomes broader
and less concave*. Ventrally the pygophore is produced posterioriad
between the elaspers as a narrow lamina (hypandrium?) witli its broad
face in the perpendicular plane.
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Female genital capsule as figured, not easily distinguished from

those of augur and minusciila on first sight. Upper valvulae produced

as two clublike processes which are flat on their inner surfaces and with

numerous fairly long scattered spines on their outer surfaces and a

few long hairs. Lateral valvulae visible as two plates under the upper

valvulae and with a few long hairs at their apex. Ventral valvulae

somewhat convex.

Length: 12-15 mm.

Loc.

Indonesia; Java: Semirang, coll. E. Jacobson, 19, Cat. No. 2:

Java, no other data, 1 1 , Cat. No. 7 (R.M.). Coral Island, Djakarta Bay,

15 V 1929, coll. 1. M. Maekerras, 1 4 (C.S.I.E.O.).

Soembawa: Coll. v. LansberKe, no other data, 1

4

, Cat. No. I

(R.M.).

Wetter: coll. C. Schadler, acquired 1898, 19, Oat No. 2 (E.M.).

Philippines : Luzon : Mt. Banahao, coll. P. I. Baker, 1 4 (U.S.N.M.)

;

Mt. Banahao, 2000' North Luzon, coll. G. Botteher, 1 9 : Bataan

Province, coll. G. Botteher, 14,19 (B.M.) : Mt. Makiling, coll. Baker,

1 4 , 2 9 9 ; Los Banos, coll. P. 1 Baker, ] 4 , 1 9 ( U.S.N.M.).

Mindanao: Port Banga, South Mindanao, coll. G. Botteher, 19

(B.M.).

Micronesia: Marianas: Saipnn: Afenia-Charanka, 4 VII 1939,

coll. Teiso Esaki, 1 9 (K.U.).

Rota: VI 1952, coll. V. Kondo, 1 4 , 3 nymphs (B.P.B.M.).

Guam: Cetti Hay, 28 V 193G, coll. R. L. Usinger, 14,19 (Para-

types of L. carnivoms IT singer) (B.P.B.M.) ; Inarajan, 28 TX 1938, No.

1240, on Ficus sp. and Colubiina a.-uifica, coll. K, G. Oakley, 6 4 4 , 1 9.

No precis,, locality or date, No 1187, coll. D. T. Fullaway, 19

(U.S.N.M.). Ritidian Point, 2 VI 193(5, coll. Swezey, I 4 (Paratype of

h. carnirorus Usinger); Ritidian Point, 29 V 1945, by beating

vegetation, coll. II. S. Dvlms, lut 2082, 3 4 4,399 | C.N.H.M.). Ritidian

Point, 30 V 1945, coll. G. E. Bohart & J. L. Gressitt, 1 4 , 1 9 : VI 1945,

coll. J. L. Gressitt, 4 4 4,69 9 . Ditto, on beach, 6 VI 1945, coll. G. E.

Bohart & J. L. Gressitt, 2 9 9. Ditto, 1 VIII 1945, coll. ,1. L. Gressitt,

1 4. Point Oca, VI 1945, coll. J. L. Gressitt & G. E. Bohart, 64 4,

3 9 9. One mile S.E. of Asan, 4 XI 1947 and 30 X 1949 altitude 600-800

feet, coll. H. S. Dybas, 2 9 9 (B.P.B.M.).

Western Carolines: Palau Islands: Ngariungs Islet, Ngaiangl

(Kavangel) Atoll, 16 XII 1952. No. 5622, coll. J. W. Beardsley, ex
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fern, 15,5? ? , Same locality and date, coll. J. L. Gressitt, 1 3 . Koror
Island, limestone ridge S. of Inlet, 22 I 1948 coll. H. S. Dybas, Is.

Koror Island, IV 1954, coll. J. W. Beardsley, 1 2 , Peleliu Island, Mt.

Amiangal, 23 XII 1952, coll. J. L. Gressitt, 2$ i f 3 9 9 . Pelclin Island,

East Coast, 31 VII 1945, coll. H. S. Dybas, one male with mutated

genital capsule (B.P.B.M.).

Pulo Anna Island: 13 IX 1952, coll. N. Krauss, 13,19,1 uvmph
(B.P.B.M.).

Yap Islands: Mt. Metade near Yaptown, 13 VII 1946. No. 1087,

coll. H. K. Townes, 1$. Rumung Island, 19 VI 1957, coll. C. W,
Sabrosky, 3* « (B.P.B.M.).

Ulithi Atoll: Palalop Islet, 4 X 1952 and 1 X 1952, coll N. L. H.

Krauss, 29 9 (B.P.B.M.).

Woleai Atoll: Falalis Islet, 20 IX 1952. coll. N. H. L. Krauss,

2* 8 (B.P.B.M.).

Leptocoris subrufescens (Kirby) 1888

Pig. 2 F, G, 4 G

Lygaeus subrufescens Kirby, 1888: Proc, Zool. Soc. Lond., 553, 1900:

Monogr. Christmas Island, 128. Plate 15, fig. 3. (Type in British

Museum checked by Mr. R. J, Izzard.)

Shining brown, with a pale brown pilosity. Antennae concolorons
with rest of body. Head not very broad, structure very similar to

vicina. Eyes and ocelli red. Rostrum reaching to about middle of

fourth abdominal segment.

Pronotum shaped very much as in the preceding species.

Punctation of the portion behind the smooth areas mow obvious.

Scutellum also shaped as in vioim, Corium and clavus more
conspicuously punctured than in the other species. Membrane the

same blown colour as the rest of the body.

Beneath the body is a pale brownish yellow with perhaps some
darkenings on the pleurae above the coxae. Legs brown.

Male genital capsule as figured, very similar in outline and niso
the shape of the claspers to the preceding but the prominent lateral

lobes (parandria) of the pygophore are conspicuously grooved on their
upper surfaces for a good part of their length.
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Female genitalia as figured. The upper valvulae are produced as

clubshaped processes which are flat on their inner side. They are

however smaller than in vicina and with a lot fewer spines, apparently

not more than 10. The lateral valvulae are apparent as plates beneath

the upper valvulae with a few terminal hairs. Ventral valves fairly

convex.

Length : 11-14 mm.

Loc.

Christmas Island, Indian Ocean, 1 TV 1933, U f 19 (B.M.).

Leptocoris coxalis (Kirby) 1891

Fig. 2 II-J

Serinetha coxalis Kirby, 1891 : Journ. Linn. vSoc. Lond., Zool., 24: 93.

Serinetha vicina Distant (in part) 1902: Fauna Brit. Ind. Rhynch.,

1: 420.

This species is only represented by the unique male type in the

British Museum, figures of whose genitalia have been done for me by

Mr. Izzard and comprise fig. 2 II-J of this work.

The species is evidently distinct from vicina although it belongs

to the vicma group.

Kirby describes the species as "Red; antennae, except at extreme

base beneath, scutellum, membrane, legs except the coxae, pectus, and

ventral surface of abdomen except at the sides and extremity black.

Easily recognizable by the conspicuous red coxae on a black

background."

Length: 14mm.

Loc,

Ceylon.

Leptocoris abdominalis (Fabricius) 1 803

Fig. 3 A-C, 4 II

Lygaeus augur (in part) Fabricius, 1794: Ent. Syst., 4: 161, 88.

Lygaeus abdominalis Fabricius, 1803: Syst. Ehyng., 226. (Type

checked in Copenhagen by Dr. A. Nielsen against sketches of

genitalia.)
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Leptocoris abdominalis Burmeister, 1835: Uandbuch der KnU 2: 305.

Blote 1934: Zool. Meded., 17: 26ft

Lygaeomorphus abdominalii Blanchard, 1840; Histoire nat. des

Inseetes 3: 116.

Pyrrliotes abdominalis Westwood. 1842: Cat. Hem. Coll. Rev. Hope.

etc., 2: 26.

Serinetha abdominalis Dallas, 1S92: List Hem. Ins., 2: 460. Stal 1868:

Kongl. svensk, Vetens.-Akad. ITandl., 7 (11): 68. 1873: Loc. at.

11 (2): 9!). Tryon, 1892; Ann. Qld. Mus., 2: 22. Lethierry &
Severin, 1894: Cat. gen. Hera., 2: 122. Distant, 1901: Aim. Mag.

nat. Hist. 7 (7) : 42S. 1902: Fann. Brit. Intl. Rhyncfa., 1: 419, fig.

fLeptocoris mfus Halm, 1831 : Wan/. Ins., 1 : 201, f. 102. (The type

of this species cannot be located and its position here is only

conjectured, and traditional.)

Serinetha taprobancnsis Dallas, 1852: List. Hern. Ins., 2: 461. (Type

presumed lost.) New synonymy.

Leptocoris bahrum Kirkaldy, 1S99, Bull, Liverpool Mus., 2: 46. (Type

in British Museum checked by Mr. R. J. Izzard. ) New synonymy.

Leptocoris margma fa Blote, 1934: Zool., 17: 267. fig. (Type checked

in Leiden against sketches of genitalia.) New synonymy.

Excepting the original references of Fabricius, and the references

to taprohaurusis, bahram and ntarginata, practically all of the other

references probably refer also in part to the next species rufoniarginata

(Fabr.), Most series 1 examined labelled either abdominalis or

rnfonmrffinahi were a mixture of both species.

Roth are very variable species and alidomn/alis can be separated

at the moment into at least three subspecies on colour and colour pattern

and the development of the keel on the disc of the pronotnm and also

on the convexity of the pronotal disc. These are:

—

Leptocoris abdominalis taprobancnsis (Dallas) 1852

Is the extreme western variant of the species, occurring on the

Islands of Ceylon and Socotra. Distant 1902 p. 419 also mentions the

''pale form taprobancnsis Dull.—is not infrequent at Calcutta* 5 * The
general colour is a bright honey yellow, the eyes and ocelli are red and
the antennae, rostrum, all thoracic sterna and pleurae (except the dorsal

margins broadly of the pleurae, especially of the first and the hind

margin of the metaplenra narrowly, which are yellow) and all the
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ventral abdominal segments (except for a broad stripe along their

dorsal margins and except the last and those of the genital capsule

which are yellow) arid membrane black. Pronotal keel fine, This

subspecies is fairly broad in relation to its length. Although Dallas'

type cannot now be found in the British Museum, there is no doubt it

was (his form he had for it is common in all collections from Ceylon

wliu'h I looked oVol.

Leptocoris abdominalis abdominalis (Fabr.) 1803

Is the central variant and the type race of the species occurring

in Indonesia ;uid the Philippines. The general colour is a dark brick

red but the distribution ol red and black is the same as for the previous

subspecies. The disc of I he pronotnm just behind the impressed

smooth area tends to be rather more convex than in either of the

other iw<> subspecies an. I in one specimen (paratype of margvnafa
Blote) I have seen il is conspicuously so. The pronotal keel is almost

obsolete, and the subspecies is fairly broad in relation to its length.

Leptocoris abdominalis blotei subsp. nov

Is the eastern variant ol' the species and confined so far as 1

know to New Guinea. The general colour is a honey yellow, the

head tending to bo a little suffused with red Of blackish brown. Eyes
and ocelli red. The distribution of yellow and black beneath is exactly

as for the subspecies taprobuiiciist.s and the membrane is black with a

greyish tinge, but above the pronotnm has a large semicircular black

patch with its diameter on the hind margin of pronotuni and occupying

three-quarters of this hind margin. This spot extends forward to at

least halfway to apex of pronotnm. The pronotal keel and impressed

smooth areas are also black and in one specimen most of the collar in

front of these, as is the sentcllum, elnvus and all the cerium except for

a broad longitudinal stripe along tie* whole length of the outer margin
which is yellow. The pronotal keel is more distinct, possibly because

it is outlined with black in the region of the pronotnm anterior to the

large black posterior spot. This subspecies is also conspicuously more
elongate in relation to its width than the other two subspecies,

The description of the species with allowances for the sobspecifie

variations is as follows.

General colour dark brick red (subsp. abdominalis) or honey
yellow (subsp. taprohni/n/y/s and bldfci). Pilosity on antennae black,

long pilosity on body greyish, short pilosity golden.
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Antennae black, with a fairly thick short pilosity, Head broad,

with two obliquely placed sulci running from just in front of insertion

of antennae to join in middle of vertex at about level of middle of eye

(hence continuing to base of head as a single longitudinal sulcus, the

three sulci in the form of a Y Head dark brick red (subsp,

abdoniin(ilis)
f
honey yellow (subsp. taprobanensis) or honey yellow

suffused with red or brown (subsp. hlotei). Eyes and ocelli always red.

Rostrum black.

Pronotum with the two somewhat depressed narrow smooth areas

running from centre line to lateral margin and somewhat obliquely

placed, yellow or yellowish brown in the subspecies taprobanensis,

red in abdoniinalis and black or pieemis in the subspecies blotri. The
narrow collar of the pronotum in front of these depressed smooth areas

very raised and more annulus shaped than in most other species. In

the subspecies blotoi often suffused with black. Lateral margins of

pronotum behind the depressed smooth areas fairly rounded, not nearly

as straight as in the eight preceding species although in the subspecies

blotci they are not as rounded as in the other two subspecies. Hind
margin sinuate. Disc of hind portion of pronotum coarsely punctate

and often convex or tumescent near the centre in the subspecies

abdoniiiudis, more finely punctate in the other two. Hind part of

pronotum brick red in abdcmihudis golden yellow in taprobanensis and

golden yellow with a large semi-circular black spot with its diameter

about three quarters of the hind margin and extending forward to at

least middle of the pronotum. Keel from where it emerges from this

large spot on the pronotum to where it terminates at the impressed

areas black in hlotei.

Scutellnm slightly raised flat on top, yellow in taprobanensis, brick

red in abdonrinaHs and black in hlotei, Tmpunctate smooth.

Corium and clavus very finely and fairly sparsely punctate, honey
yellow in taprobanensis, brick red in abdominalis and black, except

Tor an outer margin of the corium which is broadly yellow in bloteL

Membrane, black, or with a greyish or metallic greenish tinge in the

case of bloteL

Hind part of pronotum, scutellum and coriaceous part of hemclytra

covered by a fine golden pubescence-

Underside largely black or blackish brown. Underside of head,

dorsal margin of propleura broadly, and dorsal margin of meso-pleura

and upper half of posterior margin of meta pleura narrowly yellow in

taprobanmsis and hlotei, red or reddish brown in abdominalis. Genital
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capsule, last visible ventral segment and a broad longitudinal streak

running along the dorsal parts of abdominal segments 1-5 yellow

suffused with sanguineous in laprobanensis, yellowish brown in blotei

and reddish brown in abdoviinaUs.

Male genital capsule as figured. Penultimate segment thrown into

short lobes which are circular in cross section, convergent, and very

strongly pilose. Gaspers as figured, in the form of a longitudinal

segment of a hollow cylinder basally, becoming a cylindrical and

somewhat sinuate process apically.

Female genital capsule as figured. Upper valves unlike ail other

species are not in the form of clubs but are small plates beneath the

anal segment and with a few long terminal hairs. Lateral valves visible,

a similarly shaped set of plates below these again, and ventral valves

fairly convex.

Length : 14-21 mm.

Loc.

Oevlon (subsp. taprobanensis) : 3 V 93, coll. Sir G. T. Smith,

29 9: Colombo, 1 1915, coll. L Mc Ech'n, 1 9 (S.A.M.); coll. Schaum,

no other data, 1 4 Cat. No. 46 (R.M.) : no data, 13 ; no data except

Walkers Catalogue 52, 62, 1 9 (B.M.), Peradeniya, X 1910, coll. R. h.

Woglum, 34 4,39 9, Peradeniya, 12 X 1903, coll. W. F. Rosenberg,

lj9 f
Paradeniya, No. 59, no other data, 1 9 (U.S.N.M.).

Indonesia (subsp. abdominalis) : Boloang Mengon don Modajag,

North Celebes, IX 1917, coll. W. Kaudern, 1 9 , Cat. Nat. No. 2: Fort de

Kock, Sumatra, XI 1913, coll. Edw. Jacobson, 14, Cat No. 33 (R.M.).

Java, from P. R. Ohlor coll., 1 9 ( U.S.N.M.).

Philippines (subsp. abdominalis): Bataan Province, Luzon, coll.

G. Bottcher, 1 4 (B.M.). Baguio Benguet, coll. Baker, 2 4 4 19. Samar

Island, coll. Baker, 1 4 , North west of Panay Island, coll. Baker, 1 9

(U.S.N.M.).

Formosa (subsp. abdominalis) : Grove, 1.5 miles S. of Nodoe, 13

VII 1929, coll. on Lingnan University 5th Hainan Island Expedition

1929, 14,19 (U.S.N.M.).

Eastern Asia (subsp. abdominalis): Assam: No. 57, coll. W.

Ashmead, 14 (U.S.N.M.). Siam: Singora, VI 1929, coll. II. M. Smith,

1 4 , Tim Lo 30 IX 1931, coll. Hugh Smith, 1 9 (U.S.N.M,). Vietnam:

Annain-Cana, Phanrang Province in Pinus nierkusii belt at altitude

0-600 metres, 18-82 VII i 1932, coll. M. Poilane, 19 (U.S.N.M.).
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New Guinea (subsp. blotei) : "Mist Camp" of Netherland Indies-
American New Guinea Expedition, 1800 metres, 9 I 1939, coll. L. J.

Toxopeus, Holotype $, Allotype ?, 1 paratype *, 2 paratype 9 9

(R.M.). Krisa, Vanimo, Nth. New Guinea, IV 1939, coll. L. E.
Cheesman, 1 paratype $ 9

Reg No. I 20, 103 (S.A.M.) ; Goroka, 1550
metres, 10 VI 1955, in light trap, coll. J. L. Gressitt, 1 paratype 9

(B.P.B.M.).

Leptocoris rufomarginata (Fabricius) 1794

Fig. 3 E-G, 4 I

Lygaeus rufomarginatus Fabricius, 1794: Ent. Syst., 4: 152. (Type
checked in Copenhagen against sketches of genitalia by Dr. Anker
Nielsen.) 1803: Syst. Rhyng., 220 (exclude reference to stolli).

Serinetha rufomarginata Dallas, 1852: List Hem. Ins., 2: 460. Stal,

1868: Kongl. svensk. Vetens.-Akad. HandL, 7 (11) : 68. Lethierry
& Severin, 1894: Cat. gen. Hem., 2: 123. Distant, 1902: Faun.
Brit. Ind. Rhynch., 1: 419. Esaki, 1926: Ann. Mus. nat hung., 24:
157.

Leptocoris ruformarqinatus Kirkaldv, 1905: Trans ent. Soc. Lond.,
350.

Lygaeus taitense Guerin, 1830 (1838) : Voy Coquille Ins., 2: 178, pi. 12,

fig. 15. (Type presumed lost.)

Serinetha fimbriata Dallas, 1852: List. Hem. Ins., 2: 462. (Imperfect
type in British Museum checked by Mr. R. J. Izzard.)

Lygaeus flavomarginatus Matsumura, 1913: Thous. Ins. Japan. Addit.,
1 : 141, tab. 14, f . 4.

Leptocoris spectabilis Breddin, 1901: Allg. Zeitschr. Ent., 6: 113-115.
(Typ. vid.)

Leptocoris insularis Kirkaldy, 1908: Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 33:

353. (The type cannot be located but all the large specimens of

Leptocoris seen from Fiji have been rufomarginata) China, 1930:
Insects of Samoa 2 (3) : 103. Blote, 1934: Zool. Meded., 17: 267.

Leptocoris fimbriata Blote, 1934: Zool. Meded., 17: 267.

As mentioned after the synonymy of L. abdominalis in most
collections the series labelled abdominalis or ruformarginata have
each been a mixture of these two species. Therefore most of the
references above (except Fabricius' or Breddir's original descriptions
and references to insularis) refer in part also to abdominalis.
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This is undoubtedly the most variable species in the whole

Leptocoris complex of the East Asian and Pacific area. It cannot be

clearly differentiated into geographic races as can abdominalis, or at

least not on the material before me, As one example, most female

specimens from the Solomon Islands I have seen are typical "rufo-

rmirymata", very similar to those from the Philippine Islands, whilst

males from the Solomon Islands are very similar to some rather fuscous

reddish specimens amongst the Queensland Coast series.

The ground colour varies enormously, it is often black, with in

the case of the two specimens from Lombok, bright yellow lateral

margins to head, pronotum and coriuru, or in the case of the type
4i rufomarijinata" form fi reddish head and wide reddish lateral margins

to pronotum and corium. The black however may become very reduced

or even absent from above making tire ground colour red or yellowish;

in a pair of 9 specimens from Misima Island in the Lonisiade

Archipelago the black on the pronotum IS restricted to the collar and

depressed callous areas and a la rue quadrate patch in the hind part

of disc, the scutellum is black, but the clavus and inner corinm are

merely infuscated; in most Mieroncsian specimens there are two

longitudinal black lines on the pronotum (rarely fused into one or

absent) and the clavus and inner rorium are infuscated. In many
specimens the only blade above is the black antennae, and in others

the membrane, the depressed smooth areas on the pronotum, and the

antennae are concolorous with the main reddish or yellow above.

Amongst the forms in which the black Eg more or less reduced or

absent the ground colour is very variable. In specimens from Penang

(also one from Shun), the Nicobar Islands, and Sumatra and the

Misima Island females it is a hright brick rod. In most of the

Queensland Coast specimens there is a tendency for a purplish red,

and this is very well developed in nearly all tin* specimens of the small

form from Fiji, Samoa and Tonga. From Sipankal there are three

specimens which are a yellowish cyclamen colour, one of these has the

central pronotum longitudinally, the scutellum, clavus, and inner eorium

vaguely infuscated, i.e., the pattern <>f the rHfon}<ir<jinata form. The two

males I have seen from Misuna Island and the M icronesian specimens

are reddish ochraceous and fairly small, one from Misima has two

elongate large longitudinal blackish spots on hind part of pronotum

and this is generally the case rn the Micronesian specimens. The form

"spectabilis" Breddin is ochraceous above except for the black

membrane and brown antennae.
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Beneath the species is generally black except for the underside
of head and the lateral margins of proplenra (broadly), inesopleura

and metapleura (also upper hind margin of latter) and dorsal margins
of abdominal segments broadly (evept th# sixth which is completely
red or yellow) eoneoloroits with pale colour of above surface. In the

Sjpankat specimens the WidersIdG LB yellowish cyclamen tinged wilh
only the merest suggestion of fuscous where there is black in most
of the other specimens of the species. The legs, antonum* and rostrum
of the Sipankat specimens arc a dark cyclamen colour. The two
specimens from Lombok with the narrow yellow margins above are

bright yellow beneath with black legs (except coxae), antennae, and
rostrum, and a black spot on each of mesosioriim, mosoplcura, and
metapleura. The Queensland Coast spceimmi;- tend to have little black

on the abdomen and a black patch on the underside of head ; or to be

infnscated only on the pleurae. This is also true of one Sumatran and
one Luzon example. Many of the specimens have a white encrustation

over the black beneath. The abdomen of Polynesian specimens tends

to be a vaguely infuseated reddish beneath.

Structurally the speeies is wry similar in si/.e and form to

fihdommalis. Polynesian specimens tend fan he rather smaller than
is usual for the species. The head is shorter and broader, there ig a

central longitudinal sulcus running back from the base of the tylus.

There are two grooves running down obliquely from midline to

insertion of antennae but they are very shallow and very broad. The
rostrum reaches base of second abdominal sogmeH.

The pronotum is narrow' anteriorly, broad posteriorly as m
iibdominalis but the disc is fairly raised posteriorly and the lateral

margins are not so curved outwards. The anterior portion of the

pronotum is rather depressed, thus the pronoti in is not so nearly

coplanar as in some species. The central keel i£ fairly obsolete.

The species can easily be disi inguished from all others on the

shape of the genital capsules. Through all this series of varied

coloured specimens I have examined I have semi only the one type of

capsule in each sex, I have had no hesitation n lumping all tins

forms together under this one species solely on this character alone.

It is apparent in the oilier species of the ^euiis that where specific

differences do occur the variation in the genitalia, especially those of

the male are very marked. In fact in only two speeies is there even

a semblance of difficulty in separating them on male genital characters,

i.f., tagalica Burmeister, and isolata (Distant). In rufomargwata the

genitalia of tin* male and female are very distinctive and very constant.
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The male genital capsule has the penultimate segment produced
into two broad latero-ventrally flattened pilose lobes. These lobes are

feebly convex on the ventero-lateral surfaces and almost flat on the

dorsal interior ones. Ventrally the penultimate segment is produced
between the claspers as a triangular shaped, short arched plate,

directed upwards at about 45°. The male claspers are quite elaborate,

they begin basally almost triangular in cross section, then become
almost flat, broadish, and sinuate and apically they turn ventrally and
have a lateral hook on the outer surface.

The female genital capsule has the upper valves produced as club

shaped, very pilose processes which are flat (or even slightly concave)

on their inner surfaces like most other species but these clubs are

completely devoid of spines. The lateral and ventral pairs of valves are

also quite distinct. The basal parts of the ventral valves are convex

only near their inner margins and beneath appear to give off

membraneous processes which protrude up under the lateral valves.

In both sexes the genital capsules are reddish or yellowish with

yellow pilosity.

As already referred to this species has often been confused with

the preceding, amongst the various collections before me there are

specimens, male and female, of both species labelled abdominalis Fabr.

Sometimes the similarity is very great indeed. Amongst the Rijks-

museum material are two specimens, both males, that look almost

identical from above and below, both are red and would in the past

have been put confidently as abdominalis. One of these (Cat. No. 33)

from Fort de Kock, Sumatra, is an abdominalis, the other (Cat. No.

27) from Pulu Pandjang, Sumatra, is a rufomarginata.

The two species can be separated at a glance by the genitalia,

and generally the essential genital characters can be seen without even

dissecting the genital capsule out. In the male of abdominalis the

lateral lobes of the penultimate segment are rounded and convergent

whilst in rufomarginata they are broad, flattish and somewhat
divergent. The claspers of abdominalis are a long sinuous spine

apically becoming a curved plate basally, the claspers of rufomarginata

are hooked apically and have a short spine on their outer surface, thence

they widen and become a sinuous plate and finally basally become almost

triangular in cross section.

The upper valves of the female capsule in both species are entirely

devoid of spines (unlike all other species of the genus from the region)

but have a long pilosity. But in abdominalis the upper valves are
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in a primitive condition and are in the form of not particularly

prominent plates, in rufomarginata they are club shaped and very
prominent like all other species of the genus.

Length: 13-29 mm.

Loc.

Lower Siam: Trong, coll. Dr. W L. Abbott, 1 9 (U.S.N.M.).

Nieobar Islands: No precise locality, 1903, coll. G, Rogers, 19
(B.M.).

Malay Peninsula: Penang, Rosenberg Collection, 1 <$ (headless),

1 9 (U.S.N.M.).

Indonesia: Sumatra: Pulu Pandjang, Sim, Sumatra, V 1913,

coll. E. Jacobson, 1 S , Oat No. 27 : no precise locality, coll. Muller, 1 $

,

Oat No. 2 (R.M.). Padang, no other data, 2 4 3 (Zool. Inst Halle).

Java : Samarang, 1 1910, coll. K. Jacobson, 1 9 , Cat. No. 41 (R.M.)
;

Bogor, I, eoU A. M. Lea and wile, 19 (S.A.M.). No precise locality,

No. 53, P. R. Uhler collection, 1 6 (U.S.N.M.). No precise locality or

date, 1 9 (Zool. Inst. Halle),

Borneo: Labuan Island, coll. C T. McNamara, 19: Sandakan,
coll. C. T. McNamara, 1 2 (S.A.M.). Sandakan, coll. Baker, 6 4 $ , 4 $ 9

,

2 without abdomens, Ml. Kinalmlu, North Borneo, coll. G. Haslam,
donated B.P. Clark, 4^,19 (U.S.N.M.).

Celebes: Tondano, no other data, l9« Cat. No. 2 (R.M.). Toli-

Toli, North Celebes, XI XII 1895, coll II. Fruhstorfer, 1 9 , Reg. No.

40, Breddin coll. and Braldin's type of Sennetha xpectabiMs (Deutsches

Rntomologisehes Institut Berlin-Fricdrichshageu). Same date, No.

4, C. V, Baker Collection 1927, lv (U.S.N.M.).

Lombok: Rindjani j Seward Anak, 2000 metres, IX 1936, coll.

R. van de Veen, 1 9 (R.M.).

Siimbawa: Col. van Lansbergn, no other data, 19, Cat. No. T

(R.M.).

Sipankat: 10-14 IX 1929, coll. Snellius Expedition, 2 6 s , 19
(H.M.).

Timor: Coll. Muller, no other data, lS }
Cat. No. 3 (R.M.).

There are a further five specimens of this species in the collection

of Zool. Inst. Halle, 4 6 6 , 1 9 , 3 of them belonging to an interesting

yellow form very similar in appearance to L, abdommalis taprobcmensis

which are utterly without label but I think probably come from
somewhere in the Indonesian Archipelago.
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Philippines : Luzon : Mt. Makiling, coll. Baker, 1 S , 2 9 9 . Manilla,

No. 18, P. R. Uhler collection 1 9 (U.S.N.M.).

Samar: Coll. Baker, 1 9 (U.S.N.M.).

Mindanao: Stlrigao, XJOll. Baker, &$ 3,29 9 (U.S.N.M.). Surigao,

from Taeubcr Collection, 1 $ . Momungan, North Mindanao, coll. G.

Botteher, la (B.M.).

Caroline Islands; 1'alaii Islands: Koror I., limestone ridge S.

of Islet; 21 1 1948, coll. II. S. Dybas, 1 9 . Koror I., IX 1952, coll. N. L.

11. Krauss, 1 9 . Koror 1., XII 1954, .-oil. J, W. Beardslev, 2 3 3 , 2 9 9 . 3

from AllnphifllHs sp. Koror I., 18 IV 1957, coll. C. W. Sabroskv, 3 3 3 .

Ngerkftbesang I., 24 IV 1957, coll. C. \V. Sabrosky, 19. Urukthapel
(Ngundcdabel) I., 1G Vlll 195:5, No. M. 455, 19 (B.P.B.M.).

I Vmape : Kolonia-Jokaji, 24 VU 1939, coll. Teiso Esaki, 1 9 (K.U.).

Mantle Islet, VI-IX 1950, coll P. A. Adams, 1 9 (B.P.B.M.).

New Guinea: Mt. Larnington, North East Papua, 1,300-1,500 feet,

coll. C. T. McNamara, 1 9 ; Misima I., Lomsiade Archipelago, coll.

Rev. R. .1. Andrew, 1 *, 1 9 and coll. H. K. Bartlett 1 3 , 1 9 (S.A.M.).

Normanby I., Papua, Wakaiuna, Sewa Bay, 8 I 1957, coll. W. W
Brandt, 1 9 (B.P.B.M.).

Solomon Islands: No precis.- Locality, VII- VIII 1909, coll. W. W.
Froggatt, 13, 19 (C.8.I.R.O.). Guadalcanal, XII 1920, coll. J. A.

Kusehe, 6$ 3, 99 9. Ditto, I 1921, coll. J. A. Knsche, 2 3 3, 19
(B.P.B.M.).

Fiji Island Group: Snva, Viti Leva, 11 IX 1921, coll. Saunders,
19 (Fiji Dept. Agr.) ; Suva, Beach Road, 14 II 1933, coll. C. H.
Edmondson, 14. Moala 1., ex coconut, 7 IX 1924, coll. R. H. Beck,
31 6 3, 2 9 9. Mol Ih--L.hu, 14 VITI 1924, coll, E. H. Bryan Jr., 19
(B.P.B.M.).

Tonga Islands; Eua I., 8 V 1928, coll. II. S. Ladd, 2 3 3,499
(Bd'.B.M.).

Samoa Island Croup: Savaii Island, coll. W. von Biilow, 19, Cat.

No. 1 (P.M.). I'polu Island, Anamalu, 19 VI 1940, 2,200 feet, at light,

coll. Swezcy & Zimmerman, 1 9. Same data, except date 10 VI 1940,

2 3 3. Same data, except date 18 VI 1940, 1 9 . Same data except date

24 VT. 1940, 9 3 3, 12 9 9. Same data, except date 30 VI 1940, 13,
39 9. Tapatapao, 17 VI 1940, 1,000 feet, at light, coll, Swezey &
Zimmerman, 29 9. Apia, IX 192C, coll. G. P. Wilder, 13 (B.P.B.M.).
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Queensland
: Roekhainpton, no other data, 1 9 : Kuranda, coll.

F. P. Dodd, 19 (S.A.M.); Ayr, 25 XI 1954, coll. G. Saunders, Id
j

Lawes, 21 XII 1952, coll. E. Jones, 1 9
; Brisbane, 12 VI 1952, coll. Ml W.,

1 8 ; Brisbane, V 1949, coll. Talbot, 1 9 (U.Q.).

Leptocoris tagalica Burmeister 1834

Pig. 3 H, J, 4 J

Plate XLVIII
Leptocoris tagalirus Burmeister, 1834: Nov. Act. Acad. Leop., 16:

BpppL, 299.

Scrrneiha taf/alua Dallas, 1H52. List Hem. Ins. Bnt. Mus., 2: 460.

Serinetha lurida Dallas 1852; lo& ,//., 461. Dist., 1!)01 ; Ann. Mag. nat,

Hist., (7) 7: 429. (Tvj.e in British Museum clucked by Mr. R. J.

Izzard.

)

Leptocoris vulgaris Bergroth, 1916; Broc. R. Soe. Vic, 29: 32. (Type
presumed lost.)

Lcjdocoris laitcHsts Chcesman, 1926: Ann. Mag. nat. Ilist., (9) 18: 369,
figs, (nee Guerin). (Type in British Museum checked by Mr. R.
J. Izzard.)

Leptocoris ahnnei (Jheesman, 1927: Trans, out. Soe. Lund., 75: 156 (n.

name for taif(')isis rheesman).

This, like the previous species, is one of the most wide spread of
the species of the genus in the region, ranging from Tahiti to the

Philippines and far into Central Australia. It is variable in size and
also in ground color and it is not surprising that it has been described
under such a variety of names.

It is far from Certain thnt the correct name is taaalica.

Burmeister \s original type cannot be traced and it is completely unsafe
to try and place any Indo-Paciiie species of Leptocoris of this size
and color without an examination of the genitalia. In Dallas' descrip-
tion of viema which follows immediately after his reference to tagnlJca
he mentions several differences between his vidua and what he has
listed as tafjalka. This species fits Dallas ' concept of hir/nlica, but we
cannot be sure Dallas' tagalica is Burmeister's tagaJica. If the type is

ever traced it could turn out it is what 1 have •ailed Wma and will

replace that name, then the next available name for this species is

lurida Dallas. Tagalica and vidua were both described from the
Philippines, hence the type localities are of little help.
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The ground colour it? generally a purplish red, hut it is offcfeti

brick red (this is usually the ease with the .small Central Australian

form described as L tulqnns by Bergroth) or scarlet or even a

brownish yellow as is the ease in a series of specimens from Cloncurry.

Queensland, Two specimens in the Uijksrnuseum collections identified

by H. C. Blote as longirosirix Dallas have the. pronotum brownish

yellow (except for the smooth depressed areas which are purplish red

and in one specimen the lateral margins behind the ealli are tinned with

red) whilst the rest of the body above u-xeepl antennae) is purplish

red. Specimens from Saipan and Tinian are a d€£JJ chocolate brown
with a black head.

The long hairs on the head, antennae, legs arid sides of pronotum
are blackish brown, the fine pilosity of the body is golden yellow.

The antennae are brownish black or black, generally the firsl

segment is paler near base, and with a moderate thickness of short

Stiff blackish brown hairs. The head is as broad basally as in all tin*

other species bnt the region of the tylus and the jugae seems narrower
and more elongate. There are generally a few scattered stiff hairs on

the head and a line goldeu pilosity. The eyes and ocelli are generally

purplish red but in the yellow Cloncurry specimens are bright red.

There is a short longitudinal impressed line just in front of the ocelli,

a tumescence behind each eye and an oblique curved ridge in front of

the eye leading down to insertion of antennae. The pronotum has the

anterior smooth areas convex and almost transverse, in most specimens

they are concolorous with, or only slightly darker than the ground
colour (including the Cloncurry specimens where they are yellow) but

in the two Rijksmuseum specimens with the yellow pronota they are '

purplish red. In front of these ealli the pronotum is elevated into a

narrow quite raised shullowly triangular area which often has a few
sparse hairs. The lateral margins of the pronotum behind the ealli

are rather selvaged and almost straight or very shallowl y concave The
posterior margin is ver\ feebly convex and slightly depressed. The
disk of the pronotum belli nd the ealli is flat or almost so, becoming
depressed before the lateral margins and immediately before the hind

margin. There is a tine longitudinal keel running from the ealli to

almost the hind margin. The lateral margins have a moderately dense
development of stiff hlaek hairs.

The scutellum is elevated and flat or even slightly concave on top,

the lateral margins are strongly depressed and the disc is depressed

before the apex.
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The coriaceous parts of elytra, seutellum, pronotuni and head are

covered with a ihie golden pubescence. The membrane is black

becoming broadly brown near the apex. Specimens from the Mariana
Islands have a paler membrane.

Rostrum and legs (except coxae) coneolorous with antennae,

brownish black or black. Thoracic pleurae in southern specimens
generally mainly blackish with a red or yellow spot (depending on the

ground colour) well above each coxa, also a thin line along apical

margin of several of the ventral abdominal segments blackish. In

Indonesian and Polynesian specimens these latter black areas become
very obsolete or absent altogether. The coxae are always reddish or

yellowish depending on the ground colour. The rostrum reaches to

or almost to base of the fourth abdominal segment. In specimens From

Saipan and Tinian the abdomen beneath is paler than the ground
colour.

The genital capsules of both the males and females are not such a

reliable guide to the identity of the species. They readily distinguish it

From all the preceding species, but the female is hardly distinguishable

from the next species, and in the male the characters are not as clear

cut as we have been encountering so far.

The male genital capsule has the penultimate segment produced

laterally into prominent pilose lobes which are convex on the ventero-

lateral surface and noticeably con/ave and more pilose on the inner

dorsal sur faces. Vent rally the penultimate segment is produced

between the elaspers as a prominent triangular process. The elaspers

are fairly simple and are feeblv hooked on their underside towards the

apex and turn somewhat though not markedly ventrad. The elaspers

lack the elaborate structure of the preceding species and the lateral

lob^s of the penultimate segment are much longer in relation to the

[fenjQjth of the elaspers than in either the preceding species or in Hie one

following. The capsule is generally the same geiu ral colour as the rest

of the insect but in Saipan and Tinian specimens it is black.

The female genital capsule has the upper valves produced into

oJuh-like structures winch are pilose and have a number (>20) of

strong spines. The clubs are flat on their inner surfaces. The lateral

valves are just perceptible as flat plates with a terminal pilosity

beneath the upper valves. Ventral valves fairly convex.

Length; 9-13 mm. Specimens from Central Australia are

consistently small and could he considered perhaps as a separate race

to which the name ynlgaYis Bert/roth would have to apply. They are
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also more uniformly reddish than the Queensland ('oast specimens.

On the other hand specimens! from Central New South Wales and
Central (.Queensland tend to bridge the gap between the typical vulgaris

type and the purplish red or yellow coastal Forms in both colour and
size. It is perhaps best to leave this point to be clarified later in

the light of additional material from inland New South Wales and
Queensland. Specimens from Saipan and Tinian are also very small

and conld possibly .also be regarded as a good subspecies, but again, it

WOUld be desirable to sec material from more Micronesian localities.

Lor.

Philippines: North Luzon: IV. Bontoc Tinglayan, 1000 metres,

coll. (I. Bottcher 1 9 ; Los Banos, coll. 0. Bottcher 1 3 : Ml Banahao,
2000, coll. G. Bottcher, I 9 (B.M.).

Mariana Islands: Saipan; Chalan Kanoa, Haw. 4061, 11 T 1949, No.

2951, on Phi/salis penwwna, 4 < :. No precise locality, Haw. 4645,

25 IT 1949, No. 6318, 34 S, 34 9 (r.S.NWL). No precise locality,

11 I 1949, coll. K. L. Maehler 2 3 <<, 4 9 9 . Ditto, 25 II 1949, 4 & 6 , 1 9 .

As Lito, II L958, colt, X. II. L Krauss, 19 (B.P.B.M.).

Tinian: Tiniau Harbour, 20 IJI 1945, coll. H. S. Dvl)as, 2j t

(C.N.U.AL). 9 VI 1946, No, 493, eolh IL K. Townes, 28 3 (B.P.B.M,),

Indonesia: Sumatra: Tanjong Morawa, Serdang, N.E. Sumatra,
coll, Dr. B. Ha.oen 1 fr, Oat No. 22 and 1 9, Cat. No. ft (R.M ).

Celebes; Bankala, coll. .1. i\ van Hasselt, 1 6 (B,M.).

Soembawa: Si ma, 27 VI 1929, coll. I. M. Mackerras, ll J, 19
(r.S.I.Ii.O.).

Polynesia: New Hebrides: Tanna, IX 1930, coll. L. E, (Iieesman,

[4 (BM.)>

Samoa: Uttimapu> Lfpflltl, 7 XI 1954. coll, I?. A. ('umber, 2 A '.

3 9 9 (r.Q.L

Society I;-.: Tahiti, 6 111 1925, coll. L. K. Cheesman, 1 9 (B.M.).

Australia: Queensland: Dunk Island, 25 VIII 1927, coll. F. A.

Perkins, 19 (L.Q.); Magnetic Wand, colL & E\ Hill, LS (BJ\L):
same data, 1^,19 (S.A.M.) ; (loncurrv, cS TV 1947, coll. H. Bell, 1 6 ,

59 9,2nymphs: JuliaCn-ck, 1 I 1946, coll. II. Bell, 14 (U.Q.) ; Powella,

Aramac, VIT 1920. coll. F. Bradshaw, 1_& , 2 9 9, Reg, No. K43437
(A.M.); Roekhamploii to JTeppoon, 5 15 V 1956, coll. J. Baldwin, 14
(S.A.M.) : Brisbane, on wild hop seed ( I Dodonaea .*/;.), 11 XII 1927,

coll, McLadilan, 1 $ ; Brisbane, Botanic (lardens, 3 XI 1952, coll. Dr.

T K. Woodward, 3-3 t , 3 9 v
; Brisbane, III 1955. coll. J. Thapa, 1 9 :
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Brisbane, 8 IV 1955, coll. D. J. Woodlard, 1 9 : Brisbane, VII 1956,

coll. J. O'Donohuc, 1 S : Stanthorpe, 10 XI 1922, coll. F. A. Perkins,

19 (U.Q.): Stanthorpe, 9 X 1922, 2* i (B.M.). No precise locality

from (
'. French .Junior collection presented 15 XI 1911, 1 <? , 1 9 (N.M.)

;

Cuniianmlla, 22 X 1338, coll. N. Geary (A.M.).

New South Wales: Gordon, 30 V 1943, coll. A. Musgrave, 19:
Watercourse near Moree, XI 1933, coll. A. Musgrave 2.J d (A.M.); 40

miles west of Wanaarin-, 30 X 1949, coll. 8. J. Paramonov. 2 ft t , 2 9 9 :

Brewarrina, 1914, coll. W. W. Froggatt, 19 (C.SJ.K.O.), Yancla,

4 I 1954, coll. K. M. Moore, Id. 19 (A.M.); Belmont, 11 IX 1953,

coll. A. "VV., 1 9 (U.Q.). Upper Williams River. X 1926, coll. A. M. Lea
& F. E. Wilson. 1 $ (N.M.).

Northern Derritorj : M< Arthur Station, G II 1912; eoll. (1. F.

Hill, Id (N.M.): Mur< hison Range, 1932. eoll. Basedow, Id, 19:
Ooniston Station, eoll M. W. Mules, 5d d, 59 9 (S.A.M.); 59 miles

N.W. of Alice Springs, 7 V 1952, coll. N.W. Arstralian Partv from

Aust. Mus., 1 d, 2 9 9 (A.M.); Undulya Gap, 6 V1I1 1947. coll. (.'. VV.

Brazenor, Id (N.M.): 1 mile B- of Simpsons Gap, 27 VI 1951, mil.

W. L. Brown, 2d d : Palm Valley, 30 VIII 1950. coll. N. B. Tindale,

Id : Palm Vallev, VI II IX 1957, eoll. N. MolleH. 1 j. 29 9 : Henbury
Station, 14 X 1953. coll. (4. F. Cross, 1 d. 29 9. Beg, No. FS.f. 1181

(S.A.M.).

Western Australia: Beverley. 1913, eoll. I>. Bono ( C.S.I. R.O.).

Leptocoris isolata (Distant) 1914

Fig. 3 J, 4 A

Serinctlia isolata Distant, 1914: Ann. Mag. nat His!., ($) 13: 179.

1920: op. cil. (9) (i: 148. (Type in British Mnseuin checked by

Mr. R. .1. Tzzard.)

Leptocoris isolata Blote, 193-1: ZooL Mcded.. 17: 267.

Ijeptocoris laiircrst Usingor, 1952: Proc. Hawaii cut. Soc, 14: 520.

fig. (Paratiip. vifl.) New synonymy.

This is a species of uniform (and in Leptocofis average) size and

pretty constant appearance occurring only so far as is known along

coastal New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, some islands between these

two (Louisiade Archipelago), and the Marshall Islands.

The ground colour is fuscous brown, reddish, or reddish oebraceous

above. In infuscated specimens the lateral regions of the head, anterior

and lateral margins of pronotum and the outer base of hemelytra are
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oehraceous, reddish oehraceous, or reddish. Antennae, membrane and
tegs black or blackish brown. The calli on the pronotum, usually the

souiollum and sometimes a small quadrate area between eye:- in

otherwise not in Inserted specimens blackish or purplish.

The longer hairs of head, antennae, legs and sides of pronotum and
the overall very line pilosity gohlcn or whitish.

Antennae as in all other members of the genus with a short thick

golden (or perhaps blackish) pilosity The head is very similar in

appearance to the preceding species, the eyes and ocelli are bright

l?ed.

The .'interior smooth areas of the pronotum are not quite trans-

verse, convex. In infnscated specimens they are concnlmimns with
(lie fuscous ceittre of the pronotum, in others they range from red

through bfigW purple ami black and all Stages may he s-MMi in a series

of specimens frojii any one locality. In front of these the pronotum is

slightly raised into a narrow, shallowh triangular area which ter-

minates laterally as two feeble pilose tumescences The lateral margin
of the pronotum behind the calli Is shaped tike a selvage* almost straight
bul with a feeble concavity just behind the ocelli. The hind margin fa

convex, ovate and depressed. The disc of the pronotum behind the
calli is flat or almost so, becoming depressed before the lateral and hind
margins, there are live feeble tumescences along the line where it dips
fo meet the hind margin, There is an obsolete central longitudinal
keel

The BCUtettom is elevated and flat or even slightly concave on
fop, the lateral margins are strongly depressed and the disc is depress «i

before the apex.

Kostrum and legs [except COXae) concolonms with antennae,
reddish or brownish black or black, Thoracic pleurae generally
blackish or infuseated with broad och racoons or reddish borders, sterna
ochraceons or reddish. Abdominal sterna and pleurae blackish with
upper half of pleurae ochraceons or reddish, last segment wholly
reddish or och racoons. Rostrum reaching to middle of third true
(2nd visible) abdominal segment.

The male genital capsule is not very distinct from that of tic

preceding species and I cannot find characters in the female irenitalia

to distinguish the two,

The male genital capsule has the penultimate segment produced
laterally into prominent pilose lobes which are convex on the venter.,

lateral surfaces and noticeably concave and more pilose on the inner
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F\#. A : A Ltpti'ri'n.s i.stihrhi hisr.anL, m;tlc gftl] -i;il G$pRtl]fl I'mm l>< low. B Lcptccorw. au-fjui

(Fab. j, tVtnak* Capsuls from bolow. < LepttotoTte >win-twvla. Blot \ tVm.Mht ^<nit:i I eajisiilt?

from lirluw \) beptfiCQVi* v.o>wbalor<?W*tS FQ). uov., female tfoiutal ciipti'il" from below.

E Lrptocnns mitdlata Bftrgrofch, fei&atB i;< nit.-d t-Mj/i-iil.* from bi low. F Ltpt'jcons

vioina (UaJlas), female graftal CagSSulf! from holow. L< [>:<*,<,, ; suhrnfrsrcns- (Kirby),
Irmalo fteQH&l i*:i p^nh- friioj below. .[). Lcpforori-s nbdoni trials (Fnl.i, female genual
eupsule from below. I LeptOCOrit rufomiirtjutala (Ffib,), IY.hj:'!h ^ei/itul capMjJe from

U'low. .1 Leptucoris taualica Hurniei^tcr, female genital oapfDjl Prom t. i- -.
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dorsal surfaces. Ventrally the penultimate segment is produced
between the claspers as a fairly prominent triangular process. The
claspers are more robust Mian those 6f taffCtlica and are strongly hooked
on their underside toward the apex, and somewhsl twoavated beneath
in the middle. They turn somewhat but not markedly ventrad at the

apex. The claspers are much longer in relation to the parandria than

those of taguheu and this is. the one definite distinguishing feature

between the species. The genital capsule is also paler than tagalun and
in New Guinea and Lonisiade Archipelago specimens the claspers are

a bright yellow.

The female Gapwtfe \x to all bltentB and pilfpO^Ba the same as that

of lagalwa.

Length : 11-1 6 mm.

Lor.

New Guinea: Toem, Dutch New Guinea, 10 I], 20 II and 20 TV
1045, coll. B. B. Vogtman, 84 8, Xadzab, Markham River Valley,

VT 1944, coll. K. V. Krombein 1,: (U.K.N.M.). Pt. Moresby, Papua,
(X 1949, coll. \\ (I. I,. Krauss, 1 9 . Nonnaiibv Island, Papua, Waiknna,
Sewa Bay, 21-;il XII 1956, coll. \V. W, Brandt, 1? (B.P.B.M.).

Louisiade Archipelago: Misima Island, roll. Rev. H. K. Bartlett,

4*4,429 (S.A.M.).

Solomon Islands: Guadalcanal, II 1921, foil. .1. A. Kusehe, 4 <S &

4 9 9 (B.P.B.M.).

Marshall Islands: Kwajalein Atoll; Bwije Island, .'10 I 1945, coll.

IT. S. Wallace, No. 1247, 2t < , 2 9 v. Berlin Island, 30 I 1945, call,

H. 8. Wallace, No. I25b\ 2t i 4 29 9. Kwajalein Island, the airfield,

17 Vlll 1346, coll. R, G. Oakley, No. 151):!, 1 9 ; no precise locality,

22 IV 194S, coll. K. L. Maehler, 6<* 8
,
Xnmu Atoll; Majkon (Kaginen)

Island, 25 X 1953, on Attuphytlw, coll. .1. W. Rcnrdslov, Is £, 5? 9

(B.P.P..M.). Jaluit Atoll; Inrro.j Island, 24 Vlll 194b,No. 1851, coll.

Townos, Is, Parntype of Lf.ptocofis Inrirrrsi Uslng&r (U.S.X.M.).
Majuro Atoll: Uliga Iskmd, 8 XI 1953, on Allophylhis, coll. J. W.
Brnrdsley, 53 », 1*. Arno A toll ; Tup Island, 80 VII 1950, coll, Ira La
River, 1 fc, ffS 9. NY) precise locality, 19 VII 1950, coll. Ira La Rivers,

most of the specimens also beat the name Karl Stone on a simple label,

7* Sj 3 5 9, 1 nymph (B.P.B.M.). Ratak Island Chain; no precise
locality, coll. A. von Chamisso. 19 (P.M.). Ratak Island Chain; no
other data except one specimen ( $ ) bears the name mdecOtus Esch.

(= Eschscholz ?) which appears to be a Nontnt nv/lum as I cannot

trace its publication, 2 / & (Zool. Tnst., TTalle).
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Leptocoris oiarquesensis Cheesman 1926

Leptocoris marquesensis Cheesnian, 1926: Ann. Mag. nat. Hist., (9)

18: 368, figB, 1927; Trans, ent, Soc. Lond. t lS6.

1 have not soon this species. From the original description it

is fairly close to isolala Distant, but differs in that the elaspers have a

dorso-iateral tubercle on the outer sides. This point has been checked

for me by Mr. Izzard. The Female is unknown.

Deep red, ocelli bright red; tylus, vertex, calli of pronotum, basal

two thirds ol' disc of pronotum, hemelytra (except basal half of costal

margin) suffused with Mack and showing a dark purplish colour.

Antennae, rostrum, legs (except the red coxae and trochanters) and

hemelytral membrane black. Vertex with second to fifth segments

obscurely suffused with black.

Tylus arched, vertex strongly scultured. Rostrum reaches beyond

middle of third abdominal segment. Disc of pronotum densely but

finely rugosely punctate, calli transverse. Pronotal collar with

anterior margin lightly reilexed and sides tuberculate; disc slightly

rounded at the base. Hemelytra exceeding abdomen by one fifth of

their length.

Length: 12 mm.

Loc.

Marquesas Islands (Fatu-hiva).
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THE GENUS BLAENA WALKER (=MACRYMENUS SIGNORET)
WITH THE DESCRIPTION OF FOUR NEW SPECIES AND

A KEY TO THE KNOWN FORMS (HEMIPTERA: CYDNIDAE)

byRichard C. Froeschner

Summary

In 1868 Walker described as new the genus Blaena with the inclusion of a single species, setosa,

from an unknown locality. In 1880 Signoret described Macrymenus membranaceus as a new genus

and species from Australia. Distant, in 1899, pointed out the synonymy of the two names and

reduced Signoret's scientific name to synonymy - Blaena taking precedence over Macrymenus by

virtue of both being based on the same species and Walker's generic name having twelve years

priority. This treatment is here confirmed.
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In 1868 Walker described as new the genus Blaena with the

inclusion of a single species, setosa, from an unknown locality. In

1880 Signoret described Macrymeivus mcmhraiuu ens as a new genus
and species from Australia. Distant, in 1899, pointed out the synonymy
of the two names and reduced Signoret \s scientific name to synonymy

—

Blaena taking precedence over Macri/hK nus by virtue of both being

based on the same species and Walker's generic name having twelve

years priority. This treatment is here confirmed.

W

The present paper is based on Specimens from two sources; from
the South Australian Museum, made available through the kindness of

The Museum Board and Dr. E. T, Giles; and from the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, loaned by Drs. J. Beqnaert
and P. J. Darlington. To the curators of these institutions the author

is grateful. He also wishes to thank Dr. W. L. Brown, of the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, for aid in locating certain Australian localities

as they appeared on specimens. The illustrations are by my wife,

Elsie Herbold Froeschner.

The format used in this paper follows that of the author in his

Monograph of the Cydnidae of the Western Hemisphere which is now
in press. Measurements are given in millimeters and are based on one

to five specimens of each sex. if less than five were used the number
is indicated.

(i) Dept. Zoology and Entomology* Mootfl.ua State College, Bozemnu, Montana, U.S.A.
Contribution from Montana State College Agricultural Experiment Station, M.S. 38,

paper No. 432 Journal Series.

1*) After this paper had been submitted for publication a gran! from the National Science

Foundation (NSF G711M) inn do possible personal examination of the types concerned.

As above, the results supported Distant 'j contentions and not BergrotVa (1912. Amer
Mus. Nat. Hist., Bull, fl : 343-348) belief that they w»-re mparate species.
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Genus Blaena Walker

1888 Hlarmi Walker, Catal. H«aip--Heterop, Blii Mus., part 3, p. 537.

1880 MarryweiiHs Signoret, Bull. Sac, Enfc France, ser. 5, vol. 10,

p. xviii,

1899 S&wJ^ Distant, AlflL Mag. Nat. HlBt, BtBT. 7, vol. 4, p. 224.

Diagnomsi The short corium, winch occupies loss than half (about

rwo-iii the ) of the hemelytral Ipngth^ plus Hie obliquely atylated eyes will

Saparatfi W&mbltVS of this genus from any other Cydnidae.

Ik&si > ipfitm>.
; iVlediuni sized, elongate, sides subparallel; dorsum

flattened to weakly convex, //c/// ; Little wider than long, dorsally Sat

to weakly convex wilh coarse, crowded punctures; lateral margins

diverging from preocular einarg'hiai hois
; juga meeting anterior to

elypeus, distinctly tliougli narrowly rellexed marginally, apex rounded,

truncated or slightly produced ; doi -sally with several scattered or many
long bristles in addition to primary bristles; eyes small, higher than

ImiL', prominent, oblique, moderately stylnfed; ocelli very small, placed

far behind line connecting hind margins of eyes, much closer to eyes

than to midline of head; antennae five segmented, I and II shorter than

111, IV and V usually longer than latter and variable in relation to each

other; bueculac much higher than labial II, equally elevated tor

full length, abruptly terminated posteriorly at Uise of head; labium

snrp&SaiHg anterior coxae, sometimes reaching to bases of midcoxae,

I shortest, II and III each longer than IV, II compressed but not

dilated. Prov<rtum : length more than half of width; lateral margins

usually entire, narrowing from near base, sinuate or not at ends of

transverse impression
;
dorsal surface of Loth lobes coarsely and closely

ptuictftte neatly or quite to lateral e<|ge; anterior margin strongly

concave; lateral snljmargin with a row of two, six or more setigerous

punctures, only one or two posterior to transverse impression; cliac

usually with several to many scattered long hairs. Seidell ion : Width

distinctly greater than length, sribtriaugnlar, apex a broad, rounded,

obtuse angle; disc, except for oblique areas in basal angles, strongly

and ••losely punctata. Hemcltftm : Oorial areas well defined, mem-

branal suture oblique, strongly and angularly emarginate at end of

radial vein; costa sharp, weakly explanale, strongly incurved apically

BO as to expose densely punctate connoxivuin, submarginally without

or with five or fifteen setigerous punctures; membrane about twice

as long as basal width, nearly two-thirds of hemelytral length, dusky,

usuallv paler at base; veins darker, simple with few branches or

mostly reticulate. PfOpleurofri Shining, densely and strongly
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punctata; prosternal eariuae either low and indistinct or thick and high

enclosing a labial trough deeper than height of labial II; anterior

margin nearly straight, slightly emarginate between prosternal earinae.

Mesoph'urov : (fig, (V) Nearly flat, closely and distinctly puuctai.c,

including evaporatorium which follows posterior margin to lateral

margin of sclerite; posterior margin entire; mcdiovenlral line strongly

emanate. M rta />/</< row. (fig, (?) Nearly Hat, evaporavorium extensive,

but not reaching lateral margin, punctate 1
; ostrole opening' prominently

and ventrally at base of eiQDgatd (length four to five times width),

partially silicate, polished and elevated peritremc. Legs: Moderately

long; anterior tibia (fig. 10) subterote to somewhat widened toward

apex, not prolonged beyond tarsal insertion, with six to eight distinct

to strong spines dorsally; tarsal IT shortest; middle and posterior

tibiae terete, latter in male simple or variously contorted, spined and

haired according to species: middle and posterior femora variously

armed ventrally according to species. SlcrniUs : Convex, with

numerous prominent punctures, with or without sctigerons tubercles;

sometimes with a strong channel within lateral margins (tig, D);

triehobothria typical of the subfamily < 'ydninae. Tmvhudia: Male

genital capsule opening; dorsally or subdorsally; gonostyli uniformly

of one type in all specie ( fig, H) ; female genital plates of type usually

found in pentatomoids.

(I'.'Hofi/fjr: Blaena Sftf&SQ Walker, monobasic The genotype of

MorrvmrifHS is 1/. mrnibrninKt tis Signorot by virtue of the monobasic

original proposal of the genus. The present study confirms this

synonymy winch was first pointed out by Distant in 189!) (Supra).

Disi nhntxnr, The v:\wj;r of this genus, from the more than fifty

specimens at hand, appears restricted to the continent of Australia.

/.)/w')/,v.s'/'ij/ : .Members of this genus appear especially noteworthy

Hue to the sty la ted eye> and the Wrongly modi lied hind legs of the

males of some species. The relatively simple anterior tibiae coupled

with such si rongly contorted hind tibiae would suggest that Iheso

forms are not adapted to a burrowing habit. However, three of the

specimens examined W&rfl labelled from "soil at base ef talus", "under

dead I'M log'
1

- Observations on habits are needed

The genus, as determined dining the present study, may easily

be assigned to the subfamily ( 'ydninae as redefined by Frnoschner (in

press) since it possesses the necessary trichehot hnal arrangement,

primary setigerous punctures on head and pronotum, venation of hind

wing anil other feature'-. The exposed abdominal stcrnites in this as
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in other Cydnidae are actually segments III to VII, with I and II

reduced and hidden under the posterior lamellar expansion of the

metapleuron and VIII being telescoped into VII. This interpretation

is used in the descriptions in the present paper.

Considering the obvious clues to specific distinctions which are

furnished by the modifications of the hind tibiae of the males as well

as sculpturing and vestiture it is surprising that not more than one

Species was described under each of the proposed generic names. In

this paper five species are considered. They may be separated by

the following key designed to work with both sexes:—

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF BLAENA WALKER

1. Lateral pronotal margins strongly

and broadly constricted between

lobes (fig. 4) coarctata sp. nov.

Lateral margins straight or faintly

sinuate between lobes 2

2. Prosternal carinae high, forming

sides of a labial trough as deep as

height of labial II; abdominal

sternites without, or with only a

vague sublateral groove 3

Prosternal carinae vague, only

faintly elevated; abdominal stern-

ites sublateral ly with a distinct,

broad, deep groove (fig. 9), the

punctures within it much finer

than those* not in groove setosa Walker

3. Median line of pronotum and scutel-

lum with a prominent, calloused

carina; transverse impression of

pronotum deep, abruptly inter-

rupted sublaterally (fig. 5) .... rnediocarinata sp. nov.

Median line of pronotum not or only

vaguely carinate; transverse pro-

notal impression neither deep nor

interrupted sublaterally 4
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4. Scutellum weakly and broadly sili-

cate on midline of basal half; con-

nexivum with a single, subapical

setigerous puncture marginally on

each segment subsulcata sp. nov.

Scutellum not silicate on median line

;

connexivum with three or more
setigerous punctures marginally

on each segment multUricha sp. nov.

Blaena coarctata sp nov.

Fig. 4, 7, 12

Diagnosis: The strong, wide emargination of the lateral margin
of the pronotnm opposite the ends of the transverse impression (fig.

4) marks both sexes of this species as distinct from others in the

genus. The strongly hooked apex of the hind tibia is also uniquely

distinctive of the male.

Description: Male: Parallel-sided, slender for the genus. Head:
length little more than three-Courtlis width, 0.93 (0.85-1.04) ; 0.98 (0.93-

1.04) ; mterocular width, O.fiO (0.58-0.63) ; anterior outline parallel in

front of eyes, rounded at apex; jugiun mostly flat, slightly elevated

marginally, with few long hairs submarginally and discally; clypeus

weakly convex, stronglv and closely punctured; antennals, I, 0.26

(0,24-0,29): IT, 0.37 (0.31-0.43); III/ 0.57 (0.53-0.6fi) : TV, 0J9 (0.75-

0.83) : V (only one specimen with this segment), 0.8H; labium reaching

bases of middle coxae, segments, I, 0.27 (0.24-0.29) : II, 0.55 (0.54-0.50)

;

TTT, 0.57 (0.55-0.60): TV, 0.42 (0.41-0.43). Premium* Length more
than half width, 1.30 (1.25-1.43) : 2.07 (1.90-2.32) ; discally with scattered

hairs; side margins slightly expanded, broadly rounded on anterior

half, and broadly emarginate opposite ends of transverse impression

(fig. 4), with a suhmargin row of seven setigerous punctures; hind
margin broadly sinuate medially. Scutellum : Distinctly broader than

long, 1.23 (1,1*7-1.36): 1.17 (1.10-1.30); somewhat convex, median line

usually vaguely carinate. ]Jcuuiytrou: Punctures of costal area
weaker and less distinct than those of elavns and disc: costal margins
without setigerous. punctures but with Scattered hairs similar to those

of disc; membrane reaching middle of last tergite, leaving genital

capsule exposed, veins straight and simple. Co-n-urxirvm : Segments
TV, V, VI and VTI each with a strong, subapical setigerous puncture on
margin. Proplcuron: Densely and coarsely punctate except in lateral
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submarginal line; prosternal carinas very low and indistinct; mid-

ventral line sharply carinate. Meso- and Metapleura: Virtually as

in fig. 6. Legs: Anterior tibiae subterete, slightly expanded on apical

third; anterior femur with a few low7 setigerous tubercles ventrally;

middle femur with numerous small setigerous tubercles ventrally;

posterior femur with low blunt tubercles on anteroventral margin and

several more-prominent, acute tubercles on posteroventral margin

;

hind tibia as in fig. 12, slender, concavely curved on basal four-fifths,

abruptly decurved at apical fifth armed ventrally from base to

subapical bend with a series of tubercles increasing in length until

they form stout spines. Sternites: Densely and uniformly punctate

across full width except for a narrow strip laterally on III, TV and V

;

surface with numerous minute, inconspicuous setigerous tubercles;

posterior margin finely denticulate. Terniinalia: Genital capsule a

little finer and more densely punctate than sternites; posterior margin

deeply emarginate, with a prominent bluntly triangular projection

medially (fig. 7) ; gonostylus similar to fig. 8. Length of body, 5.46

(5.10-5.85).

Female (based on three specimens) : Similar to males but hind

legs not modified as there. Head: Length: wTidth:: 0.90 (0.85-0.93):

0.97 (0.96-1.00); interocular width: 0.59 (0.58-0.60); antennals, I,

0.26 (0.26-0.27): II, 0.31 ((0.31-0.32): III, 0.54 (0.53-0.55): IV, 0.75

(0.72-0.79): V, 0.82 (0.80-0.84); labials, I, 0.32 (0.30-0.36): II, 0.50

(0.50-0.51): III, 0.51 (0.50-0.53): IV, 0.42 (0.41-0.43). Pronotum:

Length : width : : 1.25 (1.20-1.35) : 2.05 (2.03-2.06). Scutellwn: Length:

width:: 1.15 (1.11-1.18): 1.17 (1.16-1.20). Length of body, 5.13 (5.08-

5.17).

Type Data: Holotype male and allotype female, both in the

collection of the South Australian Museum, are labelled "Woodforde
Or., Andamooka Rgs., 31, Aug. 1948, G. F. Gross". Paratypes: same

data as types, two males (SAMus, RCF) ; "Mulwala, N.S.W., 1-16-53,

F. E. Wilson", one female; "Ultima [Victoria], 8-1915", two males

and one female (SAMus).

Distribution: So far this species is known only from the south-

eastern part of Australia as indicated by the data above.

Discussion: This is the most slender and shining of the species of

the genus. The distinctly emarginate lateral pronotal margins

suggested the specific name.
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Blaena med iocarinata sp. nov.

Fig. 5

Diagnosis: The distinctly carina^ midline 0(f the pronotum coupled

with tile abrupt and \cvy deep fcrianglllftr ioiptfegBWfl OH either Side of

the scutellum w i I J separate this species EptfOJ others in the genus, even

from substdcata with Which the male of this agrees in having the

straight, simple, hind tibin.

Description ; (Based on a single male.) Malt: Elongate oval,

sides parallel. Head; Shatter than wide, 0.84 : 1.10; iutcrocular width,

0.73; anterior outline parallel in front of eyes, flatly rounded apieally;

jiigum convex above, forming B ri (ge paralleling elevated, punctate

clypens, lateral margins broadly r-curved, submargin with a single

setigerous puncture in addition to the preocular one; antennals, 1,

0.23: 11,0.14; 111, O.S^i IV, 0.53 : V, 0.68 1 labium reaching between bases

of middle coxae, segments, t, 0.33: II, 0.54: TIT, 0.53; IV, 0.44.

Pronation: Length more than hall width, 1.43; '2.40: lateral margin

distinctly explanate with a single setigerous puncture on anterior lobe

and one on the strong prebasal angular projection; transverse

impression deep, abruptly interrupted by earinnte midline and again

half way to lateral margins; punctures of anterior lobe rounded, 0J

posterior lobe (except umbones) with elongate, crowded punctures

making surface appear rugose; anterior lobe with a transverse row
of four setigerous punctures in front of transverse impression;

posterior margin weakly bilobed. Scutellum ; Width, greater than

length, 1.47: 1.10; median line in part prominently curinate; decidedly

elevated basal third coupled with deep lateral mpressions causing

apical two-thirds tO appear abruptly depressed, punctures sparser on

apical part. Uanelyfron \ Distinctly punctate to costal margin, with

no setigerous punctures; membrane with a whitish spot basally at

outer and inner angles; venation irregnlarlv branched, more distinctly

so marginally, ('onm nvum ; Segments V, VI and VTI each with a

single subapical setigerous puncture on margin. Prnplrurrw : Coarsely

and closely punctate except in lateral submargi aal line; prosternal

carinae thick ami very much elevated, enclosing a labial irroove deeper

than height of labial TT. Mcso and llctaplcura: Virtually as in fig. 6.

Lcfjs: Anterior tibia terete, weakly expanding toward apex; hind femur

and tibia simple, not specially modified. Slernncs- Xut impressed

laterally; punetation laterally dense and coarse, absent from broad

lateral band on V and VI, very widely scattered and much finer on broad

medioventral area; without setigerons tubercles, Tcrnu-nnlia : (lenita!
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capsule punctate to rugo-punctate, hind margin weakly concave, with
no medioapieal prominence; gonostylua similar to fig. 8. Length of
body, 4.7 mm.

Female: Unknown.

Typr Data: Holotx pc male, "Mtutgnet River, S. W. A., No, 5,

Harvard Austr. Exp., P. J. Darlington '\ in Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard University

.

Distribution-, The species is known only from the type locality in

the southwestern corner of Australia in the State of Western Australia.

Discussion: As usual, there is considerable risk in describing a

new species from a single specimen, but if that specimen contains more
than one superficial difference from its nearest relatives such risk is

greatly reduced. Here characters of the antenna (IT much shorter

than I, 14:23), pmnotura (carinate median line, lateral sub-basal angle

bearing a single sctigerous puncture, transverse impression deep,

punctation of posterior lobe greatly elongate), and seutollum (trans-

verse, elevated basal third, very deep triangular impressions laterally,

broad low median carina, two arrangements of punctures), are all

unique with this species and any one of them will separate it from the

others in the genus. In a group as poorly known as the Cydnidae there

is more advantage to calling such a form to the attention of other

workers than there is in burying it among the unplaced specimens in

one's collection.

Blaena mnltitricha sp. nov.

Fig. 13

Diarjnnsis: As the species name suggests, one <>( the outstanding
features is the abundance of long hairs on dorsal (except membrane)
and ventral surfaces and legs. The hind leg of the male has the ventral

femoral armature including several large teeth on apical half and the

tibia distinctly hi sinuate (fig. 13).

Description: Male (one specimen): Elongate oval, sides sub-

parallel. Brad: Length: width;; 0.08:1.13; interocular width 0.70;

surface with numerous lijxjg hairs; anterior outline subparallol in front

of eyes, broadly rounded apieally ; juga flat with lateral margins slightly

raised; clypeus subeonvex, punctate: antennals, I, 0,23: II, 0.30: ITT,

0.50: IV, 0.G6; labium surpassing front coxae but not reaching middle
ones, segments, I, 0.36 : 11, 0,53 -. Til, 0,54 \ IV, 0.38. Pronotunt : Length
more than half width, 1.36: 2.60; discally with many long hairs, these
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more abundant aijtefiorly and laterally whore (Iiey completely confuse

the *ubruarginal row of efctlgor&iiS punetun s
; laterft] margin entire,

straight at ends oJ! nearly obsolete transverse impression; pnnetation

on posterior lobe weakly elongate; posterior margin broadly and very

weakly emarginate. Srntrlhnn: Length: width:. L30; 1.4!); discally

With numerous scattered lung hairs. llcaiclvt / oh :
(Unvus and eorinm

with numerous long easily ahraded hairs, costal I y these much longer

and about six to fifteen in nniiiber ; membrane reaching onto genital cap-

sule, venation moderately distinct, reticulate. Conner/ <'« t»: Margin of

each segment with E&Vera] strong setigerous punctures making the edge

appear denticulate. Ptvptmrm ! Deuselv and coarsely punctnte except

in lateral suhmarginnl line; prosterual carinae thick. higli
T
enclosing

a labial groove about as deep as height of labial 1L Mesa- and Meta-

plrnra: Virtually a> in fig. 6, motapleiiral evaporatorium a little less

expanded. Let/s: All with several to numerous long hairs, of which

many nre as long as ftf longer than the spines; anterior tibia not

markedly widened; posterior femur with three c r fdUT (variable on two

femora of lone specimen) long,, string teelh (tig. 13); posterior tibia

bowed, thickened medially and apieallv and with tubercles and hairs

as illustrated (tig. IS). Sfcrnth >•: Cnnetation coarse and dense except

for impunctate lateral margin of IV and autcro lateral angle of V;

without setigeroUB tubercles hut with numerous short, erect or nearly

erert hairs; hind margins finely denticulate, witli a small but strong

spine near ends. Trr-whmlia \ Oenital capsule eoarsoly and plOB0ly

punctate, apical margin with broad, median einargination which is

convex medially; gonoslylus similar to lig. 8.

Female (two specimens). Similar to male except that it usually

has more hairs, posterior legs 1 re not modified as there, stemite> IV and

V punctate to margin, ami sublateral spine on posterior margin of

sternites less distinct or absent, (had: Length: width:: 0.97 (0.88-

1.06): U6 (1.12-1.20) ;
loferoeular width, 0.70 (0.70-0.70): anteminls.

1, 0,28 (0.25-0.2G) : II, 0.33 (0.33-0.34): Til, 0.50 (0.50-0.51): IV, 0.68

(0.r;(i 0.71) : V, 0J65 (missing on one): labiate, 1, 0.37 (0.33 0.41): 11,

0.51 (0.50-0.53): Til, 0.39 (0.37-0.41). PtWmhto\ Length: width::

1.43 (1.M0-1.56) : 8.62 (247-&77). Xcxhihim: Length: width
! 1,47:

1.69 (other damaged). Length of body. 5.4s
1
5.12-5,^4).

Titpe Data', Holot\ pe male and allotype lernaJe, hoth in collection

of the South Australian Musculo, are labelled ** Ounnnmulla, Q,,

H. Hardcastle 77
, the allotype having been damaged by dermestids.

Parati/pex: Woodforde CL. Andarnooka ttgs., South Australia, 1,

Sept.,' 1948, (5. F. (iross, two females (SAMns, TiVF)
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Distribution: To date this species is known only from South
Australia and Queensland in Australia.

Discussion: The species name was suggested by the abundant
long hairs on the dorsal (except membrane) and ventral surfaces as well

as on all legs.

Blaena setosa Walker

Fig. 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11

1868 Blaena setosa Walker, Cat. Hemip. Brit. Mils., 3: 537.

1880 Macrywiewu.s membranaceus Signoret, Ann. Soc. Ent. France,

1880 : xviii.

Diagnosis: The virtual absence of prosternal carinae coupled
with the lack of an emargination in the lateral margins of the pronotum
easily separate this species from others in the genus. The male may
be readily recognized by the strong curvature of the basal two-thirds of

the hind tibiae (fig. 11),

Description: Male (fig. 1): Elongate oval, parallel-sided. Head:
Length: more than four-fifths width, 1.10 (1.07-1.14): 1.26 (1.23-1.28);

interocular width, 0.78 (0.76-0.80) ; anterior outline diverging from
pieocular emargination, rounded at apex; jugum flat, margins narrowly
reflexed, mesoapical angles produced, submarginally with two setigerous

punctures anterior to preocular one; clypeus convex, punctate:

antennals, I, 0.26 (0.24-0.28) : IT, 0.41 (0.37-0.43) : III, 0.51 (0.50-0.54)

:

IV, 0.65 (0.64-0.66) : V, 0.62 (0.60-0.66) ; labium surpassing front coxae

but not reaching base of middle coxae, segment, I, 0.30 (0.30-0.31) : II,

0.53 (0.53-0.54) : III, 0.51 (0.48-0.53) : IV,0.40 (0.38-0.43). Pronotum:
Length about half of width, 1.54 (1.49-1.59) : 3.00 (2.86-3.09) ; lateral

margins not emarginate; lateral submargin with a row of a dozen
setigerous punctures ; anterior lobe with numerous scattered long hairs

;

posterior lobe with a transverse row of similar vestiture; hind margin
broadly and shallowly concave medially. ScuteU/mn: Length less than

width/ 1.49 (1.49-1.51): 1.71 (1.69-1.75); median line weakly or

obsoletely carinate. Henhelytron: Punctures of costal area weaker and
finer than on rest of corium; subcostal row of five setigerous punctures

;

membrane reaching onto genital capsule, veins simple or furcate, some-

times with a few closed cells. Connexivwm: Lateral margins of each

segment with three or four prominent setigerous punctures. Pro-

pleuron: Coarsely punctate; prosternal carinae absent; medioventral

line distinctly carinate. Meso- and Metapleurae: As in fig. 6. Legs:
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Anterior femur with setigerous punctures ventrally; anterior tibia

(fig. 10) weakly expanding; middle lemur with setigerous punctures

and with OXlfi or two movable Spines ipirally on both ventral margins

am) two or three stout spines modiovcnt rally on basal half; posterior

femur (%. 1 1 ) ventrally with live stout spines, the median one distinctly

stouter and longer; posterior tibia (fig. 11) With basal two-thirds

stron-K Ixywed outward. a])ical third straight, ventral margin of basal

twO-thirds with a double row of strong tubercles wliieli become finer

toward distal end of curvature and numerous long hairs which become

sparser toward base; distal end of curvature marked by a strong,

triangular tooth directed basad. Mtiom&n Sublatcrally with a strong,

continuous trough reaching from base to base of genital capsule (fig.

9), punctures in this furrow much finer than elsewhere on sternites;

sternites veiitrad of furrow with scattered coarse punctures inter-

spersed with numerous setigerous tubercles, these more abundant along

moderate median band. Tt<nnuiaha'. Genital capsule coarsely and

closely punctate, apical margin slightly concave and without median

prominence; gonostvlus as illustrated (fig, 8). Length of body, 6.46

(6.21-677).

Ft mah Mostly similar to male hut with unmodified hind legs and

no setigerous tubercles on abdominal sternites. Head: Length: L02

(1.01-1.03): 1.18 (1.15-1.24); intcroeular width, 0.75 (0.73-0.80);

antemials, I, 0.24 (0,23-0.26) ; IT, 0.35 (0.31-0.40) : III, 0.43 (0.41-0.47)

:

IV, 0.55 (0.53-0.61) : V, 0.55 (0.53-0.5S) ; labials, 1, 0.21) (0.28-0.31) :
II,

0.45 (0.42-0.50): HI, 0.49 (0.46-0.53): IV, 0.41 (0.40-0.44), Pronotum:

Length : width : : 1.53 (1.40-1.69); 2.69 (2.55-2.94). ScuUllinn: Length:

width:: 1.37 (1.311.55): 152 (1.43-1.69). Length of body, 5.80

(5.28-6/23).

Tffpi Data: Walker's type of BlaWQ S&tom was described from

a female whose fflaee of origin was indicated by a question mark as

befog unknown; it is now in the British Museum of Natural History,

Sitrnoret's types kt provient del/Australia \ and are in the Signoret

collection in the Naturhistoriscla's Museum m Vienna. The male now

labelled type is hereby designated the lectotype and the associated

female Icetoallotype.

Distribution: The m^re than thiity specimens examined had all

been taken on the continent of Australia from the States of Western

Australia. South Australia, Queensland and Victoria.

Discussant; Since this species is the genotype its accurate fixation

was imperative. Notes and sketches kindly furnished by Dr. W. E.
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China of the British Museum and Dr. Max Beier of the Natur
historisehes Museum confirmed without doubt Distant^ earlier report
that Walker's and Signoret's generic and species names were based
on the same species.

A comparison of the full-figure illustration in the present paper
and Signoret's habitus and head drawings ou plate 15, fig. 204 in his

^BeyisiOfc" (Ann. Soc. sat Prance, Sot. 6j, vol, S) reveals that his

figures are erroneous in several features including the generieally
important stylated ^yes and the uniquely modified hind legs of the male.

Motes ou three specimens from Victoria indicated that they had
been taken "ifl soiP

f

and "under dead logs". Collection records were
for the months of September, October! December and January.

Sped inch* ExaiHivt'd : is males, 11 females. Australia: Queens-
land: PJufr, 1 male (SAMns). South Australia: Lf&fe Eyra, Dec 1951,
G. F. Gross, one female (SAMus); Mt. Kemarkable, Oct. 1925, P. E.
Wilson, one male (SAMus); Pt Lincoln, one male (SAMus);
Woodforde Ok., Andamooka ftgs., ], Sept., 1048, 0. F« Gross, eight

males, three females (SAMus, RCF) Victoria: Carumley, 13 Jan.,

1887> Tepper, one male, two females (SAMus). Western Australia:
Beverley, K. V, Boulav, two males, three females (SAMus) ; Geraldton,
Oct. 11, P. J. Darlington, tour males, mie female (MCZ); Mnllewa, W
D. Dodd, one male, one Female (SAMus).

Khuna subsulcata sp. nov,

Dilkjhosis: The broad, shallowly sulcate median line of the

seutcllnm gives ;< ready means lor separating this species from flic

others in the genu- The males of this and »t<di<>carina/us are the
only ones within the genus with straight, unmodified hind tibiae.

Description : Male (one specimen): FJongato oval, sides sub-

parallel, llca<i : Slightly Wider than long, 1.10:1.10; intcrocular width
0.74; anterior outline weakly diverging from preocular emargination,
broadly rounded at apex and with mesoapical angles usually slightly

produced; juga convex, forming a strong but irregular ridge either

side of prominent, punctate clypeus, lateral margin distinctly refiexed,

with submarginal preapical setigerons puncture in addition to preocular
one: antenuaU, 1, 0.23: II, 0*23; Til, 0.64, IV, 0.76: V, 0.76; labium
reselling bases of middle coxae, segments, I, 0.33: II, 0.53: Til, 0,73;

IV, 0.43. Provotum . Length more than half width, 1.51: 2.70; lateral

margins weakly explanate, virtually straight opposite ends of
transverse impression, with submarginnl row of five or six setigerous
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Fig. 2. Blaena setosa, head in dorsal view, X 14. Fig. 3. Blaena
setosa, head in lateral view, X 14. Fig. 4. Blaena coarctata,
pronotum in dorsal view, X 10. Fig. 5. Blaena mcdioc-arinata,
pronotum and scutellum in dorsal view, X 10. Fig. 6. Blaena
setosa, meso- and metapleura ia ventral view, X 10. Fig. 7.

Blaena coarctata, male genital capsule in posterior view, X 25.
Fig. 8. Blaena setosa, gonostylus in mesal view, X 32. Fig. 9.

Blaena setosa, abdomen in lateral view, X 8. Fig. 10. Blaena
setosa, anterior leg in anterior view, X 10. Fig. 11. Blaena setosa,
posterior leg in anterior view, X 10. Fig. 12. Blaena coarctata,
posterior leg in anterior view, X 12. Fig. 13. Blaena multitricha,

posterior leg in anterior view, X 12.
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punctures, mdttding a ri&glfi one on posterior lobej anterior lobe

obsoktely elevated laterally, with n transverse row of four setigeronB

punctures just anterior to fcr&iisverse impression; hind margin almost

straight. Sc-ntellnm ; t^Tlgth equal to width, 1.38: t,38j dlBC somewhat
convex with midline broadly but weakly suleate from base to past

middle. Tli'ini'lff! rnv : Costal area explanate, broadly and weakly

recurved, without setigeroue punctures; membrane reaching on io hase

of genital eapsule, venation .strongly reticulate. Connexivum: Seg-

ments V, VT and Vil only each with subapical setigerous punctures on

margins. Propleurofi \ Densely and coarsely punctate except in lateral

suhmarginal line; prosternal carinae ihiek and very prominent,

enclosing a labial groove deeper than beighi of labial II; midventral

line not cjirinate. Me&i) <nni M <l<tph>itni ; Virtually as in tig. 6. Legs:

Anterior Ubia wbtevete; Posterior femur and tibia unmodified.

Sh-niih's: Weakly impressed sublaterally ; |)unctation just mesad of

spiracnlar row most dftnae and deepest, heeoming wreaker and sparser

laterally and toward midline ; IV with a broad, marginal, irnpunetate

line laterally; without setigerous tubercles, 'rcrwinalia : Genital

capsule more densely punctate than sternites, apical margin flared,

entire; gonostvlns similar to fig. S. Length of body 5.87.

Vrmalr (three specimens ) : Generally similar to male but lacking

inipunrtato lateral margin on sternite IV, II rod: Length less than

width, 1.07 (L02-1.10); 1.22 (1.20-1.20); interoenlar width, 0.80 (0.77-

0.88); autemmls, L 0.25 (0.21-0.2!!): 11, 0.26 (0.24-0.28); III, 0.62

MtOJ-O.OO): J\\ 0JS (0.71-0.76); V, 0.7!; (0.75-0,86); labials, 1, 0.85

(0.31-0,89); II, O.fil (0.5&-0.64) ! I'll', W$ (0.64-0.73): IV, 0.44 (0.43

0.46). PrvMtimi length: width:: 1.57 (t.49-1.02): 2.87 (2.79-2.93).

SvuMkim-i Length: width:: 1.44 (1.43-1.48) 1.58 11.51-171). Length

Of body, 6.05 (0.00-0.14).

Type Haiti ; FTolofcype wale and allotype female are labelled "Ctoen,

Ctape] York, ViI0\32. Q-fneettsiandl Australia, Harvard Exp.,

Darlington" and are ni the collection of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard University. I'ai alyprs Four females with same
data as types (MO& \ICF).

Utsfrihitftun; The type series enmes- t'rorn the large peninsula at

tin* northeast corner of Australia; this is the only know?) locality of

occurrence.

Discussion : The unmodified hind leg of the male is noteworthy

in that it OGGUN OH Only "J"' other species in the irenns, hirrfiocarirmtus.



CAVE PAINTINGS IN THE MOUNT LOFTY RANGES,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byCharlesP. Mountford, (Dip, Anthro., Cantab.),

honoraryassociateinethnology, southaustralianmuseum

Summary

During this century, a number of examples of aboriginal cave paintings, all of which are in shallow

caves or rock shelters, have been found in the Mount Lofty Ranges of South Australia.

Stirling (1902, pp. 205-211), illustrated a few of the aboriginal paintings which he had found in a

cave on the banks of the South Para River, near Gawler. Tindale and Sheard (1927, pp. 14-17), later

revisited this cave, publishing a complete record of the designs at the site as well as others they had

found in some smaller shelters further downstream.



CAVE PAINTINGS IN THE MOUNT LOFTY RANGES,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By CHARLES P. MOTNTFOKD (Dip. Anthro., Cantab.), Honorary

Associate in Ethnology, South Australian Museum

Plate li and text fig. 12

During this century, a number of examples of aboriginal cave
paintings, all of which are in shallow caves or rock shelters, have been
found in the Mount Lofty Ranges Off South Australia.

Stirling (1902, pp. 205-211), illustrated a few of the aboriginal

paintings which he had found in a cave on the banks of the South
Para River, near Gawler. Tindalc and Sheard (1927, pp. 14-17),

later revisited this cave, publishing a complete record of the designs
at the site as well as others they had found in some smaller shelters

further downstream.

Fig. 1. Cave paintings in the Mount Lofty Jlangt's, l/10th full size. Photograph—
C. P. Mount-ford.

Hossfeld (1926, pp. 287-297), described a group of cave paintings

on the River Marne, in the Eden Valley district. Many of these

paintings, like those described in the present paper, show human beings
in strong movement.

No further examples of cave paintings were recorded from the

Mount Lofty Ranges until Mountford (1957, pp. 102-115), drew
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Fig. 2. Cave paintings in the Mount Lofty Ranges. l/6th full size.

Photograph—C. P. Mountford.
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attention to three additional localities where cave paintings had been

found, i.i:,, Native Valley, Kanmantoo, Harrisons Creek, Tungkillo, and

OookS Hill.

TJie present paper records a number of faded cave paintings,

recently found by Mr. Colin Griffiths, in a low rock shelter (PL li, A),

on section 2639, Hundred of Macclesfield. These paintings (illustrated

on PL li, B and fig. 1 and 2), are entirely in red, and so faint that the

outlines of some of them could not be traced until they were sprayed

with water.

On the right wall of the shelter (PL li, A), which is less than

three feet high, are four human figures (fig 1, B), legs outstretched and
hands joined, who appear to be performing a dance. At their feet is a
line of six people walking. A, is an incomplete figure of a man with

a shield in his hand and C, a group of five parallel marks.

Shown on fig. 2, are drawings of the remainder of the paintings,

which are scattered around the wall of the cave. A and K are

representations of men carrying shields in their hands, B and D,

simple "stick" figures, and C, a dancer, associated with an incomplete

circle. F, is probably a woman, with a digging stick in her hand and
a carrying bag over her shoulder. J, is a similar design, except for

a small circle near the knee. This painting is also illustrated at PL li, B.

At J3 are two daucers, which somewhat resemble those on fig. 1, B;
(I, a simple dancing figure, H, another dancer associated with some
kangaroo-like creature, and at L, two human beings, the taller with

a shield in his hand, and the smaller in the position of dancing.

DISCUSSION

These cave paintings have several unusual characteristics; they

are painted entirely in red, all, with the exception of the kangaroo at

II, picture human bcinus, and most of them show action. In fact, with
the possible exception of those recorded by Hossfeld on the River

Maine (1926, fig, 1-4), they are the most spirited cave paintings that

I know of in South Australia.

It is not possible to estimate the age, nor to define the function of

these cave paintings, but the fact that there is no overpainting, except,

perhaps, the walking figures at fig. 1, B, and that the figures have been

painted entirely in red, suggests that they may have depicted some
mythical story helonging to the ceremonial life of the tribe.
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SUMMABY
This paper records an unusual group of cave paintings in the

Mount Lofty Ranges of South Australia. The designs are figured,

described and their possible function discussed.
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A NEW COPROPHILOUS UROPODID MITE,
CILLIBA COPROPHILA SP. NOV. FROM A BAT CAVE

IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA (ACARINA-CILLIBIDAE)

byK Womersley, SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

A new Uropodid mite, Cilliba coprophila sp. nov. living in the damp guano of a bat cave at

Naracoorte, South Australia, is described and figured from the adults of both sexes, as well as from

the larval, proto-, deuto-, and tritonymphal stages. It is shown to be strongly negatively phototropic

in behaviour.



A NEW COPROPHILOUS UROPODID MITE, CILLIBA COPRO-
PHILA SP. NOV. FROM A BAT CAVE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
(ACARINA-CILLIBIDAE)

H. WoMERSLEY, SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM

Fig. 1-3

SYNOPSIS
A new Uropodid mite, Cilliba coprophila sp. nov. living in the

damp guano of a bat cave at Naracoorte, South Australia, is described
and figured from the adults of both sexes, as well as from the larval,

proto-, deuto-, and tritonymphal stages. It is shown to be strongly
negatively phototropic in behaviour.

Family Cillibidae Tragardh.

Tragardh, 1., 1944. Zur Systematik der Uropodiden—Ent. Tidsk.,

65: 171.

Genus Cilliba v. Heyden

von Heyden, 1896. Isis Oken., 19: 613.

Cilliba coprophila sp. nov.

Fig. 1 A-L, 2 A-G, 3 A-D

Types. The holotype female, allotype male and morphotypes of
the larval and nymphal stages as well as numerous paratypes in the
collection of the South Australian Museum.

Locality and Biotope. Found in very large numbers in the damp
guano on the floor of a bat cave at Naracoorte, South Australia, August
26th to September 2nd, 1956 and collected by members of the Cave
Exploration Group of South Australia led by Mr. E. Hamilton-Smith.

Description.

Holotype female. Fig. 1 A-K, M-N. A dark brown, strongly
sclerotised and broadly oval species with convex dorsum and somewhat
flatter venter: length of idiosoma 930p,width 670/*.
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Fig. 1. Cilliba coprophUa »p. nov. A-K, M-N FemaJe. A—venter, B—dorsum, C

—

gnathosoma, D—dorsal seta, E—ventral seta, F—ehelicerae, G—tritosternum, II—leg 1.

I—leg n, J—leg ui, K—leg rv, "M—eanierostome. N—tectum, 1j—male, intereoxal shield.
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Fig. 2. Cilliba coprophito sp. nov. A-B, tritonymph, A—venter, B—dorsum,
C-G deutonymph, C—venter, D—dorsum, E—posterior dorsal seta, F—posterior

ventral seta, Q—dorsolateral and marginal setae in lateral and dorsal view.
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Fig. & Cilliba coprophila sp. nov. A B protoiiymph, A— venter, B—dorsum. C-l)

latva, C—venter, D—dorsum.
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Dorsum tig
1

. 1 B; smooth and shining, idiosoma, almost completely

covered by an entire dorsal shield which is only separated by a narrow

strip of cuticle from the narrow marginal shields, anteriorly the

marginal shields coalesce wirli the dorsal shield while posteriorly they

are only separated therefrom at the most by a thin suture line, anterior

of the dorsal shield is the cone-shaped ''vertex" shield which is

somewhat less sclerotised and bears a pair of long 96// vertical setae,

(lie dorsal shield is furnished with ea. 20 pairs of long 180V setae,

tig. 1. D, which are slightly swollen at the base and distally barbed, the

marginal shields carry a double row of about 20 pairs of similar setae

on each side, in Addition both dorsal and marginal shields are furnished

with a number of small pores.

Venter fig, I. A; anteriorly with a large camerostome, tig. 1 M,
in which are situated the gnathosoma, coxae of legs I and the

tritosternum: the tritostenmm, fig, 1 (r. is exposed between coxae

I and consists of a t wo-segmeiited basal part and a single ciliated

lacinia which is tritid distally; the ventral shields consist of a sterno

genital shield extending from the posterior margin of the camerostome

to the posterior vd^ of aeetabuhi IV where it is separated from the

large and expanded venln anal shield by a strong suture line, the

anterior margin trf the ftter&Q genital Shield is lightly curved and 192p

wide and forms the posteiior margin of the camen>*tomo
t

in the

middle of the shield and extending from the anterior margin of

acetabula I to the middle of aeetabida IV is a large oval perigenital ring

in which lies the close tilting similarly shaped cpigynial shield, laterad

of the perigenital ring the sterno-genital shield carries 7 pairs of

simple setae and one pair of small anterior lyi'dorm pores, tin 1 anterior

three pairs of setae arc small and lie between coxae 11. tin* other

pairs are longer and lie between eo.vae III and IV with the last pair

posterior of the perigenital ring, the perigenital ring is 240/' long by

150^ and anteriorly has a small conical projection which divides the

anterior margin ot \\\k> shield; the ventri-annl shield occupies the

whole of the venter posterior of acHahula f V where it is marked off by

a posteriorly curved 44 metapoda] line
,

\ the shield carries 6 pairs of

medium to long setae which are distinctly swollen basall> t fig. 1 E, and

to 154/a long, as well as a pair of paranal aotoe^ the endnpodal shields

an 1 coalesced With the ster to genital shield while the exopodals are

strongly sclerotised to form the edges of Die 'Moveable pedalcs''; the

stigma is situated between coxae TI and ITT with a convoluted peritreme

;is figured
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Gnathosoma fig. 1 C\ ventrally witJi four pairs of long", strong

setae of wliich the capitular and both pnirs of post-rostral setae are

ciliated, Die rostral nude; fllfi tectttltlj ftg« 1 N, is a long dentate hyaline

spike; palpi 5-segmented, the basal segment carries two ciliated setae

of which the inner is short and blunt, the tarsus is supplied with a

number of long setae and its basal specialised seta, is 2 lined; chelicerae

as in fig, 1 K\ strongly selerotised, the fixed digit with only one strong

tooth and an apfcflJ blnnf hyaline lobe within which can be seen a canal

which runs buck through the cligiti movable digit with two strong

teeth,

Lff/s fig. 1 ll-K: all sliort and six -segmented, the basal segments

Of TI-1V lying- within distinct foveae, leg 1 is the slenderest and
Ftirniehed with coxal and femoral laminae as figured, lags tl and III

also with femoral laminae, all tarsi with torig caruncle and paired

claws and on 11 IV with .some strong spines: leg 1 56G> long, II 468m,

If! iGfy TV52b>.

Allotype male. Of the same general lYicios and size as in the

female, differing: only in the storuo-genital shield in the centre of which
between coxae HI lies the rounded gftbi-tal OTlfipe and shield (fig. 1 L).

The cholioorae are similar to those of the female,

Morphofi/pc fritonymph. Pig. 2 A B; of the same general facies

as in the female, but much less sclerotised and lighter in colour; length

of idiosome 72.V, width 55Qp.

Dorsum-: dorsal and marginal shields as in adults, the dorsal

setae plain W only indistinctly barbed distally. and to 8(V long, the

marginal setae slight ly shorter.

\ rrrlrr tig
1

. 2A
;
sternal shield extending from posterior margin

of eamerostnme to slightly beyond aeetabula. TV with a lightly concave

posterior margin W€d] separated from anterior margin of the vent ri-anal

shield, the anterior margin is 144/< wide, the lateral margins closely

eoutour the coxae but are separated from the endopodal shields by a

very narrow strip of cuticle, the shield carries 8 pairs of setae and
two pairs of pore*, the third and fourth pairs of setae are in a

transverse row, Ihe anterior pores are lyriform and near the anterior

margin, the other pair axe small and round and lie between the sixth

pair of setae, the shield is M26> long and its setae from 30/* to 48/* long:

the ventri-anal shield is as figured, *>(:><> wide and 182m long and
furnished with long 80> setae as in the female.

Gnathosoma as in female.

Leys as in female. I 2!>2,< long, TT-TTT 351/*, IV 374/*.
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Morphoti/pe deutoni/mph fig. 2 C-G; smaller rind less sclerotised

than the tritonymph; length of idiosoma 655/*, width 468/x.

Dorsum fig. 2 D; with four dorsal shields; a largo median, shield

4J0/i long, rounded anteriorly then widening gradually to 222/x in a line

with coxae III and then contracting sharply to a rounded end just in

£l*£?nt of the posterior shield, it is furnished with 5 pairs of simple

setae 24/t, and one pair of lyriform pores anterior of the first pair of

setae which are much nearer together than the other pairs; the posterior

shield is transverse with concave anterior margin 176)8 wide by 23/a

long and without setae; laterad on each side of the posterior constricted

portion of the median shield is an elongate widely oval shield 117/*

long by 59i* wide and between the posterior end of these shields and tjie

median shield is a long strong blunt barbed sota 6#j*j the marginal

shields are not demarcated, oily being indicated by two longitudinal

rows of very peculiarly shaped setae, these setae are on papillae with

a very short peduncle and then a pickaxe-head shaped seta with an

expanse to 90/*, owing to the short peduncle or haft these setae are

closely adpressed to the body surface, dorsally each seta is lightly

convex and in dorsal view is a long narrow pointed ellipse (fig. 2 07,

two other pairs of these setae lie close to the posterior tip of tie 4 median

shield and in front of the posterior shield.

Venii'r tig. 2C; sternal shield small, )M
f
i long by 105/a wide,

extending from anterior of acetabula TT to posterior of acetabula [J J

with the posterior margin tapering to a, blunt angle, with 3 pairs of

setae 35# long; anal shield trapezoidal, anterior margin straight, J GOV,

lateral margins divergent and post 'nor margin lightly convex 175/s

with only the paranal setae 35p long and the anus posterior, its length

is 105^; a pair of oval shields just posterior of acetabula TV 82m long

by 35m wide; a posteriorly curved suture line, in which is a pair of

small rounded pore.^, runs between acetabula IV, between this line and

the anterior margin of the anal shield are two pairs of fine sria< and

on each side laterad of the anal shield is a stronger seta with a pair

of rounded shieldlets close by.

Gnafliosoma as in tritonymph.

Lef/s as in tritonymph, I 355,x long. 17 $5XlH Ml 3&M* CV 346>.

Morphotype proforiyniph fig. 3 A-R ; very similar to the dcuto

nymph but of smaller size; length of idiosoma 514^, width 336*,

Dorsum fig. 3 R; with the shields of the same conformation as m
the deutunyTnph, median shield 413,* long by 384/* wide

s with 5 pairs
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of fine setae 20m long, posterior shield 274/* wide by 14m long, lateral

shields 125/i long by 64/* wide ; setae between lateral and median shields

61ft long, the pickaxe-head shaped setae to 91 m in expanse.

Venter fig. 3 A; much as in deutonymph, as figured; sternal shield

168a* long by lltfk wide reaching posteriorly to level of anterior of

aeetabula TV, only demarcated by discontinuity of cuticular striations,

with 3 pairs of setae 34m long; anal shield more rounded than in

deutonymph, 173/* wide by 122/* long with only the paranal setae; the
posterolateral shields of the deutonymph are wanting; stigma and
peritreme much as in the deutonymph.

Ctmthosoma including palpi anrl ohelicerae as in the deutonymph.

Legs as in deutonymph, I 360m long, II 360/*, III 345/*, IV 384/*,

Mvrpholi/pe larva fig. 3 CD: small, length of idiosoma 480/t, width

288m, with only 3 pairs of legs.

1/orsiMt fig. 3 D; without any definite shields except the posterior

which is 125^ wide by 22m long; with a medial double row of 5 pickaxe-
head shaped Setae which are very thin with an expanse to 67/*,

marginally or submarginaUy with longitudinal row of 10 similar setae.

on each side, of whieh the first 4 are thin, the others thicker and shaped
as in the deutonymph, jnst in front of the posterior shield is a pair of

similar setae with an expanse of 125//; the dorsal surface is irregularly
ornamented by pitting as figured.

Vmter fig. 3 C; as in protonymph, but the sternal shield is only

indicated by the break in the cuticular striations, it is 160/* long by
102/* wide with 3 pairs of setae 23/* long; the anal shield is even more
rounded than in the protonyrnph, 91/t wide by 63/* long; between the
sternal and the anal shield is a single pair of fine normal setae and
laterad oL

4

these a very fine pickaxe-hernl shaped seta; the peritreme
is only slightly developed ami the stigma is just posterior of coxae IL

(inathosoma, palpi and cheluerae much as in protonymph.

Legs as figured, 1 336/* long, tl 336m, II I 312m, TV 326/*.

I\r>narks, This js an interesting and remarkable species in the

sudden and extreme morphological change in the form of the dorsal and
marginal setae from the pickaxe-head shape in the larva, protonymph
and deutonymph, to the normal type of seta found in the tritonymph
and adults. The pickaxe head setae in the earlier stages may possibly

be of assistance in enabling the mites to traverse the pellets of guano
in which klip mites* Hv<-
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The collection of these mites, many thousands, was from a 21b.

treacle tin of moist guano collected from the bat cave and sent to the

Museum. When first opened the surface of the guano was a seething

mass of living mites, but within seconds of being exposed to the light,

they had all disappeared below the surface. This negative response to

light was repeated many times.
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This paper refers to the archaeological stone implements of Kangaroo Island, an uninhabited land at

the time of its discovery by Captain Matthew Flinders, R.N., H.M.S. Investigator in March 1802.

The various groups, including some smaller types hitherto unnoticed, are described and compared,

where applicable, with similar material found upon the adjacent mainland. It is suggested that the

smaller implements may have been used concurrently with the dominant large pebble implement

industry ofKangaroo Island termed Kartan.

The diverse problems relating to the islanders' time and direction of arrival and, in addition, their

departure or local extinction are referred to and some conjectural solutions discussed.
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SUMMARY
This paper refers to he archaeological stone implements of

Kangaroo Island, an uninhabited land at the time of its discovery

by Captain Matthew Flinders, R.N., II.M.S. Investigator in March
1802.

The various groups, including some smaller types hitherto

unnoticed, are described and compared, where applicable, with similar

material found upon the adjacent mainland. It is suggested that the

smaller implements may have been used concurrently with the dominant

large pebble implement industry of Kangaroo Island termed Kartan.

The diverse problems relating to the islanders' time and direction

of arrival and, in addition, their departure or local extinction are

referred to and some conjectural solutions discussed.

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF KANGAROO ISLAND

Kangaroo Island, which extends more than 90 miles in an east-

west direction and has a maximum widtli of 30 miles, is separated from

the mainland to the north-east by Backstairs Passage with a minimum
width of nine miles and in a northerly direction by Investigator Strait

which is about 25 miles wide. The ocean to the south of the island

deepens rapidly offshore with the exception of a few outlying reefs

and rocks, the 100 fathom line approaching the coast in one area to

within a distance of M0 miles. The interior of Kangaroo Island, shortly

after Captain Flinders* discovery, was found to he covered in many
places with dense, sometimes impenetrable scrub and in others with

forests of Eucalyptus trees. The rainfall varies between 17 and 30

inches, the climate of the island, due to its position being cool, temperate

and equable. Fish, birds, kangaroos, wallabies, opossums and seals

abound. The highest official physical feature is Mount Macdonnell

—

984 feet,
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DISCOVERT AND F1EST TRACKS OF PRIMITIVE MAN
Captain Flinders, when running along the north coast of the island

in 1I.M.S. Ini t'sligalor during March 1802, wrote thus in his journal:

—

"Neither smoke nor other marks of inhabitants lias as yet been

perceived upon the southern tend."

Tins ohservant officer, describing the kangaroos seen feeding,

continued :

—

"Our landing gave them no disturbance , . . The poor animals

suffered themselves , . in some instances to be knocked on the head

with sticks . . . There was Little doul.it, however, that this extensive

piece of land was separated from the continent for the extraordinary

tameness of the kangaroo , . . concurred with the absence of all

traces of men to show that it was not inhabited . . . That the natives

of the continent did not visit it was demonstrated if not by the want of

all signs of such visit yet by Ihe lameness of (lie konguroo, an animal

which on the continent resembles the wild deer in timidity.
M

Captain Flinders revisited Kangaroo Island a week later and after

going ashore near his former landing wrote:

—

w A party was sent to short kangaroos , . . The kangaroos were

found to be less numerous than at the first anchoring place, and

they had become shy so that very tew were killed.
1

' Early settlers

subsequently confirmed the soundness of Captain Flinders 7 deductions

—that his discovery was an uninhabited laud.

Definite .-vidcuee of an archaeological native occupation, however,

was established with the discovery by Ilowehin (1903) of some hammer-

stones at Hawk's Rest Station adjoining Murray's Lagoon. Tmdale

and Maegraith (1931) found further examples at the same locality in

association with some massiw trimmed pebble implements and Cooper

(1943) made an extensho examination during the period lfKU-M which

disclosed the existence of numerous camping places distributed widely

throughout most of the island, 1,400 pebble choppers and "horsehoof
'"

shaped trimmed cores were collected during the course of this suivey

and, in addition, more than 150 Immmerstoiir.

This preliminary inspeetion appeared to indicate that the massive

trimmed pebble chopper core implement industry was a completely

pure one with the exception of one or two small flakes with secondary

trimming which appeared to be merely fortuitous. A careful

examination of these and additional sites during a further survey,

however, disclosed the existence of a former well established small
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and medium sized implement industry with the finding of more than

160 implements and, furthermore, a Large number of small discarded

workshop cores which confirmed their origin. This material, which

has never teen described, is referred to in a later section of this paper,

THE LARUE STONE IMPLEMENTS OF KANGAROO ISLAND
The large trimmed pebble chopper/core block implement industry

has been described ms previously stated and a brief allusion to it will

suffice in this place, for comparison, before proceeding with a

description erf the small and intermediate forms which constitutes a

principal seUtKttl &f this paper.

The large implements are prepared by hammer flaking most or

nearly ill of one side of water worn line grained quartzite pebbles,

usually oval in shape. The lower periphery of this side, after being

roughly flaked to the desired shape, is secondarily trimmed with

considerable skill 1o produce .-> fairly thin and often stepped working

edge. Treat meat of the upper portions of this prepared side is

confined to | pttgh flnkingand only to such an extent that, the pebble could

be held e/)Mveinrii!l\ m, i he hand during use.

The typical pebble chopper implement of Kangaroo Island,

therefore (fig, 1), is a semi-uniface core implement whose massive

form when completed i- attained by primary and secondary hammer
flaking and trimming as described afctfvg, A fully uniface pebble

chopper typfi exists bill sparingly.

The lower or working edge of pebble choppers, as indicated by the

existence of numerous well used examples, gradually retreats backwards

from its original form owing to wear and ret rimming until it becomes

vertical and piobably too blunt and obtuse to carry out its original

f uim'1 ions. The heavily crushed and. bruised edges of many, however,

appear to indicate their conversion for some other purpose in thp

concluding stages of their useful life.

An interesting feature of many of these pebble choppers is the

existence of well defined lulling and bruising upon the nether surfaces

suggesting their reversal when required for hammers. The exercise of

this function is also evident upon massive trimmed angular blocks

from llallett CoYS, Cooper (195&), and also on similar material which

the writer has recently collected upon campsites extending along the

banks of the River Wakefield.

Large core-like implements with stepped secondary trimming,

made chiefly from angular blocks, are relatively common upon
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Kailgar^O Island, They arc, with lew exceptions, of "horsehoof "

shape as in fig 2. Tbeff wo flung edges, when reduced by wear and
retrimnuug, become obtuse similarly to t' l(i pebble choppers, or even
concave m extreme eases, when the apex overhangs the trimmed
working base. (Vooper, 1943, fig. 2 and 3>) Tlie Kangaroo Island

industry is practically devoid of millstones both upper and lower.

The existence of la rue assemblages of implements around many
lagoons and upon the banks of creeks, mostly inland, indicates that

such localities were favoured when selecting the sites for important
camps. Primitive man upon Kangaroo Island, however, inhabited

many parts of the tableland e<mntr\, especially in places where there

exist saucer shaped dc prossions or pans of various diameters and a few

feet dee]) with a tenacious clayey bottom often overlain by a thin layer

of sand. An examination of these places reveals the occurrence, here

and there, of a depression around the margin of which twro or three

stonr implements may be round. The choice uU any particular pan
appears to have been related to its superior capacity tor retaining

water. Tin' comparative fewness ol' implements in these surroundings
appears to associate them with the wanderings and temporary presence
of a small group or single family movnej about frmu place to place

in seareh of food and water.

The existence of implements m almost impenetrable scrub country
is difficult to explain, They mav have lieen Lost or discarded by hunters
during or after setling tire to the Surrounding country—a favourite

means of rounding up animal;; and reptiles \'<*v food

—

<>r they could be

relics of a more rigorous climatic period and less vegetation if their

age were sufficiently remote

The beauty and -viiif-ietrv of many pebble implements indicate that

at some period at least the Kangaroo Islanders possessed craftsmen
capable of producing work of no mean order,

COMPARISON OF IvAM! AROO ISLAND AND MAINLAND
LARGE TYPES

It appears probable, from material gathered during the last 25
sears, despite the existence of rela lively few small implements, that
the dominant feature of the Kangaroo Island material culture was
tlie large trimmed pebble industry ami that the

il horsohoof '• shaped
trimmed core may have 1m en a contemporary. The relative ratios of

these types collected at two localities -Hog Bay (AVillson) River and
Discovery Lagoon near Kmu Bay—are interesting owing to their
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similarity. There are no means of estimating, however, whether this

affinity is merely coincidental or presents some unknown significant

factor :

—

Trimmed Pebble "Horsehoof

"

Choppers Trimmed Cores

Discovery Lagoon 363 29

Hog Bay (Willson) Eiver 337 23

The aggregates of pebble choppers and "horsehoof " cores collected

from all island campsites by the writer—1,277 and 118 respectively

—

and the total absence of the latter from many sites, appear to indicate

that these were too few in number to represent a separate culture

period.

It is an interesting feature, but one difficult to explain, that none of

the camping grounds known upon the neighbouring main, many of

which are within visible distance of the island, show any trace whatever
of a dominant pebble implement culture although large numbers of

pebbles exist, at least at present, along its shores, including the

vicinity of Cape Jervis, near which place the writer discovered over

90 "horsehoof '

' trimmed cores, fashioned from angular, irregular

blocks, upon one spot alone. No dominant pebble implement industry,

moreover, has yet been discovered elsewhere in South Australia

although scattered examples have been found, apparently as a

subsidiary type, in association with many large implements such as at

Artipena water, Cooper (1943) and elsewhere.

The existence of the "horsehoof " upon Kangaroo Island, in

limited numbers upon some sites and its complete absence from others,

may indicate that it was a type already known to the islanders before

their arrival there and that its use was relatively unimportant in

comparison with the pebble implement culture which, owing to the

scarcity of other large forms, appears to have been evolved and
developed as a conventional type shortly afterwards.

SMALL KANGAROO ISLAND IMPLEMENTS
The writer, during extensive field work in the early thirties, found

a few small well defined implements of quartzite in association with

the large pebble implement industry. Others, derived from milky

quartz, with unmistakable secondary trimming were also discovered

but the relative scarcity of the latter did not account for the presence

of many small discarded working cores in that material, of which over

200 were collected. A more thorough examination at a later date of
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many flakes scattered about clearly indicated that tliero existed amongst
them, primitive eodscrapers and other types, with crude secondary
trimming, which had been overlooked by the very nature of their

extreme primitiveness, The presence, moreover, of a number of

simple hut keen edged flakes, devoid of any secondary trimming, many
ttf which bore chipping upon their nether sides, indicating wear from
use, suggests their definite employment as knives. The existence bf

so many discarded milky quartz COWS and simple flakes, often showing
their bulbs of percussion, together with the scarcity of well worked
small implements upon numerous campsites reveals (hat many of Ihese

Simple flakes must have bcei deliberately made to serve as cutting

took.

This small implement assemblage includes trimmed end and
"HGBed" scrapers, discouhd and irregular shaped adzestones, knives

s.iws, awls, prepared cores and sonic solitary types winch are included

in the accompanying drawings^ All those discovered by the wriler art-

derived from milky quartz am; <|uarl.zife with a few exceptions which are

referred to in their proper place.

The number of small Kangaroo Island implements available,

although rather circumscribed, is sufficiently large to enable a tentative

Comparison to b€ made with those existing elsewhere in South Australia.

This indicates that they are comparable in some cases with, but scantily

representative of, some types to be found upon the nearby main
although the island examples a> a whole exhibit cruder workmanship.
Some allowance should be made, however, for those derived from milky
quartz, which constitute the majority, because accurate primary and
secondary flaking of this material is most difficult to control. The finish

upon those produced from qiinrtzite is somewhat better.

Most of the small Kangaroo Island implements, the majority of

which return their bulbs of percussion, have been struck from prepared
cores but a few are merely random nnlkv quattz natural blocks or
fragments which have received rou-h se<'oudary trimming to provide
the necessary working edge. The preference for milky ffliartz appears
to be due to its prevalence OpW the surface at or near ninny campsites

whereas quaiizile had to be Transported inland from restricted gpots

situated upon tlie coast. The scarcity of small quartzite working cores

appears to indicate that some implements in this materia] had their

origin in flakes of suitable size mn] shape discarded during tlie

manufacture of large trimmed pebble choppers. A number of types

widespread upon the mainland, however, such as the beautifully
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executed Pirri and Wbakwdne points, geometric and other mioroliths,

shite scrapers gnd polished axeheads nave tiol been found ijpon the

island.

It is m<>st difficull to determine whether the smaller implements of

Kangaroo [siand wen employed concurrently with the large pebble

implement industry or whether they represent some other period in

its occupation by primfcval man* Stratified deposits throughout the

world, generally, disclose the existence oi* the larger and progressively

improved atone implements in the lower (earlier) layers which in

turn were displace*?, al least principally, by smaller, lighter and better

designed forms—iUe re-sult ol' experience and the demand for them
in the manufacture of a wider range of domestic, hunting and fighting

equipment.

The larire and m i stoi^ implements, improvised by primitive

man in earlier periods Were eminently suitable for carrying out heavy

work such as cutting botjgbs For -hellers and the shaping of his rudely

designed olubs and spears. Thore would bs oilier purposes, however,

which would need some small simple Cff trimmed flakes even at that

period such as mat skin clonks, for ceremonies and cutting in

general, in the abgenee of ••"> well defined or established small

implement types, which upOn the mainland are indicative of later

cultural periods, representatives of which occur there in vast numbers,

it is possible that the somewhat limited and ill defined small forma

of Kangaroo Island, suitable for the performance of lighter duties such

as those just referred to, were contemporaries of the large pebble

implements of that area.

Till-; GAPE UAKSJNI HOARD
This interesting and perplexing series was found in a little

shallow rocky hollow upon the top of the coastal cliffs at Cape Gastrin]

and within a few feet of their seaward edge, l\ includes several

microliths, some of which appear to possess pressure flaking? and also

several discarded working ores of microlithic !nnn from which they

have been struck. A small qnartaite hammerstone was found nearby

and may have been used tn fashion theju. The importance of the find

justified the collection of all the discarded fiakos for future reference—

82 in number. The material, identified by the late Sir Douglas Mawsou
as a cherty flint, was considerably weathered and from the general

deposition of the assemblage it is apparent that the implements were

made where they Lay and not transported, although the cherty Hint

itself mav have been derived from elsewhere.
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The construction of the individual specimens, which constitute the

Cape Cassini hoard, makes it difficult or even impossible to associate

them with other Kangaroo Island implements. They appear to

resemble, in many respects, forms which exist in South East South

Australia and also in rock type, but their appearance in such mi

isolated situation, if this be true, is surprising. There is eonyimicnf.

access, however, to the cliff top where they lay, from an extensive flat

rocky platform a few feet ab< ve sea level. It is possible thai they may
be relics of a forced or chance landing from seawards in prehistoric

times, or, on the other hand, disclose the presence of a workshop site

made by a mainland native several of whom were known to have been

captured at the commencement of the European occupation by roving

undesirables and forced to accompany them.

CONSTITUTION OF THE CAPE OASSIXI HOARD
Discarded flakes 82

Discarded working cores 5

Microlith endscraper 1

Irregular shaped knives 2

Microlith knives , , . ,
2

Endscrapera 8

Worn adze 1

Concave adzes 4

Irregular shaped adzes 2

Total 104

A TASMANJAN POST-EUROPEAN STONE IMPLEMENT
INDUSTRY

During historic times—shortly after Captain Flinders- discos «tv

in 1802—sealers, whalers and adventurers from Bass' Strait and
elsewhere established camps at Antechamber Bay and Cape Mart
bringing Tasmanian women with them. Small well trimmed Hint

implements, similar to those found in Tasmania, have been collected

at both sites associated with fragments of iron, glass and European
gun flints. Those discovered by the writer at the Cape* Hart campsite

comprised more than 70 trimmed implements ehiefly "nosed" scrapers,

adzestones and cores. Water-worn flint nodules upon tl p adjoining

beach indicate the source of material. It is interesting to observe that

in contrast with the island's early inhabitants the Tasmanian women
ignored the quartzite pebbles amongst the flint nodules. This Stone
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Age-European phase was of brief duration and ceased to exist with the

advent of permanent settlement and a stabilised administration. These
two sites were described bv Tindale (1937), Alison Harvey (1941) and
Cooper (1948).

POOD REMAINS
Cooper (1943) referred to the existence of sea shells upon three

eroded campsites in association with large pebble implements, hammer-
stones and, in one case, burnt hearth stones. A more recent examination

of two of these sites by the writer revealed additional extensive erosion

exposing, in one locality, a mound of burnt earth containing many
mussel shells and in the other a partly exposed stratum of further

mussel shells, two inches below which a simple quartzite flake was
embedded in situ. Both these species are living forms in the nearby
waters of Pelican Lagoon.

The sole surviving proof of primitive man's occupation of

Kangaroo Island rests upon the existence of many stone implements
which is indisputable evidence but the significance of the shell food

remains in association with them upon three scattered campsites

continues unsolved until it is determined later by a Carbon 14 dating.

There is just a possibility that they may represent the feasts of the

Tasmanian women already referred to or other wanderers in the early

1800s. The association of these shells with pebble choppers in the

situations stated above suggests their contemporaneity and if confirmed

by a dating would be invaluable in providing a firm foundation upon
which to base investigations so necessary in the solution of the problems

still remaining.

ARRIVAL OF THE KANGAROO ISLANDERS

The date and direction of the Kangaroo Islanders' arrival, the

duration of their occupation and, in addition, their departure—or

extinction in situ—are all at present unknown and impossible of solution

with the meagre details available. Some possibilities, all of them
purely hyopthetical however, may be advanced and discussed.

Their arrival at what is now Kangaroo Island could have been

accomplished in various ways three of which may be mentioned as

possible :

—

(1) Via an unbroken landbridge when it was still part of the

main.
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(2) By means of a crossing which included a series of deep

water channels, shoals and dry land, involving walking:,

- wj mining, wading and the use of canoes or rafts.

(3) By crossing the water in canoes or rafts bj one of the

Channels somewhat similar to those in existence today

sueh as Backstairs Passage or Investigator Strait, ( Vide

accompanying map.)

The occupation of the island tit its equivalent at that time would

present no difficulties if the conditions referred to in (1) prevailed but

if those in (2) or (3) existed a crossing in such circumstances would

have been difficult although not impracticable in the former but well

nigh impossible [n the latter w ith the fatuities which it may be supposed

I he natives of that period would have at their disposal. There is

nothing to indicate that they were better equipped than at the time of

the European occupation but before proceeding further it may be useful

in this place bo describe the two stretches of water which separate the

island from the main.

Lnvestigator Strait has a minimum width of about 22 sea miles.

Its bed LB remarkably Uniform in contour, a line of soundings drawn

from shore to shore in !he vicinity of Point Marsden and Troubridge

Point giving the following successive depths in fathoms:—3, 17, 16, 17,

17, 18, 18, 18, 17, 18, 17, lb\ 16, 15, 15, 14, 13, 10, 9 and 5. Investigator

Strait is free of offshore dangers with the exception of those fairly

close in under the hind such as the Althorpe Isles

The soundings in "Backst.airs Passage with a minimum width of

unlv nine miles, however, arc very irregular deepening and shoaling

rapidlv as for example from 7 lath, to 81, 7 to 33 and 4 to 18. They

range between 44 fnth. off Cape St. Albans and 3 on the Yatala Shoal

An examination of charts of Backstairs Pa-sage indicates that deeps,

shallow batiks and the Yatala Slmal lie, generally, in a northwesi

Miit least direction and if this he due to scour, the tide which sets

through the passage in much the snme direction, may be a contributing

factor.

The narrowness of Backstairs Passage, the irregular soundings

and the strength of the tidal stream, more especially when opposed

by contrary winds, all combine to cause rips, races and a steep breaking

sea which are dangerous even for a small well found boat. These are

the prevailing conditions with which (he native would have had to

contend frequently when attempting a crossing.
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The Kaurna (Adelaide) Tribe, whose territory extended south-
wards to Cape Jervis, possessed neither canoes nor rafts at the time
of the European occupation nor did the Narangga of Yorke Peninsula.
The natives of the lower River Murray used primitive bark canoes and
those living around the lakes, just above its outlet to the sea, had frail

and flimsy rafts of reeds in addition. Both types of craft were believed
to have been propelled solely by means of poles before the advent of
the European which would restrict navigation to waters no more than
a few feet deep. Any successful crossing of Investigator Strait or
Backstairs Passage as they exist today, their most convenient directions
of approach, either in a frail bark canoe with a few inches of freeboard
or upon a crazy reed raft, would need skill and much good fortune
even in tolerably fine weather and if propelled by poling, apparently
their only means of propulsion, an obvious impossibility. There is

the chance, however, of an isolated enforced crossing or two due to
being driven over before the wind.

A NATIVE LEGEND OF KANGAROO ISLAND
The former inhabitants of Kangaroo Island having disappeared

before its discovery in 1802 no local legends are available and it is

necessary to depend solely upon information secured from tribes who
lived upon the adjacent mainland such as the Kaurna (Adelaide), the
Jarildekald and other peoples of the Encounter Bay area. Both the
Kaurna and Jarildekald natives believed Kangaroo Island to be the
home of the spirits of departed ancestors, Pindi in the former's
language meaning the spirit of departed humans, hence one of their
names for Kangaroo Island—Pindingga—the abode of spirits. Several
variations survive of an interesting legend relating the wanderings and
feats of Ngurunderi, a great ancestral spirit of the Jarildekald. His
field of activities included Kangaroo Island and as it is rather
applicable, at least in theory, to certain references in this paper, the
legend, as recorded by Berndt (1941) is referred to briefly as follows.

Ngurunderi, during one of his epic achievements, having travelled
down the River Murray along which he made many features of the
country as he proceeded upon his way, arrived on the shores of
Encounter Bay, where he caused Granite Island and other islets to
emerge from the sea. He hastened thence westward in search of his
two fleeing wives whom he perceived at last hastening ahead of him
near Tjirbuk (Blowhole Creek) where Ngurungaui, the land of spirits
(Kangaroo Island), is clearly visible. Ngurungaui, at that time, was
almost connected with the main so that it could be reached by walking
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and wading and this the fugitives attempted to do. Ngurunderi, in

very had humour, had arrived meantime at Tjirbuk and pausing until

his unfaithful wives bad reached mid-channel he called with thunderous

voice lor the sea to rise and overwhelm thern.

Cawthorne (184G), surveying from the neighbouring cliffs the

scen-e of Ngurunderi 's revenge as enacted in the native legend, wrote

as follows in his diary:

—

"Away upon the breeze is borne

From setting sun to rising morn
Bounding! from drag to reedy pool

The voice (rf great ( )oroondool.'

'

(Ooroondool is a variant spelling of Ngurunderi.)

Great waves, Berndt's account continues, rapidly arose and falling

upon his wives they were overwhelmed and swept away. Ngurunderi

thereupon transformed them into two little rocky islets called Meralang

(Muralarig) now The Pages and a reed basket carried by the younger

became a nearby reef.

Ngurunden eontiuued his journey to Kangaroo Island where after

proceeding westward he created a great (Vtsuarina tree and rested in

ils Shade. He then walked to the end of the island when* he hurled

his last remaining spear into the ocean whence rocks appeared from

whieh he dived into tin* Beg after winch he rose up into the sky where

he resides until this day in the spirit world. Ngurunderi, before bidding

his Jaralde people farewell, told them that after death they would

follow his trades to Kangaroo Island, the spirit world, and there they

would reside with him.

It may be observed in relation to the above legend that as The

Pages are to the t«ast of Tjirbuk, Ngurnnderi's irresistible advance of

the sen would have entered Backstairs Passage from the westward, that

is through Investigator Strait and Mws isolated the island from the

north.

Ngurunderi "s achievements, as related m this piece of interesting

folklore survival, rarmot, of course, have any direct bearing upon the

cause of Kangaroo Islands i isularity but if its severance by natural

changes occurred after the first arrival of primitive man upon the

neighbouring main, there may be just a possibility that the event, for

which the great Ngurunderi might quite naturallv have been given full

credit, has survived in folklore as related above. The legend, upon

the other hand, may be totally imaginary and not a highly coloured

version of an actual happening in which case it is devoid of significance.
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The following is a list of names, some mere variants, which have
been attached to Kangaroo Island by the natives of adjoining mainland
tribes:—Karl a, Kukakiin, Kiikak linear, Narun^awi, Nsruruntfaui,

Peendeka, Pgendingga, Pindefca and Nndittgga.

DURATION OF THR « HC< M
I
PATION—DLSA PPEARANCK

It is impossible 1o suggest, with the information available, evn an
approximate date for the first of Kangaroo Islands settlers arr ra]

there nor is it possible, in the absence of skeletal remains, to identify,

them as of Tnsntanoid, Anstraloid or other origin, The impleiuem-
themselves, the only unassailable proof of man's former presence there,

do not Offer sufficient evidence which COuld indicate whether these

people Comprised a small eammiinity whose stay was prolonged over

a considerable period of time or whether they are due to a large group
and a brief occupation. In the event of the island having become
insulated from the main, perhaps after tlieir arrival by way of a partial

or complete land bridge, the relative scarcity of the implements and the

widely scattered nature of their occurrence might safest the presence

of a small group who wandered far ami wide OTCf the island for some
considerable lime. If this be true, the absence of any well defined muh II

culture types such as the beati fully fashioned pin is, microliths, scrapers

and adzes whose members occur in large Quantities upon the main,

might indicate that the island dwellers' isolation from outside inter-

ference and the continuation of their own relatively pure and dominant

large pebble implement culture persisted over a prolonged period. The
development in the local fauna and flora of many sub-species and
Variants in comparison with comparable forms upon the adjacent

main, and the total ;disence of others, favour a considerable period of

insularity.

There appear to be at leasi two logical alternatives for the ultimate

disappearance of the Kaniraroo Islanders

—

their departure or extinction

in si/y—but any theories relating to them are purely hypothetical

and precariously based.

The natives, after an occupation •>[' unknown duration, may have
been forced to retreat northward owing to the advent of vigorous

climatic conditions—assuming their arrival was early enough—using,

perhaps, the same land bridge as before if it still existed or even because

the same land bridge itself was threatened with extinction. It is

possible, therefore, that their former home, subsequent to its conversion

to an island, mav have remained deserted until historic times although
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in the event of .such an evacuation it is strange that no traces exist

upon the adjacent main of their pebble implement industry with its

characteristic, trimming.

The only alternative to the disappearance of the Kangaroo Island

people, it it were not due to their departure elsewhere, appears to be

thai they finally succumbed in the country wherein they had dwelt.

i i local native community, u ore c-peeially if it were .small from the

OtttS&t and isolated from contact with the outside world over a long

period, may have deteriorated to such a degree from reasons now
unknown including, possibly, disease, intermarriage, climatic conditions

and internecine tribal lights as to finally lead to their extinction. There

is no evidence, unfortunately, to confirm the likelihood of any of these

erases being responsible or even contributor} .
The reference in the

preceding paragraph to the total abseiice of the Kangaroo Island pebble

choppers upon the nearby mainland strengthens the possibility of the

I- hinders .succumbing in the land where they lived and that their pebble

implement culture died with them.

LATBtt VISITORS TO KANGAROO ISLAND.

The question naturally arises whether Kangaroo Island was

visited subsequently Ivy parti's from the mainland, more especially

Elite? the waters which now strrouud it attained their present form.

The vision of Kangaroo Islai d, an unknown land, to a venturesome

European, laid out as it wei" almost at his feet and separated by

a slender thread of sea, would arouse his curiosity when viewed from

the main.

It is reasonable to suspect, however, that the neighbouring tribes-

man mn\ have had vcr> good reasons of their own for avoiding its

shores. They were men of the stone age. in its most primitive form

whose minds were inextricably steeped in superstition and possessed, in

addition, an unshakable belief in the workings of magic as inherited

front their forefathers. The knowledge imparted by their ancestral

legends, that the island was the dwelling place of departed souls and,

in addition, the total absence of smokes arising from this mysterious

laud— a familiar indication to them of the presence of primitive man

—

would tend to strengthen their belief that the place was truly a land

of the dead.

There may be reasonable grounds for supposing, therefore, that

no planned visits may have ocen made to Kangaroo Island during

recent years, although the possibility of casual forced landings due
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to stress of weather, as already mentioned, should not be overlooked if

water transport by frail canoe or clumsy raft were available. Such

an adventure could explain the presence of the Cape Cassini hoard,

CONCLUSION
It can be said without (ear of contradiction—and the writer readily

agrees—that the portion of this paper dealing with the arrival and

departure or disappearance of the old inhabitants of what is now
Kangaroo Island offers nothiiig indisputable enough to determine,

free from doubt, the perplexities involved or, indeed, any salient feature

relating to them. The purpose of the possibilities proffered herein

—

and they are purely hypothetical and tentative in their conception

—

is that they may assist in evolving sounder and more logical ones with

which to at least lessen the obstacles standing in the way of solving

the problem of the Kangaroo Islanders.

The writer, meanwhile, offers with some hesitation, a finnl

problematical succession of events but with the proviso that it is as

hypothetical and unconfirmed as those in this paper which precede it.

There is a possibility that:

—

(1) The old Kangaroo Islanders were Tasmanoids.

(2) They arrived by way of a land bridge, partial or Complete

(3) They were a small party.

(4) Their home subsequently became an island.

(5) They thenceforth pursued a life of isolation and solitu.lr.

(6) They died where they had lived.
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURED SPECIMENS
Fig. 1. A typical Kangaroo Island seuii-unifaee trimmed chopper. Made from a rounded

pebble.

Fig. 2. A ''Horsehoof * shaped core with stepped trimming; showing overhang due to wear

and consequent retrimming.

Fig. 3 and 4. Small semi-unifaee pebble choppers; a reversed view of Fig. i shows pitting

due to its use as a hammer-done.

Fig. 5. Rectangular unifaee chopping or scraping implement; made from a rounded pebble.

Pig, 0. A small li Horsehoof" shaped core with well defined stepped trimming.

Fig. 7. This specimen, with heavily battcm.1 surface, appears to be a throwing ball.

Kin. S. Adzestone derived from a small natural angular block.

Fig. 9. Adzestone made from a flat pebble.

Fig. 10, 11 and 12. Three working cores from which flakes have been deliberately struck

to manufacture small implements.

Fig. 13] 14 and 15, Fairly thick adzestones derived from flakes.

Fig. K>. Small trimmed core; ** Horsehoof u type.

Fig. 17-23. Flake endserapers. An examination of these seven imj dements and many other

examples indicates that there was no preconceived attempt at uniformity in striking

off flakes even faintly similar in shape. The utilisation of any piece of stone, which
could be roughly fashioned into an implement with a secondary trimmed scraping end,

show*, the primitiveness of the industry. This crudity in manufacture and vagueness
iu shape refer also to Fig. 32-37 and, indeed, to many other of the figured specimens.

Fig. 24 and 25. Adzestones roughly discoidal in shape. Flake implements.

Fig. 21). Adzestone made from a thin &Vat< &a&a

Rg. 27. Roughly trimmed adzestone made from a flint flake.

Fiff. 28. Adzestone flake derived from a piece of char quartz crystal.

Fig. 29. Awl made from a flat flake.

Fig. 20. Semi-biface adze flake.

Fig. 31. "Slug" shaped trimmed flake.

Kig. 32-37, Knives or saws. All are flake implements except Fig. 37 which has been made
from a small natural block.

Fig. 38. Abrupt trimmed point which may have been pressure trimmed.

Fig. 39, 40 and 41. Small trimmed knives.
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CAPE CASSINI HOAED
Fig. 42. Microlith endscraper with pressure flaked trimming.

Fig. 43. Small end scraper.

Fig. 44. Concave adzestone.

Fig. 45. Adzestone of irregular shape.

Fig. 40. Diseoidal adzestone.

Fig. 47. Appears to be a worn and retrimmed adzestone.

A LARGE STONE POUNDER
Fig. 48. This massive implement, 6} lb. in weight, has been made from a large water-worn

quartzite pebble. The battered condition of its working edge indicates use as a

pounder for some type of very heavy work. A definite groove upon each of its

narrow edges suggests that it was mounted in some form of wooden handle or

withy which would increase its effectiveness. It was found by the writer recently in

association with pebble choppers near a fresh-water swamp inland from American
River.

ROCK TYPES OF WHICH FIGURED SPECIMENS ARE
COMPOSED

Fig. 1 and 2 were drawn by the late Miss G-. Walsh and the remainder by Miss V.
Richardson, South Australian Museum, whose assistance is acknowledged with appreciation.

Miss Richardson also prepared the excellent sketch plan of Kangaroo Island.

Milky quartz: 7, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 29, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41
and 46.

Quartzite: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32 and 34.

Clear quartz crystal: 28.

Cherty Hint: 42, 43, 44, 45 and 47.

Flint: 27.

Smoky quartz: 40.

Dr. B. Daily, Curator of Fossils and Minerals, South Australian Museum, kindly
identified the various rocks selected generally by the natives iu the manufacture of their

implements.

LOCALITIES OF FIGURED SPECIMENS
Near Mustou, Pelican Lagoon: 3, 5, 7. 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28,

34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 41.

Discovery Lagoon, Emu Bay: 4, (> and 9.

Bay of Shoals: 13 and 15.

Hog Bay (Willson) Eiver: 2, 16, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31 and 35.

East of Pennington Bay: 24 and 33.

Near Kingscote: 30.

Cape Cassini: 32.

Point Morrison: 1.

Cape Cassini Hoard : 42, 43, 44, 46 and 47.



DECORATED ABORIGINAL SKIN RUGS

by Charles P. Mountford (Dip. Anthro., Cantab.),
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Summary

The aborigines of Southern Australia and Tasmania used rugs, made from the skins of animals, to

keep themselves warm at night and during the inclement weather. The inside surface of some of

these rugs was plain; others were decorated with a series of elaborate patterns which had been

scratched on the skin with sharp mussel shells and darkened by an application of charcoal and

grease. Dawson (1881, facing p. 8), illustrated an aboriginal woman from Victoria wearing one of

these decorated skin rugs (PL lii, A).
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Plate Hi and text fig. 1

The aborigines of Southern Australia and Tasmania used rugs,

made From the skins of animals, to keep themselves warm at night and
during the inclement weather, The inside surface of some of these

rugs was plain; others were decorated with a series of elaborate

patterns which had been scratched on the skin with sharp mussel
shells and darkened by an application of charcoal and grease. Dawson
(1881, facing p. 8), illustrated an aboriginal woman from Victoria

wearing one of these decorated skin rugs (PI. Hi, A).

A number of Australian authors, Dawson (1881, p. 8), Smyth (1878,

p. 294), Worsnop (1897, p. 51), TTowitt (1904, p. 742) and Parker (1905,

p. 121), have described both the methods of manufacture and the

decorations on aboriginal skin rugs, while Continental authors. Katzel

(1896, p. 364). and Van Gennep (1905) illustrated examples of these

skin rugs.

Yet, in spite of the interest shown in these rugs by the early

ethnologists, and the fact that many thousands of these rugs were in

use during the early days of the colonisation of Australia, remarkably
few examples have been preserved. The rug described by Van Cennep
was destroyed at Leiden, and that of Ratzel, at present in Berlin, is

in an exceedingly bad state of repair.

Within the last year or so, however, the author has been able to

locate several additional examples of decorated skin rugs; one (No.

5803) at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, which was brought
from South Australia by the 1838 Wilkes' expedition, and two in the

ethnological collection of the National Museum of Victoria. One (No.

1627), collected at the aboriginal station of Condali during 1872, and
the other (No. 16724), from the aborigines at Echuca during 1853.

Two single decorated skins have also been located, one from South
Australia, in the collection of the National Museum of Victoria (No.

9243), and the other (No. 4571), from New South Wales, m the

collection of the British Museum.
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This paper deals briefly with the Victorian rug from Condah.

A more extensive paper, in the course of preparation, will describe the

remaining examples of rugs and single skins, and discuss more fully

the methods of manufacture, the decorations and the uses of these

aboriginal skin rugs,

The Condah rug, still in an excellent state of preservation, and

made rip of forty-nine decorated and one undeeorated skin, is seventy-

five inches in length, and fifty-six inches in width. The following note

is attached to the rug.

"Aboriginal possum rug, obtained about 1872 by Mr.

Begg, Principal of the Academy of Hamilton, from tlie maker

and wearer, a black living at the aboriginal mission station at

Condah. The decora! inns on the back of the skins am of

genuine native design and the rug is a fair example of those 1

worn as cloaks before Victoria was colonised by Europeans.

It is sewn with the sinews of the tail of a kangaroo/

'

A number of writers, Ilowitl ( 11)04, p. 742 ) ; Parker (1905, p. 121 )

;

Smyth (1878, p, 288); Frazer (1893, p. 201) and Greenway (1901, p,

198), have either stated or inferred that the marks on the decorated
skin rugs, or at least some of them, are the totemie marks of the owners.

The statement that the aborigines marked belongings wi(h their totemie

marks is more or less supported by the ^signatures** of the nine

aborigines who signed the infamous document (PI. lii, B), by which

Batman claimed a large area <«i' aboriginal land adjacent to Geelong

(Dawson, 1881, facing p. 111). Dawson (1881, p. 111), commenting
on these signatures states, tl the marks of the nine chiefs are the

genuine and usual signatures which they were in the habit of carving
in the barbg of trees and theiT message sticks." No doubt, these

aborigines would have used similar marks on their skin rugs.

An examination o\' the Condah tflg shows a wide range of abstract

designs. It is possible however, that tlie oft-repeated lozenge-shaped

motifs are the totemie marks of the owner.

SUMMARY
This paper describes a decorated aboriginal skin rug from Condah,

Victoria. The rug is illustrated and the method of manufacture,

function and the designs are briefly discussed.
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THE PIRRI - AN INTERESTING AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL
IMPLEMENT

by T. D. Campbell honoraryanthropologist\ SouthAustralianMuseum

Summary

This study consisted of an examination of a large number of pirris in order to give a more concise

typological account of the implement than provided hitherto.

Measurements of length, breadth and thickness and detailed data of other features have been

recorded on over eight hundred specimens.
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IMPLEMENT
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Fig. 1

SUMMABY
This study consisted of an examination of a large number of

pirris in order to give a more concise typological account of the

implement than provided hitherto.

Measurements of length, breadth and thickness and detailed data

of other features have been recorded on over eight hundred specimens.

Mathematical analysis of the data confirms the general observation

that two forms of the pirri occurred; a northern and a southern type

to which the names Kyrean and Fulham are applied.

Examination of available collections shows that the distribution of

the typical pirris had fairly definite geographical limits; these tend to

distinguish the pirri as what might he termed a South Australian type

of stone implement.

Several minor variations in form and the types of raw material

used are described.

Suggested possible uses of the implement are discussed.

The interest and importance of the pirri giv ample scope for

further research.

INTRODUCTION

In the manufacture of his stone implements, the Australian

aboriginal was a highly efficient craftsman. The biface pressure

trimmed, symmetrical point, sometimes called the Kimberley Point,

and the widely distributed mierolithie forms in the shape of small

geometries and segments, are line examples of lithoclastic art. The

uniface trimmed point known as the Pirri, is another example of skilled

technique in producing an attractive, shapely implement.

Apparently the first record of recognition of the pirri as a native

artifact, was that of the specimens received by the South Australian

Museum from H. Y L, Brown, then South Australian Government
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Geologist. Ee aolleet^d then in the latter part of Inst century in the
region of Eueolo Greek, north-west of Tort Auuusta; but no account
was made of f hose specimens at that time. The pirri was first described,
illustrated, and so named, hy Iforne and Viston (1924). Later Ifl

Was discussed by Hale and Tindale (1930) and hy Howchin (1934),
Campbell and Koone (194:;:) illustrated and described the pirri,

including a. more concise typological acOOtUli than had hitherto been prfe

sented. Tu a memoir on the stone implements of Australia, McCarthy,
Braniell and Noone (1946) provided a comprehensive list of previous
publications which referred to this implement; they also described
some of its special typological features, foam recently, Mitchell ( 1949),
Tindale (1957) and McCarthy (1968) have discussed the pirn at some
length. Mitchell added useful factual data; the observations of the
other two authors dealt mainly with their views on its so-rolled
cultural significance.

The object of the present paper is to present results of a further
study on the typology and distribution of the typical pirri. Tf seems
obvious that until information on these aspects of this implement
clarified, its significance in relation to the development and secjuence
of other implements in Australian material culture cannot be properly
assessed

Regarding the work of Home and Alston, it should be mentioned
that for the name ^pirrie", used in their original account of the
implement, the more desirable spelling "pirn" has since become
generally adopted, And although their work did not provide a detailed
typological account of the pirri. there is no doubt lo which particular
implement they ^ave this name—their illustrations (I.I.&A. fig, S7)
adequately confirm tin

TYPOUKJY
The pirri is a imifuce trimmed, symmetrical point; produced from

a narrow lanceolate Hake of trigonal cross section, with its median
rjdgS on the outer surface. The outer surface is trimmed by removal
Of small flakes from the lateral margins up to the median ridg&j with
subsequent finer edge trimming The flaking of the two faces of the
outer surface is continuous from the point to the butt end. Tt

considered that this secondary trimming was done by pressure. The
implement varies in size and shape; bill occurs mainly in a somewhat
narrow leaf-shaped form, in which the maximum width is ahont one
third of the length of the implement, Its length ranges from occasional
lartre examples reaching up to GO to 70 mm., dowii to many of micn>-
lithic dimensions (30 mm. and under). Its maximum thickness is
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about one third Of its maximum breadth. (See fig 1 a, b, c\) More

precise and detailed data on its dimensions are provided in Table I

«»r file statistical analysis. In the more completely trimmed examples

—over 50 per cent of those examined in detail—the butt end was shaped

to a thin rounded margin, by removal of the striking platform and the

adjacent part of the median -'idge. In these, near the butt end, the

implement is erf a thin plano-convex cross section which then becomes

of an isosceles outline and tapering to a small equilateral triangle

towards the point end. The best examples of these completely trimmed

pirn are fine specimens of symmetry and delicate workmanship. This

account describes the particular type of implement first presented and

illustrated by Home awl Alston as the pirri (pirrie).

A similar, hut smaller implement although differing in some

features from the above typical account, must be included as a form

of pirri. This implement wms eallec the "Fulham Point' ' by Campbell

and Nooiie (1*)4:5). A number of them were among the material

collected L'rom campsites in that locality near Adelaide, and were in

the South Australian Museum collection at the time of their survey.

As it is desirable that some spec -die names be given to the original

and to tin 1 southern, smaller form of pirri, they are herein referred to

as "Eyroan Tf and kl Fulham" types respectively. The term Eyrean
sinus suitable as the first described and illustrated pirris came from

an area just to the east of Lake F\ re. Large numbers of this typical

form have been collected l'rom sites in other areas which are part

ol\ or adjacent to, the "Eyrean Basin"; and most of them were made
from materials which ;ire geologically typical of that large region.

The term "FllIhiMli*1 U retained tor the southern type of this imple-

ment; and on account of some significant differences from the typical

northern pirri, it is described in the following section.

The Fulham Piurj

This implement is a small form of pirri and occurs fairly often

anions the various pointed types collected from ureas—many of them
coastal sites—near to, and south of Adelaide. Moreover it is the

prevailing form of the pirri from all districts to the immediate north;

to which must be added Yorke and the southern part of Eyre
Peninsulas.

A survey of available collections shows that there are several

features in which the Fulham type differes from the typical Eyrean
form. Most significant is the fact that with fewr exceptions, the

former tends to be of microlitliic size. In relative dimensions, it is
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much thicker than the northern form (see Fable J), and it was made
from different materials. Larger sizes tend to increase in numbers
going northwards, towards the region of the TOyrean pirri. The
statistical analysis of the measurements shows definitely that the

Fulham pirri is of distinctly different form (see fig. 1 d).

Somewhat similar in form is the *' Adelaide point" (Campbell and
Noone) the shaping of which was limited to only abrupt trimming
of the lateral margins. This southern form has been subjected to the

same details of examination as the Eyrean pirri.

The measurements of these implements were made with vernier

callipers in millimetres; other features are recorded by descriptive

data.

It is hoped that the results of the present observations will provide

some useful data to supplement what has already been Written 09 this

implement. Certain features have been examined and recorded in

greater detail than hitherto, in order to increase our knowledge of

this fine example of our aboriginal stone implements.

TABLE I

6tfinds
i

<i

Approximately
75 per cent of
population lies

Mran " Mr,; novinf ion Hnngo between

—

!.riiiTt,h

—

Groups 1—6
. . . . do.eo 70.73 8.41 84.0—77.5 31. 1—48.5

7—8 .. :;o,oi 51U0 7.23 21.1—48.5 % 1.1—34.0
Breadth

—

Groups 1—6 .
mi: 1

, 1,00 2.00 fl.6—88.5 11.6—19.0
7—8 .. . . 13.15

'

2.30 9.1—19.5 10.0—15.0
Thickness

—

Groups 1—6 .. tun 1.U7 1.04 3.4— 10.6 4.6— 6.9
7—8 . 6,09 1.20 1.14 3.0— 9.6 1.8- 7 1'

(Groups 1 6. Eyrean; Groups 7—8, Fulham.)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
The relationship and differences between the Eyrean and Fulham

form raise some points of interest. The following notes have boefl

derived from an analysis carried out at the C.S.I. R.O. Division of

Mathematical Statistics. This involved a consideration of the three
measurements made OH the pirris examined in this study, from which a
compound linear index has been derived.

If the length, breadth and thickness are represented by .o, xz

and x-\ respectively, the method has been applied to derive the linear
function of these three measurements: X = A^i f A 2r., + Aaas which
will best discriminate between the Eyrean and Fulham groups, on
the basis of measurements alone.
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The discriminate function X is:

X = 0.000167^;i + 0.000963*2 - 0.0001058a&

Since only the ratios of the coefficients are required, for greater

convenience, the coefficient of length may be taken as 1; then the

coefficients for breadth and thickness are 5.76 and —6.32, so that the

function now takes the form:

X = Xi -f 5.76*2 - 6.32*3

The average value of X for the two groups is : Eyrean form 99.91

and Fulharn form 65.89. The mean difference is 34.02 with a standard

deviation of 1.38; and this being 23 times its standard deviation, is

very strongly significant. The linear function thus calculated, there-

fore definitely discriminates between the two groups.

The general summarising statistics individually show that the

groups are quite distinct, but it is of considerable importance that

after allowing for the correlations which exists between the measure-

ments, the compound measurement also yields this clear distinction.

The general difference in form between the two groups may be

due to several factors, it seems likely that the difference mainly arose

from the differences in the nature of the raw material available in the

two regions concerned. The aboriginal workman in both regions-

deliberately aimed at making pirris; probably by the same basic

technical procedures; but in each region he recognised the working

properties of his raw material, the result being two different forms

of the one kind of implement—the pirri.

In any ease, on the basis of the measurements alone, a clear

distinction in form exists. A second use of the linear compound is to

classify a specimen of unknown origin, by using only its length, breadth

and thickness. The following table shows values of the compound X
in the region where the two groups overlap, along with the probability

of misclassifieation.

Value of X Probability

60 .... 1 in 192

i0 37

80 10

90 17

100 70

1 1U . . . .... • . . tcoD

120 3333
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Examples : A specimen giving a value for X of 60 would, if it

were a northern form, he wrongly classified as a southern type only

once in 192 trials. Similarly, for values of 70 and 80, with correspond-

ing probabilities of 1 in 37 and 1 in 10. As the value 90 exceeds the

point midway between the two means (65.89 and 99.91) the form of

statement changes—thus a specimen giving a value of X = 90 would
if it were really a southern form, be wrongly classified as a northern

form 1 in 10 times. Similarly for values of 100, 110 and 120. Beyond
60 and 120 there would be no difficulties at all. It will be seen

therefore, that only in a small region from 80 to 95 (where the two
groups principally overlap) fie odds against misclassification are rather

weak.

Fig. 1 (a), {hi and f< i are -Innvn to mean mcnsuri'iiu'iits of Table 1.
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DISTRIBUTION
On the basis of its known distribution the pirri, might, with some

justification, be considered as, almost exclusively, a South Australian

implement.

From assessment of available collections and data, the typical

Eyrean pirri occurs as follows. It belongs to an area, the northerly

limit of which approximates to the latitude of the southern margin of

the Simpson Desert. Occasional specimens have been collected in

areas which might be geographically termed central Australia; but

these are obviously adven lit ions occurrences. The southern boundary

of the northern type would roughly correspond with the latitude of the

northern end of Spencer Gulf. In its easterly distribution, it occurs

in areas reaching into south-west Queensland and north-west New
South Wales and to the south along the Darling River. These State

borders are based on certain lines of longtitude and latitude and bear

no relation to so-called "natural regions^ Mitchell, writing of certain

areas adjacent to the River Darling, states "Although scarce, pirris

oeCUT; Lake Kyre, their provmance, is 500 miles away to the west, and
those two areas are apparently near the limit of their eastern

distribution/* Tindale (1937) has stated that "The Pirrian culture

has now been reported from almost all parts of Australia excepting

only Cape Yorke Peninsula, coastal Queensland and parts of eastern

N<nv South Wales; in those three places insuflieient collecting has been

done to regard their eulire absence as established beyond doubt.
1 '

McCarthy (1958) stated that his examination of "many thousands of

knapped implements in the Australian Museum amassed by a number

of collectors over a period of over forty years from surface sites or* the

SOUth coast of New South Wales failed to reveal a pirri industry."

Black (1949) who collected extensively in the north-west of New South

Wales, stated concerning the pirri :
"1 have never found any pirris

south of the Broken Hill—Menindee railway and very few east of the

Paroo River in the Darling River Valley.**

As yet, it has not been established how lar the pirri occurs west-

wards; but examples have hecn collected near Coober Pedy in the

north-west of South Australia and ^ome rather poor specimens from
Ooldea. The southern limit of the pirri appears to correspond very

definitely with the River Murray- Although a few specimens have been

collected from campsites on what might conveniently be termed the

southern bank of that stream, the typical pirri does not occur in regions

to the south of the Murray in South Australia, where large collections

of implements have been made over the last thirty years. Mitchell who
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has collected extensively over Victoria for many years considers the

pirn was unknown in that State; the present writer also is acquainted
with many Victorian sites, hut nothing resembling a pirri has ever been
obtained there.

Like its northern eountci part, (lie Fulham pirri appears to have
had a fairly definite range of distribution. In the south, it extends to

the River Murray which, as stated above, is the southerly limit for all

pirris. Its northerly boundary corresponds with the southerly limit

of the Eyreean type; although occasional instances of overlapping of
tile two kinds have, been noted. As a general observation, it seems that
as one goes away from the main areas of the northern pirri, that is to

the south, south-west, and smith-east of pirri distribution, the Fulham
type tends to become searcer and with increasing percentage of the
smaller sizes. The peripheral south-eastern sites apparently produce
mainly the smaller implements ; for example, regarding the Darling
River region and up towards south-west Queensland, Mitchell states
"As one proceeds westward, pirris increase in numbers; but they are.

small compared to those at Lake Eyre and are seldom longer than
30 nun. In size and shape many are similar to the Fulham pirri of South
Australia described by Campbell and Noone (1943)."

To the west, this smaller type predominates on sites on Vorke and
on the southern part of Eyre Peninsula. An interesting fact is that
on the Eyre Peninsula area especially, this Fulharn pirri mingles
with a small triangular type of trimmed point, some of which show,
complete biface trimmiug—the latter type of implement has not as yet
heen described in detail-

There have been reports of the occurrence of ilie pirri on sites well
removed from the regions outlined above. It is likely that some of these
have been mistakedly described as pirri. But when' the technique of
pirri manufacture was obviously an established part of aboriginal
stone industry, the implements occur in relatively large numbers; and
as stated above, these particular regions are somewhat circumscribed.

MATERIALS USED
The major proportion of the Eyrean specimens concerned in this

study came from two main areas. First: Die region from which the
originally described pirris were obtained—an area in the vicinity of,

and north of, Cooper Creek, where the Birdsville Track traverses the
far north-east of South Australia, east from Lake Eyre. Second;
large numbers from the region to the immediate west of Lake Torrenfe.
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With these regions—which might be considered part of the Eyrean
Basin in its broadest sense—are associated the so-called desert sand-

stones and those materials which come under the general category of

the chaleedonised, tine-brained sandstones and clays; the poreellanites,

jnsper, opal and agate, In addition, many implements Wfcre math' from
line-grained quartzitos which abound in the abovcmentioned areas

in the form of the well-known 4 fibbers''; although exceedingly tough

in texture, it was obviously a favoured material from which many
well finished examples were made These materials are part of (lie

so-called duricrust formation, attributed to the late Cretaceous and
subsequent periods All of these materials are noted for their

eonchoidnl fracture and are amenable to smooth primary and secondary

Halving. The finer grained the material, .^enm-ally the better and more
delicately finished are the implement-

As with most other implements of the Adelaide area, the vast

majority of the Fulham pirris were made from varieties of quart/ate

<l< 'lived from local rocks of the Mount Lofty Knnges. The line-grained

chaleedonUed materials, characteristic of the northern pirri, were not

readily available; the small numbers of implements made from the

latter materials are examples most likely acquired from further north,

or made from imported materials.

It is interesting to note that proceeding north from the Adelaide

districts, an increasing number were made from a better type of

material—mostly in the form of smooth cherts.

When the available material was mainly the coarse, tough textured

quartzites, the preparation of a core, and knapping of long, lanceolate

or leaf shaped flakes was not an easily controlled procedure. While

the craftsmen no doubt stnved for, and utilised, primary flakes of

suit;! hie shape, some of the smallei type of pirri give the impression

that possibly the median ridge of the finished implement was formed
mainly during the secondary flaking process, rather than that it was
an essential part of a primary Hake with a trigonal cross section. The
statistical results show that the thirkness ftf these small implements is

greater, relative to their general dimensions, than with the northern

pirri. This tends to bear out the idea of the difficulty in securing the

longer, more shapely primary flake. It is a remarkable tribute to

the skill of the southern workers that so many well made implements
were fashioned from these tough, intractable materials.
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BUTT END
Apart from the excellent shaping of the pirri, by flaking from the

lateral margins up to the mid-ridge, its further development was
effected by trimming the butt end.

Trimming of the butt was apparently carried out in several fairly

definite stages—as revealed by the conditions seen in the collection of

pirris examined in this study.

First: those specimens showing the neat lateral flaking, but with

the butt end intact, its striking platform practically untouched. An
important feature in this stage is that the surface of the platform

slopes downwards to the inner surface of the implement (see fig. le).

Second : in this stage, the platform had been partly trimmed away
—on the outer surface—this being readily effected owing to the acute

angle at the platform outer margin. This partial removal of the

platform resulted in only a limited shaping of the butt end.

Third: here the striking platform had been completely trimmed
away by further flake removal on the outer surface, which also reduced

the butt end of the mid ridge; and so this end of the implement was
shaped to a neat rounded margin.

Fourth: this stage seems to have been a supplemental treatment

of the butt end of some implements where further reduction of butt

end thickness was desired. At the third stage, the platform had been
completely eliminated, so that it was then possible to detach flakes

from the inner surface of the butt end. In effect, this reduced the

convexity of the bulb of percussion and resulted in a thin, sharp edge

to the rounded butt margin (see fig. 1 c).

This last mentioned treatment of the butt end involved some
trimming of the inner surface of the implement; but it affected only

a small area and served the special purpose of reducing some of the

bulb convexity, by detaching a few small flakes. The slight inner face

trimming gives no justification for considering the pirri a biface

trimmed implement—term which has a definite and accepted connota-

tion; as for example, the Kimberley point.

A likely variant of this butt treatment is seen in some specimens,
the inner surface of which is quite flat. This may have been the result

of deliberately striking off the butt end of the partly formed implement,
to remove extra thickness due to a marked bulb convexity; after which
the usual thin rounded margin was completed. Tn these examples,
nothing remains of the bulb curvature.
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Ehfl following figures have been derived from records made on
this particular feature in the specimens examined.

Recorded on 650 implements.
Butt end not trimmed 64
Butt end partly trimmed 193
Butt cud fully trimmed 373

M itehell states that of 235 pirris he collected at Mulka—in the area
ol' the originally described pirri—36.1 per cent showed either trimming
or thinning n the bntt; the striking platform being intact on the
remainder,

From the above figures in this study, it is seen that 57 per cent
of the implements bo examined, show complete peripheral trimming;
that is, with finished butt end as well as lateral trimming.

Ineluded in the il
fully trimmed" records are the variations of the

rounded butt margin.

Also in this examination of butt trimming, 43 per cent showed some
flaking pf the inner surface. This inner flaking was somewhat irregular

;

often only a partial reduction of the bulb convexity was effected, but
generally sufficient to attain the apparently desired thin margin.

Some attention was directed to ascertaining what might have been
the main factor which fncditated the forming of Die thin rounded
margin of (lie butt. The type of material was observed. Finer grained,
more tractable material should have made it easier to obtain the neat
butt margin; but it was found that among the best linished implements,
a wide variety in texture of material was evident. The robustness or
ttdckneafi of the primary flake might have affected the reduction of thn
butt eiul; but this approach showed that many thick implements have
a thm, rounded butt margin. Perhaps this neat finish to the butt end of
so many of the implements may have been—as Hnwehin suggested—
a matter of the artistry and pride of the worker at the time ofmaking
any particular implement.

Whatever was the purpose of this thin, rounded margin—functional
or otherwise—the various conditions in the implements examined
showed that the aboriginal craftsman carried out a definite sequence
m their shaping. When all these stages of pirri manufacture were
earned out to finality, exceedingly beautiful implements were produced.

SOME VARIATIONS IN FORM
There are a few variations in form which call for comment. The

number <.f specimens showing features by which they differed from
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the typical pirn, were few in number out of the large total examined.

They are good evidence that the skilled aboriginal workman knew

exactly what he was doing—when circumstances called for some

departure from customary procedures, he nevertheless produced the

desired result.

Cross Section. The vast majority of pirri were fashioned from a

primary flake, trigonal in cross section. The inner surface being the

base of the triangle ; its apex represented by the outer midrib, which in

the finished tool is trimmed away at the butt end. Some of the primary

flakes used, had a midrib which bifurcated into two ridges, ending at

the lateral margins of the platform. The lateral trimming reaches

the single median ridge for part of the length of the implement; and

then up to the two separated ridges, leaving an untrimmed triangular

portion of the outer surface, towards the butt end. Less than 3 per cent

of the hundreds of specimens examined showed this variation (see fig.

1, f and g).

Unilateral trimming. Another variant is the specimen made from

a primary flake the cross section of which must have been scalene,

rather than the outline of an equilateral or isosceles triangle (fig. 1, h).

This is another example of convenient adaptability in technique. By
trimming the wider of the two outer faces of the unworked flake, the

removal of material ultimately increased the angle of that margin,

to correspond with that of the untrimmed side. Thus producing the

customary symmetrical form with a cross section being brought more

to the equilateral form (see fig Li). In the total of over 800 implements

for which details were recorded, less than 3 per cent were of this

unilateral trimmed form. But apart from having one face untrimmed,

in other respects this variant has the main features of the typical pirri

;

the flaking of the trimmed face is continuous from point to butt end

and involved the whole face up to the mid ridge; and generally with

the butt trimmed and rounded. The final result gave the outline of

the typical trimmed symmetrical point.

Dentate margins. In a few rare examples, a final trimming of

the flaked margins of the implement produced a dentate effect to the

borders, not unlike that seen in many of the Kimberley Points.

USE OF THE PIRRI

Regarding the question of the use of the pirri, no satisfactory

answer has yet been provided. On account of its general shape, the

possibility of its use as a spear point has been the customary suggestion

but other uses have been submitted.
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Home aud Alston 0924) wrote of its use 4 \ . . as a graving

tool to make decorative marks on wooden weapons, and occasionally

ii is used as a drill for light boring WWV* fa ^ South Australian

Museum collection are a number of specimens purported to be wood-

\\ ..u'king tools, with pirn mounted in gum. These came from [lie district

where Aiston lived for many \ears and were made by aborigines there.

In their volume, they state that these natives were not conversant with

(he making of pirri; furthermore, the mounting of these pirn on the

wood handles varies—on some, the inner surface of the sione tool

faces one way, and on oilier handles in the Opposite directum. Such

inconsistaney in mounting these stone tools rather suggests that these

natives really knew nothing afootM the main use of the pirri and mounted

1 hem according to a (JBG BttggOSted tO them.

Hale and Tindalo (1930) stated "It seems possible that this

artifact may have been a spearhead.
1 '

Howchiu (19"4) bspres^ed doubt as to their use as a spearhead.

Ik also discussed its possible use as a tool for scribing fine, decorative

lines on wooden object,, Tie wrote -'Among the more highly finished

examples were some thai [JOSSCSBGd exceedingly sharp points that could

not bear the pressure used with a graving too) without fracture; it is,

therefore, possible (hat these beautifully finished and delicately pointed

specimens wen- held as a matter of pride as to execution rather than

as tools."

Tindale (1967) stated "that, the pressure flaked bifac.e hiade culture

of North Western Ansiialia is likely 1o have been a direct development

from the p!*riatli*' Hfe further stated "The most characteristic imple-

ment, the pirri itself . . . was a spearpoint/
1

His illustration

(fi#. 4) in support of this contention and on examination of the partly

I rimmed point eoucci m-d, show that this isolated example is obviously

not a typical pirri point.

The stone headed spear- m the South Australian Museum were

carefully examined by the late U V. V. Noone who considered the

few odd specimens with small trimmed points were not typical pirri

aud «, nite fori ui tons among the much larger, untrimmed trigonal stone

flakes on (Ymtral Australian spears.

The resemi,lance in some respects of the pirri to the Kimherlev

point spearhead lias been cited in favour of the pirri having been so

used. Rut typologically there are several ohvious differences between

the typical pirri and the Kimherlev point; especially when regarding

thetn both as spearheads. Both arc symmetrica) trimmed points and

the pirri is also regarded to have been produced by pressure flaking.
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A parallel examination of collections of both types of point does not
give the impression of a strikingly close resemblance. Tn general, the
Kiml)erley point is a much larger implement; it is much broader ami
thinner relative to its length; it is a biLaee trimmed point; its lateral
maro-j ns are consistently serrated or dentate, Above all, the Kimberle\
point has the appearance of being a Kpeariead of marked potential for
penetration and wouoding tor winch pnxpoaoa the pirri would be
almost completely ineffective, both in aiZC and form. The writer has
subjected a range of over one hundred Kimberley points of variou-
shapes and sizes to the same measurements as mtlde OH the pirri. There
are obvious differences in size and lunn; only four Kimberlev
specimens out of the intal are of microlithic size.

It ha« been shown that the pirri is often of mieroUthie size;
predominantly so with the Fulham tyjn- With the customnrv
Australian practice of mounting a stone spearhead m gttfo, very little
of most of these implements would be exposed for such a functional
purpose. On account of (heir size, it mighl be more fittingly BUgge&ted
that it would have been suitable ns an arrow head; but there is E10 record
Of the Australian aboriginal having known the rise of (he bow and arrow.
Moreover, the pirri bears no resemblance to the typical stone arrow
heads which are so well known from man\ parts Of the world. <>r
agflin, on the score of size, it would have been more Suited for the head
of something in the form of a small hand lance; but heir attain it

-•

mounting' and fitting to a shaft would lease if , very ineffective point
for serious, much less lethal, damage. However, this is another aspect
of the pirri calling for continued research.

DLSCUSNION
A study of a large collection shows the line craftsmanship involved

in the production of the completed form of tin* typical pirri, Tt presents
features which clearly reveal that those responsible Tor its making
had a clear idea of the kind of implement they set out to produce and
also had the technical skill to make it.

The figures given above show that the pirri, in both its northern
and southern forms, is n relatively small point. The former w.i-
somefimes made in microlithic size and occasional sp.«iimMi< arfl

"Outsize'1 in length— Mitchell has recorded specimens up to <)Q mm.
But m general, the Standard deviation for the dimensions of both types
is fairly low in value; some variation in length, but consistently low
for breadth and thickness. The prevalence of microlithic forms among
the southern type is interesting.
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From present knowledge, the occurrence of the pirn appears to

have had fairly definite geographical limits which make it almost

exclusively a South Australian implement.

The northern form was made from materials well suited for the

skilled technique applied to its manufacture; they are characteristic

of certain geological formations of the region and thus constitute a

factor in the distribution of this particular form of the implement.

The finest examples are always associated with the availability of the

fine grained ehalcedonise.d materials. For many of the Adelaide region

the available materials were mainly tough, coarse grained quartzites

which seems to have been the important factor in the predominant

occurrence of those of mierolithic size.

The use of the pirri is a question for which, as far as present

knowledge goes, nu satisfactory answer lias arisen. Its use as a

spearhead has been suggested on somewhat superficial morphological

grounds. But the occurrence of so many implements of small and

of microlithic dimensions seems rather against it having been an

effective and useful kind of spearhead.

It is unfortunate that the terra pirn has, by some writers, been

applied to a variety of implements which bear little or no resemblance

to the pirri. As staled above, it is a symmetrical, uniface trimmed point

with certain definite typological features. There are many kinds of

"points" of symmetric and asymmetric form, showing varied degrees

of secondary trimming. These range from the slightly retouched leaf-

shaped (lake, to more fully worked types, like the bilateral abrupt

trimmed points. Because these may have the general shape of the

pirri, there is no justification whatever for them being classified as

such. Ynrious types of f rimmed points were produced by the aboriginal

craftsoiMii, but for most of them very little or nothing is known of

their function; therefore their classification must rest mainly upon

morphology. Fnless the typology of [lie various forms he based on

clearly definable specific features, confusion must prevail in their

classification. Many leaf shaped points of more or less symmetrical

form occur, with indications of secondary trimming which may or may
not have been abortive or discarded at tempts at producing a pirri; but

the typical pirri has been collected in such large numbers and shows

definite features in the stages of its production, that indi criminate

application oT the term pirri to partly and irregularly chipped flakes

is not warranted.
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The present study shows that the pirri is an intriguing Australian

stone implement. Its skilful manufacture and meticulous finish make
it an object for admiration; its limited distribution and its own specific

features of interest provide ample scope for further research.

In addition to that of the writer, these observations were made
on the following collections : South Australian Museum and the private

collections of Messrs. K. M. Mudie, S. R. Mitchell, H. M. Cooper and
Dr. Ian North.

The writer's thanks are due to the following for generous assistance

in the preparation of this paper. Mr. H. SI, Hale, Director, S.A.

Museum; Professor E. A. Oornisli, C.S.T.R.O. Division of Mathematical

Statistics for analysis Of the dimensional data; Dr. H. Marston and

Mr. Murray C- ChSdi of the C.K.T.R.O. Nutrition Laboratories for the

preparation of illustrations; Drs. P. S. Hossfeld and B. Daily for

advice on geological notes; Mr. II. M. Cooper and Miss B. Pearce in

the preparation of the notes.
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Beletaiiitefl .. /. 220
1',-r^jueria 89S
bernanlas, Osulini nt.rr 152

Bettaa«Uji ..' 378, 303, 304

EHfn.irria 235, 23s, 207, 208

lii-'ofor, OAVfamms , .. 359, 300, 361,

302, 30:;

bifroas, Ghlamya • • P-7

l.ifions, Ecpii<'!ilainys 127

1'iliiM :ita, Eulima .. .. . 126

biplaeiatttfij GajaboeatiB 228, 238

bivittata. Loioatraca 126

Blaeaa 453, 454

bland fonli, Parahibolites 201

bliona 202

Boerhaayia 244

Boi^ea 105

bois&ierij Snlilliurnmnaia 200

lion'alis, Pluuroruva •- 210

Rotbru-rnhryoi, .' (23. I 2

4

Bracl\ychiton . . . - . , 318

brazir'ri. StvJil'or 125, VV,

brs7lc9paj Eo^d 334, 36j 388

hrevitrriatatuTu, ^yrmicotwwabjuna .. 91,

92, 93, 95, 90

hrm-ior, Iv'aritjea'? 385

broadbenti, St.n.inbU'unnis . 125

Broderipla .....
broma, lOnfloclita 174. 175

brnnra, Slylit'er , . . 1'JO

FiiKOiaaauiella .. 131, l."-3

Dttabotrigonia -

.

bneullaea .... 202

balbo^us, ('vperus ... .... 244

Balimas ' 1^3
Bulinns • • 34, 38
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Paok
Calandrinia ....... 243
CallidosoTiia . . 98
Callitria , . , 16
Galoprymnus 243, 246, 247, 249, 251, 258,

2(18, 279, 294, 296, 297, 298
campestris, Caloprymnus 293
camphorae, Eadociita 160. 166, 167,

108, 169, 170
camphorao, Pliassua , , . 161, 169
Candida, Emarginula 1L'7

ojitihumi. Relemnites ... 221
Capulus 127
Carabocoris 227,228,231,232
Cardiastethus , . .. 131, 140, 363
Cardium . . . . . 202
carnivorus, Leptocoris . . ..

. . V2\

carphoides, Lepidosperma 274
Casiinniia - 135
• aucasica. Avicula 205
(-Vdluua 119
phaleoeepbiilus, Lygaeus . . . 41!

• •

199,

18(5

382
397
397
213
127

chalybeata, Phawsu* .

.

clmpmani, Pseudorpi Ionia

Charnia
Oharniodiseus
(MiimbuitiiH

Ohlanivs .

.

......
Ohryseulima 125
Cilliba 471
eladocalyx, Eucalyptus 1)7

clymenioidcs, Rotularta . 223
coaxetata, Blaena . . . .... 457
coimbatorensis, Leptocoris .. .. 417
Coleoeuris 227, 228, 229, 232
commensal is, Eulima -. , ,

l'2r>

oornmoTcialiH, O.stxoa '"-(»

n-iimiiiiiis, Pu708ia ., 216
coneentrieus, CharniodiscUH 397
rnnifrriiR, Oonolaelapg 345,346
coniferus, Laelaps 339, 340, 347
Cmtol.Melaps 339, 340, 344
oontimia, Buchananiella 133
Oonularia 382
coprophila, Cilliba ,. . 471
coqiiandi, Tnoceratnu.s . 205
Corbieula 38
coroieulata, Lept.o»*orU ... 416
cornuta, Curveulima 125
Cosmetolaclaps . . 339, 340
costala, Pickiusonia .... .... 379
coxalis. Leptocoris . .

coxi, Hype.rmaptns .

erassidenSj Psoudorca
crenilimbuta, Endue! it u

, .. .. 333,
161, 162.

183, 184. 185,
<'retii1mibata, Hypophassus . . . . 161,
Crinum
fMocora* 217,
crista, Cnsuarina
cunaeforniis, Euliuia . 124

cvmaata, Pleuromva . 199. 209. 210

427
126

338
16(=;

(

LB7
183
244
218
135

Page
ouniculus, Bettongia 254, 256, 272, 277,

280, 284, 285, 298
Cunningtoacearas . .. 224 (reference*")
Curveulima .

.

... . . . . . , , , , 125
Cuspeulima 125
CycJomedusa . 378, 379, 388, 392, 393, 394
Cymahoplites -. * 213,214
Oyraatoceras . - . . .. 201,211,213
Cyperus . . . , , . . , 244
Cypraea 121

dallasi, Serinetha . 411
damor,' Endoclita 173, 189, 190
Panilia .. 127
tlatiuevigi. Scaphella . ....... 121
Dnayccrena .... .. 289
Hnvidi. Cyclomedusa . . 378
drtvidi, Endoclita , . . 161, 186, 188
davidi, Myloceras .

.

.. 201,217
deoxesensis, Bulimos

. . 124
Dolpbinornis 67
deltoldeBj Plrbulonax .... 25
DenMimn do?
dorrieki, Lasiochihi* 138
Dosliayesites 200
Pickinsonia . . . . 379, 380, 392, 393, 394
diffusa, Boerhaavia . . . . . , , . -

. . . 244
Pimitobolu* (Tetrabelus) . 201, 207, 219,

220, 221
Dma^oviea 119
Dindymus 359
Piprotodon . 12
diptychus, Pimitobems . , .

.

221, 222
dirschi, Phassus 162, 197
discoidourn, Tubulostium . . ..... 223
Ukstocclmni.s .. 282
divarieata, Leschenanltia ....... 16
dolabrata. Pinna 129
dolieacanthus, Cosmotolaelaps 341, 342, 343
dolieacanthus, Laelaps . .. 339, 340, 341
Porcopsis . . n. 252
Dryandra ,.274
dnfresnii, Melanella .. .. 124
Duntroonornis . . 67
dymenioidea, Rofularia .... 223

Edi.icana 378, 379, 380, 388, 394
edwardsi, Eulima . . . . 124
•dwnrdsi, Melanella 125
elea, Melanella 125
Emarginula .... 127
ET»doclifa 157, 158, 159, 181. 187, 190
Entomella 127
Eospliaohisp.tiK 58, 67
Cqmchlaoiya ,. .. 127
•'rfifnos, Belemnitea . . . 220, 222
Ervtnrnens 98
ttlievidgoi, Micrometry (Paterina) . . 374
Eucalyptus . . . . 97, 315
Eiiearya .

, 244
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Page
KueheJua . . , 127
cuelia, Chnronia 120, 121
Eiidypt.ala . . . 61, 62
eugomi, Thylogale • • 270
GTjglypha, Avicula 205
Euiiama.ust.ra . . . .124
Eulima 124, 125, 120
KnHmeB

,

.

.125

Euornphaloeeras , .... 222
Eutrcplioeerns ... .

.

21

1

Eatriton 121
evansi, Unio . , 35
'wn'scnis, Endoelita .

.

160, 104, 105,

168, 185, 187
exerdacenfl, Bepiahia 164
exerexeoim, Hypophassus

, . . ISO

exereacecs, Phassus ..... .... 105

fixeptauda, Voteta .... 121
expansilabra . . . . . 125
..vplirt.i, Trigunia .... 208
eyrci, Pnpilionata .... .MHO

FnMa ...... . . 1157

faUax, TulMilnsti.j.n . 223
fecumlus, Asternolaelups 355, 357
fomoraliSj Oplobatea . . . . L38
Fessonia 07
filanicntus "M" , . . .. :'.S1

fimhriata, leptoeoris .... 132

flavolimbatus, Alloerbyucliua .. .. 137
flavomarginutus, Lygaeus .. .. 432
fliudersi, Altivasum ..... .. 122

tliadersi, Aneyloceras 217
flindersi, Criocoras . 217
tliudersi, Edim-aria. . .. 378, 3711

flindersi, Flindersitcs 217,218
flindersi, Myloeera* 201, 217
flindersi, Ouustus ... 123
rlindersi, Xeuophoiu .. . . 1 3 .;

Flindersit.es 217, SIS
UoiKidersi, Bpriggina . ... 388
forstori. Aptenodytes . 60, 62
frcnehi, Oxycarouus . . ... 360
fru'atn, Eulima . . 120
funeralis, iv'hoplialus ... .. 303
fusca, Melanitta . 355
Fusceulima .... 120

grumanli, I'.cttongia 204, 398
^awlori. Strange.sta . . , - 123
gawleri, (Zonites) Helix 123

GitUk . •_
127

Gcnyornis ....... .... 12
goorgi tresis, I'-ulima . . . .... 126

gigautea, C'yHoTiHMlnsa .... 378

gigantcna, Macropua ., 296
gigantcus, melnnops, Magropus .. 290
gitfanteua, Varanus ...... 245
gilesi, Bett.nnella ... .. 378
gltiberrimn, Lnsiell'ulea 139

Page
Gl otocephalus

. 338
glomorata, Ostren . .... 130
Glycymeris 202
gmolina, Endoelita 173, 174, 176
Gorgopis 197
gracilis, Iehthyopteryx 67
gradata, Eulima ... 124
grandis, Arthrodvt.es 66
gregaria, Spirulaea 223
gregorii, Brachiton 318
gryphaeoides, Aucellina . . 201, 203, 204
gryphaeoides, Avicula BQ3, 204, 205, 212
gryphaeoides, hughendenensis 203, 204, 205
gunneri, Eosphaeaiscus 67
gurgitis, Panopea 210

hanetiana, Trigonia 208
Haplophyilocorya 200
Hebeulima .... 126
Helena, Melanella 125
Hfellac

;
. .. 123

hendersoni, Cymatoeeras 201, 212
heodersoni, Eutrcphoceras . . ,. 211
liendersoni, (Cymatoeeras?) Nautilus 211
Hepialua 104, 187
herald icuin, Tribraclndium

. 381, 388, 392
Herpetopoma

, . 127
herzi, Phassus ... 104, 166, 168
hesitata, beddomei . . . . . 122
hillieri, Dasyeereus 289
Hirstiosoma

t ,, 97
hirsutus, Lagorehoates 243, 209
Ilolaster .... 205
holtkeri, Cuimingtoneieras 224 (reference)
hosei, Endoelita . . . 158, 162, 193,195
, lM"'fr":istus .126
llypophassus 158, 183
IfypsiprymnodnTi 282,297

Iehthyopteryx

tchthvostomatogaster
ijcrija, Phassus ,

.

iml>ricata, Htomatella
162. 191, 192,

67
355
195
127
124
107

iaenrva, Avicula . .

indiscreta, Eulima . . . ,

inflata. Eulima ..

inflata, Tateana ...

205
125
124
388
205

insularis, Leptoeoris . .

imivfn, Lciostrneea

isolata, Leptoeoris , . . .

rsoodori .

.lacksonensis, Fuseeutima

•

432
120
120
123
443
261

120
javaensis, Endoelita . , 160, 104, 173, 174
josh nana. Leiostraca 125, 120
jourdani. Dinn^soviea 1 Itt
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Page

kara, Enddclita 162, 194, 195
Katelysia 128
kleini, Tetrabelus 219, 221
Kogia 334, 335
Korora 67
kosemponis, Endoclita . . . . . . 168, 188
kreuslerae, Voluta 121

Labeceras 201, 218
lactarius, Stylapex 126
Laelaps 339, 344
Lagorchestes 241, 244, 269, 270
laminatus, Onthophagus 339, .'Ml

laqueus, Crioceras 218
larsenii, Delphinornis 67
laseroni, Stylapex 126
Lasiellidea 139
Lasiochilus 138
laticostata, Gellana 119
Latirus 122
layardii, Mesoplodon 334, 337
Lciostraca 125, 126
Lemuroceras 213, 214

Lepidosperma . . 274
leporoides, Lagorchestes 270, 275
Leptocoris 359, 405
Leptus 98
lesbia, Leiostracea 125
Leschenaultia 16
"lesueur, Bettongia" 248
lesueuri, Bettongia 235, 238, 241, 243, 252,

254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260,
264, 265, 267, 268, 270, 273, 275,
276, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 297,

298, 299

lesueuri, grayi, Bettongia . . . . 264, 265
lesueuri harveyi, Bettongia . . . 238, 260,

264, 265
lesueuri lesueuri, Bettongia . . . 239, 249
leucoxylon, Eucalyptus . . . 274
lifuanus, Oxycarenus 360, 364
lima (Oistotrigonia) Linotrigonia 201, 205
limbatipennis, Oxycarenus 363
Hncolnensis, Cardiastethus 140
Linotrigonia (Oistotrigonia) . . 201, 222
lineatus, Coleocoris 221, 230
Listronius 68
lodderae, Leiostracea 125
longicornis, Parapsyllus . . . . . . . . 68
longirostris, Serinetha 424, 425
lopdelli, Archaeospheniscus 67
lowei, Archaeospheniscus 61, 67
luctuosa, Porcopsis 252
luctuosus, Magroplax . . . . . . . . 360, 364
luctuosus, Oxycarenus . . . 359, 360, 361,

362, 363, 364

lugubris, Stenogaster . . 363
lunata, Onychogale 326
lurida, Serinetha

, . . . 439
Lygaeoraorphup 405

Page
macgregori, Dimitobelus 201, 219
macroptera, Ambonychia 374
Macropus 12, 296
Macrymenus 453
Madigania 380, 388
Maecoyella 200
magellanicus, Parapsyllus 68
raagnus, Sahyadrassus 197
Magroplax 360
mamilla, Mamillana 121
mamilla, Voluta 122
Mamillana 121
" Manchuriophycus '

' 395, 400 (reference)
Mantelliceras 209, 213, 222, 224
Margarites 127
marginata, Leptocoris 428
marginenotatus, Endoclita . . . . 159, 162
marquesensis, Leptocoris 447
masoni, Charnia 397
mastesi, Bulimus 123, 124
mawsoni, "M" 381
mayi, Eulima 124
mediocarinata, Blaena 459
Medusina . 380, 381
Melanella 124, 125
Melania 34, 38, 62
Melaniella 124
Melanitta 355
Mclo 119
Mesoplodon 334, 337
Mieromitra 374
miltonis, Melo 119
Mimachlamys 127
minchami, Parvancorina 380
minor, Eudyptula 61, 62
minuscula, Leptocoris 413
mitellata, Leptocoris 418
mitellatus, Leptocoris 359
Moeeramus 202, 217
modesta, Melanella 125
Moloch 319
montageuna, Eulima 124
montebelloensis, Eulima . . . : . . , . 124
morgani, Potorous 295
mucronatus, Eulima 126
multitrich a, Blaena 460
rnunita, Eulima 125
Murex 120
murrayae, Eulima 124
Myloceras 201, 217, 218, 222
Myocara 227 229
Myrmecia, gulosa 349
Myrmicotrombiura ... 91, 92, 93, 95, 96,

97, 98

Nassaria 122
Nautilus 117, 118, 120
nebulosus, Ilepialus 186
Nerinea 200
Nevina 181
niger, Endoclita . 162, 171, 181, 182, 183
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Page

niger, Phassus 181

nigricornis, Leptocoris 424

niphonica, Gorgopis 162, 197

nitida, Urodiscella 349, 350, 352

nobilis, Dryandra 274

nodosa, Argonauta 119

nordenskjoldi, Anthropornis 67

Notomys' 244

Notovola 127

novaezcalandiae, Platydyptes . . . . 63, 67

nyhlL'iri, Ichthyostomatogaster . . . 355, 358
(ref.)

obtusa, Trigonia 208

ocellatus, Coleocoris 228, 229, 231

Oecosmaris 97

Ocnetus 157, 158

Oestotrigonia 206, 207

oliqua, Eucalyptus 274

oliveri, Korora 67

Onustus 12o

Onthophagus 339

Onychogalo 319

Oplobates 137

Orius 136

ornatum, Tubulostium 223

Ornithodorus 69

Osphranter 152

Ostrea 129, 130

Oxycarenus 359, 360, 367 (ref.)

Pachydesrnoceras 213, 214

Pachydyptes 67

pachyrhynchus, Eudyptula 62

Pacitrigonia 208

Palaeeudyptes ... 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57,

65, 67

Palaeocrangon 143, 144

Palaeospheniscus 59, 62, 63

palankarinnica, Perikoala .... 71, 72, 78

Papilionata 380

papua, Platydyptes 62

papuana, Trigonia 201, 207

papyracea, Oseudavicula 201, 217

Parahibolites 201

paraia, Endoclita • . . 160, 162, 163, 164,

176, 177, 180

parallclus, Scoloposcelis 140

Paraniedusium 396

Parapsyllus 68

Pariopea 210

parva, Avieula • • • • • 205

Parvancorina 380, 393, 395

parvus, Duntroonornis 67

patagonicus, Aptenodytes .... 58, 60, 62

penicillata, Bettongia .... 235, 254, 255,

256, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273,

275, 276, 279, 282, 285, 287, 288,

289, 290, 292, 293, 294, 295, 297,

298, 299

Page

Pennatula 385, 386, 387, 398

Peratobelus 200
perexiguus, Rissoa 126

Perikoala 71, 72, 73, 78, 80, 81

Petaurus 282

petterdi, Eulima 125

petterdi, Stylifer 126

pfitzneri, Endoclita 171

pfitzneri, Phassus 181, 182, 183

Phascolarctes .... 71, 73, 74, 79, 80, 81

Phassus 164, 165

philoctena, Uropoda 349, 350

Phreatoicus 145

Phyllitica trigonia ( Acanthotrigonia) 206

Pinna 129

planicincta, Eulima 124

planulata, Puzosia 216

planulata, Stomatella 127

Platydyptes 62, 67

Plebidonax, deltoides 25

Pleuromya 199, 201, 210, 209

pompilius, Nautilus 117, 118

ponderosus, Pachydyptes 67

Poronotellus 131

Poronotus 131

Portulaca 243

Potorous 246, 251, 294, 296
potschefstroomensis, Uropoda . . 350, 351

powelli, Charonia 120, 121

problematicus, Palaeocrangon . . 143, 144

Procoptodon 12

profuga, Alathyria 36

Prosoponiscus 143
Protodipleurosoma 380, 394

Protolyella 380, 381, 393, 394

Protoniobia 381

protovittatus, Unio 9, 35

proxima, Eulima 124

Pseudavicula 201, 217

Pseudocheirus .... 71, 75, 77, 79, 80, 81

Pseudorca 334
Pseudorhilema 381, 382

Pseudorhizostomites .. 381, 382, 393, 394

Pseudostomatella 127
Pteridinium 382, 383. 386, 387,

394, 396

Pterotrigonia 206
Ptychomya 200
Puzosia 200, 216
Puzosigella 213, 214

Pyrrhotes 405

queenslandica, Falda 137

raapi, Endoclita 160, 162, 179

radiata, Cyclomedusa . . . . 378, 379, 380,

381, 388

radiatoshialata, Avieula 205
Rangea 383, 385, 386, 387, 392,

393, 394, 396, 397

Rattus 289
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**&*> 358 (ref.)
redunca var. elnta, Eucalyptus * 274
K*niUa

: 386, 387
repertua, Nautilus , 117,118
Rhizoatomitoa ... 381
Rhophalua 353
ricasoliana, Uripoda ... 349, 350
&"«>« 120
roegerae, Eulima

. 124
robertaianua, Listronms .......... 09
Rotularia 199, 201, 222, 223, 224
Roya 127
rubicunda, Charonia 120
rufeacens, Aepyprymnua . . . 273, 294, 297
rufomarginata, Leptocoris .

, . . , 432
rufus, Leptocoris . . . 42*
rustica, Endoclita

, .. \~H

Sahyadrasaus 197
salvazi, Endoclita 160, 102, 177
Santalum 16
Sarcophilua |j
Saxostrea 130
scalanna, Katelysia |2fi

Scaphella 12

1

sehneiderhohni, forma turgida, Rang«'a, 385,
AHA,

sehneiderhohni, Hansen . 383, 385, 397
Schoinobatea 71, 76, 79, SO, 81
Scleromana

. . 97
Scoiopoacelia 140
seotica, Ant.hracocaria im
seclusua. Tetrabclus

,
.. glQ- 221

serieeus, Endoclita . . . 160, 162, 171, 172,
174, 181, 195

aerieua, Phassus 170
Serinetha

. . . 405, 41 s

aetoaa, Blaena 4(32
sibelae, Endoclita 157, 102, 196
sibelae, Phassus

, . . hh;
signata, Uropoda 349, 350
signifer, Hypophassua I0(!
aignifer, Phaasua 186, 18S, 196
simplex, Pteridinium 383
sinensis. Phasaus . . . . 160, 162, 167, 168
sinuata, Ostrea . . . . . . , 129
ainuosocostatua, Chimbuites .. 199, 210,

213. 214, 215
Smari8 ....;.

. . 97
aodalia, Buchauaniella 131
sodalia, Cardiastethua .. . . \:>\

aodalis, Porontellua ., t33
spectabilia, Leptocoris 132
Spirulaea 223
spirulaeoides, Dimitobelua 201
spirulaeoides, Rotularia . - „ 201, 222, 223
Spriggia 380, 388,' 39

1

Spriggina 388. 393, 394, 395
Stenogaster ....... 363
Stomatella 127
Btomatia

. J27

Page
Strangeata 123
sfngilr, liaplophyllocera* ... . "no
Strombiformia

. $4 1
o-

>

strouglylooeatrosufl . 120
Stylapcjs i86
Sf >

r,il
"

,,r 121, LS5. 126
BtyumeJIa

.

.

126
subglobosns, fiolashu

, 205
subrufescena, Li-pt f u, iri- . .

. 426
eubsutcAta, Blaena . . 434
Bubthurmaaaia

. .

.

200
avlvesteri, p ggg
Hynlharella .. ,

.

Vl

Syrot.rigonia 20S

tagalica, Leptocoris ... ... 439
tajtojide, Lygaaus 432
taltenaifi, Leptofltwis . . ^9
fcalajft On.ithndorus ,;9

taprobanenia abdoiiMnalis, Leptoeoria . 428
taranuj Endoclita l$2 I9J 192
*•**» •• 3TO, 379, 380, B8B
tatci, Xenopliora ... 123
l«tn-oiii

t Euliin.'i
.

t J24
Tetrabaiaa 210, 221
Tl.alacomys

. 241, J

rhylogale gyp
Tibia. onp
topaziaea, huhma 120
(opoza, Endoclita . . . , ltn, im4. L8S
torn, Nas&afifl . . . ... Jgjj
toaa, Kndoelita .. ?oo, 164, 163, 106. Hflf,

16S, 170, 176. 177, 179, ISO
trapezia, Ajmdara 12s
trapezia, Area |gg

381, 389, 390. 392,

393, $96

Tribrar'hidium

Trichosurus . B

tridaetylua, Potoroua

tTlggl, Mr|;iriPllii . .

Trjgonifl
Triodia
tripidum, Lftbeceraa .

kripla grains, Coleoeuris
Tritonidoa . .

tritonia, Murex . . . .

TrochiiM ,

tro ita
, . . .

tiyofri, Kub'ma . . . .

71, 73, 74, 78, 79,

80, &1, 250
251, 252. 275, 270,

294, 295
125

J01. 202. 206, 207
..... II. 16

.. 801, S18, 222
• - 221, 229, 230

120
120
1 86

... 10
124

Tnluitostium
. 223. 224 trof,)

Turrilites .. ,
. ... 2 13

Vynomaa . log

,T1ll'>«o r- 213, 214
Umbiha 122
umbilicuta aintcniacia Oypraft^ . 121,122

Hnu >
- •- ".

. 0, 17, 35, 37
UrodiacMlla

. 349
Uropoda ... 349
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Page

Varanus 245, 319
ventricosus, Globicephalus 338
versicolor, Dindymus 359
vicina, Leptocoris 422
villosissimus 289
vitiensis, Lasiochilus 139
vitrea Eulimea 125
Voluta 121, 122
vulgaris, Leptocoris 439
vulpecula 250
Vulsella 202

wadea, Protoniobia 381

Page
warawita, Endoclita . . 162, 190, 191, 194
wardi, Protodipleurosoma 381
whitei, Buchananiella 131, 133
whitei, Poronotellus 131
williamsi, Endoclita 162, 191
williamsi Strombiformis 125
woodwardi, Oplobates 137
Wynyardia 79

Xanthorrhoea 16
Xenophora 123

Zeacrypta 127


